Village Economics
Held on Thursday, May 14, 2015
Audubon Society of RI, 12 Sanderson Road, Smithfield, RI

2 AICP credits offered
Recent studies have determined that village development can be successful in the market place as
well as having a positive fiscal impact on town finances. Participants learned how market and fiscal
analyses can contribute to the village planning process in their community. Case studies from local
communities were presented.
Target Audiences: Planners, local officials, and other interested parties.
Speakers: Scott Millar, RI DEM; Peter Flinker, Dodson & Flinker; Darlene Wynne, AICP, formerly of
4ward Planning; Tom Kravitz, Director of Planning & Economic Development, Town of Burrillville, RI;
Linda Painter, AICP, Director of Planning & Development, Town of Mansfield, CT
Presentatin & Materials
Agenda
Speaker Biographies
Introduction (Scott Millar)
Village Economics: An Overview (Peter Flinker)
Harrisville, RI (Tom Kravitz)
Storrs Center, CT (Linda Painter)
Village Guidance (fact sheet)
Fiscal Benefits of Village Development (handout)
Storrs Center, CT (fact sheet)
North Kingstown Community Market Study- Executive Summary (4ward Planning)
North Kingstown Community Market Study- Full Report (4ward Planning)
Wickford Junction TDR Assessment: Phase I Background and Market Analysis (4ward Planning)
Village Guidance Manual
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Manual
This workshop was cosponsored by the Narragansett Bay Research Reserve, RI DEM, and the RI
Statewide Planning Program.
Questions? Please contact Jennifer West at jennifer@nbnerr.org or 401-222-4700, x 7413.
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Thursday, May 14, 2015, 10:00 am to 12:00 pm
Audubon Society of RI, 12 Sanderson Rd, Smithfield, RI
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Objectives:
Participants will understand…
• That the market supports village-type development while providing positive fiscal
impacts to communities
• How market and fiscal analyses can contribute to the village planning process
• Through local case studies, how municipalities have carried out such analyses
and how village development has benefited their communities
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
AGENDA
9:30 am

Sign-in and refreshments

10:00 am

Welcome
Jennifer West, Narragansett Bay Research Reserve
Scott Millar, RI Department of Environmental Management

10:10 am

Village Economics: An Overview
Peter Flinker, Dodson & Flinker

10:40 am

Q&A

10:55 am

Panel Presentation
Moderator: Scott Millar, RI Department of Environmental Management
Panelists:
• Darlene Wynne, AICP, formerly of 4ward Planning | Wickford
Junction
• Tom Kravitz, Director of Planning & Economic Development,
Town of Burrillville, RI | Harrisville
• Linda Painter, AICP, Director of Planning & Development, Town
of Mansfield, CT | Storrs Center

11:15 am

Q&A and Discussion

11:55 am

Wrap up and Evaluations

12:00 pm

Adjourn

Speaker Biographies
Scott Millar
Mr. Millar is the Administrator of the RI Department of Environmental Management’s
Sustainable Watersheds Office. He has over 30 years of environmental management
and policy experience. In his current position he leads DEM’s smart growth initiative.
Mr. Millar’s Office provides technical and financial assistance as well as training to
encourage communities to use their land use authority to prevent and restore impacts
to the environment. Mr. Millar has managed and edited six guidance manuals to
demonstrate how innovative land use techniques can work effectively in both rural and
urban settings. Mr. Millar also has over 20 years of community experience as a
planning board and conservation commission chair as well as coordinating the
preparation of his community’s comprehensive plan. Mr. Millar graduated from the University of Rhode Island
with a BS in Natural Resources Science and a MS in Wildlife Biology.
Peter Flinker, AICP
Mr. Flinker is a both a registered Landscape Architect and member of the American
Institute of Certified Planners. A partner with Dodson & Flinker, Landscape Architects
and Planners, he maintains an active portfolio of projects with public and private
clients, including design of new communities, downtown revitalization, planning for
greenways and open space conservation, and sustainable design for schools and other
public facilities. He has developed numerous training programs and award-winning
publications in the areas of Smart Growth and Sustainable Development, including the
Rhode Island Rural Design Manual and the Urban Environmental Design Manual.
Darlene E. Wynne, AICP
Darlene Wynne has over twelve years of experience in community planning, economic
development, and real estate development support services in the public and private
sectors. Prior to joining 4ward Planning, she worked for the Montgomery County (PA)
Planning Commission and Vanasse Hangen Brustlin; she has worked in communities
throughout New England and the mid-Atlantic. Darlene earned a Bachelor of Arts in
Architectural Studies from Connecticut College and a Master of City Planning from
MIT. Additionally, she served as President and Vice President of the CNU New
England Chapter and as Secretary of the Southeast Section Council of the APA
Pennsylvania Chapter.

Thomas J. Kravitz
Mr. Kravitz has been the Director of Planning and Economic Development for the
Town of Burrillville since 2001. In addition to his many other duties and
accomplishments, Mr. Kravitz forged successful partnerships resulting in the
redevelopment and renewal of the village centers of Harrisville and Pascoag. He
obtained and implemented funds for the redevelopment of the Stillwater Mill
Complex, which now contains a $5.7 million dollar HUD 202 Senior Apartment
building named Stillwater Heights, a $9 million dollar 25,000 square foot public
library, and the Clocktower Apartments, a 47 mixed-income, mixed-use professional office building with a
construction budget of $17 million dollars. Mr. Kravitz has also worked for the Rhode Island Economic
Development Corporation and the City of Cranston. He received a master’s degree in Community Planning and
Landscape Architecture from the University of Rhode Island and a baccalaureates degree in Earth Sciences
from California University of Pennsylvania.
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Little Compton, Rhode Island

Little Compton, England

Historic Village grew organically
within a particular landscape context

Agricultural Village: Little Compton

Mill Village: Peacedale

Harbor Village: Wickford

Cranbury, New Jersey

Suburban Sprawl follows a different economic equation.

Is this the highest and best use?

What is the role of the village in the 21st Century Economy?

Conventional Development as required by zoning

Is Sustainable Growth economically sustainable?

Analyzing Village
Economics

Market Analysis:

.

• What uses are needed in the community?
• What will be successful in the real estate market?

Fiscal Impact Analysis:
• What is the projected tax revenue?
• What are the costs of local services?

Getting Started with Village Market Analysis:
1. Inventory existing commercial and residential land
uses in the study area.
2. Interview business owners to get their sense of the
marketplace, expansion plans, and needed uses.
3. Purchase basic market report from one of the
national vendors (ESRI, Claritas, Reis, etc.)
4. Establish a village planning committee or business
association.
5. Hold workshops with local residents and other
stakeholders to define shared goals.

Exeter Market Analysis: Potential Village Locations

Analyzed demographic and income
profiles for population living within 5,
10 and 15 minute drive.

Economic Census Data
North American Industry Classification System

Urban Land Institute Site Visit

Mixed-Use

Apartments

Townhouses

Duplexes

Cottages

Village Core

Village Edge

Main Street
Four Point
Approach:
1. Organization
2. Promotion
3. Design
4. Economic
Restructuring

Downtown and Business District Market Analysis
(Wisconsin, Minnesota and Ohio Cooperative Extension

1. Understanding the Market through demographic and trade area
analysis, business surveys and case studies.
2. Analysis of Opportunities by Sector
3. Putting Your Research to Work: Branding, Marketing, Business
Retention, Etc.

Fiscal Impact Analysis Process:
1. Estimate the Basis of Future Demand
(how much and what kind of development)

2. Estimate Revenue
(property taxes, excise taxes, fees, etc.)

3. Estimate Costs
(education, roads, sewer & water, public safety, etc.)

4. Compare Costs to Revenue
Average Costing vs. Marginal Costing Methods

Cost of Community Services Studies
American Farmland Trust, 1980s - Present

Generally use an average cost approach to
compare costs and revenues associated with
residential development to agriculture/open
space uses.
Results:
• Residential development requires $1.15 in
services for every $1 it pays in taxes.
• Open Space uses require only $.35 in services
for every $1 of tax revenue.

Using Fiscal Impact Analysis to Inform Decision Making
Option

Number of
New Homes

Total Area
Developed

Total Area
Preserved

89

516 Acres

None

89

75 Acres

441 Acres

New Road
Per Unit

Additional Land
Preserved
through TDR

15,250 feet

171 feet

None

11,050 feet

124 feet

None

7,100 feet

80 feet

None

9,700 feet

55 feet

356 Acres

9,700 feet

27 feet

1068 Acres

Length of
New Roads

A.
Conventional
Development

B.
Conservation
Development

(184 ag. land)

C.
Village with ½
Acre Lots

89

65 Acres

451
(184 ag. land)

D.
Village with ¼
Acre Lots

178

65 Acres

451
(184 ag. land)

E.
Village with
1/8 Acre Lots.

356

65 Acres

451
(184 ag. land)

Projected Annual Revenue and Municipal Expenses
for Residential Development Scenarios
Cost

Revenue

$1,800,000
$1,600,000
$1,400,000
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$0

A.
Conventional
Development

B.
Conservation
Development

C.
Village with ½
Acre Lots

D.
Village with ¼
Acre Lots

E.
Village with 1/8
Acre Lots

Option A: Conventional Development
Revenue:
4 Bedroom House on a large lot = $450,000
Tax rate: $14.16 per 1000
Annual Tax Bill= 450 X $14.16 = $6372/year
Cost of Town Services:
Each student costs the town $11,473.58
Annual Road Maintenance: $1.29/foot; $6,811 per mile.
.5 Fire & Rescue calls per household

89 houses = $567,000/year in tax revenue.
•Typical house has .58 students
•89 houses = 52 students
•52 students @ $11,473.58 = $596,626 per year.
•Annual Road Maintenance: $19,673.
•Existing tax revenue to be lost: $42,000
Annual deficit: $91,191 ($1,025 per unit)

Option E: Village Scenario
with 356 homes on 1/8 Acre Lots
224 3-bedroom village home = $350,000 (86 students)
132 1-or 2-bedroom condo = $300,000 (7 students)
Total tax revenue = $1.67 M
93 students @ 11,473.58 = $1.07M per year.
Annual Road Maintenance: $12,513.
Existing tax revenue to be lost: $4,200
$1.67 M. - $ 1.08M = $590,000 net annual surplus
($1,649 per unit).

Fiscal Impacts of
South County Commons
South Kingstown, Ri

Office: 54,000 sq.ft.
Retail: 70,000 sq.ft.
Residential: 460
Net Revenue:
$1.3 million

Six Categories of
Municipal Costs that
Vary by Density:
• Roads
• Water/Wastewater
• Stormwater
• Fire Protection
• School
Transportation
• Solid Waste
Collection

Market Trends: Facing Demographic Reality

It was fun
while it
lasted!

“Metro Boston is on the leading
edge of the national structural
shift to walkable urbanism.”

“Considering both housing and
transportation costs, WalkUPs
and Walkable Neighborhoods
are more affordable than their
drivable sub-urban
counterparts.”

Percentage of income spent on
housing & transportation:
• Drivable Subdivision: 48%
• Edge City: 45%
• Walkable Neighborhood: 43%
• WalkUP: 42%

Village projects in Rhode Island

Harrisville Redevelopment, Burrillville

Harrisville/Stillwater Mill (Burrillville, RI)

Wickford Junction, North Kingstown
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Where is Storrs Center?
Located at the heart of the Mansfield and UConn community

Then…

Then…

…And Now

Phase 1

© Peter Morenus/UConn Photo

Aerial Photography by Don Couture

Why We Need Villages In Rhode Island
Villages help communities accommodate the growth they
need to prosper without degrading their quality of life or
natural resources. Changing demographics and the realities
of the post-recession economy have altered the real-estate
market in ways that favor village development.
Village development protects our environment by:
• Guiding growth away from our farms, forests and habitat;
• Protecting water quality by reducing impervious cover on
a per unit basis;
• Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging
walking, biking and mass transportation;
• Decreasing the land needed to support new housing and
businesses.
Villages can help our economy by:
• Generating positive net revenue for the community from housing versus large house lots that typically lose money annually. One study determined a
difference of $2600 per unit;
• Meeting the strong market demand for smaller
housing units and retail space that are conducive
to villages;
• Yielding net tax revenues that are significantly
higher per acre for mixed use village development
versus conventional subdivisions and strip malls;
• Increasing market values for properties in walkable
settings.
Villages can increase our quality of life by:
• Incorporating new parks, gardens, playgrounds,
and vibrant public spaces;
• Including interesting building designs and architectural features;
• Providing housing for people at all stages of their
lives;
• Encouraging walking, that promotes good
health and longevity.

Many Rhode Island communities have identified
areas in their community comprehensive plans
where they believe village development is appropriate. Village Guidance: Tools and Techniques for
Rhode Island Communities was prepared to help
communities encourage village growth and to help
make our beautiful state of Rhode Island more vital
and livable now and in the future. Even small rural
towns can address the practical issues surrounding
village planning, zoning, design and engineering
by consulting the guidance. Thorough case studies
illustrate these components as well as public participation and consensus building techniques and
market and fiscal analyses. For a copy of the guidance go to: www.dem.ri.gov/ and search for village
guidance.

“Village Guidance: Tools and Techniques for Rhode Island Communities” was developed by the Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management supported by the Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program with
funding provided by the US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration.

The Fiscal Benefits of
Village Development

Source: Village Guidance: Tools and Techniques for
Rhode Island Communities RIDEM 2015.

CASE STUDIES IN VILLAGE ECONOMICS
Recent studies have determined that village development can be successful in the market place as well as having a
positive fiscal impact on town finances. This section describes how market and fiscal analyses can contribute to the
village planning process. It also contains several case studies to detail the positive fiscal impacts of village development. Some of the key findings of these include:
 While overall population growth will be flat, demographic changes will drive demand for more diverse village
housing types, including apartments and townhouses, as well as smaller single-family units.
 Compact, mixed-use villages are preferred by the empty-nesters and young professionals that drive the real
estate market.
 Village development can meet local demand for residential, retail and office space while helping to preserve
the environment.
 Traditional single-family homes typically cost a town more in services than they pay in taxes.
 Village development with smaller cottage and multifamily units typically generates surplus tax revenue after
factoring in town expenses.

CASE STUDY: EXETER MARKET ANALYSIS
As part of Exeter’s recent village planning effort,
Pamela Sherrill Planning prepared an economic study
of one of the potential village sites on Route 2 in Exeter.
Using data and reports from ESRI Business Analyst,
the study defined demographic and income profiles for
the population living 5, 10 and 15 minutes away from
the site by car.
The study also defined the marketplace conditions for
the area surrounding the potential village site. Organized according to the NAICS, the reports generated
by ESRI define various retail uses, then determine
based on the location of similar uses and demographic
conditions whether there is sufficient demand. This is
expressed as “leakage” and “surplus.” Leakage means
that residents are spending more for products than
local businesses can provide; therefore there money
is “leaking out” of the local economy and being spent
elsewhere – demand exceeds supply. A surplus means
that the local trade area is capturing the dollars available in the local market – supply exceeds demand.
Evidence of leakage is desirable if a potential village
site is to be economically successful. The study found
that some of the uses that would be appropriate for a
village center (defined as having a leakage factor in
excess of 30) include food and beverage stores, including small grocery stores, as well as florists, shoe stores
and book stores. Unfortunately, the fact that these
uses are under-supplied in the area doesn’t mean that
they would be economically successful in the proposed
village, or that a national chain such as Whole Foods

A chart generated with ESRI’s Business Analyst shows the range
of household incomes within a 15-minute drive of the site.

would consider the site. The study also found excess
capacity at several nearby retail developments, where
space is already permitted and available should these
businesses materialize.
Among the conclusions of the study, finally, was the idea
that the market for new development on the village
site would primarily be driven by residential uses,
focusing on providing a more diverse set of housing types, including multi-family apartments and
townhouses, than are currently available in Exeter. As
these residential uses develop, they will create a modest
demand for new retail, service and office uses within the
village.

CASE STUDY: WICKFORD JUNCTION MARKET ANALYSIS
In 2013, North Kingstown commissioned 4Ward Planning, Inc. to prepare a market analysis of the Wickford Junction area, site of a recently-opened commuter
rail station. The firm conducted interviews with local
developers, businesses, real estate brokers and town
staff to identify challenges and opportunities for
development. Using US Census data, they examined
socio-economic trends within the immediate market area as well as the surrounding county and state.
4Ward Planning then utilized Reis Reports and other
data to study trends in the real estate market, including
changes in the inventory of available space due to new
construction, vacancy and absorption rates, and trends
in monthly or annual rents.
A major factor in the local market is the inventory of
projects that are already in the pipeline. The study
found that there are over 1,200 new housing units in
permitting or under construction in North Kingstown, as well as some 280,000 square feet of retail
space. About 950 of the permitted housing units are
estimated to be multi-family. 4Ward prepared a supply
and demand analysis to explore the demand for housing within a 20-minute drive, and found that more
than 9,800 housing units will be needed within this
area by 2017, and nearly 17,000 by 2027. While only
part of this growth will be captured by development
at Wickford Junction, the study suggested that the site
is ideally suited to attract commuters and others who
want to live in a walkable, mixed-use environment.

A new commuter station and parking garage is expected to
drive demand for Transit-Oriented Development at Wickford
Junction (photo courtesy Google Street View).
The study found that:
 Even with little population growth regionally,
there is strong growth in non-family households, which will drive a demand for rental units.
 Relatively affluent empty-nesters and young professionals will drive demand for housing in the
area - with a preference for smaller housing units
close to jobs, entertainment and other amenities.
 While demand for large-scale retail and office
uses will be flat, there is growing demand for
small independent retail and service uses and
small-format office space (2,000-3,000 square
feet).

CASE STUDY: EXETER VILLAGE FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
In Exeter, which provides few municipal services, the
largest cost to the tax payer is for education, with an
average yearly cost for each student in the school system of $11,743. There is no town water or wastewater
system, nor police department. (All facts and figures
are from Exeter Village Center: Key Economic Development Findings, prepared by Pam Sherrill Planning.)
The purpose of the analysis was to evaluate the potential fiscal impacts of a range of imaginary development
scenarios for a potential village site in Exeter. The
analysis used an Average Cost Approach that assumed
that additional costs would rise incrementally with
each additional home or business. The Conventional
Development Scenario was based on a total of 89 new
homes, which is what is possible under the base zoning
for the site:
 Assessed value of a four- bedroom
house on a large lot = $450,000
 Tax rate: $14.16 per 1000
 Annual Tax Revenue = 450 X $14.16 = $6372/year
 Cost of Town Services: Each student costs the
town $11,473.5; annual road maintenance totals
$1.29/foot or $6,811 per mile.
 Tax Revenue for 89 houses under the Conventional Development Scenario: $6,372/year x
89 houses = $567,108/year in tax revenue.
 Typical house has .58 students x
89 houses = 52 students
 Annual Education Cost: 52 students @ $11,473.58 = $596,626
 Annual Road Maintenance Cost: 15,250
feet of new road @ $1.29/foot = $19,673
 Annual deficit: [$567,108 (tax revenue)
minus $596,626 (school cost) minus
$19,673 (road cost)] = $49,191.
Thus each new house in the conventional plan will,
on average, cost the town $553 dollars per year more
in educational costs and road maintenance than it
pays in taxes. This is only part of the story. Consider
that each property in the potential development area

is already paying taxes as undeveloped land (requiring
no town services) and that revenue will be lost and
replaced by taxes paid by the new homes.
 Current annual revenue to be lost: $42,000 (as
reported by Town Assessor).
 Annual deficit from new development: $49,191.
 Total annual cost to taxpayers: $91,191. or $1,025
per unit.
The village scenario proposed that density be
increased on the Exeter Village site through the use of
Transfer of Development Rights, which for the sake of
the analysis allowed for a total of 356 new homes in the
village. About two-thirds of these would be single-family homes (generating about .58 students each) and
the remainder would be apartments or town-houses.
These generate many fewer children on average: only
about .05 students per unit. Thus 356 homes in the village would generate just 93 students (compared to the
207 students we might expect in a conventional plan.
Thus, even if you assume each house pays lower taxes
in the village scenario than under the conventional
plan, the net revenue to the town is higher:
Annual Revenue:
 Tax rate: $14.16 per 1000
 Assessed value of a three-bedroom house on a village lot = $350,000
 Annual Tax Revenue for single-family house = 350
X $14.16 = $4,956/year
 Assessed value of a townhouse or apartment =
$300,000
 Annual Tax Revenue for single-family townhouse
= 300 X $14.16 = $4,248/year
Cost of Town Services:
 Each student costs the town $11,473.58
 Annual Road Maintenance: $1.29/foot or $6,811
per mile.

CASE STUDY: EXETER VILLAGE FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS, CONTINUED
Fiscal impact for 356 houses under the Village Development Scenario:
 $4,956/year x 224 single-family houses =
$1,110,144/year in tax revenue.
 4,248/year x 132 multi-family houses = $560,736/
year in tax revenue.
 Total tax revenue:

$1,670,880.

 Single-family generates .39 students x 224 houses
= 86 students (based on regional averages for
smaller single-family houses)
 Multi-family generates .05 students x 132 houses
= 7 students
 93 students @ 11,473.58 = $1,067,042 annual education cost.
 9,700 feet of new road @ $1.29/foot = $12,513.
annual road maintenance cost.

 Loss of existing tax revenue: 50 acres out of 500
developed = 10%; 10% of $42,000 existing revenue
= $4,200 in lost revenue
 Total costs to town: $1,067,042 (schools) +
$12,513(road maintenance) + $4,200 (lost revenue) = $1,083,755.
 $1,670,880(revenue) - $1,083,755(cost) = $587,125
net annual tax revenue, or $1,649 per unit.
The analysis showed that a single-family home on a
large lot will cost Exeter approximately $1,025 every
year. However, the average village residential unit
generates an annual surplus of about $1,649 for a net
difference of $2,674 per unit. The big difference is the
lower number of school children predicted in the village. Coupled with the other benefits of village development, including diversifying housing opportunities
and helping to protect open space, the analysis helped
gain wide support for a new Village Overlay ordinance,
which was adopted by the Town Council in 2012.

CASE STUDY: WICKFORD JUNCTION FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
As part of a planning and rezoning effort for Wickford
Junction, North Kingstown hired 4Ward Planning, Inc. to
prepare a fiscal impact analysis. Site of a new commuter
rail station and parking garage, Wickford Junction is seen
as an ideal location for Transit-Oriented Development,
essentially taking what is now a big box retail center with
Walmart, Staples and other retail outlets and adding a
significant amount of housing, office, entertainment and
related uses. The fiscal impact analysis was based on a
scenario developed during the planning process that
assumed a full build-out of:






170 Apartment Units
58 Cottages
104,050 square feet of retail/dining/entertainment.
205,000 square feet of office
These would be added to 180,000 square feet of existing retail, dining, and entertainment uses.

4Ward Planning developed the analysis based on local
data for demographics, per capita spending and service requirements and tax rates. They estimated the
likely number of residents and new employees based on
national models. As with all fiscal impact analyses, each
step requires assumptions to be made based on the given
scenario to be tested, using the best available data and
trend information to create multipliers:
 Residential Unit Counts: set by the client for the purpose of the study at 85% market value, 7.5% affordable to low-income and 7.5% affordable to moderate-income households. Assume 60% one-bedroom,
30% two-bedrooms, 10% three-bedrooms, for an
average of 1.5 bedroom per unit.
 Unit Size: market norms were used to put one-bedroom units at 800 square feet, two-bedrooms at 1,100
SF and three-bedrooms at 1,400 SF, with a monthly
market-rate rent of $1.60, $1.50 and $1.40 per square
foot respectively. Low-income units reduced by a
factor of 0.4 and moderate-income by 0.25.
 Population Multipliers: based on multipliers developed by researchers at Rutgers University, they found
that full development would generate 414 people, of
whom just 22 would be school-age children.
 Data from the Urban Land Institute was used to estimate the number of employees per 1,000 square feet

of retail and office space, resulting in a prediction of
1,230 office workers and 225 jobs in retail, dining
and entertainment. They estimated that about a
third of the jobs would go to non-residents.
 Potential service and capital costs were developed
based on a per capita average of municipal expenditures of $967.
 Education expenses were set at $13,075 per student, based on the average cost, with the caveat that
actual cost per student may only be a few hundred
dollars where there is excess capacity.
 Based on the current number of public safety personnel compared to national metrics for appropriate staff levels per 1,000 population, the study found
that there would be no need for additional public
safety staff.
Summary of Net Fiscal Impact Findings
 Projected Capital Costs: $0 (Project would take
advantage of existing road, wastewater and school
capacity)
 Projected Service Costs: $283,066. ($26,902 for
school expenses, $256,165 for other town services)
 Projected New Revenues: $1,513,980. ($1,453,786
from real estate property taxes, $60,195 Motor
Vehicle Excise revenue.)
The fiscal impact analysis clearly demonstrated
that allowing increased commercial and residential
development at Wickford Junction would be a financial benefit to the town. This is largely due to the low
number of school children typically generated by the
proposed housing types, and the relatively low demands
on other public services. The project also demonstrates
the benefits of infill development, which can take advantage of existing infrastructure and reduce capital costs.
The fact that many residents will be able to use the train
station is an added bonus, reducing potential traffic
impacts. A companion market analysis documented
that there was a very soft demand for new single family homes on large lots but a very strong demand for
smaller residential units in a village setting.

CASE STUDY: BARNSTABLE FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
A well-known study in Barnstable, Massachusetts
focused on the impacts of non-residential uses. The
study used data from Urban Land Institute (ULI) and
the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) to compare the
impacts of eight non-residential uses: business park,
office, shopping center, big box retail, specialty retail,
hotel, restaurant and fast food restaurant. Key factors
included:










 Employees per 1000 square feet, which range from
0.62 for a hotel to 5 for restaurants and fast food
restaurants.

Finally, they subtracted the costs for each use from
the tax revenue generated per 1000 square feet for
each use, discovering that shopping centers, big
boxes, restaurants and fast food establishments
are all net money-losers for the town, while business parks, offices, hotels and specialty retail all
generate an annual surplus. Specialty retail, which
combines relatively high assessed value with lower
costs, ended up generating the best fiscal benefits
for the town.

 Vehicle trips per 1000 square feet, ranging from
12.76 in a business park to 496 for a fast food
restaurant.
 EDUs (equivalent dwelling units) per 1000 square
feet, ranging from 0.98 for a hotel to 24.3 for fast
food. (EDUs compare demand for services by
non-residential uses to the demand from a single
home, and typically include sewer and water usage
as well as public safety services.)
Based on recognized standards from national professional organizations, the Barnstable study showed
that typical strip commercial uses generate more
vehicle trips, employees, water use, sewer flows, and
demand for police per 1000 s.f. than other non-residential uses. The study then calculated the average
cost to the town for each employee, vehicle trip and
EDU to arrive at an annual cost for all public expenditures per 1000 s.f.:

Business Park		
$ 531
Office			
$ 729
Shopping Center		
$1,158
Big Box Retail		
$ 948
Specialty Retail		
$ 730
Hotel			
$ 259
Restaurant			$1,945
Fast Food Restaurant		
$6,829.

As in the other fiscal impact studies, the applicability
of Barnstable’s results to other towns depends on the
alignment of multiple variables. Like revenue, the
predicted raw numbers of employees, trips per day,
water and sewer use and other impacts can be accurately predicted based on national or regional data.
What is less clear is whether the cost of those impacts
will be felt in the same way. If there is ample capacity
on roads serving the projects, if private developers
will be making any needed capital improvements to
infrastructure, if local police have plenty of free time,
then fiscal impacts may not be as extreme as predicted in Barnstable.

CASE STUDY: STORRS CENTER FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
Storrs Center is a mixed-use project abutting the
campus of the University of Connecticut in Mansfield, CT. A fiscal impact study was prepared during
the planning and permitting process in 2008, and
updated in 2012 after construction was largely
completed. A public/private partnership between a
municipal development agency, the Mansfield Downtown Partnership, Inc., and private developer Leyland
Alliance LLC, the project is slated to include 690 new
residential units, 158,000 square feet of retail and
22,000 s.f. of offices.
The fiscal impact study was conducted on behalf of the
developer by HR&A advisors, a national economic
and real estate consulting firm, and peer-reviewed on
behalf of the town by Economics Research Associates
(ERA). The study found that the completed project
would have an assessed value of $158 million, generating annual revenue of $3.7 million in real estate
property taxes, with an additional $0.55 million in
business/personal property taxes, motor vehicle taxes
and conveyance taxes.
On the cost side, the project was predicted to result
in annual expenditures of $1.2 million in municipal
costs and $0.4 million in net school-related costs.
Town costs per new resident would total $359 per
year, exclusive of any educational expense. Cost per
new worker was found to be about $49 per year. The
study also predicted that the project would require
the town to hire six new police and fire personnel and
an additional 1 ½ Public Works employees, plus additional vehicles and equipment. About 10% of these
costs were attributed to workers, with 90% assigned

to the residential side of the project. Subtracting costs
from revenue, the project was predicted to produce
an estimated annual surplus of $2.6 million to the
Town of Mansfield.
In 2012, HR&A Advisors prepared an updated fiscal
impact study that reflected a somewhat revised footprint, with approximately 340,000 square feet of residential rental units, 124,000 s.f. of retail and about
63,000 s.f. of mixed-use. They found that these elements add more than $65 million in assessed value to
the town – more than the assessed value of the next top
seven taxpayers combined— with estimated tax revenue in FY 2015-16 of nearly $2 million.
The study calculated average and marginal costs, as
appropriate, for community services such as general
government, public safety, public works and other
town-wide expenditures, as well as a new intermodal
transportation center. The number of potential school
children was lowered to just 16 in the whole project,
with a net cost to town, after state aid, of $43,339. Total
costs are predicted to be about $655,000 in FY 20162017 and rise to $938,450 by 2022.
As predicted, Storrs Center is a net revenue generator
to the town. Some of the surplus will go to repay the
town’s investment of some $2 million in a new parking
garage, road improvements and other infrastructure,
but that should be recouped between 2015 and 2017,
depending on whether expected state aid materializes.
Between 2014 and 2022 the project will generate
almost $6 million in net revenues.

welcome to

storrs center

Located just steps from the University of Connecticut, Storrs Center is Mansfield’s new downtown – a
town center where an eclectic mix of restaurants, shops, offices, homes, walkways, and green spaces
create a connected, thriving community for everyone.

www.storrscenter.com

facebook.com/storrscenter

The Mansfield Downtown Partnership,
master developer LeylandAlliance,
co-developer EdR, and other team
members are creating a great place to live, work, play, and learn at the
crossroads of the Town of Mansfield and the University of Connecticut.
Storrs Center features a unique mix of shops, restaurants, offices, rental
apartments and for-sale homes. Its heart and soul is a Town Square
opposite UConn's Fine Arts Building. Throughout the downtown, over 35
businesses are now open, hundreds of residents call The Oaks on the
Square rental apartments home, and in 2016, dozens more residents
will move into the final phase of Storrs Center: Main Street Homes – a
neighborhood of for-sale townhomes and mid-rise flats. The result is a
welcoming downtown for the whole community to enjoy.

Map of restaurants, shops, and services (on reverse)

@storrscenter

STORRS cENTER shops, restaurants, & services

1 Dog Lane
A1 Moe’s Southwest Grill
A2 7-Eleven		
A3 Froyoworld
A4 Dog Lane Café
A5	Subway
A6 Insomnia Cookies
A7 Mooyah Burgers & Fries
9 Dog Lane
B1 Geno’s Grille
B2	The Flower Pot
B3 Horizon Travel
B4 Head Husky Barber Shop
B5 Bank of America ATM
B6 Sweet Emotions Candy
B7 Select Physical Therapy
B8 Storrs Center Alliance
B9 Friendly Fire
B10 Husky Pizza
B11 The Oaks on the Square
B12 Pandora's Playground Tattoo,
Piercing & Gallery
11 Dog Lane
B13 Storrs Automotive

1 ROYCE CIRCLE
C1 Le Petit Marché Café
C2 UConn Co-op Bookstore at
Storrs Center
C3 Ballard Institute & Museum
of Puppetry
C4 Webster Bank
C5 UConn Health Urgent Care
C6 UConn Health Medical Services
C7 H. A. Café
C8 ThinkitDrinkit – Summer 2015
C9 E-Fix and More
C10 UConn Health Dental Services
C11 Storrs Wine & Spirits
C12 GBS Threading & SPA
		
8 Royce circle
D1 Bruegger's Bagels/
Jamba Juice
D2	CVS Pharmacy

FINAL PHASE

Main Street Homes at Storrs Center

For-sale townhomes and flats.
Construction begins summer 2015.

parking info
Dog Lane Lot: Two hour free parking
Parking Garage: First two hours free,
$1/hr thereafter, $8 daily max

WILBUR CROSS WAY
K1 Educational Playcare – Fall 2015
1220 Storrs Road
L1 Price Chopper
Printed May 2015
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Introduction
4ward Planning Inc. was retained by the Town of North Kingstown,
Rhode Island, to conduct a comprehensive town-wide market
study. The objective of this analysis is to identify a set of strategic
recommendations for future growth and investment in the Town
overall, and in particular, in three targeted redevelopment areas:
Wickford Village, Wickford Junction, and the Post Road Corridor.
This Executive Summary serves as an overview of the full report.
For further clarification or description of certain findings, as well
as a detailed methodology and analyses, please consult the full
North Kingstown Community Market Study.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

WHAT IS A MARKET STUDY?
• Helps to understand economic
conditions and trends
• Is based on (1) demographics
(population, age, income, etc.),
which create the demand for
various uses, and (2) what is
happening in the real estate
market (e.g. market/economic
reality) for all uses
• Identifies a set of strategic
recommendations for future
development and business
opportunities that are realistic
and suited to the community
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Introduction (cont.)
This planning-level real estate market analysis involved the following tasks.
Background Assessment

Summarized relevant findings from existing reports and ordinances; site
visits; and ample project outreach.

Public Outreach

Conducted significant public outreach including: stakeholder interviews, a
public meeting with keypad polling, focus groups, a professionally conducted
residential phone survey, and an online employer survey. Public sentiment
was incorporated into the findings.

Socio-Economic & Social
Infrastructure Analysis

Examined estimated and projected trends in population growth, household
formation, household income, occupational employment, and age cohort
characteristics, and how these trends might influence real estate demand.
Assessed the adequacy of existing social infrastructure indicators (grocery
stores, child care, open space, and housing quality).

Real Estate Supply and
Demand Analysis

Identified prospective areas of unmet demand for land-use types within the
primary market areas. This also includes key findings regarding real estate
trends - local supply, demand, occupancy, and pricing factors. This analysis
incorporates relevant findings of the 2013 analysis conducted specifically for
Wickford Junction Station.

Evaluation of Focus Areas

Conducted a more detailed analysis of the Town’s three focus areas:
Wickford Village, Wickford Junction, and Post Road, including examining the
regulatory environment, infrastructure needs, and potential opportunities.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Introduction (cont.)
Economic Impact Analysis

Conducted an economic impact analysis, using IMPLAN 3.0 (an input-output
model) to measure the impact of installing sewers both on North Post Road
(between Route 403 and School Street) and in Wickford Village.

Redevelopment
Opportunity Prioritization

Utilizing GIS technology, combined with real property assessment value and
zoning data, prioritized sites having likely near-term and long-term
redevelopment opportunities. The areas evaluated included those having low
improvement-to-land value and areas identified by the Town as likely
redevelopment opportunities.

Financial Analysis of Key
Redevelopment Sites

Conducted a financial feasibility analyses on four sites, identified by the Town,
having likely redevelopment potential. The purpose is to determine the land-use
mix (e.g., residential, retail, and/or office) and minimum development density
(e.g., units of housing and commercial square footage) which could be
financially viable.

Case Study Analysis: Public
Private Partnerships

Reviewed models of public-private partnerships related to development and
redevelopment to identify policy and program practices which have allowed
local governments to participate in the financial gains associated with
successful development/redevelopment activities.

Findings &
Recommendations

Summarized the overall findings and recommended strategies or projects the
Town can pursue. Each strategy is supported with a time frame for completion,
lead party, funding options, and estimated costs, as well as a brief narrative.
Some of these strategies have been vetted in interviews or focus groups.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Introduction (cont.)
Outreach and Engagement
Extensive stakeholder outreach was conducted in various formats, as described below.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

20+ one-on-one interviews with employers, employees, developers, brokers, residents, town staff, and
local officials
3 Focus Groups
• Post Road Businesses / Property Owners
• Wickford Village Businesses / Property Owners
• Town Council
Phone survey of area residents conducted by GreatBlue Research (n=400, +/- 5% margin of error)
identified what people visit in North Kingstown, why (or why not), and thoughts on the future
Online survey for local employers prepared by 4ward Planning (n=57, 15% response rate) identified
business owners’ perspectives on doing business in North Kingstown
Keypad poll at public meeting to gauge public sentiment
EDAB meetings
Two public meetings: a project kick-off on November 20, 2013 and a final presentation on April 21,
2014

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Economic Development Priorities
These statements of priority represent the common themes derived from the public engagement employed for
this project, particularly the residential and employer surveys and interviews. These overarching priorities help
set the direction for the market study and its strategic recommendations.

Make it Easier to Do Business
Taxes, regulations, and the cost of doing business make it hard to do business in
North Kingstown. Other challenges include the perception that North Kingstown is
not business-friendly, lack of business development and diversity, and poor
infrastructure.

The Town’s strengths
include the overall
community character,
location near highways,
and ability to live and
work in the same town.

Invest in Infrastructure and Commercial Revitalization
Infrastructure improvements, including sewers and roads, and redeveloping existing commercial spaces are
crucial priorities for North Kingstown in the next 10 years. However, these improvements should not
compromise the character of the Town.

Support Business Development
Lack of business development is a significant concern. Stakeholders support the Town providing incentives
for new business development to reap economic benefit. Half of business owners responding to the survey
indicated their business is big enough today, but does not allow for future expansion. Respondents were
similarly split on whether their businesses would remain in town after expansion. The study findings support
bringing new businesses to town based on what the market area can support.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Economic Development Priorities (cont.)
Attract Boutique Restaurants, Small- to Medium-sized
Retail, and Professional Offices
People want to see more restaurants and small and medium “niche”
retail establishments in town. Additionally, small-footprint office space
is desired in Wickford Junction and along the Post Road Corridor. This
sentiment is consistent with the opportunities identified in the real
estate supply and demand analysis. There is less appetite for largefootprint retail.

Economic Advantage of Small Business
The community surveys clearly indicate a
preference for small- and medium-sized
businesses rather than national chains and
“big box” retailers. There is economic value
to this strategy:
•

Focus on Wickford Village, Post Road, and Wickford
Junction
The majority of stakeholders support sewer infrastructure for
commercial businesses, a better mix of year-round businesses, and
improved harbor and boat access in Wickford Village as top priorities.
Other areas of desired focus include Post Road, Wickford Junction,
and some mention of Frenchtown Commons and Quaker Lane.

Quonset Remains Key to the Town’s Economic Future
Respondents were supportive of locating new industrial, commercial,
and mixed-use development at Quonset. Growth at Quonset will likely
continue. The Town can support this with strategic uses, such as
workforce housing on North Post Road. These additional employees
will, once again, support the Post Road retail and service corridor.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

•
•
•

Small, locally owned businesses add
value to shopping districts that goes
beyond tax revenue. For instance,
artisanal and ethnic restaurants add fun
and character to an area that is a draw
in itself—and that chain restaurants
often lack.
Company profits are more likely to be
spent in the community.
Employees are more likely to be local
hires.
Small merchants often play an outsized
role in promoting and supporting
activities such as local schools and
youth sports.
Source: Convince Your Community to Keep Local
Business, Business Week, April 2011.
http://www.businessweek.com/smallbiz/content/apr
2011/sb20110419_987390.htm
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Key Findings: Demographics
Non-Family Households Are Growing Fastest and They Prefer to Rent
There is a demand for rental units, as shown by relatively strong growth in
non-family households (typically, these are small one- and two-person households,
who opt to rent, rather than own their homes). The Town’s current supply of rental
housing (at 23 percent) is insufficient to meet this demand.

Smaller Units Will Attract the Rapidly-Growing Over-55 Population

Smaller households,
typically, have relatively low
fiscal impacts on a
community, given that
these households account
for few school-age children
and are shown to have
minimal burden on
emergency services.

There is a need for greater housing choice, specifically more smaller housing units. A fast growing segment
of persons 55 years of age and older, followed by those aged 25 to 34, represent the near-term demand for
housing. Each of these populations express greater preference for smaller rental units, whether they are
downsizing within their home community or just starting out.
Housing Demand by Age

% of Total Population

20%
15%

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Long-Term
Demand

Near-Term
Demand
Near-Term
Demand

Near-Term
Demand

2010
2013
2018

10%

5%
0%

Young Workforce and
Grads
Age Cohorts
25 to 34

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Early Stage Families

Late Stage Families

35 to 44

45 to 54

Young Empty Nesters
55 to 64

Older Empty Nesters
65 to 74

Mostly Retired
75 +
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Key Findings: Demographics (cont.)
Growth in Upper-Income Households Means More Money to Spend Here
A rising share of upper-income households, particularly among households earning $75,000 to $100,000,
likely contributes to an increase in discretionary spending (that is, the money available once all basic living
expenses and fixed costs are paid), which already exceeds the national average. This bodes well for mixeduse development.

% of Total Households

25%

2013

2018

*

Annualized Growth Rate
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-5%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
< $35,000

$35K to $49.9K

$50K to $74.9K

$75K to $99.9K $100K to $149.9K $150K to $199.9K

Income

Annualized Growth Rate

Household Income Distribution

Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

> $200,000

* Indicates nominal values

There is a Need for More Variety in Housing both in Cost and Size
Despite income gains for the Town overall, there is a need for housing that is affordable to those with lower
and moderate incomes, including new professionals, young families, and retirees on fixed incomes. North
Kingstown fails to meet standard benchmarks for providing housing affordable at all income levels.
Corresponding social infrastructure, such as access to child care and quality food, is also imperative to
attracting people to live and work in North Kingstown. While the Town rates well in access to groceries and
access to open space, it does not meet standard benchmarks for childcare services.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Key Findings: Household Expenditures
North Kingstown Residents Have Higher than Average Spending Patterns
North Kingstown residents exhibit a higher propensity to consume in the categories shown below, relative to
Washington County and the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Local expenditures exceed the
national average in every category except apparel and services. Households in North Kingstown spend 45
percent more than the national average on dining out, 53 percent more on entertainment and recreation,
and 49 percent more on housing – all positive trends for business growth. However, one in five survey
respondents indicate currently doing some shopping or dining outside of town, which indicates an
opportunity for capturing more of these retail categories in town.
Household Expenditures by Geography, 2013
Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Key Findings: Housing
A broad distribution of household income, affordability issues, and
demographic trends, suggests a need for housing at a variety of price points.
Relative to the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), the age of North
Kingstown’s housing stock is newer, by far, and in good condition.
North Kingstown’s share of multi-family units (21 percent) is well below that of the
Providence MSA (55 percent).
By the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) standards, 33 percent
of North Kingstown’s households are cost-burdened, which indicates an insufficient
supply of housing that is affordable.
Such “market rate affordable housing” provides options for the Town’s teachers, safety
personnel, and other area workers who generally earn less than needed to buy an
average-priced home in North Kingstown. It does not refer to state or federally subsidized
housing.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Key Findings: Real Estate Supply and Demand
Residential Demand
After accounting for development projects already in the approved pipeline, North Kingstown’s market
demand indicates support approximately 500 to 1,600 additional residential units in North Kingstown
within the next fifteen years.
Wickford Junction offers the greatest potential for housing demand. However, this requires the Town to
address key development constraints including: high land costs, environmental and hydrologic conditions,
and the regulatory process. Given the Town’s anticipated future demographics, Wickford Junction could be
uniquely attractive to the growing 25 to 34 year-old cohort. This age group is more likely to be renters,
prefer smaller units, and place a high value on transit access to Providence.
Post Road could also absorb a significant portion of the housing demand, as confirmed by a number of
new mixed-use or residential developments locating there today.
It is unlikely that much new residential development will occur in Wickford Village, given the strong townwide desire to preserve the character of Wickford Village and its development constraints. Marketwise,
Wickford Village could absorb the lowest amount of new housing units. But Wickford, too, has constraints
that would hinder new residential development, including a high water table, no sewer system, and height
limits.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Key Findings: Real Estate Supply and Demand (cont.)
Office Demand
Washington County is reportedly the most active office real estate market in the State (statewide, office
space is generally over-saturated). If North Kingstown captures a reasonable 10 percent of the demand in
the market area (a modest goal), it would amount to nearly 350,000 square feet of new office space over
the next 10 years. The Wickford Junction area could capture the highest amount of new office space,
100,000 square feet (or 10,000 square feet per year). The Post Road Corridor could capture up to 40,000
square feet and Wickford Village approximately 35,000 square feet. These numbers are conducive to the
demand for small, flexible office space rather than large office buildings – such as that already seen in
North Kingstown at Lafayette Mill or the Meadows Office Park.

Retail Demand
There is demand in North Kingstown for new types of retail, at a smaller scale. The oversupply of retail
found in the analysis suggests little opportunity for new investment in North Kingstown. However, the
question is not how much more retail is needed, rather, it is the type and scale of retail that could be
realized in each of the three study areas. The market feasible uses are detailed in Market Opportunities.
Wickford Village and Wickford Junction present opportunities for local entrepreneurs to establish smallscale, independent enterprises that fit the character of each location and help to grow patronage. Post
Road offers an opportunity to consolidate the retail that is market viable in two areas of Post Road, but
primarily south of Route 403, as well as complement it with other retail and services currently in demand.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Wickford Village
Failure to invest in sewers will be detrimental to Wickford.
Without sewers, Wickford cannot support additional restaurants, lodging, a
salon/spa, or other related uses that require higher wastewater capacity.
Lack of action is also a strong sign to investors that the Town does not want
to invest in this area and the area will surely suffer more attrition.

Cumbersome regulations stymie development and economic
sustainability.
Regulations serve an important purpose, but when changes are made over
time, the regulation can become overly confusing. Additionally, regulations
enacted in the past may not reflect the current vision. In order to encourage
certain uses – both in demand and compatible with the village character –
the Town will need to revisit permitting desired uses in the Wickford Village
District (WVD), such as bed and breakfast and marine-related uses, and
simplify the overall regulatory process.

Environmental constraints such as floodplain and wetland issues
limit the available land for new development.
In an area that is already almost entirely built-out, any new or re-development
will need to occur within existing footprints, with only marginal additional
height permitted by regulations, or a more creative approach will be required.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Historic District Boundaries

“While its location on the
waterfront contributes to its
marketability and aesthetic
appeal, it also serves as an
enormous challenge for
managing flood impacts and
providing for the disposal of
wastewater.”
- Village Identification Study
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Wickford Village (cont.)
Small projects can make a big impact in Wickford’s economic
sustainability, without compromising its character.
There is broad consensus for preserving the Village’s assets: variety of services,
sense of community, village charm, harbor and water views, and pedestrian scale.
Consistent and small-scale aesthetic improvements such as street furniture,
signage, landscaping, among others, will help maintain this character.

To be a thriving business district, Wickford needs both a greater
diversity of stores and predictable hours.
1. In order to support more consistent hours, Wickford Village needs more foot
traffic. To achieve this, it needs to offer a broader retail mix that serves both
destination and daily needs.
2. Marketing and events will help bring new customers, but to create life-long
customers, patrons need to trust that their favorite store will be open.

Wickford Harbor is a significant asset and the Town can do more to
harness that economic potential.
Greater physical connections, supporting marine-based uses, and mutual support
by business owners and marine users will go a long way in maximizing the
economic benefit of the harbor. Recreational boaters, tourists, and commercial
marine-related businesses should be seen as a support – and customers – to the
existing, and future businesses within Wickford Village.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Top two photos courtesy of Historic Wickford;
Aerial unknown
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Wickford Junction
Environmental constraints limit redevelopment potential.
Local wastewater treatment regulations and the presence of wetlands and
flood zones limit the areas for future development able to support increased
density. Additionally, a large utility easement runs through portions of the site,
potentially impacting the development of parcels and circulation patterns.

Implementing regulatory changes is necessary for redevelopment.
Recently passed transit-oriented-development (TOD) zoning regulations and
the ability to use Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) are crucial for realizing
the market-suitable development opportunities that have been identified as
likely for the Wickford Junction Station area. The higher-density, mix of uses
permitted by the new zoning will help mitigate the environmental limitations.

Transit improvements will increase the marketability of the site.
While currently insufficient, the frequency of rail transit service at Wickford
Junction is expected to improve with additional evening and weekend service
in 2014. This will make the site more attractive for both residential and nonresidential development, specifically that caters to the younger population
more likely to use transit. Additional transit (bus) connections between
Wickford Junction and Wickford Village and Quonset should be encouraged to
increase access to North Kingstown’s jobs and resources.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Post Road Corridor

Vacancies on Post Road
For Sale

Opportunity exists for new retail along Post Road, but in consolidated
areas. Consumer spending habits were altered by the Great Recession
and retail has evolved, with the growth of large-format, multi-purpose
stores and online shopping. However, brick and mortar still represent the
majority of shopping experiences. Other reasons for the decline of
businesses on Post Road include Route 4 and the Navy vacating Quonset.

Parcels (#)

Post Road has been a victim of changing shopping habits.

For Lease

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Office

Retail

Industrial

Land

Land Use Type

Sewers will provide an incentive for the mix of development the
Town desires.
The installation of sewers on North Post Road will be a crucial catalyst for
this area, which is suitable and desired for additional development. Multifamily housing and the mix of retail uses, at a scale feasible for Post Road
to thrive again, requires sewers.
Photo courtesy of Saw Mill Properties

Regulatory changes will also create incentives for redevelopment along Post Road.
Changes include promoting multi-family housing, modifying the two-story minimum to allow select
common single-story uses (e.g. gas stations, banks, etc.), and making the development process more
predictable and less expensive (a benefit for the entire town). Reducing the large number of special-use
permits (currently at more than 300), to allow desired uses, is also crucial to improving the Town’s
regulatory environment.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Post Road Corridor (cont.)
Adaptive strategies will be required to address development constraints.
The Town and land owners will have to be adaptive to create value on properties impacted by the National
Grid easement. The 75-foot-wide utility easement extending through the front yard of numerous properties
along Post Road makes development of those properties difficult – especially to the standards the Town
desires. A solution could include converting unusable land to recreation or open space, even if temporary.

The proposed Road Diet, accompanied by pedestrian and bicycling improvements, could likely
be good for business growth.
Studies have shown that lowering traffic speed and providing amenities for pedestrians (wider sidewalks,
landscaping, streetscape improvements) increases retail patronage and sales.
1. There appears to be no economic reason not to test out the Road Diet’s lane reduction, since the State
has proposed starting with temporary markings. Anecdotal reports suggested that even the slowed traffic
from sewer construction increased business activity.
2. Investment in the aesthetics of Post Road, such as landscaping, sidewalks, and bicycling routes, will
complement the Road Diet and boost business.
Rendering of possible
beautification created
by the Cecil Group for
the Town’s Post Road
Corridor Plan

Before

After

RIDOT

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Summary of Market-Feasible Use Opportunities
Wickford Village
•
•
•
•
•

Specialty boutiques, such as clothing and shoe stores
Specialty grocery
High-end salon/spa
Full-service, sit down independent restaurants/cafés
Bed and breakfast / lodging facilities

•
•

Limited housing, on upper floors
or a small development
Very small professional offices
on upper floors

Wickford Junction
•
•
•
•
•
•

Café/bar and casual or upscale full-service restaurant/bar
Small grocer deli
Salon
Fitness studio
Dry cleaner
Bakery and coffee house

•
•

Multi-family rental housing,
primarily 1- and 2-bedroom units
Small professional offices

Post Road
•
•
•
•
•

Large health club
Childcare services
Ambulatory medical office space / allied health professionals
Full-service, sit-down independent restaurants
Casual dining restaurants

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

•
•

Multi-family rental housing,
primarily 1- and 2-bedroom units
Small professional offices
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Impacts of Sewers
If developed, the redevelopment scenarios (below) will have favorable
impacts on the local economy, generating revenue and creating jobs,
as shown in the chart, at right. A detailed economic impact analysis
conducted based on hypothetical but market feasible build-out
scenarios for Post Road Corridor and Wickford Village (assumptions
shown below), led to this conclusion. The analysis identified direct,
indirect, and induced economic impacts occurring in 2018.

Impacts in 2018…

Wickford
Village
340 jobs

880 jobs

$41m
output

$103m
output

$2.5m
taxes*

$5.5m
taxes*

What do sewers have to do with it?

Housing development and accompanying retail uses, at this scale, are
not feasible without the installation of sewers. Furthermore, the
additional restaurants are much more attractive investments if sewers
are present.

Post Road
Corridor

*Tax revenue is both state and local

The economic impact analysis assumed the following, hypothetical, redevelopment scenarios:
Wickford Village
• A 5,000-sf bed and breakfast with annual revenues of $250,000
• Three upscale restaurants with an average of 2,000 sf and
annual sales per sf of $750
• Hotel operations for the former Wickford Elementary site that
include 35 rooms at an average annual occupancy of 75 percent,
and average daily revenue per room of $250

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Post Road
• A 15,000-sf health club
• A 2,500-sf childcare facility
• Four 10,000-sf medical office buildings
• Two casual dining restaurants (e.g. Friday’s, Chili’s)
• Three independent upscale restaurants
• More than 400 new residential units
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Land Valuation Analysis
An improvement to land value (ILV) analysis identified sites that are potentially ripe for redevelopment,
due to low ILV. The following areas feature concentrations of land parcels with low ILV ratios. Large private
industry employers (e.g., manufacturers, back-office call centers, distribution warehouse operators) are
likely to target areas with concentrations of large contiguous vacant and/or underutilized land, such as
found around Dry Bridge Road.

Post Road:

Dry Bridge Road:

Wickford Junction:

•Scattered commercial sites
along Post Road suggest a
combination of infill
redevelopment opportunities
and the need for consolidation
of commercial uses into a
smaller corridor.

•Commercial and industrial
•Commercial and mixed-use
sites along Dry Bridge Road and sites along Ten Rod Road and
in close proximity to State
Quaker Lane, close to State
Highway 4. Properties in this
Highway 4 and Wickford
area of North Kingstown are
Junction Station, suggest
most suitable for large
opportunity for complimentary
industrial and commercial
mixed-use TOD investment.
businesses.

Wickford Village:
•Scattered commercial and
mixed-use parcels along Brown
Street suggest infill opportunity.
•The large industrial parcel
across the harbor is an
important maritime use and not
a development opportunity,
despite the low ILV.

Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Post Road (4)

Redevelopment
Opportunities
The shaded areas shown at right are
characterized as either near- (2 to 5 year)
or long- (6 years or more) term
redevelopment opportunities. Areas were
either identified by the Town as potential
redevelopment opportunities (named
sites) or they were shown to be ripe for
redevelopment through the improvementto-land value analysis (having low ILV).
While the Town can focus on near-term
sites, in some cases just one change could
move a project from long-term to nearterm.

Kingstown Plaza
6875 Post Road

6525 Post Road
Former Bailey
Dodge Site
Post Road (3)

Former Tarbox
Automobile Dealership
Post Road (1)
Post Road (2)
Post Road (5)
7605 Post Road
Post Road
Shopping Plaza
Area

Current Park
and Ride Lot

7400 Post
Road
7470 Post
Road
Wickford
Motor Inn
Area

Former
Nursing Home
Corner Tavern/Bald
Hill Garden Center

Dry Bridge
Road Area

Lafayette
Mill Area

15 West Main St

6 Main St
2 Main St

13 West Main St
95 Brown St

Note, this map does not suggest there is a
redevelopment plan in place or intended
for each area, only that these areas have
potential for redevelopment.

Wickford
Market
Brown St (1)

93 Brown St
Brown St (2)
Brown St (3)

(6 or more years)
(2 to 5 years)

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Strategic Recommendations
A summary of the strategic recommendations is provided on the following pages. More detail on each
strategy is provided in the full report, including comprehensive description and reasoning, specific
implementation action(s), target area, time frame for reasonable implementation, lead responsible party,
funding amount needed, and possible funding source(s).
We have purposely identified strategies which minimize need for the Town’s direct financial outlay, as an
incentive. First and foremost, municipal and state budgets are tight. Second, through developer outreach
throughout North Kingstown and the State, we found that financial incentives are less important to
developers and new businesses. What they do want is a clear, predictable, and efficient regulatory process.
If the Town has financial incentives available, they certainly can be used, as deemed necessary, to bring
opportunities to fruition. However, if the right zoning and permitting process is in place, the Town should not
need to expend significant funds to attract development and business opportunities.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Strategic Recommendations (cont.)
This first set of strategies relates specifically to the mix of uses North Kingstown’s market demands in the
three focus areas. In order to achieve the mix of land uses referenced in the Summary of Market-Feasible Use
Opportunities, the Town should undertake the following actions:
Amend the Town’s Zoning Ordinance and Regulatory Process
• Streamline the zoning and review processes for greater predictability.
• Reduce the more than 300 special permit uses.
• Facilitate the development of housing at the appropriate intensity and scale in all focus areas.
• Create flexibility that permits a mix of office/retail on ground floors, and residential on upper floors in
appropriate locations.
• Create bonuses for the provision of certain desired uses within developments (e.g. childcare facilities).
Recruit Business and Development Prospects
• Identify real estate representatives, site locators, or business owners for desired uses (using resources
provided by consultant).
• Create a marketing collateral package to sell the Town, vacant businesses, or possible redevelopment
opportunities to prospective businesses or developers.
• Send letters to prospects and invite on a tour of the Town.
• Use the Town’s resources to support businesses and developers looking to come to North Kingstown.
Create Target
Group
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Send Letter of
Interest

Introduce to
Town

Assist with
Approvals

Leverage
Resources
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What is Tax increment financing?
It is the use of projected increased
local tax revenues from an anticipated
development to fund site and area
improvements or provide incentives to
developers which, in Rhode Island,
means property taxes.

Strategies Specific to Wickford Village
• Approve sewer improvement plans for Wickford Village.
• Institute a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District.
• Facilitate a more diverse mix of businesses, including specialty retail and more restaurants, to draw a
wider and more consistent patrons.
• Create at least one additional event to draw more patrons to Wickford Village.
• Institute longer operating hours for businesses in Wickford Village.
• Create a business improvement district (BID) for Wickford Village.
• Cultivate the next group of entrepreneurs in Wickford Village, by providing mentorship, training, and
information for prospective new business owners.
• Increase connections between Wickford Village and Wickford Harbor through the following:
• Provide public, non-resident docking in Wickford Harbor.
• Create a focal point, such as a wayfinding kiosk, at the Harbor’s edge.
• Create access from the Harbor directly to Wickford Village.
• Improve landscaping, signage, and tourist information to and around the Harbor.
• Encourage recreational, fee-based, marine activities such as fishing charters and sightseeing tours.
• Review regulations to allow for marine-based businesses and recreational opportunities.
• Conduct an independent parking management study in Wickford Village.
• Conduct a traffic study in Wickford Village.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Strategic Recommendations (cont.)
Strategies Specific to Wickford Junction
• Encourage use of the Transit-Oriented-Development (TOD) ordinance.
• Promote Wickford Junction's TDR program, to facilitate a functioning TDR credit market.
• Support additional transit connections between Wickford Junction and Wickford Village and Quonset, to
provide greater access to jobs and amenities in North Kingstown.
Strategies Specific to Post Road Corridor
• Consolidate existing uses on Post Road into two strong and distinct centers, divided by Route 403:
• North Post Road – Best suited for higher density multi-family development, which could support
employees of Quonset. Small-scale retail and commercial should be included as support uses in
mixed-use buildings, but to a lesser extent. This is an opportunity for public-private partnership.
• South Post Road – Best suited for a consolidated village center, with select retail, services, and
medical office uses. Some housing could be provided on upper floors.
• Where land value is compromised by easement, consider reusing land for open space or recreational
space, even if a temporary solution.
What is a Complete Street?
• Approve sewer improvement plans for North Post Road.
Designed and operated to enable safe
• Encourage and support aesthetic, safety, and functional improvements access for all users, including
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and
to Post Road (also called "complete streets“).
transit riders of all ages and abilities.
• Institute a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District for Post Road.
They make it easy to cross the street,
walk to shops, and bicycle to work and
allow buses to run on time.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Strategic Recommendations (cont.)
Town-wide Strategies
• Identify municipal-owned land suitable for a public-private partnerships.
• Encourage the highest and best use for the four identified redevelopment opportunities.
• Further evaluate municipal streamlined permitting, processes, regulations.
• Improve the permitting and development timeline without compromising adequate protections and town
character.
• Expand marketing of businesses within the Town and marketing of North Kingstown businesses,
particularly Wickford Village, beyond town borders.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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General & Limiting Conditions
4ward Planning Inc. has endeavored to ensure that the reported data and information contained in this report are
complete, accurate, and relevant. All estimates, assumptions, and extrapolations are based on methodological techniques
employed by 4ward Planning Inc. and believed to be reliable. 4ward Planning Inc. assumes no responsibility for
inaccuracies in reporting by the client, its agents, representatives, or any other third party data source used in the
preparation of this report.
Further, 4ward Planning Inc. makes no warranty or representation concerning the manifestation of the estimated or
projected values or results contained in this study. This study may not be used for purposes other than that for which it is
prepared or for which prior written consent has first been obtained from 4ward Planning Inc. This study is qualified in its
entirety by, and should be considered in light of, the above limitations, conditions, and considerations.
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Introduction
4ward Planning Inc. was retained by the Town of North Kingstown,
Rhode Island, to conduct a comprehensive town-wide market
study. The objective of this analysis is to identify a set of strategic
recommendations for future growth and investment in the Town
overall, and in particular, in three targeted redevelopment areas:
Wickford Village, Wickford Junction, and the Post Road Corridor.
This Executive Summary serves as an overview of the full report.
For further clarification or description of certain findings, as well
as a detailed methodology and analyses, please consult the full
North Kingstown Community Market Study.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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WHAT IS A MARKET STUDY?
• Helps to understand economic
conditions and trends
• Is based on (1) demographics
(population, age, income, etc.),
which create the demand for
various uses, and (2) what is
happening in the real estate
market (e.g. market/economic
reality) for all uses
• Identifies a set of strategic
recommendations for future
development and business
opportunities that are realistic
and suited to the community
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Introduction (cont.)
This planning-level real estate market analysis involved the following tasks.
Background Assessment

Summarized relevant findings from existing reports and ordinances; site
visits; and ample project outreach.

Public Outreach

Conducted significant public outreach including: stakeholder interviews, a
public meeting with keypad polling, focus groups, a professionally conducted
residential phone survey, and an online employer survey. Public sentiment
was incorporated into the findings.

Socio-Economic & Social
Infrastructure Analysis

Examined estimated and projected trends in population growth, household
formation, household income, occupational employment, and age cohort
characteristics, and how these trends might influence real estate demand.
Assessed the adequacy of existing social infrastructure indicators (grocery
stores, child care, open space, and housing quality).

Real Estate Supply and
Demand Analysis

Identified prospective areas of unmet demand for land-use types within the
primary market areas. This also includes key findings regarding real estate
trends - local supply, demand, occupancy, and pricing factors. This analysis
incorporates relevant findings of the 2013 analysis conducted specifically for
Wickford Junction Station.

Evaluation of Focus Areas

Conducted a more detailed analysis of the Town’s three focus areas:
Wickford Village, Wickford Junction, and Post Road, including examining the
regulatory environment, infrastructure needs, and potential opportunities.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Introduction (cont.)
Economic Impact Analysis

Conducted an economic impact analysis, using IMPLAN 3.0 (an input-output
model) to measure the impact of installing sewers both on North Post Road
(between Route 403 and School Street) and in Wickford Village.

Redevelopment
Opportunity Prioritization

Utilizing GIS technology, combined with real property assessment value and
zoning data, prioritized sites having likely near-term and long-term
redevelopment opportunities. The areas evaluated included those having low
improvement-to-land value and areas identified by the Town as likely
redevelopment opportunities.

Financial Analysis of Key
Redevelopment Sites

Conducted a financial feasibility analyses on four sites, identified by the Town,
having likely redevelopment potential. The purpose is to determine the land-use
mix (e.g., residential, retail, and/or office) and minimum development density
(e.g., units of housing and commercial square footage) which could be
financially viable.

Case Study Analysis: Public
Private Partnerships

Reviewed models of public-private partnerships related to development and
redevelopment to identify policy and program practices which have allowed
local governments to participate in the financial gains associated with
successful development/redevelopment activities.

Findings &
Recommendations

Summarized the overall findings and recommended strategies or projects the
Town can pursue. Each strategy is supported with a time frame for completion,
lead party, funding options, and estimated costs, as well as a brief narrative.
Some of these strategies have been vetted in interviews or focus groups.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Introduction (cont.)
Outreach and Engagement
Extensive stakeholder outreach was conducted in various formats, as described below.
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

20+ one-on-one interviews with employers, employees, developers, brokers, residents, town staff, and
local officials
3 Focus Groups
• Post Road Businesses / Property Owners
• Wickford Village Businesses / Property Owners
• Town Council
Phone survey of area residents conducted by GreatBlue Research (n=400, +/- 5% margin of error)
identified what people visit in North Kingstown, why (or why not), and thoughts on the future
Online survey for local employers prepared by 4ward Planning (n=57, 15% response rate) identified
business owners’ perspectives on doing business in North Kingstown
Keypad poll at public meeting to gauge public sentiment
EDAB meetings
Two public meetings: a project kick-off on November 20, 2013 and a final presentation on April 21,
2014

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Economic Development Priorities
These statements of priority represent the common themes derived from the public engagement employed for
this project, particularly the residential and employer surveys and interviews. These overarching priorities help
set the direction for the market study and its strategic recommendations.

Make it Easier to Do Business
Taxes, regulations, and the cost of doing business make it hard to do business in
North Kingstown. Other challenges include the perception that North Kingstown is
not business-friendly, lack of business development and diversity, and poor
infrastructure.

The Town’s strengths
include the overall
community character,
location near highways,
and ability to live and
work in the same town.

Invest in Infrastructure and Commercial Revitalization
Infrastructure improvements, including sewers and roads, and redeveloping existing commercial spaces are
crucial priorities for North Kingstown in the next 10 years. However, these improvements should not
compromise the character of the Town.

Support Business Development
Lack of business development is a significant concern. Stakeholders support the Town providing incentives
for new business development to reap economic benefit. Half of business owners responding to the survey
indicated their business is big enough today, but does not allow for future expansion. Respondents were
similarly split on whether their businesses would remain in town after expansion. The study findings support
bringing new businesses to town based on what the market area can support.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Economic Development Priorities (cont.)
Attract Boutique Restaurants, Small- to Medium-sized
Retail, and Professional Offices
People want to see more restaurants and small and medium “niche”
retail establishments in town. Additionally, small-footprint office space
is desired in Wickford Junction and along the Post Road Corridor. This
sentiment is consistent with the opportunities identified in the real
estate supply and demand analysis. There is less appetite for largefootprint retail.

Economic Advantage of Small Business
The community surveys clearly indicate a
preference for small- and medium-sized
businesses rather than national chains and
“big box” retailers. There is economic value
to this strategy:
•

Focus on Wickford Village, Post Road, and Wickford
Junction
The majority of stakeholders support sewer infrastructure for
commercial businesses, a better mix of year-round businesses, and
improved harbor and boat access in Wickford Village as top priorities.
Other areas of desired focus include Post Road, Wickford Junction,
and some mention of Frenchtown Commons and Quaker Lane.

Quonset Remains Key to the Town’s Economic Future
Respondents were supportive of locating new industrial, commercial,
and mixed-use development at Quonset. Growth at Quonset will likely
continue. The Town can support this with strategic uses, such as
workforce housing on North Post Road. These additional employees
will, once again, support the Post Road retail and service corridor.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

•
•
•

Small, locally owned businesses add
value to shopping districts that goes
beyond tax revenue. For instance,
artisanal and ethnic restaurants add fun
and character to an area that is a draw
in itself—and that chain restaurants
often lack.
Company profits are more likely to be
spent in the community.
Employees are more likely to be local
hires.
Small merchants often play an outsized
role in promoting and supporting
activities such as local schools and
youth sports.
Source: Convince Your Community to Keep Local
Business, Business Week, April 2011.
http://www.businessweek.com/smallbiz/content/apr
2011/sb20110419_987390.htm
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Key Findings: Demographics
Non-Family Households Are Growing Fastest and They Prefer to Rent
There is a demand for rental units, as shown by relatively strong growth in
non-family households (typically, these are small one- and two-person households,
who opt to rent, rather than own their homes). The Town’s current supply of rental
housing (at 23 percent) is insufficient to meet this demand.

Smaller Units Will Attract the Rapidly-Growing Over-55 Population

Smaller households,
typically, have relatively low
fiscal impacts on a
community, given that
these households account
for few school-age children
and are shown to have
minimal burden on
emergency services.

There is a need for greater housing choice, specifically more smaller housing units. A fast growing segment
of persons 55 years of age and older, followed by those aged 25 to 34, represent the near-term demand for
housing. Each of these populations express greater preference for smaller rental units, whether they are
downsizing within their home community or just starting out.
Housing Demand by Age

% of Total Population

20%
15%

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Long-Term
Demand

Near-Term
Demand
Near-Term
Demand

Near-Term
Demand

2010
2013
2018

10%

5%
0%

Young Workforce and
Grads
Age Cohorts
25 to 34
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Early Stage Families

Late Stage Families

35 to 44

45 to 54

Young Empty Nesters
55 to 64

Older Empty Nesters
65 to 74

Mostly Retired
75 +
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Key Findings: Demographics (cont.)
Growth in Upper-Income Households Means More Money to Spend Here
A rising share of upper-income households, particularly among households earning $75,000 to $100,000,
likely contributes to an increase in discretionary spending (that is, the money available once all basic living
expenses and fixed costs are paid), which already exceeds the national average. This bodes well for mixeduse development.

% of Total Households

25%

2013

2018

*

Annualized Growth Rate
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-5%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
< $35,000

$35K to $49.9K

$50K to $74.9K

$75K to $99.9K $100K to $149.9K $150K to $199.9K

Income

Annualized Growth Rate

Household Income Distribution

Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

> $200,000

* Indicates nominal values

There is a Need for More Variety in Housing both in Cost and Size
Despite income gains for the Town overall, there is a need for housing that is affordable to those with lower
and moderate incomes, including new professionals, young families, and retirees on fixed incomes. North
Kingstown fails to meet standard benchmarks for providing housing affordable at all income levels.
Corresponding social infrastructure, such as access to child care and quality food, is also imperative to
attracting people to live and work in North Kingstown. While the Town rates well in access to groceries and
access to open space, it does not meet standard benchmarks for childcare services.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Key Findings: Household Expenditures
North Kingstown Residents Have Higher than Average Spending Patterns
North Kingstown residents exhibit a higher propensity to consume in the categories shown below, relative to
Washington County and the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). Local expenditures exceed the
national average in every category except apparel and services. Households in North Kingstown spend 45
percent more than the national average on dining out, 53 percent more on entertainment and recreation,
and 49 percent more on housing – all positive trends for business growth. However, one in five survey
respondents indicate currently doing some shopping or dining outside of town, which indicates an
opportunity for capturing more of these retail categories in town.
Household Expenditures by Geography, 2013
Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Key Findings: Housing
A broad distribution of household income, affordability issues, and
demographic trends, suggests a need for housing at a variety of price points.
Relative to the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), the age of North
Kingstown’s housing stock is newer, by far, and in good condition.
North Kingstown’s share of multi-family units (21 percent) is well below that of the
Providence MSA (55 percent).
By the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) standards, 33 percent
of North Kingstown’s households are cost-burdened, which indicates an insufficient
supply of housing that is affordable.
Such “market rate affordable housing” provides options for the Town’s teachers, safety
personnel, and other area workers who generally earn less than needed to buy an
average-priced home in North Kingstown. It does not refer to state or federally subsidized
housing.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Units built
before 1940

72%
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detached units
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with 5 or
more units

33%
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Key Findings: Real Estate Supply and Demand
Residential Demand
After accounting for development projects already in the approved pipeline, North Kingstown’s market
demand indicates support approximately 500 to 1,600 additional residential units in North Kingstown
within the next fifteen years.
Wickford Junction offers the greatest potential for housing demand. However, this requires the Town to
address key development constraints including: high land costs, environmental and hydrologic conditions,
and the regulatory process. Given the Town’s anticipated future demographics, Wickford Junction could be
uniquely attractive to the growing 25 to 34 year-old cohort. This age group is more likely to be renters,
prefer smaller units, and place a high value on transit access to Providence.
Post Road could also absorb a significant portion of the housing demand, as confirmed by a number of
new mixed-use or residential developments locating there today.
It is unlikely that much new residential development will occur in Wickford Village, given the strong townwide desire to preserve the character of Wickford Village and its development constraints. Marketwise,
Wickford Village could absorb the lowest amount of new housing units. But Wickford, too, has constraints
that would hinder new residential development, including a high water table, no sewer system, and height
limits.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Key Findings: Real Estate Supply and Demand (cont.)
Office Demand
Washington County is reportedly the most active office real estate market in the State (statewide, office
space is generally over-saturated). If North Kingstown captures a reasonable 10 percent of the demand in
the market area (a modest goal), it would amount to nearly 350,000 square feet of new office space over
the next 10 years. The Wickford Junction area could capture the highest amount of new office space,
100,000 square feet (or 10,000 square feet per year). The Post Road Corridor could capture up to 40,000
square feet and Wickford Village approximately 35,000 square feet. These numbers are conducive to the
demand for small, flexible office space rather than large office buildings – such as that already seen in
North Kingstown at Lafayette Mill or the Meadows Office Park.

Retail Demand
There is demand in North Kingstown for new types of retail, at a smaller scale. The oversupply of retail
found in the analysis suggests little opportunity for new investment in North Kingstown. However, the
question is not how much more retail is needed, rather, it is the type and scale of retail that could be
realized in each of the three study areas. The market feasible uses are detailed in Market Opportunities.
Wickford Village and Wickford Junction present opportunities for local entrepreneurs to establish smallscale, independent enterprises that fit the character of each location and help to grow patronage. Post
Road offers an opportunity to consolidate the retail that is market viable in two areas of Post Road, but
primarily south of Route 403, as well as complement it with other retail and services currently in demand.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Wickford Village
Failure to invest in sewers will be detrimental to Wickford.
Without sewers, Wickford cannot support additional restaurants, lodging, a
salon/spa, or other related uses that require higher wastewater capacity.
Lack of action is also a strong sign to investors that the Town does not want
to invest in this area and the area will surely suffer more attrition.

Cumbersome regulations stymie development and economic
sustainability.
Regulations serve an important purpose, but when changes are made over
time, the regulation can become overly confusing. Additionally, regulations
enacted in the past may not reflect the current vision. In order to encourage
certain uses – both in demand and compatible with the village character –
the Town will need to revisit permitting desired uses in the Wickford Village
District (WVD), such as bed and breakfast and marine-related uses, and
simplify the overall regulatory process.

Environmental constraints such as floodplain and wetland issues
limit the available land for new development.
In an area that is already almost entirely built-out, any new or re-development
will need to occur within existing footprints, with only marginal additional
height permitted by regulations, or a more creative approach will be required.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Historic District Boundaries

“While its location on the
waterfront contributes to its
marketability and aesthetic
appeal, it also serves as an
enormous challenge for
managing flood impacts and
providing for the disposal of
wastewater.”
- Village Identification Study
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Wickford Village (cont.)
Small projects can make a big impact in Wickford’s economic
sustainability, without compromising its character.
There is broad consensus for preserving the Village’s assets: variety of services,
sense of community, village charm, harbor and water views, and pedestrian scale.
Consistent and small-scale aesthetic improvements such as street furniture,
signage, landscaping, among others, will help maintain this character.

To be a thriving business district, Wickford needs both a greater
diversity of stores and predictable hours.
1. In order to support more consistent hours, Wickford Village needs more foot
traffic. To achieve this, it needs to offer a broader retail mix that serves both
destination and daily needs.
2. Marketing and events will help bring new customers, but to create life-long
customers, patrons need to trust that their favorite store will be open.

Wickford Harbor is a significant asset and the Town can do more to
harness that economic potential.
Greater physical connections, supporting marine-based uses, and mutual support
by business owners and marine users will go a long way in maximizing the
economic benefit of the harbor. Recreational boaters, tourists, and commercial
marine-related businesses should be seen as a support – and customers – to the
existing, and future businesses within Wickford Village.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Top two photos courtesy of Historic Wickford;
Aerial unknown
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Wickford Junction
Environmental constraints limit redevelopment potential.
Local wastewater treatment regulations and the presence of wetlands and
flood zones limit the areas for future development able to support increased
density. Additionally, a large utility easement runs through portions of the site,
potentially impacting the development of parcels and circulation patterns.

Implementing regulatory changes is necessary for redevelopment.
Recently passed transit-oriented-development (TOD) zoning regulations and
the ability to use Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) are crucial for realizing
the market-suitable development opportunities that have been identified as
likely for the Wickford Junction Station area. The higher-density, mix of uses
permitted by the new zoning will help mitigate the environmental limitations.

Transit improvements will increase the marketability of the site.
While currently insufficient, the frequency of rail transit service at Wickford
Junction is expected to improve with additional evening and weekend service
in 2014. This will make the site more attractive for both residential and nonresidential development, specifically that caters to the younger population
more likely to use transit. Additional transit (bus) connections between
Wickford Junction and Wickford Village and Quonset should be encouraged to
increase access to North Kingstown’s jobs and resources.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Post Road Corridor

Vacancies on Post Road
For Sale

Opportunity exists for new retail along Post Road, but in consolidated
areas. Consumer spending habits were altered by the Great Recession
and retail has evolved, with the growth of large-format, multi-purpose
stores and online shopping. However, brick and mortar still represent the
majority of shopping experiences. Other reasons for the decline of
businesses on Post Road include Route 4 and the Navy vacating Quonset.

Parcels (#)

Post Road has been a victim of changing shopping habits.

For Lease

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Office

Retail

Industrial

Land

Land Use Type

Sewers will provide an incentive for the mix of development the
Town desires.
The installation of sewers on North Post Road will be a crucial catalyst for
this area, which is suitable and desired for additional development. Multifamily housing and the mix of retail uses, at a scale feasible for Post Road
to thrive again, requires sewers.
Photo courtesy of Saw Mill Properties

Regulatory changes will also create incentives for redevelopment along Post Road.
Changes include promoting multi-family housing, modifying the two-story minimum to allow select
common single-story uses (e.g. gas stations, banks, etc.), and making the development process more
predictable and less expensive (a benefit for the entire town). Reducing the large number of special-use
permits (currently at more than 300), to allow desired uses, is also crucial to improving the Town’s
regulatory environment.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Post Road Corridor (cont.)
Adaptive strategies will be required to address development constraints.
The Town and land owners will have to be adaptive to create value on properties impacted by the National
Grid easement. The 75-foot-wide utility easement extending through the front yard of numerous properties
along Post Road makes development of those properties difficult – especially to the standards the Town
desires. A solution could include converting unusable land to recreation or open space, even if temporary.

The proposed Road Diet, accompanied by pedestrian and bicycling improvements, could likely
be good for business growth.
Studies have shown that lowering traffic speed and providing amenities for pedestrians (wider sidewalks,
landscaping, streetscape improvements) increases retail patronage and sales.
1. There appears to be no economic reason not to test out the Road Diet’s lane reduction, since the State
has proposed starting with temporary markings. Anecdotal reports suggested that even the slowed traffic
from sewer construction increased business activity.
2. Investment in the aesthetics of Post Road, such as landscaping, sidewalks, and bicycling routes, will
complement the Road Diet and boost business.
Rendering of possible
beautification created
by the Cecil Group for
the Town’s Post Road
Corridor Plan

Before

After

RIDOT

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Summary of Market-Feasible Use Opportunities
Wickford Village
•
•
•
•
•

Specialty boutiques, such as clothing and shoe stores
Specialty grocery
High-end salon/spa
Full-service, sit down independent restaurants/cafés
Bed and breakfast / lodging facilities

•
•

Limited housing, on upper floors
or a small development
Very small professional offices
on upper floors

Wickford Junction
•
•
•
•
•
•

Café/bar and casual or upscale full-service restaurant/bar
Small grocer deli
Salon
Fitness studio
Dry cleaner
Bakery and coffee house

•
•

Multi-family rental housing,
primarily 1- and 2-bedroom units
Small professional offices

Post Road
•
•
•
•
•

Large health club
Childcare services
Ambulatory medical office space / allied health professionals
Full-service, sit-down independent restaurants
Casual dining restaurants

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

•
•

Multi-family rental housing,
primarily 1- and 2-bedroom units
Small professional offices
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Impacts of Sewers
If developed, the redevelopment scenarios (below) will have favorable
impacts on the local economy, generating revenue and creating jobs,
as shown in the chart, at right. A detailed economic impact analysis
conducted based on hypothetical but market feasible build-out
scenarios for Post Road Corridor and Wickford Village (assumptions
shown below), led to this conclusion. The analysis identified direct,
indirect, and induced economic impacts occurring in 2018.

Impacts in 2018…

Wickford
Village
340 jobs

880 jobs

$41m
output

$103m
output

$2.5m
taxes*

$5.5m
taxes*

What do sewers have to do with it?

Housing development and accompanying retail uses, at this scale, are
not feasible without the installation of sewers. Furthermore, the
additional restaurants are much more attractive investments if sewers
are present.

Post Road
Corridor

*Tax revenue is both state and local

The economic impact analysis assumed the following, hypothetical, redevelopment scenarios:
Wickford Village
• A 5,000-sf bed and breakfast with annual revenues of $250,000
• Three upscale restaurants with an average of 2,000 sf and
annual sales per sf of $750
• Hotel operations for the former Wickford Elementary site that
include 35 rooms at an average annual occupancy of 75 percent,
and average daily revenue per room of $250

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Post Road
• A 15,000-sf health club
• A 2,500-sf childcare facility
• Four 10,000-sf medical office buildings
• Two casual dining restaurants (e.g. Friday’s, Chili’s)
• Three independent upscale restaurants
• More than 400 new residential units
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Land Valuation Analysis
An improvement to land value (ILV) analysis identified sites that are potentially ripe for redevelopment,
due to low ILV. The following areas feature concentrations of land parcels with low ILV ratios. Large private
industry employers (e.g., manufacturers, back-office call centers, distribution warehouse operators) are
likely to target areas with concentrations of large contiguous vacant and/or underutilized land, such as
found around Dry Bridge Road.

Post Road:

Dry Bridge Road:

Wickford Junction:

•Scattered commercial sites
along Post Road suggest a
combination of infill
redevelopment opportunities
and the need for consolidation
of commercial uses into a
smaller corridor.

•Commercial and industrial
•Commercial and mixed-use
sites along Dry Bridge Road and sites along Ten Rod Road and
in close proximity to State
Quaker Lane, close to State
Highway 4. Properties in this
Highway 4 and Wickford
area of North Kingstown are
Junction Station, suggest
most suitable for large
opportunity for complimentary
industrial and commercial
mixed-use TOD investment.
businesses.

Wickford Village:
•Scattered commercial and
mixed-use parcels along Brown
Street suggest infill opportunity.
•The large industrial parcel
across the harbor is an
important maritime use and not
a development opportunity,
despite the low ILV.

Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Post Road (4)

Redevelopment
Opportunities
The shaded areas shown at right are
characterized as either near- (2 to 5 year)
or long- (6 years or more) term
redevelopment opportunities. Areas were
either identified by the Town as potential
redevelopment opportunities (named
sites) or they were shown to be ripe for
redevelopment through the improvementto-land value analysis (having low ILV).
While the Town can focus on near-term
sites, in some cases just one change could
move a project from long-term to nearterm.

Kingstown Plaza
6875 Post Road

6525 Post Road
Former Bailey
Dodge Site
Post Road (3)

Former Tarbox
Automobile Dealership
Post Road (1)
Post Road (2)
Post Road (5)
7605 Post Road
Post Road
Shopping Plaza
Area

Current Park
and Ride Lot

7400 Post
Road
7470 Post
Road
Wickford
Motor Inn
Area

Former
Nursing Home
Corner Tavern/Bald
Hill Garden Center

Dry Bridge
Road Area

Lafayette
Mill Area

15 West Main St

6 Main St
2 Main St

13 West Main St
95 Brown St

Note, this map does not suggest there is a
redevelopment plan in place or intended
for each area, only that these areas have
potential for redevelopment.

Wickford
Market
Brown St (1)

93 Brown St
Brown St (2)
Brown St (3)

(6 or more years)
(2 to 5 years)

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Strategic Recommendations
A summary of the strategic recommendations is provided on the following pages. More detail on each
strategy is provided in the full report, including comprehensive description and reasoning, specific
implementation action(s), target area, time frame for reasonable implementation, lead responsible party,
funding amount needed, and possible funding source(s).
We have purposely identified strategies which minimize need for the Town’s direct financial outlay, as an
incentive. First and foremost, municipal and state budgets are tight. Second, through developer outreach
throughout North Kingstown and the State, we found that financial incentives are less important to
developers and new businesses. What they do want is a clear, predictable, and efficient regulatory process.
If the Town has financial incentives available, they certainly can be used, as deemed necessary, to bring
opportunities to fruition. However, if the right zoning and permitting process is in place, the Town should not
need to expend significant funds to attract development and business opportunities.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Strategic Recommendations (cont.)
This first set of strategies relates specifically to the mix of uses North Kingstown’s market demands in the
three focus areas. In order to achieve the mix of land uses referenced in the Summary of Market-Feasible Use
Opportunities, the Town should undertake the following actions:
Amend the Town’s Zoning Ordinance and Regulatory Process
• Streamline the zoning and review processes for greater predictability.
• Reduce the more than 300 special permit uses.
• Facilitate the development of housing at the appropriate intensity and scale in all focus areas.
• Create flexibility that permits a mix of office/retail on ground floors, and residential on upper floors in
appropriate locations.
• Create bonuses for the provision of certain desired uses within developments (e.g. childcare facilities).
Recruit Business and Development Prospects
• Identify real estate representatives, site locators, or business owners for desired uses (using resources
provided by consultant).
• Create a marketing collateral package to sell the Town, vacant businesses, or possible redevelopment
opportunities to prospective businesses or developers.
• Send letters to prospects and invite on a tour of the Town.
• Use the Town’s resources to support businesses and developers looking to come to North Kingstown.
Create Target
Group
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Send Letter of
Interest

Introduce to
Town

Assist with
Approvals

Leverage
Resources
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The remaining strategies are categorized by focus area or town-wide.
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What is Tax increment financing?
It is the use of projected increased
local tax revenues from an anticipated
development to fund site and area
improvements or provide incentives to
developers which, in Rhode Island,
means property taxes.

Strategies Specific to Wickford Village
• Approve sewer improvement plans for Wickford Village.
• Institute a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District.
• Facilitate a more diverse mix of businesses, including specialty retail and more restaurants, to draw a
wider and more consistent patrons.
• Create at least one additional event to draw more patrons to Wickford Village.
• Institute longer operating hours for businesses in Wickford Village.
• Create a business improvement district (BID) for Wickford Village.
• Cultivate the next group of entrepreneurs in Wickford Village, by providing mentorship, training, and
information for prospective new business owners.
• Increase connections between Wickford Village and Wickford Harbor through the following:
• Provide public, non-resident docking in Wickford Harbor.
• Create a focal point, such as a wayfinding kiosk, at the Harbor’s edge.
• Create access from the Harbor directly to Wickford Village.
• Improve landscaping, signage, and tourist information to and around the Harbor.
• Encourage recreational, fee-based, marine activities such as fishing charters and sightseeing tours.
• Review regulations to allow for marine-based businesses and recreational opportunities.
• Conduct an independent parking management study in Wickford Village.
• Conduct a traffic study in Wickford Village.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Strategic Recommendations (cont.)
Strategies Specific to Wickford Junction
• Encourage use of the Transit-Oriented-Development (TOD) ordinance.
• Promote Wickford Junction's TDR program, to facilitate a functioning TDR credit market.
• Support additional transit connections between Wickford Junction and Wickford Village and Quonset, to
provide greater access to jobs and amenities in North Kingstown.
Strategies Specific to Post Road Corridor
• Consolidate existing uses on Post Road into two strong and distinct centers, divided by Route 403:
• North Post Road – Best suited for higher density multi-family development, which could support
employees of Quonset. Small-scale retail and commercial should be included as support uses in
mixed-use buildings, but to a lesser extent. This is an opportunity for public-private partnership.
• South Post Road – Best suited for a consolidated village center, with select retail, services, and
medical office uses. Some housing could be provided on upper floors.
• Where land value is compromised by easement, consider reusing land for open space or recreational
space, even if a temporary solution.
What is a Complete Street?
• Approve sewer improvement plans for North Post Road.
Designed and operated to enable safe
• Encourage and support aesthetic, safety, and functional improvements access for all users, including
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and
to Post Road (also called "complete streets“).
transit riders of all ages and abilities.
• Institute a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District for Post Road.
They make it easy to cross the street,
walk to shops, and bicycle to work and
allow buses to run on time.
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Strategic Recommendations (cont.)
Town-wide Strategies
• Identify municipal-owned land suitable for a public-private partnerships.
• Encourage the highest and best use for the four identified redevelopment opportunities.
• Further evaluate municipal streamlined permitting, processes, regulations.
• Improve the permitting and development timeline without compromising adequate protections and town
character.
• Expand marketing of businesses within the Town and marketing of North Kingstown businesses,
particularly Wickford Village, beyond town borders.
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Introduction
4ward Planning Inc. was retained by the Town of North
Kingstown, Rhode Island, to conduct a comprehensive
town-wide market study. The objective of this analysis is to
identify a set of strategic recommendations for future
growth and investment in the Town overall, and in
particular in three targeted redevelopment areas: Wickford
Village, Wickford Junction and the Post Road Corridor.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

WHAT IS A MARKET STUDY?
• Helps to understand economic
conditions and trends
• Is based on (1) demographics
(population, age, income, etc.), which
create the demand for various uses,
and (2) what is happening in the real
estate market (e.g. market/economic
reality) for all uses
• Identifies a set of strategic
recommendations for future
development and business
opportunities that are realistic and
suited to the community
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Introduction (cont.)
This planning-level real estate market analysis involved the following tasks.
Background Assessment

Summarized relevant findings from existing reports and ordinances; site
visits; and ample project outreach.

Public Outreach

Significant public outreach including: stakeholder interviews, a public
meeting with keypad polling, focus groups, a professionally conducted
residential phone survey, and an online employer survey. Public sentiment
was incorporated into the findings.

Socio-Economic & Social
Infrastructure Analysis

Examined estimated and projected trends in population growth, household
formation, household income, occupational employment, and age cohort
characteristics, and how these trends might influence real estate demand.
Assessed the adequacy of existing social infrastructure indicators (grocery
stores, child care, open space and housing quality).

Real Estate Supply and
Demand Analysis

Identified prospective areas of unmet demand for land use types within the
primary market areas. This also includes key findings regarding real estate
trends - local supply, demand, occupancy, and pricing factors. This analysis
incorporates relevant findings of the 2013 analysis conducted specifically for
Wickford Junction Station.

Evaluation of Focus Areas

Conducted a more detailed analysis on the Town’s three focus areas:
Wickford Village, Wickford Junction and Post Road, including examining the
regulatory environment, infrastructure needs, and potential opportunities.
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Introduction (cont.)
Economic Impact Analysis

Conducted an economic impact analysis, using IMPLAN 3.0 (an input-output
model) to measure the impact of installing sewers both on North Post Road
(between Route 403 and School Street) and in Wickford Village.

Redevelopment
Opportunity Prioritization

Utilizing GIS technology, combined with real property assessment value and
zoning data, prioritized sites having likely near-term and long-term
redevelopment opportunities. The areas evaluated included those having low
improvement-to-land value and areas identified by the Town as likely
redevelopment opportunities.

Financial Analysis of Key
Redevelopment Sites

Conducted a financial feasibility analyses on four sites, identified by the Town,
having likely redevelopment potential. The purpose is to determine the land-use
mix (e.g., residential, retail, and/or office) and minimum development density
(e.g., units of housing and commercial square footage) which could be
financially viable.

Case Study Analysis: Public
Private Partnerships

Reviewed models of public private partnerships related to development and
redevelopment to identify policy and program practices which have allowed
local governments to participate in the financial gains associated with
successful development/redevelopment activities.

Findings &
Recommendations

Summarized the overall findings and recommended strategies or projects the
town can pursue. Each strategy is supported with a time frame for completion,
lead party, funding options and estimated costs, as well as a brief narrative.
Some of these strategies have been vetted in interviews or focus groups.
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Introduction (cont.)
Stakeholder Outreach and Engagement
Extensive stakeholder outreach was conducted in various formats, as described below.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

20+ one-on-one interviews with employers, employees, developers, brokers, residents, town staff, and
local officials
3 Focus Groups
• Post Road Businesses / Property Owners
• Wickford Village Businesses / Property Owners
• Town Council
Phone survey of area residents conducted by GreatBlue Research identified where people shop, eat
and use services in North Kingstown, why (or why not), where else they go for these activities, and
thoughts on the future of the Town
Online survey for local employers prepared by 4ward Planning identified business owner’s perspectives
on doing business in North Kingstown and whether their expansion needs can be met in Town
Keypad poll at public meeting to gauge initial public sentiment
EDAB meetings
Two public meetings:
• a project kick-off on November 20, 2013
• a final presentation on April 21, 2014
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Background: Methodology
The 4ward Planning team began its analysis with a review of pertinent background reports including the
2008 Comprehensive Plan, Healthy Places by Design, the TDR and Village Plan, Wickford Junction TDR
Study, Wickford Village Plan, Post Road “Road Diet,” the Harbor Plan, and other town infrastructure
plans and ordinances. Information gleaned from these materials help define the context for the market
study, the unique challenges and opportunities in the town, and general vision for the future.

Town staff led 4ward Planning on a driving tour of the entire town, focusing on key potential
development areas such as Post Road, Dry Bridge Road, Wickford Junction, Wickford Village, and
Quonset Business Park. Key observations from the site tour are detailed herein, as are specific pipeline
projects currently being proposed and/or under construction in North Kingstown.
This background information is supplemented and supported by findings from the extensive outreach
program described later in this report.
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Background
In recent years, North Kingstown has focused on strategic and progressive long-range planning with the
specific objective of guiding future growth in appropriate locations and quantities while preserving the
historic and natural character of North Kingstown. Recent and ongoing public infrastructure improvements,
the potential for growth at Quonset Business Park, the Town’s location, and its natural and historic assets
position North Kingstown well for accepting new growth as a result of strengthening market conditions.1
Major public investments include:
•

•
•

Sewer installation on Post Road (south of Quonset) addresses environmental and economic
development needs. The Town is continuing to implement recommendations in the 2011 Wastewater
Facilities Plan.
Recent upgrades to Route 403 provide critical direct highway access from Route 4 to Quonset and Post
Road.
Recent rail line upgrades include a rail stop at Wickford Junction for the MBTA with a 1,100 parking
garage, providing commuter access to Providence and improving transit options.

The Town is making an effort to revitalize the villages of Lafayette, Hamilton, and Allenton, and supporting
redevelopment around the Wickford Junction Station. Both efforts are a result of recommendations from the
TDR and Village Identification Plan prepared by Horsley Witten Inc. in 2012. 4ward Planning is also working
with Horsley Witten on the Wickford Junction Station Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Assessment.

Source: 1 Town of North Kingstown, Request for Proposals for a Community Market Analysis, July 2013.
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Walmart

North Kingstown’s Economic Development
Manager led 4ward Planning staff on a tour of
key areas for economic development in the
town, paying particular attention to commercial
corridors and business districts identified as
focus areas of potential economic opportunity.
These include:
•
•
•
•

Post Road
Corridor

Wickford
Junction

Post Road Corridor
Wickford Junction
Wickford Village
Quonset Business Park

In addition to the larger areas above, the
consulting team also observed discrete sites
that may be future redevelopment
opportunities. This includes the former quarry
and industrial site at Dry Bridge Road.

Quonset

Wickford
Village

Dry Bridge
Road

Source: Esri, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Background: Comprehensive Plan
North Kingstown’s 2008 Comprehensive Plan Update set the following objectives for promoting quality
economic development, providing jobs and services for local residents, and increasing the local tax base,
without adversely impacting the character and resources of the Town. These objectives continue to be
valid and will guide this Community Market Study.

Economic Development Objectives
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Increase the Town’s tax base by encouraging compatible and sustainable economic development, with
an emphasis on revitalization of existing developed areas;
Guide the proper siting and quality of new development with design standards for commercial, office,
and industrial uses;
Maintain and promote agricultural businesses because they represent the history and historic culture
of the Town, and because they provide value to the tax base, the landscape aesthetics, and quality of
life;
Establish the Town as a welcoming place to do business – where there is supportive planning, clearly
defined development standards, and an efficient development review and approval process;
Further cultivate a cooperative working relationship with the Quonset Development Corporation
regarding the redevelopment of Quonset Business Park;
Implement a strategic approach to the Post Road Corridor (but it may not match that suggested in the
Town’s 2005 Post Road Corridor Plan); and
Promote tourism under a regional marketing effort and encourage new, compatible and sustainable
tourist attractions.
Source: North Kingstown Comprehensive Plan Update, 2008.
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Background: Healthy Places by Design
Goals and Findings
Working with the Rhode Island Department of Health (HEALTH) and West Bay Family YMCA, North
Kingstown was a pilot community under the state’s Healthy Places by Design (HPbD) initiative. The goal of
HPbD is to guide future policies choices to be more supportive of community health, particularly physical
activity and healthy eating.
Food Access
• Healthy foods are available to residents; however, the variety, amount, and
cost are barriers towards purchase and consumption. The more rural areas
in town are underserved by supermarkets or healthy food outlets (food
deserts).
Biking and Walking
• Residents identified the major town destinations as Wickford Village,
Quonset Gateway/Davisville, and Wickford Junction.
• However, the major thoroughfares connecting these destination points
present many challenges to walking and biking.
• Post Road has adapted to auto-oriented uses and is not particularly
pedestrian-friendly.
• North Kingstown has a variety of built and natural conditions that make
bicycling both pleasant and challenging.

The public health goals of the
HPbD Plan are to enhance:
• Walking and Biking,
• Access to Healthy Foods,
• Villages/Neighborhoods,
and
• Public Spaces.
An Observation…
Route 1 (Post Road) is a
critical corridor that can
either redefine and connect
the community, or continue to
divide it and make it feel like
a ‘pass through’ area.

Source: Healthy Places by Design Action Plan, North Kingstown, May 15, 2012.
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Background: Healthy Places by Design (cont.)
Policy Recommendations
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Develop a network of bikeways and pedestrian paths/routes to connect existing and planned
recreational facilities, open spaces, pocket parks, and other destinations throughout the community
that are safe, attractive, inviting, and efficient.
Preserve, protect, and, where practicable, restore the viability of farming and forestry to ensure the
continued provision of healthy foods.
Support and encourage the provision of and access to locally grown, fresh, affordable, and easily
accessible healthy foods for all residents.
Encourage programs that provide North Kingstown residents with access to a reasonable basic
standard of health and welfare services, including healthy foods and active recreation.
Strengthen the decision-making capacity of neighborhood/community groups.
Encourage Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) principles.
• This includes focusing development in areas with existing or potential services and densities of
development, ideally with quality transit access. These include Wickford Junction and Quonset
Gateway.
Protect, preserve, and connect unique resources along the Post Road Corridor.
Preserve, design, and maintain recreational areas and facilities that are safe and attractive places for
physical activity, and that are functional for a variety of users.

Source: Healthy Places by Design Action Plan, North Kingstown, May 15, 2012.
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Background: Village Identification Study
The Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) and Village Identification Study—a three-phased project—
identified eight villages in North Kingstown. The four areas identified for further study as villages were:
Allentown, Hamilton, Lafayette, and Wickford Village. This Community Market Study will focus on two of
those reviewed in the study; recommendations from that report are below.

Wickford Village
•Recommendation: Continue efforts to maintain and
preserve the identity of Wickford Village and look for
public investment opportunities that will strengthen
the village as a cultural resource and tourist
destination.
•Is a key focus of this community market study.

Wickford Junction
•Not identified for further study in the TDR and
Village Identification Study.
•Being studied in a separate effort, the Wickford
Junction Station Market Study, findings of which will
be incorporated into this community market study.
Source: Horsley Witten Inc., Transfer of Development Rights and Village Identification Study, Final Report, for North Kingstown RI, August 2012.
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Background: Village Identification Study (cont.)
The TDR and Village Identification Study also identified a number of policy issues capable of influencing the
future build-out of North Kingstown and its villages. These are:
• The statewide Urban Service Boundary (USB) – Development is allowed within the USB, but development
standards in the Compact Village District (CVD) Ordinance (adopted February 2012) are different within
and outside the USB.
• The Town’s Groundwater Overlay District and Nitrogen Loading Performance Standards – The use of the
performance standard will effectively limit development, but also may create development opportunity for
areas like Wickford Junction (through either the purchase of offsets or the use of a centralized wastewater
system).
The Phase 1A Assessment outlines specific opportunities and constraints associated with each of the eight
village areas studied. The outcome of this study was the CVD Ordinance, a limited floating overlay district
that was adopted in February 2012.

Source: Horsley Witten Inc., Transfer of Development Rights and Village Identification Study, Final Report, for North Kingstown RI, August 2012.
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Focus Areas Background: Wickford Village
Summary
Wickford Village is a quaint, historic, traditional New England-style
village with small boutique shops, a few restaurants, and government
services. The area is both a National and Local Historic District. The
small commercial area is surrounded by an equally historic residential
neighborhood, rife with colonial-era homes, churches, and civic
buildings. Perhaps it’s greatest asset is the Village’s waterfront
location. In the 19th century, it was the “cultural, economic, social,
religious, and civic center of North Kingstown, as well as for much of
southern Rhode Island.” Once a working village geared to locals, it is
now perceived as a seasonal, resort destination.
Over time Wickford Village has experienced good and bad times, but
the Village has, generally, held up to broader economic changes.
However, the way people shop has changed and that affects Wickford
like any other Main Street. While opportunities for economic growth in
Wickford Village are limited by the village’s small size and scale, there
are opportunities at the former Wickford Elementary School and
through new investment, such as Alex & Ani, a Rhode Island-based
company, acquiring the Wilson’s of Wickford space.
Source: North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce; Horsley Witten Inc., Initial Site Assessment for TDR Implementation, 2011; Wickford Village Plan (1998).
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Focus Areas Background: Wickford Village (cont.)

Source: Historic Wickford Village, 2013.
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Focus Areas Background: Wickford Village (cont.)
Assets
• Assets include the New England village charm, variety of services, sense of community, harbor
access/proximity, water views, and pedestrian scale, which draw residents and tourists alike. There
appears to be broad consensus for preserving these assets in Wickford Village.
• The location on the waterfront contributes to its marketability and aesthetic appeal.
• Wickford Village is located only two miles from Wickford Junction and the commuter rail station. “The
town continues to invest in planning/feasibility studies for bicycle path development that would link the
Village to locations like Quonset and Wickford Junction,” as well as other transit connections.
Challenges
• The village character and its pedestrian scale is both a strength and a challenge. the “architectural and
historic fabric of the village makes it difficult to consider significant increases in density.”
• While Wickford has generally withstood major economic swings, shopping patterns have changed and
led to businesses closing. Vacancy, however, doesn’t seem to last long in the Village.
• Additionally, Wickford lacks a broad range of destination shops to attract regulator visitors and increase
both visitation and foot traffic.
• A significant challenge has been encouraging and supporting businesses to operate longer hours,
which is necessary for attracting a stronger client-base.
• Environmental and hydrologic constraints – flood zones, wetlands, high water tables, lack of sewers,
and more – impede any new development, including adding uses to existing buildings that might have
greater wastewater demands (such as restaurants).
Sources: Wickford Village Plan (1998), Horsley Witten Inc., Initial Site Assessment for TDR Implementation, 2011; stakeholder outreach.
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Focus Areas Background: Wickford Junction
Summary
In contrast to Wickford Village, Wickford Junction is North Kingstown’s newest retail location. The emerging
growth center, located on Ten Rod Road, contains approximately 60 acres of new and potential
development and the newly operating Wickford Junction commuter rail station. “Characterized primarily by
larger chain retail operations, this area relies on its access to the highway to draw customers from a
regional market by automobile travel.”
Anchored by Wal-Mart for years, more recent additions to Wickford Junction include Staples and the
proposed Petco. Despite the presence of the train station, the current uses tend to be more auto-oriented.
According to the site broker, Wickford Junction has the potential for approximately 450,000 square feet of
retail, residential, and office development.
The rail station, opened in 2012, is anticipated to serve 1,800 riders per day, at its peak. Night and
weeknight service is anticipated to be added in 2014, according to the Rhode Island Department of
Transportation (RIDOT). However, ridership has not met expectations yet. Wickford Junction was identified in
Horsley Witten’s Transfer of Development (TDR) Identification study as a potential TDR site. Ongoing
analysis around Wickford Junction includes a site-specific market study, TDR assessment identification, and
a recently adopted Transit Oriented Development (TOD) zoning district by the Town Council, which allows
high-density mixed-use development on the site under certain conditions.

Source: North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce; Horsley Witten Inc., Initial Site Assessment for TDR Implementation, 2011, and RIDOT.
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Focus Areas Background: Wickford Junction (cont.)
Assets
• Excellent highway and transit access, located near the Route 4
interchange at Ten Rod Road and with the commuter rail station.
Ridership is low, but in-line with RIDOT expectations (see sidebar).
• Despite some vacant storefronts, establishments are generally successful
and have been in existence for some time. New retailers are still
interested in locating at Wickford Junction.
• New TOD zoning overlay and TDR regulations help mitigate environmental
limitations and facilitate higher-density mixed-use development.

Challenges
• Transit service frequency is currently limited, and weekend service is not
provided, but RIDOT indicates both area anticipated to improve in 2014.
• “Vacant land available for development exists within Wickford Junction
Plaza, and areas west and east of the plaza. However, the presence of
RIDEM-regulated wetlands, FEMA flood zones, and the Town’s Steep Slope
Overlay limit the amount of land that can be realistically developed.”
• The site also contains a large electric easement, recently acquired by
National Grid, which complicates development.
• Local wastewater treatment regulations leave few practicable areas for
future development able to support increased density, and state
stormwater management regulations add significant site costs.

In The News
A December 2013 article in the
North East Independent
supports the notion that
proximity to the transit station is
desirable for businesses, and
cited that Lafayette Mill recently
acquired a new tenant (Bridge
Technical Talent) who is
primarily interested in being
near Wickford Junction Station.
Other existing tenants also value
the transit-oriented location,
even if it is not walkable.

A story on NBC 10 in February
2014, reported a 48 percent
increase in ridership at Wickford
Junction Station and quoted the
RIDOT Director, “We will see the
kind of growth and kind of
ridership in the South County
service that the projections
predicted five years ago.”

Source: North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce; Horsley Witten Inc., Initial Site Assessment for TDR Implementation, 2011.
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Focus Areas Background: Post Road Corridor
Summary
Post Road (Route 1) is North Kingstown’s major north/south artery and the leading commercial district,
offering a wide array of goods and services primarily to residents in the adjacent neighborhoods. Typical of the
historical pattern of “Post Roads” throughout the region, North Kingstown’s is characterized by auto-oriented,
strip-style commercial development with parking in front of buildings, no or poor sidewalks, and relatively fast
travel speeds. Post Road was most successful when it drew its business from the U.S. Navy stationed at
Quonset. Today, long after the Navy left, Post Road is less dependent on Quonset employees. Post Road was
further impacted when traffic diverted to Route 4 – causing people to pass by the town’s retail areas

As the retail model changed to lifestyle centers (following the “park once” concept), newer developments such
as the Gateway Center at Quonset, have depleted the businesses along Post Road. Consumers were attracted
to places they could park once and walk to a variety of shops rather than drive to each separate building. This
trend is not exclusive to Post Road. However, it supports the numerous vacancies along Post Road.
The commercial part of Post Road is approximately three miles long, between School Street and Stony
Lane/Huling Road, at which points it becomes much less commercial (or becomes East Greenwich). For this
analysis, we will be discussing Post Road North (between Rte 403/Quonset and School St) and Post Road
South (between Rte 403/Quonset and Stony Lane/Huling Rd), which divide the road into two approximately
equal sections that look slightly different. These sections generally match the “central” and “south” sections
used in the Post Road Corridor Study (2005), which describes their characteristics to greater detail.
Source: North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce; The Cecil Group, Post Road Corridor Plan, 2005; Post Road Road Diet.
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Focus Areas Background: Post Road Corridor (cont.)
Assets
• The corridor still gets a fair amount of vehicle traffic, with recent estimates of 20,000 to 22,000 average
daily trips (ADT) on the southern portion of the road (where the Road Diet is proposed). Post Road will
remain the primary north-south connection. This represents a significant opportunity to improve the
character and business environment.
Challenges
• Post Road has been suffering from a decline in businesses due to a change in shopping patterns,
transportation changes (Route 4), and the Navy vacating Quonset.
• The National Grid electric easement is a substantial obstacle on Post Road. Located in the middle of some
properties, the easement could prevent property owners from developing their land.
• Healthy Places by Design observed that “Route 1 (Post Road) is a critical corridor that can either redefine
and connect the community, or continue to divide it and make it feel like a ‘pass through’ area” and noted
the corridor’s poor pedestrian accommodations. This is particularly problematic for nearby elderly
residents who walk to shop on Post Road.
• The Post Road Corridor Plan identified a lack of consensus around the future of Post Road. While most of
the participants in this study agreed action is needed, there still appears to be a lack of consensus as to
the appropriate steps – especially between Town vision and business expectations.
• While well-intentioned, the two-story height requirement for all buildings on Post Road may be a challenge
for traditional retailers and other likely single-story businesses, such as banks and gas stations.
• Lack of public sewer on the road (until recently, on South Post Road), has limited redevelopment.
Source: The Cecil Group, Post Road Corridor Plan, 2005; Garfalo, Post Road Road Diet presentation.
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Economic Opportunity Area: Quonset Business Park
While Quonset Business Park was not studied specifically within this plan, it is a key
piece of North Kingstown’s future for the employment and business creation
opportunities it presents. Quonset is, and will continue to grow and thrive as, an
industrial business park and a successful example of streamlined permitting. As of
August 2013, the 184 businesses employ nearly 10,000 people. Electric Boat – one
of the largest employers at Quonset – employs 2,700 people and expects to reach
6,000 employees by 2020. In early 2014, Greencore, a food manufacturing
company, announced it will be closing two Massachusetts facilities and creating
400 jobs at a new facility at Quonset.
Development at Quonset – a former military base - is governed by a Master Plan.
The site is 3,200 total acres. Of the 1,400 developable acres, more than 900 are
already developed, leaving approximately 350 acres available for development (all
with permitting and infrastructure in place). The Town currently maintains a
collaborative relationship with Quonset and reviews any new development proposal.

Top sectors are:
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Distribution
Professional
services

184
businesses

As Quonset continues to expand, there will be opportunity to provide housing, retail,
and services that meet the demands of Quonset businesses. Continuing a
collaborative relationship with Quonset leaders and encouraging job creation there
will be essential to the Town’s success and economic growth.

10,000
employees

Sources: North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce; interview with Steven King and Katherine Trapani, Quonset Development Corporation, Aug 2013.
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Stakeholder Outreach: Methodology
Extensive stakeholder outreach was conducted in various formats, as described below.
Interviews and Focus Groups. 4ward Planning conducted more than 20 in-person meetings and three focus
groups (with interest representing Post Road Corridor, Wickford Village, and Town Council). Interviewees
included local employers and employees, developers, brokers, residents, town staff, and local officials. Key
findings from these interviews and focus groups are summarized without attribution. A list of all interviewed
subjects can be found in Appendix A.
Public Meeting. 4ward Planning and Town staff conducted an initial public meeting (November 20, 2013) to
explain the premise of a market study with Town residents, share initial demographic findings, and gain
feedback. We conducted an informal survey of attendees using keypad polling to gauge market sentiment. The
full results are provided in Appendix B.
Phone Survey. 4ward Planning subcontracted with GreatBlue Research to conduct a residential phone survey
in November 2013. The survey, of 400 randomly selected North Kingstown residents (+/- 5% margin of error),
was designed to identify who visits North Kingstown, why (or why not), and their thoughts on the Town’s future.
A summary report and detailed report, including detailed methodology, can be found in Appendices C and D.

Employer Survey. 4ward Planning prepared a short online survey which was completed by 57 local business
owners (15% response rate) in December 2013. In addition to general questions about development, the
survey identified business owners’ perspective on operating and possibly expanding their business in Town.
The full results are provided in Appendix E.
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Interview and Focus Group
Findings
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: General
text

CHALLENGES

• Job opportunities are generally located in more urban areas.
• Lack of certainty is concerning to businesses, residents, and developers alike.
• Quonset is a significant opportunity. How can the community attract more supporting establishments,
including light industrial and retail?

• Taxes are a commonly-voiced concern among business owners and residents.
• There is a perception that the Town is more receptive to residential development than supporting and
attracting new business.

• Anti-development perspective, at times, may prohibit good projects from locating here.
• Development approval is too long and too expensive.
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: Wickford Village
STRENGTHS & ATTRIBUTES
A great place to work, for both office and retailers.

A significant draw; the market area can be up to an hour
away.
The entire area, residential included, has maintained its
quaint charm and character over the years, despite
changing from a working village to more of a bedroom
community.
The perceived market is for unique, small retailers and
services catering to the growing population (primarily empty
nesters, with higher incomes).
Wickford’s retailers are “lifestyle businesses,” not “mom
and pop” stores. They serve an older, generally female and
higher-income clientele.
While there is an attitude of being “happy how it is,” many
caution about becoming too complacent.

CHALLENGES
Lack of consensus exists among business owners,
residents, and the Town as to Wickford’s future. Is it a
tourist, working, or boutique village? Can it be all three?
Perception that the lack of sewers has prevented the type
of success found in places like East Greenwich, Wakefield,
and Bristol. However, there remains concern that installing
sewers will open the door for higher density.
Some see the ability to serve liquor, and for longer hours, as
a significant business growth opportunity.
Stores in Wickford close too early, missing out on the afterwork shoppers. While some are content to operate like this,
it limits the sales and potential of the entire district.
Wickford Village is off the beaten path, and signage leading
to it is poor.
Retailers acknowledge it is difficult to earn a living on a
small footprint (fewer than four stores exceed 3,000 sf).
High volume or high prices are necessary to make it work.

Certain properties are more liable to flood (within the floodzone), which could be a barrier to future development.
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: Post Road Corridor
STRENGTHS & ATTRIBUTES

CHALLENGES

With the sewers and Route 403, there is opportunity on
Post Road that did not exist 20 years ago. How can the
Town capitalize on this opportunity?

Route 4 has contributed to the demise of Post Road
shopping, due to its diversion of consumer traffic. Now,
people access Route 4 to get to other shopping districts.

Many interviewees can envision meeting the demand for
multi-family housing on Post Road.

Strict sign ordinance creates significant hurdles for
businesses along Post Road. Can’t be competitive with
other areas.

Serves the neighborhoods situated off of Post Road with
conveniences and restaurants.
Opportunity to create parks along Post Road where there is
a good deal of vacancy and underutilized open lots.

Opportunity to improve the aesthetics of Post Road with
landscaping, sidewalks, and lighting. Will need assistance
from the State to make sure roads are clean, trees are
planted, and sidewalks are provided. Small improvements
can be made “tomorrow” prior to rebuilding Post Road.
Does not need to be the “gateway” to Wickford. Should have
it’s own purpose.
Growth at Quonset is accelerating and this can be an
economic driver for Post Road.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Traffic is an issue, especially in the summer. High speed is
also an issue.
National Grid is making it impossible to develop land
containing their easement.
Too many vacancies and asphalt along Post Road.
Lack of sidewalks and safe road crossings.
Not seeing a lot of new large users (e.g. “big box”) locating
on Post Road. Interest exists from small users, but demand
is generally stagnant and prices have dropped.
Certain uses are more likely to relocate to another location
in town, leaving vacant lots.
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: Wickford Junction Station
OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

The transit station and density bonus can incentivize
development.

This is a limited development area due to site conditions
(e.g. ledge, groundwater).

The transit station has potential to spur development and
attract additional traffic to site.

Groundwater and stormwater regulations are too expensive
to meet.

There is room for modest retail growth at Wickford Junction.

Transit service is not frequent enough for commuters and
lacks weekend service.

The retail draw can be both auto-oriented and transitoriented. But can the two co-exist?
The majority of new housing demand stems from young
workers and empty nesters looking to rent smaller units
and live close to transit.

Regional/highway exposure is limited.
Most developers have no need for TDR bonuses.

The site conditions will not allow the higher density that
TDR allows.

TDR provides the “opportunity of a lifetime” at Wickford
Junction Station.
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: Key Issues for Businesses
The following are the key issues raised during outreach, in regards to starting or operating a business (or
development project) in North Kingstown:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication with Town – mixed perception of strength and quality of communication.
The cost (both time and money) of permitting and review. For example, it took 2.5 years and $2.5
million to approve the same-use redevelopment of a gas station and car wash on Post Road.
Over-regulation has stymied development and imagination. “Can’t do anything in town without going
through hoops.”
Regulations (zoning, etc.) should to be updated to reflect current needs and be flexible enough to
adapt in the future.
The State charges too many fees to small businesses (all businesses).
The Post Road sign ordinance adds unnecessary cost and is not consistent with business needs or
desires.
Encourage businesses to locate and succeed here (e.g. incentives, process improvement); and, then,
get the word out.
Must address infrastructure issues (identified later) including groundwater, wastewater, and utility
easements.
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: Housing
text

OPPORTUNITIES

Rental demand is at an all-time high. May see future
demand for apartments as people downsize and interest
rates are still low.
The market needs and wants workforce, rental, and senior
housing – at higher density.

There is an assumption that the millennial population will
drive growth (if they can find jobs and if the rents are low
enough to meet their needs).

CHALLENGES
Historically, the permit process is a disincentive for
constructing multi-family market-rate housing.
There is concern about increased density, including the
potential increase in school-aged children.
Inclusionary zoning (affordable) requirements create a
disincentive for density.
Home values have decreased, but land and development
costs remain high, reducing profit.

There is a demand by Quonset workers for local housing.

The majority of new housing demand stems from young
workers and empty nesters looking to rent smaller units.
North Kingstown has the quality of life and town character
that people want; it should use those assets to attract
young entrepreneurs, in particular, to live and work here.
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Interview and Focus Group Findings: Infrastructure
The following are the key infrastructure issues raised during
outreach for this project:
•
•

•

•

The Town needs quality infrastructure to attract businesses
and employees (e.g. internet, electric, water, sewer).
Groundwater and stormwater regulations are too expensive
to meet. Some key development opportunities are located
in the groundwater protection district.
The 75-foot National Grid utility easement on Post Road,
with utility poles, running through the front portion of
numerous parcels, severely limits site potential. National
Grid won’t allow anything to occur in the easement, and has
won at the Supreme Court. However, the Town has been
willing to compromise on setbacks in this area.
Not all land owners see a benefit to sewer investment. The
question of who bears the burden of infrastructure costs
(specifically sewers) arose. Residents or businesses who
have already upgraded their own wastewater systems don’t
want to pay additional funds for a town-wide system. A cost
benefit analysis, included herein, will attempt to quantify
the opportunity cost of not completing the sewer upgrades.
Source: North Kingstown Comprehensive Plan Update, 2008.
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Public Meeting Poll: Key Findings
The following section summarizes the keypad polling conducted at the initial public meeting. The meeting
was attended by a small portion of the Town’s population who were present out of interest in the subject –
this Plan. Therefore, the results of this poll should not be considered a statistically significant sample of
the population. A more detailed summary and a full report is provided in Appendix B. Some of the key
findings are below.

Prioritize Infrastructure and Commercial Revitalization
Respondents identified infrastructure improvements, including sewers and roads, and redeveloping existing
commercial spaces as the two most important priorities for North Kingstown in the next 10 years.

Supportive of Business Development
Nearly half of respondents identified a lack of business development as the biggest issue facing North
Kingstown. Infrastructure quality and regulations were the next biggest issues. Attendees were
generally in favor of new business development, as long as community character is maintained and
infrastructure is upgraded, as necessary.

Restaurants, Small-Medium Retail, and Professional Office are Desired Businesses
Three-quarters of respondents want to see more restaurants and small-to-medium retail establishments in
Wickford Village. In Wickford Junction, the leading businesses desired are small-to-medium retail
establishments, professional offices, and restaurants. Similarly, small-to-medium retail establishments and
restaurants, followed by office and large-format retail were the most desired business types along Post Road.
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Public Meeting Poll: Priorities and Challenges
Which should be North Kingstown's priority over the next 10 years?
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Improve infrastructure (sewers, roads, etc.)
Redevelop existing commercial spaces
Preserve town character while developing
Increase variety of local industry
Manage tax rates
Increase business development incentives
Preserve open space
Increase leisure activities at places (dining, arts, etc.)
Minimize environmental development impacts
Note: Results are cumulative of respondents’ three separate answers for first, second, and third priority.

What is the biggest economic issue facing North Kingstown?
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Lack of business development
Degradation of infrastructure
Local regulations
Population growth
Degradation of town character
Lack of business diversity
Taxes
Unsure
No major issues
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Public Meeting Poll: Business Preferences in Key Areas
Wickford Village

Wickford Junction

9%

8%
8%

Restaurants

13%

Retail - small/medium

Retail - large

4%

Nightlife/leisure

57%

Retail - small/medium
25%

Restaurants
8%

Office
Arts/Entertainment

8%

Retail - large

Grocery/market

17%

Professional Services

21%

8%
13%

Medical services
Nightlife/leisure

Post Road
4%

4%

4%

Retail - small/medium
Restaurants

8%
38%

Office
Retail - large

13%

Professional services
Arts/Entertainment
Medical Services

13%
17%
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Residential Phone Survey: Key Findings
This section contains a summary of the residential phone survey results.
The information was prepared by GreatBlue Research, therefore, their
formatting was retained. A more detailed summary and a full report is
provided in Appendices B and C. This page contains key findings.

Two-thirds of respondents visit North Kingstown at least weekly.
One-third come to shop; but one-third already live in Town.

Two-thirds, however, also report traveling past North Kingstown
for business, pleasure, recreation, etc.
Overall, development over the next 10 years appeared to be the
key issue for respondents.
34.5% reported the top priority of the town should be either “redeveloping
existing commercial spaces” (21.0%) or “increasing business development
incentives” (13.5%).

Why?
“Shopping/mall” (34.8%)
“I live in North Kingstown”
(33.3%)
“Restaurants” (13.5%)
“Recreation” (12.5%)
“Visit family” (11.0%)
Why?
“Shopping/mall” (21.0%)
“No reason” (18.3%)
“I live in North Kingstown”
(12.3%)
“Employment” (11.3%)
“Just passing through” (9.3%)

Taxes and business-related issues will be the biggest economic issues facing the Town.
Nearly one-fourth of respondents ranked “taxes” as the biggest economic issue; however, combining
lack of business diversity and lack of business development pushes business-related issues (32%) to
the top of the list.
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Residential Phone Survey:
Expansion of Business
Town character is reported as the most important factor when considering
expansion of business.
Over half reported wanting to see the expansion occur in either “Quonset
Gateway” (36.4%) or “Post Road” (26.4%), while a smaller percentage wanted to
see expansion in Wickford “Village” (10.0%) or “Junction” (8.8%).
Statements…
Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if it maintained the current character of
the town?

2013
Yes

Area

88.8%

6.4

Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if each business had to undergo a design
review process?

73.3

Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if it required infrastructure development
such as sewer systems?

76.0

Would you be in favor of new business if it occurred
only in certain parts of North Kingstown?

61.8

36.4

12.0
26.4

8.8

Quaker Lane
Wickford Village
Quonset Gateway

10.0

Post Road (Rte. 1)
Wickford Juncton
Frenchtown Road

Q8-11: Now, I will read you a list of questions regarding the expansion of business in North Kingstown. After each question please reply “yes” if you agree with the question or “no” if
you disagree.
Q12: And, in which area of North Kingstown would you most like to see this expansion of business occur?
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Residential Phone Survey:
Business Types
Respondents want to see more restaurants and small-to-medium
sized stores.
However, “big box” stores received the least support at the
time of the survey.
Businesses would like to see expanded or
created in North Kingstown…

2013
In Favor

Retail stores – small/medium business
Restaurants
Tourism
Commercial fishing/aquaculture or fish farming
Biotech/Medical
Fitness/recreation

84.8%
83.3
76.0
74.3
73.5
73.5

Agricultural related business

72.0

Alternative energies
Light industry development including manufacturing, research, and
assembly
Office development
Financial/Investment Services
Entertainment services
Manufacturing/industrial
Retail stores – “Big Box”

71.3
70.5

There is a -34.5%
gap in favorability
between small/med
stores and big box
stores. This
confirms the
importance of “town
character.”

69.5
63.8
60.8
58.5
50.3

Q13-26: Now as I read you the following list of business types, please tell me, generally, which you would like to see expanded or created in North Kingstown. Please indicate if
you are in favor or are opposed to each type.
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Residential Phone Survey:
Frequency of Dining, Shopping, Going Out
Post Road (50.3%) and Quonset Gateway (33.3%) are frequented more than
“once a week” by the highest percentage of respondents.
Very promisingly, these areas correspond with where those respondents
wanted to see the most business expansion.

Please consider, though,
that Quaker Lane (37.1%)
and Frenchtown Rd.
(36.3%) appeared to be
frequented more often by
“working aged”
respondents (<55 years
old).

Area…

More
than
once a
week

Once a
month

A
couple
times a
year

Almost
never

Post Road (Rte. 1)

50.3%

22.8

13.8

13.3

Quonset Gateway

33.3

23.0

12.8

31.3

Wickford Village

30.8

26.5

20.5

22.3

Wickford Junction

30.3

27.5

14.5

27.8

Quaker Lane

29.8

25.5

16.5

28.3

Frenchtown Road

28.5

25.5

16.0

30.0

Q27-32: How often do you dine, shop, or go out within the following areas in North Kingstown?
Q33: Please tell me what factors would be important in your decision to increase your patronage to any new or current shops or restaurants in North Kingstown?
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Residential Phone Survey:
Increasing Patronage in North Kingstown
Respondents suggest the town may be a viable “destination” shopping area if
the overall shopping “experience” continues to improve.
Over two-fifths of respondents cited the quality of service, variety/types of
shops, and value for their money all as important factors in going to North
Kingstown.

Important factors to increasing patronage in North
Kingstown
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

44.5

43.8

42.3

41.5

36.8

36.5
19.3

Value for the
money

Quality of
service

Variety, more Type of shop of Atmosphere
shops and
restaurant
restaurants to
choose from

Ease of
parking/travel

Schedule or
operating
hours

33. Please tell me what factors would be important in your decision to increase your patronage to any new or current shops or restaurants in North Kingstown? (Multiple
responses were accepted)
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Residential Phone Survey:
Areas Frequented and Deterrents
Over one-quarter of respondents report frequenting “Post Road” (29.8%) or
“Wickford Village” (26.5%) most often.
While traffic was cited as biggest deterrent for Post Rd. (18.5%), lack of shops
was the major deterrent for Wickford Village (16.0%).

Area frequented most often

Frequently Cited Deterrents
Wickford Village

9.5

12.3

7.8

14.3
26.5

16.0

9.4
7.6

Post Rd.

18.5

29.8

Quaker Lane
Post Road (Rte. 1)
Quonset Gateway

Wickford Village
Wickford Junction
Frenchtown Road

Frenchtown Rd.

6.5

Quonset Gateway

6.1

Wickford Junct.

16.1
18.4

7.9

10.5

5.3

Quaker Ln.

0

5

Lack of Shops

15.8

10

15

20

Traffic

Q34: And, which one area in North Kingstown do you tend to frequent the most often?
Q35: What do you feel is the single biggest deterrent to you not visiting <PROMPT Q34> in North Kingstown more often?
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Residential Phone Survey:
Types of Business Development
Restaurants and small-to-medium sized stores continue to have the strongest
support.
Only those respondents whom frequent Frenchtown Road most often reported
a desire to see “arts & entertainment” over restaurants or small-to-medium
sized stores.
70
60.5

60
43.7

50
40
30

38.6

37.0

53.8
37.7

53.1
51.0

42.1

32.3

31.6

22.6

20
10
0

Quaker Ln.

Post Rd.

Wickford Village Wickford Junct.

Restaurants/dining
Q36: What types of business development would you like to see more of in <PROMPT Q34>?

Quonset
Gateway

Frenchtown Rd.

Small/medium stores
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Residential Phone Survey:
Types of Business Development (cont.)
Full breakdown of results is presented below.
Quaker Lane Post Road
(N=57)
(N=119)
Office space

15.8%

Restaurants/dining

Wickford
Village
(N=106)

Wickford
Junction
(N=38)

Quonset
Gateway
(N=49)

Frenchtown
Road
(N=31)

9.2

3.8

7.9

8.2

9.7

38.6

37.0

53.8

60.5

51.0

22.6

Arts & entertainment

33.3

31.1

18.9

39.5

34.7

41.9

Retail – small/medium stores

31.6

43.7

37.7

42.1

53.1

32.3

Retail – big box stores

21.1

25.2

17.0

21.1

32.7

16.1

Professional services

17.5

14.3

4.7

18.4

12.2

6.5

Medical services

21.1

19.3

9.4

31.6

8.2

22.6

Nightlife/leisure time

15.8

13.4

11.3

21.1

20.4

19.4

Beauty services

15.8

7.6

7.5

18.4

16.3

12.9

Grocery stores

17.5

17.6

28.3

15.8

26.5

16.1

Public transportation

---

---

---

---

2.0

---

Manufacturing

---

0.8

---

---

---

---

Agricultural services

5.3

---

---

---

---

---

None at this time

---

3.4

3.8

---

2.0

3.2

12.3

11.8

11.3

5.3

6.1

25.8

Don’t know/unsure

Q36: What types of business development would you like to see more of in <PROMPT Q34>?
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Residential Phone Survey:
Moving Forward…
Recommendations*


Area residents appear welcoming to business development/ expansion in North Kingstown

Town-wide efforts should be concentrated to attracting restaurants and/or smallto-medium sized businesses.

It may not be as important to focus efforts on big businesses, as residents were
less welcoming to those types of stores and some residents fear it may damage
the town character.



Fostering the “experience” of shopping and dining in North Kingstown

Data suggests a variety of “niche” shops or restaurants may encourage residents
who are already going to North Kingstown to spend more time in town.

This also enhances the existing strength of the town’s character and that of its
unique sections.

As business expansion/development occurs, public outreach efforts should be
initiated, as data suggest some residents may not be aware of North Kingstown’s
amenities.

*All recommendations reflect the thoughts of GreatBlue Research and, upon review of the data, North
Kingstown/4ward Planning may develop their own conclusions/recommendations.
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Residential Phone Survey:
Moving Forward…(cont.)
Recommendations*


Post Road, Wickford Village, and Quonset Gateway may be the most viable immediate options
for expansion/development.

All three areas were frequently cited as those residents are currently visiting and
in which they would like to see expansion.

While the three areas pose unique challenges (traffic, lack of shops, etc.),
residents suggest wanting similar “new businesses” (restaurants, small/med
businesses).

Future efforts should concentrate on Quaker Lane and Frenchtown Road, as they
are slightly more popular among younger/working aged respondents.



Finally, while not as frequently mentioned, support existed for nightlife options and arts &
entertainment.

Support emerged across all sections of North Kingstown.

Such efforts in these areas may enhance the “experience” of shopping and
staying in town for longer time periods.

These efforts should concentrate in the areas of Frenchtown Road and Wickford
Junction.

*All recommendations reflect the thoughts of GreatBlue Research and, upon review of the data, North
Kingstown/4ward Planning may develop their own conclusions/recommendations.
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Employer Survey: Methodology
4ward Planning created an online survey for area
employers via Survey Monkey, an online survey
instrument. In consultation with North Kingstown
planning and economic development officials,
questions were created in order to gain an accurate
understanding of local economic trends,
challenges, and opportunities.
The survey was sent to 375 businesses, with 55
businesses responding (equivalent to a 6.8 percent
response rate). Composed of 30 questions, the
survey was estimated to require 10 minutes or less
to answer.
The following section presents key findings and
summarizes results. A detailed summary is
provided in Appendix E.
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Employer Survey: Key Findings
Business Uncertainties
Twenty-four respondents said the interior and exterior space their business presently occupies meets
current space requirements, BUT does not allow for future expansion. Looking to the future, respondents
appeared split on whether or not their businesses would be able to remain in North Kingstown.

In Support of Development at Quonset and Wickford Village
Respondents were most supportive of locating new industrial, commercial, and mixed-use
development at Quonset. While a few businesses expressed opposition to new commercial
development at Wickford Village, three out of four respondents support sewer infrastructure for
commercial businesses, new year-round businesses, and improved harbor/boat access in Wickford
Village as top priorities.

Taxes and Regulations are Biggest Challenges
Taxes, regulations, and the cost of doing business represent the biggest challenges for businesses in
North Kingstown, while the overall community character, proximity to highways, and ability to live/work in
town are the biggest benefits.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Employer Survey: Business Background and Space Needs
Q2. Which primary NAICS industry code best
describes your business?
Primary NAICS Industry Code
Retail Trade
Construction
Finance & Insurance
Real Estate & Rental & Leasing
Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation
Manufacturing
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Professional, Scientific, & Technical Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting
Wholesale Trade
Public Administration
Information
Management of Companies & Enterprises
Educational Services
Health Care & Social Assistance

Q4. How many years have you been
in business in North Kingstown?
Percent

Years in North Kingstown

16%
13%
9%
9%
9%
7%
7%
6%
6%
4%
4%
4%
2%
2%
2%
2%

Percent

Less than 5 years
5 - 9 years

24%
18%

10 - 19 years
20 - 29 years

22%
16%

30 - 39 years
40 or more years

4%
16%

Average

Q3. What is the scale of your
business?

Local
32

Regional
14

18 years

Q10. Which of the following best describes the space
(interior and exterior) your business presently occupies?
Meets current space requirements AND allows for future expansion.
Meets current space requirements, BUT does not allow for future expansion.
Does not meet current space requirements.

Q12. What are your future office space needs in
approximate square footage?
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
-

National
9

5

19

51,100

24

11,900

Expanded facility (Building Sq. Ft.)
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Employer Survey: Relocation Needs and Preferences
Q14. Do you anticipate you will be able
to meet your addition or expansion
needs in North Kingstown?

Q16. Looking to the future, what is the
likelihood that your business will leave
North Kingstown?

Q17. If your business would likely
leave, where would it likely relocate?
• East Greenwich
• A place that makes sense economically
• Warwick - Providence - Newport

No, 1
Somewhat
likely, 9

Unlikely, 11

Yes, 13

• Somewhere in which the Town
encourages commercial development
• Fall River, MA or Attleboro, MA

Unsure, 7
Very
likely, 1

Existing Business Location and Relocation Interest
Business located in or near (within a quarter-mile)

Interest in Relocating/Expanding

20
15
10
5
0

Quaker Lane

Post Road

Wickford Village

Wickford Junction

Quonset Business
Park

Frenchtown Road

None of these

Q5: Is your business located in or near (within a quarter-mile) the following key commercial corridors or business districts? Answer to the best of your knowledge. Select all the apply.
Q15: If relocating or expanding, would you look to do so in any of the following districts?
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Employer Survey: Business and Development Preferences
Q21. What types of businesses would you like to see expanded or created in North Kingstown?
In Favor (N)
Light industrial development inside QuonsetDavisville (41)

Opposed (N)
Retail stores – “Big Box” (21)

Mixed-use development at Quonset-Davisville (37)

Alternative Energies (7)

Restaurants (37) | Biotech/Medical (37)

Light industrial development outside Quonset (7)

Q22. Would you favor or oppose locating more commercial developments in the following areas?
In Favor (N)
Opposed (N)
Tower Hill Road - West Main Street
Quonset Gateway District (40)
to Route 4 Junction (20)
South County Trail –
Frenchtown Road - Stop & Shop vicinity (34)
Schartner Farm vicinity (18)
Post Road - East Greenwich to Quonset (33)

Wickford Village (17)
In Favor
Neutral
Opposed

Q23. What are your opinions regarding the following for Wickford Village?
50
40

9

3

5

2

2

3

5

3

0

1

2

23

25

25

28

29

31

31

34

36

38

More parking

Increased
shopping
offerings

Sewers for
residential

More
restaurants

30
20
10

18

0
Lodging
businesses

More public
activities

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Need to improve Residential on
signage
upper floors

Harbor/boating More year round
access
businesses
improvements

Sewers for
businesses
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Employer Survey: North Kingstown Benefits and Challenges
Q24. Which of the following would you say are the top three BENEFITS of doing business in North Kingstown
today? Choose three (3).
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Community
character/
quality

Access to
highways

Live in the
same town

Coastal
location

Access to Infrastructure Cost of doing Access to Other (please
other
business public transit
specify)
businesses in
North
Kingstown

Taxes

Available
workforce

Regulation

Housing
availability for
employees

Q25. Which of the following would you say are the top three CHALLENGES facing business like yours in North
Kingstown today? Choose three (3).
35
30

25
20
15
10
5
0
Taxes

Regulation Cost of doing Infrastructure Available
business
workforce
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LLC

Other (please Housing
Access to
Access to
specify) availability for public transit
other
employees
businesses in
North
Kingstown

Coastal
location

Live in the
same town

Access to
highways

Community
character/
quality
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Stakeholder Outreach: Takeaway
Residents and business owners see the value of making key investments in infrastructure, commercial area
revitalization, and attracting more businesses to the Town. However, these initiatives must not harm the
community’s character. The interview findings, focus groups, public meetings, and surveys conducted
indicate general support for an economic development strategy that prioritizes business development – to
varying degrees – along Post Road, at Quonset, and in Wickford Village. Quonset was identified as most
suitable for industrial, commercial, and mixed-use opportunities, but there is also opportunity to provide
housing to support Quonset employees.
The most desired new business types include small- and medium-retail establishments (niche businesses),
restaurants, and small office. While two out of three residential respondents visit North Kingstown at least
once a week, the findings suggest that with a more robust supply of businesses in convenient locations,
more people would stop and shop in North Kingstown – whether it be along Post Road or in Wickford
Village.
The biggest challenges to achieving this economic growth appear to be taxes, regulations, the perception
that North Kingstown is not business-friendly, lack of business development and diversity, and insufficient
infrastructure. Assets include its community character, convenient highway and transit access, and the
ability to both live and work in town.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Glossary of Terms
Household Population Household population, as compared to total population, excludes persons living in
dormitories, penal facilities, hospitals, and other institutional settings.

Family A family is a group of two or more people (one of whom is the householder) related by birth, marriage, or
adoption and residing together; all such people are considered as members of one family. The number of
families is equal to the number of family households; however, the count of family members differs from the
count of family household members because family household members include any non-relatives living in the
household.
Non-Family A non-family household consists of a householder living alone (a one-person household) or where
the householder shares the home exclusively with people to whom he/she is not related.
Household A household consists of all the people who occupy a housing unit. A house, an apartment or other
group of rooms, or a single room, is regarded as a housing unit when it is occupied or intended for occupancy
as separate living quarters. The count of households excludes group quarters and institutions.
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) Metropolitan Statistical Areas (metro areas) are geographic entities defined
by the Office of Management and Budget. A metro area contains a core urban area of 50,000 or more
population. Each metro or micro area consists of one or more counties and includes the counties containing the
core urban area, as well as any adjacent counties that have a high degree of social and economic integration
(as measured by commuting to work) with the urban core.
Source: US Census Bureau
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Methodology
4ward Planning Inc. examined socio-economic trends (for 2010, 2013, and 2018) to comparatively
analyze North Kingstown’s socio-economic trends and projections against two other geographies. The
geographic areas studied include:
• North Kingstown
• Washington County (commonly referred to as South County)
• Providence-Fall River-Warwick Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
The analyses and findings that follow are based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative
techniques. Quantitative analyses are underpinned by a combination of public and proprietary data
sources, including U.S. Census-based data and Esri’s Community Analyst software — a socio-economic
data analysis tool. Estimated and projected socio-economic trends examined included population
growth, formation of family and non-family households, household income, residential tenure, age cohort
characteristics, and consumer expenditure.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Long-Term Population Growth
After a significant population increase between 1960 and 1970, followed by a considerable decrease
between 1970 and 1980, North Kingstown’s total population has exhibited “flat” growth – meaning slow
but steady - to just over 27,000 in 2013. The flat growth is projected to continue through 2018.

Population Growth Trends, 1960-2018

50%

40%

27,000

30%

25,000

20%

23,000

10%
0%

21,000

-10%

19,000

Percentage Change

Total Population

29,000

-20%

17,000

-30%

15,000

-40%

1960
North Kingstown

1970

1980

1990

North Kingstown Growth Rate

2000

2010

2013

Washington County Growth Rate

2018
Providence MSA Growth Rate

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Near-Term Population Growth
Between 2010 and 2013, North Kingstown’s population grew by more than double the rate (0.8 percent per
year) than Washington County and the Providence MSA. Through 2018, North Kingstown is forecasted to
continue to outpace population growth in the county and MSA, albeit at a quarter of a percent per year.
Annualized Percentage Change, Total Population

2010-2013

Annualized Percentage Change

1.0%

2013-2018

0.8%
0.6%
0.4%

0.2%
0.0%
-0.2%
North Kingstown

Washington County

Providence MSA
Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis:
Household Formation

Annualized Percentage Change, 2013-2018

Consistent with national and regional trends,
growth in non-family households has been
exceeding growth in family households in all
geographies examined. Going forward, household
formation in North Kingstown is forecasted to be
largely dominated by growth in non-family
households.

Family
Households

North
Kingstown

Washington
County

Providence
MSA

Non-Family
Households

-0.05%

0.20%

0.45%

0.70%

Annualized Percentage Change

Annualized Percentage Change, 2010-2013

Research indicates that non-family
households prefer smaller homes, are
more likely to rent, and, generally, have
more discretionary income. Therefore,
as non-family household growth is
likely to continue over the coming
years, demand for smaller housing
units can be expected to rise.

North
Kingstown

Washington
County

Providence
MSA
-0.50%

0.00%

0.50%
Annualized Percentage Change
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1.00%

1.50%
Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Household Structure

1 Person Households
24.2%

Husband-Wife Families,
No Children
31.9%

Non-Family Households
(2+ People)
5.4%

Other Family, Female
Householder
10.7%

Other Family, Male
Householder
3.5%

Husband-Wife Families,
Children
24.3%

As of 2010, nearly one-third of all
households in North Kingstown were
those of married couples without
children, while another quarter of total
households were those of married
couples with children. Additionally,
another quarter were single-person
households. Given the lack of growth in
family households projected on the
previous page, one can expect the
percent of single-person households to
represent a greater percentage of the
Town’s population over time.

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Age Distribution
Highlighted below, the age distribution shows that early- and late-stage families (ages 35 to 54) are
steadily declining, while the empty nester age cohorts (ages 55 to 74) are steadily rising. This is consistent
with the findings on household growth patterns, and further elucidates the coming demand for housing
and services in North Kingstown must meet the needs of this growing population.
Age Cohorts as a Percentage of Total Population, North Kingstown

Percent of Total Population

2010
20.0%
18.0%
16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

2013

Significant increase

2018

Significant decline

Pre-School-Age
Children

0 to 4

Grade School- High School and
Young
Age Children
College-Age
Workforce and
Grads

Early Stage
Families

Late Stage
Families

Young Empty
Nesters

15 to 24

35 to 44

45 to 54

55 to 64

5 to 14

25 to 34

Older Empty
Nesters

65 to 74

Mostly Retired

75 +

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Age Cohort Growth Patterns
All age cohorts over the age of 55 have experienced positive growth for all time periods examined. Young
workers and grads (ages 25 to 34) have grown since 2010, and are forecasted to continue growing through
2018. Both of these demographic groups will likely influence housing demand and land use over the coming
years.
Age Cohort Growth, North Kingstown 2000-2018
2000-2010

Annualized Percentage Change

9.00%

2010-2013

2013-2018

Where growth is greatest

7.00%
5.00%

3.00%
1.00%
-1.00%
-3.00%
-5.00%

Pre-School-Age
Children

Grade
School-Age
Children

0 to 4

5 to 14

High School
Young
and
Workforce and
College-Age
Grads

15 to 24

25 to 34

Early Stage
Families

35 to 44

Late Stage
Families

45 to 54

Young Empty
Nesters

55 to 64

Older Empty Mostly Retired
Nesters

65 to 74

75 +

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Age and Housing Demand
The demographic groups highlighted below are likely to influence housing demand in the near and long
term. The empty nester age cohorts, increasing as a share of the population and soon to become the
largest age segment in North Kingstown, are particularly noteworthy, as many will opt to downsize their
homes. To a lesser extent, young professionals (ages 25 to 34) should also influence the housing
developed, as they are more likely to seek small, affordable rental units.
Housing Demand Age Cohorts, North Kingstown
2010

20.0%
18.0%
16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

2013

Long-Term
Demand

2018

Near-Term
Demand
Near-Term
Demand

Near-Term
Demand

Young Workforce Early Stage Families Late Stage Families
and Grads
25 to 34

35 to 44

45 to 54

Young Empty
Nesters

Older Empty Nesters

55 to 64

65 to 74

Mostly Retired
75 +

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Median Household Income
North Kingstown is characterized by a higher median household income ($78,934) than Washington
County and the Providence MSA. Through 2018, North Kingstown is forecasted to retain the highest median
household income relative to the other two study areas.

Median Household Income Comparison

2013
$95,000

2018

$90,490

Median Household Income

$90,000
$85,000
$80,000

$81,958

$78,934

$75,000

$69,081

$70,000

$62,495

$65,000
$60,000

$53,727

$55,000
$50,000
North Kingstown

Washington County

Providence MSA

Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Income Distribution
Over the next five years, households in the income brackets earning below $75,000 a year are forecasted to
decline, while households earning greater than $75,000 (approximately half the population) are expected to
increase. Trends in both median household income and income distribution bode well for North Kingstown
businesses, as higher incomes translate to greater money available for discretionary spending – that is, the
money available once all basic living expenses and fixed costs are paid.

Household Income Distribution, North Kingstown

2013

25.0%

*

2018

Annualized Growth Rate

6.0%
4.0%

20.0%

3.0%
2.0%

15.0%

1.0%
0.0%

10.0%

-1.0%

-2.0%
5.0%

Annualized Growth Rate

Percent of Total Households

5.0%

-3.0%
-4.0%

0.0%

-5.0%

< $35,000
* Indicates nominal values

$35K to
$49.9K

$50K to
$74.9K

$75K to
$99.9K

$100K to
$149.9K

$150K to
$199.9K

> $200,000

Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Housing Tenure Trends
North Kingstown exhibits both the highest rate of home ownership and the lowest vacancy rate in
comparison to Washington County and the Providence MSA. The low vacancy rate represents a relatively
stable housing market. However, the rate of rentals in North Kingstown is lower than population trends
suggest will be necessary to provide housing for future populations, particularly the 25-34 year-old cohort.
Housing Tenure Comparison, 2013

Owned Housing Units

Rented Housing Units

Vacancy Rate

Providence
MSA

Rent

Own
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Kingstown
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Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Household Expenditures
Consistent with higher median household incomes, North Kingstown exhibits a higher propensity to
consume in the below categories, relative to Washington County and the Providence MSA. North
Kingstown and Washington County exceed the national average in every category except apparel and
services. Households in North Kingstown spend 45 percent more than the national average on dining out,
53 percent more on entertainment and recreation, and 49 percent more on housing – all positive trends
for economic development.
Household Expenditures by Geography, 2013

North Kingstown

180

Washington County

Providence MSA

National Average

Household Expenditures Index

160
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Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Socio-Economic Analysis: Takeaway
The preceding analysis of socio-economic trends for North Kingstown provides insight into the population
and housing characteristics of the area and is consistent with the findings in the recent Wickford Junction
Station Market Study. While growth in population and household formation has remained relatively flat, and
is projected to remain so into the near future, there are a number of indicators which provide guidance for
the direction of economic development strategy in North Kingstown.

•
•

•

•
•

•

Relatively strong growth in non-family households (typically, these are small one- and two-person
households which opt to rent, rather than own their homes) suggests a demand for rental units.
Smaller households, typically, have relatively low fiscal impacts on a community, given that these
households account for few school-age children and are shown to have minimal burden on emergency
services.
A rising share of upper-income households, particularly among those earning $75,000 to $100,000,
likely contributes to an increase in discretionary spending, which already exceeds the national average,
and bodes well for mixed-use development.
Similarly, North Kingstown residents already have a greater propensity to spend money, specifically on
dining out, entertainment and recreation, and housing.
There is a fast-growing segment of persons 55 years of age and older. As individuals near retirement,
greater consideration is given to downsizing one’s residence while remaining close to family, friends,
and employment opportunities. This suggests a need for a greater stock of smaller housing units.
A broad distribution of household income suggests a strong market for new housing offered at a variety
of price points.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Methodology
4ward Planning inventoried and assessed the adequacy of existing social infrastructure indicators within
North Kingstown. This study element is essential for identifying critical human infrastructure deficiencies
which, if left unaddressed, would undermine the long-term sustainability of the overall land-use strategy.
4ward Planning used national benchmarks, as well as comparison to the surrounding Providence-Fall
River-Warwick, RI-MA Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) to identify levels of adequacy for each of the
following categories:
•
•
•
•

Number of full-service grocery stores per 10,000 residents
Number of licensed childcare slots per 100 children five years of age or less
Open space acreage per resident
Adequacy of housing choice for study-area workers
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Key Findings
Access to Full-Service Grocery Stores
An industry rule-of-thumb prescribes one full-service grocery store per 10,000 persons. Based on data
provided by Esri for supermarkets and other grocery stores (except convenience), there are 2.2 full-service
grocery stores per 10,000 residents within North Kingstown. Although the observed ratio is above adequate
service levels, it falls below that of the larger Providence-Fall River-Warwick, RI-MA MSA area (3.5 stores per
10,000 residents). North Kingstown recently completed a Healthy Places by Design (HPbD) study, guiding
future policy choices to be more supportive of community health - particularly physical activity and healthy
eating. The HPbD study found the more rural areas in town are, effectively, food deserts – places underserved
by supermarkets and healthy food outlets. While healthy foods are available to residents, the limited variety
and quantity, and, in some cases, prohibitive cost, make purchase and consumption of healthy foods
challenging.
Childcare Availability
The availability of daytime childcare in the study area was assessed using data provided by Childcarecenter.us
to gauge whether North Kingstown offers adequate service, per national standards. Approximately 750
childcare slots are available within North Kingstown for children five years of age or younger (preschool age).
Census data indicates there are 1,278 local children below the age of five, yielding a total of approximately
59 slots per 100 children in the analysis area. As a one-to-one ratio of licensed childcare slots to preschoolage children is considered an adequate service level, the observed North Kingstown ratio is below adequate.
Source: U.S. Census, childcarecenter.us, Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Key Findings (cont.)
Open Space
As of 2011, the aggregated open space in North Kingstown, including that owned by the Town, state, and nongovernmental organizations, totals 7,937 acres, yielding a value of 0.293 acres of open space per resident
(equivalent to 293 acres per every 1,000 residents). Based on this analysis, North Kingstown is adequately
serviced in open space available to residents, greatly exceeding the common benchmark of the National
Recreation and Parks Association of 25 acres per every 1,000 residents.
Housing
North Kingstown’s housing stock is relatively new and in good condition. However, North Kingstown provides
far fewer multi-family units than the Providence MSA. The approximately 950 new multi-family units in the
Town’s development pipeline will provide significantly greater housing choice. Additionally, one-in-three North
Kingstown residents are cost-burdened (pay more than 30 percent of their income for housing), which
indicates a lack of affordable housing. Despite income gains for the Town overall, there is a need for housing
that is affordable to those with lower- and moderate-incomes, including new professionals, young families,
and retirees on fixed incomes.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Geographies
North Kingstown

Population (2013 Estimate):

27,103

Providence-Fall
River-Warwick, RIMA MSA

Population (2013 Estimate):
1,600,611

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; Scan US; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Full-Service Grocery Stores
North Kingstown
Population:
Existing Full-Scale Grocery Stores:
Ratio of Stores per 10,000 Residents:

27,103
6
2.2

Providence-Fall River-Warwick, RI-MA MSA
Population: 1,600,611
Existing Full-Scale Grocery Stores: 565
Ratio of Stores per 10,000 Residents: 3.5

An industry rule-of-thumb prescribes one full-service
grocery store per 10,000 persons. Based on data
provided by Esri for supermarkets and other grocery
(except convenience) stores, there are 2.2 full-service
grocery stores per 10,000 residents within North
Kingstown. Although the observed ratio is above
adequate service levels, it falls below that of the
larger Providence-Fall River-Warwick, RI-MA MSA area
(3.5 stores per 10,000 residents).
As shown at left and confirmed in the Town’s Healthy
Places by Design initiative, the more rural areas of
Town are more likely underserved.
Source: ESRI Community Analyst; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Licensed Childcare Facilities
North Kingstown
Children Under 5 Years of Age:
Existing Number of Facilities
Childcare Slots:
Ratio of Slots per Preschool-Age Child:

1,278
10
750
0.59

A one-to-one ratio of licensed childcare slots to
preschool-age children is considered an adequate
service level. The average observed ratio of childcare
slots within North Kingstown (0.59) is far below
adequate service levels.
Childcare data for the Providence-Fall River-Warwick,
RI-MA MSA area was not available for comparison.
The inadequacy of childcare capacity suggests
opportunity to increase capacity through land-use
policy – e.g., permitting sufficient mixed-use density
to make facility rental space affordable.
Source: Child Care Center US; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Open Space
North Kingstown
Population:
Acres of Open Space (2011):
Acres of Open Space per 1,000 residents:
Acres of Open Space per one resident

27,103
7,937
293
0.29

Using land-use data provided by the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management, the
distribution of open space in North Kingstown and Rhode Island was assessed to gauge whether the
residential community has adequate open space amenities. As of 2011, the aggregated open space in
North Kingstown, including that owned by the Town, state, and non-governmental organizations, totals
7,937 acres, yielding a value of 0.293 acres of open space per resident (equivalent to 293 acres per every
1,000 residents).1 By comparison, Rhode Island has 181,106 acres of open space by the same measure,
yielding a ratio of 0.173 acres per resident (equivalent to 173 acres per every 1,000 residents). 2 Based on
this analysis, both geographies, and particularly North Kingstown, are adequately serviced in open space
available to residents, greatly exceeding the common benchmark of the National Recreation and Parks
Association of 25 acres per every 1,000 residents.
Notes:
1 – Findings represent a general understanding of open space in the Town/State and should not be construed as a detailed needs analysis.
2 – Due to availability of comparable land-use data, this analysis compares to the State rather than the MSA.
Source: U.S. Census, RI Dept. of Environmental Management; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013, National Recreation and Parks Association citation.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Housing Stock - Age
The table below summarizes the age of the housing stock in North Kingstown and the Providence MSA.
Relative to the Providence MSA, North Kingstown has a considerably younger housing stock, with just under
one in five housing units built before 1940, compared to over one-third built before 1940 within the
Providence MSA. Nearly 21 our of 100 housing units in North Kingstown were constructed after 1990, as
compared to approximately 13 out of 100 units within the Providence MSA.
North Kingstown

Providence MSA

40%

Percent of Total Housing Units

35%

Relative to the Providence MSA, the age of North
Kingstown’s housing stock is newer, by far.

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

0%
1939 or Earlier

1940 to 1949

1950 to 1959

1960 to 1969

1970 to 1979

1980 to 1989

1990 to 1999

2000 or Later

Source: American Community Survey; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Housing Stock - Structure Typology
Detached, single-family housing units are the predominate housing type in both North Kingstown and the
Providence MSA. Indeed, over seventy percent of all housing units within North Kingstown fall within this
category, as compared to over half of all units within the Providence MSA. Conversely, only seven percent of
North Kingstown’s housing stock consists of five or greater multi-family units, as compared to sixteen percent
for the MSA. However, approximately 950 new multi-family units are in the Town’s development pipeline. Once
built, this increase would raise the stock of multi-family housing substantially – and provide greater housing
choice.

Percent of Total Housing Units

North Kingstown
80%

72%

North Kingstown’s share of multi-family units
is well below that of the Providence MSA.

70%
60%

Providence MSA

55%

50%
40%
30%

24%

20%

14%

10%

3%

5%

4%

9%
2%

7%

3%

1%

0%
1-unit, Detached

1-unit, Attached

2-4 Units

5-20 Units

Greater than 20 Units

Mobile Home

Source: American Community Survey; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Housing Stock - Condition
North Kingstown outperforms the Providence MSA, in terms of basic housing conditions, with only 0.3 percent
of all units lacking complete kitchen or plumbing facilities. Additionally, only 1.5 percent of North Kingstown’s
housing stock lacks telephone service - approximately half the rate of the Providence MSA. This is generally
consistent with the relatively younger stock of housing in North Kingstown.

North Kingstown

Providence MSA

2.84%

Percent of Total Housing Units

3.0%
2.5%

2.01%
2.0%

1.60%
1.34%

1.5%
1.0%
0.5%

0.1%

0.20%

0.0%
Lacking Complete Kitchen Facilities

Lacking Complete Plumbing Facilities

Lacking Telephone Service

Source: American Community Survey; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Cost-Burdened Households
According to the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), households that expend more
than 30 percent of their income for housing are considered cost-burdened and may have difficulty affording
necessities such as food, clothing, transportation, and medical care. Illustrated below, both North Kingstown
and the Providence MSA exhibit high rates of cost-burdened households, at 33.5 and 42.3 percent,
respectively. This observation is indicative of a lack of affordable housing options within both geographies.

Housing Costs as a Percent of Income
North Kingstown

Providence MSA

Percent of Total Households

40.0%
35.0%

By HUD’s standard, 33%
of North Kingstown’s
households are costburdened.

34.9%
31.3%

30.0%

33.4%

24.8%

25.0%
20.0%
15.0%

15.0%

16.6%
13.7%

12.8%
8.7%

10.0%

8.9%

5.0%
0.0%

Less than 20 Percent

20 to 24.9 Percent

25 to 29.9 Percent

30 to 34.9 Percent

35 Percent or More

Source: American Community Survey; HUD; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Social Infrastructure Analysis: Takeaway
North Kingstown exhibits mixed results in the provision of social infrastructure. While the Town outperforms
industry metrics in access to food (though, not geographically balanced), access to open space, and the age
and quality of its housing stock, North Kingstown does not meet standard national benchmarks in childcare
services and housing affordable to a broad spectrum of incomes. Inadequate access to food, affordable
housing, and childcare has greater impact on low- to middle-income population segments – most of whom
are employed. Access to affordable housing also has implications for the growing empty nester age cohort
in North Kingstown, which represents approximately 20 percent of the area population. Many in this age
cohort may be moving to fixed incomes and looking for affordable and/or smaller housing options within
the community.
This social infrastructure is critical to a comprehensive, effective economic development strategy for North
Kingstown. The quality of life of existing residents necessarily impacts a business’ decision to locate in the
town and successfully recruit employees. Fundamentally, this analysis reiterates what 4ward Planning
identified in the Wickford Junction TDR Assessment Market Study – that a greater variety of housing (both
in type and cost) should be part of North Kingstown’s future economic development strategy. Such “market
rate affordable housing” provides options for the Town’s teachers, safety personnel, and other area workers
who generally earn less than needed to buy an average-priced home in North Kingstown. It does not refer to
state or federally subsidized housing.
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Real Estate Market Trends: Methodology
4ward Planning conducted a detailed analysis of real estate market trends for the Wickford Junction
Market Analysis and TDR Credit Assessment (2013). Because the geographies used therein apply to the
entire Town, the findings from that analysis remain valid. The following pages contain the key findings
regarding residential, office, and retail real estate trends in the submarkets serving North Kingstown.
4ward Planning utilized Reis, a nationally recognized supplier of office, retail, industrial, and multi-family
trend data, to identify submarket real estate trends. Note that different geographic submarkets exist for
the three different land-use types, as shown below.
Residential Submarket:
Southern Rhode Island
(Kent and Washington Counties)
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Office Submarket: West Bay
(Cranston, East Greenwich, Warwick,
West Warwick, North Kingstown)

Retail Submarket:
Washington County
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Real Estate Market Trends: Key Findings - Residential
Flat inventory growth
The Southern Rhode Island Submarket’s (which contains North Kingstown) inventory of multi-family units
grew by 0.2 percent between 2007 and 2012, a rate lower than the Providence Metro, Northeast Region,
and the nation for the same period. Through 2017, Reis projects the Submarket will slightly outperform
the Northeast in multi-family inventory growth.

Below five percent
Vacancy in the Southern Rhode Island Submarket decreased from 7.4 percent in 2009 to 4.5
percent in 2012, and is expected to remain below five percent through 2017. Low vacancy rates
indicate a tight multi-family rental market—a favorable trend for new multi-family residential
development.

Rents will continue increasing, but remain lower than the Metro Area
Effective monthly rent in the Southern Rhode Island Submarket is projected to increase by 2.8 percent per
year through 2017, after increasing 0.9 percent per annum over the last five years. However, the 2013
average effective rent is 16 percent higher in the Providence Metro ($1,257) than in the Submarket
($1,084).

Metro
$1,257

S Rhode
Island
$1,084

Source: Reis; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
Note: Reis defines Submarket boundaries differently for residential, office, and retail. Therefore, different names are used.
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Real Estate Market Trends: Takeaway - Residential
Given low projected vacancy rates (below five percent), rising effective rents, tight inventory, and the
workforce housing demand generated from Quonset Business Park, North Kingstown has the potential to
capture a portion of the existing and future demand for rental housing from new and existing workers with
a high receptivity for multi-family rental units (e.g., small, high-density one- and two-bedroom units).
Increasing the number of Quonset employees who live in North Kingstown will have positive impacts for
the revitalization of Post Road by creating more local customers.
Interviews with local brokers confirm the rental housing market opportunities that could be generated by
increasing the supply of available workforce housing for employees who would like to live close to work or,
in the case of young professionals, near transit at Wickford Junction Station for commuting to Providence.
Further, local real estate professionals have confirmed that demand for multi-family rental units is at an
all-time high, with few available units - a pattern confirmed by the notably limited supply of listings.

With such strong demand and an existing shortage of inventory, multi-family fundamentals are very
strong in North Kingstown.
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Real Estate Market Trends: Key Findings - Office
Relative strong growth
Office space inventory in the West Bay Submarket (which includes North Kingstown) experienced
strong growth over the last five years, more so than the Providence Metro, Northeast, and the nation.
However, Reis projects that office growth will remain flat within both the Submarket and Metro areas
through 2017. Recent years have shown strong absorption of available office space.

$18 per square foot
The average asking rent for office space in the West Bay Submarket is estimated to be $18
per square foot. However, lease rates vary widely by the quality and location of office space.
While medical office space currently for lease demands an average of $22 per square foot,
average lease rates for creative/loft and R&D offices are much lower, at $6 and just over $9
per square foot, respectively.
Office Space for Lease within 5 miles of Wickford
Junction, as of June 2013
Property Subtype
Creative/Loft
Medical Office
Office Building
Office-R&D
Grand Total

Number of
Properties
1
1
12
3
17

Available Average of
Square Feet Asking Rent
4,080
$6.00
8,750
$22.00
79,158
$12.68
7,000
$9.27
98,988
$12.24

Source: Reis; LoopNet; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013.
Note: Reis defines Submarket boundaries differently for residential, office, and retail. Therefore, different names are used.
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Real Estate Market Trends: Takeaway - Office
While the current office market environment is generally challenged, the West Bay office market is relatively
stable and has seen a modest recovery in recent years. According to real estate firm Cushman and
Wakefield, the West Bay suburban market easily remains the most active in Rhode Island. While asking and
effective rents are still below 2008 levels, tenants are still finding it difficult to rent space suitable to their
needs, based on the type and quality of existing office stock and prospective tenant demands. As one
developer stated, “A tremendous amount of office space [in North Kingstown] is poorly built, dated, not
very good, and overpriced.” Additionally, interviews confirmed that the office market vacancy rate is
misleading, due to the quality and location of current office stock. Some attribute the appearance of strong
growth purely to the absorption of available office space.
Although local real estate professionals maintain varying perspectives on the state of the North Kingstown
office market, many confirmed existing demand for office space, with an emphasis on smaller office spaces
of 2,000 to 3,000 square feet or less. The success of the Meadows Office Park, having smaller office units
that according to local interviews remain fully utilized, is indicative of the growing trend.

As indicated in the Wickford Junction Station Market Study, this smaller office space format would work
particularly well within a TOD district, such as is being proposed for Wickford Junction, and would likely have
great appeal with professionals seeking alternative transportation options. Small format office space of
2,000 to 5,000 square feet would likely meet the needs of small tech firms and established professional
service firms (e.g., law firms, accounting firms, architectural and engineering firms), alike.
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Real Estate Market Trends: Key Findings - Retail
Zero inventory growth
Retail inventory in Washington County has remained flat over the last five years, and Reis projects
there will be no added retail inventory in Washington County through 2017.1 Local developers
described empty storefronts and a ‘challenging and stagnant’ retail market.

Declining vacancy rates and rising rents
According to Reis, retail center vacancy rates within Washington County are projected to
decline significantly while asking rents are expected to rise by over 10 percent over the next
five years. The retail center vacancy rate for Washington County has remained low in
comparison to the Providence Metro, Northeast, and the nation as a whole – a trend that is
likely to continue.

$1,432

Source: Reis; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
Notes: Reis defines Submarket boundaries differently for residential, office, and retail. Therefore, different names are used.
1 Notwithstanding the Reis projection, expected local activity will result in added retail inventory.
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Real Estate Market Trends: Takeaway - Retail
While Rhode Island currently lags New England and the rest of the country when it comes to post-crisis
economic recovery, the Washington County retail submarket exhibits relatively strong fundamentals (low
vacancy rates and projected rent growth). The Town has seen a number of relatively new retail projects in
recent years. According to one developer, retail vacancy rates have likely bottomed out.
Local developers have overwhelmingly described the current market as challenging and stagnant,
particularly for smaller “mom and pop” retailers. Empty storefronts dot Wickford Junction, Wickford
Village, and areas along Post Road. Given that a structural change in retailing, nationally, has been
underway, even before the onset of the Great Recession, local store vacancies in and near Wickford
Junction are likely a result of this change in retailing – e.g., greater on-line shopping competition,
changing consumer spending patterns due to taste and demographics, and the reduction in available
credit.

While North Kingstown, generally, will find it difficult to attract additional large-scale comparison
retailers (big box stores and general merchandisers), small boutique retailers, personal service
establishments, and independent dining establishments should find success. However, North Kingstown
will need to facilitate this type of investment through appropriate incentives (either financial or
regulatory) and adequate infrastructure (e.g., sewer and water).
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Methodology: Real Estate Supply
4ward Planning conducted a real estate supply and demand analysis for major land-use types surrounding
the Town-identified three focus areas: Wickford Junction, Wickford Village, and Post Road. The analysis for
Wickford Junction was completed in a recent study, specifically for that area, using 2012 data; however,
the findings of that study were included herein as a means of comparison.
Market Areas
The primary market area for each geography studied are the 20-minute drive times from Wickford Village
(the intersection of Brown and Main Streets), the midpoint of the Post Road retail corridor (the intersection
of Post Road and Route 403), and Wickford Junction. A 20-minute drive contour is the likely primary
market area from which residents and shoppers will travel. While there is significant overlap among the
market areas, it is important to analyze the distinct market for each focus area.
Because of it’s length, for the purposes of the supply analysis, we divided the Post Road corridor into two
sections. Route 403 is the natural breaking point, with the area to the north having a slightly different
character than that to the south. The two sections represent the extent of commercial uses along Post
Road. The boundaries analyzed for Wickford Village represent the extent of business activity.
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Methodology: Real Estate Supply (cont.)
Non-residential vacancies both for-sale and for-lease properties in North Kingstown were identified using
LoopNet.com and the Directory of Major Malls.
To determine the composition of businesses located within and along the various market areas, 4ward
Planning utilized Infofree.com, a database of businesses. While the database is updated monthly and
reflects the overall business structure of a given area, it is not perfect. According to Infofree.com, any given
business database can be expected to be approximately 90 percent accurate. Among the businesses
reported, the Standard Industrial Classification System (SIC) was used for categorization by major sector.

Note that we did not run a new analysis for the Wickford Junction focus area because a detailed market
study was conducted in the last year (data was accessed in mid-2013). Since that time, the following
year’s (2013) data became available. Therefore, throughout this report, the Wickford Junction data is year
2012, while Wickford Village and Post Road are year 2013. Additionally, the assumptions in the real estate
supply-demand analysis, later in the report, are slightly different for Wickford Junction. We feel this is
reasonable, since those assumptions were based on that area’s potential as a transit-oriented
development, whereas Wickford Village and Post Road are not.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: 20-Minute Drive Time
Intersection of Brown
St and Main St
(Wickford Village)

Intersection of
Post Road and
Route 403

Wickford
Junction*

136,060

92,324

229,326

-0.03%

-0.05%

-0.04%

$61,967

$71,429

$57,794

44.1

45.8

41.7

$202,944

$246,836

$182,134

69.1%

70.4%

61%

2013 Demographic
Summary*
Total Population
Projected Annualized Population
Growth through 2018

Median Household Income
Median Age
Median Home Value
Percent of Owner-Occupied Units

Source: Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
*Throughout this analysis, Wickford Junction data is from 2012, consistent with 4ward Planning’s previous Wickford Junction Market Study.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Village 20-Minute Drive Contour

Intersection of Brown and Main Streets
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Village

The Wickford Village commercial district can be characterized as a small, walkable center, with most
businesses aligned on either side of Brown Street. The building stock features a combination of masonry
brick and wood frame structures, and most buildings are one- and two-stories in height. A number of the
upper floors feature residential units.

While many of the buildings are of an older vintage (greater than a century), the shops are, generally, wellmaintained and inviting. Retail offerings feature a mix of small boutique/specialty clothing, souvenir shops,
jewelry shops, and home décor stores. There is a national pharmacy, a café, lunch diner, and full-service
restaurant. On the periphery of the commercial district sits a wine and spirits shop.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Village (cont.)
Total Number of Businesses: 95
Top Business Category: Miscellaneous Retail
Number of Major SIC Sectors: 33

Number of Businesses

By Number of Employees
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Nearly three-quarters of
businesses are small, with
fewer than 10 employees.

1 to 4

5 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 49

By Annual Sales Volume

Number of Businesses

40
35

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Less than
$500,000

$500,000 to
$1 Million

$1 Million to $2.5 Million to $5 Million to $10 Million to
$2.5 Million
$5 Million
$10 Million $50 Million

Source: Esri; Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Village Business Inventory
Miscellaneous Retail

Miscellaneous Retail (cont)

Miscellaneous Retail (cont)

Membership Organizations

Mermaid’s Purl

Atlantic-Pacific

Madge and Moby

Wickford Club

Beauty & The Bath

Green River Silver Co

Grateful Heart

Eclectic Bungalo

Wickford Antique Estate Liquidators
Wickford Package Store
Different Drummer
Canvasworks
Lulabells
Shaggy Chic Pet Boutique

J W Graham

Maxwell’s Made in USA

Eclectic Bungalo

Wickford Gourmet Factory Outlet

The Book Garden

World Store

Kitchen Table of Wickford

Rite Aid Pharmacy

The Woven Path

Sprigs
Nonclassifiable Establishments

Gold Lady Jewelers

Apparel and Accessory Stores

Abbottswood Herbs

Yes Gallery

Village Reflections

N Kingstown Mobile

Wickford Cove Framing Gallery

Gossip Inc

Croce Ruth

Wickford Gallery

Teddy Bearskings

Blue Hydrangea

Green Ink

New England Res

Wilsons of Wickford

Business Services
Maguire Protective Services
Wickford Web Works
Virtual Database Services Inc

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Wickford Collection

Village Faire

Mystic Scrimshanders

Wickford Village Antiques

Five Main

Home Furniture and Furnishings

Tony Palma Tailor Shop
Elementz
Elle G

Real Estate

H D Randall Realtors

Midnight Sun

Randall Realtors Gmac

Green Ink Inc

Marsha Welch Real Estate

Eating and Drinking Places
Wickford Diner

Beach Rose Cafe
The Place
Tavern by the Sea
Legal Services

David Reilly Law Offices
Petroleum and Natural Gas
Paul Sollitto
Green Valley Oil LLC
Sandra Dobson Terry
Construction
Nassa Flooring Co
Source: Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Village Business Inventory (cont.)
Professional Services

Health Services

Mortgage Services

Katharine Estes

Village Chiropractic Center

Amortgagesearch.Com

Heinzmann Architects Inc

Paul E Parent OD
Financial Services

Wholesale Trade

Textile Mill Products

SJ Specification Service

Tradewell International Inc
Insurance

Sellion Inc
Metal Products
Landscape Design

O Halloran Co

Chamber Benefits Group LLC

Northeast Steel

Hali Beckman Ltd

Auto Repair
Sporting Goods

Personal Services

Kayak Centre

Bambole

Pedego Electric Bikes

Aquarius III Auto Body

Amusement Services
Wickford Boat Rentals

Food Products
Narragansett Bay Olive Oil Co LLC

Depository Institutions

Quahog Emporium

Sovereign Bank

Social Services

Gardner’s Wharf Seafood

Santander

St Paul's Nursery School

Source: Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Junction 20-Minute Drive Contour

Wickford Junction

Note: An existing business inventory and summary was not
prepared for Wickford Junction.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Wickford Junction
Wickford Junction, adjacent to the MBTA
rail commuter line, is a still-developing
commercial area, featuring national
retailers such as Walmart and Staples,
and smaller retail and service businesses
within walking distance of the rail station.
Wickford Junction is immediately
accessible off State Highway 102 and
within a three-minute drive to State
Highways 2 and 4.
While the site has recently been approved
for higher density residential development
(based on a transfer of development
rights (TDR) zoning plan), the current
character of its retail may be likened to an
auto-oriented, suburban-style shopping
center. However, as residential units are
developed near the rail station, the
addition of smaller-scale dining and
service businesses should create an
environment more conducive to walking.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Post Road 20-Minute Drive Contour

Intersection of Post Road and Route 403
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Post Road Corridor
Our analysis focused on the approximately
3.1 mile section of Post Road (U.S. Route
1) between School Street, at the northern
end of Post Road, and Hulling Road, at the
southern end. State Highway 403
bifurcates this section of Post Road
almost evenly.
There are nearly 200 businesses located
along the approximately 3.1 mile stretch
of Post Road, the majority of which are
small, independently owned service
businesses. Food and drinking
establishments represent the largest
share of businesses by industry category,
following closely by personal and
professional services.
The retail corridor exhibits a good many
vacant buildings and leasable office and
retail spaces. The corridor’s appearance
may best be described as haphazard and
tired-looking.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: Post Road Corridor (cont.)

North Post
Road Corridor

South Post
Road Corridor

Source: Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: North Post Road
Total Number of Businesses: 90
Top Business Category: Eating and Drinking Places
Number of Major SIC Sectors: 29
By Number of Employees
40

More than half of
businesses are small, with
fewer than 10 employees.

Number of Businesses

35

30
25

20
15
10
5
0
1 to 4

5 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 49

50 to 99

By Annual Sales Volume
Number of Businesses

35

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Less than
$500,000

$500,000 to $1 $1 Million to $2.5 Million to $5 Million to $10 Million to
Million
$2.5 Million
$5 Million
$10 Million
$50 Million

Source: Esri; Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: North Post Road Business Inventory
Eating and Drinking Places

Miscellaneous Retail

Personal Services

Auto Dealers and Gas Stations

Dels Lemonade of North Kingston

CVS Pharmacy

Beau Brummel Haircutting

NAPA Auto Parts

Walt S Roast Beef

Cranston Gun & Coin

Exotic Tan

Consolidated Marine Services

Pier Pizza Co

Critter Hut Aquarium Pets

Lucky Nail

Shell

Nana’s Gelatos

AT&T Store

KFC

Kingstown Liquor Mart Inc

Dangelo Sandwich Shops

Baseball Cards of Ri Inc

Seven Moons

Advanced Pharmacy Concepts

Tonys Pizza Restaurant

Best Divers USA

Burger King

Subsalve USA Corp

Bravo Wood Fired Pizza

Hot Dog Pet Grooming Salon

Real Estate

Irving Gas

Dons Hair Styling

Automotive Services

East Providence Electrology

U-Haul

Black Lotus Tattooz & Body

Hertz Rent-a-Car

Skys The Limit Barber Shop

Penske Truck Rental

Sally’s Beauty Supply

Khourys Petroleum

Health Services

Great Harvest Bread
Dunkin’ Donuts

Aurora Salon & Day Spa

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Food Stores

David G Wright

Wholesale Trade

Yorktown Market Inc

Christina M Pinto MD

Signarama

North Kingstown Texaco

James W Blechman MD

Corporate Marketplace

Re Max Post Road Realty

Xra Medical Imaging

Corys Real Estate Inc

Construction

Bridgetown Dental LLC

Yorktown Realty Inc

Caldwell & Johnson Inc

Petito Oral Surgery

Insurance

Tarbox Toyota Rental

Consolidated Design Builder

Sullivan WM W

Barry Ins

Phillips Post Road Realty

Flood Control

Community Care Nurses

Milton Abrams-Allstate Agent

Xray Associates

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

S & B Petroleum Inc

Source: Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: North Post Road Business Inventory (cont.)
General Merchandise

Recreation Services

Depository Institutions

Dollar Tree

Curves

Bank of America

TJ Maxx

Talent Factory

Sears

Cross Fit

Business Services

Legal Services

Oshean

Nelson F Brinckerhoff

Rinet

Kupa Law Associates

Hotels and Motels

Educational Services

Americas Best Value Inn

Sing With B Music

Museums

Kingstown Motel

Ocean State Higher Education

USS Sarataga Museum Foundation

Mobile Homes and Garden Supply

Printing

Miscellaneous Services

Kingstown Mobile Home Park

Print World

Post Road Service Center

Social Services
Salvation Army
Motion Pictures

Amazing.Net

Mother Nature Hydroponics

Communications
Home Furnishings and Equipment

Verizon Wireless

Apparel and Accessory Stores
Final Tailor

Sew & Vac Center of Rhode Island
HomeGoods
Source: Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: South Post Road
Total Number of Businesses: 105
Top Business Category: Eating and Drinking Places
Number of Major SIC Sectors: 32
By Number of Employees

Number of Businesses

60

Nearly three-quarters of
businesses are small, with
fewer than 10 employees.

50
40
30
20
10
0
1 to 4

5 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 49

50 to 99

By Annual Sales Volume
45

Number of Businesses

40
35

30
25
20
15
10

5
0
Less than
$500,000

$500,000 to
$1 Million

$1 Million to $2.5 Million to $5 Million to $10 Million to
$2.5 Million
$5 Million
$10 Million
$50 Million

Source: Esri; Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: South Post Road Business Inventory
Eating and Drinking Places

Health Services

Miscellaneous Retail

Personal Services

Pagoda Inn

South Shore Mental Health Inc

Jazzy

Maries

Sonoma Grill

Back In Action

Bettys Xtra Goodies

New Image Hair Salon

Kingston Pizza

NK Medical Treatment Center

Electric Boat Pharmacy

Total Look Salon

All American Bar & Grill

Back & Neck Care Clinic

Pink Chair Consignments

Details Hair Salon

Socrates Pizza

Jeffrey C Smith Dr

Consignment Goods Too

Hair Designs By Joanne

Subway

Ocean State Sport & Spine

Once In A Blue Moon Antiques

Perfect Nails

O’Sushi

Roger M Turkel DDS

Fantasy Zone

Nails Design

Chicago Pizza

Thomas F Vutech

Rite Aid Pharmacy

Lynettes Complete Hair Care

Newport Creamery

Acupuncture & Herbal Center

Colonial Wine & Spirits

Wicked Tan

Updikes Newtowne Coffee

What's Kickin LLC

Re Do

Gillian's Ale House

Koch Eye Associates

Pier Pizza

Nunnery Orthotic & Prosthetics

Recreation Services

Auto Repair and Services

Dynamic Fitness & Dance Academy

Quonset Auto Body Inc

Aikido Ocean State

Budget Truck Rental

Wickford Lanes Inc

Depository Institutions

Business Services

People's Credit Union

Labelle House

Washington Trust Co

US Temp Inc

Insurance

Fabulous Fitness

Atlas Atm

Avcom Technologies Inc

Nationwide Insurance

RL Ballet Arts Academy

Coventry Credit Union

Needle Designs

Stephen Rambikur

Taylor Rental

Capalbo Insurance Group

Ocean State Martial Arts Center

Source: Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Focus Area Commercial Profiles: South Post Road Business Inventory (cont.)
Legal Services

Accounting and Mgmt Services

Auto Dealers and Gas Stations

Real Estate

D'Oliviera & Associate PC

Wisehart & Associates

N Kingstown Car

Caldwell Banker

Social Security Lawyer Help Line

Paradigm Media Consultants Inc

Marine Consignment of Wickford

J S R Realty

Torgen Edw H

Thomas J Thorpe

Caser S BP

Century 21 Real Estate

Social Services

Apparel and Accessory Stores

Hotels and Motels

Home Instead

Alterations Plus

Wickford Motor Inn

Children Learning Express

Alicias Beauty Shop

Budget Inn

Jewelry Manufacturing

Mortgage Brokers

Trends Decorators

Progressive Mortgage Corp

Printing

Petroleum and Natural Gas

Kennedy Screen Graphics Inc

Green Valley Oil LLC

George Bauerle
Robert E Craven & Associates
David R Meegan

Michaelson & Michaelson
Don Gregory
Construction and Builders
Bella Casa
Flooring By Trends

YMCA
Building and Garden Supply
Dons Mower Service & Sales
Little Tree Garden Center

Heritage Homes Inc

Pet Stores

F D Schick Inc

Furry Friends Pet Grooming

Convenience Stores
7-Eleven

Home Equipment Stores
Stone Design of RI

Veterinarians

Wickford Veterinary Clinic

Source: Infofree; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Vacancies: Non-Residential – For Sale
As of November 2013, for-sale
properties of all major nonresidential land-use categories
(office, retail, land, and
industrial) were primarily
concentrated in the northeastern
section of the Town and along
Post Road.

Source: Loopnet.com; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Vacancies: Non-Residential – For Sale
Office

Industrial

Retail

Land

Source: Loopnet.com; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Vacancies: Non-Residential – For Lease
Similar to the location of major land-use
categories for sale within North Kingstown,
for-lease properties are largely
concentrated within the
north/northeastern section of the Town,
which is also the area with a higher
concentration of commercial development.
Many of the leasable vacancies,
particularly of retail uses, are located
along Post Road.

Source: Directory of Major Malls; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Vacancies: Non-Residential – For Lease
Office

Industrial

Retail

Land

Source: Directory of Major Malls; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Development Pipeline: Residential
As shown below and on the following pages, there are over 1,200 new housing units either under construction
or in some stage of permitting, according to data provided by the Town of North Kingstown. Additionally, the
development pipeline consists of more than 3,000,000 square feet of non-residential space.
Name of Development
300 Fletcher Rd.
Barber's Heights

Development Type
Conservation subdivision
Minor subdivision

Project Stage
Pre-app Approved
Under Construction
PreApplication
Submitted
Under Construction
Under Construction
Final Plan Approved

Address
300 Fletcher Rd.
Barbers Height Ave.

Beech Hill Plat
Belleville House
Brayman
Caldwell & Johnson, Inc.

Major subdivision
Major subdivision
Minor Subdivision
Major subdivision

Tower Hill Rd.
400 Tower Hill Rd.
117 Salisbury Ave.
6 Elm Dr.

11
40
3
4

Dry Bridge Farm (Slocum Farm) Major subdivision
ExtendRI
Minor subdivision
Fox Hollow
Major subdivision
Harbor View
Major subdivision

Master Plan Approval
Approved
Final Plan Approved
Approved

21
2
24
20

Hamilton Allenton
Hill Plat

Under Construction
Final Plan Approved

Dry Bridge Rd.
Post Rd.
South County Tr.
Post Rd.
170 HamiltonAllenton Rd.
Pendar Rd.

Kingstown Crossing

Major subdivision
Minor subdivision

Namcook

Major subdivision
Major land development
project

North Cove Landing
North Ridge

Major subdivision
Major subdivision

Under Construction

Devils Foot Rd.

Master Plan Approval 165 Namcook Rd.
100 & 102 Intrepid
Under Construction Rd.
Under Construction 279 School St.

# of Units Description / Bedrooms per Unit
16
3
3-4 bedrooms
N/A
1-2 bedroom; 39-1 bedroom
3-4 bedrooms
2-3 bedrooms; 2-1 bedrooms
1-3 bedroom (sfd); 4-1 bedroom (apt); 4-2
bedrooms (apt); 2-1 bedroom (apt); 1-2
bedrooms (apt); 7-3 or 4 bedrooms (sfd &
duplex)
Motel (lot A)/Vacant (Lot B)
3-4 bedrooms
3 bedrooms (sfd)

11
4
12-1 bedrooms (apt); 22-2 bedrooms
(apt); 58 -3 bedrooms (apt); 12-4
104 (46 new) bedrooms (apt)
104

8-3 bedrooms; 30-2 bedrooms

38
12

3 and/or 4 bedrooms
Source: Town of North Kingstown, 2014.
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Development Pipeline: Residential (cont.)
Name of Development

Development Type

Pearson Plat

Minor subdivision

Preserve at Rolling Greens

Major land development
project

Residences at Sawmill

Major land development
project

Reynolds Farm
Riverwatch

Major land development
project
Major subdivision

Schartner
Stonecroft
Walmsley Lane
Wildwood At Heritage

Minor subdivision
Major subdivision
Major subdivision
Minor subdivision

Project Stage

Address
Fletcher Rd/Chimney
Final Plan Submittes Rock Rd.

Master Plan Approval Ten Rod Rd.
Minor Modification (1
bed units to 2 bed
units)

Final Plan Approved
Phase 1
Final Plan Approved
Preliminary Plan
Submitted
Under Construction
Final Plan Approved
Final Plan Approved

7447 Post Rd.
98 Mt. Laurel Way
South County Tr.
173 Boston Neck Rd.
2800 Tower Hill Rd.
250 Heritrage Rd.

# of Units Description / Bedrooms per Unit
3

106

245

574
6
3
7
12
2
1,217

6-1 bedroom (live/work); 13-2 bedrooms
(townhouse); 64-2 bedrooms (duplex); 92 bedrooms (cottage); 14-3 or 4
bedrooms (sfd)
196-2 bedrooms (apt); 47-1 bedroom
(apt)
82-1 bedroom (senior housing); 176-2
bedrooms (apts.); 44-1 bedroom (apts.);
41-3 bedrooms(multi-fam.); 4-1
bedrooms (carriage); 29-2 bedrooms
(main st.); 12-2 bedrooms (cottages); 1513 bedroom (sfd)
3 and/or 4 bedrooms
3 and/or 4 bedrooms
5-3 bedroom (sfd); 2-2 bedroom (duplex)
3 and/or 4 bedrooms

Source: Town of North Kingstown, 2013.
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Development Pipeline: Non-Residential
Name of Development
1300 Old Baptist Rd.
170 West Main St.
Carriage Inn & Saloon
Colbea Enterprises, LLC
Cranston's of Wickford
Dunkin Donuts
Exeter Hill Properties, LLC
ExtendRI

Development Type
Development Plan Review

Project Stage
Approved

Address
1300 Old Baptist Rd.

Project Description
13,950 sq. ft. commercial

Development Plan Review
Development Plan Review
Development Plan Review
Zoning Board Application
Development Plan Review
Minor subdivision

Approved
Approved
Under Construction
Denied - Under Appeal
Approved
Approved

1065 Tower Hill Rd.
Post Rd.
140 West Main St.
344 Tower Hill Rd.
222 Exeter Rd.
Post Rd.

restaurant
filling station/convenience store/carwash
693 sq. ft. addition
3,000 sq. ft. commercial building
12,773 sq. ft. commercial addition(s)
Motel (lot A)/Vacant (Lot B)

Frenchtown Commons

Major land development
project

Master Plan Approval Frenchtown Rd.

282,710 s.f. commercial in NK;

HK&S Construction Holding
Corp.
Oak Hill Tavern

Development Plan Review
Development Plan Review

Approved
Approved

554 Ten Rod Rd.
565 Tower Hill Rd.

Omni Horizon
Pawtucket Credit Union
T-Mobile
Wicked Fish

Development Plan Review
Development Plan Review
Development Plan Review
Development Plan Review

Approved
Under Construction
Approved
Approved

691 Ten Rod Rd.
Tower Hill Rd.
170 Slocum Rd.
20 South County Tr.

Construction staging and material storage
upstairs and parking lot expansion
reuse of lafayette nursing home for office
space
2,500 sq. ft. bank
communications tower
restaurant

Source: Town of North Kingstown, 2014.
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Development Pipeline: Map
At right, is a map depicting the locations of
proposed or under-construction projects in
North Kingstown’s development pipeline, as of
February 2014. These projects do not appear in
our real estate supply analysis. However, those
under construction or soon to be under
construction will contribute to meeting some of
the demand within North Kingstown.
Note that projects are distributed throughout the
Town; however, there is a concentration of
project under construction or approved along
and near the Post Road Corridor.

Since producing this map, the project at the
northern edge of Post Road, Frenchtown
Commons, has been approved.

Source: Town of North Kingstown, 2014; 4ward Planning Inc.
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Methodology
Selection of Population and Household Growth Scenario
4ward Planning examined a weak growth scenario based on 2018 projections (2017 for Wickford Junction) for
population and households. While population and household growth could increase at a greater rate through
2018, such a trend is unlikely, absent a large influx of large employers to the area.
Estimation and Subtraction of Physically Obsolescent Housing Units in the Market Area
Housing units, like most things, wear out over time. Dependent upon the age of local housing stock and the
manner of care applied to it, generally, the annual housing obsolescence rate can range from 0.5 percent
annually (well-built homes that are well-tended) to as high as two percent annually (older housing stock which
has seen little preventative maintenance over the years). Based on conditions observed within, and data
analyzed for, North Kingstown and the 20-minute drive contours, 4ward Planning utilized a one-percent annual
obsolescence rate for its analysis, including Wickford Junction.
Estimation of Pent-up Housing Demand by PMA Workers Currently Living Outside of 20-minute Drive Contour
Typically, some percentage of workers who commute to places of employment at considerable distance from
their homes desire living arrangements closer to their place of employment. For reasons of inadequate
housing stock (type, price, location, etc.) currently near their place of employment, these workers do not enter
the local housing market and, therefore, are said to represent pent-up demand for local housing. 4ward
Planning believes that one out of every twenty workers is a very conservative share estimate for the pent-up
demand which likely exists within all three market areas, all other things being equal.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Methodology (cont.)
Estimation of Demand For Owner-occupied Versus Renter-occupied Units
Analysis and projection of demand for owner-occupied versus renter-occupied housing units is based on a
number of factors within a given market area. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Current ratio of owner-occupied to renter-occupied units
Household income levels and trends
Household type (e.g., family versus non-family households) and formation trends
Population age trends
Current & forecasted financial conditions (employment outlook, mortgage rates, ease of mortgage
qualification, etc.)

All of the above factors pertaining to the three market areas were taken into consideration for this analysis.

Estimation of Demand For One-, Two-, and Three-bedroom Unit Types
The estimation of one-, two-, and three-bedroom units as a percentage of all housing units, whether the
housing type is for-sale or for-rent, involves many of the same factors identified under the estimation of
demand for owner-occupied versus renter-occupied units, as well as an examination of current market
trends for various bedroom-unit mixes and findings from interviews with active developers and brokers.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Methodology (cont.)
Estimation of the Natural Vacancy Rate
A housing market’s natural vacancy rate is a function of such factors as whether or not the area is a
seasonal tourist destination (e.g., exhibiting higher vacancy rates during the off-season) or whether the
area is well-established and desirable (typically associated with relatively low vacancy rates).
Every housing market has some degree of vacancy, as household migration is continual. Nationally and
regionally, stable and generally well-maintained housing markets exhibit vacancy rates ranging from three
to eight percent. 4ward Planning has assigned an estimated annual vacancy rate of seven percent for each
of the three market areas.
Market Areas
As described above, the primary market areas for each geography studied are the 20-minute drive time
from Wickford Village (the intersection of Brown and Main Streets), the midpoint of the Post Road retail
corridor (the intersection of Post Road and Route 403), and Wickford Junction Station.
Wickford Junction
As mentioned earlier, the data year and some of the assumptions for Wickford Junction differ from the
other two areas, primarily because the Wickford Junction Market Study data used herein pulled data from
2012 and some assumptions were tailored to the transit-oriented development potential of the site. Where
assumptions are different, it is noted.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Key Assumptions Underpinning the Weak Growth Scenario
Net Household Formation Increases by 0.5 Percent per Annum from 2013 to 2028
This assumption is based on increased in-migration from the surrounding area and increased immigration, in response to local
area job growth.

Number Employed within Market Area Increases One Percent Annually Through 2028
This estimate is based on a modest average annual growth rate of one percent over 2013 base employment (1.4 percent over
2012 base employment for Wickford Junction).

Five Percent of Those Working in the PMA but Living Elsewhere Represent Pent-Up Demand
Based on an assumption that approximately one in twenty workers would trade their commute if there were adequate housing
choice in the PMA.

Three Percent of the PMA’s Current Housing Stock is Physically Obsolescent and Unmarketable
Some of the PMA’s rental housing stock is more than 40 years old, increasing the incidence of physical obsolescence. This differs
slightly from the obsolescent and unmarketable rate of five percent used in the Wickford Junction analysis.

One Percent of the PMA’s Remaining Housing Stock Becomes Obsolescent Annually
All housing stock gradually wears out over time and, on average, one out of every 100 units becomes obsolescent, annually.

Sixty Percent of New Unit Demand will be for Rental Housing
This is based on current and likely future socio-economic characteristics of the area and tight lending standards into the future. It
differs slightly from the assumption in the Wickford Junction analysis that fifty percent of demand would be for rental units.

The PMA will Maintain an Annual Housing Vacancy Rate of Approximately Seven Percent
The PMA’s naturally occurring annual vacancy rate will likely remain around this level, based on existing and projected conditions.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Under a weak growth scenario, if no new housing were built in the market areas…
…by 2018 there would be
Households:
Net Marketable Housing Units:
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand:
Pent-Up Worker Demand in Units:
Estimated Net Housing Unit Demand:

Wickford
Village

Post
Road

Wickford
Junction *

39,417
40,923
41,009
1,592
2,950

56,655
57,948
58,705
2,049
5,231

92,514
92.082
95,18
3,005
9,881

40,412
40,514
42,085
1,673
4,407

58,086
56,923
60,240
2,154
7,301

94,850
91,162
98,075
3,226
13,295

59,553
56,354
61,816
2,264
9,407

97,245
90.250
100,708
3,463
16,775

…by 2023 there would be
Households:
Net Marketable Housing Units:
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand:
Pent-Up Worker Demand in Units:
Estimated Net Housing Unit Demand:

…by 2028 there would be
Households:
Net Marketable Housing Units:
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand:
Pent-Up Worker Demand in Units:
Estimated Net Housing Unit Demand:

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

41,433
40,109
43,191
1,758
5,890

The metrics to the left
demonstrate that, under a weak
household growth scenario, net
new housing demand by 2018
ranges from just under 3,000
units to over 9,800 units. Much
of the demand for new units will
come from projected new
household formation and
replacement of physically
obsolescent residential units.
Currently, there are an estimated
950 new multi-family housing
units (approximately 1,200 total
units) already in the
development pipeline for North
Kingstown, representing a
fraction of potential new housing
demand in the market areas.
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Wickford Village 20-Minute Drive Contour
Residential Market Analysis
Primary Market Area
Growth Projection Scenarios

Wickford Village 20-Minute Drive Contour
2013

2018

2023

2028

Scenario: Moderate Annual Growth
Population
Households
Owner Households
Renter Households
Employed within PMA (full- and part-time estimate)
Total Workers Living Outside of PMA
Housing Units
Net Marketable Housing Units
Pent-Up Housing Unit Demand Estimate
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand
Add Average Number of Naturally Occuring Vacant Units

92,324
38,446
15,378
23,068
60,579
30,290
42,615
41,337
1,514
39,960
2,894

94,655
39,417
15,767
23,650
63,669
31,835

97,045
40,412
16,165
24,247
66,917
33,458

99,496
41,433
16,573
24,860
70,330
35,165

40,923
1,592
41,009
2,865

40,514
1,673
42,085
2,836

40,109
1,758
43,191
2,808

Net Housing Unit Demand (Excess Units)

1,517

2,950

4,407

5,890

Replacement Demand
Household Growth and Pent-Up Worker Demand
Demand - Owner-Occupied
Demand - Rental
Demand - One Bedroom (20%)
Demand - Two Bedroom (70%)
Demand - Three Bedroom or Greater (10%)
Demand - HH Income $75,000 and Greater (15%)
Demand - HH Income $40,000 to $74,999 (15%)
Demand - HH Income $39,999 and Less (70%)

426
1,091
607
910
303
1,062
152
228
228
1,062

413
2,537
1,180
1,770
590
2,065
295
442
442
2,065

409
3,998
1,763
2,644
881
3,085
441
661
661
3,085

405
5,485
2,356
3,534
1,178
4,123
589
883
883
4,123

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Post Road 20-Minute Drive Contour
Residential Market Analysis
Primary Market Area
Growth Projection Scenarios

Post Road 20-Minute Drive Contour
2013

2018

2023

2028

136,060
55,260
22,104
33,156
77,989
38,995
59,875
58,079
1,950
57,210
4,066

139,496
56,655
22,662
33,993
81,967
40,984

143,018
58,086
23,234
34,852
86,148
43,074

146,630
59,553
23,821
35,732
90,543
45,271

57,498
2,049
58,705
4,025

56,923
2,154
60,240
3,985

56,354
2,264
61,816
3,945

Net Housing Unit Demand (Excess Units)

3,196

5,231

7,301

9,407

Replacement Demand
Household Growth and Pent-Up Worker Demand
Demand - Owner-Occupied
Demand - Rental
Demand - One Bedroom (20%)
Demand - Two Bedroom (70%)
Demand - Three Bedroom or Greater (10%)
Demand - HH Income $75,000 and Greater (15%)
Demand - HH Income $40,000 to $74,999 (15%)
Demand - HH Income $39,999 and Less (70%)

599
2,598
1,279
1,918
639
2,238
320
479
479
2,238

581
4,651
2,093
3,139
1,046
3,662
523
785
785
3,662

575
6,726
2,921
4,381
1,460
5,111
730
1,095
1,095
5,111

569
8,838
3,763
5,644
1,881
6,585
941
1,411
1,411
6,585

Scenario: Moderate Annual Growth
Population
Households
Owner Households
Renter Households
Employed within PMA (full- and part-time estimate)
Total Workers Living Outside of PMA
Housing Units
Net Marketable Housing Units
Pent-Up Housing Unit Demand Estimate
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand
Add Average Number of Naturally Occuring Vacant Units

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Wickford Junction 20-minute Drive Contour
Residential Market Analysis
Primary Market Area
Growth Projection Scenarios
Scenario: Moderate Annual Growth
Population
Households
Owner Households
Renter Households
Employed within PMA (full- and part-time estimate)
Total Workers Living Outside of PMA
Housing Units
Physically Obsolescent Units
Net Marketable Housing Units
Pent-Up Housing Unit Demand Estimate
Households
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand
Add Average Number of Naturally Occuring Vacant Units

Net Housing Unit Demand (Excess Units)
Replacement Demand
Household Growth and Pent-Up Worker Demand
Demand - Owner-Occupied
Demand - Rental
Demand - One Bedroom (20%)
Demand - Two Bedroom (70%)
Demand - Three Bedroom or Greater (10%)
Demand - HH Income $75,000 and Greater (15%)
Demand - HH Income $40,000 to $74,999 (15%)
Demand - HH Income $39,999 and Less (70%)

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Wickford Junction 20-minute Drive Contour

2012

2017

2022

2027

229,236
90,235
45,118
45,118
111,948
55,974
97,908
4,895
93,013
2,799
90,235
93,034
6,511

235,024
92,514
46,257
46,257
120,185
60,092

240,959
94,850
47,425
47,425
129,027
64,513

247,044
97,245
48,622
48,622
138,520
69,260

92,082
3,005
92,514
95,518
6,446

91,162
3,226
94,850
98,075
6,381

90,250
3,463
97,245
100,708
6,318

6,532

9,881

13,295

16,775

979
5,553
3,266
3,266
1,306
4,572
653
980
980
4,572

930
8,951
4,941
4,941
1,976
6,917
988
1,482
1,482
6,917

921
12,374
6,647
6,647
2,659
9,306
1,329
1,994
1,994
9,306

912
15,864
8,388
8,388
3,355
11,743
1,678
2,516
2,516
11,743
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Projected Growth Scenario
Illustrated below, housing demand through 2028 varies by geography, with the Wickford Junction 20minute drive contour exhibiting the greatest potential demand at over 16,700 housing units during the next
fifteen years.
Net Housing Unit Demand, Weak Growth Scenario
Wickford Village

Post Road

Wickford Junction

18,000
16,775

16,000
14,000

Housing Units

12,000
10,000

9,407

8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000

6,532

5,890

3,196
1,517

2013

2018

2023

2028
Source: 4ward Planning Inc 2013.
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Residential Capture
Assuming that North Kingstown could capture 10 percent of the net new housing demand projected (after
accounting for the approximately 1,200 units currently in the North Kingstown development pipeline),
between 481 and 1,678 units could be captured within the study areas in North Kingstown over the next
fifteen years, as detailed below.
Wickford Village
Capture Rate: 10% of PMA
Units Captured

1-BR

2-BR

3-BR

Own

Rent

Affordable to Household Incomes @
$39K & Less $40K to $74.9K $75K & Greater

2018

185

92

74

18

55

129

92

37

55

2023

331

166

133

33

99

232

166

66

99

2028

481

240

192

48

144

336

240

96

144

Post Road
Capture Rate: 10% of PMA
Units
Captured

Affordable to Household Incomes @
1-BR

2-BR

3-BR

Own

Rent

$39K & Less

$40K to $74.9K

$75K & Greater

2018

413

206

165

41

124

289

206

83

124

2023

621

310

248

62

186

435

310

124

186

2028

832

416

333

83

250

583

416

166

250

Wickford Junction
Capture Rate: 10% of PMA
Units
Captured

Unit Capture Assumptions

1-Bedroom Units
2-Bedroom Units
3-Bedroom Units
Owner-Occupied
Renter-Occupied
$39,000 and Less
$40,000 to $74,999
$75,000 and Greater

50%
40%
10%
30%
70%
50%
20%
30%

Affordable to Household Incomes @
1-BR

2-BR

3-BR

Own

Rent

$39K & Less

$40K to $74.9K

$75K & Greater

2017

988

494

395

99

296

692

494

198

296

2022

1,329

665

532

133

399

931

665

266

399

2027

1,678

839

671

168

503

1,174

839

336

503
Source: 4ward Planning Inc, 2013.
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Residential Supply and Demand Analysis: Takeaway
Among the various focus areas, demand for housing through 2028 ranges from 5,890 to 15,313 in the 20minute drive contours surrounding Wickford Village and Wickford Junction, respectively. However, this is not
what could be built in North Kingstown. We suggest that market areas in North Kingstown, in total, could
accommodate 10 percent of the new demand for residential housing. After considering projects already in
the pipeline, that translates to a potential for 481 and 1,678 new residential units in North Kingstown in
the next fifteen years.
Wickford Junction offers the greatest potential for housing demand based on the market analysis
conducted in the Wickford Junction Station Market Study. Whether this demand can actually be met there
depends on the Town addressing key development issues including: high land costs, environmental and
hydrologic constraints, and the regulatory process. However, given the future demographics of the town, this
area could be uniquely attractive to the growing 25 to 34 year-old cohort who are more likely to be renters,
prefer smaller units, and place a higher value on transit access to Providence than older age groups.
Post Road, could also absorb a significant portion of the housing demand, which is consistent with where a
number of new mixed-use or residential developments are locating today. Marketwise, Wickford Village
could absorb the lowest amount of new housing units, nearly 500. But Wickford, too, has constraints that
would hinder new residential development, including a high water table, no sewer system, and height limits.
Given the strong town-wide desire to preserve the character of Wickford Village, it is unlikely that much – if
any – new residential development will occur there.
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Methodology
Key Steps for Deriving Office Demand
Projecting 2020 Primary Jobs
To determine projected office space demand, primary jobs in the 20-minute drive contour PMA were
projected through 2020, based on 2013 primary jobs data and Bureau of Labor Statistics industry
projected occupational growth rates. Wickford Junction utilized a 2012 base year consistent with
findings in 4ward Planning’s previous report. Primary jobs were then aggregated into industry sectors.
Estimating the Number of Current and Future Office Workers
A National Center for Real Estate Research study has estimated the percentage of employees in various
industry sectors that typically work in an office environment. Using these percentages, we were able to
estimate the number of employees in the 20-minute drive contour who would likely work in commercial
office space.
Determining Office Space Demand
Assuming a conservative space requirement of 150 square feet per employee (which has become a
broadly accepted ratio by office real estate brokers over the past few years), the total demand for office
space was estimated based on the projected office workers for each year through 2020.
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Projected Office Jobs
The tables below show projected jobs and office workers, respectively, aggregated by industry sector, for
the 20-minute drive contour surrounding Wickford Village.
Primary Jobs Per Industry, Wickford Village 20-Minute Drive Contour
Retail Trade
Health Care & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Educational Services
Other Services
Finance & Insurance
Construction
Admin & Support & Waste Management & Remediation
Total Primary Jobs, Top 10 Industries

2013
8,823
8,681
7,610
7,556
3,745
3,323
3,065
3,027
2,677
2,423
50,930

2014
8,927
8,821
7,625
7,721
3,796
3,356
3,078
3,047
2,742
2,461
51,574

2015
9,032
8,964
7,641
7,889
3,848
3,389
3,091
3,067
2,808
2,500
52,229

2016
9,138
9,109
7,656
8,061
3,901
3,423
3,104
3,087
2,876
2,539
52,894

2017
9,245
9,256
7,672
8,236
3,954
3,457
3,117
3,108
2,946
2,579
53,570

2018
9,354
9,406
7,687
8,416
4,008
3,492
3,131
3,128
3,017
2,619
54,257

2019
9,464
9,558
7,702
8,599
4,063
3,526
3,144
3,149
3,090
2,661
54,955

2020
9,575
9,713
7,718
8,786
4,118
3,562
3,157
3,170
3,165
2,702
55,665

Change

2017
2,126
4,439
2,288
7,337
294
1,961
1,251
2,994
575
906
24,171

2018
2,151
4,511
2,293
7,497
298
1,980
1,256
3,014
588
921
24,509

2019
2,176
4,584
2,298
7,660
302
2,000
1,262
3,034
603
935
24,853

2020
2,202
4,658
2,302
7,827
306
2,020
1,267
3,054
617
950
25,203

Change

752
1,032
108
1,230
373
239
92
143
488
279
4,735

Source: U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Estimated Average Office Workers Per Industry, Wickford Village 20-Minute Drive Contour
Retail Trade
Health Care & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Educational Services
Other Services
Finance & Insurance
Construction
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Total Estimated Office Workers, Top 10 Industries

2013
2,029
4,163
2,270
6,731
278
1,885
1,230
2,916
522
852
22,876

2014
2,053
4,231
2,275
6,878
282
1,903
1,235
2,936
535
865
23,192

2015
2,077
4,299
2,279
7,028
286
1,922
1,240
2,955
548
879
23,513

2016
2,101
4,369
2,284
7,181
290
1,941
1,246
2,975
561
892
23,839

173
495
32
1,096
28
135
37
138
95
98
2,327

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Projected Office Jobs (cont.)
The tables below show projected jobs and office workers, respectively, aggregated by industry sector, for
the 20-minute drive contour surrounding the midpoint of the Post Road Corridor.
Primary Jobs Per Industry, Post Road 20-Minute Drive Contour
Retail Trade
Health Care & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Educational Services
Public Administration
Wholesale Trade
Total Primary Jobs, Top 10 Industries

2013
11,887
11,323
10,240
8,046
4,403
4,017
3,855
3,784
3,553
3,498
64,606

2014
12,027
11,506
10,261
8,221
4,463
4,034
3,948
3,822
3,544
3,540
65,365

2015
12,168
11,692
10,281
8,400
4,524
4,051
4,044
3,860
3,535
3,582
66,137

2016
12,311
11,881
10,302
8,583
4,586
4,068
4,142
3,898
3,525
3,625
66,922

2017
12,456
12,073
10,323
8,770
4,649
4,086
4,242
3,937
3,516
3,668
67,719

2018
12,602
12,269
10,344
8,961
4,712
4,103
4,344
3,976
3,507
3,711
68,530

2019
12,750
12,467
10,364
9,157
4,776
4,121
4,450
4,016
3,498
3,756
69,354

2020
12,900
12,668
10,385
9,356
4,842
4,138
4,557
4,056
3,489
3,800
70,192

Change

2018
2,898
5,884
3,086
7,983
350
1,646
847
2,255
1,545
2,107
28,601

2019
2,932
5,979
3,092
8,157
355
1,653
868
2,277
1,541
2,132
28,986

2020
2,966
6,076
3,098
8,335
360
1,660
889
2,300
1,537
2,157
29,378

Change
233
645
43
1,167
33
48
137
154
-28
172
2,604

1,013
1,345
145
1,310
439
121
702
272
-64
302
5,586

Source: U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Estimated Average Office Workers Per Industry, Post Road 20-Minute Drive Contour
Retail Trade
Health Care & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Educational Services
Public Administration
Wholesale Trade
Total Estimated Office Workers, Top 10 Industries

2013
2,733
5,431
3,055
7,168
327
1,612
752
2,146
1,565
1,985
26,774

2014
2,765
5,518
3,061
7,324
331
1,619
770
2,167
1,561
2,009
27,126

2015
2,798
5,608
3,067
7,483
336
1,626
789
2,189
1,557
2,033
27,485

2016
2,831
5,698
3,073
7,646
341
1,633
808
2,211
1,553
2,057
27,851

2017
2,864
5,790
3,079
7,813
345
1,639
827
2,233
1,549
2,082
28,222

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Projected Office Jobs (cont.)
The tables below show projected jobs and office workers, respectively, aggregated by industry sector, for
the 20-minute drive contour surrounding the Wickford Junction Station.
Primary Jobs Per Industry, Wickford Junction 20-Minute Drive Contour
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Educational Services
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Total Primary Jobs, Top 10 Industries

2012
15,423
15,409
12,208
10,348
8,338
6,732
6,354
5,850
5,534
5,069
91,265

2013
15,953
15,598
12,200
10,645
8,555
6,876
6,411
5,930
5,718
5,138
92,571

2014
16,501
15,789
12,193
10,950
8,777
7,022
6,469
6,010
5,909
5,208
93,895

2015
17,068
15,983
12,185
11,263
9,006
7,172
6,527
6,092
6,105
5,279
95,239

2016
17,654
16,179
12,177
11,586
9,240
7,325
6,586
6,175
6,309
5,351
96,601

2017
18,261
16,378
12,169
11,918
9,480
7,481
6,646
6,259
6,519
5,424
97,983

2018
18,888
16,579
12,162
12,260
9,727
7,641
6,706
6,344
6,736
5,498
99,385

2019
19,537
16,782
12,154
12,611
9,980
7,804
6,766
6,430
6,960
5,573
100,807

2020
20,208
16,988
12,146
12,972
10,239
7,970
6,827
6,518
7,191
5,649
102,249

Change
4,785
1,579
-62
2,624
1,901
1,238
473
668
1,657
580
10,984

2017
8,845
4,845
2,833
5,244
5,478
4,237
493
6,030
1,290
3,135
42,429

2018
9,149
4,905
2,831
5,394
5,621
4,327
497
6,112
1,333
3,177
43,345

2019
9,463
4,965
2,829
5,548
5,767
4,419
502
6,195
1,377
3,221
44,286

2020
9,788
5,026
2,828
5,707
5,917
4,513
507
6,279
1,423
3,265
45,253

Change
2,318
467
-14
1,155
1,099
701
35
643
328
335
7,067

Source: U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Estimated Average Office Workers Per Industry, Wickford Junction 20-Minute Drive Contour
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Educational Services
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Total Average Office Workers, Top 10 Industries

2012
7,470
4,559
2,842
4,553
4,818
3,812
471
5,636
1,095
2,929
38,186

2013
7,727
4,615
2,840
4,683
4,944
3,894
476
5,712
1,132
2,969
38,991

2014
7,992
4,671
2,838
4,817
5,072
3,977
480
5,790
1,169
3,010
39,817

2015
8,267
4,728
2,837
4,955
5,204
4,061
484
5,869
1,208
3,051
40,665

2016
8,551
4,786
2,835
5,097
5,340
4,148
489
5,949
1,248
3,092
41,535

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Projected Office Space Demand
Additional Demand

Estimated Total Office Space Per Industry, Sq Ft. (000s), Wickford Village 20-Minute Drive Contour
Retail Trade
Health Care & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Educational Services
Other Services
Finance & Insurance
Construction
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Total Office Space, Top 10 Industries

2013
304
625
341
1,010
42
283
184
437
78
128
3,431

2014
308
635
341
1,032
42
286
185
440
80
130
3,479

2015
312
645
342
1,054
43
288
186
443
82
132
3,527

2016
315
655
343
1,077
43
291
187
446
84
134
3,576

2017
319
666
343
1,101
44
294
188
449
86
136
3,626

2018
323
677
344
1,125
45
297
188
452
88
138
3,676

2019
326
688
345
1,149
45
300
189
455
90
140
3,728

2020
330
699
345
1,174
46
303
190
458
93
142
3,780

Change
26
74
4
164
4
20
6
21
15
14
349

2018
435
883
463
1,197
52
247
127
338
232
316
4,290

2019
440
897
464
1,224
53
248
130
342
231
320
4,348

2020
445
911
465
1,250
54
249
133
345
231
324
4,407

Change
35
96
7
175
5
7
20
23
-4
26
391

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Estimated Total Office Space Per Industry, Sq Ft. (000s), Post Road 20-Minute Drive Contour
Retail Trade
Health Care & Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Educational Services
Public Administration
Wholesale Trade
Total Office Space, Top 10 Industries

2013
410
815
458
1,075
49
242
113
322
235
298
4,016

2014
415
828
459
1,099
50
243
116
325
234
301
4,069

2015
420
841
460
1,122
50
244
118
328
234
305
4,123

2016
425
855
461
1,147
51
245
121
332
233
309
4,178

2017
430
869
462
1,172
52
246
124
335
232
312
4,233

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Projected Office Space Demand (cont.)
XX illustrated below and on the previous page, the projected range of additional office space demand
As
through 2020 falls between 346,000 and just over one million square feet, depending on the specific
market area. There is also a projected increase of between 47,000 and approximately 11,000 primary
jobs in the top 10 industries through 2020, within the market areas – 2,300 to 7,000 of which are
forecasted to require office space. While some of the projected demand will be absorbed by existing
vacant inventory within the larger metro market area, there will still be need to develop new inventory,
locally, to satisfy some of the anticipated near-term need.
Additional Demand

Estimated Total Office Space Per Industry, Sq Ft. (000s), Wickford Junction 20-Minute Drive Contour
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Educational Services
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Total Office Space, Top 10 Industries

2012
1,121
684
426
683
723
572
71
845
164
439
5,728

2013
1,159
692
426
702
742
584
71
857
170
445
5,849

2014
1,199
701
426
723
761
596
72
869
175
451
5,973

2015
1,240
709
425
743
781
609
73
880
181
458
6,100

2016
1,283
718
425
765
801
622
73
892
187
464
6,230

2017
1,327
727
425
787
822
635
74
904
194
470
6,364

2018
1,372
736
425
809
843
649
75
917
200
477
6,502

2019
1,419
745
424
832
865
663
75
929
207
483
6,643

2020
1,468
754
424
856
888
677
76
942
213
490
6,788

Change
348
70
-2
173
165
105
5
96
49
50
1,060

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Supply and Demand Analysis: Takeaway
The West Bay office market is a bit of an anomaly compared to statewide and national trends, where
office demand is low or non-existent. Real estate brokers confirm that it is the most active office real
estate market in the State. The office supply-demand analysis indicates a projected total 2020 demand
ranging from 3.7 to 6.8 million square feet of office space, based on anticipated job creation within the
three 20-minute drive contours.
The demand for new office space is supported by anecdotal evidence suggesting existing office space,
particularly in North Kingstown, is old, in poor shape, or otherwise does not meet modern needs.
Additionally, there is greater opportunity for North Kingstown to absorb business owners who might live in
Washington County and be interested in shortening their commute to Providence.

While it is unlikely that any of the study areas will absorb all of the office demand in its market area, a
modest and reasonable goal is to capture 10 percent of the additional office demand (346,000 to one
million square feet) over a ten-year period. Again, the Wickford Junction area could capture the highest
amount of new office space, 100,000 square feet (or 10,000 square feet per year). Using the same 10
percent capture rate, the Post Road Corridor could capture up to 40,000 square feet, and Wickford
Village approximately 35,000 square feet over 10 years. These numbers are conducive to the demand for
small, flexible office space rather than large office buildings – such as that already seen in North
Kingstown at Lafayette Mill or the Meadows Office Park.
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Retail Supply and Demand Analysis: Methodology
Key Steps for Analyzing Retail Gap/Leakage
4ward Planning utilized various residential and commercial data sources to conduct a retail gap/leakage
analysis for the 20-minute drive contours surrounding Wickford Village, Post Road, and Wickford
Junction. The Directory of Major Malls and Shopping Centers and Esri retail marketplace data were the
principal sources for information and data on existing retail supply, demand, and sales for the study
areas.
Retail demand assumptions were formulated based on locally identified consumer expenditure habits
and national retail industry trends, to determine likely capture rates.
Information on local retailers was collected from a combination of proprietary and public data sources,
including the Directory of Major Malls, LoopNet, BizStats, and Google Maps. Retail metrics for average
sales per square foot and size by category was adapted from data provided by BizStats to reflect
currently observed neighborhood-retail supply trends.
Using proprietary modelling techniques, net supportable retail square footage was identified, as well as
the net number of retail stores likely to be supported based on industry averages by retail category,
utilizing the corresponding NAICS classification.
The assumptions for each retail type are noted on the following page.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Retail Supply and Demand Analysis: Methodology (cont.)
Retail Metric Assumptions (listed in ascending order by average sales per square foot)

Average Retail Metrics
Home Furnishings
Craft and Fabric Stores
Sporting Goods
Pet Supply
Book Retailers
Home Improvement
Shoe Stores
Clothing & Accessory Stores
Full-Service Restaurant
Limited-Service Eating Places
Electronics Stores
All-Purpose Stores
Groceries

Avg.
Sales/SF
$198
$213
$221
$224
$247
$277
$301
$388
$510
$604
$659
$706
$733

Average
Size
12,253
11,754
80,333
19,750
13,050
108,500
6,767
19,974
6,950
2,353
12,679
138,352
47,750

PMA
Capture
Rate
50%
80%
50%
80%
20%
75%
30%
90%
75%
80%
75%
90%
40%

Example Retailer
Pier 1, Ethan Allen
Michaels
Cabela's, Dick's
PetSmart
Barnes and Noble
Home Depot, Lowe’s
Foot Locker, Finish Line
American Eagle, Stein Mart
Cheesecake Factory, Cracker Barrel
Panera Bread, Chipotle
Best Buy, RadioShack
Costco, Walmart
Whole Foods, Safeway

Source: Esri; BizStats; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Retail Supply and Demand Analysis: Square Footage Estimates
The below table, showing retail square footage estimates per retail use, indicates that most retail
categories are either adequately covered or over-supplied (those represented in parentheses and in red,
below). However, within each of the 20-minute drive time catchment areas, there remains opportunity for
additional commercial investment in select categories, as identified on the following page.
Wickford Village

Book Retailers
Clothing & Accessory Stores
Craft and Fabric Stores
All-Purpose Stores
Electronics Stores
Groceries
Home Improvement
Home Furnishings
Jewelry
Pet Supply
Pharmacies
Full-Service Restaurant
Limited-Service Eating Places

Post Road

Wickford Junction

Net
Supportable SF

Average Store
Equivalent

Net
Supportable SF

Average Store
Equivalent

Net
Supportable SF

Average Store
Equivalent

(3,051)
2,976
(14,339)
(118,201)
3,518
25,141
(97,822)
(63,778)
(1,539)
(15,136)
(62,535)
(37,744)
(5,293)

(0)
0
(1)
(1)
0
1
(1)
(5)
(0)
(1)
(6)
(5)
(2)

(425)
(22,015)
(33,370)
(168,477)
(8,997)
3,982
(117,682)
(69,988)
(2,133)
(18,176)
(109,124)
(21,923)
(768)

(0)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
0
(1)
(6)
(0)
(1)
(11)
(3)
(0)

222
(4,513)
(15,875)
(84,737)
1,571
16,032
(110,528)
(42,484)
(2,228)
14,851
(85,424)
(16,415)
(23,481)

0
(0)
(1)
(1)
0
0
(1)
(3)
(1)
1
(8)
(2)
(10)

Assumptions:
1. The above estimates are based on currently observed retail supply trends and household demand.
Sources: Esri; BizStats.com; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013.
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Retail Supply and Demand Analysis: Retail Opportunities
Notwithstanding the retail supply/demand findings on the previous page, our field observations of each
study area suggests opportunity for newer format commercial establishments and or niche businesses to
successfully penetrate each market area – either due to existing economic obsolescence (e.g., dated
business format) or missing category which is in demand (higher end independent restaurant).

Wickford Village
Specialty boutiques, such as clothing and shoe stores, specialty grocery,
and high-end salon/spa, geared to a 30- to 50-year old consumer segment
(principally women) would help diversify the existing retail offerings and
attract a consumer niche generally absent in Wickford Village. Additionally,
two or more full-service, sit-down independent restaurants would
compliment the current limited eating options and attract more late
afternoon and evening patronage in Wickford Village. The commercial
establishments would range in size from 1,200 s.f. to as large as 2,500
s.f. (full-service restaurant). Finally, Wickford Village’s quaint charm and
walkability argue for at least one small bed and breakfast lodging facility.
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Retail Supply and Demand Analysis: Retail Opportunities (cont.)
Post Road
The Post Road corridor’s challenge is that it currently features more retail
than can, generally, be supported by the existing household and worker
base. Our field observations suggest a number of retailers will likely close
shop over the next five years, due to physical and/or economic
obsolescence. However, opportunities do exist for specialty service retail
such as a large health club, childcare services, and ambulatory medical
office space and allied health professionals. These types of services fare
particularly well along commercial corridors near high-density housing.

Wickford Junction
The relatively small-scale area available for additional commercial
development, combined with the vision of a walkable transit-oriented
development area suggests additional dining establishments (café/bar and
casual or upscale full-service restaurant/bar) would fare well, along with
convenience offerings such as a small grocer deli, salon, fitness studio, dry
cleaners, bakery and coffee house. The commercial establishments would
range in size from 1,200 s.f. (coffee shop/bakery) to as large as 4,000 s.f.
(fitness studio/full service restaurant).
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Retail Supply and Demand Analysis: Takeaway
At first glance, and solely based on supply/demand retail metrics, there would appear little opportunity for
new retail and service investment anywhere in North Kingstown. However, the retail question in North
Kingstown is not about how much more retail is needed; rather, it is about the type and scale of retail that is
missing from each of the three study areas.
Wickford Village and Wickford Junction present tremendous opportunities for local entrepreneurs (whether
experienced or new) to establish small-scale, independent enterprises which fit the character of each
location and encourage increased patronage – this is particularly important for Wickford Village which can
be considered stagnant and vulnerable to economic decline if current business trends continue. This is
consistent with survey and interview findings, which indicate a strong preference for small businesses.
Post Road, which represents North Kingstown’s principal commercial district, has outlived its prior purpose
– that of serving the former military installation at Quonset. The number and condition of many retail
establishments along the corridor suggests a long, slow decline due, principally, to economic obsolescence;
that is, the current retail format and offerings of many businesses along the corridor are no longer market
receptive. However, Post Road offers opportunity to “prune” away what is not working through consolidation
of activity along Post Road into two distinct and tightly-developed areas separated by Route 403: North Post
Road and South Post Road. Market viable retail can be consolidated, primarily in South Post Road, and
complemented with other retail and services currently in demand (as well as housing). Going forward,
providing more workforce housing for Quonset employees will, once again, support Post Road businesses.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Focus Areas Evaluation: Methodology
The next section contains an in-depth analysis of the business opportunities and challenges within the
major focus areas for economic development: the Post Road Corridor, Wickford Village, and Wickford
Junction. Qualitative analysis includes a review of planning efforts, operational concerns, the regulatory
framework, and infrastructure needs. A previous and separate analysis conducted for Wickford Junction
remains valid for the economic development opportunities in that area. However, the relevant findings
from that analysis have been incorporated into this report.
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Wickford Village: Existing Economic Character
A detailed commercial profile of the Wickford Village Business
area is provided within the Real Estate Market Analysis section
of this report. The Village, as defined at right, contains 95
businesses, the majority of which are categorized as
“miscellaneous retail.” Most of these businesses are small, with
70 percent employing less than 10 people and nearly 50
percent employing less than four people. According to InfoFree,
more than two-thirds of the businesses are greater than 10
years old.
At the time of this meeting, there were two vacant parcels in
Wickford Village proper: one for sale and one for lease. The
improvement to land value (ILV) analysis, provided earlier in this
report, identified nearly 10 acres of underutilized land in
Wickford Village, having low or very low ILV. This factor indicates
a site is ripe for development. Consistent with the area’s
character, most of these are very small mixed-use or commercial
parcels along Brown Street. Note that the nearly six-acre
industrial parcel across the harbor on Steamboat Avenue is a
marina and boat storage yard, an important maritime use and
not a development opportunity, despite the low ILV.

Low ILV Parcels by Land Use

Source: Loopnet.com; InfoFree; Reis; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013-14.
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Wickford Village: Prior Plans
Prepared in 1998, the Wickford Village Plan was guided by four
goals that still hold true today.
1.

2.

3.
4.

Enhance the historic character and vitality of Wickford
Village.
Improve the Village’s Infrastructure, traffic and pedestrian
circulation, parking, and alternative modes of
transportation.
Explore and maintain the balance in the residential and
business community.
Anticipate, prepare for, and manage growth and change.

The 1998 Plan envisioned a Wickford Village that was both a “Main Street” type business community and a
working waterfront that improved the public’s access and enjoyment of the Harbor. This appears to be a
continuous struggle. Buildings that generally put their back to the harbor and a major municipal parking lot
on the harbor don’t do much to connect Wickford to the waterfront. According to a Municipal Inventory, only
two parcels on Brown Street have water-dependent uses. While having businesses front on both Brown Street
and the water is a challenge, events and programming at the water’s edge (such as the Farmer’s Market) and
amenities (such as a harborwalk or seating elements) can do much to bring people out to the water.
Sources: Wickford Village Plan, 1998; Jennifer McCann, URI, Rhode Island’s Ports and Commercial Harbors: A GIS Inventory of Current Uses and
Infrastructure. Municipal Inventory Report: North Kingstown (Wickford / Allen Harbor), Rhode Island, undated.
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Wickford Village: Regulatory Framework
Wickford Village is both a National Register Historic District and a
Local Historic District, though the boundaries differ (shown above).
These designations carry certain restrictions in regards to
demolition and modifications to existing properties designed to
protect the historic fabric of the area.

Historic District Boundaries

The Wickford Village Center Zoning District (the primary focus)
applies to the business area of Wickford Village; the residential
area is governed by Village Residential Zoning. As noted above, the
area is an historic district and is subject to design guidelines.
While they may be perceived as more cumbersome, some one
interested in locating in Wickford should recognize the value in
preserving the existing historic character.
Save for environmental constraints and liquor license, regulation
was not mentioned as a significant impediment in Wickford Village
during interviews. In a review of the zoning ordinance, however, we
noticed a few areas that may limit development potential or be in
conflict with the nature of Wickford Village. They are discussed on
the following page.
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Wickford Village: Regulatory Framework (cont.)
Regulation

Discussion

Drive-throughs

These are a Special Permit use in WVD, but it would seem that their use is
inconsistent with the nature of a village business district.

Marine Businesses

Most marine businesses are granted by Special Permit. While generally this should
be acceptable, the Town should be sure it is not prohibiting any supportive
maritime uses from locating within the WVD.

Bed and Breakfasts

These are permitted only where lodging is “clearly subordinate to the principal use
as a single-family dwelling” and having no more than three bedrooms. Clearly
subordinate is somewhat subjective. If sewers are approved for Wickford, the Town
may want to consider the possibility that more “professional” bed and breakfast
establishments would need more rooms to maintain a profitable business.

Hotel or Motel

Hotel or motel development is encouraged in waterfront areas, by providing room
bonuses for establishments that increase access to the waterfront. This analysis
suggests Wickford can support a lodging establishment, if sewers are installed.
However, there are very few parcels in Wickford that would meet the two-acre
minimum lot size.

Liquor licenses

According to state law, establishments are permitted to serve liquor until 1:00 am.
Many businesses currently stop much earlier, not because they can’t serve later, as
commonly perceived, but because they indicated an earlier closing time on their
license application. Over time, with more activity in Wickford, business should be
able to serve later. This is important because it reinforces a vital commercial area.
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Wickford Village: Limiting Factors to Investment
Analysis and interviews regarding Wickford Village uncovered two major impediments to a thriving Village sewers and business mix/operations. Other infrastructure or development constraints are discussed below.
Wickford’s somewhat off-the-beaten path location is difficult to change, but improving signage to Wickford
Village is one solution. Many business owners said parking and traffic are not really a concern. While no
formal parking study was conducted for this analysis, the perception is that there is enough parking for
current demand. Not having enough parking is often a concern, but less often true.
Failure To Invest In Sewers Will Be Detrimental To Wickford.
Common belief is that sewers are the one thing holding Wickford back from being a destination like East
Greenwich or Bristol. This is true. Without sewers, Wickford cannot support additional restaurants, lodging, a
salon/spa, or other related uses that require higher wastewater capacity. Lack of action is also a strong sign
to investors that the Town does not want to invest in this area. As a result, Wickford will continue to lose
market ground and eventually die from attrition. The Town Council has supported a bond measure to install
sewers in Wickford Village, which will be voted on by the community in spring 2014. The current proposal
requires commercial property owners pay rather than Wickford residents, which will likely be more successful.
The passing of the sewer bond will set the course of Wickford Village’s future.

An economic impact analysis of these market-feasible business expansion opportunities is provided later in
this report. However, the hypothetical retail operations analyzed have the potential to create 106 jobs, $8.8
million in economic output, and generate nearly $1 million in state and local tax revenue. This potential
impact would not be available without the installation of sewers.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Wickford Village: Limiting Factors to Investment (cont.)
Floodzone / Low Water Table Requires Creative Approaches.
Wickford Village’s location on the harbor is an asset and a challenge.
Most parcels are located within the floodzone or are characterized as
wetlands (shown at right). This reduces the development potential of
those sites. If developed, they would require non-habitable space such
as parking on the ground floor, which is not desirable for a walkable
commercial village, or even likely, given the 35-foot height limit.

“While its location on the waterfront
contributes to its marketability and
aesthetic appeal, it also serves as an
enormous challenge for managing
flood impacts and providing for the
disposal of wastewater.”
- Village Identification Study

Developable Land is Limited and Should be Used Wisely.
Wickford Village is essentially built-out. When environmental
constraints such as wetlands, floodzones, and a high water table are
factored in, there is very little land for new development. Some
additional density is possible – only if sewers are implemented – but
only marginal increases in height or bulk can be made without
compromising the character of the Village. Given the area’s iconic and
historic character, Horsley Witten Group’s Village Identification Study
suggested North Kingstown adopt a “maintenance and preservation”
strategy rather than serve as a potential site for additional
development. We generally agree, but believe there are small projects
than can make a big difference in Wickford’s attractiveness and
economic sustainability, without compromising its character.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Wickford Village: Business Operations
Wickford Village is a destination – where patrons come for the
experience, to visit many establishments, and possibly discover
something new. However, this activity becomes less attractive if the
operating hours are inconsistent. What we heard most about Wickford
Village is that there is a dichotomy between businesses run to serve the
customer and those run more as hobbies. For example, we frequently
heard that there is no coffee shop open in the afternoon and many
stores close at 5:00 pm, when potential customers are leaving work.
Generally, successful shopping districts have hours that are convenient
to the shopper and are consistent.

In order to support more consistent hours, Wickford Village needs more
foot traffic. And in order to do that, it needs to offer a broader retail mix
that serves both destination and daily needs. These include more food
service (with longer hours), a market, lodging, shopping, and personal
services. This suite of establishments, in addition to the existing retail
stores, restaurants, and small offices, will attract both regular patrons
and weekend tourists. According to one shop owner, approximately 40
percent of Wickford visitors come from over an hour away. In order to
create life-long customers of the Village, patrons need to trust that their
favorite store will be open when they arrive.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Models of Business Operation
The traditional shopping mall succeeds
because of the diversity of stores (similar
to Wickford Village) and because of its
consistency and reliability. If people travel
to the mall and only half the stores are
open or the schedule is unpredictable,
they will stop going. A mall survives off
foot traffic, mostly from patrons who
come with just one store in mind.
Bowen's Wharf in Newport is the most
popular waterfront shopping area in that
city, containing very successful retail
establishments. All under one ownership,
each of the 40+ businesses pay a
premium to lease space. The stores are
required to be open during mandated
business hours - for some that includes
evenings and weekends. Lighting,
signage, deliveries, etc. are controlled by
the uniform management agreement.
While marketing plays a role in the
success of these commercial areas,
without consistency and predictability, the
patrons would not return.
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Wickford Village: Wickford Harbor
According to the 2008 North Kingstown Harbor Management Plan, North Kingstown has approximately 30
miles of tidal shoreline along Narragansett Bay, in Allen Harbor and Wickford Harbor, as well as other public
waters within the Town's jurisdiction. Wickford Harbor has extensive boating activity and other waterdependent uses such as marinas and boatyards. There is also the presence of high-density residential
development adjacent to the shore. With the exception of the Wickford Point and Intrepid Drive
neighborhoods, residences and businesses in the Wickford area are not, currently, connected to sewer
service. Wickford Harbor is identified by the Plan as a Commercial and Recreational Harbor (Type 5), waters
adjacent to waterfront areas that support a variety of tourist, recreational, and commercial activities.
Type 5. Commercial and
Recreational Harbors
These waters are
adjacent to waterfront
areas that support a
variety of tourist,
recreational, and
commercial activities.

Allen
Harbor

Wickford
Harbor

Wickford
Harbor

Source: North Kingstown Harbor Management Plan, October 2008.
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Walmart

Located to the northeast of Wickford Harbor and
immediately northeast of Quonset, Allen Harbor is
identified by the Harbor Management Plan as a
High-Intensity Boating area (Type 3), an intensely
utilized water area where recreational boating
activities dominate and where the adjacent
shorelines are developed as marinas, boatyards,
and associated water-enhanced and waterdependent businesses. The town owns and
operates the Marina’s 80 moorings and over 66
slips. The 2000 Allen Harbor/Calf Pasture Point
Master Plan provided a long-term vision for the
Allen Harbor and Calf Pasture Point area and
identified feasible development opportunities and
use options.
Type 3. High-Intensity Boating:
Intensely utilized water areas where
recreational boating activities dominate and
where the adjacent shorelines are developed as
marinas, boatyards, and associated waterenhanced and water-dependent businesses.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Source: Allen Harbor/Calf Pasture Point Master Plan., 2000.
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Wickford Village: Harbor Management Plan
Business and Community Activities
The 2008 Harbor Management Plan (HMP) is a comprehensive evaluation of current activities and a longterm guide for activities on or adjacent to the tidal waters within North Kingstown. The Plan identifies the
following waterfront and existing business and community activities for Wickford Village.
•

Commercial Fishing Industry: Many goods and services in North
Kingstown are purchased by local fishermen, including fees to the
Town, repair of vessels, the purchase of supplies and equipment, as
well as fuel and other service. The consistent increase in pleasure
boats has and will result in the displacement of commercial fishing
boats, and is a serious threat to the survival of North Kingstown's
commercial fishing fleet, the wholesalers, and the support industries
that service them.

•

Destination Harbor: Wickford Harbor is an attractive "port-of-call" for transient recreational boaters.
Such visits enhance the economic health of Wickford. The Plan recommends that Wickford Village
maintain an on-going public relations program to publicize the Town as a desirable destination for
recreational boaters. Local merchants and the Chamber of Commerce should be encouraged to
participate actively in the development and promotion of the program.

Objective 1.4.4:
Recognize the importance,
historically and economically,
of the local fin and
shellfisheries and take
appropriate measures to
prevent encroachment on and
impairment of these resources.

Source: North Kingstown Harbor Management Plan, October 2008.
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Wickford Village: Wickford Harbor Synergies & Opportunities
•

•

•

•
•

As both a destination and commercial harbor, the long-term economic health of Wickford Harbor
depends on the ability to balance regional and local demand for waterfront space. Recreational boaters,
tourists, and commercial marine-related businesses should be seen as a support – and customers – to
the existing, and future, businesses within Wickford Village.
Currently, there is very little connection between the Harbor and Wickford Village, where most buildings
do not have a secondary entry along the Harbor and the recreational area is seldom used. Greater
connection should be made between the Harbor and Brown Street, by adding a pedestrian connection,
signage, and additional landscaping that enhances the connection.
Recreational boating and tour operators should have access to the Harbor from the Village, and from
the Harbor to the Village. For example, overnight pleasure boaters could temporarily dock and access a
Wickford Village restaurant for lunch, shopping, or an overnight stay. This would certainly increase foot
traffic for businesses as well as generate revenue for the town (through docking fees).
As recommended in the Harbor Plan, Village merchants and the Chamber of Commerce can actively
engage in the promotion of the town as a desirable destination for recreational boaters.
While the Harbor Management Plan acknowledges the economic impacts of existing tourism,
recreational, and commercial activities on both Wickford and Allen Harbors, it raised the need to
prevent recreational boaters from displacing water-dependent businesses like North Kingstown's
commercial fishing fleet, and the wholesalers and support industries that service them. Therefore, the
Town should evaluate any investment in Wickford Harbor, both on water and on land, for its potential
impact to the commercial fishing industry, and take preventative measures where necessary.
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Wickford Junction: Existing Economic Character
Wickford Junction Station contains the potential for more than
450,000 square feet of retail, office, and residential space and
a 250-seat community pavilion/amphitheater. It is a unique site,
as it has both auto-oriented and transit-oriented potential. The
site’s anchors—Walmart and Staples—attract auto-oriented
business. The commuter rail station can accommodate over
1,800 passengers daily.
Future retail opportunities exist for restaurants and other
businesses in a proposed mixed-use building connected to the
transit station parking garage. The site is nicely landscaped and
well-maintained, which enhances its appeal. New buildings,
including the parking garage and the Walmart expansion, are
attractive, due to the Town’s design standards.

View of Walmart

Low ILV Parcels by Land Use

There are eight low ILV parcels in Wickford Junction and the
surrounding area, including properties along Quaker Lane and
Ten Rod Road. Key parcels with currently low value – signifying
they are ripe for development – are the Home Depot site and the
Wickford Junction site, including Walmart.
Source: Loopnet.com; InfoFree; Reis; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013-14.
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Wickford Junction: Opportunities and Assets
A Phase I Assessment prepared by Horsley Witten Group in
2011 and interviews with community leaders and local
developers identified the following potential development
opportunities for Wickford Junction:
• Vacant land available for development exists within Wickford
Junction Plaza, and areas west and east of the plaza.
• Public amenities exist within the plaza (amphitheater/park),
and the site has access to surrounding amenities including
Feurer Park and the abandoned rail line (the informal
trailhead).
• The presence of sidewalks reinforces the pedestrian scale,
and connectivity within the plaza and leading out into the
community. Furthermore, the plaza is attractively
landscaped and well-kept.
• Ten Rod Road is designated by RIDOT as a ‘Suitable’
roadway as per the Guide to Cycling the Ocean State 200910. RIPTA Route 66 bus service is available west of the plaza
at the Route 2/102 Park N’ Ride.

Transit Access
A new MBTA station within the plaza,
opened in 2012, will stimulate transitoriented development. While most
agree that the schedule is insufficient
to meet local needs, currently, as
noted earlier in this report, the Rhode
Island Public Transportation Authority
(RIPTA) recently reported that ridership
is slowly increasing and that this pace
of growth is within their expectations.
Additional housing, particularly rental
housing, on the site will serve to
increase ridership. It is expected that
the target audience for Wickford
Junction – recent graduates and
young professionals – are more
interested in access to transit than
other age groups.

Source: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, 2011, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Wickford Junction: Proposed Zoning District
A draft amendment to the North Kingstown Zoning Ordinance proposes a new Wickford Junction (WJ)
District, the purpose of which is to serve “as a mixed-use, transit-oriented, economic development center”
and includes a TDR provision. These new zoning regulations will be necessary for realizing the marketsuitable development opportunities that have been identified as likely or the Wickford Junction Station
area.
While the zoning is not yet finalized, the current WJ District contains the following provisions:
Residential
• A density bonus for residential units from 0.5 units per buildable acre to 30 units per buildable acre
• Requires an average of two bedrooms per unit
• Requires 15 percent of the housing units to be deed restricted as “affordable”
Commercial
• Density depends on site conditions and constraints
• Bonuses are available per the Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Ordinance, by a height increase
• Maximum ground floor area for commercial use is 50,000 square feet
A height bonus of one story or 12 feet (not to exceed four stories, or 60 feet), is available with inclusion of
affordable housing or use of the TDR Ordinance.
Source: HW, Draft Wickford Junction Zoning, 2012.
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Wickford Junction: Potential Development Constraints
Horsley Witten Group’s Phase I Assessment and interviews with community leaders
and local developers also identified the following potential development
constraints for Wickford Junction:
• Local wastewater treatment regulations leave few practicable areas for future
development able to support increased density.
• State stormwater management regulations add significant site costs.
• A large National Grid easement runs from the Village of Allenton to a substation
coincidental with the existing Wickford Junction Plaza entrance on Ten Rod
Road, potentially impacting the development of parcels and circulation patterns
to the south of Ten Rod Road.
• The presence of RIDEM-regulated wetlands and FEMA flood zones limit the
amount of land that can be realistically developed.
• Although the land is underutilized within many of these shopping areas, existing
operations are successful and may delay efforts for wholesale or even
incremental redevelopment.
• The frequency of transit service is insufficient to support commuters, and
weekend service is currently not provided. As discussed on the previous page,
service is expected to increase over time as ridership increases.
Source: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, 2011, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Post Road Corridor: Existing Economic Character
Vacancies on Post
Road
For Sale

For Lease

North Post
Road Corridor

9
8

7
6

Parcels (#)

A detailed commercial profile of the Post Road
Corridor is provided within the Real Estate Market
Analysis section of this report. The Corridor
contains nearly 200 businesses, with 90
businesses located north of Route 403, and 105
businesses located south of Route 403. The
majority of these businesses are small, employing
less than 10 people (67 to 72 percent,
respectively). The most common retail category is
eating and drinking establishments.

5
4
3

At the time of this analysis, there were 16
commercial vacancies for sale or lease along the
Post Road Corridor. According to 2014 listings,
lease rates are approximately $8 to $12 per
square foot for both office and retail space. These
rents are generally lower than the average asking
rent for retail in the Washington County Submarket,
according to Reis. The Improvement to Land Value
Analysis, however, identified more than 70 acres of
underutilized land along the Post Road Corridor.

2
1

South Post
Road Corridor

0

Land Use Type

Source: Loopnet.com; Reis; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013-14.
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Post Road Corridor: Regulatory Framework
4ward Planning reviewed North Kingstown’s regulatory framework, including zoning and subdivision
ordinances, as they relate to the Post Road District (PRD). This review was supplemented by interviews with
staff, business owners, and local developers. We uncovered the following requirements or issues that might
hinder redevelopment in the Post Road Corridor:
•
•
•
•
•

Two-story minimum height requirement
Multi-family not permitted
Schools / training centers not permitted
Sign ordinance
Design standards

Overall, the regulations in place make it clear that the Town is looking to transform Post Road from a
traditional, strip commercial corridor to a more aesthetically pleasing Main Street style of development, with
buildings closer to the road, a narrower road width, and “New England” building design. The stated intent of
the design standards in the Subdivision regulations is “to establish and eventually maintain the PRD as a
vibrant pedestrian-friendly mixed use corridor.” While the objective has merit, it may not be feasible given
the current depressed market of the Post Road Corridor. Furthermore, unless all parcels are turned over,
the Town could arrive at an even more cohesive style along Post Road. We will provide specific
recommendations as to how the Town can better achieve this objective, later in this report.
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Post Road Corridor: Regulatory Framework (cont.)
Regulation

Discussion

Two-story minimum
height required

Requiring a minimum of two stories for the entire three miles of the Post Road
Corridor may limit the Town’s options to attract some retailers, such as gas stations,
banks, or other national formula retailers. However, we did not discover significant
negative perception of the required second story. In fact, that requirement is already
present along Post Road, and is a common feature in retail corridors that serve as
models for Post Road’s village-style build-out.

Multi-family not
permitted

We anticipate that more multi-family rental housing on Post Road will be one of the
strategies to improving the Corridor. Therefore, its prohibition from the Post Road
District will be problematic.

Schools / training
centers not
permitted

Given the lack of demand for retail space, we expect that education, specifically
satellite campuses for universities or trade schools, might be a suitable use for Post
Road.

Sign ordinance

Numerous Post Road business owners and developers expressed concern about the
sign ordinance resulting in extra cost for businesses. Specifically, they identified the
fact that internally illuminated signs are not permitted. These are more affordable
and commonly used by retailers, but also considered less attractive.

Design Standards

While design standards are an effective way to improve and maintain the aesthetics
of an area, they can deter developers who see them as additional time, money, and
uncertainty. Developers interviewed herein expressed mixed opinions on having
design standards on Post Road.
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Post Road Corridor: Post Road Corridor Plan
Post Road Corridor Plan
In addition to a number of more specific
recommendations, the Post Road Corridor Plan (2005)
suggested a coordinated public/private approach would
be necessary to achieve significant improvements
along Post Road. This approach requires regulatory
changes and incentives made by the Town to promote
development, as well as identifying opportunities for
state or federal funding.
The Plan also recommended the Town has a clear
vision for Post Road, such as promoting village centers
(at Quonset/Davisville and at Oakdale Road) rather
than a corridor style of development, to be consistent
with state planning goals at the time. However, the Plan
identifies that neither area completely meets the
criteria of the State’s Growth Centers initiative – most
significantly, that it is not a pedestrian- or bike-friendly
environment. Additionally, the State is currently
preparing a new economic development strategy, for
release in October 2014, which could modify the
availability or criteria.

There remains opportunity to increase the mix
of uses on Post Road, as suggested in the
Plan, if permitted densities are increased to
allow greater concentration of development.
Furthermore, we agree that strong incentives
and a simplified – but still thorough –
development review process will be required
to promote development as desired.

Source: The Cecil Group, Post Road Corridor Plan, 2005.
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Post Road Corridor: Post Road Road Diet
The State has proposed instituting a “Road Diet” on a segment of the South Post Road section, from Maxwell
Drive to Main Street, where Post Road becomes more residential. Through lane markings, this will reduce
the roadway from four lanes to two travel lanes and a middle turn lane. It is expected to lower vehicle
speeds, reduce crashes, improve pedestrian safety, and provide wider lanes and shoulders. However, it does
reduce travel capacity, and portions of the road are expected to near the preferred maximum capacity for a
Road Diet by 2022.
Perceptions of the Road Diet are mixed. Some remain
skeptical about reducing lanes on Post Road because
they are worried it will increase traffic and cause more
people to divert from Post Road. This could be the
case, if the Corridor doesn’t improve overall.

However, studies have shown that lowering traffic
speed and providing amenities for pedestrians (wider
sidewalks, landscaping, streetscape improvements)
increases retail patronage and sales (Hack), or at least
has no impact on businesses (McCormick). North
Kingstown’s plan is to start with a temporary road diet just lane markings. Given the low risk, there appears to
be no economic reason not to implement it.
Sources: Garofalo, for the RI Department of Transportation, Post Road – U.S. Route 1 Road Diet, September 2013; Hack, Gary, Technical Report: Business
Performance in Walkable Shopping Areas, Active Living Research, November 2013; McCormick, Cullen, York Road: The Economics of a Road Diet.
.
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Post Road Corridor: Limiting Factors to Investment
The factors limiting investment in Post Road have been mentioned throughout this
analysis. Though it cannot be pinned on just one thing, the lack of investment is likely
attributed to a combination of economic factors, below, and infrastructure limitations
discussed on the following page.
Economy
• The overall economy, in which consumer spending habits were altered by the Great
Recession.
• Evolution of retail, with the growth of large-format, multi-purpose stores replacing
the smaller specific category stores (clothing, groceries, etc.).
• The growth of online shopping, made attractive by convenience and ease of price
comparison - though brick and mortar still represent the majority of shopping
experiences.
• An oversupply of certain retail categories in the region, whose location does not
require travel on Post Road (e.g. Route 4 to Warwick).

61%
Consumer shopping
time spent in stores

17%
Annual growth of
online shopping

Utility Easement
• A 75-foot-wide utility easement runs along nearly the entire three-mile length of
Post Road, through the front yard of numerous properties. The easement’s width
and location so close to the road, as well as National Grid’s inflexibility, makes it
difficult – if not impossible – for existing landowners to maximize the value of their
property through redevelopment.
Sources: Recasting the Retail Store in Today’s Omnichannel World, AT Kearney, November 2013; Hack, Gary, Technical Report: Business Performance in
Walkable Shopping Areas, Active Living Research, November 2013.
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Post Road Corridor: Limiting Factors to Investment (cont.)
Transportation and Roadways
• Post Road still has a fair amount of daily traffic. However, drivers who
don’t have a reason to be in North Kingstown pass by on Route 4.
• A wide roadway, which allows for greater speed, and difficult turn
movements make drivers less likely to stop and shop on the Post
Road Corridor.
• The corridor, generally, looks run down and lacks any pedestrian
amenities or landscaping. An investment in the aesthetics of Post
Road will be a small step to increase interest in both opening
businesses and spending time on Post Road.
Sewers
• The town has recently installed sewers south of Route 403, but it is
too soon to identify any resulting business development.
• Sewers north of Route 403 will be a necessity in order to meet the
market demands, specifically multi-family housing and additional
specialty restaurants.
• Sewers are a development incentive. Since Post Road is one of the
areas in Town which is suitable and desired for additional
development, the installation of sewers will help catalyze that.

In November 2009, voters
approved a $10 million bond to
fund the installation of sewers
along Post Road, covering the
southern stretch of Post Road
from the Route 403 overpass to
just south of the West Bay YMCA
and several residential properties
along Camp Avenue.
In November 2010, voters
approved another $9.2 million
bond to finance the design and
installation of sewers from Dana
Drive to the Rhode Island State
Police Wickford Barracks,
including the Shore Acres
neighborhood.
This was completed in 2013.

Sources: Recasting the Retail Store in Today’s Omnichannel World, AT Kearney, November 2013; Hack, Gary, Technical Report: Business Performance in
Walkable Shopping Areas, Active Living Research, November 2013.
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Post Road Corridor: Impacts of Sewers
A detailed economic impact analysis was conducted based on a hypothetical but market feasible build-out
scenario along the Post Road Corridor. That detailed analysis, provided later in this report, finds that
business stabilization and housing construction along the Post Road Corridor will have favorable impacts on
the local economy.
•

•

The stabilization of retail operations, including the addition
of retail and business uses (shown at right) primarily on
South Post Road could result in approximately 370 jobs, $30
million in output, and over $2 million in state and local taxes.
The construction of 413 units, primarily in North Post Road,
and subsequent in-migration of new residents could result in
over 520 total jobs, nearly $72 million in total output, and
over $3.3 million in state and local tax revenue.

The economic impact analysis assumed
the following, hypothetical, redevelopment
scenario:

• A 15,000 square-foot health club
• A 2,500 square-foot childcare facility
• Four 10,000 square-foot medical
office buildings
• Two casual dining restaurants
(Friday’s, Chili’s)
• Three independent upscale
restaurants
• More than 400 new residential units

What do sewers have to do with it?
Housing construction of this scale is infeasible without the installation of sewers. Furthermore, the
additional restaurants are much more attractive investments if sewers are present.
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Impacts and Opportunities: Introduction
This section examines more closely the opportunities and challenges identified in earlier sections, particularly
from the stakeholder outreach and the real estate supply and demand analysis.

Economic Impact Analysis
Supporting the above analysis is a cost benefit analysis of installing sewers on both North Post Road and
Wickford Village. Particularly, this analysis will identify how not installing sewers impacts business attraction,
redevelopment, and growth opportunities.
Improvement to Land Value Analysis
The improvement to land value (ILV) ratio analysis is a technique used to identify prospective redevelopment
opportunities within a given locality. The underlying assumption is the value of an improvement (e.g., a house
or commercial building), when compared to the value of the underlying land parcel, should yield a ratio greater
than one-to-one and, typically, a ratio greater than two-to-one. These properties, typically, reflect economic
and/or physical obsolescence and are likely good candidates for redevelopment.
Redevelopment Opportunity Mapping and Prioritization
Based on the foregoing analyses, including the improvement to land value (ILV) analysis and input from the
Town, we identified property sites that present current or prospective commercial and/or industrial private
investment opportunities. Utilizing GIS technology, combined with real property assessment value and zoning
data layers, 4ward Planning produced maps and prioritization of areas with likely near-term and long-term
redevelopment opportunities.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Impacts and Opportunities: Introduction (cont.)
Financial Analysis of Key Redevelopment Sites
Using the stakeholder outreach, input from Town staff, and findings from the Opportunity Mapping exercise,
four key redevelopment sites were identified. The principle objectives for performing the financial feasibility
analyses are (a) to determine the minimum development density (e.g., units of housing and commercial square
footage) and land-use mix (e.g., residential, retail and/or office) which could be financially viable – permitting
a sufficient market rate of return given the associated risk for undertaking a development project within each
of the project sites, and (b) to identify public financial assistance which might be required to facilitate
redevelopment, should financial returns prove insufficient without public financial assistance (in the form of
infrastructure development, tax abatement or a long-term payment in lieu of tax (PILOT) agreement).

Case Study Analysis: Public Private Partnerships
In support of the above financial analysis of key redevelopment sites, 4ward Planning conducted a review of
models of public/private partnerships related to development and redevelopment, both within Rhode Island,
and nationally. The objective is to identify policy and program practices which have allowed local governments
to participate in the financial gains associated with successful development/redevelopment activities. These
types of public/private partnerships have become essential over the past quarter-century to facilitating private
investment in towns and cities.
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Economic Impact Analysis: Methodology
4ward Planning utilized IMPLAN Professional 3.0, a widely used economic impact assessment (also known as
input-output modeling) software system, of potential, to develop projected economic impacts of hypothetical
redevelopment scenarios in North Kingstown. IMPLAN is designed to simplify and expedite input-output
accounting process (e.g., commodity flows from producers to intermediaries to final consumers and all related
multipliers associated with output and employment for a given geography).

In order to adequately evaluate the prospective economic impacts of redevelopment in North Kingstown,
particularly within Wickford Village and along Post Road, 4ward Planning purchased the most recent
economic and demographic data files (2012) for Washington County, Rhode Island. This data file, once
combined with the IMPLAN Professional 3.0 software system, permits the creation of a detailed Social
Accounting Matrix (SAM) and location-specific multipliers for the area.
Direct, indirect, and induced economic impacts were analyzed for the redevelopment scenarios, with 4ward
Planning modeling the final impacts as occurring in 2018. Accordingly, economic impacts related to
permanent employment and economic output from normal retail and hotel operations, as well as the
spending of new North Kingstown households, are estimated for the year 2018. It should be noted that hotel
modeling does not include the economic impacts of building rehabilitation due to lack of spending estimates
available at the time of this analysis. Housing impacts include construction estimates in addition to the
impacts of new households into the area, while retail impacts include stabilized operations. Finally, all dollar
figures are presented in current dollars.
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Economic Impact Analysis:
Methodology (cont.)
The prospective number of housing units constructed
and the various retail uses for each area were derived
from the Real Estate Supply and Demand Analysis
section of this report. The following assumptions were
made for both locations:
• Using the 10-percent capture rate of total housing
demand for each 20-minute drive contour, total
units are 185 and 413 for Wickford Village and
Post Road, respectively. No more than 50 of these
units would be possible in Wickford’s business
district.
• Housing units are an average size of 800 square
feet with average total construction costs of $155
per square foot.
• Thirty-five percent occupancy of new units by
newcomers to Washington County in 2018, with
annual household incomes ranging between
$50,000 and $100,000.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

June 10, 2014
The following hypothetical inputs underpin the economic
impact modeling exercise for Wickford Village, with a
stabilization period beginning in 2018:
•
•

•

A 5,000 sf bed and breakfast with annual
revenues of $250,000
Three upscale restaurants with an average of
2,000 sf and annual sales per sf of $750
Hotel operations for the former Wickford
Elementary site that include 35 rooms at an
average annual occupancy of 75 percent and
average daily revenue per room of $250

A hypothetical redevelopment scenario along Post Road
uses the following inputs:
•
•
•

•
•

A 15,000 sf health club employing 1 FTE (fulltime equivalent) per 1,000 sf
A 2,500 sf childcare facility employing 2 FTEs
per 1,000 sf
Four 10,000 sf medical office buildings
employing 2.5 FTEs per 1,000 sf
Two casual dining restaurants (Friday’s,
Chili’s) at 6,000 sf and $535 per sf in annual
revenue
Three independent upscale restaurants with
an average of 2,500 sf and $700 per sf in
annual revenue

These uses are contingent upon sewer installation, as they
have wastewater demands that cannot be met with the
current infrastructure.
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Economic Impact Analysis: General Input-Output Impact Modeling
Economic impact analysis involves applying a final demand change to a predictive
economic input-output model, and then analyzing the resulting changes in the economy
under study.
More concisely, an impact analysis is an assessment of change in overall economic activity
as a result of change in one or several specific economic activities.
Economic impacts, whether for employment or output, are typically referenced as direct,
indirect, and induced. 4ward Planning has expressed the estimated direct, indirect, and
induced impacts for each year in this analysis.

Direct

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Indirect

Induced

Total
Effects
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Economic Impact Analysis: General Input-Output Impact Modeling
Example:
Direct impacts are the result of a change in final demand.
For example, if $10 million is invested in building construction, increasing demand for buildings by $10 million…

Indirect effects result from changes in demand for factors of production.
…the $10 million increase in the construction industry sector revenue causes a $4 million increase in purchase orders to related
industries, like lumber and heavy machinery.

Induced effects result from changes in household spending.
Building construction, lumber production, and heavy machinery manufacturing pay their workers wages to deliver various
products, enabling workers to spend an additional $100,000 within the regional economy.

Total effects are the combination of direct, indirect, and induced effects.
The total effect of a $10 million increase in building construction demand, then, is equal to $14.1 million ($10 million + $4 million
+ $100,000).
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Economic Impact Analysis: Wickford Village Residential Summary
Employment Impacts of Housing
234

250

Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

200

Jobs

150

Economic Impacts of Housing

139

Employment
139
41
54
234

Output
$21,790,335
$3,874,815
$6,460,375
$32,125,525

100

41

50

54

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Employment

0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Output Impacts of Housing
$35,000

$32,126

Food services and drinking places
Retail Stores - Food and beverage
Architectural, engineering, and related services
Retail Stores - General merchandise
Retail Stores - Miscellaneous

Indirect and Induced
Employment
10
8
5
5
4

Thousand Dollars

$30,000
$25,000

$21,790

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Output

$20,000
$15,000
$10,000

$6,460
$3,875

$5,000

$0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Real estate establishments
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation
Food services and drinking places
Wholesale trade businesses
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Output
$701,197
$677,662
$581,528
$524,027
$456,413
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Economic Impact Analysis: Wickford Village Residential Summary
Tax Impacts of Housing

Dividends
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle Lic
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L NonTaxes
Corporate Profits Tax
Personal Tax: Income Tax
Personal Tax: NonTaxes (Fines- Fees)
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License
Personal Tax: Property Taxes
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)
Total State and Local Tax

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

$3,054
$6,776
$12,012
$390,842
$599,128
$5,253
$0
$26,213
$16,688
$65,883
$188,602
$147,649
$6,829
$7,439
$1,990
$1,478,358
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Economic Impact Analysis: Wickford Village Retail Summary
Employment Impacts of Retail Operations
120

106

100

Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

86

80
Jobs

Economic Impacts of Retail Operations

60

Employment
86
10
10
106

Output
$6,437,788
$1,161,010
$1,201,863
$8,800,661

40

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Employment
20

10

10

0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Output Impacts of Retail Operations
$10,000

$8,801

$9,000

Food services and drinking places
Real estate establishments
Services to buildings and dwellings
Maintenance and repair of nonresidential structures
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Employment
3
2
1
1
1

Thousand Dollars

$8,000
$7,000

$6,438

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Output

$6,000

$5,000
$4,000
$3,000
$2,000

$1,161

$1,202

$1,000
$0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Induced Total Effect
Effect

Real estate establishments
Food services and drinking places
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation
Wholesale trade businesses
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Output
$335,983
$190,704
$122,267
$108,826
$83,788
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Economic Impact Analysis: Wickford Village Retail Summary
Tax Impacts of Retail Operations
Dividends
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle Lic
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L NonTaxes
Corporate Profits Tax
Personal Tax: Income Tax
Personal Tax: NonTaxes (Fines- Fees)
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License
Personal Tax: Property Taxes
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)
Total State and Local Tax

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

$492
$3,042
$5,393
$322,970
$495,086
$4,341
$0
$21,661
$13,790
$10,621
$55,850
$43,723
$2,022
$2,203
$589
$981,785
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Economic Impact Analysis: Wickford Village Redevelopment Total
Employment Impacts of Redevelopment

Economic Impacts of Redevelopment

400
340

350

Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

300
Jobs

250

225

200

Employment
225
51
64
340

Output
$28,228,123
$5,035,825
$7,662,238
$40,926,186

150
100

51

50

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Employment

64

0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Output Impacts of Redevelopment
$45,000

$40,926

Food services and drinking places
Retail Stores - Food and beverage
Real estate establishments
Architectural, engineering, and related services
Retail Stores - General merchandise

Indirect and Induced
Employment
13
8
6
5
5

$40,000
Thousand Dollars

$35,000
$30,000

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Output

$28,228

$25,000
$20,000
$15,000

$10,000

$5,036

$5,000

$7,662

$0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect
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Induced Total Effect
Effect

Real estate establishments
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation
Food services and drinking places
Wholesale trade businesses
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Output
$1,037,180
$799,928
$772,231
$632,853
$540,201
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Economic Impact Analysis: Wickford Village Redevelopment Total
Tax Impacts of Redevelopment
Dividends
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle Lic
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L NonTaxes
Corporate Profits Tax
Personal Tax: Income Tax
Personal Tax: NonTaxes (Fines- Fees)
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License
Personal Tax: Property Taxes
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)
Total State and Local Tax

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

$3,547
$9,818
$17,405
$713,813
$1,094,215
$9,595
$0
$47,875
$30,478
$76,505
$244,452
$191,372
$8,851
$9,642
$2,579
$2,460,145
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Economic Impact Analysis: Post Road Residential
Employment Impacts of Housing
600

522

500

Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

400
Jobs

Economic Impacts of Housing

310
300
200

91

100

121

Employment
310
91
121
522

Output
$48,645,450
$8,650,263
$14,422,352
$71,718,064

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Employment

0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Output Impacts of Housing
$80,000

$71,718

Food services and drinking places
Retail Stores - Food and beverage
Architectural, engineering, and related services
Retail Stores - General merchandise
Retail Stores - Miscellaneous

Indirect and Induced
Employment
22
17
11
10
9

Thousand Dollars

$70,000
$60,000
$50,000

$48,645

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Output

$40,000
$30,000
$20,000

$14,422

$8,650

$10,000
$0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect
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Induced Total Effect
Effect

Real estate establishments
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation
Food services and drinking places
Wholesale trade businesses
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Output
$1,565,375
$1,512,835
$1,298,221
$1,169,854
$1,018,912
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Economic Impact Analysis: Post Road Residential
Tax Impacts of Housing

Dividends
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle Lic
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L NonTaxes
Corporate Profits Tax
Personal Tax: Income Tax
Personal Tax: NonTaxes (Fines- Fees)
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License
Personal Tax: Property Taxes
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)
Total State and Local Tax

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

$6,818
$15,127
$26,815
$872,529
$1,337,513
$11,728
$0
$58,520
$37,255
$147,080
$421,041
$329,617
$15,245
$16,607
$4,442
$3,300,338
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Economic Impact Analysis: Post Road Retail
Employment Impacts of Retail Operations
Economic Impacts of Retail Operations
400

365

350

Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

286

300
Jobs

250
200

Employment
286
33
47
365

Output
$22,027,480
$3,897,003
$5,523,002
$31,447,485

150
100
33

50

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Employment

47

0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Output Impacts of Retail Operations
$35,000

$31,447

Food services and drinking places
Real estate establishments
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners
Services to buildings and dwellings
Retail Stores - Food and beverage

Indirect and Induced
Employment
11
8
3
3
3

Thousand Dollars

$30,000
$25,000

$22,027

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Output

$20,000

$15,000
$10,000
$3,897

$5,000

$5,523

$0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Real estate establishments
Food services and drinking places
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation
Wholesale trade businesses
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Output
$1,401,164
$675,934
$610,664
$452,979
$388,475
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Economic Impact Analysis: Post Road Retail
Tax Impacts of Retail Operations

Dividends
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle Lic
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L NonTaxes
Corporate Profits Tax
Personal Tax: Income Tax
Personal Tax: NonTaxes (Fines- Fees)
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License
Personal Tax: Property Taxes
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)
Total State and Local Tax

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

$1,383
$12,978
$23,007
$605,289
$927,857
$8,136
$0
$40,596
$25,844
$29,824
$259,709
$203,317
$9,403
$10,244
$2,740
$2,160,327
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Economic Impact Analysis: Post Road Redevelopment Total
Employment Impacts of Redevelopment
1,000

887

900
800
700

Direct Effect
Indirect Effect
Induced Effect
Total Effect

596

600
Jobs

Economic Impacts of Redevelopment

500

Employment
596
124
168
887

Output
$70,672,930
$12,547,265
$19,945,354
$103,165,549

400

300
200

124

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Employment

168

100

0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Output Impacts of Redevelopment
$120,000
$103,166

Food services and drinking places
Retail Stores - Food and beverage
Real estate establishments
Architectural, engineering, and related services
Retail Stores - General merchandise

Indirect and Induced
Employment
33
19
16
12
12

Thousand Dollars

$100,000
$80,000

Top Industries by Indirect and Induced Output

$70,673

$60,000
$40,000
$20,000

$12,547

$19,945

$0
Direct
Effect

Indirect
Effect

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Induced Total Effect
Effect

Real estate establishments
Monetary authorities and depository credit intermediation
Food services and drinking places
Wholesale trade businesses
Offices of physicians, dentists, and other health practitioners

Indirect and Induced
Output
$2,966,540
$2,123,499
$1,974,155
$1,622,832
$1,407,387
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Economic Impact Analysis: Post Road Redevelopment Total
Tax Impacts of Post Road Redevelopment

Dividends
Social Ins Tax- Employee Contribution
Social Ins Tax- Employer Contribution
Indirect Bus Tax: Sales Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Property Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Motor Vehicle Lic
Indirect Bus Tax: Severance Tax
Indirect Bus Tax: Other Taxes
Indirect Bus Tax: S/L NonTaxes
Corporate Profits Tax
Personal Tax: Income Tax
Personal Tax: NonTaxes (Fines- Fees)
Personal Tax: Motor Vehicle License
Personal Tax: Property Taxes
Personal Tax: Other Tax (Fish/Hunt)
Total State and Local Tax

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

$8,201
$28,105
$49,822
$1,477,818
$2,265,370
$19,864
$0
$99,116
$63,099
$176,903
$680,751
$532,934
$24,648
$26,851
$7,182
$5,460,665
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Economic Impact Analysis: Takeaway
•

•

•
•

•

Beginning in 2018, the additional retail operations in Wickford Village are estimated to result in 106
jobs, $8.8 million in economic output, and nearly $1 million in state and local taxes. Due to the
wastewater requirements of these uses, the redevelopment scenario in Wickford Village is only feasible if
sewers are installed.
Projected housing construction of 185 units in Wickford Village, along with the in-migration of new
households in North Kingstown, is estimated to result in over 230 total jobs, $32 million in total
economic output, and nearly $1.5 million in state and local tax revenue. Note that no more than 40 of
these units would be feasible in Wickford’s business district, the rest being in the broader Wickford area.
Additionally, the stabilization of retail operations along Post Road is estimated to result in approximately
370 jobs, $30 million in output, and over $2 million in state and local taxes.
The construction of 413 units along Post Road and subsequent in-migration of new residents are
estimated to result in over 520 total jobs, nearly $72 million in total output, and over $3.3 million in
state and local tax revenue.
On net, this analysis finds that the redevelopment scenarios presented would contribute positively to the
local and regional economy.

Summary of Economic Impacts: Wickford Village (2018)

Housing
Retail Operations
Total Project

Employment
(Total Effect)
234
106
340

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Output
(millions)
$32.1
$8.8
$40.9

Total State and
Local Taxes
$1,478,358
$981,785
$2,460,145

Summary of Economic Impacts: Post Road Corridor (2018)

Housing
Retail Operations
Total Project

Employment
(Total Effect)
522
365
887

Output
(millions)
$71.7
$31.4
$103.1

Total State and
Local Taxes
$3,300,338
$2,160,327
$5,460,665
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Improvement to Land Value Analysis: Methodology
The improvement to land value (ILV) ratio analysis is a technique used to identify prospective
redevelopment opportunities within a given locality. The technique’s underlying assumption is that the
value of an improvement (e.g., a house or commercial building), when compared to the value of the
underlying land parcel, should yield a ratio greater than one-to-one and, typically, a ratio greater than twoto-one (for example, a house assessed at $200,000 and the land on which it sits assessed at $100,000).
ILV ratios can and do vary, based on factors such as area real estate market values, the degree of
urbanization, and property assessment techniques. However, as a general rule, properties which exhibit
ILV ratios of one-to-one or less, typically, reflect economic and/or physical obsolescence (e.g., candidate
redevelopment properties).

Utilizing geographic information system (GIS) mapping technology (ArcGIS 10.2) and North Kingstown tax
assessor land and improvement data, 4ward Planning identified properties in North Kingstown exhibiting
relatively low ILV ratios. We then grouped parcels according to land-use category (e.g., multi-family
residential, commercial and industrial) and calculated the ILV ratio statistical median for each category.
Properties exhibiting particularly low ILV ratios (e.g., properties where ILV values are less than half of the
median ILV value of their land-use category) were identified as potential redevelopment sites. Additional
detail on these parcels is provided in Appendix F.
As further validation, 4ward Planning then gathered real property vacancy data using LoopNet, an online
commercial real estate listing service. Parcels with both low ILV ratios and vacancies are, consequently,
identified as likely redevelopment candidates.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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4ward Planning analyzed
parcels in the following landuse categories:
Davisville

Mixed-use: combination
property (commercial &
residential)

Post Road
Quonset
Wickford
Junction
Rolling Greens

Lafayette

Wickford
Village

Dry Bridge Road
Hamilton

Commercial: commercial
values less than $100,000;
commercial values of
$100,000 or greater;
commercial vacant;
commercial condo;
commercial buildings on
leased land
Industrial: industrial and
industrial condo

Labels in the map
identify previously
established Villages or
targeted economic
development areas.
Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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There are 70 mixed-use parcels in North
Kingstown. The median ILV ratio is 1.193,
making the target ILV ratio for mixed-use
0.596. Based on this measure, nine mixed-use
parcels exhibit low ILV ratios.
Wickford
Junction

One mixed-use low ILV parcel is located just
outside of Wickford Junction. The remaining
eight are located in or near Wickford Village.

Wickford
Village

Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Davisville

2
Post Road

3

Quonset

Wickford
Junction
Rolling
Greens

Lafayette

Wickford
Village

4

Low ILV commercial parcels are
dispersed throughout North
Kingstown, as exhibited in the map
to the left, with the largest such
parcels located in the Dry Bridge
Road area.

1

Dry Bridge Road
Vacancy (further detail
on page 208)

There are 542 commercial parcels
in North Kingstown. The median
ILV ratio for commercial properties
is 0.67, making the threshold ILV
ratio for commercial use 0.335.
Based on this measure, 126
commercial parcels exhibit low ILV
ratios.

Hamilton

Note: Nearly 150 commercial
parcels are condos or are on
leased land and have zero
assessed land value. As this
results in a division by zero
error, all parcels with zero land
assessment value are excluded
from the analysis.
Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Davisville

Quonset

There are 114 industrial
parcels in North Kingstown.
The median ILV ratio for
these properties is 1.88,
making the threshold ILV
ratio for industrial parcels
0.94. Based on this
measure, 17 industrial
parcels exhibit low ILV ratios.

Wickford
Village

Low ILV industrial land
parcels are concentrated,
primarily, in Quonset and
near Dry Bridge Road.

Post
Road
Wickford
Junction
Rolling
Greens
Lafayette

Dry Bridge Road

Hamilton

Note: Forty-nine industrial
parcels are condos and have
zero assessed land value. As
this results in a division by
zero error, all parcels with
zero land assessment value
are excluded from the
analysis.

Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Improvement to Land Value Analysis: Vacancies
4ward Planning analyzed vacancies within North Kingstown using LoopNet. The table below provides
information on low ILV properties that also exhibit vacancies, according to LoopNet.

Map ID Address
1

Owner
Prevailing Properties
730 Boston Neck Rd Commercial Vacant LLC

2

120 Moscrip Av

Commercial Vacant QP LLC

3

7470 Post Rd

Commercial values
over $100,000

376 Dry Bridge Rd

Commercial values
over $100,000

4

Zoning

Improvement
Value

Land
Value

Land
Area
(Acres)

ILV Ratio

$0 $297,800

3.15

0

$0 $309,700

4.89

0

MTM Development
Corporation

$45,700 $317,300

1.38

0.14

Dry Bridge Commerce
Park LLC

$17,300 $114,900

9.37

0.15

Source: Loopnet.com; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Improvement to Land Value Analysis: Findings
Approximately 853 acres of land within North Kingstown have low ILV ratios (that is, where the ratio of the
value of the built structure to the value of the assessed land is lower than the median ILV ratio for that
land-use class). As exhibited in the below table, 79.1 percent of the 853 acres are zoned commercial,
followed by industrially zone acreage (20.5 percent) and mixed-use acreage (less than a half-percent).
Summary of Underutilized Parcels in Villages and Economic Development Focus Areas
Location

Underutilized
Underutilized
Underutilized
Mixed-use (acres) Commercial (acres) Industrial (acres)

Davisville

70.0

Post Road Corridor

73.1

Quonset

34.1

54.0

2.1

5.5*

Wickford Village

1.6

Hamilton

5.5

Lafayette

0.3

Dry Bridge Road

317.6

Rolling Greens
Wickford Junction

27.0
1.1

Parcels outside of focus areas
Total

93.7

2.7

33.1
112.1

22.0

674.9

175.2

* Though appearing as underutilized, this parcel is a working marina and boat storage yard and an important
piece of North Kingstown’s maritime economy.

Source: Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Improvement to Land Value Analysis: Takeaway
Large private industry employers (e.g., manufacturers, back-office call centers, distribution warehouse
operators) are likely to target areas with concentrations of large contiguous vacant and/or underutilized
land, such as found around Dry Bridge Road. While North Kingstown does not have a lot of contiguous
low ILV land, the following areas feature concentrations of land parcels with low ILV ratios:

Post Road:

Dry Bridge Road:

Wickford Junction:

•Scattered commercial sites
along Post Road suggest a
combination of infill
redevelopment opportunities
and the need for consolidation
of commercial uses into a
smaller corridor.

•Commercial and industrial
•Commercial and mixed-use
sites along Dry Bridge Road and sites along Ten Rod Road and
in close proximity to State
Quaker Lane, close to State
Highway 4. Properties in this
Highway 4 and Wickford
area of North Kingstown are
Junction Station, suggest
most suitable for large
opportunity for complimentary
industrial and commercial
mixed-use TOD investment.
businesses.

Wickford Village:
•Scattered commercial and
mixed-use parcels along Brown
Street suggest infill opportunity.
•The large industrial parcel
across the harbor is an
important maritime use and not
a development opportunity,
despite the low ILV.

Source: Esri; Town of North Kingstown; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013.
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Redevelopment Opportunity Prioritization: Methodology
4ward Planning developed a model to analyze redevelopment opportunity for potential redevelopment sites in
North Kingstown. This model was first developed for Rhode Map RI and was revised for this project. The
criteria used to establish redevelopment timeframe (near- or long-term opportunities) reflect those metrics
which are easy to measure and impact the ease of which a redevelopment can occur. They are detailed on the
following page.

The potential sites that were included in this analysis were identified as follows:
1.
2.
3.

All sites that had very low improvement to land value as identified in the earlier ILV analysis (see also, a
summary of these sites in Appendix F).
The four areas the town selected for the Financial Feasibility Analysis (follows this section).
The eight areas the town requested be evaluated as redevelopment opportunities for the Rhode Map RI
economic development strategic planning process.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Redevelopment Opportunity Prioritization: Methodology (cont.)
Establishing Criteria
Each of the criteria on the next page are assigned a weight (high, medium, or low importance) and a score. The
final score is converted to a 100-point scale. Categories with no data are excluded, so all plots can be
compared. The higher the score, the better the candidate for a short-term redevelopment project.
A cluster analysis (a statistical method that allows one to look at the natural breaks in data), determined the
scores which distinguish near- and long-term projects. Sites with the highest scores exemplify a number of the
factors necessary for a good short-term project: a large amount of land, access to sewer infrastructure, an
amendable owner, no or minimal zoning changes, a large amount of low ILV land. Sites with lower scores have
a few, but not enough, of these criteria and are better candidates for long-term redevelopment.
Some of the criteria used are subjective, depend on a future land use that has not yet been determined, or are
simply unknown at this time. Additionally, there are environmental and land constraints that will surely impact
redevelopment opportunities which have not been included in these criteria. Therefore, it should be recognized
that the findings provided herein may be modified to reflect these more subjective factors or other
development constraints.
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Redevelopment Opportunity Prioritization: Criteria
Category 1: Zoning

50 points

Is the site properly zoned for the intended or marketfeasible re-use? If there is no anticipated re-use, an
answer of unknown was provided.

Category 2: Area (acres)

50 points

A larger area likely has greater opportunity and appeal
for redevelopment. But this needs to be looked at in
context, as it isn’t always the case.

Category 6: Infrastructure

100 points

This metric strictly quantifies whether sewer
infrastructure is available for a redevelopment. Certain
land uses are only feasible if sewers are available.

Category 7: Accessible to Transit

50 points

Having multiple modes of access to a site is more
attractive for redevelopment. This metric awards points
to sites that have access to public transit (bus or train).

Category 3: Improvement to Land Value 100 points

Category 8: Demolition or Site Assemblage 100 pts

A site with more land that is low improvement to land
value (ILV) means it is more ripe for development. Data
for this calculation was derived from our prior analysis.

Sites requiring demolition or site assemblage will take
longer to redevelop and have higher costs. Therefore,
this metric has three weights: extensive, some, or none,
based on existing land conditions and parcel ownership.

Category 4: Ownership Participation

100 points

This metric attempts to quantify if the land owner(s) is
amenable to redevelopment of the property. It is a
subjective metric and a response of unknown is
allowed.

Category 5: Number of Owners

50 points

It is easiest to redevelop an area when it is all under
one ownership. While there is an advantage to site
assemblage, single-parcel sites will rank higher in this
metric than multi-parcel sites with multiple owners.

Category 9: Re-Zoning

100 points

Regulatory changes can be a deterrent to developers. An
estimate was made on the length of time it would take
to rezone a site (three options). Sites not requiring
rezoning received the lowest category (0 months).

Category 10: Private or Public

100 points

In some cases, publically owned parcels are easier to
redevelop. Therefore they are given a higher ranking.

Category 11: Floodplain

50 points

Being located in a floodplain, such as in Wickford, can
complicate redevelopment options.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Post Road (4)

Redevelopment
Opportunity Prioritization

Kingstown Plaza
6875 Post Road

6525 Post Road
Former Bailey
Dodge Site
Post Road (3)

Former Tarbox
Automobile Dealership
Post Road (1)

The shaded areas shown at right are
characterized as either near- (2 to 5 year) or
long- (6 years or more) term redevelopment
opportunities. As mentioned above, areas
were either identified by the Town as
potential redevelopment opportunities
(named sites) or they were shown to be ripe
for redevelopment through the earlier
improvement-to-land value analysis (having
low ILV).
Note that a site shown on this map does not
suggest there is a redevelopment plan in
place or intended for each area, only that
these areas have potential for
redevelopment.

Post Road (2)
Post Road (5)
7605 Post Road
Post Road
Shopping Plaza
Area

Current Park
and Ride Lot

7400 Post
Road
7470 Post
Road
Wickford
Motor Inn
Area

Former
Nursing Home
Corner Tavern/Bald
Hill Garden Center

Dry Bridge
Road Area

Lafayette
Mill Area

15 West Main St

6 Main St
2 Main St

13 West Main St
95 Brown St
Wickford
Market
Brown St (1)

93 Brown St
Brown St (2)
Brown St (3)

(6 or more years)
(2 to 5 years)

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Redevelopment Opportunities: Near-Term
The prioritization for potential redevelopment opportunities in North Kingstown, mapped on the previous
page, is shown in a matrix on these next two pages. Below, near-term (2 to 5 years) redevelopment
opportunities will be the easiest to facilitate, because these sites already meet a number of important
criteria, including: zoning in place, no infrastructure investment required, and an owner/developer
amenable to redevelopment. Targeted reuse is an assumption, based on the market-feasible uses.
Near-Term Redevelopment Opportunities
Name

Focus Area

Plat and Lot

Targeted Reuse

7400 Post Rd.
7470 Post Rd.
7605 Post Rd.
Post Rd. (1)
Post Rd. (2)
Post Rd. (3)
Post Rd. (4)
Post Rd. (5)
Current "Park and Ride" Lot
Former Tarbox automobile dealership

South Post Road
South Post Road
South Post Road
South Post Road
South Post Road
North Post Road
North Post Road
South Post Road
Wickford Junction
North Post Road

Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Mixed-use
Mixed-use
Commercial
Commercial
Mixed-use

Wickford Motor Inn Area

South Post Road

Post Road Shopping Plaza Area
Lafayette Mill Area

South Post Road
n/a

138-90
108-107
135-19
138-81
136-9
146-67
157-77
135-10
111-004
147-083, 14769, 147-005
108-108, 108042, 108-056
135-018
027-012, 027032

Dry Bridge Road Area

Dry Bridge Road Area

Zoning
Change
Required
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Infrastructure
Investment
Needed
None
None
None
None
None
Sewer
Sewer
None
Sewer
Sewer

Commercial, Mixed- Possibly
Use or Open Space
Commercial
No
Commercial
No

None

Industrial

All

No

None
Sewer

Note: Named areas were identified by the Town as redevelopment areas; the addresses are primarily sites identified as having low ILV.
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Redevelopment Opportunities: Long Term
Long-term redevelopment opportunities are those that would take longer to redevelop, in 5 years or more,
because they fail to meet a number of the evaluation criteria. However, in some cases just one change could
move a project from long-term to near-term, as discussed on the following page. Targeted reuse is an
assumption, based on the market-feasible uses.
Long-Term Redevelopment Opportunities
Name

Focus Area

Plat and Lot

Targeted Reuse

13 W Main St.
15 W Main St.
2 Main St.
6 Main St.
6525 Post Rd.
6875 Post Rd.
93 Brown St.
95 Brown St.
Brown St. (1)
Brown St. (3)
Brown St. (4)
Wickford Market
Corner Tavern/Bald Hill Garden
Center
Kingstown Plaza
Former Bailey Dodge site
Former Nursing Home

Wickford Village
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
North Post Road
North Post Road
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
Wickford Village
n/a

117-155
117-153
117-157
117-158
157-144
147-17
117-217
117-218
117-191
117-214
117-213
117-192, 117-193
102-006, 102-007,
102-008, 102-025
157-143, 157-147

North Post Road
North Post Road
n/a

Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Mixed-use
Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail or Mixed-use
Retail
Mixed-use

Zoning
Change
Required
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Infrastructure
Investment
Needed
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer
Sewer

Mixed-use
Commercial
Commercial

Yes
No
No

Sewer
Sewer
Sewer

Note: Named areas were identified by the Town as redevelopment areas; the addresses are primarily sites identified as having low ILV.
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Redevelopment Opportunity Prioritization: Takeaways
It is important to remember, that just because a project is identified on the previous pages, it does not mean
redevelopment is inevitable. There are many factors involved in achieving successful redevelopment, only
some of which are factored into this model. In most cases, the near-term priority sites will be the easiest for
the Town to see redeveloped because they have few development constraints and an amenable developer
and/or landowner. However, as noted before, one change could in many case move a project from long-term
to near-term priority, such as:
•
•
•
•

Changing the zoning to permit the proposed land use.
Providing sewer infrastructure (not insignificant, but currently on the table). Sewer infrastructure must be
in place for high-density residential definitely and makes higher-quality retail development more attractive.
The Town facilitating the assemblage of adjacent parcels or demolition.
Introducing a land owner/developer to the potential opportunities for a site.

While financial and tax incentives can be useful and welcome, our interviews indicated that what developers
want most is certainty. While perceived or not, it was frequently reported that the development process takes
too long and costs too much. The opportunity cost of a shorter (say 30-60 days) and more predictable review
period, is greater than financial incentives. The Town will have most success in achieving redevelopment
potential by streamlining the development approval process. With the right zoning and permitting process in
place, and once infrastructure needs are met, the Town should not have to expend significant amounts of
money to attract development and business opportunities.
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Financial Feasibility of Key Sites: Methodology
The four sites subject to this financial analysis were selected by North Kingstown economic development
officials, based on these sites offering relatively significant redevelopment potential over the next several
years, despite the findings in the prior analysis that some could be longer-term projects (due to the need
for zoning changes, lack of infrastructure, or others).





The former nursing home site located at 691 Ten Rod Road
The former Tarbox Toyota car dealership site located at 6975 Post Road
The former Dodge Bailey car dealership site located at Post Road and Chadsey Road
The currently operational rock quarry site located on Dry Bridge Road

4ward Planning developed land-use development assumptions, based on total acreage, likely zoning
established, and market receptivity (identified via the market analysis). Conventional and locally germane
metrics were used for site work and construction cost estimates (informed by interviews with local
developers). Further, to ensure that our analysis was realistic, known and/or assumed predevelopment
costs were identified and modeled within the financial development pro forma (e.g., property acquisition,
demolition, and general site improvements).
4ward Planning created two alternative development and operating pro forma (in an Excel based model),
on an unleveraged basis, for each of the four prospective redevelopment opportunities examined.
Separating out the financial analysis in this way permitted a meaningful financial return comparison.
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Financial Feasibility of Key Sites: Methodology
Model and Key Assumptions
Much detail was built into both the development and operating pro forma, including estimated annual
average inflation rates, estimated hard and soft construction costs per square foot, estimated site work,
estimated demolition costs, estimated per-square-foot multi-family rental and commercial lease rates, etc.
The pro forma variables having most influence on the prospective financial return rates for each
redevelopment scenario (e.g., cash-on-cash and internal rate of return) are as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential construction costs per square foot
Property acquisition costs
Market residential rental rates
Office construction costs
Office lease rates
Residential and commercial space density

While adjustments to any of the above variables had a noticeable impact on return rates within the cash
flow model, it should be understood that all of these variables, with little exception, are subject to market
forces and, therefore, cannot be arbitrarily adjusted for purposes of achieving a desired financial result.
We were also careful to input variables which are considered market supportable, based on a prospective
mixed-use development project.
More detail on the methodology and assumptions used can be found in Appendix G.
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Financial Feasibility of Key Sites: Findings
The projected financial analysis findings are exhibited in the below table. More specifics on the sites and
their prospective redevelopment scenarios, as well as more precise metrics, can be found in Appendix G.
Site/Building

Bailey Dodge Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
2.8
2.8

Residential Units
Rental
For Sale
Units
Units
0
0
0
0

Retail
Space
19,622
19,622

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
5,000
0

Total
Project
Costs
$3,444,510
$4,292,380

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
10.7%
9.7%

Realization
Time Horizon
2 to 5 Years
2 to 5 Years

Total
Project
Costs
$8,078,828
$14,627,129

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
7.6%
6.9%

Realization
Time Horizon
2 to 4 Years
2 to 4 Years

Tarbox Toyota Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
3.5
3.5

Rental
Units
31
69

For Sale
Units
14
31

Retail
Space
10,000
0

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
0
0

Nursing Home Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
0.68
0.68

Rental
Units
21
0

For Sale
Units
9
0

Retail
Space
0
0

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
18,024
0

Total
Project
Costs
$4,374,184
$1,533,912

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
6.2%
12.8%

Realization
Time Horizon
2 to 5 Years
3 to 6 Years

Dry Bridge Road Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
290
290

Rental
Units
0
0

For Sale
Units
286
0

Retail
Space
0
0

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
0
2,500,000

Total
Project
Costs
$107,609,502
$319,504,500

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
NA
7.7%

Realization
Time Horizon
4 to 7 Years
8 to 12 Years
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Case Study Analysis: Methodology
4ward Planning conducted a
“promising case” practices
examination of economic development
and planning initiatives involving
public/private partnerships with
potential application to North
Kingstown.
Through a combination of Internet
research and phone interview results,
4ward Planning summarizes, in this
section, initiative highlights and
takeaways for each case study.

Identify
Examples

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Public/Private
Partnerships

Considering that municipalities in Rhode Island, including North
Kingstown, are heavily reliant on property taxes for their
operating budgets and cannot increase property taxes due to a
statewide cap, it is worth exploring new methods of revenue
generation that support the Town’s goals for economic
development business growth.

While North Kingstown has already begun to seek nontraditional funding sources such as implementing a transfer of
development rights (TDR) program at Wickford Junction, the
whole Town may benefit from additional opportunities in the
form of public/private partnerships.

Research
Best Case
Practices

•Results
•Structure
•Applicable to
North
Kingstown

Report
Lessons
Learned

•Successful
Models
•Partnerships
•Planning
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Case Study Analysis:
Coastal Extreme Brewing, Newport RI
Initiative Summary
Taking advantage of existing municipal land assets, the City of Newport partnered with
Coastal Extreme Brewing, a local company seeking to expand its operations. The
company secured financing for construction and new equipment, but was unable to fund
the land costs required for an upgraded facility. A collaborative deal was made; the City
entered into a long-term lease agreement with the company, securing a steady stream
of revenue from previously underutilized land. This allowed the new brewery and
distillery site to more than double the production capacity and create new jobs. The City
paid off the purchase value of the site in 12 years; there are 87 years left on the lease.
Since completion of the deal, the brewery has grown significantly and has become a
popular tourist destination. With 2,000 to 3,000 visitors each year at the former site,
the company had to shut down production and relocate equipment for public tours.
Since the public/private partnership, the company has approximately 10,000 unique
visitors each year. Coastal Extreme Brewing is now expanding again, in the new location.

Key Takeaway
• Public Sector Intervention as a Catalyst
for Growth – In what can fairly be
described as a positive-sum outcome,
the City of Newport was able to
capitalize on underutilized property it
owned to facilitate the expansion of a
local company. The president of Coastal
Extreme Brewing has said that, “without
collaboration from the city and public
sector, it would not have been possible
to make a necessary expansion like this
in Newport.”

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Photo Source: Newport Storm

Overview
Private
Beneficiary

Coastal Extreme
Brewing

Asset

Land for brewing and
distillery facility

Key
Institutions
and
Organizations

City of Newport, Rhode
Island Department of
Transportation (initially
owned land before
selling to City for
purposes of matching
federal grant funding)

Key Points
Deal Type

Long-term land lease

Funds
Leveraged

Recurring $25,000
annual payments;
taxes and liability
insurance; 5-year
adjustment

Success
Factors

Utilization of existing
municipal assets

Major
Successes

Local company growth,
job creation, secondary
revenue stream for city
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Case Study Analysis: Coastal Extreme Brewing – Lessons Learned
The partnership between the City of Newport and Coastal Extreme Brewing crucially highlights the capacity
of municipalities to capitalize on existing, underutilized assets for the purposes of generating secondary
revenue outside of property taxes while simultaneously contributing to local economic development. The City
paid for its purchase of the land in 12 years; but there are 87 years left on the lease, during which time the
City generates revenue. North Kingstown could similarly benefit from considering residual revenue streams
from underutilized land, buildings, and other resources currently under municipal ownership. A
comprehensive inventory of existing municipal assets would contribute to such an initiative.
As Newport was able to catalyze the continued success of a growing firm by leasing land, North Kingstown
may similarly be positioned to benefit from growing firms looking to potentially upsize within its borders. The
employer survey conducted for this project found that 60 percent of North Kingstown businesses don’t have
enough space for their current or future needs and nearly half of all businesses would be at least somewhat
likely to expand their business within North Kingstown. The ability for North Kingstown to capitalize on the
creative use of land leases while at the same time influencing the social and planning outcomes of public
land could be beneficial for the public and private sectors alike.
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Case Study Analysis:
Quonset Business Park, North Kingstown RI
Initiative Summary
Located within North Kingstown, Quonset Business Park is the location of approximately
9,500 jobs and over 180 companies. The 3,207-acre public/private partnership has
been described as “a hotbed of activity and rare economic bright spot in recessionravaged Rhode Island” and “a model of smart growth innovation” by Grow Smart Rhode
Island. A streamlined permitting process with uniform development regulations as well
as investment in infrastructure improvements has been crucial to the success of
Quonset. As of early 2014, the total public sector investment (over $665 million since
1980) has been doubled by private investment within the park, highlighting the
enormous potential of targeted public investment and land-use reforms in facilitating
economic development.

Overview
Key
Institutions
and
Organizations

Key Points

Deal Type

Real estate and
property
management, land
leased to private
companies

Funds
Leveraged

Over $665 million in
federal and state
funding since 1980,
private sector has
more than doubled
public sector
investment

Success
Factors

Regulatory reforms,
infrastructure

Major
Successes

Employment growth,
increased tax
revenue, economic
growth, a public plan
that preserves costal
resources

Photo Source: Quonset Development Corporation

Key Takeaways
• State and Local Economic Impacts – In 2011, Quonset created $956.5 million in
income for RI households, $25.5 million in state income tax revenues, and nearly
$6 million in property taxes or payments-in-lieu-of-taxes to North Kingstown.
• Infrastructure Improvements – Transportation improvements and environmental
cleanup have made Quonset an attractive place for business location.
• Streamlined Permitting Process – Due to preliminary site preparation and a
streamlining of the permitting process, Quonset allows for development speed and
consistency with a 90-day process from signing a lease to construction.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Quonset Development
Corporation, Rhode
Island, US Federal
Government, North
Kingstown
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Case Study Analysis: Quonset Business Park – Lessons Learned
While the project scale of the Quonset Business Park is large relative to what could be achieved at the
municipal level, the underlying public/private partnership model is worth consideration for initiatives within
North Kingstown. Of particular relevance is the possibility of having approvals ready for the private property
of land assets the Town owns, as an efficient and predictable development process has shown to be a key
asset of Quonset Business Park. North Kingstown could realize additional economic development gains by
eliminating uncertainty and reducing private sector risks from the local permitting process, particularly with
zoning reforms and targeted investment along the Post Road corridor.
The New England Real Estate Journal describes the Quonset Business Park as “a prime example of what can
be accomplished when a public/private partnership is motivated by the common good.” Although North
Kingstown will be unable to secure the equivalent size of funding for a public/private partnership, the model
of approval-ready sites and a predictable development process and vision could contribute to increased
public revenues and economic development within the Town.
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Case Study Analysis: Takeaway
Prospective opportunities emerge from these case studies, with application to North Kingstown’s ability to
facilitate economic development through public/private partnerships. From this phase of research, 4ward
Planning identified the following possibilities for North Kingstown:
•
•
•

Assess the current inventory of municipal assets and determine those which may be potentially
leveraged to serve as an additional source of non-property tax revenue.
Create effective public/private financial programs to attract and retain businesses, and encourage
entrepreneurship in targeted locations such as Post Road.
Consider streamlining the permitting process in targeted locations, particularly that of Town-owned
land, to minimize uncertainty and expedite the speed of development and redevelopment.

It should be understood that not all public/private partnerships are successful and that not all municipal
assets should be subject to privatization or leasing. However, North Kingstown may well benefit from a
number of innovative and creative partnerships that could further improve the quality, value, and
performance of existing municipal assets.
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Findings and Recommendations: Introduction
This final section of the report is the culmination of all prior qualitative and quantitative analyses. The key
demographic and economic findings are summarized briefly. Following that is a detailed list of strategic
recommendations which integrate all project research and findings to ultimately lead to a strengthened
North Kingstown’s economy.
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Summary of Findings: Economic Development Priorities
As we approach the strategic recommendations, this Summary of Findings reminds the reader of the
overarching findings, themes, and priorities identified throughout this process. These statements of priority
represent the common themes derived from the public engagement employed for this project and how those
themes inform the strategic recommendations.

Make it Easier to Do Business
Taxes, regulations, and the cost of doing business make it hard to do business in
North Kingstown. Other challenges include the perception that North Kingstown is
not business-friendly, lack of business development and diversity, and poor
infrastructure.

The Town’s strengths
include the overall
community character,
location near highways,
and ability to live and
work in the same town.

Invest in Infrastructure and Commercial Revitalization
Infrastructure improvements, including sewers and roads, and redeveloping existing commercial spaces are
crucial priorities for North Kingstown in the next 10 years. However, these improvements should not
compromise the character of the town.

Support Business Development
Lack of business development is a significant concern. Stakeholders support the town providing incentives
for new business development to reap economic benefit. Half of business owners responding to the survey
indicated their business is big enough today, but does not allow for future expansion. Respondents were
similarly split on whether their business would remain in Town after expansion. The study findings support
bringing new businesses to Town based on what the market area can support.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Summary of Findings: Economic Development Priorities (cont.)
Attract Boutique Restaurants, Small- to Medium-sized
Retail, and Professional Offices
People want to see more restaurants and small and medium “niche”
retail establishments in town. Additionally, small-footprint office space
is desired in Wickford Junction and along the Post Road Corridor. This
sentiment is consistent with the opportunities identified in the real
estate supply and demand analysis. There is less appetite for largefootprint retail.

Economic Advantage of Small Business
The community surveys clearly indicate a
preference for small and medium-sized
businesses rather than national chains and
“big box” retailers. There is economic value
to this strategy:
•

Focus on Wickford Village, Post Road, and Wickford
Junction
The majority of stakeholders support sewer infrastructure for
commercial businesses, a better mix of year-round businesses, and
improved harbor and boat access in Wickford Village as top priorities.
Other areas of desired focus include Post Road, Wickford Junction,
and some mention of Frenchtown Commons and Quaker Lane.

Quonset Remains Key to the Town’s Economic Future
Respondents were supportive of locating new industrial, commercial,
and mixed-use development at Quonset. Growth at Quonset will likely
continue. The Town can support this with strategic uses, such as
workforce housing on North Post Road. These additional employees
will, once again, support the Post Road retail and service corridor.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

•
•
•

Small, locally owned businesses add
value to shopping districts that goes
beyond tax revenue. For instance,
artisanal and ethnic restaurants add fun
and character to an area that is a draw
in itself—and that chain restaurants
often lack.
Company profits are more likely to be
spent in the community.
Employees are more likely to be local
hires.
Small merchants often play an outsized
role in promoting and supporting
activities such as local schools and
youth sports.
Source: Convince Your Community to Keep Local
Business, Business Week, April 2011.
http://www.businessweek.com/smallbiz/content/apr
2011/sb20110419_987390.htm
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Summary of Findings: Demographics
Non-family Households Are Growing Fastest and They Prefer to Rent
There is a demand for rental units, as shown by relatively strong growth in
non-family households (typically, these are small one- and two-person households,
who opt to rent, rather than own their homes). The Town’s current supply of rental
housing (at 23 percent) is insufficient to meet this demand.

Smaller Units Will Attract The Rapidly-Growing Over-55 Population

June 10, 2014

Smaller households,
typically, have relatively low
fiscal impacts on a
community, given that
these households account
for few school-age children
and are shown to have
minimal burden on
emergency services.

There is a need for greater housing choice, specifically more smaller housing units. A fast growing segment of
persons 55 years of age and older, followed by those age 25 to 34, represent the near-term demand for
housing. Each of these populations express greater preference for smaller, rental units.

Growth in Upper-Income Households Means More Money to Spend Here
A rising share of upper-income households, particularly among households earning $75,000 to $100,000,
likely contributes to an increase in discretionary spending, which already exceeds the national average. North
Kingstown residents spend more money on dining, entertainment, and recreation, as well as other retail
categories; but not all of this occurs in North Kingstown today. This bodes well for mixed-use development.

More Variety in Housing - both in Cost and Size – is Needed
Despite income gains for the Town overall, there is a need for housing that is affordable to those with lowerand moderate-incomes, such as new professionals, young families, and retirees on fixed incomes (this is not
referencing publicly-subsidized housing). Corresponding social infrastructure improvements, such as access
to child care and quality food (groceries), is also imperative to attracting people to live and work in North
Kingstown.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Summary of Findings: Housing
A broad distribution of household income, affordability issues, and
demographic trends, suggest a need for housing at a variety of price points.
Relative to the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), the age of North
Kingstown’s housing stock is newer, by far, and in good condition.
North Kingstown’s share of multi-family units (21 percent) is well below that of the
Providence MSA (55 percent).
By the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) standards, 33 percent
of North Kingstown’s households are cost-burdened, which indicates an insufficient
supply of housing that is affordable.
Such “market rate affordable housing” provides options for the Town’s teachers, safety
personnel, and other area workers who generally earn less than needed to buy an
average-priced home in North Kingstown. It does not refer to state or federally subsidized
housing.
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20%
Units built
before 1940

72%
1-family
detached units

7%
Multi-family,
with 5 or
more units

33%
Cost-burdened
households
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Summary of Findings: Real Estate Supply and Demand (cont.)
Residential Demand
After accounting for development projects already in the approved pipeline, North Kingstown’s market
demand indicates support approximately 500 to 1,600 additional residential units in North Kingstown
within the next fifteen years.
Wickford Junction offers the greatest potential for housing demand. However, this requires the town to
address key development constraints including: high land costs, environmental and hydrologic conditions,
and the regulatory process. Given the Town’s anticipated future demographics, Wickford Junction could be
uniquely attractive to the growing 25 to 34 year old cohort. This age group is more likely to be renters,
prefer smaller units, and place a high value on transit access to Providence.
Post Road could also absorb a significant portion of the housing demand, as a number of new mixed-use
or residential developments locating there today confirms.
It is unlikely that much new residential development will occur in Wickford Village, given the strong townwide desire to preserve the character of Wickford Village and its development constraints. Marketwise,
Wickford Village could absorb the lowest amount of new housing units. But Wickford too has constraints
that would hinder new residential development, including a high water table, no sewer system, and height
limits.
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Summary of Findings: Real Estate Supply and Demand (cont.)
Office Demand
Washington County is reportedly the most active office real estate market in the state (statewide, office
space is generally over-saturated). If North Kingstown captures a reasonable 10 percent of the demand in
the market area (a modest goal), it would amount to nearly 350,000 square feet of new office space over
the next 10 years. The Wickford Junction area could capture the highest amount of new office space,
100,000 square feet (or 10,000 square feet per year). The Post Road Corridor could capture up to 40,000
square feet and Wickford Village approximately 35,000 square feet. These numbers are conducive to the
demand for small, flexible office space rather than large office buildings – such as that already seen in
North Kingstown at Lafayette Mill or the Meadows Office Park.

Retail Demand
There is demand in North Kingstown for new types of retail, at a smaller scale. The oversupply of retail
found in the analysis suggests little opportunity for new investment in North Kingstown. However, the
question is not how much more retail is needed, rather, it is the type and scale of retail that could be
realized in each of the three study areas. The market feasible uses are detailed in Market Opportunities.
Wickford Village and Wickford Junction present opportunities for local entrepreneurs to establish small
scale, independent enterprises that fit the character of each location and help to grow patronage. Post
Road offers an opportunity to consolidate the retail that is market viable in two areas of Post Road, but
primarily south of Route 403, as well as complement it with other retail and services currently in demand.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Summary of Findings: Market-Feasible Use Opportunities
Wickford Village
•
•
•
•
•

Specialty boutiques, such as clothing and shoe stores
Specialty grocery
High-end salon/spa
Full-service, sit down independent restaurants/cafés
Bed and breakfast / lodging facilities

•
•

Limited housing, on upper floors
or a small development
Very small professional offices
on upper floors

Wickford Junction
•
•
•
•
•
•

Café/bar and casual or upscale full-service restaurant/bar
Small grocer deli
Salon
Fitness studio
Dry cleaner
Bakery and coffee house

•
•

Multi-family rental housing,
primarily 1- and 2-bedroom units
Small professional offices

Post Road
•
•
•
•
•

Large health club
Child care services
Ambulatory medical office space / allied health professionals
Full-service, sit down independent restaurants
Casual dining restaurants

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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•
•

Multi-family rental housing,
primarily 1- and 2-bedroom units
Small professional offices
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Strategic Recommendations: Introduction
A summary of the strategic recommendations is provided on the next pages. More detail on each strategy is
provided in the full report, including a detailed description and reasoning, specific implementation action(s),
target area, time frame for reasonable implementation, lead responsible party, funding amount needed, and
possible funding source(s).
We have purposely identified strategies which minimize the need for direct financial outlay, by the Town, as
an incentive. First and foremost, municipal and state budgets are tight. Second, through developer outreach
throughout North Kingstown and the State, we found that financial incentives are less important to
developers and new businesses. What they do want is a clear, predictable and efficient regulatory process. If
the Town has financial incentives available, they certainly can be used, as deemed necessary, to bring
opportunities to fruition. However, if the right zoning and permitting process is in place, the Town should not
need to expend significant funds to attract development and business opportunities.
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Strategic Recommendations: Zoning Changes Summary
These first three pages describe the strategies the Town should employ to achieve the mix of uses North
Kingstown’s market demands in the three focus areas, as referenced in the Market-Feasible Use
Opportunities section (page 239). These strategies can also be found in the implementation chart that
follows.
Amend the Town’s Zoning Ordinance and Regulatory Process
• Streamline the zoning and review processes for greater predictability.
• Reduce the more than 300 special permit uses.
• Facilitate the development of housing at the appropriate intensity and scale in all focus areas.
• Create flexibility that permits a mix of office/retail on ground floors and residential on upper floors in
appropriate locations.
• Create bonuses for the provision of certain desired uses within developments (e.g. child care facilities).

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Strategic Recommendations: Business Recruitment Detail
Recruit New Local Businesses Based on the Market Demand
In order to assist North Kingstown with the business recruitment
strategy, 4ward Planning used a subscription to the proprietary
database, InfoFree (the country’s largest and most accurate
business database) to itemize specific businesses, names,
contact information, sizing requirements, preferred location, and
other related business type descriptions. Note that InfoFree is
approximately 90 percent accurate, so there may inevitably be
some errors or omissions. Due to the sensitive nature of the
material and its depth, this summary has been provided directly
to the Town. A possible model for recruitment is the Restaurant
Row initiative in Winston-Salem, North Caroline (see sidebar).

Sample Program: Targeted Recruitment
In Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
Restaurant Row was an initiative that
recruited 12 new dinner restaurants to a
compact area of the downtown.
Recruitment emphasis was placed on
applicants that were already in the
restaurant ownership and management
business, thus increasing the chances
of success for the enterprises.
Source: City of Winston-Salem, NC
http://www.cityofws.org/departments/community-andbusiness-development/development/downtown

Additionally, 4ward Planning assembled a set of business
performance benchmarks, using BizMiner, upon which the Town
can evaluate future potential businesses for targeted
recruitment. Using the market-feasible business types for each
focus area, we identified specific businesses already located
within Washington, Newport, or Kent counties with annual sales
greater than $2.5 million and 20 or more employees. These
benchmarks are provided in Appendix H.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Strategic Recommendations: Business Recruitment Detail (cont.)
Recruit New Local Businesses Based on the Market Demand (continued)
(1) Create a target group for each market-feasible business type, using the InfoFree business list resource
provided to the Town as part of this plan. The list can be pruned based on sales per square foot,
proximity to North Kingstown, or other measures (see also the benchmarks provided). Businesses within
10 miles of Town have the greatest likelihood of success for a recruitment campaign.
(2) Create a marketing collateral package, which would include the executive summary of the market report,
maps and a listing of pertinent zoning regulations and economic development incentives (local and state).
(3) Send specific recruitment letters to each target business owner from either the EDAB or Economic
Development Director. The letters should summarize the market opportunity and suggest where
appropriate space exists (or could exist, if redevelopment is required).
(4) Take the business owner on a tour and introduce to other business owners.
(5) Provide permitting assistance and guidance.
(6) Leverage resources the State already offers, such as the town working in collaboration with Commerce
RI or the Small Business Administration (SBA).
Create Target
Group
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Send Letter of
Interest

Introduce to
Town

Assist with
Approvals

Leverage
Resources
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Implementation

Focus Area

Time
Frame

Responsible
Party

Funding
Amount

Funding
Source

The market study shows a demand for the following types of uses:

Housing, affordable to
a wide-range of
incomes, but primarily
smaller, one- to twobedroom units at a
higher density

Meet the increased demand for
Zoning changes to allow for Post Road and 1 to 5
additional housing for both younger high density (at least 20
Wickford
years
populations (age 20-35) and those units to the acre) multiJunction
over age 55. Both these age cohorts family residential on Post
are looking for smaller units than
Road (particularly the
widely available in North Kingstown. North section), as well as
The younger population is also
housing on upper stoiries
looking primarily for rentals and
on South Post Road, where
access to transit, which makes
appropriate. Wickford
Note: This is not
Wickford Junction a prime
Junction's TDR program
referring to publiclyopportunity. New multi-family
should be well promoted
subsidized housing.
housing needs to be available across among developers and
a spectrum of price points. In the
nearby land-owners, to
suggested consolidation of Post Road facilitate a functioning TDR
activites, the northern portion,
credit market.
between Route 403 and School
Street, is the most likely location to
support multi-family, rental housing.
Allow limited housing Allowing a small amount of housing Zoning changes to allow for Wickford
1 to 5
in Wickford Village
(up to 50 small units) on upper floors dwelling units on upper
Village
years
of buildings and in other locations off stories in Wickford Village,
the main business thoroughfares
where appropriate.
(side streets, accessory apartments
in rear of lots, where feasible) will
bring more foot traffic and increased
vitality to Wickford Village.
A more diverse mix businesses,
Facilitate a more
Business recruitment,
Wickford
1 to 5
including specialty retail and more zoning changes, and
diverse mix of
Village
years
businesses in Wickford restaurants is necessary to create mentoring programs
foot traffic and lasting customers. (described later).
Village to increase
patronage

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Township
NA
planning staff
working with
township
planning
board officials

NA

Township
NA
planning staff
working with
township
planning
board officials

NA

Township
NA
staff, WEDAB,
business
owners

NA
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Facilitate the
establishment of
one small format
grocery store in
Wickford Village
and Wickford
Junction.

June 10, 2014
Implementation

Focus Area Time
Frame
Wickford 1 to 3
Village and years
Wickford
Junction

High density housing, which exists in Identify real estate
Wickford Village and will exist in
representatives or site locators
Wickford Junction, creates demand for small format grocers
for grocery stores in walkable
complimentary to the needs,
distance. Given space
tastes and income levels of
considerations, small format grocers Wickford Village and Wickford
(akin to a Trader Joes or a small
Junction households. See
format Whole Foods (15,000 s.f.)
Business Recruitment Detail.
should be identified and informed of
the opportunity to establish a retail
store.
Facilitate the
The presence and creation of
Zoning bonuses for developments Post Road
establishment of commercial businesses within
which offer to incorporate a
and
child care facilities Wickford Village and Wickford
childcare facility should be
Wickford
(at least one on
Junction also drives demand for
considered. Specifically, a zoning Junction
Post Road and one child care services for area workers. density of two additional dwelling
in Wickford
However, in order for child care
units per acre or increased lot
Junction).
facilities to offer affordable services, coverage are ways in which a
the cost of land must be reasonably zoning bonus may be
priced or development densities
accomplished.
increased to permit lower rents for
such facilities.
Small-format
This smaller office space format
Zoning should permit two- and Post Road
offices (2,000 to would work particularly well within three-story buildings were the
and
5,000 square feet) a TOD district, such as is being
ground floor is dedicated for
Wickford
proposed for Wickford Junction, and small office related businesses
Junction
would likely have great appeal with and the upper floor(s) can either
professionals seeking alternative
be additional office or rental
transportation options. Likely types apartments. This flexibility would
of firms include small tech firms and also incentivize the development
established professional service
of such space by lowering market
firms.
risk for investors.
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Responsible
Party
Township
economic
development
staff

Funding
Amount
$1,000 or
less

Funding
Source
Economic
development
marketing
budget funds

1 to 3
years

Township
NA
planning staff
working with
township
planning board
officials and
the township
economic
development
officer.

NA

1 to 5
years

Township
NA
planning staff
working with
township
planning board
officials and
the township
economic
development
officer.

NA
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Develop
recruitment
campaign for
higher-end
boutique retail
and restaurants
for Wickford
Village

June 10, 2014
Implementation

The recently completed market study
Identify and recruit local
demonstrates that there is adequate
and regional
household income within Wickford Village's independently owned
primary market area, as well as a large
boutique retailers and
number of well heeled tourists/visitors from dining establishments. See
as far away as two hours from North
Business Recruitment
Kingstown, according to Wickford Village
Detail.
shop owners. However, the tenant mix
currently in Wickford Village, in terms of
retail items sold and dining options, does
not have the same drawing power as nearby
commercial districts, such as East
Greenwich.
Develop
With the addition of additional housing
Use Business Recruitment
recruitment
density at Wickford Junction and the
Detail to attract new
campaign for
presence of the transit station, that area is restaurant/café/bar and
casual and
also well-suited to additional casual and
bakery/coffee house to
upscale dining
upscale dining establishments (restaurant, Wickford Junction.
and
cafe, bar, coffee shop and bakery). Survey
entertainment in results showed a demand for more
Wickford Junction entertainment options in town, particuarly
at Wickford Junction. The market study
suggests that those likely to be interested in
living near Wickford Junction will be either
young professionals or recent empty
nesters. Both of these populations tend to
spend more on dining out and
entertainment than other age groups.
Market and
See the findings section of the report for a See Business Recruitment
recruit for the
full list of market-supportable (e.g. medical Detail.
remaining
office on Post Road, fitness centers on Post
marketRoad and Wickford Junction; salon/spa and
supportable uses lodging in Wickford Village).
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Focus Area
Wickford
Village

Time
Frame
1 to 5
years

Responsible Funding
Party
Amount
Township
$3,000
economic
development
staff

Funding
Source
Economic
development
marketing
budget funds.

Wickford
Junction

3 to 6
years

Township
$3,000
economic
development
staff

Economic
development
marketing
budget funds.

All focus areasVaries

Township
$3,000
economic
development
staff

Economic
development
marketing
budget funds.
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Recommendation Write-Up / Description

Implementation

Focus Area

Approve sewer
improvement
plans for Wickford
Village and North
Post Road

Approve the bond
measure in Spring
2014.

Wickford
Village and
Post Road

Institute Tax
Increment
Financing (TIF)
Districts for
Wickford Village
and Post Road

As shown in the prior analyses, the Wickford
Village business district can accommodate a
number of additional uses (shown above). By
not installing sewers in Wickford, the Town is
foregoing the potential to create more than
100 new jobs, generate nearly $9 million in
economic output and nearly $1 million in state
and local tax revenue. Furthermore, the Town
is sending a message that it is not interested in
supporting the necessary business growth for
its signature commercial area.
While we recognize that there has not been
much interest in a TIF in North Kingstown.
Given the anticipated sewer investments on
North Post Road and in Wickford Village, this
can be a significant tool for future investment.
The sewer projects will lead to increased
revenue in the form of additional supportable
land use (multi-family) and business types
(more restaurants, salons, etc.). The net
revenue generated from these improvements
can be used to fund future infrastructure and
revitalization investments, such as the harbor
access in Wickford and pedestrian
improvements on Post Road.
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Time
Responsible Funding Funding
Frame Party
Amount Source
Less than Town Council NA
NA
1 year

Council must adopt a Wickford
3 to 5
Town
NA
NA
redevelopment plan Village and years
economic
and a project plan,
Post Road
development
including the
staff
designation of a tax
increment area and
What is Tax increment financing?
the calculation of the
It is the use of projected increased local tax
tax increment. Existing
revenues from an anticipated development to
fund site and area improvements or provide
staff should be
incentives to developers which, in Rhode
capable of preparing
Island, means property taxes.
the plan.
See more detail on a
TIF in Appendix I.
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Implementation

Focus Area

Time
Frame
5 to 10
years

Responsible Funding Funding
Party
Amount Source
Town
NA
NA
economic
development
staff; private
development

Consolidate
At three miles, Post Road is too long (1) Make the necessary zoning Post Road
existing uses on
to sustain the type of uses currently changes described above to
Post Road into two there. We propose consolidating
direct land uses to the desired
distinct areas
retail activity on the southern end of areas.
the corridor, between Rt. 403 and
(2) Have conversations with
Hulling Street. Focusing retail and
major developers about the
medical office use on southern Post Town's long-term vision for the
Acknowledging Frenchtown Commons
Road is consistent with the Town’s
Post Road Corridor. Facilitate a
The town recently approved a major land
existing regulatory framework for the developer-led initiative to
development of nearly 300,000 square feet (in North
Post Road District – specifically the
master plan and implement a
Kingstown alone) of traditional retail use at the
objective to make it more pedestrian mutually-beneficial vision.
northern end of Post Road. Crossing into East
and bicycle friendly with a road diet (3) Make available financial and
Greenwich, the site is beyond the areas in the focused
and improve the aesthetics of new
regulatory incentives to support
development strategy recommended herein. Retail
buildings pursuant to the Design
the developer, where practical.
development already exists near the Frenchtown
Guidelines. Multi-family housing is
This will be a sensitive process
Commons site and the project was developer-initiated,
better suited to North Post Road, near that requires discretion.
rather than town-initiated. Going forward, the town will
employment opportunities at
need a mix of a strong vision and incentives, to
Quonset, supported by small-scale
ensure that development occurs where it is desired.
retail and commercial use in mixeduse buildings. This is an opportunity
for public-private partnership.
Convert land
As mentioned before, the National
(1) Transfer of Development
Post Road
5 to 10 Community NA
NA
constrained by
Grid easement is a significant barrier Rights (TDR) would be required
years
Development
easement to open to redevelopment on many Post Road to remove development rights
staff
space or
parcels – both North and South.
from current property owners.
recreational use Where the easement forces the lots (2)Work with developers,
to be too shallow on South Post Road, through a public-private
that side of the road becomes largely partnership, to fund open space
economically obsolescent. The Town and recreation acquisitions
should consider converting that land necessary along Post Road.
to recreational or open space use,
pursuant to what National Grid will
allow.
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Implementation

Focus Area Time
Responsible Funding
Frame Party
Amount
Post Road 5 to 10 RIDOT
NA
years

Funding
Source
NA

Encourage and
According to Smart Growth America, Support implementation of the
support aesthetic, Complete Streets "are designed and State's Post Road Road Diet for
safety and
operated to enable safe access for all South Post Road. Eventually, Post
functional
users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, Road should receive the Complete
improvements
motorists and transit riders of all ages Streets treatment inclusive of
What is a Complete Street?
Designed and operated to enable safe access
to Post Road (also and abilities." While the Town
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and other
for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists,
called "complete shouldn't strive for a Post Road that traffic calming.
motorists and transit riders of all ages and
streets“)
has a "Main Street" feel like Wickford
abilities. They make it easy to cross the street,
Village, adopting a Complete Streets
walk to shops, and bicycle to work and allow
approach will make the area,
buses to run on time.
particularly South Post Road, more
attractive for business owners and
patrons.
Identify
The case study analysis showed how Assess the current inventory of
Townwide, 5 to 10 Town
NA
NA
municipal-owned public-private development could be a municipal assets and determine
depending years
economic
land suitable for a tool for the Town to both faciliate
those which may be potentially
upon
development
public-private
redevelopment and generate
leveraged to serve as an additional where the
staff with
partnership
alternative forms of revenue. While no source of non-property tax revenue Town
support of
municipally-owned sites were
(such as from a long-term ground owns land
planning
evaluated in the redevelopment
lease). Inevitably, these strategy is
staff, Town
opportunity prioritization, there may limited to where the Town owns
Manager and
be other muncipally-owned sites to
land. To acquire land would likely be
Town Council
which the Town can conduct the same cost prohibitive.
evaluation. These sites are likely longterm opportunities now, but
establishing a framework for publicprivate partnership will move them up
to short-term opportunity sites.
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Implementation

Focus Area Time
Frame
Varies
Varies

Encourage the
We conducted a detailed financial
Facilitate the highest & best use
highest & best use feasibility analysis for four sites identified redevelopment of sites as
for the four
by town staff as likely redevelopment
provided in the Financial
redevelopment opportunities. It is important to note that Feasibility Analysis.
opportunities
each of the sites shows private
investment viability without any
significant public contribution (beyond
the investment in sewers that is being
contemplated for Post Road).
Further evaluate Potential developers and business owners Identify targeted locations where Townwide
municipal
want certainty and to be able to move
streamlined permitting may be
streamlined
quickly. Based on existing models that
feasible, particularly with land
permitting,
have been successful, such as the padunder the ownership of the Town.
processes,
ready development sites provided at
regulations
Quonset, the Town should identify any
areas, in municipally-owned land, where
they might be able to streamline
permitting and provide developmentready site(s).
North Kingstown currently has a
(1) Review and revise the zoning Townwide
Improve the
perception
true
or
not
that
getting
ordinance to remove any
permitting and
approvals
for
a
new
development
is
unnecessary or overdevelopment
timely and expensive. To counter this
burdensome regulations (this
timeline without
perception, the Town should continue
includes reducing significantly
compromising
efforts to improve the regulatory review
the 300 or so special use
adequate
processes overall, while not
permits).
protections and compromising on necessary protections. (2) Identify which approvals
should be done
Town character Note that the State of Rhode Island is also
investigating methods for reducing the
administratively and revise
barriers to redevelopment. The Town
ordinance.
should be ready to act quickly on any new
opportunities that might arise.
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Responsible Funding
Funding
Party
Amount
Source
Community Funding not NA
Development required for
staff support feasibility

1 to 5
years

Community NA
development
staff, elected
officials
(planning,
zoning, Town
Council)

NA

1 to 5
years

Town
NA
planning staff
and economic
development
staff, elected
officials
(planning,
zoning, Town
Council)

NA
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Expand marketing
of businesses
within the Town
and marketing of
North Kingstown
businesses,
particularly
Wickford, beyond
town borders
Institute longer
operating hours to
increase patronage

June 10, 2014
Implementation

Focus Area Time
Responsible Funding
Frame Party
Amount
Townwide Ongoing Town
$10,000 to
economic
$15,000
development
staff

Surveys indicated some residents may not be Put together a
aware of what exists in North Kingstown
professional marketing
currently. The Town should tie in with the local collateral packet and
Chamber as well as regional tourism boards
improve the website.
(South County Tourism) to increase marketing Purchase a marketing list.
of businesses within North Kingstown as well as Work with South County
outside of North Kingstown. However, the
Tourism to improve
marketing will only be successful if, when
marketing materials and
people come to Wickford businesses are open. reach of marketing.
Increasing the operating hours of businesses is Sell the importance of
Wickford
critical to generating the foot traffic to sustain maintaining longer
Village
the business district. The town cannot mandate operating hours Villageoperating hours and recognizes it can be a
wide. Can start at 3 days
financial hardship. However, by not being open per week.
in late afternoon and early evening, Wickford
businesses are missing an entire market of
people. A disappointed customer is a missed
opportunity. Other strategies herein, including
Current Events in Wickford
increase the offering of stores and services in
Daffodil Days (April)
the village and additional marketing, will help
Memorial Day parade (May)
generate the foot traffic that businesses need
Wickford Garden Tour (June)
to stay open. But the bottom line is, the stores
Wickford Art Festival (July)
need to be open when the customers want to
Festival of Lights (December)
shop.
Use events to
While Wickford does hold a number of events Identify one more event Wickford
increase foot traffic already throughout the year, a few more
to hold, annually, in the Village
to Wickford Village events would help to create more foot-traffic, next three years that
introduce people to Wickford Village, and
attract the target market
support the businesses. In particular, the
from a broader area.
events should be designated around Wickford’s Ideas include a music
assets: the harbor and waterfront and the arts festival, a food or wine
community.
festival, and a Harbor
festival.
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Funding
Source
Town
funds

3 to 5
years

Wickford
NA
Village
Association,
BID, Town
economic
development
staff

NA

1 to 3
years

Wickford
Village
Association

Sponsors
hip and
Town
funds

$10,000 to
start, while
trying to
match with
sponsorship
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Implementation

Focus Area Time
Frame
If necessary, hire a consultant to Wickford 1 to 3
facilitate the creation of the BID. Village
years

Create a Business A Business Improvement District (BID)
Improvement
can make policy decisions, provide
District (BID)
programming, market services, and raise
money through either tax increment
Town Council authorizes and
financing or fundraising (as a 501(c)3)). A requires property owner support
BID would also support business owners through a vote.
and provide a unified front to promote
the success of Wickford Village. Tie in
See more detail on a BID in
with efforts underway by the Chamber of Appendix I.
Commerce to improve the operations
and professionalism of area businesses.
The BID would conduct research to share
best practices and provide resources and
trainings. The BID could also adopt a
shared purchasing of services or products
to offset costs. A formal organization
such as this is needed to professionalize
the Village and generate funds.
Cultivate the next Working with existing residents or
Identify and conduct a training
Wickford
group of
regular visitors who are interested and program for businesses to act as Village
entrepreneurs in motivated to open a small specialty retail mentors. Compile readily
Wickford Village shop or business. The older, local
available information for
demographic are the ideal new store
prospective new business
owners. This age group (over 50 years) is owners.
growing in North Kingstown and also
represents the fastest segment of
entrepreneurs in this country. They have
the capital, are more likely to get a loan,
and know what would resonate with
local market.
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1 to 3
years

Responsible
Party
Community
development
staff, Town
Council
approval

Funding
Amount
$10,000 to
hire a
consultant

Local
$3,000
Businesses
Owners,
Economic
development
staff

Funding
Source
Town
funds

Local
marketing
or
business
developme
nt funds
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Implementation

Focus Area Time Responsible
Frame Party

Funding
Amount

Funding
Source

Increase connections between Wickford Village and Wickford Harbor through the following:
Provide public, non- The water is yet another way to access and activity Review feasibility and
resident docking in to Wickford Village and would not increase
revise Town Harbor
Wickford Harbor
automobile traffic. Without increasing the total
Ordinance and
number of moorings (which are at capacity per
Policies.
current regulations), the Town should consider
renting slips in the Harbor, for short-term stays and
possibly also overnight. According to research by
town staff, the prevailing tie-up rate locally is $7
per linear foot per night.
Create an access
Create an entry point and public access to Wickford Conduct feasibility
point from the
Village from the Harbor. This could occur adjacent study of access to
Harbor directly to to the parking lot, or somewhere else adjacent to harbor.
Wickford Village
Brown Street. The State Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy (CEDS) program could
provide funding for infrastructure requirements. If
approved, a local TIF could support the
implementation.
Improve
The access point and any connections to Brown
Hire a consultant to
landscaping,
Street should be landscaped and well-signed so as develop a landscape
signage, and tourist to welcome visitors to Wickford Harbor. A
and signage plan for
information to and wayfinding kiosk in the parking lot can serve as a Wickford Harbor and
around the Harbor visual and literal guide. Improved signage can also Village.
and Wickford
be placed within the Village, so as to draw users to
Village overall
the waterfront. The existing path, around the
municipal parking lot and into Library Park, can be
better landscaped to increase usage.
Encourage
While these should be private enterprises, the
Provide temporary
recreational, fee- presence of these activities directly linked to
docking space.
based, marine
Wickford Village would increase the use of the
Establish a permit
activities such as
village, perhaps to another demographic. These
process for seasonal
fishing charters and patrons would likely look to eat and shop in the
use. Market the
sightseeing tours. Village before or after these activities.
opportunity.
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Wickford
Village

3 to 5 Town
NA
years harbormaster,
economic
development
staff

NA

Wickford
Village

3 to 5 Town
$50,000
years harbormaster,
economic
development
staff

Town funds
or a BID

Wickford
Village

3 to 5 Community
years development
staff

$15,000

Town funds
or a BID

Wickford
Village

1 to 5 Town
years harbormaster,
economic
development
staff

$2,000 - Town
$6,000
funds,
(initially to Usage Fees
set up and
market
program)
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Review
regulations to
allow for marinebased businesses
and recreational
opportunities in
Wickford Village

Conduct an
independent
parking
management
study in Wickford
Village

Conduct a traffic
study in Wickford
Village

June 10, 2014

Focus Area Time
Frame
The town currently does not permit or requires a
Review and revise Wickford 1 to 3
special permit for certain marine and recreational
the Zoning
Village
years
uses that may be compatible with Wickford Village, Ordinance.
including boat rental, marine-oriented clubs,
waterfront terminal opertions, and outdoor
commercial recreation. The town should consider
whether any of these need to change, or whether
any new marine-related uses should be added, to
increase the connection between the harbor and the
village center.
Nearly every community perceives it has a parking Hire a consultant to Wickford 3 to 5
problem. It's a good thing, if enough people are
conduct a parking Village
years
using your village center that they cannot find
management
parking immediately. However, currently, Wickford study.
does not have a parking problem on most days. The
build-out of the market-feasible scenario, with
limited new housing, additional shops and
restaurants with longer hours, as well as increased
connections with the harbor, will envitably increase
parking and traffic challenges. As expected
development and capital improvements occur, only
then will it make sense for the town to initate a
parking management study. While any study can
make predictions, it is too soon to conduct such a
study at this time.
Like parking above, if Wickford sees more success as Hire a consultant to Wickford 3 to 5
full-time commercial village and harbor, a
conduct a traffic
Village (or years
consequence will be more traffic. Though traffic was study. This could be town-wide)
barely mentioned in stakeholder outreach, more
combined with the
activity will require a strategic approach. The town above.
should require any major development to provide a
traffic study. Alternatively, the town could
commission such a study itself.
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Implementation

Responsible Funding
Party
Amount
Town
NA
planning staff

Funding
Source
NA

Town
economic
development
staff

$20,000 to Town funds
$30,000
or a BID
($35,000 to
$45,000 if
combined
with traffic
study)

Town
economic
development
staff

$20,000 to Town funds
$30,000
or a BID
($35,000 to
$45,000 if
combined
with
parking
study)
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Implementation

Focus Area

Encourage use of The Town has recently adopted an improved Enthusiastically
Wickford
the TOD Ordinance transit-oriented development (TOD) ordinance market this zoning
Junction
for Wickford Junction that provides incentives feature to prospective
and for creating needed multi-family housing developers.
near transit.
Promote Wickford The Town recently completed a study
Enthusiastically
Wickford
identifying the possible credit values for
Junction's TDR
market this zoning
Junction
transfer of development rights (TDR). In order feature to prospective
program
to facilitate a functioning TDR credit market, developers.
the Town needs to actively promote this
incentive.
Support additional The Town is expected to continue to gain
Either as a result of
Wickford
improved rail service and ridership at
transit
the traffic study
Junction
Wickford Junction, as well as additional
connections
(above), or prior to it,
between Wickford development there to support it. However,
the Town should make
their needs to be greater access to jobs and a case for bus transit
Junction and
Wickford Village amenities elsewhere in North Kingstown, in service connecting to
order to maximize the benefit of a rail station Wickford Junction or
and Quonset
within Town and increase opportunities for all evaluate establishing a
areas. Transit connections are especially
local transit route.
important to bring workers to jobs, at Quonset
and elsewhere, and to increase access to
Wickford Village.
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Time
Frame
1 to 5
years

Responsible Funding Funding
Party
Amount Source
Town
NA
NA
Community
Development
staff

1 to 5
years

Town
NA
Community
Development
staff

NA

3 to 6
years

Town
NA
economic
development
staff, with
RIDOT

NA
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General & Limiting Conditions
4ward Planning Inc. has endeavored to ensure that the reported data and information contained in this report are
complete, accurate, and relevant. All estimates, assumptions, and extrapolations are based on methodological techniques
employed by 4ward Planning Inc. and believed to be reliable. 4ward Planning Inc. assumes no responsibility for
inaccuracies in reporting by the client, its agents, representatives, or any other third party data source used in the
preparation of this report.
Further, 4ward Planning Inc. makes no warranty or representation concerning the manifestation of the estimated or
projected values or results contained in this study. This study may not be used for purposes other than that for which it is
prepared or for which prior written consent has first been obtained from 4ward Planning Inc. This study is qualified in its
entirety by, and should be considered in light of, the above limitations, conditions, and considerations.
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For more information, please contact:
Todd Poole
412.428.9644
tpoole@landuseimpacts.com
Darlene Wynne, AICP
617.207.4033
dwynne@landuseimpacts.com
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APPENDIX A:
Interview and Focus Group Participants
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List of Interview & Focus Group Participants
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List of Interview & Focus Group Participants

Interview & Focus Group Participants
The following persons provided direct input into this study either through one-one-one interview or in a focus group. They were identified by
the Town staff for their expertise as business owners, developers / land owners, members of civic groups, or staff. Additional conversations
were had area brokers to confirm our findings in the real estate supply-demand analysis.
In addition to the list below, we also held a focus group with the North Kingstown Town Council.
Interviewee
Mike Baker
Palmer Beebe
Tom Breckel
Dave Caldwell
Matt Callaghan Jr.
Jim Coughlin
Dennis Curci
Paul Deon
Mark DeStefano
Francis Dwyer
Michael Embury
Curtis Givan
John Haddad
Mark Hall
Mark Hawkins
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Affiliation
Lafayette Mill
Wickford Village business owner, JW
Graham
Post Road property owner
EDAB Chair, Developer
Lawyer, former State Senator
Builder
Dry Bridge Commerce Park
Planning Commissioner
Wickford Village business owner, Pedego
Electric Bikes
Wickford Motor Inn
Town Manager
Randall Realtors
Dodge Bailey Property
Post Road property owner
Dry Bridge Road

Interviewee
Konstantios Karampetsos
Mary King, Phil Auger
Joe Lomastro
Bethany Mazza
Dave Meegan
Paul Milihadies
Steve Moran
Jim Mundy
Martha Pughe
Kaitlyn Rooney
Stephen Soscia
Katherine Trapani
Harvey Waxman

Affiliation
Owner, Tavern by the Sea and Diner
(Village)
North Kingstown School Department
Signarama / Post Road business owner
Wickford Village business owner, Green
Ink
Post Road property owner
Developer, Frenchtown Properties
Developer, Moran Properties
Planning Commission Member / Business
Owner
North Kingstown Chamber of Commerce
Post Road property owner
Post Road property owner
Quonset Development Corporation
Retired business owner
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APPENDIX B:
Keypad Polling Report
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Keypad Polling Findings

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Keypad Polling Findings

Keypad Polling Findings
At the November 30, 2013 public meeting, Town staff led the meeting attendees in a short poll, using keypad technology, to determine their
preferences for economic development in the Town of North Kingstown. Approximately twenty people attended the meeting. This survey
was conducted purely for informational value and did not apply rigorous statistically methodology. Furthermore, the number of participants
does not represent a statistically significant sample of the Town of North Kingstown. The complete findings are below.
Q.1 Which is the top priority for NK over the next 10 years?
Improve infrastructure (sewers, roads, etc.)
Redevelop existing commercial spaces
Preserve town character while developing
Increase variety of local industry
Manage tax rates
Increase business development incentives
Preserve open space
Increase leisure activities at places (dining, arts, etc.)
Minimize environmental development impacts
Other
Q.2 What is the single biggest economic issue facing North
Kingstown?
Lack of business development
Degradation of infrastructure
Local regulations
Population growth
Degradation of town character
Lack of business diversity
Taxes
Unsure
No major issues
Other

4WARD PLANNING INC.

1st
50%
25%
13%
0%
4%
4%
4%
0%
0%
0%

2nd
17%
38%
13%
25%
4%
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%

3rd
17%
17%
13%
9%
13%
9%
9%
13%
0%
0%

84%
80%
39%
34%
21%
17%
13%
13%
0%
0%

42%
13%
13%
8%
8%
8%
4%
4%
0%
0%
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Keypad Polling Findings

Q.3 Your perception of new business development in NK is:
Generally in favor
Supported if community character maintained
Supported if proper infrastructure in place
Supported if existing businesses not impacted
Supported if only in certain parts of town
Minimally supported
Don’t know
Generally not in favor

27%
27%
23%
5%
14%
0%
5%
0%

Q.4 What types of businesses would you like to see more of
in Wickford Village?
Office
0%
Restaurants/dining
57%
Arts & Entertainment
0%
Retail – small/medium stores
17%
Retail – large stores
0%
Professional services
4%
Medical services
0%
Nightlife/leisure time locations
13%
Beauty services
0%
Grocery stores/markets
9%
Q.5 What types of businesses would you like to see
more of around Wickford Junction?
Retail – small/medium stores
25%
Professional services
21%
Restaurants/dining
13%
Office
8%
Arts/Entertainment
8%
Retail – big box stores
8%
Medical services
8%
Nightlife/leisure time locations
8%
Beauty services
0%
Grocery stores/markets
0%

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Keypad Polling Findings

Q.6 What types of businesses would you like to see
more of along Post Road?
Retail – small/medium stores
38%
Restaurants/dining
17%
Office
13%
Retail – big box stores
13%
Professional services
8%
Arts & Entertainment
4%
Medical services
4%
Nightlife/leisure time locations
4%
Beauty services
0%
Grocery stores/markets
0%
Q.7 What would increase your patronage of North Kingstown shops
or restaurants?
Type of shop/restaurant
17%
Ease of parking/travel
4%
Value for money
9%
Quality of service
0%
Atmosphere
0%
Variety of shops/restaurants to choose from
35%
Schedule or operating hours
0%
All of the above
35%

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Keypad Polling Findings
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Town of North Kingstown, RI
Summary of Insights
Residential Study
November 2013
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Goals

Equip 4ward Planning and the Town of North Kingstown with
information and data-driven analytics
Key areas of investigation were:
 Travel to and/or past North Kingstown;
 Economic development issues;
 Frequency of visiting different areas of North Kingstown;
 Future business expansion and/or redevelopment; and
 Demographics.
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Project Team

Research objectives and scope defined by the core team

4ward Planning/North Kingstown
 Darlene Wynne
 Paige Bronk
 Jon Reiner

GreatBlue Research, Inc.
 Michael Vigeant

 Seamus McNamee
 Haley Paris
 Shawn Kincey
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Methodology

Survey design components
 Telephone survey: 48 questions; approximately 15 minutes to
complete
 Primarily close-ended with several open-ended questions
 Incentive: none
 Sample: proportionate to population with oversampling in North
Kingstown
 Field timing: November 11 – November 21, 2013

Completed surveys
 400 completed interviews among residents of North
Kingstown and those living within a ten-mile radius.
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INSIGHTS
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Frequency of being in North Kingstown
Two-thirds of respondents visit North Kingstown at least weekly.
This is important to note, as only one-third of the sample reported “living in
North Kingstown.” Shopping and/or restaurants are also major drivers to the
area.
Top 5 Reasons why:
How often are you in North Kingstown
2013
for business, pleasure, recreation or
(N=400)
other reasons…
“Shopping/mall” (34.8%)
“I live in North
Often (3-5 times per weeks or more)
47.5%
Kingstown” (33.3%)
Occasionally (1-2 times per week)
20.0
“Restaurants” (13.5%)
Seldom (1-2 per month)
18.5
“Recreation” (12.5%)
“Visit family” (11.0%)
Not very often (1-2 per year)
9.5
Never

4.5

Total often and occasionally

67.5

Total not very often and never

14.0

Q2: Living within North Kingstown or in a close proximity to North Kingstown, how often are you in North Kingstown for business, pleasure, 8recreation or other
reasons?
Q3: Please tell me why?
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Traveling past North Kingstown
Two-thirds, however, also report traveling past North Kingstown for
business, pleasure, recreation, etc.

Of those respondents, 12.3% were from North Kingstown, which may imply they
are leaving the town to fulfill those needs. Additionally, 18.3% provided no
reason, which may imply they are not aware of the offerings in North Kingstown.

How often do you travel past North
Kingstown for business, pleasure,
recreation or other reasons…

2013
(N=400)

Often (3-5 times per weeks or more)

40.3%

Occasionally (1-2 times per week)

27.0

Seldom (1-2 per month)

18.5

Not very often (1-2 per year)

10.3

Never

4.0

Total often and occasionally

67.3

Total not very often and never

14.3

Top 5 Reasons why:
“Shopping/mall” (21.0%)
“No reason” (18.3%)
“I live in North
Kingstown” (12.3%)
“Employment” (11.3%)
“Just pass through”
(9.3%)

Q4: And, how often do you travel past North Kingstown or for a longer drive time than North Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation9or other
reasons?
Q5: Please tell me why?
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Top priority over the next 10 years
Overall, development appeared to be the key issue for respondents
over the next 10 years.
34.5% reported the top priority of the town should be either “redeveloping existing
commercial spaces” (21.0%) or “increasing business development spaces” (13.5%).

Top priority over the next 10 years…
Redeveloping existing commercial spaces

Increasing business development incentives

2013
(N=400)
21.0%

34.5%

13.5

Improving infrastructure such as sewer systems, roadways, etc.

8.8

Developing a greater variety of industry types

6.5

Minimizing environmental impacts from development

3.5

Management of tax rates

13.3

Preserving open space

11.3

Preserving town character while developing

3.3

Increasing places for residents’ leisure activities such as dining, arts, etc.

6.3

10

Q6: Thinking about overall economic development issues facing North Kingstown, please tell me which of the following should be the top priority for the
town over the next 10 years?
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Biggest economic issue
“Taxes” a key issue to almost one-fourth of respondents.
13.3% reported it should be the top priority of the town and 22.8% reported
“taxes” were the biggest economic issue.
Biggest economic issue facing North
Kingstown...

Once again,
Business
development/
diversity
emerged as a
need for the
town

2013
(N=400)

Taxes

22.8%

Don’t know/unsure

21.5

Lack of overall business development

19.8

Lack of diverse businesses

12.3

Degradation of infrastructure

5.5

No major issues

5.3

Population growth

4.0

Degradation of town character

3.8

Local regulations

3.0

Schools/education
Q7: And, what do you feel is the single biggest economic issue facing the North Kingstown?

11

0.8
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Expansion of business
Town character reported as most important factor when considering the
expansion of business.

Over half reported wanting to see the expansion occur in either “Quonset
Gateway” (36.4%) or “Post Road” (26.4%), while a smaller percentage wanted to
see expansion in Wickford “Village” (10.0%) or “Junction” (8.8%).
Statements…
Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if it maintained the current
character of the town?
Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if each business had to go through
a design review process?
Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if it required infrastructure
development such as sewer systems?
Would you be in favor of new business if it
occurred only in certain parts of North
Kingstown?

2013
Yes

Area

88.8%

6.4

73.3

36.4

12.0
26.4

8.8

10.0

76.0
61.8

Quaker Lane
Wickford Village
Quonset Gateway

Post Road (Rte. 1)
Wickford Juncton
Frenchtown Road

Q8-11: Now, I will read you a list of questions regarding the expansion of business in North Kingstown. After each question please reply “yes” if you agree with the
question or “no” if you disagree.
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Q12: And, in which area of North Kingstown would you most like to see this expansion of business occur?

Business types
Restaurants and small/medium sized stores are key areas respondents
would like to see expanded upon.
It should be noted, however, “big box” stores received the least support
at the time of the survey.
Businesses would like to see expanded or
created in North Kingstown…
Retail stores – small/medium business
Restaurants
Tourism
Commercial fishing/aquaculture or fish farming
Biotech/Medical
Fitness/recreation
Agricultural related business
Alternative energies
Light industry development including manufacturing,
research and assembly
Office development
Financial/Investment Services
Entertainment services
Manufacturing/industrial
Retail stores – “Big Box”

-34.5% gap in
favorability
between
small/med stores
and big box
stores. Confirms
the importance of
“town character.”

2013
In Favor
84.8%
83.3
76.0
74.3
73.5
73.5
72.0
71.3
70.5

69.5
63.8
60.8
58.5
50.3
13

Q13-26: Now as I read you the following list of business types, please tell me, generally, which you would like to see expanded or created in North
Kingstown. Please indicate if you are in favor or are opposed to each type.
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Frequency of dining, shopping, going out
Post Road (50.3%) and Quonset Gateway (33.3%) frequented more
than “once a week” by the highest percentage of respondents.

Very promisingly, these areas correspond with those areas respondents wanted
to see the most business expansion.
Please consider, though,
that Quaker Lane (37.1%)
and Frenchtown Rd.
(36.3%) appeared to be
frequented more often by
“working aged”
respondents (<55 years
old)

Area…

More
than
once a
week

Once a
month

A
couple
times a
year

Almost
never

Post Road (Rte. 1)

50.3%

22.8

13.8

13.3

Quonset Gateway

33.3

23.0

12.8

31.3

Wickford Village

30.8

26.5

20.5

22.3

Wickford Junction

30.3

27.5

14.5

27.8

Quaker Lane

29.8

25.5

16.5

28.3

Frenchtown Road

28.5

25.5

16.0

30.0

Q27-32: How often do you dine, shop, or go out within the following areas in North Kingstown?
14
Q33: Please tell me what factors would be important in your decision to increase your patronage to any new or current shops or restaurants in North
Kingstown?
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Increasing Patronage in North Kingstown
Respondents suggest the town may be a viable “destination” shopping area if
the overall shopping “experience” continues to improve.
Over two-fifths of respondents cited the quality of service, variety/types of
shops, and value for their money all as important factors to going to North
Kingstown.

Important factors to increasing patronage in North
Kingstown
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

44.5

43.8

42.3

41.5

36.8

36.5
19.3

Value for the
money

Quality of
service

Variety, more Type of shop of Atmosphere
shops and
restaurant
restaurants to
choose from

Ease of
parking/travel

Schedule or
operating
hours

33. Please tell me what factors would be important in your decision to increase your patronage to any new or current shops
15 or restaurants
in North Kingstown? (Multiple responses were accepted)
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Areas frequented and deterrents
Over one-quarter of respondents report frequenting “Post Road”
(29.8%) or “Wickford Village” (26.5%) most often.

While traffic was cited as biggest deterrent for Post Rd. (18.5%), lack of shops
was the major deterrent for Wickford Village (16.0%).
Area frequented most often

Frequently Cited Deterrents
Wickford Village

9.5

12.3

7.8

14.3

26.5

29.8

Quaker Lane
Post Road (Rte. 1)
Quonset Gateway

Wickford Village
Wickford Junction
Frenchtown Road

7.6

Post Rd.
Frenchtown Rd.

6.5

Quonset Gateway

6.1

Wickford Junct.

18.5
16.1
18.4

7.9

10.5

5.3

Quaker Ln.

0

5

Lack of Shops
Q34: And, which one area in North Kingstown do you tend to frequent the most often?
Q35: What do you feel is the single biggest deterrent to you not visiting <PROMPT Q34> in North Kingstown more often?

16.0

9.4

15.8

10

15

20

Traffic

16
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Types of Business Development
Restaurants and small/medium sized stores continue to have the
strongest support.
Only those respondents whom frequent Frenchtown Road most ofter reported a
desire to see “arts & entertainment” over restaurants or small/medium sized
stores.
70
60.5

60
43.7

50
40
30

38.6

37.0

53.8
37.7

53.1
51.0

42.1

32.3

31.6

22.6

20
10
0

Quaker Ln.

Post Rd.

Wickford Village Wickford Junct.

Restaurants/dining
Q36: What types of business development would you like to see more of in <PROMPT Q34>?

Quonset
Gateway

Frenchtown Rd.

Small/medium stores
17
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Types of Business Development (cont.)
Full breakdown of results is presented below.
Quaker Lane Post Road
(N=57)
(N=119)
Office space

15.8%

Restaurants/dining

Wickford
Village
(N=106)

Wickford
Junction
(N=38)

Quonset
Gateway
(N=49)

Frenchtown
Road
(N=31)

9.2

3.8

7.9

8.2

9.7

38.6

37.0

53.8

60.5

51.0

22.6

Arts & entertainment

33.3

31.1

18.9

39.5

34.7

41.9

Retail – small/medium stores

31.6

43.7

37.7

42.1

53.1

32.3

Retail – big box stores

21.1

25.2

17.0

21.1

32.7

16.1

Professional services

17.5

14.3

4.7

18.4

12.2

6.5

Medical services

21.1

19.3

9.4

31.6

8.2

22.6

Nightlife/leisure time

15.8

13.4

11.3

21.1

20.4

19.4

Beauty services

15.8

7.6

7.5

18.4

16.3

12.9

Grocery stores

17.5

17.6

28.3

15.8

26.5

16.1

Public transportation

---

---

---

---

2.0

---

Manufacturing

---

0.8

---

---

---

---

Agricultural services

5.3

---

---

---

---

---

None at this time

---

3.4

3.8

---

2.0

3.2

12.3

11.8

11.3

5.3

6.1

25.8

Don’t know/unsure

Q36: What types of business development would you like to see more of in <PROMPT Q34>?

18
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Moving Forward…
Recommendations*
 Area residents appear welcoming to business development/
expansion in North Kingstown






Town-wide efforts should be concentrated to attracting restaurants
and/or small to medium size businesses
It may not be as important to focus efforts on big businesses as
residents were less welcoming to those types of stores and some
residents fear it may damage the town character.

Fostering the “experience” of shopping and dining in North
Kingstown




Data suggests, a variety of “niche” shops or restaurants may cause
residents whom are already going to North Kingstown to spend more
time in the town.
This also builds off the existing strength of the town’s character and
differing sections of the town.
As business expansion/development occurs, outreach efforts should
also be undertaken as data suggest some residents may not be aware
of what exists in North Kingstown.

*All recommendations reflect the thoughts of GreatBlue Research and, upon review of the data, North
19
Kingstown/4ward Planning may develop their own conclusions/recommendations.
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Moving Forward…(cont.)
Recommendations*
 Post Road, Wickford Village and Quonset Gateway may be the
most viable immediate options for expansion/development.







All three areas were frequently cited as areas residents are currently
visiting and would like to see expansion.
While the three had unique challenges (traffic, lack of shops, etc.)
residents suggest looking to see similar “new businesses” (restaurants,
small/med businesses).
Future efforts may want to be concentrated on Quaker Lane and
Frenchtown Rd as they were slightly more popular among
younger/working aged respondents.

Finally, while not as frequently mentioned, support existed for
nightlife options and arts & entertainment.




Support emerged across all sections of North Kingstown.
Efforts in these areas may support the “experience” of shopping and
staying in the town for longer time periods.
These efforts may look to be concentrated in the areas of Frenchtown
Rd. and Wickford Junction.

*All recommendations reflect the thoughts of GreatBlue Research and, upon review of the data, North
20
Kingstown/4ward Planning may develop their own conclusions/recommendations.
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DETAILED FINDINGS
see Appendix D
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APPENDIX D:
Telephone Survey Full Report
Prepared by
GreatBlue Research, Inc.

ECONOMIC AND REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS FOR SUSTAINABLE LAND USE OUTCOMES ™
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4WARD PLANNING INC.
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APPENDIX D
STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND OWNERSHIP

All of the analyses, findings, data, and recommendations contained within this report are the
exclusive property of 4ward Planning, Inc.
As required by the Code of Ethics of the National Council on Public Polls and the United States
Privacy Act of 1974, GreatBlue Research, Inc. maintains the anonymity of respondents to surveys
the firm conducts. No information will be released that might, in any way, reveal the identity of the
respondent.
Moreover, no information regarding these findings will be released without the express written
consent of an authorized representative of 4ward Planning, Inc.
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1

INTRODUCTION
GreatBlue Research, Inc. (GreatBlue) is pleased to present the results to a 2013 Residential Survey.
The survey included interviews with 400 residents living in and around North Kingstown, RI.
The survey began with a screener to ensure eligibility. Respondents qualified to answer the survey if
they were one of the heads of their household and twenty years of age or older.
This appendix presents statistics collected from residential interviews conducted between November
11 and November 21, 2013. Full results to each question are presented as they correspond with the
survey instrument.
The survey instrument for the 2013 Residential Survey included the following areas for investigation:







Travel to and/or past North Kingstown;
Economic development issues;
Frequency of visiting different areas of North Kingstown;
Future business expansion and/or redevelopment; and
Demographics.

Following this Introduction, Section II contains and explains the methodologies employed in
completing this Residential Survey, the margins for error and the confidence level for the statistics
collected.
Section III contains data tables presenting 2013 data for each question. Section IV is second
Appendix containing a copy of the survey instrument utilized, and a cross tabulation table.

.
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2

METHODOLOGY
GreatBlue research staff completed 400 surveys using a quantitative design among residents living in
and around North Kingstown. Respondents were twenty years of age or older and one of the heads
of their household.
Survey input was provided by the 4Ward Planning team and actual wording of each question may be
found in the data tables of this appendix.
Survey design at GreatBlue is a careful, deliberative process to ensure fair, objective and balanced
surveys. Staff members, with years of survey design experience, edit out any bias. Further, all scales
used by GreatBlue (either numeric, such as one through ten, or wording such as strongly agree,
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree) are balanced evenly. And, placement of
questions is carefully accomplished so that order has minimal impact.
Residents were contacted between 5:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. weekdays and the survey was conducted
between November 11 and November 21, 2013.
GreatBlue used a callback procedure to ensure the randomness of the sample and to reduce nonresponse bias. When a randomly selected resident was not available during the first telephone
contact, additional callbacks were made in order to complete the interview. A demographic profile
of respondents may also be found towards the end of this appendix.
All interviews were conducted from GreatBlue headquarters located in Meriden, Connecticut. All
facets of the study were completed by GreatBlue’s staff. These aspects included: survey design,
sample design, pre-test, fielding, coding, data entry, editing, validation, verification, computer
analysis, analysis and report writing.
GreatBlue, working with 4Ward Planning and North Kingstown project personnel developed a
proportionate to population sample plan, with deliberate oversampling performed among North
Kingstown residents. One-third of the respondents came from North Kingstown, while the
remaining surveys were drawn proportionally from surrounding towns.
Statistically, a sample of 400 surveys represents a margin for error of +/-5.0% at a 95% confidence
level.
In theory, a sample of 400 residents will differ no more than +/-5.0% than if all North Kingstown
residents were contacted and included in the survey. That is, if random probability sampling
procedures were reiterated over and over again, sample results may be expected to approximate the
larger population values within plus or minus 5.0% -- 95 out of 100 times.

.
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3

DATA TABLES
2. Living within North Kingstown or in a close proximity to North Kingstown, how often are you in
North Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation or other reasons?

How often in North Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation or other
reasons...
Often (3-5 times per weeks or more)
Occasionally (1-2 times per week)
Seldom (1-2 per month)
Not very often (1-2 per year)
Never

2013
(N=400)
47.5%
20.0
18.5
9.5
4.5

3. Please tell me why?

Reason why...
Shopping/mall
I live in North Kingstown
Restaurants
Recreation
Visit family
Conduct business
Employment
Visit friends
No need/nothing there
Appointments (doctor’s, dentist, insurance agent, etc.)
Outdoors activities
Just pass through
Town Hall/Town Services
Parks
Attend college/school
Night life
Train station

.

2013
(N=400)
34.8%
33.3
13.5
12.5
11.0
9.5
7.5
6.5
5.8
4.5
2.3
2.0
1.8
1.8
0.5
0.5
0.3
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4. And, how often do you travel past North Kingstown or for a longer drive time than North
Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation or other reasons?

How often travel past North Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation
or other reasons...
Often (3-5 times per weeks or more)
Occasionally (1-2 times per week)
Seldom (1-2 per month)
Not very often (1-2 per year)
Never

2013
(N=400)
40.3%
27.0
18.5
10.3
4.0

5. Please tell me why?

Reason why...
Shopping/Mall
No reason
I live in North Kingstown
Employment
Just pass through
Visit family
Recreation
Visit friends
Conduct business
Restaurants
Appointments (doctor’s, dentist, insurance agent, etc.)
Outdoors activities
Miscellaneous/various activities
Town hall/Town services
Attend school/college
Night life

.

2013
(N=400)
21.0%
18.3
12.3
11.3
9.3
4.3
4.3
3.8
3.3
3.3
3.0
2.3
2.0
0.8
0.8
0.5
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6. Thinking about overall economic development issues facing North Kingstown, please tell me
which of the following should be the top priority for the town over the next 10 years?

Top priority over the next 10 years...
Redeveloping existing commercial spaces
Increasing business development incentives
Management of tax rates
Don’t know/unsure
Preserving open space
Improving infrastructure such as sewer systems, roadways, etc.
Developing a greater variety of industry types
Preserving town character while developing
Minimizing environmental impacts from development
Increasing places for residents’ leisure activities such as dining, arts, etc.

2013
(N=400)
21.0%
13.5
13.3
12.8
11.3
8.8
6.5
6.3
3.5
3.3

7. And, what do you feel is the single biggest economic issue facing the North Kingstown?

Biggest economic issue facing North Kingstown...
Taxes
Don’t know/unsure
Lack of overall business development
Lack of diverse businesses
Degradation of infrastructure
No major issues
Population growth
Degradation of town character
Local regulations
Schools/education
Increase in low income housing
No town center

.

2013
(N=400)
22.8%
21.5
19.8
12.3
5.5
5.3
4.0
3.8
3.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
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Now, I will read you a list of questions regarding the expansion of business in North Kingstown.
After each question please reply “yes” if you agree with the question or “no” if you disagree.
(Questions 8-11)

Statements…
Would you be in favor of new business in North Kingstown
if it maintained the current character of the town?
Would you be in favor of new business in North Kingstown
if it required infrastructure development such as sewer
systems?
Would you be in favor of new business in North Kingstown
if each business had to go through a design review process?
Would you be in favor of new business if it occurred only in
certain parts of North Kingstown?

2013
Yes
w/ DKs

2013
Yes
w/o DKs

88.8%

94.4

76.0

87.4

73.3

82.8

61.8

71.2

12. And, in which area of North Kingstown would you most like to see this expansion of business
occur?

Area of North Kingstown where business expansion would like to be
seen…
Quonset Gateway
Post Road (Rte. 1)
Quaker Lane
Wickford Village
Wickford Junction
Frenchtown Road

.

2013
(N=250)
36.4%
26.4
12.0
10.0
8.8
6.4
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Now as I read you the following list of business types, please tell me, generally, which you would like
to see expanded or created in North Kingstown. Please indicate if you are in favor or are opposed
to each type. (Questions 13-26)

Businesses would like to see expanded or created in
North Kingstown…
Retail stores – small/medium business
Restaurants
Tourism
Commercial fishing/aquaculture or fish farming
Biotech/Medical
Fitness/recreation
Agricultural related business
Alternative energies
Light industry development including manufacturing, research
and assembly
Office development
Financial/Investment Services
Entertainment services
Manufacturing/industrial
Retail stores – “Big Box”

2013
In Favor

2013
Opposed

2013
Neutral

84.8%
83.3
76.0
74.3
73.5
73.5
72.0
71.3

7.3
8.3
12.3
12.3
9.3
13.8
7.8
15.0

8.0
8.5
11.8
13.5
17.3
12.8
20.3
13.8

70.5

15.8

13.8

69.5
63.8
60.8
58.5
50.3

18.0
18.5
23.0
25.8
39.8

12.5
17.8
16.3
15.8
10.0

How often do you dine, shop, or go out within the following areas in North Kingstown? (Questions
27-32)

Area…

Post Road (Rte. 1)
Quonset Gateway
Wickford Village
Wickford Junction
Quaker Lane
Frenchtown Road

.

More
than
once a
week
50.3%
33.0
30.8
30.3
29.8
28.5

Once a
month

A couple
times a
year

Almost
never

22.8
23.0
26.5
27.5
25.5
25.5

13.8
12.8
20.5
14.5
16.5
16.0

13.3
31.3
22.3
27.8
28.3
30.0
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33. Please tell me what factors would be important in your decision to increase your patronage to
any new or current shops or restaurants in North Kingstown? (Multiple responses were accepted)

Important factors in decision to increase patronage in North
Kingstown…

2013
(N=400)

Value for the money
Quality of service
Variety, more shops and restaurants to choose from
Type of shop or restaurant
Atmosphere
Ease of parking/travel
Schedule or operating hours

44.5%
43.8
42.3
41.5
36.8
36.5
19.3

34. And, which one area in North Kingstown do you tend to frequent the most often?

Area frequented most often…
Post Road (Rte. 1)
Wickford Village
Quaker Lane
Quonset Gateway
Wickford Junction
Frenchtown Road

.

2013
(N=400)
29.8%
26.5
14.3
12.3
9.5
7.8
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35. What do you feel is the single biggest deterrent to you not visiting <PROMPT Q34> in North
Kingstown more often?
Quaker
Lane
(N=57)
Parking
Traffic
Roadwork/construction
Distance/too far
Lack of shops and restaurants
Lack of options/things to do
Poor appearance
Vacant buildings/shops
Limited operating business
hours
No need/nothing there of
need
Prices
It’s too busy there
Personal limitations
More seasonal/touristy
Don’t know/unsure
No deterrent/I visit often

Post
Road
(N=119)

Wickford
Village
(N=106)

Wickford
Junction
(N=38)

Quonset
Gateway
(N=49)

Frenchtown
Road
(N=31)

---%
15.8
3.5
22.8
5.3
10.5
1.8
1.8

0.8
18.5
10.1
6.7
7.6
5.9
1.7
3.4

8.5
9.4
1.9
15.1
16.0
3.8
0.9
5.7

2.6
7.9
2.6
18.4
10.5
7.9
2.6
---

2.0
6.1
--10.2
18.4
4.1
8.2
2.0

3.2
6.5
--12.9
16.1
12.9
--3.2

---

1.7

0.9

2.6

---

---

5.3

6.7

6.6

2.6

6.1

3.2

----1.8
1.8
1.8
28.1

------0.8
4.2
31.9

3.8
2.8
2.8
0.9
1.9
18.9

2.6
------5.3
34.2

----2.0
--2.0
38.8

3.2
------3.2
35.5

36. What types of business development would you like to see more of in <PROMPT Q34>?
Quaker
Lane
(N=57)
Office space
Restaurants/dining
Arts & entertainment
Retail – small/medium stores
Retail – big box stores
Professional services
Medical services
Nightlife/leisure time
Beauty services
Grocery stores
Public transportation
Manufacturing
Agricultural services
None at this time
Don’t know/unsure

.

15.8%
38.6
33.3
31.6
21.1
17.5
21.1
15.8
15.8
17.5
----5.3
--12.3

Post
Road
(N=119)

Wickford
Village
(N=106)

Wickford
Junction
(N=38)

Quonset
Gateway
(N=49)

Frenchtown
Road
(N=31)

9.2
37.0
31.1
43.7
25.2
14.3
19.3
13.4
7.6
17.6
--0.8
--3.4
11.8

3.8
53.8
18.9
37.7
17.0
4.7
9.4
11.3
7.5
28.3
------3.8
11.3

7.9
60.5
39.5
42.1
21.1
18.4
31.6
21.1
18.4
15.8
--------5.3

8.2
51.0
34.7
53.1
32.7
12.2
8.2
20.4
16.3
26.5
2.0
----2.0
6.1

9.7
22.6
41.9
32.3
16.1
6.5
22.6
19.4
12.9
16.1
------3.2
25.8
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37. Do you have any final comments or questions for North Kingstown?

Final comments/questions...
None/no comment
Other
Develop a greater variety of industry types
Satisfied with North Kingstown as it is today
Lower taxes
Maintain infrastructure (roads, sewers, etc.)
Increase business development incentives
Minimize environmental impacts from development
Poor appearance of town

.

2013
(N=400)
76.0%
7.0
4.3
3.8
3.0
2.8
1.3
0.8
0.5
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Children currently in household under the age of 18...
1 child
2 children
3 or more children
No children in the home
Refused to answer

Preschool Age or School Age...
Preschool Age
School Age
Student, unemployed
Student, employed
Refused to answer

Own or rent current residence...
Own
Rent
Don’t know/unsure
Refused to answer

Current employment status...
Working full-time
Working part-time
Student
Retired
Unemployed – looking for work
Unemployed – not looking for work
Unemployed – unable to work because of disability
Homemaker
Don’t know/unsure/other

.

2013
(N=400)
11.3%
10.3
4.3
72.3
2.0

2013
(N=103)
13.6%
74.8
11.7
-----

2013
(N=400)
82.5%
13.8
1.0
2.8

2013
(N=400)
40.0%
3.5
1.0
45.0
2.3
0.3
1.3
4.3
2.5
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Industry of employment...
Professional services
Higher education
Healthcare
Other
Refused to answer
Financial services
Manufacturing
Government
Retail
Tourism and hospitality
Technology
Engineering
Entertainment

Age...
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
76 or older
Refused to answer

Of Hispanic origin...
Yes
No
Don’t know/unsure
Refused to answer

Race...
White
African-American
Asian
Pacific Islander
Aleutian, Eskimo or American Indian
Other
Refused to answer

.

2013
(N=174)
25.9%
17.2
14.9
13.8
5.7
4.0
4.0
3.4
2.9
2.9
2.3
1.7
1.1

2013
(N=400)
0.5%
2.3
9.5
18.8
21.3
21.8
19.0
7.0

2013
(N=400)
0.5%
95.0
--4.5

2013
(N=398)
93.0%
0.5
1.0
--0.3
0.3
5.0
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Highest grade of school completed...
Eighth grade or less
Some high school
High school graduate or GED
Some technical school
Technical school graduate
Some college
College graduate
Post-graduate or professional degree
Don’t know/unsure

Total family income before taxes...
Less than $35,000
$35,000 to less than $65,000
$65,000 to less than $95,000
$95,000 or more
Don’t know/unsure
Refused to answer

Gender...
Male
Female

.

2013
(N=400)
0.3%
2.5
16.5
1.3
1.8
13.5
38.3
22.0
4.0

2013
(N=400)
8.3%
13.0
18.8
23.0
4.0
33.0

2013
(N=400)
42.0%
58.0
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4

APPENDIX D, SECTION IV
INTERPRETATION OF AGGREGATE RESULTS
The computer processed data for this survey is presented in the following frequency distributions.
It is important to note that the wordings of the variable labels and value labels in the computerprocessed data are largely abbreviated descriptions of the Questionnaire items and available response
categories.
The frequency distributions include the category or response for the question items. Responses
deemed not appropriate for classification have been grouped together under the “Other” code.
The “NA” category label refers to “No Answer” or “Not Applicable.” This code is also used to
classify ambiguous responses. In addition, the “DK/RF” category includes those respondents who
did not know their answer to a question or declined to answer it. In many of the tables, a group of
responses may be tagged as “Missing” – occasionally, certain individual’s responses may not be
required to specific questions and thus are excluded. Although when this category of response is
used, the computations of percentages are presented in two (2) ways in the frequency distributions:
1) with their inclusion (as a proportion of the total sample), and 2) their exclusion (as a proportion
of a sample sub-group).
Each frequency distribution includes the absolute observed occurrence of each response (i.e. the
total number of cases in each category). Immediately adjacent to the right of the column of absolute
frequencies is the column of relative frequencies. These are the percentages of cases falling in each
category response, including those cases designated as missing data. To the right of the relative
frequency column is the adjusted frequency distribution column that contains the relative
frequencies based on the legitimate (i.e. non-missing) cases. That is, the total base for the adjusted
frequency distribution excludes the missing data. For many Questionnaire items, the relative
frequencies and the adjusted frequencies will be nearly the same. However, some items that elicit a
sizable number of missing data will produce quite substantial percentage differences between the
two columns of frequencies. The careful analyst will cautiously consider both distributions.
The last column of data within the frequency distribution is the cumulative frequency distribution
(Cum Freq). This column is simply an adjusted frequency distribution of the sum of all previous
categories of response and the current category of response. Its primary usefulness is to gauge some
ordered or ranked meaning.

.
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North Kingstown 2013 Survey
Hello, my name is _______________ and I am calling from GreatBlue Research and I’m calling on
behalf of the town of North Kingstown. The purpose of this call is to gather the opinions of those
living in and around the North Kingstown area so that we may better understand the demand for
business, commercial, and recreational opportunities within North Kingstown, generally, and within
prospective redevelopment commercial areas. May I have about 5-7 minutes of your time to get your
feedback? Thank you!
1. Are you twenty years of age or older and one of the heads of your household?
01
Yes
02
No
2. Living within North Kingstown or in a close proximity to North Kingstown, how often are you
in North Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation or other reasons? Would you say…
01
Often (3-5 times per weeks or more)
Occasionally (1-2 times per week)
02
03
Seldom (1-2 per month)
Not very often (1-2 per year)
04
05
Never
3. Please tell me why? (RESEARCHERS: Do not read list & accept multiple responses)
I live in North Kingstown
01
02
Employment
Conduct business
03
04
Visit family
Visit friends
05
06
Recreation
07
Outdoors activities
Restaurants
08
09
Shopping/Mall
Appointments (doctor’s, dentist, insurance agent, etc.)
10
11
Town Hall/Town Services
12
Attend College/School
Night life
13
14
Parks
15
Other: (Specify __________________________)

.
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4. And, how often to do you travel past North Kingstown or for a longer drive time than North
Kingstown for business, pleasure, recreation or other reasons? Would you say…
01
Often (3-5 times per weeks or more)
02
Occasionally (1-2 times per week)
03
Seldom (1-2 per month)
04
Not very often (1-2 per year)
05
Never
5. Please tell me why?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
6. Thinking about overall economic development issues facing the North Kingstown, please tell
me which of the following should be the top priority for the town over the next 10 years?
Would you say…(Researchers: Do not read list & accept one response)
01
Redeveloping existing commercial spaces
Increasing business development incentives
02
03
Improving infrastructure such as sewer systems, roadways, etc.
Developing a greater variety of industry types
04
05
Minimizing environmental impacts from development
Management of tax rates
06
07
Preserving open space
Preserving town character while developing
08
09
Increasing places for resident’s leisure activities such as dining, arts, etc.
DK/Unsure
10
11
Other: (Specify __________________________)
7. And, what do you feel is the single biggest economic issue facing the North Kingstown? Would
you say…(Researchers: Do not read list & accept one response)
01
Taxes
02
Degradation of infrastructure
03
Population growth
04
Degradation of town character
Lack of overall business development
05
06
Local regulations
07
Lack of diverse businesses
Other:__________
08
09
DK/Unsure
10
No major issues

.
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Now, I will read you a list of questions regarding the expansion of business in North Kingstown.
After each question please reply “yes” if you agree with the question or “no” if you disagree.
Statement…
8. Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if it maintained the current character of the
town?
9. Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if each business had to go through a design
review process?
10. Would you be in favor of new business in North
Kingstown if it required infrastructure development
such as sewer systems?
11. Would you be in favor of new business if it occurred
only in certain parts of North Kingstown?

Yes

No

Don’t know

01

02

03

01

02

03

01

02

03

01

02
(Go to Q13)

03
(Go to Q13)

12. And, in which area of North Kingstown would you most like to see this expansion of business
occur? Would you say…
01
Quaker Lane
02
Post Road (Rte. 1)
03
Wickford Village
04
Wickford Junction
Quonset Gateway
05
06
Frenchtown Rd
Now as I read you the following list of business types, please tell me, generally, which you would like
to see expanded or created in North Kingstown. Please indicate if you are in favor or are opposed
to each type.
In Favor Opposed Neutral
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

.

Agricultural related businesses
Alternative energies
Biotech/Medical
Commercial fishing/aquaculture or fish farming
Entertainment services
Tourism
Light industrial development including manufacturing, research
& assembly
Office development
Retail stores – “Big Box”
Retail stores – small/medium business
Restaurants
Manufacturing/industrial
Fitness/recreation
Financial/Investment Services

01
01
01
01
01
01

02
02
02
02
02
02

03
03
03
03
03
03

01

02

03

01
01
01
01
01
01
01

02
02
02
02
02
02
02

03
03
03
03
03
03
03
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How often do you dine, shop, or go out within the following areas in North Kingstown?
Area…
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Quaker Lane
Post Road (Rte. 1)
Wickford Village
Wickford Junction
Quonset Gateway
Frenchtown Rd

More than
once a week

Once a
month

A couple
times a year

Almost
never

01
01
01
01
01
01

02
02
02
02
02
02

03
03
03
03
03
03

04
04
04
04
04
04

33. Please tell me what factors would be important in your decision to increase your patronage to
any new or current shops or restaurants in North Kingstown? (Researchers: Read List and
Accept Multiple Responses)
Type of shop or restaurant
01
02
Ease of parking/travel
Value for the money
03
04
Quality of service
Atmosphere
05
06
Variety, more shops and restaurants to choose from
Schedule or operating hours
07
34. And, which one area in North Kingstown do you tend to frequent the most often? Would you
say…
01
Quaker Lane
02
Post Road (Rte. 1)
Wickford Village
03
04
Wickford Junction
05
Quonset Gateway
06
Frenchtown Rd
35. What do you feel is the single biggest deterrent to you not visiting <PROMPT Q34> in North
Kingstown more often?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

.
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36. What types of business development would you like to see more of in <PROMPT Q34>?
(Researchers: Accept multiple responses)
01
Office space
02
Restaurants/dining
03
Arts & entertainment
04
Retail – small/medium stores
05
Retail – big box stores
06
Professional services
07
Medical services (i.e. Doctor’s offices, Dentists, etc.)
08
Nightlife/leisure time locations (i.e. bars, taverns, clubs, etc.)
09
Beauty services (i.e. barber shops, salons, etc.)
10
Grocery stores, super markets, etc.
11
Other:__________________________
12
Don’t know/unsure
37. Do you have any final comments or questions for North Kingstown?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Demographics
38. How many children do you currently have in your household under the age of 18?
00
01
99

None (Go to Q40)
#________________
RF (Go to Q40)

39. Are they Preschool Age or School Age? (Please select all that apply)
01
Preschool Age
02
School Age
03
Student, unemployed
04
Student, employed
RF
05
40. Do you own or rent your current residence?
Own
01
02
Rent
03
DK/Unsure
04
RF

.
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41. What is your current employment status?
01
Working full-time
02
Working part-time
03
Student
04
Retired
05
Unemployed – looking for work
06
Unemployed – not looking for work
07
Unemployed – unable to work because of disability
08
Homemaker
09
DK/unsure/other
42. What is your industry of employment? (Ask only if Q41=01,02)
01
Higher Education
02
Financial Services
03
Healthcare
04
Professional Services
05
Other:__________________
RF
06
43. Which of the following best describes your age?
01
18-25
26-35
02
03
36-45
46-55
04
05
56-65
66-75
06
07
76 or older
RF
08
44. Are you of Hispanic origin, such as Latin American, Puerto Rican, Cuban or Mexican?
01
Yes (Go to Q46)
02
No (Continue)
DK (Continue)
03
04
RF (Continue)
45. What is your race?
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

.

White
African-American
Asian
Pacific Islander
Aleutian, Eskimo or American Indian
Other: ________________
DK
RF
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46. What is your highest grade of school completed?
01
Eighth grade or less
02
Some high school
03
High school graduate or GED
04
Some technical school
05
Technical school graduate
06
Some college
07
College graduate
08
Post-graduate or professional degree
09
RF
47. Which of the following categories best describes your total family income before taxes?
01
Less than $35,000
02
$35,000 to less than $65,000
03
$65,000 to less than $95,000
04
$95,000 or more
05
DK
RF
06
48. Gender (by observation).
01
02

.

Male
Female
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CROSSTABULATION TABLE
Less than 55
(N=124)

56 or older
(N=276)

Quaker Lane
More than once a week
Once a month
A couple times a year
Almost never

37.1%
25.0
16.1
21.8

26.4
25.7
16.7
31.2

More than once a week
Once a month
A couple times a year
Almost never

53.2
25.8
14.5
6.5

48.9
21.4
13.4
16.3

More than once a week
Once a month
A couple times a year
Almost never

30.6
28.2
23.4
17.7

30.8
25.7
19.2
24.3

More than once a week
Once a month
A couple times a year
Almost never

33.1
28.2
19.4
19.4

29.0
27.2
12.3
31.5

More than once a week
Once a month
A couple times a year
Almost never

37.1
21.8
18.5
22.6

31.2
23.6
10.1
35.1

More than once a week
Once a month
A couple times a year
Almost never

36.3
29.0
15.3
19.4

25.0
23.9
16.3
34.8

Post Road

Wickford Village

Wickford Junction

Quonset Gateway

Frenchtown Road

.
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APPENDIX E:
Employer Survey Report

ECONOMIC AND REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS FOR SUSTAINABLE LAND USE OUTCOMES ™
Page E-I of E-67

4WARD PLANNING INC.

Page E-II of E-67

North Kingstown Employer Survey

Q1 What is the name of your business?
(optional)
Answ ered: 26

Skipped: 29

#

Responses

Date

1

Gardner"s Wharf Seafood

12/28/2013 2:42 PM

2

Forward 5 Marketing

12/28/2013 11:08 AM

3

Quonset Development Corporation

12/26/2013 7:35 AM

4

BankNewport

12/26/2013 5:34 AM

5

Five Main

12/24/2013 6:14 PM

6

Caldwell & Johnson

12/24/2013 9:28 AM

7

Quonset Development Corporation

12/24/2013 6:12 AM

8

Hamilton Village Inn

12/24/2013 5:53 AM

9

fabric gallery

12/23/2013 3:58 PM

10

Citizens Banking

12/23/2013 1:37 PM

11

OrthoCore Physic al Therapy

12/23/2013 10:18 AM

12

STSound

12/23/2013 10:16 AM

13

Natelli Systems, Inc .

12/23/2013 10:09 AM

14

ULTRA Sc ientific

12/23/2013 9:43 AM

15

Needle Designs

11/25/2013 9:42 AM

16

Pro-Paint Plus, Inc .

11/24/2013 2:52 PM

17

Total Look Salon

11/23/2013 1:38 PM

18

Tavern by the Sea

11/23/2013 7:49 AM

19

Vemaline Produc ts dba Handles Unlimited

11/23/2013 6:13 AM

20

Gree Ink

11/22/2013 6:06 PM

21

Pedego Elec tric Bikes

11/22/2013 12:17 PM

22

North Kingstown Senior and Human Servic es

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

23

Sales Rep on the road for the area

11/22/2013 11:58 AM

24

SALK'S HARDWARE & MARINE

11/22/2013 11:56 AM
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North Kingstown Employer Survey
25

Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage

11/22/2013 11:45 AM

26

Wireless Zone

11/22/2013 11:43 AM
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North Kingstown Employer Survey

Q2 Which primary NAICS industry code
best describes your business?
Answ ered: 55

Skipped: 0

Agriculture,
Forestry,...
Mining,
Quarrying, O...

Utilities

Construction

Manufacturing

Wholesale Trade

Retail Trade

Transportation
& Warehousing

Information

Finance &
Insurance
Real Estate &
Rental &...
Professional,
Scientific, ...
Management of
Companies &...

3 / 67

North Kingstown Employer Survey
Admin. &
Support, Was...
Educational
Serv ices
Health Care &
Social...
Arts,
Entertainmen...
Accommodation
& Food Serv ices
Other Serv ices
(except Publ...
Public
Administration
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Agric ulture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting

3.64%

2

Mining, Quarrying, Oil & Gas Extrac tion

0%

0

Utilities

0%

0

Construc tion

12.73%

7

Manufac turing

7.27%

4

Wholesale Trade

3.64%

2

Retail Trade

16.36%

9

Transportation & Warehousing

0%

0

Information

1.82%

1

Financ e & Insuranc e

9.09%

5

Real Estate & Rental & Leasing

9.09%

5
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5.45%

3

Management of Companies & Enterprises

1.82%

1

Admin. & Support, Waste Management & Remediation Servic es

0%

0

Educ ational Servic es

1.82%

1

Health Care & Soc ial Assistanc e

1.82%

1

Arts, Entertainment, & Rec reation

9.09%

5

Ac c ommodation & Food Servic es

5.45%

3

Other Servic es (exc ept Public Administration)

7.27%

4

Public Administration

3.64%

2

Professional, Sc ientific , & Tec hnic al Servic es

Total

55
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Q3 What is the scale of your business?
Answ ered: 55

Skipped: 0

National

Regional

Local

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

National

16.36%

9

Regional

25.45%

14

Loc al

58.18%

32

Total

55
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Q4 How many years have you been in
business in North Kingstown?
Answ ered: 55

Skipped: 0

#

Responses

Date

1

62

1/8/2014 4:10 PM

2

37

1/2/2014 9:00 AM

3

10

12/28/2013 2:42 PM

4

1

12/28/2013 11:08 AM

5

8

12/26/2013 7:35 AM

6

6

12/26/2013 5:34 AM

7

16

12/24/2013 6:14 PM

8

45

12/24/2013 9:28 AM

9

40 years (formerly as the Port Authority)

12/24/2013 6:12 AM

10

18 years (about)

12/24/2013 5:53 AM

11

six

12/24/2013 5:36 AM

12

16

12/24/2013 4:45 AM

13

10

12/23/2013 7:58 PM

14

23

12/23/2013 3:58 PM

15

59 years

12/23/2013 3:25 PM

16

10

12/23/2013 1:37 PM

17

9

12/23/2013 12:54 PM

18

2

12/23/2013 12:38 PM

19

11

12/23/2013 12:25 PM

20

Over 60 years

12/23/2013 11:55 AM

21

3

12/23/2013 11:50 AM

22

1.5

12/23/2013 10:18 AM

23

5

12/23/2013 10:16 AM

24

22

12/23/2013 10:13 AM
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25

15

12/23/2013 10:09 AM

26

3

12/23/2013 10:02 AM

27

21

12/23/2013 10:00 AM

28

40

12/23/2013 9:57 AM

29

28

12/23/2013 9:55 AM

30

25 years

12/23/2013 9:43 AM

31

2

11/26/2013 10:32 AM

32

9

11/25/2013 9:42 AM

33

33

11/24/2013 2:52 PM

34

seven years (business been there 30 years)

11/23/2013 1:38 PM

35

11

11/23/2013 9:39 AM

36

7

11/23/2013 7:49 AM

37

3

11/23/2013 6:13 AM

38

25 years

11/23/2013 4:20 AM

39

41

11/22/2013 6:06 PM

40

12 years

11/22/2013 4:17 PM

41

54 years

11/22/2013 2:28 PM

42

3

11/22/2013 1:26 PM

43

0

11/22/2013 12:33 PM

44

13

11/22/2013 12:32 PM

45

3 months

11/22/2013 12:17 PM

46

twenty three

11/22/2013 12:12 PM

47

45 yrs

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

48

20 yrs.

11/22/2013 12:06 PM

49

3

11/22/2013 12:06 PM

50

27 yrs

11/22/2013 12:01 PM

51

6

11/22/2013 11:58 AM

52

3

11/22/2013 11:56 AM

53

4

11/22/2013 11:53 AM

54

7

11/22/2013 11:45 AM
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55

10

11/22/2013 11:43 AM
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Q5 Is your business located in or near
(within a quarter-mile) the following key
commercial corridors or business
districts? Answer to the best of your
knowledge. Select all the apply.
Answ ered: 55

Skipped: 0

Quaker Lane

Post Road

Wickford
Village
Wickford
Junction
Quonset
Business Park

Frenchtow n Road

None of abov e

Don't know

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Quaker Lane

1.82%

Post Road

30.91%

17

Wic kford Village

25.45%

14
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1.82%

Wic kford Junc tion
Quonset Business Park

32.73%

Frenc htown Road

7.27%

None of above

27.27%

Don't know

1.82%

Total Respondents: 55
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Q6 How many employees do you currently
have at ALL locations in North Kingstown
(including yourself)? (include contract
labor; if sole proprietor, insert “1”)
Answ ered: 50

Skipped: 5

Answ er Choices

Responses

Year-round, full-time

96%

48

Year-round, part-time

40%

20

Seasonal, full-time

26%

13

Seasonal, part-time

30%

15

#

Year-round, full-time

Date

1

4

1/8/2014 4:11 PM

2

1

1/2/2014 9:00 AM

3

1

1/1/2014 9:01 PM

4

4

12/28/2013 2:43 PM

5

1

12/28/2013 11:08 AM

6

43

12/26/2013 7:36 AM

7

10

12/26/2013 5:35 AM

8

1

12/24/2013 6:15 PM

9

8

12/24/2013 9:28 AM

10

2

12/24/2013 5:54 AM

11

1

12/24/2013 5:38 AM

12

1

12/24/2013 4:45 AM

13

1

12/23/2013 7:59 PM

14

one

12/23/2013 4:00 PM

15

"1"

12/23/2013 3:27 PM

16

6

12/23/2013 1:38 PM
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17

3

12/23/2013 12:39 PM

18

1

12/23/2013 12:26 PM

19

6

12/23/2013 11:50 AM

20

1

12/23/2013 10:18 AM

21

1

12/23/2013 10:16 AM

22

11

12/23/2013 10:14 AM

23

1

12/23/2013 10:09 AM

24

5

12/23/2013 10:02 AM

25

5

12/23/2013 9:58 AM

26

15

12/23/2013 9:56 AM

27

48

12/23/2013 9:44 AM

28

6

11/26/2013 10:32 AM

29

1

11/25/2013 9:43 AM

30

3

11/24/2013 2:53 PM

31

8

11/23/2013 1:39 PM

32

2

11/23/2013 9:40 AM

33

18

11/23/2013 6:14 AM

34

1

11/22/2013 6:07 PM

35

0

11/22/2013 4:18 PM

36

4

11/22/2013 2:30 PM

37

2

11/22/2013 1:27 PM

38

1

11/22/2013 12:32 PM

39

1

11/22/2013 12:18 PM

40

3

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

41

18

11/22/2013 12:07 PM

42

6

11/22/2013 12:06 PM

43

7

11/22/2013 12:02 PM

44

1

11/22/2013 11:59 AM

45

4

11/22/2013 11:56 AM

46

16

11/22/2013 11:54 AM
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47

1

11/22/2013 11:46 AM

48

4

11/22/2013 11:44 AM

#

Year-round, part-time

Date

1

15

1/8/2014 4:11 PM

2

3

12/28/2013 2:43 PM

3

0

12/28/2013 11:08 AM

4

6

12/24/2013 9:28 AM

5

10

12/24/2013 5:54 AM

6

2

12/24/2013 5:38 AM

7

3

12/23/2013 12:39 PM

8

2

12/23/2013 10:14 AM

9

20

12/23/2013 9:56 AM

10

1

12/23/2013 9:44 AM

11

1

11/26/2013 10:32 AM

12

1

11/23/2013 6:14 AM

13

9

11/22/2013 6:07 PM

14

0

11/22/2013 4:18 PM

15

0

11/22/2013 2:30 PM

16

3

11/22/2013 1:27 PM

17

1

11/22/2013 12:18 PM

18

7

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

19

1

11/22/2013 12:07 PM

20

9

11/22/2013 11:56 AM

#

Seasonal, full-time

Date

1

0

1/8/2014 4:11 PM

2

3

12/28/2013 2:43 PM

3

0

12/28/2013 11:08 AM

4

0

12/24/2013 5:38 AM

5

10

12/23/2013 12:54 PM

6

10

12/23/2013 10:02 AM
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7

4

12/23/2013 9:58 AM

8

0

12/23/2013 9:44 AM

9

0

11/22/2013 4:18 PM

10

0

11/22/2013 2:30 PM

11

1

11/22/2013 12:18 PM

12

00

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

13

2

11/22/2013 12:02 PM

#

Seasonal, part-time

Date

1

3

1/8/2014 4:11 PM

2

5

12/28/2013 2:43 PM

3

0

12/28/2013 11:08 AM

4

1

12/24/2013 6:15 PM

5

4

12/24/2013 5:38 AM

6

2

12/23/2013 12:54 PM

7

50

12/23/2013 12:39 PM

8

7

12/23/2013 11:56 AM

9

12

12/23/2013 9:58 AM

10

7

12/23/2013 9:56 AM

11

0

12/23/2013 9:44 AM

12

0

11/22/2013 4:18 PM

13

0

11/22/2013 2:30 PM

14

2

11/22/2013 12:18 PM

15

0

11/22/2013 12:10 PM
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Q7 How does the number of employees
you have today compare to the number of
employees you had 5 years ago?
Answ ered: 50

Skipped: 5

More employees
today than 5...

Few er
employees to...

No change

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

More employees today than 5 years ago

36%

18

Fewer employees today than 5 years ago

28.00%

14

No c hange

36%

18

Total

50
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Q8 How difficult has it been to find
additional qualified employees?
Answ ered: 18

Skipped: 37

Not at all
difficult

Somew hat
difficult

Very difficult

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Not at all diffic ult

22.22%

4

Somewhat diffic ult

55.56%

10

Very diffic ult

22.22%

4

Total

18
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Q9 What approximate square footage does
your business occupy in North Kingstown?
(Include all properties)
Answ ered: 48

Skipped: 7

Answ er Choices

Responses

Building Square Feet

100%

48

#

Building Square Feet

Date

1

16000

1/8/2014 4:12 PM

2

400

1/2/2014 9:01 AM

3

0

1/1/2014 9:01 PM

4

3500

12/28/2013 2:44 PM

5

400

12/28/2013 11:09 AM

6

2,000,000

12/26/2013 7:36 AM

7

6500

12/26/2013 5:35 AM

8

500

12/24/2013 6:17 PM

9

4000

12/24/2013 9:29 AM

10

Don't know

12/24/2013 5:55 AM

11

1200

12/24/2013 5:39 AM

12

950

12/24/2013 4:46 AM

13

0

12/23/2013 7:59 PM

14

1500

12/23/2013 4:03 PM

15

30,000 sq ft +/-

12/23/2013 3:29 PM

16

300

12/23/2013 1:38 PM

17

8800

12/23/2013 12:55 PM

18

80000

12/23/2013 12:39 PM

19

800

12/23/2013 12:27 PM

20

?

12/23/2013 11:57 AM

21

1000

12/23/2013 11:51 AM
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22

1,400

12/23/2013 10:18 AM

23

120

12/23/2013 10:17 AM

24

9500

12/23/2013 10:14 AM

25

256

12/23/2013 10:10 AM

26

12000

12/23/2013 10:02 AM

27

5000

12/23/2013 9:58 AM

28

100000

12/23/2013 9:57 AM

29

33,000

12/23/2013 9:44 AM

30

2500

11/26/2013 10:32 AM

31

900

11/25/2013 9:43 AM

32

1800 sq.feet

11/24/2013 2:54 PM

33

do not know

11/23/2013 1:41 PM

34

1800

11/23/2013 9:40 AM

35

25,000

11/23/2013 6:14 AM

36

3,300

11/22/2013 6:08 PM

37

1500

11/22/2013 4:18 PM

38

5500

11/22/2013 2:30 PM

39

10,000

11/22/2013 1:28 PM

40

300

11/22/2013 12:33 PM

41

1500

11/22/2013 12:19 PM

42

15,000

11/22/2013 12:08 PM

43

600

11/22/2013 12:07 PM

44

5,000

11/22/2013 12:03 PM

45

na

11/22/2013 11:59 AM

46

12000

11/22/2013 11:57 AM

47

6,000

11/22/2013 11:54 AM

48

.

11/22/2013 11:44 AM
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Q10 Which of the following best describes
the space (interior and exterior) your
business presently occupies?
Answ ered: 48

Skipped: 7

Meets current
space...

Meets current
space...

Does not meet
current spac...

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Meets c urrent spac e requirements AND allows for future expansion.

39.58%

19

Meets c urrent spac e requirements, BUT does not allow for future expansion.

50%

24

Does not meet c urrent spac e requirements.

10.42%

Total

5
48
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Q11 Looking to the future, what is the
likelihood that your business will need to
expand or relocate?
Answ ered: 48

Skipped: 7

Certain

Very likely

Somew hat likely

Not Likely

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Certain

12.50%

6

Very likely

8.33%

4

Somewhat likely

25%

12

Not Likely

54.17%

26

Total

48
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Q12 What are your future office space
needs in approximate square footage?
Answ ered: 16

Skipped: 39

Answ er Choices

Responses

Expanded fac ility (Building Sq. Ft.)

62.50%

10

New fac ility (Building Sq. Ft)

68.75%

11

#

Expanded facility (Building Sq. Ft.)

Date

1

N/A

12/28/2013 2:45 PM

2

0

12/26/2013 7:37 AM

3

N/A

12/23/2013 10:15 AM

4

10,000

12/23/2013 9:45 AM

5

same

11/26/2013 10:32 AM

6

1500

11/25/2013 9:45 AM

7

no room to expand

11/23/2013 1:44 PM

8

400

11/22/2013 4:20 PM

9

0

11/22/2013 12:08 PM

10

work from home

11/22/2013 12:00 PM

#

New facility (Building Sq. Ft)

Date

1

500

1/1/2014 9:03 PM

2

12000

12/26/2013 7:37 AM

3

1200

12/23/2013 12:28 PM

4

5000

12/23/2013 11:52 AM

5

5,000

12/23/2013 10:19 AM

6

n/a

11/26/2013 10:32 AM

7

don't know

11/23/2013 1:44 PM

8

25,000

11/23/2013 6:17 AM

9

400

11/22/2013 6:09 PM

10

2000

11/22/2013 12:08 PM
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11

none

11/22/2013 12:00 PM
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Q13 Which type of building/addition would
you be most likely to use?
Answ ered: 21

Skipped: 34

Temporary
structure

Front loaded
office space

Flex space
w ith truck...

Traditional
office building

Other (please
specify)

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Temporary struc ture

4.76%

1

Front loaded offic e spac e

19.05%

4

Flex spac e with truc k doors in bac k

23.81%

5

Traditional offic e building

23.81%

5

Other (please spec ify)

33.33%

7

Total Respondents: 21

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Mobile Building

12/28/2013 2:45 PM
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2

N/A

12/23/2013 10:15 AM

3

showroom in the front, produc tion in the bac k

11/25/2013 9:45 AM

4

not sure

11/23/2013 1:44 PM

5

c onsidering moving business

11/23/2013 6:17 AM

6

c inder bloc k addition

11/22/2013 4:20 PM

7

home offic e

11/22/2013 12:00 PM
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Q14 Do you anticipate you will be able to
meet your addition or expansion needs in
North Kingstown?
Answ ered: 21

Skipped: 34

Yes

No

Unsure

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Yes

61.90%

No

4.76%

1

Unsure

33.33%

7

Total

13

21
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Q15 If relocating or expanding, would you
look to do so in any of the following
districts?
Answ ered: 21

Skipped: 34

Quaker Lane

Post Road

Wickford
Village
Wickford
Junction
Quonset
Business Park

Frenchtow n Road

None of these

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Quaker Lane

9.52%

2

Post Road

33.33%

7

Wic kford Village

9.52%

2

Wic kford Junc tion

14.29%

3

Quonset Business Park

23.81%

5

Frenc htown Road

14.29%

3
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23.81%

None of these

5

Total Respondents: 21

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Hamilton - Allenton

11/22/2013 4:20 PM
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Q16 Looking to the future, what is the
likelihood that your business will leave
North Kingstown?
Answ ered: 21

Skipped: 34

Unlikely

Somew hat likely

Very likely

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Unlikely

52.38%

11

Somewhat likely

42.86%

9

Very likely

4.76%

1

Total

21
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Q17 If your business would likely leave,
where would it likely relocate?
Answ ered: 8

Skipped: 47

#

Responses

Date

1

East Greenwic h

12/28/2013 2:46 PM

2

A plac e that makes sense ec onomic ally

12/23/2013 12:29 PM

3

Warwic k - Providenc e - Newport

12/23/2013 11:52 AM

4

N/A

12/23/2013 10:15 AM

5

Undec ide

12/23/2013 9:45 AM

6

Somewhere where the Town enc ourages c ommerc ial developement

11/23/2013 9:42 AM

7

Fall River, MA or Attleboro, MA

11/23/2013 6:17 AM

8

Warwic k - Providenc e - Newport

11/22/2013 12:08 PM
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Q18 To your knowledge, are your
employees able to find suitable and
affordable housing within North
Kingstown?
Answ ered: 47

Skipped: 8

Yes

No

I don’t know

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Yes

42.55%

20

No

25.53%

12

I don’t know

31.91%

15

Total Respondents: 47
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Q19 If no, what is the primary reason(s)
why your employees are not able to find
suitable and affordable housing within
North Kingstown?
Answ ered: 17

Skipped: 38

Too expensiv e

Poor quality
housing stock
Housing is too
small
Housing is too
big

Area is unsafe

Prefer to liv e
somew here else

I don’t know

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Too expensive

58.82%

Poor quality housing stoc k

0%

0

Housing is too small

0%

0

Housing is too big

5.88%

1

Area is unsafe

0%

0
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Prefer to live somewhere else

I don’t know

35.29%

6

29.41%

5

Total Respondents: 17

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Property Taxes are too high thus they look elsewhere

12/23/2013 11:53 AM

2

all live in surrounding areas but 1 lives in NK

11/23/2013 1:45 PM

3

I live in Riverside.

11/22/2013 12:19 PM

4

Taxes are extremely high so I don't see people moving into town

11/22/2013 12:00 PM
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Q20 How many of your employees
commute to work by the following modes?
(approximately)
Answ ered: 47

Skipped: 8

Car, solo

Carpool

Commuter Rail

Bus

Walk

Bicycle

Other

0

Answ er Choices

3

6

9

Av erage Number

12

15

Total Number

Responses

Car, solo

11

492

43

Carpool

1

4

3

Commuter Rail

0

0

1

Bus

4

13

3

Walk

1

2

3

Bic yc le

0

0

1
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0

Other

1

3

Total Respondents: 47

#

Car, solo

Date

1

18

1/8/2014 4:15 PM

2

1

1/2/2014 9:02 AM

3

1

1/1/2014 9:03 PM

4

12

12/28/2013 2:48 PM

5

43

12/26/2013 7:38 AM

6

10

12/26/2013 5:36 AM

7

1

12/24/2013 6:18 PM

8

8

12/24/2013 9:32 AM

9

11

12/24/2013 5:56 AM

10

3

12/24/2013 5:43 AM

11

1

12/24/2013 4:46 AM

12

1

12/23/2013 4:05 PM

13

1

12/23/2013 3:30 PM

14

6

12/23/2013 1:38 PM

15

12

12/23/2013 12:57 PM

16

50

12/23/2013 12:39 PM

17

1

12/23/2013 12:29 PM

18

7

12/23/2013 11:58 AM

19

5

12/23/2013 11:53 AM

20

1

12/23/2013 10:20 AM

21

10

12/23/2013 10:16 AM

22

14

12/23/2013 10:03 AM

23

16

12/23/2013 9:59 AM

24

90

12/23/2013 9:58 AM

25

46

12/23/2013 9:46 AM

26

7

11/26/2013 10:32 AM
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27

1

11/25/2013 9:45 AM

28

3

11/24/2013 2:55 PM

29

8

11/23/2013 1:46 PM

30

2

11/23/2013 9:43 AM

31

17

11/23/2013 6:20 AM

32

10

11/22/2013 6:11 PM

33

20

11/22/2013 4:20 PM

34

3

11/22/2013 2:31 PM

35

5

11/22/2013 1:29 PM

36

1

11/22/2013 12:34 PM

37

1

11/22/2013 12:20 PM

38

6

11/22/2013 12:08 PM

39

7

11/22/2013 12:04 PM

40

1

11/22/2013 12:01 PM

41

13

11/22/2013 11:58 AM

42

16

11/22/2013 11:55 AM

43

2

11/22/2013 11:45 AM

#

Carpool

Date

1

0

12/23/2013 9:46 AM

2

2

11/23/2013 6:20 AM

3

2

11/22/2013 11:45 AM

#

Commuter Rail

Date

1

0

12/23/2013 9:46 AM

#

Bus

Date

1

1

12/24/2013 5:56 AM

2

10

12/23/2013 9:58 AM

3

2

12/23/2013 9:46 AM

#

Walk

Date

1

1

12/23/2013 10:18 AM

2

1

12/23/2013 10:10 AM
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3

0

12/23/2013 9:46 AM

#

Bicycle

Date

1

0

12/23/2013 9:46 AM

#

Other

Date

1

1

12/28/2013 11:10 AM

2

0

12/23/2013 8:00 PM

3

0

12/23/2013 9:46 AM
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Q21 What types of businesses would you
like to see expanded or created in North
Kingstown? Indicate if you are in favor or
opposed to each type.
Answ ered: 46

Skipped: 9

Agricultural
related...

Alternativ e
energies

Biotech/Medical

Commercial
fishing/aqua...
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Entertainment
serv ices

Hospitality
serv ices

Light
industrial...

Light
industrial...

Office
dev elopment
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Retail stores
– “Big Box”

Retail stores
– small/medi...

Restaurants

Tourism

More mixed use
dev elopment ...
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Transportation
improv ements...

0%

In Favor

20%

Opposed

40%

60%

80%

100%

Neutral

In Fav or
Agric ultural related businesses

Alternative energies

Biotec h/Medic al

Commerc ial fishing/aquac ulture or fish farming

Entertainment servic es

Hospitality servic es

Light industrial development inc luding manufac turing, researc h & assembly OUTSIDE the Quonset-Davisville Park

Light industrial development inc luding manufac turing, researc h & assembly INSIDE the Quonset-Davisville Park

Offic e development

Retail stores – “Big Box”

Retail stores – small/medium business

Restaurants

Tourism

More mixed use development at the Quonset- Davisville Park inc luding offic e, retail, hotel, rec reation, waterfront ac c ess
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Opposed

Neutral

Total

56.52%
26

0%
0

43.48%
20

46

60.87%
28

15.22%
7

23.91%
11

46

80.43%
37

4.35%
2

15.22%
7

46

73.91%
34

0%
0

26.09%
12

46

43.48%
20

13.04%
6

43.48%
20

46

58.70%
27

10.87%
5

30.43%
14

46

60.87%
28

15.22%
7

23.91%
11

46

89.13%
41

4.35%
2

6.52%
3

46

54.35%
25

6.52%
3

39.13%
18

46

32.61%
15

45.65%
21

21.74%
10

46

73.91%
34

6.52%
3

19.57%
9

46

80.43%
37

0%
0

19.57%
9

46

76.09%
35

2.17%
1

21.74%
10

46

80.43%

4.35%

15.22%
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More mixed use development at the Quonset- Davisville Park inc luding offic e, retail, hotel, rec reation, waterfront ac c ess

Transportation improvements inside Quonset, inc luding ferry, rail and airport servic es.

80.43%
37

4.35%
2

15.22%
7

46

78.26%
36

4.35%
2

17.39%
8

46

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Transportation servic es inc luding, taxi, water taxi, limousine, shuttles c onnec ting Quonset and the ferry to train stations to the
villages. Expanded marine servic es and amenities for boaters.

12/24/2013 6:32 PM

2

Need to c ontrol growth, don't want to look like Warwic k/Cranston.

12/23/2013 10:12 AM

3

restaurants restaurants restaurants

11/22/2013 12:02 PM

4

Restaurants and servic es in Quonset for employees

11/22/2013 11:56 AM
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Q22 Commercial development includes
retail, office, light industrial and service
type business. Would you favor or oppose
locating more commercial developments
in the following areas?
Answ ered: 46

Skipped: 9

Frenchtow n
Road - Stop ...

Post Road
(Rt.1) - Eas...

Quonset
Gatew ay...

Post Road
(Rt.1) Quons...
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Quaker Lane
(Rt.2) - All...

Ten Rod Road
(Rt.102) -...

South County
Trail (Rt.2)...

Wickford
Village

Tow er Hill
Road (Rt.1) ...
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Tow er Hill
Road (Rt.1) ...

Dry Bridge Road

Route 2/Route
102 at Bald...

0%

In Favor

20%

Opposed

40%

60%

80%

100%

Neutral

In Fav or
Frenc htown Road - Stop & Shop vic inity

Post Road (Rt.1) - East Greenwic h to Quonset

Quonset Gateway Distric t

Post Road (Rt.1) Quonset to Wic kford

Quaker Lane (Rt.2) - Allies Donuts vic inity
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Opposed

Neutral

Total

73.91%
34

17.39%
8

8.70%
4

46

71.74%
33

13.04%
6

15.22%
7

46

86.96%
40

4.35%
2

8.70%
4

46

60.87%
28

21.74%
10

17.39%
8

46

58.70%

17.39%

23.91%

Quaker Lane (Rt.2) - Allies Donuts vic inity

North Kingstown Employer Survey

Ten Rod Road (Rt.102) - Wic kford Junc tion/ Stop & Shop

South County Trail (Rt.2) - Sc hartner Farm vic inity

Wic kford Village

Tower Hill Road (Rt.1) - West Main Street to Rt.4 Junc tion

Tower Hill Road (Rt.1) at Rt.4 Junc tion to South Kingstown

Dry Bridge Road

Route 2/Route 102 at Bald Hill Garden Center/Oatleys/Corner Tavern
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58.70%
27

17.39%
8

23.91%
11

46

56.52%
26

26.09%
12

17.39%
8

46

28.26%
13

39.13%
18

32.61%
15

46

52.17%
24

36.96%
17

10.87%
5

46

26.09%
12

43.48%
20

30.43%
14

46

36.96%
17

28.26%
13

34.78%
16

46

39.13%
18

26.09%
12

34.78%
16

46

43.48%
20

30.43%
14

26.09%
12

46
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Q23 What are your opinions regarding the
following for Wickford Village?
Answ ered: 46

Skipped: 9

Harbor/boating
access...

Sew ers for
businesses

Sew ers for
residential

More year
round...
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More
restaurants

More parking

Increased
shopping...

Lodging
businesses

Need to
improv e signage

More public
activ ities
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Residential on
upper floors

0%

In Favor

20%

Opposed

40%

60%

80%

100%

Neutral

In Fav or
Harbor/boating ac c ess improvements

Sewers for businesses

Sewers for residential

More year round businesses

More restaurants

More parking

Inc reased shopping offerings

Lodging businesses

Need to improve signage

More public ac tivities

Residential on upper floors
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Opposed

Neutral

Total

73.91%
34

0%
0

26.09%
12

46

82.61%
38

4.35%
2

13.04%
6

46

67.39%
31

10.87%
5

21.74%
10

46

78.26%
36

2.17%
1

19.57%
9

46

67.39%
31

6.52%
3

26.09%
12

46

60.87%
28

4.35%
2

34.78%
16

46

63.04%
29

6.52%
3

30.43%
14

46

39.13%
18

19.57%
9

41.30%
19

46

54.35%
25

10.87%
5

34.78%
16

46

50%
23

6.52%
3

43.48%
20

46

54.35%

4.35%

41.30%

Residential on upper floors
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54.35%
25
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4.35%
2

41.30%
19

46
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Q24 Which of the following would you say
are the top three BENEFITS of doing
business in North Kingstown today?
Choose three (3).
Answ ered: 46

Skipped: 9
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Liv e in the
same tow n
Community
character/...
Housing
av ailability...
Av ailable
w orkforce
Cost of doing
business

Taxes

Regulation

Infrastructure

Access to
highw ays
Access to
public transit
Access to
other...
Coastal
location
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Live in the same town

58.70%

27

Community c harac ter/ quality

65.22%

30
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Housing availability for employees

0%

0

Available workforc e

2.17%

1

Cost of doing business

8.70%

4

Taxes

4.35%

2

Regulation

2.17%

1

Infrastruc ture

10.87%

5

Ac c ess to highways

60.87%

28

Ac c ess to public transit

8.70%

4

Ac c ess to other businesses in North Kingstown

30.43%

14

Coastal loc ation

45.65%

21

Total Respondents: 46

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Wic kford is a tourist destination

12/24/2013 7:37 PM

2

c entral loc ation statewide

11/22/2013 2:36 PM

3

Upper inc ome demographic s

11/22/2013 1:35 PM

4

Wic kford and Jamestown, Newport nearby

11/22/2013 12:06 PM
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Q25 Which of the following would you say
are the top three CHALLENGES facing
business like yours in North Kingstown
today? Choose three (3).
Answ ered: 46

Skipped: 9
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Liv e in the
same tow n
Community
character/...
Housing
av ailability...
Av ailable
w orkforce
Cost of doing
business

Taxes

Regulation

Infrastructure

Access to
highw ays
Access to
public transit
Access to
other...
Coastal
location
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Live in the same town

4.35%

2

Community c harac ter/ quality

0%

0
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Housing availability for employees

8.70%

4

Available workforc e

19.57%

9

Cost of doing business

56.52%

26

Taxes

69.57%

32

Regulation

65.22%

30

Infrastruc ture

30.43%

14

Ac c ess to highways

2.17%

1

Ac c ess to public transit

6.52%

3

Ac c ess to other businesses in North Kingstown

6.52%

3

Coastal loc ation

6.52%

3

Total Respondents: 46

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Not enough restaurants to attrac t visitors and sustain business in Wic kford. Restaurants c lose to early in Wic kford. The town does not
advertise for people to visit. Not enough staff for ec onomic development.

12/24/2013 7:37 PM

2

Lac k of expertise of town offic ials

12/23/2013 3:46 PM

3

Most c lients are out of state, c lient defic it is not an NK, but a State of RI problem.

12/23/2013 10:17 AM

4

need more high end resturants for business lunc hes

11/26/2013 10:39 AM

5

anti development attitude of previous leadership

11/22/2013 2:36 PM

6

Seasonality

11/22/2013 12:27 PM
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Q26 Please comment on the availability of
business space or qualified work force to
meet your needs in North Kingstown.
Answ ered: 21

Skipped: 34

#

Responses

Date

1

FOR MY BUSINESS IT IS FINE

1/2/2014 9:12 AM

2

North Kingstown is an affluent and educ ated town, Its residenc e fit in well with the needs of small employers suc h as myself.

12/28/2013 3:17 PM

3

sole prac titioner, NA

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

Adequate

12/24/2013 7:37 PM

5

Spac e is generally available... Lac k of sewers is a major issue

12/24/2013 5:52 AM

6

Better business will result from sewers and workforc e will improve.

12/24/2013 4:55 AM

7

Not nec essary

12/23/2013 8:05 PM

8

no problem

12/23/2013 4:27 PM

9

N/A

12/23/2013 3:50 PM

10

To many low inc ome people/housing in town. These type of people would rather get aide from the town or state than have a full
time job.

12/23/2013 1:04 PM

11

no c omment

12/23/2013 12:48 PM

12

Home offic e. Don't need muc h spac e.

12/23/2013 10:24 AM

13

n/a. Work out of a home offic e.

12/23/2013 10:21 AM

14

We are very c omfortable with both.

12/23/2013 10:20 AM

15

No problem

11/25/2013 9:54 AM

16

Plenty of business spac e ( vac ant)

11/24/2013 3:05 PM

17

Would like more done for the businesses on Post Road we seem to c onc entrate on Wic kford.

11/23/2013 1:59 PM

18

no c omment

11/22/2013 4:24 PM

19

No c omment

11/22/2013 1:37 PM

20

Plenty of work spac e but way too muc h vac anc y and vac anc y that has been over 10 years. There is a reason for that and it isn't good
for NK. NK is known to be very diffic ult to get permits, get business up and running, unlike East Greenwic h, Narragansett, and South
Kingstown.

11/22/2013 12:08 PM

21

Hard to find qualified (educ ated, experienc ed) professionals in RI

11/22/2013 12:02 PM
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Q27 Please comment on your response
concerning leaving the area (i.e. reasons
you might or might not leave).
Answ ered: 25

Skipped: 30

#

Responses

Date

1

WHEN I RETIRE IT IS WAY TOO EXPENSIVE TO STAY IN N.K.

1/2/2014 9:12 AM

2

Cost of being loc ated direc tly on the c oast is bec omming c ost prohibitive. Lac k of ability to expand bec ause no sewers, flood
insuranc e, tidal rise etc ...

12/28/2013 3:17 PM

3

rec ently moved here, no plans to leave

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

We are here to stay for the long-term. Redevelopment of Post Road from EG to Wic kford is key. We need to bring more diversified
businesses and restaurants to draw people in.

12/26/2013 5:41 AM

5

Other c oastal c ommunities in RI our prospering muc h more than in Wic kford, largely due to more restaurants, restaurants staying
open later, and alternative businesses/servic es made available as a result of adequate sewers. Bec ause if this, businesses are not
thriving in Wic kford as they should be, and there is a strong inc entive to leave Wic kford.

12/24/2013 7:37 PM

6

Dealing with loc al regulations and the struggle to get anything done relating to the town government is an issue...

12/24/2013 5:52 AM

7

No sewers will forc e business to go elsewhere.

12/24/2013 4:55 AM

8

High c ost of living and doing biz in RI

12/23/2013 8:05 PM

9

regulations and lac k of c are for the c onc erns of small businesses-ignoring c onc erns of business without looking at the individual
situations and seeking a solution to help the business not hurt it

12/23/2013 4:27 PM

10

N/A

12/23/2013 3:50 PM

11

taxes, regulation.

12/23/2013 12:48 PM

12

Property taxes must be the highest in the state or at least in the top 5% of munic ipalities

12/23/2013 12:00 PM

13

Don't plan to leave.

12/23/2013 10:24 AM

14

RI ec onomy is terrible mostly due to the tax situation and idioc y of our elec ted offic ials. If I c ould sell my house, I would have left
already.

12/23/2013 10:21 AM

15

Have no intentions of leaving. Refurbished our building to suit our spec ific needs.

12/23/2013 10:20 AM

16

Would hate to leave - developed many relationships with all

12/23/2013 10:06 AM

17

Cost of doing business and taxes, not stric tly related to N. Kingstown, would drive this business to other c ities and states whic h are
more business friendly. Expansion will likely take plac e outside RI.

12/23/2013 9:54 AM

18

loc al business...no intention of leaving the area

11/25/2013 9:54 AM
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19

Tax burden / seems that vital nec esseties in NK are more expensive than elsewhere Poor management of town Poor business
enviroment

11/24/2013 3:05 PM

20

We would only leave if there was no possible way of getting a bigger loc ation when the time c omes.

11/23/2013 1:59 PM

21

no c omment

11/22/2013 4:24 PM

22

unlikely in the next 10 years

11/22/2013 1:37 PM

23

I am in the proc ess of reloc ating. Taxes are too high, overdevelopment is on the marc h, too many housing projec ts are jac king up
the c ost of sc hools and public safety. Very sad to see the demise of my hometown. It's not so muc h that I am leaving North Kingstown
- North Kingstown has left me.

11/22/2013 12:45 PM

24

If property taxes keep going up, will defintely be a c onsideration. It's ridic ulously high what I pay for property taxes in c omparison to
Narragansett.

11/22/2013 12:08 PM

25

Just establised presenc e in RI so no plans on leaving

11/22/2013 12:02 PM
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Q28 Please share your ideas and/or
suggestions in regards to balancing
business, housing, and transit needs to
create a better business environment in
North Kingstown.
Answ ered: 25

Skipped: 30

#

Responses

Date

1

BUILDING REGULATIONS ARE GETTING OUT OF HAND

1/2/2014 9:12 AM

2

North Kingstown needs to fix what we have today. It was a thriving area during the time in whic h the Navy oc c upied Quonset.
Nothing has been maintained sinc e their departure in the early 70's. Update the Post Road c orridor to this c entury and businesses
will feel proud to be part of North Kingstown's business distric t.

12/28/2013 3:17 PM

3

Wic kford village needs more more restaurants, evening ac tivities and a few better retailers to attrac t loc als year round.

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

Wic kford is the jewel of North Kingstown and there is a strong c ase for how sewers in Wic kford will benefit all of NK. Bec ause of this, I
suggest the c ost of adding sewers to Wic kford should be distributed town wide and not fall solely on Wic kford residents. This is the
most important c hange that is nec essary to c reate a better business environment in Wic kford. When Wic kford prospers, all of North
Kingstown benefits.

12/24/2013 7:37 PM

5

Just get the onerous Zoning, Planning and overall regulatiors off businesses bac k... Do the basic s suc h as sewers, and stop the
bureauc ratic intrusion.. The rest will take c are of itself. Larger government intrusion in trying to regulate or "provide" everything c osts
too muc h in many ways... Basta !!!

12/24/2013 5:52 AM

6

Get sewers to improve the water quality and that awful smell in Wic kford. Shops c an expand business opportunities.

12/24/2013 4:55 AM

7

no ideas

12/23/2013 4:27 PM

8

N/A

12/23/2013 3:50 PM

9

I think c reating new c ommerc e c enters will c ause the already struggling Post road c orridor to bec ome a bight and further c reate
soc io-ec onomic stress on NK. Property values on the north end of town will suffer as will tax revenue. Sc hools will suffer and further
inc rease the ec onomic divide between north and south end of town. I wonder when the town is going to slow down on sec tion eight
housing. I know what this sounds like. My c onc ern is the tax rate those property owners is muc h less than what I, a single family
homeowner, pays. Yet, the tenants use all the same town servic es that I do (roads, polic e, fire, sc hools, rec yc ling, etc .).

12/23/2013 12:48 PM

10

1. Sewers in Wic kford and Wic kford Junc tion. 2. Provide tax inc entives to inc rease vac anc y on Post Road. 3. Post Rd c ould be
deemed a "blight" and as suc h c ould potentially qualify for TIF tax distric t. 4. Lower property taxes dramatic ally by eliminating
pension plans for future employees.

12/23/2013 12:00 PM

11

Lower taxes,fees for a single proprietership business.

12/23/2013 10:24 AM

12

Need to improve public transit. RIPTA is lame, routes are irrelevant or keep c hanging. State is small enough to support a good statewide c ommuter rail system, but is too NIMBY to do it.

12/23/2013 10:21 AM

13

Do a major long term assesment and make plans to c hange the c ity layout.

12/23/2013 10:06 AM
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14

More employees would use bus servic e exc ept that it stops at the entranc e to the park. There are too many c ars with single
oc c upants entering the park every day. There is no availability nor support for public , c ost-effec tive transportation.

12/23/2013 9:54 AM

15

Our business also leases spac e in Quonset and many tenants and prospec tive tenants have inquired and c omplained about the lac k
of high end restaurants' open for lunc h. Also, many of the businesses along Post Road look rather "tired".

11/26/2013 10:43 AM

16

Quonset has huge potential for a business like mine. Keep the development going.

11/25/2013 9:54 AM

17

Lower taxes / less burden on business

11/24/2013 3:05 PM

18

As I said before to muc h c onc entration is put on just Wic kford (is important but us other businesses are in nee

11/23/2013 1:59 PM

19

no c omment

11/22/2013 4:24 PM

20

Review every ordinanc e and regulation. Some seem to make no sense. Repeal or replac e the ones that don't or are
c ounterproduc tive or redundant.

11/22/2013 2:39 PM

21

no c omment

11/22/2013 1:37 PM

22

Stop the insanity - Wic kford train station is a white elephant, Kingstown Crossings has brought in c rime and higher educ ation c osts.
The development near Oatleys and. Shartner Farms will be the last nail in the c offin and we won't be any different than Johnston.

11/22/2013 12:45 PM

23

Install sewers all of Post Road, all of Wic kford Village and Wic kford Junc tion area. Offer $0 property tax or other inc entives for Post
Road redevelopment. Identify ways to c ut town expenses and drastic ally reduc e property taxes - reputed to be the highest in the
state. Identify out-of-the-box new revenue streams that do not rely on taxes. Redesign traffic flow at Boston Nec k/Brown/Phillips and
push state DOT to c hange the driving lane striping from Plum Point Rd to Plum Beac h Rd - this c ould flow muc h better simply by
striping it similar to the way it was done near Rt.4/Rt.102 intersec tion. Continue to send these surveys - muc h easier than voic ing
opinions at meetings - great job asking for opinions and input. Stop listening to the 'not in my bac kyard' folks who do not want
c hange. Eliminate these obsc ene pensions for town employees: who gets pensions now in private industry or business? No one. Offer
a matc hing 401K instead. Rolling Green development will be good for town - c ontinue support for it. Impressed with pragmatic and
positive attitude with planning, zoning, building depts. Hiring Paige B. was a great c oup - keep him! All in all it looks like the c ounc il
is working well. Keep it up thank you.

11/22/2013 12:32 PM

24

Need sewers, that's a must. We c annot grow or expand on Wic kford, c lean up the water (whic h is so bad), and c ompete with
surrounding towns that are expanding their main streets right and left, without sewers. It has to be done fast, over night 24 hour
c onstruc tion, not dragged out for months on end.

11/22/2013 12:08 PM

25

Need more support servic es for Quonset - restaurants, Citizens Bank, Staples, dry c leaners, meeting spac es for c onferenc es (ie. large
hotel with servic es)

11/22/2013 12:02 PM
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Q29 May we contact you directly if there
are any questions regarding your
responses or for future surveys?
Answ ered: 45

Skipped: 10

Yes, you may
contact me...

No, I do not
w ish to be...

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answ er Choices

Responses

Yes, you may c ontac t me (please provide info below)

48.89%

22

No, I do not wish to be c ontac ted

51.11%

23

Total

45
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Q30 Please provide your contact
information
Answ ered: 21

Skipped: 34

Answ er Choices

Responses

Contac t Name

100%

21

Business Name

100%

21

Business Address

100%

21

Phone

100%

21

Email

100%

21

#

Contact Name

Date

1

Stephen E. Souls

1/1/2014 9:11 PM

2

Pete Chevalier

12/28/2013 3:18 PM

3

Paul Waxman

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

Robert Maddoc k

12/26/2013 5:42 AM

5

Ellen Waxman

12/24/2013 7:38 PM

6

Dave Caldwell

12/24/2013 9:35 AM

7

Mrs. Deanna K. Celic o

12/23/2013 4:32 PM

8

Stanley Spink

12/23/2013 10:25 AM

9

Guy Natelli

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

10

Ian Manning

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

11

Mic hael Sweatt

12/23/2013 9:55 AM

12

Susan Collier

11/26/2013 10:44 AM

13

Jac k Bauer

11/25/2013 9:55 AM

14

Thomas Marsoc c i

11/24/2013 3:06 PM

15

marie magnette

11/23/2013 2:01 PM

16

Joe Lomastro

11/23/2013 9:49 AM

17

Bethnay Mazza

11/22/2013 6:21 PM
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18

Fred Sc hic k

11/22/2013 2:41 PM

19

Mark DeStefano

11/22/2013 12:29 PM

20

Kristine Mangan

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

21

JEFF SALK

11/22/2013 12:03 PM

#

Business Name

Date

1

Soc ial Rhode Marketing

1/1/2014 9:11 PM

2

Gardner's Wharf Seafood

12/28/2013 3:18 PM

3

Forward5 Marketing

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

BankNewport

12/26/2013 5:42 AM

5

Five Main

12/24/2013 7:38 PM

6

Caldwell & Johnson

12/24/2013 9:35 AM

7

Fabric Gallery

12/23/2013 4:32 PM

8

STSound

12/23/2013 10:25 AM

9

Natelli Systems, Inc .

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

10

OrthoCore Physic al Therapy

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

11

I already provide it at the start of the survey, redundant question

12/23/2013 9:55 AM

12

Riggs & Gallagher, Inc

11/26/2013 10:44 AM

13

Needle Designs

11/25/2013 9:55 AM

14

Pro- Paint Plus, Inc .

11/24/2013 3:06 PM

15

total look salon

11/23/2013 2:01 PM

16

Sign A Rama

11/23/2013 9:49 AM

17

Green Ink

11/22/2013 6:21 PM

18

Heritage Homes, Inc .

11/22/2013 2:41 PM

19

Pedego Elec tric Bikes

11/22/2013 12:29 PM

20

Providenc e Media

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

21

SALK'S HARDWARE & MARINE

11/22/2013 12:03 PM

#

Business Address

Date

1

114 Rosemary Drive

1/1/2014 9:11 PM

2

170 Main Street

12/28/2013 3:18 PM

3

115 West Main Street, Wic kford

12/28/2013 11:20 AM
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4

184 John Clarke Road, Middletown, RI

12/26/2013 5:42 AM

5

5 Main St.

12/24/2013 7:38 PM

6

6500 Post Rd

12/24/2013 9:35 AM

7

606 Ten Rod Road

12/23/2013 4:32 PM

8

15 Barolay Drive

12/23/2013 10:25 AM

9

135 Greenwood Road

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

10

7610 Post Rd unit 5

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

11

250 Smith Street

12/23/2013 9:55 AM

12

50 Whitec ap Drive, Suite 102

11/26/2013 10:44 AM

13

7448 Post Rd.

11/25/2013 9:55 AM

14

211 Babc oc k Road

11/24/2013 3:06 PM

15

7419 Post Road

11/23/2013 2:01 PM

16

6855 Post Rd.

11/23/2013 9:49 AM

17

89 Brown St

11/22/2013 6:21 PM

18

7736 Post Road

11/22/2013 2:41 PM

19

1 Brown Street

11/22/2013 12:29 PM

20

73 Congdon Ave North Kingstown

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

21

5939 POST ROAD

11/22/2013 12:03 PM

#

Phone

Date

1

4014650891

1/1/2014 9:11 PM

2

401-295-4600

12/28/2013 3:18 PM

3

781-248-8966

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

845-8663

12/26/2013 5:42 AM

5

401-487-5167

12/24/2013 7:38 PM

6

885-1770

12/24/2013 9:35 AM

7

401-295-2760

12/23/2013 4:32 PM

8

401 295-8495

12/23/2013 10:25 AM

9

401-294-4811

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

10

401-667-0131

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

11

401-294-9400

12/23/2013 9:55 AM
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12

401-583-4100

11/26/2013 10:44 AM

13

401-267-0800

11/25/2013 9:55 AM

14

401-268-3900

11/24/2013 3:06 PM

15

401-477-3678

11/23/2013 2:01 PM

16

401-886-5000

11/23/2013 9:49 AM

17

401-294-6266

11/22/2013 6:21 PM

18

(401) 884-7500

11/22/2013 2:41 PM

19

401-675-2000

11/22/2013 12:29 PM

20

4012698292

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

21

401-885-2700

11/22/2013 12:03 PM

#

Email

Date

1

sesouls@gmail.c om

1/1/2014 9:11 PM

2

pete@gardnerswharfseafood.c om

12/28/2013 3:18 PM

3

paulw@forward5.c om

12/28/2013 11:20 AM

4

robert.maddoc k@banknewport.c om

12/26/2013 5:42 AM

5

fivemain@verizon.net

12/24/2013 7:38 PM

6

dave.c aldwell@c aldwellandjohnson.c om

12/24/2013 9:35 AM

7

dkc @fabric galleryri.c om

12/23/2013 4:32 PM

8

Stsound@c ox.net

12/23/2013 10:25 AM

9

gnatelli@natellisystems.c om

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

10

ianm@orthoc orept.c om

12/23/2013 10:23 AM

11

Msweatt@ultrasc i.c om

12/23/2013 9:55 AM

12

sc ollier@rgdesignbuild.c om

11/26/2013 10:44 AM

13

needledesignsri@gmail.c om

11/25/2013 9:55 AM

14

thomas@propaintplus.c om

11/24/2013 3:06 PM

15

mariem311@verizon.net

11/23/2013 2:01 PM

16

joe@signaramank.c om

11/23/2013 9:49 AM

17

bethany@greeninkboutique.c om

11/22/2013 6:21 PM

18

fredsc hic k1@gmail.c om

11/22/2013 2:41 PM

19

mark@pedegori.c om

11/22/2013 12:29 PM
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20

kristine@providenc eonline.c om

11/22/2013 12:10 PM

21

JEFF@SALKSHARDWARE.COM

11/22/2013 12:03 PM
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Introduction
This supplementary analysis accompanies the North Kingstown Community Market Study, prepared by 4ward Planning Inc. It provides more
detail to the improvement-to-land value (ILV) analysis provided therein. Additionally, the full outputs of the ILV Analysis are provided at the
end of the document.

Methodology
This study provides a deeper look at certain low ILV parcels along the Post Road Corridor study area and within Wickford Village.
Specifically, the parcels analyzed are those that fit one of the following descriptions:




The parcel has no improvement value;
The parcel has a very low improvement-to-land value ratio;
The parcel has a low improvement-to-land value ratio and is also either large or is clustered with another low ILV parcel.

Such parcels and clusters are analyzed because they are of special interest to developers.
For this analysis, 4ward Planning considers very low ILV to be less than half of the low ILV target (0.5965 for mixed use and 0.335 for
commercial). This makes the very low ILV targets 0.29825 for mixed use properties and 0.1675 for commercial properties (there are no low
ILV industrial parcels in either study area).
Low ILV parcels further have to meet the criteria of being either large (larger than the median parcel size of 2.49 acres), or contiguous to
another or clustered with other low ILV parcels.
Along the Post Road corridor study area, there are 14 low ILV parcels. Eleven of these 14 have no improvements. One parcel with a low ILV
value is contiguous with another parcel; the other two parcels are small and isolated.
There are ten low ILV commercial parcels in Wickford Village, two without improvement value. Five of the remaining parcels fit the criterion
of being contiguous to another low ILV parcel.1
There are seven low ILV mixed use parcels in Wickford Village. All have improvements, but three of these parcels fit the criterion of being
contiguous to another low ILV parcel.
A chart showing details of each of these parcels is on the following page.

One of the remaining parcels (26 Brown Street) technically fits the criterion of being very low ILV, but as it is only just barely very low ILV (0.166 as
compared to 0.1675), appears to be the location of a successful shop (JW Graham), and does not fit any of the other criteria, it was excluded from this
analysis.
1
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Owner

Improvement Land Value Area
Value ($)
($)
(acres)

ILV Ratio

108-108 7684 POST RD Commercial

DWYER, FRANCIS M & EMILY ANN

0

179,100

0.95

0

108-56

7664 POST RD Commercial

DWYER, FRANCIS M & EMILY ANN

0

164,500

0.87

0

135-10

POST RD

R & N CROSS LLC

0

213,100

3.99

0

135-19

7605 POST RD Commercial

LACROIX, NANCY E REV LIVING TRUST

0

134,600

0.76

0

136-9

POST RD

Commercial

EAST VIEW DEVELOPMENT LLC

0

239,000

7.82

0

138-81

POST RD

Commercial

7260 POST ROAD LLC

0

306,100

16.19

0

138-90

7400 POST RD Commercial

7400 POST ROAD LLC

0

147,200

1.15

0

146-67

POST RD

PART THREE LLC

0

113,900

0.34

0

147-17

6875 POST RD Commercial

MANSOLILLO FAMILY LLC

0

242,200

2.98

0

157-144 6525 POST RD Commercial

DELS FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHP

26,700

163,100

0.52

0.16

157-77

POST RD

POST RD SERVICE CENTER LLC

0

20,400

1.65

0

157-95

6630 POST RD Commercial

WELLFLEET PROPERTIES LLC

0

355,800

1.51

0

Parcel ID Address

Land Use

Commercial

Commercial

Commercial

117-153 15 W MAIN ST

Mixed Use

WHEELER, KATHERINE A

179,800

304,600

0.16

0.59

117-155 13 W MAIN ST

Mixed Use

STONE, DON W & CAROLE A TRUSTEES

112,900

274,500

0.05

0.41

117-157 2 MAIN ST

Commercial

BERRY, DAVID S TRUST

29,100

171,300

0.04

0.17

117-158 6 MAIN ST

Mixed Use

FRENCH REALTY CO INC

126,000

331,800

0.26

0.38

117-191 BROWN ST

Commercial

OSJ OF WICKFORD LLC

0

73,600

0.04

0

117-193 BROWN ST

Commercial

OSJ OF WICKFORD LLC

0

14,700

0.01

0

117-213 BROWN ST

Commercial

PJC REALTY CO INC

2,800

63,900

0.06

0.04

117-214 BROWN ST

Commercial

OSJ OF WICKFORD LLC

11,800

336,500

0.27

0.04

117-217 93 BROWN ST

Commercial

CARLSON, PATRICIA A

68,600

240,200

0.08

0.29

117-218 95 BROWN ST

Commercial

WICKFORD CLUB, THE

72,600

220,500

0.06

0.33

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Parcel/Cluster Descriptions: Post Road
7470 Post Road
7470 Post Road is a commercial parcel, currently home to Little Tree Nursery. This 1.38 acre property has an ILV ratio of 0.14, with
assessed improvements of $45,700 and assessed land value of $17,300. The fact that this parcel is a nursery with limited building
improvement accounts for its low ILV ratio, and as such, is most likely not a prime candidate for redevelopment.
7664 and 7684 Post Road
These parcels are both currently empty commercial lots with $0 assessed improvements. 7664 Post Road has an assessed land value of
$164,500, and is 0.87 acres, while 7684 Post Road has an assessed land value of $179,100, and is 0.95 acres. Both are owned by
Francis and Emily Dwyer.
Post Road parcel 135-10 and 7605 Post Road
Both of these parcels are commercial vacant lots with $0 assessed improvements. Parcel 135-10 is owned by R & N Cross LLC, and has an
assessed land value of $213,100. This parcel is 3.99 acres. 7605 Post Road is owned by Nancy E Lacroix Rev Living Trust. The land of the
0.76 acre plot is valued at $134,600.
Post Road Parcel 136-9
This commercial parcel is owned by East View Development LLC. It is a 7.82 acre tree-covered lot with $0 assessed improvements. The
land is assessed at $239,000.
Post Road Parcel 138-81
This commercial parcel is owned by 7260 Post Road LLC. It is also a tree-covered lot, and covers 16.19 acres. There is $0 of assessed
improvements, and the land is assessed at $306,100.
7400 Post Road
7400 Post Road is a vacant lot between Post Road Shell and small strip commercial area whose tenants include Nunnery Orthotic and
Prosthetic, Dynamic Dance Academy, and Flooring Trends Decorators. This 1.15 acre parcel is commercial and is owned by 7400 Post Road
LLC. It has $0 of assessed improvements, and $147,200 of assessed land value.
6875 Post Road
6875 Post Road is an empty, commercial lot, owned by Mansolillo Family LLC. It has $0 assessed improvement value and $242,200
assessed land value. The parcel is 2.98 acres.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Post Road Parcel 157-77 and 6525 Post Road
Parcel 157-77 is owned by Post Rd Service Center LLC; it has $0 assessed improvements and $20,400 assessed land. The 1.65 acres is
located behind Post Road Service Center and abuts 6525 Post Road, which is home to Dels’ Lemonade. Dels’ is a small shop with a drive
through and surrounded by parking. The assessed value of the building improvement is $26,700, and the assessed land value is $16,310.
Dels’ land is 0.52 acres with an ILV ratio of 0.16. The nature of this business and the small building space it requires mean that this parcel
may have a low ILV ratio, even if the business is successful. The parcel is still of interest, however, in that it is contiguous with the empty lot
owned by Post Rd Service Center LLC.
6630 Post Road
6630 Post Road is owned by Wellfleet Properties LLC. It is a commercial property with $0 assessed improvements and a land assessment
of $355,800. It covers an area of 1.51 acres.

Parcel/Cluster Descriptions: Wickford Village
13 and 15 West Main Street
Both of these parcels are mixed use. 13 West Main Street is owned by Don and Carole Stone, Trustees, and is home to the Standard Times
newspaper. The assessed improvement value of the building is $112,900, and the land value is $274,500. This parcel is 0.05 acres, and
has an ILV ratio of 0.41. It is next to 15 West Main Street, owned by Katherine Wheeler. This parcel appears to be the location of Grateful
Heart, a local shop, although Grateful Heart’s location is given as 17 West Main Street. The improvement value of this parcel is $179,800
and the land value is $304,600, giving it an ILV ratio of 0.59. The parcel is 0.16 acres.
2 and 6 Main Street
2 Main Street is a commercial property owned by David Berry Trust. The 0.04 acre parcel has an improvement value of $29,100 and a land
value of $171,300, giving it an ILV ratio of 0.17. 6 Main Street is a mixed use parcel owned by French Realty Co Inc., with an improvement
value of $126,000 and a land value of $331,800. The parcel has an ILV ratio of 0.38 and is 0.26 acres. 6 Main Street is currently home to
Bambole Hair Salon.
Brown Street, Parcel 117-191
This commercial parcel is owned by OSJ of Wickford LLC. There is $0 assessed improvement value on this parcel, and the land value is
$73,600. It is 0.04 acres.
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Brown Street, parcel 117-193
This commercial parcel is also owned by OSJ of Wickford LLC. There is $0 assessed improvement value on this parcel, and the land value is
$14,700. This parcel is 0.01 acres, and is on the bank of Wickford Cove.
Brown Street, Parcels 117-213 and 117-214
Both of these parcels are commercial. Parcel 117-213 is owned by PJC Realty Co Inc. It has an assessed improvement value of $2,800 and
assessed land value of $63,900, giving it an ILV ratio of 0.04.The parcel is 0.06 acres. This parcel is adjacent to parcel 117-214, which is
owned by OSJ of Wickford LLC. This parcel has an improvement value of $11,800 and land value of $336,500, giving it an ILV ratio of
0.035. The parcel is 0.27 acres.
93 and 95 Brown Street
Both of these properties are commercial. 93 Brown Street is co-owned by Patricia Carlson and Pamela Medeiros. It currently houses
Wickford Village Antiques, and has an improvement value of $68,600, a land value of $240,200, and an ILV ratio of 0.285595. The parcel
is 0.08 acres. 95 Brown Street is owned by The Wickford Club, and is the location of The Place Restaurant. The parcel has assessed
improvements of $72,600 and assessed land value of $220,500, giving it an ILV ratio of 0.33. The parcel is 0.06 acres.
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Background
4ward Planning earlier completed a market analysis, with a focus on specific commercial areas (Post Road, Wickford Village and Wickford
Junction). As part of its charge, 4ward Planning was tasked with performing financial feasibility analysis associated with hypothetical
redevelopment scenarios of four property sites:


The former nursing home site located at 691 Ten Rod Road



The former Tarbox Toyota car dealership site located at 6975 Post Road and Devil’s Foot Road



The former Bailey Dodge car dealership site located at Post Road and Chadsey Road



The currently operational Dry Bridge Sand & Stone Company site located on Dry Bridge Road.

(Specific land-use metrics associated with the four project site areas and financial modeling scenarios examined are identified under the
scenarios and methodology section of this memorandum).
The above four sites were selected by North Kingstown economic development officials, based on these sites offering relatively significant
redevelopment potential over the next several years.
The principle objectives for performing the financial feasibility analyses are (a) to determine the minimum development density (e.g., units
of housing and commercial square footage) and land-use mix (e.g., residential, retail and/or office) which could be financially viable –
permitting a sufficient market rate of return given the associated risk for undertaking a development project within each of the project sites
– and (b) to identify public financial assistance which might be required to facilitate redevelopment, should financial returns prove insufficient
without public financial assistance (in the form of infrastructure development, tax abatement or a long-term payment in lieu of tax (PILOT)
agreement).

Methodology
4ward Planning developed its land-use development assumptions, based on each property’s total acreage, likely zoning to be in place and
market receptivity (earlier identified via the market analysis performed). Conventional and locally germane metrics were used for site work
and construction cost estimates (4ward Planning’s local developer interview findings were particularly instructive for developing locally
relevant construction metrics).
Further, to ensure that our analysis was realistic, known and/or assumed pre-development costs were identified and modeled within the
financial development pro forma (e.g., property acquisition, demolition, and general site improvements).
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The financial analysis performed (e.g., development and operating pro forma for each scenario examined) were performed on an
unleveraged basis – that is, each development scenario was modeled without the assistance of debt, which is customary when performing
a financial feasibility analysis for real estate development. Market area financial benchmarks such as the cash-on-cash rate of return (ROE
– a simple investment return measure which calculates the annual average cash flow generated by a project and divided by the upfront equity
(cash) invested at the beginning of the project ) and the internal rate of return (IRR – a more complex investment return measure where the
time value of money is incorporated and future cash flow values are increasingly discounted by a hurdle or opportunity cost of capital rate)
were incorporated into the operating pro forma to allow analysis of financial viability (4ward Planning used identified financial benchmarks
based on interview findings with local developers experienced with similar scale and types of development). We made an assumption that
a project sale (the entire mixed-use project within a given scenario) would be sold in year 15, which is a reasonable hold period for projects
of this size analyzed.
4ward Planning created two alternative development and operating pro-forma for each of the four prospective redevelopment opportunities
examined. Separating out the financial analysis in this way permitted a meaningful financial return comparison, based on land-use mix
and/or development intensity.
The minimum IRR needing to be satisfied ranged from a low of 5.5 percent for multi-family residential and/or multi-family residential and
retail projects to 10 percent for office and/or office and retail projects. The lower IRR associated with multi-family residential reflects a lower
market risk, relative to office development, given current market and financial conditions. An IRR of 8.5 percent was used for modeling
for-sale residential (e.g., townhouses and condos), based on a slightly higher risk than multi-family rental, but lower than commercial office
space. In 4ward Planning’s experience, these financial return metrics are reasonable, given North Kingstown’s current market conditions
for housing and commercial space, as well as the perceived development risk (e.g., the likelihood of completing a development project in a
reasonable period of time).
However, we recognize that the above financial return rate metrics will vary according to a developer’s tolerance for risk, personal interests
in the development and changing market conditions.

Redevelopment Scenarios Modeled and Key Assumptions
4ward Planning developed an Excel based financial model which allowed for creation of development and operating pro forma associated
with the four North Kingstown development project scenarios.
Much detail was built into both the development and operating pro forma, including estimated annual average inflation rates, estimated
hard and soft construction costs per square foot, estimated site work, estimated demolition costs, estimated per square foot multi-family
rental and commercial lease rates, etc. (see development and operating assumptions at the end of the financial analysis section write-up for
development scenarios).
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The pro forma variables having most influence on the prospective financial return rates for each redevelopment scenario (e.g., cash-on-cash
and internal rate of return) are as follows:


Residential construction costs per square foot



Property acquisition costs



Market residential rental rates



Office construction costs



Office lease rates



Residential and commercial space density

While adjustments to any of the above variables had a noticeable impact on return rates within the cash-flow model, it should be
understood that all of these variables, with little exception, are subject to market forces and, therefore, cannot be arbitrarily adjusted for
purposes of achieving a desired financial result.
We were also careful to input variables which are considered market supportable, based on a prospective mixed-use development project.
So, for example, the average per square foot multi-family residential rental rate used is $1.50, which is based on inquiries with area
developers and a review of current market rental rates for new apartment units near to shopping amenities. The estimated per square foot
construction hard cost used for the residential units ranged from $115 per square foot for low-rise multi-family housing units to $175 per
square foot for single-family detached housing units (Dry Bridge Road scenario).
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Financial Analysis Findings
The projected financial analysis findings are exhibited in the below table:

Site/Building

Bailey Dodge Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
2.8
2.8

Residential Units
Rental
For Sale
Units
Units
0
0
0
0

Retail
Space
19,622
19,622

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
5,000
0

Total
Project
Costs
$3,444,510
$4,292,380

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
10.7%
9.7%

Realization
Time Horizon
2 to 5 Years
2 to 5 Years

Tarbox Toyota Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
3.5
3.5

Rental
Units
31
69

For Sale
Units
14
31

Retail
Space
10,000
0

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
0
0

Total
Project
Costs
$8,078,828
$14,627,129

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
7.6%
6.9%

Realization
Time Horizon
2 to 4 Years
2 to 4 Years

Nursing Home Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
0.68
0.68

Rental
Units
21
0

For Sale
Units
9
0

Retail
Space
0
0

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
18,024
0

Total
Project
Costs
$4,374,184
$1,533,912

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
6.2%
12.8%

Realization
Time Horizon
2 to 5 Years
3 to 6 Years

Dry Bridge Road Site
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Site
Acreage
290
290

Rental
Units
0
0

For Sale
Units
286
0

Retail
Space
0
0

Square Footage
Office
Flex/R&D
Space
Space
0
0
0
2,500,000

Total
Project
Costs
$107,609,502
$319,504,500

15-Yr.
Average
ROE
NA
7.7%

Realization
Time Horizon
4 to 7 Years
8 to 12 Years

What follows is a summary of each of the prospective redevelopment scenarios:
Bailey Dodge Site – This former auto dealership and nearly three-acre site is currently vacant. The property owner is currently entertaining a re-use of the
site for retail (a proposed pharmacy and accessory retail use comprising a total of 19,622 square feet), which is detailed as Scenario 1, in the above
table. Based on current market area conditions for the type of retail being considered, inclusive of current rental rates, this proposed scenario could be
realized within the next two to five years and generate an acceptable 10.7 percent market return on equity (ROE) rate (dependent on the land-owner
moving forward with this proposed site plan and receiving necessary approvals and tenant leases being secured).
4ward Planning identified a second viable redevelopment option for the Bailey Dodge site (Scenario 2), which contains the 19,622 square feet of total
retail square footage contemplated in Scenario 1, and adds 5,000 square feet of medical office space (which would be developed as a second story
above the larger of the two retail spaces. 4ward Planning’s real estate supply/demand analysis identified medical office space as one of the strongest
commercial market sectors in the North Kingstown area (indeed, it is this type of use, in particular, which is thriving along Post Road). Incorporating a
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medical office use with retail pharmacy is also highly compatible. Our financial analysis demonstrates that Scenario 2 could be realized within the next
two to five years (given the same qualifiers as Scenario 1) and generate an acceptable 9.7 percent ROE for the property owner.
Tarbox Toyota Site – This former auto dealership and 3.5 acre site is currently vacant. The property owner is currently entertaining a re-use of the site for
gasoline sales and convenience retail (a proposed 10,000 square foot convenience retail store with outside gas pumps). 4ward Planning added to this
proposed use a prospective 45-unit residential (31 rental apartments and 14 townhouses), which could be accommodated within the site’s current
acreage, inclusive of surface parking. Based on current market area conditions for the type of retail being considered, inclusive of current rental rates
and sales prices for town houses, this proposed scenario could be realized within the next two to four years and generate an acceptable market 7.6
percent return on equity (ROE) rate (dependent on the land-owner moving forward with this proposed site plan and receiving necessary approvals and
tenant leases being secured).
4ward Planning identified a second viable redevelopment option for the Tarbox Toyota site (Scenario 2), which eschews the 10,000 s.f. of retail
contemplated in Scenario 1 and, instead, incorporates 100 residential units (31 town houses and 69 low-rise rental units - up to three stories). 4ward
Planning’s real estate supply/demand analysis identified multi-family rental housing, in particular, as in relative short supply in the North Kingstown
market area (and a land-use demonstrating strong demand over the next ten years). Given the presence of the multi-family housing units immediately to
the rear of the Tarbox Toyota site (as well as the apparent success of these units being absorbed in a relatively short period of time), 4ward Planning
believes Scenario 2 to, not only be viable, but complimentary to the recently developed residential project. Our financial analysis demonstrates that
Scenario 2 could be realized within the next two to four years (given the same qualifiers as Scenario 1) and generate an acceptable 6.9 percent ROE for
the property owner.
Nursing Home Site - This former nursing home and three quarter of an acre site is currently vacant. The property owner has not made known any
particular reuse plans for the more than 18,000 square foot masonry building (spread over a total of four floors and a basement). Based on current
market area conditions and findings from its earlier real estate supply/demand analysis, 4ward Planning modeled two prospective reuse scenarios for the
building: Scenario 1: Demolition of the existing building and new construction of 30 multi-family units (9 condominium units and 21 rental units);
Scenario 2: Adaptively reuse the existing 18,000 square foot building for professional and/or medical office space.
Based on the estimated metrics used in modeling the multi-family rental new construction in Scenario 1, this proposed scenario could be realized within
the next two to five years and generate a respectable 6.2 percent market return on equity (ROE) rate (dependent on the land-owner moving forward with
this proposed site plan and receiving necessary approvals and tenant leases being secured). The average residential unit gross floor area is estimated at
750 square feet (encompassing, primarily, one- and two-bedroom units) for this analysis and is consistent with area rental space dimensions.
Scenario 2 assumes an adaptive reuse of the existing building for commercial office use (either all small professional office space, medical office space
or some combination). Converting this building’s space to commercial office requires far less capital investment than would adaptively reusing the space
for multi-family residential, given the existing floorplan. Our financial analysis demonstrates that Scenario 2 could be realized within the next three to six
years (given the same qualifiers as Scenario 1) and generate a very attractive 12.8 percent ROE for the property owner.
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Dry Bridge Road Site - This active quarry is nearly 300 acres in size and features few critical utilities (e.g., water, sewer and power) throughout the site.
The property owner is currently entertaining a re-use of the site for 286 single-family detached housing units (at approximately 15,000 square feet per lot
or just over a quarter acre), detailed in Scenario 1. Based on current market area conditions for the type of residential being considered, inclusive of cost
of construction, sales absorption factor for single-family housing units and current mortgage underwriting standards, this proposed scenario would, likely,
be realized over the next four to seven years (no 15-year return on equity is listed, as these units would, ostensibly, be sold well within the 15-year hold
period and are not intended to generate long-term cash-flow, as is the case with the project types examined above. Further, it should be noted that of all
project scenarios examined in this analysis, this scenario, in particular, faces the greatest challenge of achieving its transaction goal in the near-term
(namely, selling 286 single-family detached units within the next five years), due to current market demand, employment markets and demographic
trends outlined in within 4ward Planning’s broader North Kingstown market and real estate analyses.
4ward Planning identified a second viable redevelopment option for the Dry Bridge Road site (Scenario 2), which eschews the 286 single-family detached
housing units contemplated in Scenario 1 and, instead, envisions 2.5 million square feet of research and development and flex office/warehouse
business park. 4ward Planning’s real estate supply/demand analysis, interviews with officials at the Quonset Business Park (located within North
Kingstown’s borders), and its current statewide economic analysis performed under the Rhode Map Rhode Island study, suggests there will, likely, be
long-term need for R&D and flex warehouse space in the North Kingstown market area. While the realization horizon for this build-out is significantly
longer than any of the other prospective project scenarios examined in this financial analysis, the likely economic impact and positive fiscal implications
for such a redevelopment are far more significant than any of the other redevelopment scenarios examined. Further, the Dry Bridge Road Scenario 2
assumes there would be some degree of public participation, in terms of infrastructure investment, in order for this scenario to be realized.
Our financial analysis demonstrates that Scenario 2 could be realized within an eight- to twelve-year time frame (assuming infrastructure investments are
put forth and a sound marketing campaign developed for the business park) and generate an acceptable 7.7 percent ROE for the property owner.
Exhibited on the following pages are the more detailed metrics associated with each of the above identified redevelopment scenarios.
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Dodge Property Scenario I

Acreage Acquired
Property Acquisition Cost

2.80
$0

Demolition Cost

$150,000

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

$30,995
0
$0
0
$0
19,622
$2,824,783
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
78
$274,708
0
$0
$164,024
$455,703

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$2,824,783

Total Phase I Costs

$3,444,510
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Dodge Property Scenario II

Acreage Acquired
Property Acquisition Cost

2.80
$0

Demolition Cost

$150,000

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

$38,990
0
$0
0
$0
19,622
$2,824,783
5,000
$747,000
0
$0
0
$0
93
$327,208
0
$0
$204,399
$516,198

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$3,571,783

Total Phase I Costs

$4,292,380
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Tarbox Site Scenario I

Acreage Acquired

3.50

Property Acquisition Cost

$0

Demolition Cost

$0

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

$77,013
31
$4,037,880
14
$1,768,860
10,000
$1,439,600
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
130
$455,000
0
$0
$300,475
$532,013

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$7,246,340

Total Phase I Costs

$8,078,828
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Tarbox Site Scenario II

Acreage Acquired

3.50

Property Acquisition Cost

$0

Demolition Cost

$0

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

$139,780
69
$9,347,200
31
$3,930,800
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
200
$700,000
0
$0
$509,349
$839,780

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$13,278,000

Total Phase I Costs

$14,627,129
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Nursing Home Site Scenario I

Acreage Acquired
Property Acquisition Cost

0.68
$0

Demolition Cost

$270,000

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs

$39,129
21
$2,523,675

Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs

9
$1,179,240

Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs

0
$0

Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs

0
$0

Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs

0
$0

Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs

0
$0
60
$210,000

Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

0
$0
$152,140
$519,129

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$3,702,915

Total Phase I Costs

$4,374,184
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Nursing Home Site Scenario II

Acreage Acquired

0.68

Property Acquisition Cost

$0

Demolition Cost

$0

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

$15,086
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
18,024
$1,319,357
0
$0
0
$0
54
$189,252
0
$0
$10,217
$204,338

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$1,319,357

Total Phase I Costs

$1,533,912
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Dry Bridge Rd. Scenario I

Acreage Acquired

290.00

Property Acquisition Cost

$0

Demolition Cost

$0

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs
Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft
Combined)
Total Phase I Costs
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$2,499,640
0
$0
286
$99,985,600
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
572
$0
0
$0
$5,124,262
$2,499,640

$99,985,600
$107,609,502
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Dry Bridge Rd. Scenario II

Acreage Acquired

290.00

Property Acquisition Cost

$0

Demolition Cost

$0

Relocation Costs

$0

Site Work Cost
Multi-family Residential Units Developed
Multi-family Residential Development Costs
Townhouse Residential Units Developed
Townhouse Residential Development Costs
Retail Square Footage Developed
Retail Development Costs
Office Square Footage Developed
Office Development Costs
Lodging Square Footage Developed
Lodging Development Costs
Parking Spaces - Structured
Total Structured Parking Costs
Parking Spaces - Surface
Total Surface Parking Costs
Performance Venue Space Developed
Performance Venue Development Costs
Developer Fee
Sub-Total Phase I Acquisition, Site, Demo & Infrastructure Costs

$22,540,000
0
$0
0
$0
0
$0
2,500,000
$255,500,000
0
$0
0
$0
7500
$26,250,000
0
$0
$15,214,500
$48,790,000

Sub-Total Phase I Building Construction Costs (Hard and Soft Combined)

$255,500,000

Total Phase I Costs

$319,504,500
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Business Recruitment
In order to assist North Kingstown with business recruitment, we used our subscription to the proprietary database, InfoFree (the country’s
largest and most accurate business database) to itemize specific businesses, names, contact information, sizing requirements, preferred
location, and other related business type descriptions. Note that InfoFree is approximately 90 percent accurate. We identified businesses
within the market-feasible sectors for each focus area, listed below by NAICS code. We identified specific businesses already located within
Washington, Newport, or Kent counties with annual sales greater than $2.5 million and 20 or more employees:
[812112.02] Spas
[713940.01] Physical Fitness Clubs and Centers
[624410.02] Child Day Care Centers
[621] Ambulatory Health Care Services
[812112] Beauty Salons
[812320.06] Dry Cleaners

[722515.02] Bakeries
[722515.01] Coffee Shops
[722513.01] Sandwich Shops and Stands
[448120.05] Boutiques
[721191] Bed-and-breakfast Inns

Because of the sensitive nature of this information, it has been provided separately to town staff.
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Business Benchmarks
4ward Planning used national data sources to assess the general operation pattern for the industry and specific business types that are
market-feasible in North Kingstown’s focus areas. The result is a set of benchmarks which the town can use to compare possible
businesses to optimal industry business models. We used a national database, BizMiner, to determine the following metrics for the above
industries within the United States, Rhode Island, and where applicable North Kingstown or Washington County:








number of establishments,
number of small businesses (defined as a single-site firm
with less than 25 employees),
average annual sales,
sales growth since 2010,



annual sales per employee, and
startup cessation rate (using a time period of 2011
through Q2 2013).
All metrics are current as of Q2 2013

Post Road Corridor

Health
Club

Washington County
Rhode Island
United States
North Kingstown

Child
Care

Medical
Office

Rhode Island
United States

Annual
Sales Per
Employee
$28,341
$38,281

Startup
Firm
Cessation
Rate
33.30%
41.67%
41.14%

# of
Establishments
26
142

# of Small
Businesses
17
84

36,436

21,819

$415,689

6.9%

$37,441

10

9

$486,065

5.9%

$41,544

N/A

348
106,403

307
93,122

$532,193
$431,437

3.4%
8.1%

$41,544
$40,825

23.08%
36.76%

154
9,607
2,071,291

$596,520
$540,105
$672,064

-0.8%
-5.3%
-7.5%

$114,197
$114,197
$125,838

20.00%
38.00%
28.65%

North Kingstown
161
Rhode Island
9,922
United States
2,150,230
N/A – No startups recorded since 2011
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Average
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Wickford Village
# of
Establishments
43

# of Small
Businesses
41

Average
Annual
Sales
$242,221

128
11,583

126
11,411

202,943
186,952

Sales
Growth
Since
2010
5.3%

Annual
Sales Per
Employee
$61,997

Startup Firm
Cessation Rate
60.00%

6.60%
-3.10%

$61,997
58,675

60.00%
31.09%

Bed and
Breakfast

Washington
County
Rhode Island
United States

Spa

n/a
Rhode Island

44

40

287,868

7.40%

$30,440

60.00%

United States

12,363

11,687

$238,525

-7.80%

$31,185

48.82%

n/a
Boutiques

Rhode Island
United States

32
13,716

31
13,158

246,262
501,863

2%
9.40%

112,577
148,247

75%
53.82%

FullService
Restaurant

North Kingstown
Rhode Island

22
1,138

14
719

781,900
883,944

8.3%*
11.60%

50,151
50,151

0% (1 out of 1)
10.53%

244,198

129,931

1,025,075

24.30%

50,087

26.02%

United States

*small business restaurants grew by 5.1% during same time period
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Wickford Junction
# of
Establishments

# of Small
Businesses

Average
Annual
Sales

Sales
Growth
Since 2010

Salon

North Kingstown
Rhode Island
United States

1175
276,608

1123
255,348

No data
159,626
-14.90%
$180,137
2.60%

Health
Club

Washington
County
Rhode Island
United States

26
142
36,436

17
84
21,819

$191,847
338,868
415,689

North Kingstown
Bakery

Rhode Island
United States

Coffee
Shop

North Kingstown
Rhode Island
United States

Dry
Cleaners

North Kingstown
Rhode Island
United States

Sandwich
Shop

Startup Firm
Cessation
Rate

$42,989
$42,760

28.24%
36.67%

$28,341
$38,281
37,441

33.30%
41.67%
41.14%

No data
253
22,898

68
21,374

170
44,401

N/A

52
11,578

926,262
671,734

18.00%
27.70%

59,067
58,791

N/A
30.56%

48
10,717

No data
645,302
13.10%
684,837
17.70%

59,218
58,941

0% (4 for 4)
43.37%

165
41,872

No data
168,952
6%
206,837
9.40%

46,251
50,252

11.11%
36.34%

No data
505,126
16.80%
534,249
19.30%

48,309
51,898

N/A
33.38%

North Kingstown
Rhode Island
171
42
United States
51,793
12,868
N/A – No startups recorded since 2011
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Financing Tools: Supplement to Recommendations
Tax Increment Financing District
Tax increment financing (TIF) is the use of projected increased local tax revenues from an anticipated
development to fund site and area improvements or provide incentives to developers which, in Rhode Island,
means property taxes. TIF can be used for land assembly and acquisition, demolition, infrastructure
development, to match federal grant sources and to provide developer incentives. Local governments benefit
from higher property tax revenues once the bonds are retired and may receive more wage taxes if the
development project results in a creation of new jobs. TIF can also advance broader policy objectives, such
as MBE/WBE programs, linkage programs such as affordable housing, and public amenities such as open
space. This financing tool is currently being used in East Providence.
North Kingstown would designate a portion of the tax increment resulting from increased property values
and additional development (anticipated to result from sewer investment) for the benefit of certain projects
described in the required Redevelopment Plan and Project Plan. These projects could include additional
infrastructure and public improvements contemplated in this Community Market Study, such as public
access and improvements in Wickford Harbor, Complete Streets efforts along Post Road, and conversion of
obsolescent properties into open space (due to the utility easement) along Post Road, among others.
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Financing Tools: Supplement to Recommendations
Business Improvement District
A Business Improvement District (BID) is a designated area of the Town in which property owners form a
legal entity to be able to fund projects within the district, purchase services that improve their property
values, improve their ability to rent to high quality tenants and attract more visitors to the downtown. Specific
services provided by BIDs include: cleaning streets, providing security, making capital improvements,
construction of pedestrian and streetscape enhancements, and marketing the area. These services are over
and above what the City provides. Providence has more than one BID and Pawtucket conducted a detailed
study recommending they establish a BID, which could be a great resource for North Kingstown.

To pay for the services, the property owners pay an agreed-upon percentage of their property’s value (a tax
levy) into a pool that the BID leadership manages. The BID is often funded primarily through the levy but can
also draw on other public and private funding streams, including fundraising.
Similar to a TIF, state legislation is necessary to permit local governments to create BIDs. Steps for approval
can be as follows: First, businesses in the area petition the local government to create the BID. Second, the
local government determines that a majority of businesses want the BID. Third, the local government enacts
legislation creating the BID. Once the property owners have established the structure of the BID, it must be
approved by the Town Council and the state legislature. Sixty percent of property owners in the proposed
district must vote in favor of establishing the BID. However, once approved, all property owners in the district
must pay the tax levy.
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Executive Summary
4ward Planning Inc. was retained by Horsley Witten Group (HW) on behalf of the Town of North
Kingstown, Rhode Island to conduct a market and real estate financial analysis for the Wickford Junction
Station area. The objective of this analysis is to devise a transparent methodology or algorithm, enabling
North Kingstown planning officials to conduct a market-based valuation of Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR) credits (e.g., the fair price paid to transfer development rights – units of housing or square
feet of commercial space – from a sending district to a receiving district). Successful implementation of
TDR typically requires a planning level real estate analysis, quantifying the financial relationship between
the sending area and receiving area parcels.
To complete such an analysis, 4ward Planning evaluated socio-economic, labor and industry, and real
estate (multi-family residential, office, and retail) trends in and around the Wickford Junction Area.
Utilizing a combination of published government data (U.S. Census, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and State
of Rhode Island Department of Labor) and proprietary analysis software (Esri Community Analyst),
4ward Planning prepared a series of data tables comparatively illustrating socio-economic trends for the
relevant study areas, including a 20-minute drive contour from the Wickford Junction Station (the
Primary Market Area or PMA), Washington County, and the Providence Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA).
In addition to the above identified quantitative analyses performed, 4ward Planning conducted a
number of interviews with knowledgeable area real estate brokers (office and residential), local business
persons, and developers. These interviews proved invaluable, as they provided critical insight into the
near-term challenges and opportunities associated with Wickford Junction and the surrounding area.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Executive Summary (continued)
Our analysis identified several findings significant to the study’s objective:
•

Despite flat population growth locally and regionally, the primary market area has demonstrated relatively
strong growth in non-family households (typically, these are small one- and two-person households which
opt to rent, rather than own their homes), suggesting a demand for rental units.

•

A rising share of upper-income households, particularly among households earning $75,000 to $100,000,
likely contributes to an increase in discretionary spending, which already exceeds the national average.
This trend bodes well for mixed-use development. However, a broad distribution of household income
suggests new housing be provided at a variety of price points.

•

Empty nester types (many of whom are likely responsible for the growth in household incomes rising above
$75,000 annually within the PMA), and to a lesser extent, young professionals, will continue to drive
demand in the market area for multi-family residential (for rent and sale units), notwithstanding relatively
flat population and household growth. These age groups tend to prefer smaller housing units with access
to amenities, jobs, and entertainment—features accessible from Wickford Junction. However, North
Kingstown officials will need to address key issues identified by local real estate developers (e.g., high land
costs and a regulatory process which is both costly and time consuming), if Wickford Junction is to realize
its potential for new residential development.
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Executive Summary (continued)
•

Fundamentals underpinning multi-family housing are notably strong. Local real estate professionals
confirm that demand for multi-family rental units is at an all-time high, with very little available housing
stock. Notwithstanding weak household growth estimates, the real estate analysis shows demand for
thousands of new housing units within the PMA over the coming years. While not all of this demand will
be met within the Wickford Junction Core Study Area, the area is well-positioned to benefit from existing
and proposed transit service improvements, employment centers, and community amenities.

•

Local real estate professionals maintain varying perspectives on the state of the North Kingstown office
market. However, many confirmed the findings of demand for new office space, with an emphasis on
smaller spaces of 2,000-3,000 square feet or less. The success of the Meadows Office Park-having
smaller office units that according to local interviews remain fully utilized—is indicative of this growing
trend. Small format office space of 2,000 to 5,000 square feet near Wickford Junction would likely meet
the needs of small tech firms and established professional service firms (e.g., law firms, accounting firms,
architectural and engineering firms). Further, smaller format office space is generally more suitable to a
location having mass transit, retail and on-site housing options.

•

While North Kingstown, generally, and the Wickford Junction Core Study Area, in particular, will find it
difficult to attract additional large scale comparison retailers (think big box stores and general
merchandisers), small boutique retailers, personal service establishments and independent dining
establishments should find success while also making residential development more feasible. North
Kingstown will likely need to facilitate this type of investment, however, through appropriate incentives
(either financial or regulatory) and adequate infrastructure (e.g., sewer and water).
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Introduction
4ward Planning Inc. was retained by Horsley Witten Group (HW) on behalf of the Town of North
Kingstown, Rhode Island to conduct a market and real estate financial analysis for the Wickford Junction
Station Core Study Area. The objective of this analysis is to devise a transparent methodology or
algorithm, enabling North Kingstown planning officials to conduct a market-based valuation of Transfer
of Development Rights (TDR) credits (e.g., the fair price paid to transfer development rights – units of
housing or square feet of commercial space – from a sending district to a receiving district). Successful
implementation of TDR typically requires a planning level real estate analysis, quantifying the financial
relationship between the sending area and receiving area parcels.
This planning level real estate analysis, provided herein, involves the following components:
• Background Assessment – Summarizing relevant findings from existing reports and ordinances;
stakeholder interviews; and a site visit.
• Socio-Economic and Labor & Industry Trend Analysis – Examining estimated and projected trends in
population growth, household formation, household income, residential tenure, occupational
employment, and age cohort characteristics and how these trends might influence real estate
demand.
• Real Estate Trend Analysis – Understand local supply, demand, occupancy, and pricing factors for
land use in the primary market area and identify prospective opportunities and challenges.
• Real Estate Supply and Demand Analysis – Identifies prospective areas of unmet demand for land
use types within the primary market area, projected out five years.
Typically, each analytical section contains Key Findings, detailed data and findings, and a final Takeaway.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Methodology
The 4ward Planning team began its analysis with a review of pertinent background reports and
ordinances including the existing North Kingstown TDR ordinance, maps, and other pertinent data. We
then conducted a driving tour of existing and potential receiving and sending districts, for purposes of
identifying prospective site constraints or other impediments which may render permitted land uses
infeasible.

Interviews were conducted in person or by phone with eight local developers, brokers, and community
leaders. These conversations served to ground-truth the qualitative analysis and provide a greater
understanding of development opportunities and constraints.
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Background
In the 2011 TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, HW identified Wickford Junction
as one of four villages to study further as a receiving area for TDR. The Assessment described the district as
below:
The emerging growth center at Wickford Junction is North Kingstown’s largest retail center located along Ten
Rod Road immediately adjacent to Route 4. Characterized primarily by larger chain retail operations, this
area relies on its access to the highway to draw customers from a regional market by automobile travel. Two
plazas, anchored by Stop & Shop and Home Depot, are fully occupied and heavily used due to their clear
visibility from Route 4. Wickford Junction, the third plaza, has less highway exposure, which could be a
challenge. The highway provides a clear edge to the west, while the active rail line provides a clear edge to
the east. To the north, the headwaters to Sawmill Pond and a well-established residential neighborhood
frame the area while, to the south, newer residential development and the intersection of the train line and
Route 4 provide a less formal boundary.
The newly opened commuter rail station in an existing shopping plaza, anchored by Walmart, is expected to
drive future development patterns. With the anticipated addition of high volumes of commuter traffic, a
localized housing market, demand for office space, and more service-oriented establishments are expected
to emerge, potentially transforming an auto-oriented retail center into a transit-oriented development with a
high diversity of uses. While some new retail has emerged since the transit center opened in 2012,
including Walmart’s expansion, the transit station remains underutilized due to schedule limitations.
Source: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, 2011
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Summary: Washington County TDR Study: Final Report
In 2012, HW prepared a TDR Study for the Washington County Regional Planning Council, North Kingstown’s
host county. The report examined national approaches to TDR implementation for preservation and growth
goals; gauged interest in TDR and the growth center model from municipal planners around Providence, and
reviewed Rhode Island General Law, specific to TDR. Key findings of this effort included:
• TDR programs across the country have continued to evolve and include innovative components such as
“fee-in-lieu” of TDR (sometimes referred to as Density Transfer Credits (DTR));
• Growth center models (such as that proposed for Wickford Junction in the 2008 North Kingstown
Comprehensive Plan) are abundant and include numerous examples in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Vermont;
• Preservation models are valuable to TDR in that some of the programs used to raise money might aid the
seeding of a TDR Bank or similar vehicle (North Kingstown already has a preservation-based TDR Bank
although there are no participants at present);
• Municipal planners in Rhode Island have many strong recommendations for tools and policies associated
with a state “growth center” program. These are listed in the body of the report;
• Inter-municipal TDR is not likely to be a widely applied tool within the current economic climate (though
North Kingstown has entered into an inter-municipal program with Exeter); and
• Rhode Island enabling legislation for TDR should be revised. Proposed draft legislation is included in the
report.
Source: HW, Washington County TDR Study: Final Report, 2012
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Summary: North Kingstown Comprehensive Plan
The 2012 amendments to the North Kingstown Comprehensive Plan recommend the use of TDR at
Wickford Junction (and other locations, including Post Road), to allow an increase in density while
remaining within the carrying capacity of the Town’s infrastructure and natural resources. Both Wickford
Junction and Post Road were identified as Growth Centers in the 2008 Comprehensive Plan Update. This
comparison is relevant since the TDR model being employed in the Post Road District will be evaluated for
Wickford Junction.

Relevant Goals in the Comprehensive Plan
Growth

Preservation

TDR

• Post Road Growth Centers
• Village District Ordinance
• TOD at Wickford Junction

• Property acquisition and
conservation
• Groundwater protection overlay
• Conservation development

• Implemented a local TDR
program
• Implemented an inter-municipal
TDR program with Exeter

Source: HW, Washington County TDR Study: Final Report, 2012, North Kingstown Comprehensive Plan Update, 2008 and amendments 2012
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Summary: Wickford Junction Zoning District
A draft amendment to the North Kingstown Zoning Ordinance proposes a new Wickford Junction (WJ)
District, the purpose of which is to serve “as a mixed use, transit-oriented, economic development center”
and includes a TDR provision. It is the intent of this project to revisit this draft ordinance and make changes
as appropriate.
The WJ District contains the following provisions:
Residential
• A density bonus for residential units from 0.5 units per buildable acre to 30 units per buildable acre
• Requires an average of two bedrooms per unit
• Requires 15 percent of the housing units to be deed restricted as “affordable.”
Commercial
• Density depends on site conditions and constraints
• Bonuses are available per the TDR Ordinance, by a height increase
• Maximum ground floor area for commercial use is 50,000 square feet
Height bonus is one story or 12 feet (not to exceed four stories, or 60 feet), with inclusion of affordable
housing or use of the TDR Ordinance.
Source: HW, Draft Wickford Junction Zoning, 2012
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TDR in North Kingstown
The Town structured the existing TDR program to
provide significant incentives to prospective
purchasers of development rights. Depending on
the values associated with land in the sending
area, the ordinance allows for between four and
eight multi-family units to be developed for each
development right purchased in the sending area.

Wickford Junction
In the map shown to the right,
green areas represent the
Sending Area Overlay District.
Black Boxes show the general
location of areas assessed as
potential TDR Receiving areas in
the Phase 1 HW report.
Source: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I
Assessment, 2011
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TDR in North Kingstown
North Kingstown already operates a TDR program in the Post
Road District receiving area. According to the the Phase I
Assessment, the model developed for the Post Road District
uses a straightforward incentive-based approach to encourage
TDR. This approach is viable for Post Road because the
redevelopment goals of the town for this area (as reflected in the
Comprehensive Plan) include high-density mixed-use
development and complete redevelopment of existing sites. The
method used for valuing development rights in this area may or
may not be appropriate for Wickford Junction.
North Kingstown also operates a Purchase of Development Right
(PDR) program to acquire development rights in the sending
areas. According to the Planning Director, these development
rights are used primarily to protect open space and valuable
land resources and are not necessarily stored in a “bank” for
future development in receiving areas.

Sources: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, 2011
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Potential Development Opportunities
A Phase I Assessment provided in HW’s 2011 report and recent interviews with community leaders and
local developers for this project identified the following potential development opportunities for Wickford
Junction:
• Vacant land available for development exists within Wickford Junction Plaza, and areas west and east of
the plaza.
• Public amenities exist within the plaza (amphitheater/park), and the site has access to surrounding
amenities including Feurer Park and the abandoned rail line (the informal trailhead).
• The presence of sidewalks reinforces the pedestrian scale, and connectivity within the plaza and leading
out into the community. Furthermore, the plaza is attractively landscaped and well-kept.
• Ten Rod Road is designated by RIDOT as a ‘Suitable’ roadway as per the Guide to Cycling the Ocean
State 2009-10. RIPTA Route 66 bus service is available west of the plaza at the Route 2/102 Park N’
Ride.
• A new MBTA station within the plaza, opened in 2012, will stimulate transit-oriented development.
However, most agree that the schedule is insufficient to meet local needs.

Source: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, 2011, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Potential Development Constraints
A Phase I Assessment provided in HW’s 2011 report, and recent interviews with
community leaders and local developers for this project identified the following
potential development constraints for Wickford Junction:
• Local wastewater treatment regulations leave few practicable areas for future
development able to support increased density.
• State stormwater management regulations add significant site costs.
• A large National Grid easement runs from the Village of Allenton to a substation
coincidental with the existing Wickford Junction Plaza entrance on Ten Rod
Road, potentially impacting the development of parcels and circulation patterns
to the south of Ten Rod Road.
• The presence of RIDEM-regulated wetlands and FEMA flood zones limit the
amount of land that can be realistically developed.
• Although the land is underutilized within many of these shopping areas, existing
operations are successful and may delay efforts for wholesale or even
incremental redevelopment.
• The frequency of transit service is insufficient to support commuters, and
weekend service is currently not provided.

Source: HW, TDR and Identification of Village Centers Phase I Assessment, 2011, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Walmart

North Kingstown’s Planning Director led 4ward
Planning staff on a detailed tour of the town, paying
particular attention to the Wickford Junction
Station and surrounding receiving area, and other
TDR receiving areas such as the Post Road district.
Areas around Wickford Junction that could
potentially serve as receiving areas are primarily
zoned for commercial use. These commercial
areas are surrounded by high-density and mediumdensity residential zoning. The commercial areas
include three distinct retail plazas.
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Wickford Junction Station
According to the leasing agent, Wickford Junction Station contains the potential for more than 450,000
square feet of retail, office, and residential space and a 250-seat community pavilion/amphitheater.
It is a unique site, as it has both auto-oriented and transit-oriented potential. The site’s anchors—Walmart
and Staples—attract auto-oriented business. The commuter rail station can accommodate over 1,800
passengers daily.
In addition to three currently vacant retail spaces, future retail opportunities exist for restaurants and other
businesses in a proposed mixed-use building connected to the transit station parking garage. The site is
nicely landscaped and well-maintained, which enhances its appeal. New buildings, including the parking
garage and the Walmart expansion, are attractive, due to the Town’s design standards.

Source: CBRE/Grossman Realty Advisors http://looplink.grossman.cbre.com/ll/17512993/1051-Ten-Rod-Road/, and 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Interview Findings
4ward Planning conducted interviews with local developers, brokers, community staff and officials, and
business owners in order to determine particular land use challenges and opportunities associated with
TDR incentivized development in the Wickford Junction receiving area. The overall opinion of TDR and
increased density at the site - and future town-wide development, generally - was mixed.

Some feel…

Others feel…

•

…quite positive about the ability of the
transit station and density bonus to
incentivize development.

•

…that site conditions and local and
state environmental regulations are too
prohibitive.

•

…that TDR provides “the opportunity of a
lifetime” at Wickford Junction.

•

…that there is no need for TDR because
site constraints won’t allow higher
density.
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Interview Findings
OPPORTUNITIES
• Rental demand is at an all-time high.
• The market needs and wants workforce, rental, and senior housing – at higher density.
• Unlike nationwide trends, there is a demand for office space (small footprint).
• This may be the development opportunity of a lifetime, if certain challenges can be overcome.
• The transit station has potential to spur development and attract additional traffic to site (albeit
currently limited).
• There is an assumption that the millennial population will drive growth (if they can find jobs and if the
rents are low enough to meet their needs).
• There is room for modest retail growth at Wickford Junction.
• The retail draw can be both auto-oriented and transit-oriented. But can the two co-exist?

• There is a demand by Quonset workers for local housing.
• The majority of new housing demand stems from young workers and empty nesters looking to rent
smaller units.
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Interview Findings
CHALLENGES
• Historically, the permit process is a disincentive for constructing multi-family market-rate housing.
• There is concern about increased density, including the potential increase in school-aged children.
• There are no jobs, and any job opportunities are available in more urban areas.
• This is a limited development area due to site conditions (e.g. ledge, groundwater).
• Groundwater and stormwater regulations are too expensive to meet.
• Inclusionary zoning (affordable) requirements create a disincentive for density.
• Retail opportunity is limited; chain and big box stores are doing well while mom and pop (specialty)
stores are struggling.
• Transit service is not frequent enough for commuters and lacks weekend service.
• Regional/highway exposure is limited.
• Home values have decreased but land and development costs remain high, reducing profit.
• Most developers have no need for TDR bonuses and/or cannot build the added density.
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Glossary of Terms
Household Population Household population, as compared to total population, excludes persons living in dormitories,
penal facilities, hospitals, and other institutional settings.

Family A family is a group of two or more people (one of whom is the householder) related by birth, marriage, or
adoption and residing together; all such people are considered as members of one family. The number of families is
equal to the number of family households; however, the count of family members differs from the count of family
household members because family household members include any non-relatives living in the household.
Non-Family A non-family household consists of a householder living alone (a one-person household) or where the
householder shares the home exclusively with people to whom he/she is not related.
Household A household consists of all the people who occupy a housing unit. A house, an apartment or other group of
rooms, or a single room, is regarded as a housing unit when it is occupied or intended for occupancy as separate living
quarters. The count of households excludes group quarters and institutions.
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) Metropolitan Statistical Areas (metro areas) are geographic entities defined by the
Office of Management and Budget. A metro area contains a core urban area of 50,000 or more population. Each metro
or micro area consists of one or more counties and includes the counties containing the core urban area, as well as any
adjacent counties that have a high degree of social and economic integration (as measured by commuting to work) with
the urban core.

Source: US Census Bureau
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Methodology
4ward Planning Inc. examined socio-economic trends (for 2010, 2012, and 2017) to comparatively
analyze three geographies in the region surrounding the Wickford Junction Station. The geographic
areas studied include:
• A 20-minute drive contour from the Wickford Junction Station (Primary Market Area)
• Washington County (commonly referred to as South County)
• Providence-Fall River-Warwick Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)
For employment and commuting trends analysis, labor data was gathered from the U.S. Census
Bureau’s On The Map data server as well as from Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) reports.
Employment-related analyses were performed for the most recent available years (2007, 2009, and
2011). The geographies studied include Washington County and the Rhode Island section of the
Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA.
The analyses and findings that follow are based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative
techniques. Quantitative analyses are underpinned by a combination of public and proprietary data
sources, including U.S. Census-based data and Esri’s Community Analyst software — a socio-economic
data analysis tool. Estimated and projected socio-economic trends examined included population
growth, formation of family and non-family households, household income, residential tenure,
occupational employment, and age cohort characteristics.
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Key Findings: Socio-economic Analysis
Flat population and household growth
All study areas are projected to experience relatively flat population and household growth through 2017,
with households growing at a higher rate than population.

Relative rise in non-family households
Consistent with national and regional trends, non-family households are projected to grow faster
than family households in all geographies examined.

Notable increases in higher-income households
For all three study areas (the 20-minute drive contour from Wickford Junction, Washington County, and
the Providence MSA), the percentage of households earning less than $75,000 a year is expected to
decline, while the percentage of households earning greater than $75,000 is expected to significantly
increase.

Strong growth in empty nester age cohorts
Among all three geographies, the age cohorts for early- and late-stage families are declining while
empty nesters, particularly older empty nesters (65-74), are rising considerably.

Higher than average consumer expenditures
With the exception of apparel and services, all study areas exceed the national average on a range of key
discretionary spending categories, with Washington County leading by a notable margin.
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Socio-economic Trends Analysis Study Areas – 2012 Summary
20-Minute
Drive Contour

Population:
Total Households:
Median Age:
Median Household Income:
Percent of Household Incomes >$75,000:
Percent Owner-Occupied Housing:

229,236
90,235
42
$57,794
38%
61%

Washington
County

Population:
Total Households:
Median Age:
Median Household Income:
Percent of Household Incomes >$75,000:
Percent Owner-Occupied Housing:

128,724
49,634
43
$70,596
48%
57%

Population:
Total Households:
Median Age:
Median Household Income:
Percent of Household Incomes >$75,000:
Percent Owner-Occupied Housing:

1,603,495
626,508
40
$53,554
35%
54%

Providence-Fall
River-Warwick
MSA

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Household Population Growth
Figure A-1 illustrates that household population growth within all three geographies studied was effectively
flat over the 2010 to 2012 time period, with Washington County exhibiting the highest annual rate at a
mere 0.67 percent. While the 20-minute drive contour and the Providence MSA are expected to experience
very slight household population declines through 2017 (-0.08 and -0.11 percent per year, respectively),
household population growth is expected to remain generally flat, in absolute terms, through 2017 for all
three geographies. This, however, should not be taken to indicate a lack of demand for new housing (see
household formation discussion below).
Figure A-1: Annualized Percentage Change, Household Population
Annualized Percent Change
2010-2012
2012-2017
2012 Household Population (estimated)
2017 Household Population (projected)

Annualized Percentage Change

0.80%
0.70%
0.60%
0.50%
0.40%
0.30%
0.20%
0.10%
0.00%
-0.10%
-0.20%
20-minute Drive Contour

Washington County

Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA
Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Household Formation Trends
Table A-1: Household Formation Trends
20-Minute Drive Contour

Total Households
Family Households
Non-Family Households

Average household
size is declining in
each geography,
but is lowest in the
20-minute drive
contour.

Average households size

Percentage Change
2010
89,940 100.0%
57,182 63.6%
32,758 36.4%

2.41

2012
90,235 100.0%
57,438 63.7%
32,797 36.3%

2.42

2017
90,635 100.0%
57,016 62.9%
33,619 37.1%

2.40

Washington County

Total Households
Family Households
Non-Family Households

All geographies
share a similar
make-up of family
to non-family
households (63%
to 36%), with nonfamily households
exhibiting modest
growth.

Average households size

2010
49,177 100.0%
32,297 65.7%
16,880 34.3%
2.45

2012
49,634 100.0%
32,602 65.7%
17,032 34.3%
2.46

2017
50,420 100.0%
32,724 64.9%
17,696 35.1%
2.43

Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA

Total Households
Family Households
Non-Family Households
Average households size

2010
626,610 100.0%
400,899 64.0%
225,711 36.0%
2.46

2012
626,508 100.0%
400,228 63.9%
226,280 36.1%
2.47

2017
628,040 100.0%
397,692 63.3%
230,348 36.7%
2.45

2010-2012
0.3%
0.5%
0.1%

2012-2017
0.4%
-0.7%
2.5%

0.4%

-0.8%

Percentage Change
20122010-2012
2017
0.9%
1.6%
0.9%
0.4%
0.9%
3.9%
0.4%

-1.2%

Percentage Change
20122010-2012
2017
0.0%
0.2%
-0.2%
-0.6%
0.3%
1.8%
0.4%

-0.8%

Source: US Census Bureau, Esri Community Analyst; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Figure A-2: Annualized Percentage Change, Family Households
2010-2012
2012-2017

Table A-1 and Figures A-2 and A-3 illustrate
changes in household formation, including
family and non-family households. Consistent
with flat population growth, annualized
change in total household formation is
relatively weak.

Providence-Fall RiverWarwick MSA

-0.09%

-0.13%

0.47% Washington County
0.07%

0.23%
-0.15%

Figure A-3: Annualized Percentage
Change, Non-Family Households
Providence-Fall RiverWarwick MSA

0.00%

0.45%

0.78%
0.06%
0.50%
0.50%

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

0.20%

0.40%

0.60%

2010-2012

0.36%

Annualized Percentage Change

0.00%

Annualized Percentage Change

2012-2017

0.13%

Washington County

20-minute Drive Contour

-0.20%

20-minute Drive
Contour

However, as a general pattern, non-family
households within the study areas are
projected to increase at a faster rate than
family households from 2012 to 2017,
consistent with national and regional trends.
Non-family households, typically, drive demand
for multi-family rental housing.

1.00%
Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Table A-2: Population Age Trends

Age
Pre-School-Age Children
Grade School-Age Children
High School and College-Age
Young Workforce and Grads
Early Stage Families
Late Stage Families
Young Empty Nesters
Older Empty Nesters
Mostly Retired

November
October 15,
6, 2013

20-Minute Drive Contour
Age Range
< 5 yrs
5-14 yrs
15-24 yrs
25-34 yrs
35-44 yrs
45-54 yrs
55-64 yrs
65-74 yrs
>74 yrs

All three study areas
underwent a notable
decrease in early- and
late-stage family
cohorts (ages 35-54)
between 2010 and
2012, a trend that is
largely expected to
increase through 2017.

Over the next four
years, all geographies
studied are projected to
experience the greatest
growth, by far, in the
older empty nesters
age cohort (ages 6574).

Total Population
Pre-School-Age Children
Grade School-Age Children
High School and College-Age
Young Workforce and Grads
Early Stage Families
Late Stage Families
Young Empty Nesters
Older Empty Nesters
Mostly Retired
Median age

Percentage Change
2010
227,765
10,933
26,193
33,026
25,737
29,609
36,898
30,293
16,855
18,221

100.0%
4.8%
11.5%
14.5%
11.3%
13.0%
16.2%
13.3%
7.4%
8.0%

41years

2012
229,236
11,003
25,904
32,781
26,362
28,884
35,990
31,635
17,880
18,339

100.0%
4.8%
11.3%
14.3%
11.5%
12.6%
15.7%
13.8%
7.8%
8.0%

42years

2017
228,723
10,979
25,846
30,878
26,303
28,133
33,165
32,707
21,271
18,984

100.0%
4.8%
11.3%
13.5%
11.5%
12.3%
14.5%
14.3%
9.3%
8.3%

42years

Washington County

2010-2012
0.7%
0.7%
-1.1%
-0.7%
2.4%
-2.5%
-2.5%
4.4%
6.1%
0.7%

2012-2017
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-5.8%
-0.2%
-2.6%
-7.9%
3.4%
19.0%
3.5%

0.7%

1.2%

Percentage Change

Total Population
Pre-School-Age Children
Grade School-Age Children
High School and College-Age
Young Workforce and Grads
Early Stage Families
Late Stage Families
Young Empty Nesters
Older Empty Nesters
Mostly Retired
Median age

2010
126,979
5,714
14,730
21,840
11,047
14,984
21,332
18,412
10,158
8,889

100.0%
4.5%
11.6%
17.2%
8.7%
11.8%
16.8%
14.5%
8.0%
7.0%

42years

2012
128,724
5,664
14,675
21,883
11,328
14,803
20,853
19,437
10,942
9,011

100.0%
4.4%
11.4%
17.0%
8.8%
11.5%
16.2%
15.1%
8.5%
7.0%

43years

2017
129,164
5,683
14,725
20,795
11,496
14,337
19,245
20,279
13,046
9,429

100.0%
4.4%
11.4%
16.1%
8.9%
11.1%
14.9%
15.7%
10.1%
7.3%

43years

Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA
Total Population
Pre-School-Age Children
Grade School-Age Children
High School and College-Age
Young Workforce and Grads
Early Stage Families
Late Stage Families
Young Empty Nesters
Older Empty Nesters
Mostly Retired
Median age

2010-2012
1.4%
-0.9%
-0.4%
0.2%
2.5%
-1.2%
-2.3%
5.6%
7.7%
1.4%

2012-2017
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
-5.0%
1.5%
-3.2%
-7.7%
4.3%
19.2%
4.6%

1.2%

1.6%

Percentage Change
2010
1,600,852
88,047
192,102
236,926
192,102
214,514
248,132
198,506
113,660
116,862

100.0%
5.5%
12.0%
14.8%
12.0%
13.4%
15.5%
12.4%
7.1%
7.3%

40years

2012
1,603,495
88,192
190,816
234,110
195,626
208,454
242,128
206,851
120,262
118,659

100.0%
5.5%
11.9%
14.6%
12.2%
13.0%
15.1%
12.9%
7.5%
7.4%

40years

2017
1,598,560
87,921
190,229
220,601
195,024
203,017
222,200
214,207
143,870
121,491

100.0%
5.5%
11.9%
13.8%
12.2%
12.7%
13.9%
13.4%
9.0%
7.6%

40years

2010-2012
0.2%
0.2%
-0.7%
-1.2%
1.8%
-2.8%
-2.4%
4.2%
5.8%
1.5%

2012-2017
-0.3%
-0.3%
-0.3%
-5.8%
-0.3%
-2.6%
-8.2%
3.6%
19.6%
2.4%

1.0%

0.8%

Source: US Census Bureau, Esri Community Analyst; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Age of the Population
Table A-2 exhibits population trends by age group for all three
geographies examined, covering the 2010 to 2017 period (estimates
and projections). As highlighted on the previous page, those age
groups known to use transit the most (persons within the 25-54 age
cohort) will represent nearly 60 percent of all adult persons 25 and
older in the PMA – a population of over 90,000.
Table A-2 also indicates that persons falling within the typical Empty
Nester age cohorts (ages 55-64 and 65-74) exhibited varying degrees
of positive growth through 2012 and are projected to increase their
share of the total population through 2017. Indeed, older empty
nesters are projected to increase by 20 percent over the 2012 to
2017 time period.
While this older age cohort may not use transit as extensively as
younger persons, recent research shows that persons nearing or in
retirement are more inclined to live near transit and related service
amenities for reasons of convenience and cost – a trend which is
favorable to a prospective mixed-use TOD in Wickford Junction.

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Median Household Income
Depicted in Figure A-4, median household income trends indicate that all study areas are expected to see
considerable rises in median household income through 2017. The 2012 median household income in the
PMA slightly exceeds the 2012 MSA household income level and is notably less than the 2012 median
household income in Washington County, a trend projected to continue through 2017. Further, Figure A-5
reveals that the PMA is likely to move toward a more balanced distribution between households earning
less than $75,000 (unadjusted for inflation) per year and those earning more than $75,000, from 62 and
38 percent to 53 and 47 percent, respectively. This household income distribution suggests new multifamily housing should span a range of affordability.
Figure A-4: Median Household Income Comparison

Figure A-5: Percent of Total Households by Income,
20-Minute Drive Contour
2012

$53,554
$62,557

Providence-Fall RiverWarwick MSA

2017
70%
60%

62%
53%
47%

50%

$70,596
$81,761

Washington County

$57,794
$69,553

20-minute Drive
Contour

38%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

$0

$20,000 $40,000 $60,000 $80,000 $100,000
Median Household Income

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

<$74.9K

>$75K

Sources: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Household Income Trends
At 20.3 percent, the
20-minute drive
contour is projected
to see the greatest
increase in median
household income
between 2012 and
2017.

Table A-3: Household Income Trends
20-Minute Drive Contour
Total Households
< $35,000
$35K to $74.9K
$75K to $99.9K
$100K to $149.9K
>$149.9K
Median household income

$57,794

$69,553

20.3%

Total Households
< $35,000
$35K to $74.9K
$75K to $99.9K
$100K to $149.9K
>$149.9K

2012
49,634
11,619
14,399
7,171
9,302
7,143

2017
50,420
9,310
12,732
9,252
10,571
8,555

Percentage Change
2012-2017
1.6%
-19.9%
-11.6%
29.0%
13.6%
19.8%

Median household income

$70,596

$81,761

15.8%

Total Households
< $35,000
$35K to $74.9K
$75K to $99.9K
$100K to $149.9K
>$149.9K

2012
626,508
205,557
200,235
77,706
89,448
53,556

2017
628,040
178,169
181,124
102,245
102,029
64,467

Percentage Change
2012-2017
0.2%
-13.3%
-9.5%
31.6%
14.1%
20.4%

Median household income

$53,554

100.0%
28.8%
32.8%
14.0%
14.9%
9.5%

2017
90,635
21,436
26,654
16,734
15,509
10,297

100.0%
23.7%
29.4%
18.5%
17.1%
11.4%

Washington County

The relatively steep rise
in higher income
households within the
MSA, generally, and the
PMA, in particular,
suggests growing
demand for the types of
service amenities
(specialty retail,
restaurants and persons
services) typically found
within TOD project
areas.

Percentage Change
2012-2017
0.4%
-17.6%
-9.9%
32.2%
15.5%
20.7%

2012
90,235
26,014
29,597
12,663
13,425
8,531

100.0%
23.4%
29.0%
14.4%
18.7%
14.4%

100.0%
18.5%
25.3%
18.3%
21.0%
17.0%

Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA
100.0%
32.8%
32.0%
12.4%
14.3%
8.5%

$62,557

100.0%
28.4%
28.8%
16.3%
16.2%
10.3%

16.8%

Source: US Census Bureau, Esri Community Analyst; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Household Income Key Findings
Table A-3 arrays household income data for all three study geographies, by
year (2012 and 2017) and income levels. Key findings from this data
include the following:
• Upper household incomes ($75,000 and greater) represent a
considerable and growing segment of households within all of the study
areas, and particularly within Washington County — an encouraging sign
for future mixed-use investment within Wickford Junction.
• The fastest growing household income segment, across all geographies
examined, are households earning $75,000 to just under $100,000 – a
solidly middle-class income group. At this level of household income
and higher, discretionary expenditures on dining-out and personal
services increases markedly over that of lower-income households.
• Low- and moderate-income households, while generally declining in
overall share of total households across geographies, nonetheless,
represent slightly more than six out of ten households in the PMA and
more than four in ten households within Washington County. The size of
this household income segment suggests there will be ample demand
for low- and moderate-income housing.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC
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Industry Trends
Top 10 Industries by Employment
Washington County

Total Primary Jobs
Manufacturing
Educational Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Accommodation and Food Services
Wholesale Trade
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)
Construction
Administration & Support, Waste Management and
Remediation

While Washington
County, as of 2011,
has not recovered to
its pre-recession
number of jobs, it saw
seven out of its top ten
industries grow
between 2009 and
2011, with the
greatest growth
occurring in
professional, scientific,
and technical services,
at 22.3 percent.

Percentage Change
2007
44,727 100.0%
7,186 16.1%
7,376 16.5%
6,091 13.6%
6,141 13.7%
3,925
8.8%
1,614
3.6%
1,334
3.0%
1,582
3.5%
2,184
4.9%
1,120

2.5%

2009
42,030 100.0%
6,976 16.6%
7,477 17.8%
6,137 14.6%
5,359 12.8%
3,763
9.0%
1,670
4.0%
1,330
3.2%
1,453
3.5%
1,603
3.8%
989

2.4%

2011
2007-2009
42,805 100.0%
-6.0%
7,010 16.4%
-2.9%
6,658 15.6%
1.4%
6,269 14.6%
0.8%
5,262 12.3%
-12.7%
3,871 9.0%
-4.1%
1,771 4.1%
3.5%
1,627 3.8%
-0.3%
1,561 3.6%
-8.2%
1,501 3.5%
-26.6%
1,167

2.7%

Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA (RI only)

Total Primary Jobs
Health Care and Social Assistance
Educational Services
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Accommodation and Food Services
Finance and Insurance
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Administration & Support, Waste Management and
Remediation
Public Administration
Other Services (excluding Public Administration)

Many of the
occupations within the
top ten industries,
particularly those
expected to grow
through 2017, pay low
to medium scale wages
– suggesting new
housing price points
would need to align.

-11.7%

2009-2011
1.8%
0.5%
-11.0%
2.2%
-1.8%
2.9%
6.0%
22.3%
7.4%
-6.4%
18.0%

Percentage Change
2007
440,160 100.0%
69,996 15.9%
50,052 11.4%
47,379 10.8%
51,062 11.6%
35,207
8.0%
26,745
6.1%
21,168
4.8%
20,695
18,914
16,291

4.7%
4.3%
3.7%

2009
407,709 100.0%
71,391 17.5%
48,360 11.9%
43,143 10.6%
42,386 10.4%
33,735
8.3%
22,923
5.6%
20,839
5.1%
18,263
16,464
15,675

4.5%
4.0%
3.8%

2011
2007-2009
413,662 100.0%
-7.4%
75,173 18.2%
2.0%
46,140 11.2%
-3.4%
43,610 10.5%
-8.9%
40,916 9.9%
-17.0%
35,720 8.6%
-4.2%
22,515 5.4%
-14.3%
20,698 5.0%
-1.6%
19,802
18,460
16,781

4.8%
4.5%
4.1%

-11.8%
-13.0%
-3.8%

2009-2011
1.5%
5.3%
-4.6%
1.1%
-3.5%
5.9%
-1.8%
-0.7%
8.4%
12.1%
7.1%

Source: US Census Bureau, OnTheMap; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Washington County Commuting Patterns
Washington County has maintained a net job outflow for all years examined, hovering between 11.5 and
12 percent. Not surprisingly, Providence is the top worker destination for the employed residents of
Washington County, with Westerly, Warwick, and the Wakefield-Peacedale Census Defined Place (CDP)
relatively close behind. The worker destination that has seen by far the greatest growth in absolute and
percentage terms is the Kingston CDP, expanding from 293 workers in 2007 to over 2,000 by 2011.
North Kingstown, the destination for workers at Quonset Business Park (employing nearly 9,000
workers), is not listed in the top ten destinations, suggesting a large number of in-commuting residents
outside of Washington County. This net job outflow pattern may suggest an inadequate supply of
workforce housing within North Kingstown, a finding which has been substantiated by local interviews.
Table A-6: Top Ten Work Destinations for
Residents of Washington County

Table A-5: Worker Inflow/Outflow, Washington County
Year

2011

Work
Only
(Inflow)

Live
and
Work

Live
Only
(Outflow)

Net Inflow (+)
or Outflow (-)

20,773

22,032

29,446

-8,673

2009

20,188

21,842

28,212

-8,024

2007

20,761

23,966

29,336

-8,575

2007

2009

2011

Providence city, RI

5,553

10.4%

4,900

9.8%

5,254

10.2%

Westerly, RI

5,013

9.4%

4,576

9.1%

4,851

9.4%

Warwick city, RI

4,553

8.5%

4,194

8.4%

4,291

8.3%

Wakefield-Peacedale, RI

4,639

8.7%

3,165

6.3%

3,017

5.9%

Cranston city, RI

2,764

5.2%

2,609

5.2%

2,389

4.6%

Kingston CDP, RI

293

0.5%

713

1.4%

2,054

4.0%

Groton city, CT

627

1.2%

1,095

2.2%

1,256

2.4%

Newport city, RI

987

1.9%

1,026

2.0%

1,173

2.3%

Narragansett Pier CDP, RI

1,102

2.1%

1,486

3.0%

889

1.7%

East Providence city, RI

951

1.8%

828

1.7%

843

1.6%

Source: US Census Bureau, OnTheMap; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Washington County Work Destinations and Distance to Work
Table A-7:
Distance to Work, 2011

1. Providence, RI

2. Westerly, RI

Miles
to Work

Count

Percent

< 10

21,512

41.8%

10- 24

20,084

39.0%

25-50

8,610

16.7%

>50

1,272

2.5%

3. Warwick, RI

4. WakefieldPeacedale, RI
5. Cranston, RI

Nearly six out of ten employed
Washington County residents
travel greater than 10 miles
(approximately 20-minutes) to
work. Further, approximately
one out of five must travel
greater than 25 miles
(approximately 55 minutes).

Source: US Census Bureau, OnTheMap; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Housing Ownership Trends
Figure A-6, below, comparatively illustrates the trends of housing tenure for the three study geographies,
indicating that a higher percentage of housing units are owner-occupied rather than renter-occupied. The
figures also show that housing tenure has, and will continue, to hold relatively steady across all
geographies, with largely flat growth among the percentages of both owner- and renter-occupied units.
Though slight, Figure A-6 indicates a trend of declining owner-occupied housing and a rise in renteroccupied housing. This trend, which may accelerate over the next twenty years as a result of
demographic changes, tastes and financial capacity, favors an increase in multi-family rental housing.
Figure A-6: Housing Tenure Comparison

Own
Percent of Total Housing Units

70%

62.4%

60.8%

60%

2010
57.9%

57.0%

Rent

Rent
55.3%

2012

2017

54.1%

50%
40%
30.2%

30%

35.0%

30.8%
21.2%

35.4%

21.3%

20%
10%
0%
20-minute Drive
Contour

Washington County

Providence-Fall
River-Warwick MSA

20-minute Drive
Contour

Washington County

Providence-Fall
River-Warwick MSA

Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc, 2012
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Consumer Expenditure Trends
Figure A-7 below illustrates the spending potential of households in each geography on a select set of
discretionary spending categories, with an index value of 100 representing the national average.
Excluding apparel and services, all three geographies are characterized by a spending potential that is at
or greater than the national average. Washington County notably exceeds the other two geographies in
every spending category, consistent with its higher household incomes. Overall, higher than average
discretionary spending is a favorable finding for prospective mixed-use development.
Figure A-7: Spending Potential Index by Geography
20-minute Drive Contour

160

Washington County

Providence MSA

National Average

140
Spending Index

120
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80
60
40
20
0
Food at Home
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Apparel and Transportation
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Travel

Health Care Entertainment Personal Care
and
Products and
Recreation
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Source: US Census Bureau; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Takeaway: Socio-Economic and Labor & Industry Trends
The preceding analysis of socio-economic trends for the 20-minute drive contour surrounding the Wickford
Junction Station (the primary market area), Washington County, and the Providence-Fall River-Warwick MSA
provides insight into the population and housing characteristics of the area. While growth in population and
household formation has remained relatively flat, and is projected to remain so into the near future, there
are a number of indicators which are favorable to prospective mixed-use development in and around
Wickford Junction.
•
•

•

•

Relatively strong growth in non-family households (typically, these are small one- and two-person
households which opt to rent, rather than own their homes), suggests a demand for rental units.
Rising share of upper-income households, particularly among households earning $75,000 to
$100,000, likely contributes to an increase in discretionary spending, which already exceeds the
national average, and bodes well for mixed-use development.
A fast growing segment of persons 55 years of age and older. As persons near retirement, greater
consideration is given to downsizing one’s residence while remaining close to family, friends and
employment opportunities. This suggests a need for a greater stock of smaller housing units.
A broad distribution of household income suggests new housing be provided at a variety of price points.
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Methodology: Key Steps for Analyzing Trends
4ward Planning utilized Reis, a nationally recognized supplier of office, retail, industrial, and multi-family
trend data, to identify submarket real estate trends. In addition to analyzing Reis reports, 4ward
Planning’s third-party data review included industry products, such as LoopNet and Zillow, to identify
location and character of currently available properties. Different geographic submarkets are utilized for
different land use types.
4ward Planning focused on the following metrics:
• Change in Unit or Square-foot Inventory: Indicates, in broad terms, whether new real estate construction has
been active in the area.

• Year-over-Year Vacancy Rates: Combined with absorption as a percent of occupied stock, this metric signals
whether new construction is being leased and occupied (signaling high demand), or whether it remains vacant
(signaling an over-supply of real estate).
• Absorption as a Percent of Occupied Stock: Absorption as a percent of occupied inventory reflects the net
square footage which has either become occupied (positive absorption) or vacant (negative absorption) during
the time period, expressed as a percentage of occupied total unit inventory at the end of the time period.
• Effective Monthly or Annual Rent: A measure of the relative value of real estate within the area.
• Existing Properties: Additionally, the location and character of currently available properties is examined using
industry products.
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Primary Market Area (20-minute drive contour)

Source: Esri; 4ward Planning Inc. 2013
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Residential Submarket
According to Reis, the Providence Metro Market (also referred to as “Metro”) consists of three submarkets:
(1) Providence, (2) Northern Rhode Island, and (3) Southern Rhode Island. The Southern Rhode Island
Submarket (also referred to as the “Submarket”) contains Kent and Washington Counties.
Southern Rhode Island Submarket

Providence Metro Market

Source: Reis, Bing Maps
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Office Submarket
For the purposes of this analysis, we compared the Office Submarket to the nearest metropolitan area
(Providence), the larger region (Northeast), and the nation. The Providence Metro Office Market (also referred
to as “Metro”), shown below, consists of four Submarkets:
1 – Central
2 – North
3 – West Bay
4 – East Bay - Bristol

The West Bay Office Submarket (also
referred to as “Submarket”) is the
subject of this analysis. As identified
by Reis, (delineated in the map at
right) it contains the municipal limits
of Cranston, East Greenwich,
Warwick, West Warwick, and most of
North Kingstown.

2
1
3

4

Source: Reis, Bing Maps
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Retail Submarket
For the purposes of this analysis, we compared
the Retail Submarket of Washington County to
the nearest metropolitan area (Providence), the
larger region (Northeast), and the nation. The
Providence Metro Market (also referred to as
“Metro”), consists of three submarkets, including
Central Providence, Kent/Warwick, and
Washington County.

Washington County Submarket

Source: Reis, Bing Maps
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Key Findings: Residential
Flat inventory growth
The Southern Rhode Island Submarket’s inventory of multi-family units grew by 0.2 percent between 2007
and 2012, a rate lower than the Providence Metro, Northeast Region, and the nation for the same period.
Through 2017, Reis projects the Submarket will slightly outperform the Northeast in multi-family inventory
growth.

Below five percent
Vacancy in the Submarket decreased from 7.4 percent in 2009 to 4.5 percent in 2012, and is
expected to remain below five percent through 2017. Low vacancy rates indicate a tight multi-family
rental market—a favorable trend for new multi-family residential development.

Rents will continue increasing, but remain lower than the Metro Area
Effective monthly rent in the Submarket is projected to increase by 2.8 percent per year through 2017,
after increasing 0.9 percent per annum over the last five years. However, the 2013 average effective rent
is 16 percent higher in the Providence Metro ($1,257) than in the Submarket ($1,084).

Nearly 17,000 new units
The projected demand for new housing units within the 20-minute drive contour (the primary
market area) through 2027 is nearly 17,000 units—with approximately 1,200 of these units
estimated for the Wickford Junction Core Study Area, using a modest capture rate scenario.
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Key Findings: Office
Strong relative growth
Office space inventory in the West Bay Submarket experienced strong growth over the last five years,
more so than the Providence Metro, Northeast, and the nation. However, Reis projects that office
growth will remain flat within both the Submarket and Metro areas through 2017.

$18 per square foot
The average asking rent for office space in the West Bay Submarket is estimated to be $18
per square foot. However, lease rates vary widely by the quality and location of office space.
While medical office space currently for lease is demanding an average of $22 per square
foot, average lease rates for creative/loft and R&D offices are much lower, at $6 and just over
$9 per square foot, respectively.

Demand likely to exceed existing vacancies

$1,432

Our analysis shows a projected demand for approximately 6.8 million square feet of office space
within the 20-minute drive contour by 2020, representing a net increase of just over one million
square feet. Local developers generally confirmed a demand for new office space, indicating there is
a mismatch between what prospective tenants are looking for and the quality and price of existing
inventory.
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Key Findings: Retail
Zero inventory growth
Retail inventory in Washington County has remained flat over the last five years, and Reis projects
there will be no added retail inventory in Washington County through 2017.1 Local developers
described empty storefronts and a ‘challenging and stagnant’ retail market.

Declining vacancy rates and rising rents
According to Reis, over the next five years, retail center vacancy rates within Washington
County are projected to decline significantly while asking rents are expected to rise by over ten
percent during the same time period. The retail center vacancy rate for Washington County
has remained low in comparison to the Providence Metro, Northeast, and the nation as a
whole – a trend that is likely to continue.

Potential retail demand in select categories

$1,432

Consistent with what local developers have described as a challenging retail market, the 20-minute
drive contour currently contains a limited demand for retail space. Supportable retail categories
include pet supplies, auto & marine parts, as well as a small scale neighborhood grocery store.

Note:
1 Notwithstanding the Reis projection, expected local activity will result in added retail inventory.
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Apartment Inventory
Over the last five years, the apartment inventory within the Southern Rhode Island Submarket grew 0.2
percent per annum, exhibiting lower growth than the Providence Metro, Northeast Region, and the nation,
according to data provided by Reis. Residential inventory remained flat between 2008 and 2012, with
projections indicating no additional apartment construction occurring until 2014. As of first quarter 2013,
the Submarket had a total of 5,012 multi-family units. Over the next five years, Reis projects the
Submarket to outperform the Providence Metro, but not the Northeast or Nation. Reis projects an
estimated 40 new units (less than one-percent of current inventory) to be added within the Submarket in
2014 and another 105 units in 2016. However, there are approximately 950 multi-family housing units
(duplex and up) either under construction or in the process of permitting, according to North Kingstown
officials. While these units are expected to take years to be constructed and absorbed, the official figures
suggest Reis’ projections are conservative – a favorable indicator for prospective residential development
within Wickford Junction.
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Apartment Vacancy Rate
Over the last five years, Reis reports that apartment vacancy rates within the Southern Rhode Island
Submarket declined from a high of 7.4 percent in 2009 (at the height of the economic downturn) to 4.5
percent in 2012, reflective of a tightening rental housing market. While a brief spike in the apartment
vacancy rate occurred during 2012, the multi-family Submarket is projected to hit a 3.5 percent vacancy
rate in 2013. Reis also forecasts that apartment vacancy rates in the Submarket will remain relatively
tight (below five percent) through 2017—a favorable trend for new multi-family residential investment.
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Apartment Absorption
Apartment absorption, as a percent of occupied housing stock, has been fluctuating in the Southern
Rhode Island Submarket over the last five years, rising between 2008 and 2010 and, then, declining
between 2010 and 2012. Reis projects apartment absorption to continue fluctuating over the next five
years. Overall, apartment net absorption for both the Submarket and Metro area will remain positive over
the foreseeable future, which is indicative of steady demand for new apartment units.

Submarket Apartment Absorption as Percent of Occupied Housing Stock
Net Asorption (Units)
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Apartment Effective Monthly Rent
Average apartment effective monthly rents (which includes offered incentives) within the Southern Rhode
Island Submarket and Providence Metro area dipped in 2009, but have been steadily increasing in recent
years. As of fourth quarter 2012, average apartment effective monthly rents in the Submarket were
$1,063 –13.4 percent lower than the Providence metro area effective monthly rent ($1,214), for the
same period. Over the next five years, Reis projects average effective monthly rents to increase by 2.8
percent per year (greater than the projected rate of inflation over the same period) in the Submarket and
3.0 percent in the Metro – increasing to $1,209 and $1,462, respectively, by 2017. The projected
increase in effective rent is a favorable trend for prospective multi-family rental development.
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Apartment Characteristics: For Rent
According to data provided by Zillow.com, as of June 2013, there were only three multi-family properties with
units for rent within a five-mile radius of Wickford Junction (other sources, including Apartments.com, contained
no rental listings, confirming a tight supply mentioned by local developers). Each listing represented a different
bedroom count, including one-, two-, and three-bedroom units. All three current apartment listings feature rents
below the Southern Rhode Island Submarket averages, by respective bedroom count.
Multi-family Rentals within Five Miles of Wickford Junction, as of June 2013
1-Br Average
Name

5457 Post Road
24 Union Drive
Undisclosed Address

Rent

Price per
SqFt

$397

$0.66

2-Br Average
Rent

3-Br Average

Price per
SqFt

$1,000

Rent

Price per
SqFt

$1,350

$1.07

N/A

Source: Zillow.com 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Southern Rhode Island Average Rents, as of Q1 2013
Unit Structure

Rent

Average Square Feet

Average Price per SqFt

Studio

$700

449

$1.56

One-Bedroom

$954

753

$1.27

Two-Bedroom

$1,229

1,066

$1.15

Three-Bedroom

$1,582

1,274

$1.24

Source: Reis, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Apartment Characteristics: Multi-family For Sale
Within a five-mile radius of Wickford Junction, 4ward Planning identified only one multi-family property for
sale as of June 2013, located at 7255 Post Road in close proximity to the Quonset Business Park. The
property contains 16 units on a lot exceeding 12 acres. The considerably low supply of available properties
for sale and for rent is consistent with local broker interviews stating that multi-family pent-up demand in
the North Kingstown area is at an all-time high, characterized by near 100 percent occupancy and a
waiting list.
Multi-family Housing for Sale Within Five Miles of
Wickford Junction, as of June 2013
Address

Property Subtype

7255 Post Road Garden/Low-Rise

Asking Price Price per Unit

$599,900

$37,494

Source: Loopnet.com, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Wickford Junction Station

Quonset Business Park
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Development Pipeline
As shown below and on the following page, there are over 1,200 new housing units either under
construction or in some stage of permitting, according to data provided by the Town of North Kingstown.
Additionally, the development pipeline consists of approximately 280,000 square feet of retail space.
Name of development

Project stage

Address

300 Fletcher Rd. Conservation subdivision
Pre-app Approved
Barber's Heights
Minor subdivision
Final approval
Belleville House
Major subdivision Under Construction
Brayman
Minor Subdivision Preliminary Approval
Blueberry Plantations
Major subdivision
Final approval
Caldwell & Johnson, Inc.
Major subdivision Preliminary Approval

300 Fletcher Rd.
Barbers Height Ave.
400 Tower Hill Rd.
117 Salisbury Ave.
South County Tr.
6 Elm Dr.

Dry Bridge Farm (Slocum
Farm)
Harbor View

Development type

Major subdivision Master Plan Approval
Major subdivision

Approved

Hamilton Allenton

Major subdivision Under Construction

Hill Plat

Minor subdivision Preliminary Approval

Dry Bridge Rd.
Post Rd.
170 Hamilton-Allenton
Rd.
Pendar Rd.

Kingstown Crossing

Major subdivision Under Construction

Devils Foot Rd.

Namcook

Major land development
Master Plan Approval
project

165 Namcook Rd.

New
Project Description/Bedrooms per Units
Units
16
3
40
3
24
4

3-4 bedrooms
1-2 bedroom; 39-1 bedroom
3-4 bedrooms
3-4 bedrooms
2-3 bedrooms; 2-1 bedrooms

1-3 bedroom (sfd); 4-1 bedroom (apt); 42 bedrooms (apt); 2-1 bedroom (apt); 1-2
21
bedrooms (apt); 7-3 or 4 bedrooms (sfd
& duplex)
20

3 bedrooms (sfd)

11
4
New daycare center; [104 total; 46 new]
12-1 bedrooms (apt); 22-2 bedrooms
46
(apt); 58 -3 bedrooms (apt); 12-4
bedrooms (apt)
8000 s.f. of commercial;
38
8-3 bedrooms; 30-2 bedrooms
Source: Town of North Kingstown
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Development Pipeline (cont.)
Name of development

Development type

Project stage

Address

New
Units

Project Description/Bedrooms per Units

North Ridge

Major subdivision

Under Construction

279 School St.

12

3 and/or 4 bedrooms

Preserve at Rolling Major land development
Greens
project

Master Plan Approval

6-1 bedroom (live/work); 13-2 bedrooms
(townhouse); 64-2 bedrooms (duplex); 9-2
Ten Rod Rd. 106
bedrooms (cottage); 14-3 or 4 bedrooms
(sfd)

Major land development
project

245 196-2 bedrooms (apt); 47-1 bedroom (apt)

Reynolds Farm

Major land development
project

Preliminary Plan
Approval

82-1 bedroom (senior housing); 176-2
bedrooms (apts.); 44-1 bedroom (apts.);
7447 Post Rd. 574 41-3 bedrooms(multi-fam.); 4-1 bedrooms
(carriage); 29-2 bedrooms (main st.); 12-2
bedrooms (cottages); 151-3 bedroom (sfd)

Riverwatch

Major subdivision

Approved

Schartner

Minor subdivision

Stonecroft

Major subdivision

Final Plan Submitted

Pendar Rd.

Tully Way

Major subdivision

Approved

Devils Foot Rd.

4

Walmsley Lane

Major subdivision

Final Approval 100 & 102 Intrepid Rd.

12

Wickford Cove

Major subdivision

Under Construction

279 School St.

16

16-2 bedrooms (duplex)

Wildwood At Heritage

Minor subdivision

Final Decision

691 Ten Rod Rd.

2

3 and/or 4 bedrooms

Residences at Sawmill

Post Rd.

6

3 and/or 4 bedrooms

Preliminary Plan 170 Hamilton-Allenton
Rd.
Submitted

3

3 and/or 4 bedrooms

7 5-3 bedroom (sfd); 2-2 bedroom (duplex)

Source: Town of North Kingstown
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Takeaway: Apartment Trends
Given low projected vacancy rates (below five-percent), rising effective rents, tight inventory, and the
workforce housing demand generated from Quonset Business Park, the Wickford Junction Station Core
Study Area has the potential to capture a portion of the existing and future demand for rental housing from
new and existing workers with a high receptivity for multi-family rental units (e.g., small, high-density oneand two-bedroom units).
Interviews with local brokers confirm the rental housing market opportunities that could be generated by
increasing the supply of available workforce housing for employees who would like to live near where they
work or, in the case of young professionals, near transit for commuting to Providence.
Further, local real estate professionals have confirmed that demand for multi-family rental units is at an
all-time high with very little available units, a pattern confirmed by the notably limited supply of listings.

With such strong demand and an existing shortage of inventory, multi-family fundamentals are very strong
in North Kingstown.
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Methodology: Residential Supply-Demand Analysis
Selection of Population and Household Growth Scenario
4ward Planning examined a weak growth scenario based on our 2017 projections for population and
households. While population and household growth trends could increase at a greater rate through 2017,
absent a large influx of large employers to the area, such a trend is unlikely.
Estimation and subtraction of physically obsolescent housing units in the market area
Housing units, like most things, wear out over time. Dependent upon the age of local housing stock and the
manner of care applied to it, generally, the annual housing obsolescence rate can range from 0.5 percent
annually (solidly built homes that are well cared for) to as high as two percent annually (older housing stock
which has seen little preventative maintenance over the years). Based on conditions observed within, and
data analyzed for, the 20-minute drive contour, 4ward Planning utilized a one (1) percent annual
obsolescence rate for its analysis.

Estimation of pent-up housing demand by PMA workers currently living outside of 20-minute drive contour
Typically, some percentage of workers who commute to places of employment at considerable distance
from their homes desire living arrangements closer to their place of employment. For reasons of inadequate
housing stock (type, price, location, etc.) currently near their place of employment, these workers do not
enter the local housing market and, therefore, are said to represent pent-up demand for local housing.
4ward Planning believes that one out of every 20 workers is a very conservative share estimate for the
pent-up demand which likely exists within the Wickford Junction PMA, all other things being equal.
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Methodology: Residential Supply-Demand Analysis
Estimation of demand for owner-occupied versus renter-occupied units
Analysis and projection of demand for owner- versus renter-occupied housing units is based on a number
of factors within a given market area. These include:
• Current ratio of owner-occupied to renter-occupied units
• Household income levels and trends
• Household type (e.g., family versus non-family households) and formation trends
• Population age trends
• Current & forecasted financial conditions (employment outlook, mortgage rates, ease of mortgage
qualification, etc.)
All of the above factors pertaining to the Wickford Junction PMA were taken into consideration for this
analysis.
Estimation of demand for one-, two-, and three-bedroom unit types
The estimation of one-, two-, and three-bedroom units as a percentage of all housing units, whether the
housing type is for-sale or for-rent, involves many of the same factors identified under the estimation of
demand for owner-occupied versus renter-occupied units, as well as an examination of current market
trends for various bedroom-unit mixes and findings from interviews with active developers and brokers.
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Methodology: Residential Supply-Demand Analysis
Estimation of the natural vacancy rate
A housing market’s natural vacancy rate is a function of such factors as whether or not the area is a
seasonal tourist destination (e.g., exhibiting higher vacancy rates during the off-season) or whether the
area is well established and desirable (typically associated with relatively low vacancy rates).
Every housing market has some degree of vacancy, as household migration is continual. Nationally and
regionally, stable and generally well-maintained housing markets exhibit vacancy rates ranging from three
to eight percent. 4WARD PLANNING has assigned an estimated annual vacancy rate of seven (7) percent
for the Wickford Junction PMA.
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Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Key Assumptions Underpinning the Weak Growth Scenario
Net Household Formation Increases by 0.5 Percent per Annum from 2012 to 2027
This assumption is based on increased in-migration from the surrounding area and increased immigration, in response to local
area job growth.

Number Employed within 20-minute Drive Contour PMA Increases from 111,948 in 2012 to 138,520 by 2027
This estimate is based on a modest average annual growth rate of 1.43 percent over 2012 base employment.

Five Percent of Those Working in the PMA but Living Elsewhere Represent Pent-Up Demand
Based on an assumption that approximately one-in-twenty workers would trade their commute if there were adequate housing
choice in the PMA.

Five percent of the PMA’s Current Housing Stock is Physically Obsolescent and Unmarketable
Some of the PMA’s rental housing stock is more than 40 years old, increasing the incidence of physical obsolescence.

One Percent of the PMA’s Remaining Housing Stock Becomes Obsolescent Annually
All housing stock gradually wears out over time and, on average, one out of every 100 units becomes obsolescent, annually.

Fifty percent of New Unit Demand will be for Rental Housing
This is based on current and likely future socio-economic characteristics of the area and tight lending standards into the future.

The PMA will Maintain an Annual Housing Vacancy Rate of Approximately Seven Percent
The PMA’s naturally occurring annual vacancy rate will likely remain around this level, based on existing and projected conditions.
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Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Under a modest growth scenario, if no new housing were built in the 20minute drive contour PMA…
…by 2017 there would be
Households:
Net Marketable Housing Units:
Pent-Up Worker Demand in Units:
Annual Average Number of Vacant Units:
Estimated Net Housing Unit Demand:

92,514
92,082
3,005
6,446
9,881

…by 2022 there would be
Households:
Net Marketable Housing Units:
Pent-Up Worker Demand in Units:
Annual Average Number of Vacant Units:
Estimated Net Housing Unit Demand:

94,850
91,162
3,226
6,381
13,295

…by 2027 there would be
Households:
Net Marketable Housing Units:
Pent-Up Worker Demand in Units:
Annual Average Number of Vacant Units:
Estimated Net Housing Unit Demand:

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

97,245
90,250
3,463
6,318
16,775

The metrics to the left demonstrate that,
under a weak household growth
scenario, more than 9,800 new housing
units will be demanded within the PMA
by 2017, with approximately 30 percent
as a result of pent-up worker demand.
Much of the remaining demand for new
units will come from projected new
household formation and replacement
of physically obsolescent residential
units.
As shown previously, an estimated 950
new multi-family housing units
(approximately 1,200 total) are already
in the development pipeline for North
Kingstown, representing only a fragment
of potential new housing demand.
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Supply and Demand Analysis: Weak Growth Scenario
Primary Market Area
Growth Projection Scenarios

20-minute Drive Contour
2012

2017

2022

2027

229,236
90,235
45,118
45,118
111,948
55,974

235,024
92,514
46,257
46,257
120,185
60,092

240,959
94,850
47,425
47,425
129,027
64,513

247,044
97,245
48,622
48,622
138,520
69,260

Housing Units
Physically Obsolescent Units
Net Marketable Housing Units

97,908
4,895
93,013

92,082

91,162

90,250

Pent-Up Housing Unit Demand Estimate
Households
Estimated Total Housing Unit Demand
Add Average Number of Naturally Occuring Vacant Units

2,799
90,235
93,034
6,511

3,005
92,514
95,518
6,446

3,226
94,850
98,075
6,381

3,463
97,245
100,708
6,318

Net Housing Unit Demand (Excess Units)

6,532

9,881

13,295

16,775

979
5,553
3,266
3,266
1,306
4,572
653
980
980
4,572

930
8,951
4,941
4,941
1,976
6,917
988
1,482
1,482
6,917

921
12,374
6,647
6,647
2,659
9,306
1,329
1,994
1,994
9,306

912
15,864
8,388
8,388
3,355
11,743
1,678
2,516
2,516
11,743

Scenario: Moderate Annual Growth
Population
Households
Owner Households
Renter Households
Employed within PMA (full- and part-time estimate)
Total Workers Living Outside of PMA

Replacement Demand
Household Growth and Pent-Up Worker Demand
Demand - Owner-Occupied
Demand - Rental
Demand - One Bedroom (20%)
Demand - Two Bedroom (70%)
Demand - Three Bedroom or Greater (10%)
Demand - HH Income $75,000 and Greater (15%)
Demand - HH Income $40,000 to $74,999 (15%)
Demand - HH Income $39,999 and Less (70%)
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Projected Growth Scenarios
In 2012, the estimated net housing demand within a 20-minute drive of Wickford Junction Station was
approximately 6,532 units—largely the result of household growth and pent-up worker demand. Assuming
the weak population and household growth estimated for the PMA, housing demand from local workers
commuting from outside the PMA, as well as replacement demand for physically obsolescent housing units,
would result in a demand for more than 16,700 housing units by 2027. Conversely, a scenario of flat
household growth would result in an approximate demand for only 9,800 units by 2027.

Net Housing Unit Demand
Weak Growth

Flat Growth
16,775

18,000
16,000
13,295

Housing Units

14,000
12,000

9,881

10,000

8,000

6,532

7,603

8,680

9,765

6,000
4,000
2,000
0
2012

2017

2022

2027
Source: 4ward Planning Inc 2013
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Residential Capture
Assuming that the Wickford Junction Core Study Area (approximately 100-150 acres in area) could capture a
share of the net new housing demand projected for the 20-minute drive contour PMA (capture scenarios are
based on shares of 5-, 7.5-, and 10-percent capture rates), the Core Study Area has the opportunity to capture
839, 1,258, or 1,678 new multi-family residential dwelling units, respectively, by 2027. Under a conservative
capture rate scenario (five-percent), the Core Study Area could capture nearly 500 units by 2017.
Conservative Scenario
Capture Rate: 5% of PMA
Units Captured

1-BR

2-BR

3-BR

Own

Rent

Affordable to Household Incomes @
$39K & Less $40K to $74.9K $75K & Greater

2017

494

247

198

49

148

346

247

99

148

2022

665

332

266

66

199

465

332

133

199

2027

839

419

336

84

252

587

419

168

252

Modest Scenario
Capture Rate: 7.5% of PMA
Units
Captured

Affordable to Household Incomes @
1-BR

2-BR

3-BR

Own

Rent

$39K & Less

$40K to $74.9K

$75K & Greater

2017

741

371

296

74

222

519

371

148

222

2022

997

499

399

100

299

698

499

199

299

2027

1,258

629

503

126

377

881

629

252

377

Unit Capture Assumptions

1-Bedroom Units
2-Bedroom Units
3-Bedroom Units
Owner-Occupied
Renter-Occupied
$39,000 and Less
$40,000 to $74,999
$75,000 and Greater

50%
40%
10%
30%
70%
50%
20%
30%

Aggressive Scenario
Capture Rate: 10% of PMA
Units
Captured

Affordable to Household Incomes @
1-BR

2-BR

3-BR

Own

Rent

$39K & Less

$40K to $74.9K

$75K & Greater

2017

988

494

395

99

296

692

494

198

296

2022

1,329

665

532

133

399

931

665

266

399

2027

1,678

839

671

168

503

1,174

839

336

503

4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Source: 4ward Planning Inc, 2013
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Takeaway: Residential Supply-Demand
Consistent with earlier findings, housing demand within the 20-minute drive contour PMA is robust, with
demand expected to continue exceeding supply in the coming years. Further, given high demand and a
current shortage of inventory, available units are priced over market rates.
Empty nester types (many of whom in the PMA are likely responsible for the growth in household incomes
rising above $75,000 annually), and to a lesser extent, young professionals, will continue to drive demand
in the market area for multi-family residential (for rent and sale units), notwithstanding relatively flat
population and household growth. These age groups tend to prefer smaller housing units with access to
amenities, jobs, and entertainment – features accessible from Wickford Junction. Further, current
research shows young adults, particularly, are predisposed to use public transit and drive less than their
parents.
Notwithstanding weak household growth estimates, there will still be demand for thousands of new
housing units within the 20-minute drive contour PMA over the coming years. Although not all of this
demand will be met within the Wickford Junction Core Study Area, the area is well-positioned to benefit
from existing and proposed transit service improvements, employment centers, and community amenities.
However, North Kingstown officials will need to address key issues identified by local real estate
developers (e.g., high land costs and a regulatory process which is both costly and time consuming), if
Wickford Junction is to realize its potential for new residential development.
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Office Submarket

2
1
3

4

Source: Reis, Bing Maps
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Office Inventory
As of first quarter 2013, the West Bay Submarket had just under 2.3 million square feet of office space
(comprising approximately 17.4 percent of the total office space for the Providence Metro area). Around
458,000 square feet of new office space has been completed within the Providence Metro area since
2008, about one-fifth of which has entered the West Bay Submarket (85,000 square feet).
Further, Reis projects no new office inventory (zero growth) for both the Submarket and Metro areas over
the next four years. The relative lack of new office product being brought to market over the next five
years is further evidence of a challenged office market environment and suggests local office project
sponsors proceed with caution.
Office Inventory Growth Trends and Forecasts
(Submarket vs. Metro)
2,289

2,298

2,298

2,298

2,298

2,298

25.0%

2,280
2,244

2,244

30.0%
20.0%

2,244

2,240

15.0%

2,204

10.0%

2,200

5.0%

2,160

Growth Rate

Square Feet (000s)

2,320

0.0%

2,120

-5.0%
2008

2009

2010

2011
Inventory

2012

2013

Submarket Growth Rate

2014

2015

2016

2017

Metro Growth Rate

Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Asking Rent
In 2012, the median asking rent for office space in the West Bay Submarket was $17.85 per square foot,
although the effective annual rent (which includes incentives such as free rent and discounts) was less
than $15 per square foot. Asking rents have decreased from 2008 levels (a nearly five percent decline
overall) and effective annual rents have decreased by nearly three and one-half percent as of the first
quarter 2013. Lowering of asking and effective rent rates indicates that landlords are finding it difficult to
rent space. Low rents could be a result of available office products that are old, below quality, and don’t
meet the need, according to local developers. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Reis projects that both
asking and effective rents in the West Bay Submarket will increase, slowly, over the next five years.

Office Effective Rent Trends and Forecasts

$20.00

4.00%
$18.89
$15.38

$15.00

$19.08
$15.92

$18.32
$15.25

$17.85
$14.78

$17.77
$14.64

2.00%
0.00%
-2.00%

$10.00

-4.00%

$5.00

-6.00%

$-

Growth Rate

Effective Annual Rent

$25.00

-8.00%
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Year
Asking Rent

Effective Rent

Submarket Effective Rent Growth Rate

Metro Effective Rent Growth Rate
Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Vacancy Rates
In the first quarter of 2013, with 364,000 square feet of vacant space, the vacancy rate for all office
properties in the West Bay Submarket was 15.9 percent, unchanged from 2012. Prior to 2012, annualized
vacancy rates within the Submarket consistently remained higher than vacancy rates for the Metro office
market (as indicated in the below graphic), although the spread has decreased from 11.6 percent in 2008
to -0.3 percent in 2012.
Reis projects office vacancy rates within the Submarket will be relatively stable, albeit high, after 2013,
hovering around 16.5 percent.
Office Vacancy Rate Trends and Forecasts
2,500,000

35.0%

Units

25.0%
1,500,000

20.0%

1,000,000

15.0%
10.0%

500,000
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30.0%

2,000,000

5.0%

0

0.0%

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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Year

Occupied

Vacant

Submarket Vacancy Rate
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Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Office Absorption
The larger Providence Metro office market absorbed 441,000 square feet of office space from 2008 to
2009, and 96,000 square feet in 2012, while the West Bay Submarket has experienced absorption of
528,000 and 102,000 square feet of office space for the same time periods, respectively. Over the last
five years, more space was leased than became vacant. According to a Reis first quarter 2013 report, the
absorption of office space relative to the total square footage of occupied office space in both the West
Bay and Metro Submarkets will remain just slightly above zero (exhibiting negative absorption in 2014 and
2015) — a further sign of weak demand for new office development within either market. However, these
trends do not preclude the development of certain types of niche office space, such as medical office
buildings or small business incubators/shared office space formats. In fact, in summer 2013, Quonset
Business Park opened a new office building with 35 small (1,000 – 2,000 square feet) office spaces.
Office Absorption Trends and Forecasts
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Office Characteristics: For Lease
According to data provided by Loopnet.com, as of June 2013, there were 17 office spaces for lease within a
five-mile radius of the Wickford Junction Station area, representing just under 100,000 total square feet of
available space. Approximately 70 percent of these properties are located within conventional professional
office buildings. Average asking rents for the available space range from $6 per square foot for creative/loft
spaces to $22 per square foot for professional medical office space. The two properties with leasable office
building spaces within an approximate half-mile of the Wickford Junction Station feature relatively low
asking rents, ranging from $6 to $12 per square foot (located at 554 and 650 Ten Rod Road, respectively).
Identified available space for lease at Quonset Business Park ranged from $7.47 to $24 per square foot,
suggesting a broad range in the office space quality and associated amenities.
Office Space for Lease within 5 miles of Wickford Junction,
as of June 2013

Property Subtype

Number of
Properties

Available
Square Feet

Average of
Asking Rent

Creative/Loft

1

4,080

$6.00

Medical Office

1

8,750

$22.00

Office Building

12

79,158

$12.68

Office-R&D

3

7,000

$9.27

Grand Total

17

98,988

$12.24

Wickford Junction Station
Source: Reis, LoopNet.com, Bing Maps
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Lodging Inventory
Within a five-mile radius of North Kingstown,
the two most prominent lodging properties
include the Americas Best Value Inn and a
Marriott TownPlace Suites, containing 20
and 104 rooms, respectively, as identified by
Cvent. In addition to the Hamilton Village Inn,
another notable lodging property, a tour of
North Kingstown also identified a few small,
older motels which serve tourists and
transient populations.
According to local real estate professionals,
the TownPlace Suites is fully booked during
summer months, catering to tourists, despite
its location adjacent to Quonset. The success
of the relatively new TownPlace Suites
suggests North Kingstown could, likely,
accommodate additional high-quality lodging
facilities for both tourists and business
travelers.
Wickford Junction Station

4WARD PLANNING INC.
LLC

Source: Cvent, Bing Maps

Quonset Business Park

Hamilton Village Inn
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Takeaway: Office Trends
While the current office market environment is generally challenged, the West Bay office market is relatively
stable and has seen a modest recovery in recent years. According to real estate firm Cushman and
Wakefield, the West Bay suburban market easily remains the most active in Rhode Island, with Prudential
Insurance, the US Coast Guard, ADP, Alex and Ani, First Comp, and Lifespan all executing leases, recently,
and contributing to the lowering of vacancy rates.

While asking and effective rents are still below 2008 levels, tenants are still finding it difficult to rent space
suitable to their needs, based on the type and quality of existing office stock and what prospective tenants
are demanding. As one developer stated, “A tremendous amount of office space [in North Kingstown] is
poorly built, dated, not very good, and overpriced.” Additionally, interviews confirmed that the office market
vacancy rate is misleading, due to the quality and location of current office stock.
Although local real estate professionals maintain varying perspectives on the state of the North Kingstown
office market, many confirmed existing demand for office space, with an emphasis on smaller office spaces
of 2,000-3,000 square feet or less. The success of the Meadows Office Park, having smaller office units that
according to local interviews remain fully utilized, is indicative of the growing trend.

This smaller office space format would work well within a TOD district, such as is being proposed for Wickford
Junction, and would likely have great appeal with professionals seeking alternative transportation options.
Indeed, small format office space of 2,000 to 5,000 square feet would likely meet the needs of small tech
firms and established professional service firms (e.g., law firms, accounting firms, architectural and
engineering firms), alike.
4WARD PLANNING INC.
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Methodology: Key Steps for Deriving Office Demand
Projecting 2020 Primary Jobs
To determine projected office space demand, primary jobs in the 20-minute drive contour PMA were
projected through 2020, based on 2012 primary jobs data and Bureau of Labor Statistics industry
projected occupational growth rates. Primary jobs were then aggregated into industry sectors.
Estimating the Number of Current and Future Office Workers
A National Center for Real Estate Research study has estimated the percentage of employees in various
industry sectors that typically work in an office environment. Using these percentages, we were able to
estimate the number of employees in the 20-minute drive contour who would likely work in commercial
office space.
Determining Office Space Demand
Assuming a conservative space requirement of 150 square feet per employee (which has become a
broadly accepted ratio by office real estate brokers over the past few years), the total demand for office
space was estimated based on the projected office workers for each year through 2020.
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Projected Office Jobs
The tables below show the projected jobs and office workers, respectively, aggregated by industry sector,
for the 20-minute drive contour surrounding the Wickford Junction Station.
Primary Jobs Per Industry, 20-Minute Drive Contour
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Educational Services
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Total Primary Jobs, Top Ten Industries

2012
15,423
15,409
12,208
10,348
8,338
6,732
6,354
5,850
5,534
5,069
91,265

2013
15,953
15,598
12,200
10,645
8,555
6,876
6,411
5,930
5,718
5,138
92,571

2014
16,501
15,789
12,193
10,950
8,777
7,022
6,469
6,010
5,909
5,208
93,895

2015
17,068
15,983
12,185
11,263
9,006
7,172
6,527
6,092
6,105
5,279
95,239

2016
17,654
16,179
12,177
11,586
9,240
7,325
6,586
6,175
6,309
5,351
96,601

2017
18,261
16,378
12,169
11,918
9,480
7,481
6,646
6,259
6,519
5,424
97,983

2018
18,888
16,579
12,162
12,260
9,727
7,641
6,706
6,344
6,736
5,498
99,385

2019
19,537
16,782
12,154
12,611
9,980
7,804
6,766
6,430
6,960
5,573
100,807

2020
20,208
16,988
12,146
12,972
10,239
7,970
6,827
6,518
7,191
5,649
102,249

Change
4,785
1,579
-62
2,624
1,901
1,238
473
668
1,657
580
10,984

2017
8,845
4,845
2,833
5,244
5,478
4,237
493
6,030
1,290
3,135
42,429

2018
9,149
4,905
2,831
5,394
5,621
4,327
497
6,112
1,333
3,177
43,345

2019
9,463
4,965
2,829
5,548
5,767
4,419
502
6,195
1,377
3,221
44,286

2020
9,788
5,026
2,828
5,707
5,917
4,513
507
6,279
1,423
3,265
45,253

Change
2,318
467
-14
1,155
1,099
701
35
643
328
335
7,067

Source: U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013

Estimated Average Office Workers Per Industry, 20-Minute Drive Contour
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Educational Services
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Total Average Office Workers, Top Ten Industries

2012
7,470
4,559
2,842
4,553
4,818
3,812
471
5,636
1,095
2,929
38,186

2013
7,727
4,615
2,840
4,683
4,944
3,894
476
5,712
1,132
2,969
38,991

2014
7,992
4,671
2,838
4,817
5,072
3,977
480
5,790
1,169
3,010
39,817

2015
8,267
4,728
2,837
4,955
5,204
4,061
484
5,869
1,208
3,051
40,665

2016
8,551
4,786
2,835
5,097
5,340
4,148
489
5,949
1,248
3,092
41,535

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Projected Office Space Demand
As illustrated on the previous page, there is a projected increase of approximately 11,000 primary jobs in
the top ten industries from 2012 to 2020, within the 20-minute drive contour of the Wickford Junction
Station - 7,000 of which are projected to require office space. The table below exhibits the projected office
space demand, in square feet and aggregated by industry sector, for the PMA. As shown, the anticipated
increase in office space demand from 2012 to 2020 is just over one million square feet. As of the first
quarter 2013, the West Bay Submarket contained approximately 364,000 square feet of vacant office
space. While some of the projected demand will be absorbed by existing vacant inventory within the larger
metro market area, there will still be need to develop new inventory, locally, to satisfy some of the
projected near-term need.
Estimated Total Office Space Per Industry, Sq Ft. (000s), 20-Minute Drive Contour
Health Care & Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Professional, Scientific & Tech Services
Educational Services
Admin & Support, Waste Management & Remediation
Accommodation & Food Services
Other Services (except Public Administration)
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Total Office Space, Top Ten Industries

2012
1,121
684
426
683
723
572
71
845
164
439
5,728

2013
1,159
692
426
702
742
584
71
857
170
445
5,849

2014
1,199
701
426
723
761
596
72
869
175
451
5,973

2015
1,240
709
425
743
781
609
73
880
181
458
6,100

2016
1,283
718
425
765
801
622
73
892
187
464
6,230

2017
1,327
727
425
787
822
635
74
904
194
470
6,364

2018
1,372
736
425
809
843
649
75
917
200
477
6,502

2019
1,419
745
424
832
865
663
75
929
207
483
6,643

2020
1,468
754
424
856
888
677
76
942
213
490
6,788

Change
348
70
-2
173
165
105
5
96
49
50
1,060

Source: NCRER, U.S Census Bureau, 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Takeaway: Office Supply-Demand
The office supply-demand analysis indicates a projected 2020 demand for nearly 6.8 million square feet
of office space, based on anticipated job creation in the 20-minute drive contour surrounding Wickford
Junction. This represents a net increase in demand of just over one million square feet over 2012
inventory in the PMA.
While the Wickford Junction Core Study Area could not accommodate anything close to one-million square
feet of office space, a modest goal to capture ten percent of this space over a ten year period (10,000
square feet per year) would seem reasonable. Further, and as earlier mentioned, smaller format office
space would be more suitable to a location having mass transit, retail and on-site housing options.
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Retail Submarket

Source: Reis, Bing Maps
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Retail Characteristics
According to a Reis first quarter 2013 retail report for the Washington County Submarket, the average
gross leasable area for community and neighborhood shopping centers was approximately 93,000 square
feet. Market area retail centers range in size and year built, with 25 percent of the existing retail space
constructed prior to 1980.
Washington County Retail Center Characteristics – Q1 2013
Low

Mean

Median

High

Year Built

1956

1987

1988

2009

Size (SF)

14,400

92,589

60,000

347,884

Definition of Shopping Centers
Neighborhood Shopping Center: A shopping complex constructed around a supermarket and/or drugstore as
the only anchor tenant(s), providing convenience goods and personal services for day-to-day living needs of the
immediate neighborhood. The gross leasable area typically ranges from 30,000 to 150,000 square feet.
Community Shopping Center: A retail property offering a wider range of apparel and general merchandise than
a neighborhood center, characterized by discount department stores (e.g., Wal-Mart, Kmart and Target). The
gross leasable area generally runs from 100,000 to 350,000 square feet.
Sources: Reis; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Retail Inventory
From the first quarter of 2009 to the first quarter of 2013, the Washington County Submarket maintained
a consistent retail inventory of approximately 1.1 million square feet of community retail and 334,000
square feet of neighborhood retail. Reis forecasts that the Submarket’s retail inventory will remain flat for
the next five years. By contrast, the Northeast and the nation are expected to see respective gains of 0.8
and 0.7 percent, while the Providence Metro is projected to see flat growth of 0.1 percent, annualized
over the next five years. These trends suggest developers of comparison retail shopping centers (and
their tenants) have been reticent to enter the local market. However, this may change in the near-term.
Retail Inventory Growth Trends and Forecasts

Washington County Retail S.F. (000s)
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1,400
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1,200
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334
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2009 Q1

2010 Q1

2011 Q1
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2013 Q1
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United States
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Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Retail Vacancy Rates
Relative to the Providence Metro, Northeast, and the nation, the Washington County Submarket has
exhibited a lower retail vacancy rate by a significant margin, over the past five years. Further, the
Submarket’s vacancy rate is expected to remain at four-percent over the next five years, indicating
relatively low vacancy in the sub-market. Between 2009 and 2013, year-over-year vacancy rates for both
community and neighborhood retail in Washington County declined overall. However, vacancy rates
increased between the first quarter of 2012 and the first quarter of 2013 for both retail sectors in
Washington County. The relatively low vacancy rate is but one indicator that new inventory may be needed.
Retail Vacancy Rate Trends and Forecasts

Washington County Retail Vacancy Rates
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Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Retail Vacancy Rates
Through 2017, retail vacancy rates in Washington County are projected to decline significantly, as
consumer demand rises and existing retail vacancies are filled. As demonstrated on the previous page,
this trend suggest a comparatively stronger retail market relative to the Providence Metro, Northeast, and
the nation, over the next five years; this is a favorable indicator for new retail center investment, locally.

Washington County Retail Vacancy Rates

1,460,000

7.0%
6.0%

1,420,000

5.0%

1,400,000

4.0%

1,380,000

3.0%

1,360,000

Vacancy Rate

Square Feet of Retail.

1,440,000

2.0%

1,340,000

1.0%

1,320,000
1,300,000

0.0%

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014
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Year

Occupied

Vacant

Submarket Vacancy Rate
Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Retail Asking Rent
Asking rents for retail properties within the Washington County Submarket have remained relatively flat,
with annual asking rent growth in the Submarket remaining below one percent. This is generally
consistent with the Providence Metro and Northeast region, and comparatively greater than the 0.4
percent decline of the national asking rent growth rate. However, retail asking rents are projected to
increase over the next five years at annualized rates of around two percent, as consumer demand
continues to recover and vacancy rates remain low. The upward pressure on asking rent will serve as an
incentive for retail developers to re-enter the local market and accommodate viable retail formats.
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Retail Asking Rent Trends and Forecasts
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Retail Asking Rent
In aggregate, retail asking rents within the Washington County Submarket are projected to rise
considerably between 2013 and 2017 at 10.5 percent, or slightly more than 2.5 percent per annum.
Retail space developed close-in to employment centers (e.g., further build out of the Gateway at Quonset
Business Park) may realize greater rent growth over the same period.
Washington County Community and Neighborhood Retail Asking Rent
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Retail Absorption
Retail absorption trends indicate that net absorption has fluctuated while new retail construction has
remained flat. Reis projects that from 2014 to 2017, net absorption will be net positive. As this net positive
absorption continues, further upward rent pressures will increase and attract additional retail development
to the area; as a result, the Wickford Junction Core Study Area should benefit from this trend.
Retail Absorption Trends and Forecasts
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Source: REIS; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Retail Business Mix
According to Esri data for 2012, the 20-minute drive contour PMA was home to over 2,000 retail businesses.
Food Services and Drinking Places represented the largest percentage of all retail businesses, while
Miscellaneous Store Retailers followed closely. Other businesses representing greater than 10 percent of all
retail for the 20-minute drive contour PMA include Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores, as well as Food
and Beverage retailers.
Retail Business Mix
Retail Business Type
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers
Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores
Electronics & Appliance Stores
Building Materials, Garden Equipment & Supply Stores
Food and Beverage Stores
Health and Personal Care Stores
Gasoline Stations
Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores
Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book, and Music Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Miscellaneous Store Retailers
Nonstore Retailers
Food Services & Drinking Places
Total

20-minute Drive Contour PMA
Number
Percent
138
98
90
106
267
126
74
237
139
43
351
75
371

6.52%
4.63%
4.26%
5.01%
12.62%
5.96%
3.50%
11.21%
6.57%
2.03%
16.60%
3.55%
17.54%

2,115

100.0%
Source: Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Major Shopping Centers
Within the 20-minute drive contour PMA, there are currently thirteen major shopping centers, including
Wickford Junction, with a total of over 350 stores and a gross leasable area of over 5.2 million square feet.
Major Shopping Centers, 20-minute Drive Contour

Number of
Shopping Center
Stores

Anchor Stores

Distance from
Wickford Junction

Year
Opened

GLA in Sq Ft

Wickford Junction

12

Walmart, Staples

N/A

1997

450,000

The Centre of New England

20

Walmart Supercenter, Home Depot

6.36 miles NW

2004

1,087,130

Warwick Shopping Center

11

Michaels, Bob’s Discount Furniture

8.13 miles N

N/A

200,000

The Greenwood Shops

20

Lowe’s, Super Stop & Shop

9.55 miles N

2006

247,934

Rhode Island Mall

102

Sears, Walmart

9.57 miles N

1967

579,499

Warwick Mall

90

Macy’s, JCPenney, Target

9.94 miles N

1970

1,000,000

Leviton Place

N/A

N/A

10.12 miles N

2013

350,000

Chapel View

26

Shaw’s

13.5 miles N

2006

460,000

Garden City Center

65

OfficeMax, Whole Foods

13.6 miles N

1949

500,000

Gateway at Quonset Point

12

Kohl’s, Dave’s Marketplace

3.1 miles NE

2008

375,000

North Kingstown Commons
& Home Depot

8

Stop & Shop, Home Depot

0.5 miles E

2007

200,000

Frenchtown Commons

8

Mill Stores

4.5 miles N

N/A

126,000

Hunt River Commons

5

Super Stop & Shop

4.4 miles N

N/A

148,000

Note: The Directory of Major Malls includes centers of 200,000 square feet or greater. We’ve added retail centers in North Kingstown below that threshold.
Source: Directory of Major Malls; Esri; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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Major Shopping Centers
Highlighted to the right, major shopping
centers within the 20-minute drive
contour PMA are primarily located to the
north of Wickford Junction. The Directory
of Major Malls indicates there are few
major shopping centers within
Washington County, south of North
Kingstown (as shown below).

Frenchtown Commons &
Hunt Commons
275,000 GLA (combined)
Gateway @ Quonset
375,000 GLA

North Kingstown
Commons / Home Depot
200,000 GLA

Note: The Directory of Major Malls includes centers of
approximately 200,000 square feet or greater.
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LLC
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Takeaway: Retail Trends
While Rhode Island currently lags New England and the rest of the country when it comes to post-crisis
economic recovery, the Washington County retail sub-market exhibits relatively strong fundamentals (low
vacancy rates and projected rent growth). The Town has seen a number of relatively new retail projects in
recent years.
However, local developers have overwhelmingly described the current market as challenging and
stagnant, particularly for smaller “mom and pop” retailers. Empty storefronts dot Wickford Junction,
Wickford Village, and areas along Post Road. Given that a structural change in retailing, nationally, has
been underway, even before the onset of the Great Recession, local store vacancies in and near
Wickford Junction are likely a result of this change in retailing – e.g., greater on-line shopping
competition, changing consumer spending patterns due to taste and demographics, and the reduction in
available credit.
While North Kingstown, generally, and the Wickford Junction Core Study Area, in particular, will find it
difficult to attract additional large scale comparison retailers (think big box stores and general
merchandisers), small boutique retailers, personal service establishments and independent dining
establishments should find success. However, North Kingstown will need to facilitate this type of
investment through appropriate incentives (either financial or regulatory) and adequate infrastructure
(e.g., sewer and water).
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Methodology: Key Steps for Analyzing Retail Gap/Leakage
4ward Planning utilized various residential and commercial data sources to conduct a retail gap/leakage
analysis for the 20-minute drive contour PMA. The Directory of Major Malls and Shopping Centers and
Esri retail marketplace data were the principal sources for information and data on existing retail supply,
demand and sales for the PMA.
Retail demand assumptions were formulated based on locally identified consumer expenditure habits
and national retail industry trends to determine likely capture rates within the PMA.
Information on local retailers was collected from a combination of proprietary and public data sources,
including the Directory of Major Malls, LoopNet, BizStats, and Google Maps. Retail metrics for average
sales per square foot and size by category was adapted from data provided by BizStats to reflect
currently observed neighborhood-retail supply trends.

Using proprietary modelling techniques, net supportable retail square footage was identified as well as
the net number of retail stores likely to be supported based on industry averages by retail category,
utilizing the corresponding NAICS classification.
The assumptions for each retail type are noted on the next slide.
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Methodology
Retail Metric Assumptions (listed in ascending order by average sales per square foot)

Average Retail Metrics
Home Furnishings
Craft and Fabric Stores
Sporting Goods
Auto & Marine Parts
Pet Supply
Book Retailers
Home Improvement
General Merchandise
Shoe Stores
Clothing & Accessory Stores
Restaurant
Electronics Stores
Groceries
Pharmacies
Jewelry

Avg.
Sales/SF
$198
$213
$221
$223
$224
$247
$277
$294
$301
$388
$539
$659
$733
$958
$3,000

Average
Size
12,253
11,754
80,333
10,107
19,750
13,050
108,500
44,027
6,767
19,974
5,513
12,679
47,750
10,325
4,300

PMA
Capture
Rate
50%
80%
50%
40%
80%
20%
75%
90%
30%
90%
75%
75%
20%
90%
50%

Example Retailer
Pier 1, Ethan Allen
Michaels
Cabela's, Dick's
Pep Boys, AutoZone
PetSmart
Barnes & Noble
Home Depot, Lowe's
Costco, Target, Family Dollar
Foot Locker, Finish Line
American Eagle, Stein Mart
Panera Bread, Cracker Barrel
Best Buy, RadioShack
Whole Foods, Safeway
CVS, Rite Aid
Tiffany and Co

Source: Esri; BizStats; 4ward Planning Inc., 2013
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PMA Retail Supportable Square-foot Estimates
The below table demonstrates, based on current (2012) household expenditures, purchasing habits (e.g.,
purchases made on-line and outside of the PMA, as well as within the PMA) and existing brick and mortar
stores within the PMA, a current oversupply of retail space for many categories of retail (metrics within
parentheses indicates an oversupply). However, limited demand exists for Auto & Marine Parts stores, a Pet
Supply store, as well as a small scale neighborhood grocery store (e.g., Trader Joes).

Auto & Marine Parts
Book Retailers
Clothing & Accessory Stores
Craft and Fabric Stores
Electronics Stores
General Merchandise
Groceries
Home Improvement
Home Furnishings
Jewelry
Pet Supply
Pharmacies
Restaurant
Shoe Stores
Sporting Goods

Net Supportable SF

Store Equivalent

31,631
222
(4,513)
(15,875)
1,571
(203,080)
16,032
(110,528)
(42,484)
(2,228)
14,851
(85,424)
(40,179)
1,822
(57,641)

3
0
(0)
(1)
0
(2)
0
(1)
(3)
(1)
1
(8)
(7)
0
(1)

Note the store equivalent
does not always equate to
full stores because square
footage may exist in other
larger store types. For
example, grocery items are
also sold in General
Merchandise stores such
as Target and Walmart.

Assumptions:
1. The above estimates are based on currently observed retail supply trends and household demand.
Sources: Esri; BizStats.com; 4ward Planning Inc, 2013.
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Takeaway: Retail Supply-Demand
The Retail Supply-Demand Analysis validates that the PMA (equivalent to the 20-minute drive contour from
the Wickford Junction Station) is characterized by an oversupply of retail in many categories, reflective of a
challenging market as verified by local real estate professionals. Further, supply-demand analysis findings
are consistent with flat projected inventory growth over the coming years and local views. One Town official
noted that “North Kingstown has not seen a tremendous amount of retail activity in recent years, but
already has a lot of retail considering the population.” However, as retail centers and stores age, and
household formation increases, net new demand for additional retail space (for some, but not all
categories) should materialize. Current retail categories that can be supported include:

• Auto & Marine Parts
• Pet Supply (consistent with a growing demand for pets as fertility and marriage rates decline)
• Small scale grocery store, electronics store, book store, and shoe store
The analysis shows excess supply in all other retail store types analyzed. Based on these findings, the
Town of North Kingstown should proceed cautiously with incentivizing investment in large scale retail
development within its borders.
However, incentivizing small convenience and specialty retail store development (gross retail square
footage of 30,000 square feet or less) within the Core Study Area is advisable, in order to make residential
development more feasible.
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General & Limiting Conditions
4ward Planning Inc. has endeavored to ensure that the reported data and information contained in this report are
complete, accurate, and relevant. All estimates, assumptions, and extrapolations are based on methodological techniques
employed by 4ward Planning Inc. and believed to be reliable. 4ward Planning Inc. assumes no responsibility for
inaccuracies in reporting by the client, its agents, representatives, or any other third party data source used in the
preparation of this report.
Further, 4ward Planning Inc. makes no warranty or representation concerning the manifestation of the estimated or
projected values or results contained in this study. This study may not be used for purposes other than that for which it is
prepared or for which prior written consent has first been obtained from 4ward Planning Inc. This study is qualified in its
entirety by, and should be considered in light of, the above limitations, conditions, and considerations.
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Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
Office of the Director
235 Promenade Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02908-5767
401.222.6800
Rhode Island Relay 711
Dear Rhode Islander,
Rhode Island is filled with special and beloved places. The unique characteristics of our communities matter
to us; they illuminate our history and shape our lives. At the Department of Environmental Management
(DEM), we work with the public through a variety of programs to assist efforts to safeguard and enjoy the
lands and waters of Rhode Island. This publication provides guidance that will be useful as you work to
determine the future of your city or town.
To date, one-fifth of Rhode Island’s land area has been protected for future generations to enjoy. Approximately three-fifths of our State is undeveloped and unprotected. Many of our important farms, drinking
water supplies and habitats are on lands that can be developed, placing critical resources at risk. While in
the past unplanned growth has negatively impacted many of our natural areas, the goals of growing our
economy and protecting our environment are not mutually exclusive. DEM has developed many tools such
as Conservation Development, Low Impact Development Site Planning and Design Guidance, Urban Environmental Design and Community Guidance to Maintain Working Farms and Forests to help communities plan for
growth while avoiding and reducing negative impacts to natural resources and community character. Village Guidance: Tools and Techniques for Rhode Island Communities and the companion Rhode Island Transfer
of Development Rights Manual are two additional resources to assist communities.
Development of villages leads to a “win-win” scenario. Villages help communities accommodate the growth
needed to prosper without degrading quality of life or natural resources. Village development helps to
protect our environment by:
•

Guiding growth away from our farms, forests and habitat;

•

Protecting water quality by reducing impervious cover;

•

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions by encouraging walking, biking and mass transportation;

•

Decreasing the land needed to support new housing and businesses.

Through villages and the use of transfer of development rights, local officials and developers can work
together to guide and promote growth where it is most suitable. We at DEM take great pride in providing Rhode Island cities and towns with the assistance they need to more effectively plan for growth while
protecting and preserving the environment. Please make use of this guide to continue your efforts to make
beautiful Rhode Island more vital and livable now and in the future.
Sincerely,

Janet Coit
Director

FOREWARD

v

I. Introduction and Executive Summary
WHY VILLAGES?
In the days before cars, zoning, and other modern inventions, towns grew organically. Growth and development were of necessity balanced with the ability of the
surrounding landscape to provide food, water, energy,
transportation and other needs. With the industrial
revolution, however, we became a regional society. The
necessities of life increasingly came from other places.
Carried along on a wave of industrial expansion, cities
and towns grew and prospered – but along with prosperity came pollution, congestion and social upheaval.
Enabled by streetcars and the automobile, the suburban
model seemed like a perfect solution to the problems of
the city, allowing people to live in the country and still
work downtown. As rural towns turned into suburbs,
however, growth was often unplanned and chaotic.
Communities coped with the sudden shift in population
by adopting zoning ordinances that restricted the extent
and density of growth, and separated residential, commercial and industrial uses. The suburban model worked
well for a time, but today many towns are trapped by
zoning that calls for larger residential lots than most
people need, and requires strip commercial growth that
is outmoded and inefficient.

Many towns have adopted large-lot zoning to protect their rural character
and quality of life. Unfortunately, as in this example in Saratoga County, NY,
too often rural character changes into just another form of suburbia (photo
courtesy Bing Maps).

The unintended consequences of the suburban experiment have become clear. Environmental impacts
include loss of working farm and forest lands, decline
in water quality and fragmentation of wildlife habitat.
From 1982 to 2007, Rhode Island developed 22.5 percent of its farmland.1 During the height of the suburban
1
American Farmland Trust, Farmland Information
Center, 2007 NRI: Changes in Land Cover/Use - Agricultural Land.
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Wickford grew organically, with a mix of residential, commercial, and civic
uses. Like most of Rhode Island’s historic villages it’s form and function are a
direct result of its location and economic role within the region. The result is a
unique “sense of place.”

boom, from 1970 to 1995, developed land in the state
increased nine times faster than the rate of population
growth.2 Economic impacts include soaring municipal
expenses to maintain roads, bridges and infrastructure,
not to mention providing police and fire protection
and other services to far-flung residential neighborhoods. The cost of education is a continual drain on
town finances, especially those with a limited commercial and industrial tax base. Since the 1970s dozens of
“cost of community services” studies have shown that
the typical suburban home costs its community more in
services than it generates in taxes.3 An analysis of commercial activity in Barnstable, Massachusetts found the
same problem with commercial development: shopping centers, big box stores and restaurants all cost
more in town services than they paid in taxes4.
2
Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program, Technical
Paper 149: Rhode Island Land Use Trends and Analysis (Including Land Use Surveys for the Period 1970-1995). (Providence, RI,
2000).
3
American Farmland Trust, Farmland Information
Center, Fact Sheet on Cost of Community Services Studies, 2010.
4 Town of Barnstable, Massachusetts. Fiscal Impact Analysis of
Residential and Nonresidential Land Use Prototypes, prepared by
Tischler & Associates, Inc., 2002.
1

South County Commons (left) in South Kingstown, RI, takes uses that might otherwise sprawl along the highway and pulls them into a walkable, mixed-use
center. Developers across the country are using the approach to create memorable places. At Cherry Hill Village in Canton, MI (right) a tree-lined square
provides a focus for surrounding residential, commercial and civic uses.

Finally, the social impacts of the suburban model are
widespread. Dependent on the automobile for many
daily needs, both young people and older residents are
isolated. Parents must spend hours in the car taxiing
their kids to every activity. Zoned into neat single-family
neighborhoods where everyone is the same, there are
few opportunities for community life, much less a vibrant
mixing of social and economic groups. Ironically, while
the neighborhoods themselves change little over time,
their residents have to move frequently, especially young
people just starting out or older people looking to retire
– both of whom have to move away in order to find a
smaller home or apartment.

In addition to this environmental benefit, an analysis of
fiscal impacts of Exeter’s potential villages found that
each new village home will generate $1,500 more than
it requires in town services, compared to a net loss of
about $1,000 for the more typical suburban home on a
large lot.5 Key to the difference is the reduction in costs
for road maintenance and other public services due to a
more compact and efficient lay out, as well as a reduction
in school-aged children stemming from the increased
diversity of household types. A 2008 study of nearly
13,000 homes in 32 Transit Oriented Developments
(TOD) found they generated just 3 students for every 100
homes.6

Villages can be part of the solution. The suburban
model was a logical response to a 19th Century problem, but it has outlived its usefulness and cannot meet
the needs of the 21st Century. The village – a compact,
walkable center with a mix of residential, commercial
and community uses – has clear economic, social and
environmental advantages.

Increasingly, villages are finding economic success
because they meet a critical need for smaller homes and
apartments. A recent market study for the Wickford Junction area in North Kingstown found a significant demand
for apartments.7 Allowing them would spur redevelopment on the site, meet a need voiced by local residents,
and generate positive net tax revenue for the town.8 This
scenario has played out over the last ten years in South
Kingstown’s South County Commons project.

Exeter’s recently adopted Village Overlay Ordinance,
for example, will direct growth into areas that can best
support it. Designed with a diverse mix of single-family
homes, townhouses and apartments, the village will
meet the needs of residents at every stage of life. With
more people within walking distance, there will be
increased support for local businesses and new jobs.
And because the increase in density within the villages
will only be possible through the protection of farmland
and other open space, the village will help to protect the
environment.
2

5
Exeter, RI, A Vision for Exeter: Implementing the Game
Plan for Our Future. Prepared by Dodson & Flinker, Inc., 2011.
6
Gorman, Heidi and Robert Galvin, What About Our
Schools? (Urbanonics & Edison Exchange, 2008).
7
North Kingstown, RI, Wickford Junction TDR Assessment: Phase I Background and Market Analysis. Prepared by
4ward Planning, Inc., October, 2013.
8
North Kingsown, RI. Wickford Junction: Fiscal Impact
Analysis Memorandum, prepared by 4ward Planning, Inc.,
November, 2013.
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A mixed-use development with a village theme, it
includes more than 230 one- and two- bedroom apartments, a senior-living community, and more than 50
shops, restaurants and service businesses. The project
has been a success for the developer, created numerous jobs and business opportunities, and every year
produces tax revenue well in excess of the cost of town
services. 9
According to Smart Growth America’s report Measuring
Sprawl 2014, compact, connected, mixed use communities yield measurable benefits to their residents.10 They
spend less on housing and transportation, and have
more choices in both. They live longer, and are safer and
healthier, with lower rates of obesity and fewer deaths in
car accidents. Quality of life is better for everyone today,
and increased options for social and economic mobility
create opportunities for a brighter tomorrow.
Whether in city, suburb or rural town, the village model
can capture these benefits for Rhode Island communities. The following chapters offer a more detailed look at
the benefits of the village approach, with a step-by-step
guide to public participation and visioning, village planning and design. The manual also addresses regulatory
issues, including innovative approaches to balancing
development with conservation – using village development to provide needed homes and jobs, while simultaneously helping to preserve the natural and cultural
resources that make Rhode Island such a great place to
live and work:
I. The Need for Villages in the 21st Century: Since
societies first formed thousands of years ago, the village
has been the basic building block of community life.
Rediscovering the principles of village development can
sustain social, economic and environmental benefits for
decades to come. Includes examples of Rhode Island villages that point the way.

III. Designing the Village: Includes recommendations
for general design principles and a discussion of sustainability, followed by an overview of critical design elements such as water and wastewater planning, traffic,
parking and streetscape design. It includes examples of
typical design standards for architecture, landscaping,
signage and lighting.
IV. Successful Village Development in Other States:
Demonstrates how communities around the country
have encouraged villages as a way to provide for economic growth while helping to protect natural and cultural resources. Case studies range from revitalization
of existing villages to development of entirely new villages that help preserve open space through transfer-ofdevelopment-rights and other regulatory techniques.
V. Regulatory Guidance for Village Development:
Sprawl is to a large extent encoded in the state’s regulatory DNA, but there are many regulatory tools communities can adopt as they move toward a more sustainable
model. This chapter provides an overview of common
issues and zoning types, followed by information about
Village Districts and Overlay Zones, Form-based Codes
and Cottage Development. It also explores Conservation Development, Transfer of Development Rights and
other techniques that provide for increased density as a
tradeoff for protecting farmland and other open space
resources.
VI. Overcoming Barriers to Village Development:
Planners interviewed as part of the project identified
barriers in four categories – physical constraints, state/
local policies and regulations, economic challenges and
social/political issues. Suggested solutions are provided,
starting with ways to eliminate unnecessary roadblocks
and continuing with potential state and local incentives
that could help tip the balance in favor of village development.

II. Village Planning: A step-by-step guide to planning
compact, walkable, mixed-use growth centers, including
public participation and consensus building, town-wide
visioning and site planning. Describes the process of
determining the best village locations, deciding on the
right density and understanding the mix of uses that
might be most successful in the Real Estate market.

9
L. Vincent Murray, Director or Planning, South Kingstown, RI. Email to author, Dec. 1, 2014.
10
Reid Ewing and Shima Hamidi, Measuring Sprawl
2014. (Washington, DC, Smart Growth America, 2014).
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II. The Need for Villages in the 21st Century
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS CHAPTER

 The village in history.

Villages were once a fundamental part of every Rhode
Island community. As towns look beyond the suburban approach to development, the village can provide
a model for more sustainable growth. Included in this
chapter:

 The need for villages in a post-suburban era.

From the end of World War II until the Great Recession,
sprawling suburban growth patterns were the dominant
form of development through much of the country.
Fueled by the flight of the middle class from the cities,
enabled by the automobile and abetted by the investment of more than 400 billion federal dollars in the interstate highway system, the suburban model promised a
new lifestyle in clean, safe and comfortable communities
just a short ride away from downtown job centers. In
good economic times – and especially when fuel prices
are relatively low – the suburban model works for many
people. The recent recession, however, has exposed its
brittle economic underpinnings – most notably the narrow range of lifestyles that it effectively supports.

 The village as a tool for sustainable development
in the 21st Century.
 Projects in Rhode Island that point the way.

As the baby boom generation ages, for example, neither
they nor their children need the big suburban houses
they grew up in. Fundamental demographic changes –
smaller households, fewer marriages, delayed childbearing, and a shrinking middle class – are changing the way
people live. With few options in the traditional suburbs,
small households both young and old are finding their
way back to cities, towns and villages, places which by
definition offer diverse housing choices, access to jobs
at every level, the ability to live without a car, and other
economic benefits. Many urban centers like Providence,
meanwhile, are responding to this increased demand
with renewed investment in parks, schools and transportation systems.
It is a broad oversimplification to call this an inevitable or
permanent trend. The 2010 census found more than half
of all Americans living in the suburbs. 43% of jobs were
more than 10 miles from a city center. While both residen-

The automobile allowed people to leave the city and seek a better life in
the “country.” While the suburbs will continue to exist, they no longer work
for much of the population, and will need to change in order to remain economically competitive (photo of Rt. 2, Warwick, by Google StreetView).
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tial and job growth in cities is increasing, the momentum
of suburban development will continue, taking advantage of the extraordinary investment in suburban buildings, road systems and other infrastructure. The suburbs
will remain a viable and desirable place to live and work.
The question is how can we best serve the residents and
business owners in these towns? How can we bring the
economic and social advantages of the cities and towns
to rural and suburban areas – to ensure their continued
economic success and make them more economically,
socially and environmentally resilient?
Villages are part of the answer. Adaptable to many
degrees of size and density, villages share a compact,
walkable form, and a diverse mix of residential, commercial and community uses, organized around the public
space of streets, parks and playgrounds. They accommodate the automobile, but keep it in its place. While they
may not rely on public transportation now, should the
need arise they can easily be served by it. While density
is not as high as in the urban centers, they have enough
density to take advantage of the efficiencies of scale that
make urban places more competitive in the marketplace.
Throughout history, the village has been the basic building block of society. In a pattern repeated throughout the
ages and across the world, the village begins as a gathering together of dwellings, first of families and clans,
growing through marriage into a more diverse social
group. Left to its own devices, a village grows organically
and adapts to surroundings; fenced and gated as needed
to enclose livestock or keep out threats, while maintaining access to the resources of the surrounding landscape.
In a location tied to agriculture, mining, fishing or other
resources, structures and activities evolve to serve the
need for storage and processing, shipping and trade. Villages at a special crossroads or harbor location may grow
to serve a larger region around them. Over time, the
form of the village changes and grows to accommodate
diverse uses needed by residents – trade, banking, health
care, education, government and religion. Villages that
serve the surrounding region will naturally grow into
towns or cities.
In the absence of land ownership, much less planning and zoning, villages
grow organically to accommodate social and environmental functions (photos from Earth from Above, by Yahn Arthus Bertrand). From top to bottom:
1. clustered buildings allow the gathering together of families and clans
(Aderawa Village, NIger);
2. a fence controls access (Hibas Village, Namibia);
3. separating buildings by use helps facilitate division of activities (Village
in Mali); and
4. formation of a simple street system organizes movement and divides activities into districts (Village in Madagascar).
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Rhode Island began as a series of villages, starting more
than a thousand years ago with Native American villages
centered on agriculture and fishing. Many of these villages were taken over by European settlers in the 17th
Century, but their essential functions continued. Early
villages existed to serve agricultural areas, to take advantage of trade on the early turnpikes, to capitalize on the
power of the state’s many rivers, or because of a harbor.
There were more than 175 village in Rhode Island in the
19th Century, and more than 150 distinct village centers
remain – at least as place names – across the states 39
cities and towns.
Over time, villages with particular advantages of
resources and location, harbors or transportation grew
into town centers. Places where road, rail and water
transportation came together kept growing into the
state’s cities. The function of many villages disappeared,
however, as resource-based industries such as agriculture, mining and water-powered declined. Other villages
were swallowed up by the growing cities, evolving into
urban neighborhoods, suburban cross-roads and shopping districts.
A prime location and steady growth of the state’s economy after the Civil War turned Providence into the center of the state. As in most of New England, rural areas
were depopulated as residents left for opportunities in
the cities or on more fertile land in the western states.
Growth of industry along the Blackstone, Pawtuxet,
Woonasquatucket and other rivers drove steady increase
in population in urban areas. Streetcar lines connected
the city centers, and gradually the urban fabric filled in
until Providence was embedded in a matrix of streets
that extended into every neighboring town.
This economic expansion, driven by industry, carried with
it the seeds of later suburbanization. Congestion, social
strife and widespread pollution were problems that were
endemic to city life, often by-passed but seldom solved.
When they could afford it, city residents increasingly left
the close-in neighborhoods for new residential areas on
the outskirts, served by the growing network of streetcars. The older centers filled up with new immigrants
happy to have jobs in the mills. Enabled by the streetcars,
and then the automobile, cities continued to expand,
often with little rhyme or reason.
The first zoning laws were adopted in the 1920s in an
attempt to mitigate some of the inevitable conflicts. Residential, industrial and commercial uses were separated
into different districts, which was now possible because
people didn’t have to live within walking distance of
their jobs. As the automobile became a universal part of

6

SPRAWL’S UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES

Environmental:
 Decline in water quality.
 Loss and fragmentation of habitat.
 Loss of working farm and forest lands

Economic
 Expense of maintaining roads and other infrastructure.
 Expense of providing police, fire and other public services.
 Lack of access to local jobs.
 Lack of opportunities for young people.
 Financial pressure on both young and old residents.

Social
 Dependence on the automobile for many daily
needs.
 Fewer opportunities for community life.
 Stratification and separation of social groups.
 Isolation of both younger and older residents.
middle-class life the process merely continued, allowing
people to purchase new homes in the suburbs and commute to work. With the creation of the interstate highway system, work patterns started to shift. Encouraged
by increasing social strife in the urban centers in the 50s
and 60s, suburbs started to out-compete cities for jobs,
and cities declined.
The post-war suburban boom placed demands on towns
for which many were ill-prepared. One solution was to
extend the zoning model originally created for the cities into the surrounding towns, by separating uses and
limiting density to avoid the worst impacts. Many towns
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Little Compton, RI (top right) shares a form
with Little Compton, England (lower right)
that has changed little since the middle ages.
For most of history, people needed to live near
the land they farmed, and population was limited by the food that land could produce (aerial
photos courtesy Bing Maps).
By the 19th Century, there were around 175
villages in Rhode Island (below). While a few
retain their original form, many are now suburban cross-roads, while others grew into town
centers or were swallowed by nearby cities.
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ended up dominated by residential zoning that required
2, 3, 4 and even 5 acre minimum lot sizes. Far from preserving the character and traditional uses of the rural
landscape, this replaced farms and forest lots with the
new paradigm of the suburban subdivision. Commercial
activity followed residents into the suburbs, gravitating
to locations at the highway interchanges that are accessible to residents of several towns and convenient to
commuters returning from work. This in turn allowed
growth of the big-box stores, and the inevitable decline
of the older Main Street shopping districts.
While most towns have since recognized the limitations
of the suburban model, for the most part suburban zoning is still encoded in the state’s regulatory DNA. Not only
does this force developers to eat up more land than necessary, it limits the ability of towns to meet the needs of
their residents. While zoning has changed little over the
years, these needs have changed dramatically. Smaller
households need homes that are smaller, in neighborhoods that have a mix of home styles adapted to the
changing lifestyles of singles and families. Job, meanwhile, increasingly are created by small businesses, and
built around the resources of the 21st Century: young,
educated, tech-savvy workers; culturally-rich, sociallyvibrant and beautiful locations, access to public transit;
and high-capacity internet access.
THE 21ST CENTURY VILLAGE

Villages lend themselves to a mix of house types and sizes that cater to the
needs of people at every stage of life (Warwick Grove, NY).

Village development can support economic growth and increase the tax
base (Baxter, NC - photo courtesy Baxter Village Development Company).

While the state’s urban centers are increasingly offering
all of these advantages, suburban and rural towns can
use the village model to capture their portion of the 21st
Century economy and leverage its advantages for their
residents and businesses. The 21st Century village:
 Allows for a mix of residential, commercial, and civic
uses.
 Is designed with a compact, efficient form.
 Allows for driving, walking, biking and public transportation.
 Provides diverse housing choices
 Provides flexible space for the evolution of business.
 Is connected to the surrounding landscape.
The village’s compact form and dynamic mix of uses
has distinct environmental, economic and social benefits compared to other forms of development. While
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Villages can provide shared amenities such as parks, walking trails, playgrounds and community facilities that increase our quality of life (Donovan’s Farm, Norwell, MA).

conventional suburban zoning treats all “vacant” land
equally, the village approach allows for somewhat higher
density in locations that can best support it. This reduces
the pressure to develop farmland and natural areas elsewhere in town, and can provide direct support for conservation through the use of Transfer of Development
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The Village approach can help towns implement a
comprehensive strategy for conservation and development. This image shows an existing rural landscape
which was created by centuries of farming and other
human uses, overlaid with the natural patterns of forest, rivers and streams, ponds and wetlands.

Under current zoning, most of the landscape will be
converted to three-acre house lots. Farmland, natural
areas, scenic vistas and historic rural character will be
lost forever.

Using the village approach (below), the same amount
of growth allowed by current zoning is channelled
into areas where it works best. This includes expanding existing villages and building new ones, as well as
creating conservation subdivisions around the edges of
some of the farms.
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Rights and other regulatory techniques. The compact,
efficient form of the village also allows for a higher level
of environmental performance within the village itself,
especially by enabling shared water supply, wastewater
treatment and stormwater systems.
While reducing impacts on the environment, villages can
support the economic growth and tax base that towns
need. By allowing for a mix of residential, retail, office
and civic uses within a compact, walkable center, the village can create a more dynamic business environment,
creating opportunities that may be absent in a typical
suburban commercial strip. Opportunities to share parking and other services reduced costs, and the diversity of
spaces allows businesses to grow without having to leave
the neighborhood. Perhaps most importantly, in an age
where both residents and businesses can choose to locate
anywhere, the village provides a high “quality of place”
that gives it a distinct advantage in the real estate market.
The social benefits of villages start with the sense of
community that comes from living, working and playing in a shared space. On a practical level, a village can
provide homes for people at all stages of their lives.
Rather than moving from place to place to find a starter
home or apartment, a place to raise a family, or a smaller
retirement home, residents in a village need only move
next door or down the street. Affordable housing can
be mixed into the village without isolating residents of
more modest means. The small businesses that are the

Simple amenities like a coffee shop and cafe that wouild fail in a standard
subdivision are easy to support in a village setting.

The example of Wickford (right), Nantucket (above), and innumerable other New England villages demonstrates that a village setting can have higher property values and a better quality
of life than suburban-style subdivisions in the same town (aerial photo courtesy Bing Maps).
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mainstay of economic growth can also find a flexible
array of spaces around the village to fit their changing
needs over time, enhancing social as well as economic
stability. Finally, the village approach can help pay for
amenities that increase the quality of life for everyone,
from parks, playgrounds and walking trails to libraries,
schools and other public facilities. The result is a “virtuous cycle,” where the shared investment in establishing
and maintaining the village supports a high quality of
life, supporting property values and encouraging private
investment that keeps the ball rolling.
Rhode Island’s original villages were all created for a
purpose. They started because of a particular resource
- farmland, water power, or access to railroad, turnpike
or harbor – and grew organically as social and economic
activity expanded. Most of us no longer make our living from the land, but we can continue to live in a place
that has a functional relationship to its context, whether
that’s for provision of local food and water, recreation,

Redevelopment of the Stillwater Mill in Harrisville included a new community library (above), farmers market, riverwalk and community park. Amenities like these make the project more successful in the marketplace, but
just as importantly, they enhance the quality of life for existing residents
of the village.

or economic and social connections to the surrounding neighborhood. The 21st Century Village is not just
a recreation of an historic style – rather, it is based on
rediscovering the principles that have always made the
village an essential building block of a sustainable social
and economic system.
PROJECTS IN RHODE ISLAND THAT
POINT THE WAY
Rhode Island’s many historic villages continue to provide
great places to live, work and play. Many of the original
mill villages have faced significant challenges from the
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Sandywoods Farm in Tiverton provides affordable housing for artists in a village setting adjacent to a working farm. The community hall (below) has
become a vibrant center for musical performances and other events that
draw people from throughout the region (photos courtesy Bob Ericson).

steady loss of manufacturing in the state and competition from suburban office parks and big-box centers.
Some have successfully made the transition to quiet residential enclaves, and still others have thrived as summer
communities. Towns throughout the state have focused
on redevelopment of their historic village centers:
In Harrisville, the town of Burrillville has fostered private
redevelopment of the Stillwater Mill and creation of
additional housing next door. A new town library, riverwalk, park and farmer’s market have created a focus for
community life, supporting private investment in redevelopment of surrounding properties.
In 2012, the town of Glocester adopted a village overlay
district to encourage redevelopment of Chepachet and
other village centers. The new zoning is designed to
provide flexibility in setback, uses and density to encourage new housing, new business and business expan-
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Exeter’s village overlay zone includes
detailed standards for village planning and design. There are two principal goals: first to allow increased
density only through preservation of
farmland and other resources, and
second, to design a village where
parks, playgrounds, ball fields, community farms and other amenities
can be enjoyed by every resident.

sion while minimizing the need for variances or special
use permits. The zoning complements earlier work to
develop an innovative approach to wastewater treatment, solving a key problem of how to support village
density without a municipal wastewater plant.
Since 2010, the North Smithfield Redevelopment Agency
has been working to implement a masterplan for Branch
Village, a 263-acre site that includes the 175-acre Branch
Village Industrial Park. Long-term plans call for access
improvements and installation of sewer lines, seen as
critical to the success of the project.
North Kingstown recently completed a feasibility study
for redevelopment of the historic villages of Lafayette,
Allenton and Hamilton. Recent completion of a commuter rail station and parking lot at Wickford Junction
helped to spur a reimagining of what is currently a commercial center anchored by Walmart into a mixed-use village adjacent to the station. A recent economic analysis
identified little demand for additional retail uses, but
significant demand for apartments.
In addition to redeveloping existing village, many Rhode
Island towns have encouraged redevelopment of commercial strips into mixed-use centers, and a few are promoting entirely new villages:
In Tiverton, the non-profit Church Community Housing
Corporation (CCHC) of Newport purchased 68 acres of
land from local farmers with the dream of creating a rural
artists’ colony. Sandywoods Farm includes 50 rental cottages, community buildings, 24 single-family house lots
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and a 22-acre working farm.
Close to Sandywoods Farm, the town is promoting redevelopment of a commercial district at Bliss Four Corners,
a busy intersection surrounded by strip-style development. To guide the process, the town is considering a
roundabout and streetscape improvements that will
smooth out traffic flow while making the district more
pedestrian-friendly. The town is also considering adoption of a Commercial Form-Based Code with extensive
standards for siting and designing new buildings, access
roads and parking lots.
In South Kingstown, the town created a new Special
Management District zone to allow for development of
South County Commons, a mixed-use project on Route
1. The new village centers on a traditional main street,
and hosts a mix of more than 50 shops, restaurants and
service businesses, as well as a hotel and movie theater.
Connected to the core village are 234 one- and twobedroom apartments, and a senior living community.
The project is seen as a successful source of tax revenue,
particularly because the small residential units generate
few school children.
In 2012, the town of Exeter enacted a village overlay
zone that will allow a future developer to create a village in one of several locations identified through an
extensive public planning process. Potential loss of
open space to large-lot residential development, along
with a lack of homes and apartments for smaller households, were important factors in the town’s decision.
Key to the success of the proposal, however, was a pro-
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vision that allows an increase in allowed density only
if the developer pays to preserve farmland and other
open space resources elsewhere in town. Extensive
design standards ensure that the village is designed in
a way that complements the town’s traditional architecture and rural character.
POTENTIAL VILLAGE PROJECTS IDENTIFIED BY
RHODE ISLAND CITIES AND TOWNS
Early in the Village Guidance project, planners from more
than ¾ of the state’s cities and towns participated in interviews about the status of planning for villages and other
growth centers in their communities. Participants identified more than 55 villages and other potential growth
centers that communities are actively considering for
revitalization and future growth. Many of these places,
for all of the reasons outlined above, were bypassed by
the suburban boom and have changed relatively little
over the last decades. As demographic and economic
conditions continue to evolve, however, planners are
increasingly looking to village development as a way to
meet all of the diverse needs of their communities.

Downtowns: urban centers in Providence, Woonsocket,
Pawtucket and Westerly began as villages, but long ago
grew into regional service centers with a broad array of
residential, commercial, government and institutional
uses. Ironically they retain some of the best aspects of
the traditional village, especially streets and sidewalks
that cater as much to pedestrians as to cars. Dense urban
neighborhoods have often been likened to villages,
especially in stable areas where residents get to know
each other and the same families and businesses remain
for generations.
Commercial Strips: Planners are looking at older commercial strips as opportunities to reclaim “greyfield” sites

The list of villages includes a diverse range of mixed-use
centers, from small rural hamlets to main streets and
urban corridors. Some of the key types include:
Historic Villages: by far the most numerous type of village in the state, those identified by planners as locations
for future growth hold the potential for a combination of
infill development and modest expansion. Some, such
as Jamestown or the Old Harbor on Block Island, have
some of the highest property values in the state. Many
others suffer from long-term neglect and disinvestment.
A key issue with all historic villages is the complexity of
redevelopment in a place with multiple parcels, residents
and business owners with a diversity of interests. A key
issue is how to make life better for existing residents
while increasing development activity in their neighborhood.
Main Streets: The traditional Main Street district is a
village spread along the road, such as Upper Main Road
in Tiverton or Boon Street in Narragansett. With uses
focused on shops and services, the traditional Main
Street village often serves as the civic center for the surrounding town and can include government, religious
and educational buildings. Residential uses traditionally
occurred on upper floors of Main Street buildings. Redevelopment is sometimes hampered by zoning and building codes that make it too expensive to renovate upper
stories for residential use.
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The diversity of historic centers such as Chepachet, Wickford and Westerly
demonstrates that planning for village growth cannot be a one-size-fits all
design process: rather, it’s about finding the best fit between the type of
village and the environmental, economic and social context of the site.
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and promote redevelopment that’s a better fit with the
needs of their communities. Often this means identifying places along a commercial strip that can become
“pedestrian nodes,” and working with landowners to
create a masterplan for managing access, improving the
streetscape, building new buildings along the street,
and consolidating parking in shared parking lots behind
buildings. North Kingstown has done extensive work on
the Post Road corridor over the past decade, including
adoption of innovative zoning codes that allow for an
increase in residential density using Transfer of Development Rights.
New Villages: many rural towns lacking a clear center are exploring the creation of new villages as a way
to concentrate activity in a single location and contain
sprawling commercial districts at highway interchanges.
In addition to the Exeter village overlay ordinance, which
could be applied to the area south of the Exit 5 on I-95,
West Greenwich has long discussed village center on
their side of Exit 5. Hopkinton and Richmond have plans
for villages at Exits 1 and 3, respectively. Even Cranston is
considering a new village as a way to concentrate growth
in the more rural west end of the city, which still contains
a significant area of farmland. For each of these towns,
village development is being considered as a way to
meet the multiple objectives of economic development,
diversification of housing stock and conservation of
open space, while creating a place where the community
can gather for civic and cultural events.
CONCLUSION: WHY BUILD A VILLAGE?
As described in subsequent chapters of this manual, villages are being revitalized and developed from scratch
throughout the northeast. The practical issues surrounding planning, zoning design and engineering are complex, but can be addressed successfully, even by small
rural towns. Changing demographics and the realities of
the post-recession economy have altered the real-estate
market in ways that favor compact, mixed-use centers.
While towns can sit back and let the development community lead the way, there are both philosophical and
pragmatic reasons why they should take a more active
role in village planning:
Mitigate effects of 20th Century suburban sprawl:
Suburbanization has left many towns to struggle with
increased demand for road maintenance, public safety,
schools and other costs, that will only continue if suburban-style zoning remains in place. The village model
offers an alternative that can keep sprawl from getting
worse while pumping new life into declining suburban
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By concentrating improvements within a village setting, the same investment can go farther, allowing for the creation of shared amenities
that are not part of typical suburban development projects.

shopping districts. Many of the commercial structures
built in the last 50 years are worn out and inefficient. If
we need to replace them anyway, instead of building on
new land why not redevelop these “greyfield” properties
rather than paving over undeveloped land?
Provide for growth while reducing fiscal burden on
towns: One of the unintended consequences of suburban sprawl is the miss-match between the tax revenue
generated by the typical new 3-4 bedroom tract house
and the cost of services that home requires from the
town. Led by the cost of education, the fiscal impact also
stems from the cost of police and fire protection, road
improvements, maintenance, and water supply systems.
A village, with its emphasis on diverse housing stock,
caters to people at every stage of life, so that families
with children are balanced by young single people and
retirees. Services and maintenance costs are lowered by
a reduction in the “per capita” length of roads and other
infrastructure. Meanwhile more of a town’s farmland and
other working landscapes can remain in active use, generating tax revenue while demanding little in the way of
services.
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Leverage social, economic and environmental benefits for current and future generations: While the
village approach can produce short-term benefits for
towns, these advantages multiply over time to benefit
future generations. As part of a town-wide strategy for
growth and conservation, village development can help
towns protect important farmland, wildlife habitat and
water supply watersheds, all of which provide important
“ecosystem services,” the true value of which we are only
beginning to understand. Villages are also a great fit with
the social and economic needs of the younger and older
generations that represent an increasing part of the
population. By allowing for diverse housing alternatives
within walking distance to shops, restaurants and other
businesses, along with community services, parks, playgrounds, etc., a village can provide a high quality of life
for a broad range of ages and incomes in this generation,
while making things better for those to come.
Build resilience in the face of an uncertain future: It
is increasingly clear that our communities are subject to
global trends over which we have little control. Climate
change is likely to bring harsher storms, rising sea levels, and more frequent extremes of temperature, flooding and drought. As demonstrated by the recent Great
Recession, the state’s economy is tied to global cycles of
boom and bust, triggered by decisions made in financial
centers hundreds or thousands of miles away. The towns
that survive and thrive are those that have the capacity to
bounce back from the impact of unplanned events and
quickly put out new growth. As in a natural system, communities that are diverse and multi-layered carry within
them the capacity for renewal. By encouraging growth
in villages, our suburban and rural towns can start planting the seeds of social and economic diversity that will
make the entire community more resilient.

II. THE NEED FOR VILLAGES
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III. Village Planning
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS CHAPTER

The major topics covered in this chapter include:

Many of Rhode Island’s urban centers are being rediscovered and revitalized by a new generation of residents and business owners. Using the village model,
suburban and rural towns can capture their portion
of the 21st Century economy and leverage its advantages for their residents and businesses. Recent studies have shown that village development can be successful in the market place as well as having a positive
fiscal impact on town finances.

 Public Participation and Consensus Building.
 Public Participation Tools
 Town-wide Visioning and Village Planning Process
 Village Economics
 Market Analysis
 Fiscal Impact Analysis

ORGANIZING A CONSENSUS-BASED PLANNING PROCESS
Most of Rhode Island’s villages and towns were designed
and built long before zoning existing. Development
was driven by individuals, banks, and local governments
- overseen by elected officials, but generally without
much regulation. Yet, even without benefit of master
plans, zoning ordinances and planning board review,
the results were remarkably consistent. Constrained by
the limitations of human and animal labor, relying by
necessity on locally-available materials, and guided by
common practices handed down through the apprentice system, most development projects fit well into the
surrounding community.

WHY IS PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN VILLAGE
PLANNING SO IMPORTANT?
 Village planning is personal – changes can have
a direct effect on property values, neighborhood character, and quality of life.
 Existing residents and businesses are unwilling
to risk what they have – even if the alternative is
demonstrably better.
 People worry that increased density will create
problems:
 Increased traffic and parking shortages.
 Loss of open space and impacts to natural
resources
 Increased noise, light pollution, etc.
 Change to their neighborhood.
 Influx of strangers from different social, racial or
economic groups.

Public participation has become increasingly important to effective planning. Residents are no longer willing to accept plans that are made for
them by someone else. If people are not closely involved in the process,
those whose interests are affected by the resulting decisions will seek to
block implementation of those plans by any means at their disposal.
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 Where to live or locate a business is one of the
most important economic decisions most people have to make.
 Bottom line: it’s hard for anyone involved to stay
objective.
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Thanks to the industrial revolution and the modern age,
these traditions were soon lost within a world where
almost anything could be built almost anywhere. In
response, modern planning and zoning tools were developed to help communities protect the health, safety
and welfare of their citizens – not least of all to protect
the property values that continue to represent the core
wealth of most families.

Consensus Building Institute (CBI) in Cambridge, MA, the
Consensus Building Approach can be adapted for planning projects even in small towns with limited budgets.

For much of the 20th Century, planning and zoning decisions were made by planning boards and local officials
with limited public involvement. As in other aspects of
social and political life, this hierarchical, top-down decision making structure no longer functions effectively –
especially in planning. Residents are no longer willing to
accept plans that are made for them by someone else.
If people are not closely involved in the process, those
whose interests are affected by the plans and policies
that result will seek to block implementation of those
plans by any means at their disposal.

 Identifying stakeholders and defining their interests.

These trends are amplified in village planning. While
few people generally show up to discuss town-wide
growth policy at planning board meetings, development proposals within existing neighborhoods or village centers always seem to engender strenuous debate.
The reason is that the logical location for village growth
is often already developed to some extent, and current
residents and businesses will be directly affected by planning. Unlike the suburban subdivision off in the woods
somewhere, property values and quality of life for existing
residents will likely be directly affected by future change.
Given the resulting uncertainty, most people would rather
things stay as they are rather than risk the unknown – even
if the rewards of change are clearly demonstrated. To plan
effectively in this context, towns need to focus on effective
public participation with the goal of building broad consensus in support of any decision. If this step isn’t done
carefully and thoroughly the village planning process is
not likely to be successful.

 Deliberation and decision-making

The traditional planning processes work well enough for
issues that are fairly cut and dried, such as traffic studies, water and sewer plans, etc. They tend to break down
when choices are less clear, or where there are perceived
winners and losers. Appointing a steering committee
and bringing in consultants to offer a fresh perspective can make the process seem fairer and more objective, but often leads to sharpening conflicts rather than
resolving them. An alternative is The Consensus Building Approach, which as the name suggests is designed
to identify and resolve conflicts, to the extent possible,
as part of the decision-making process. Developed by
Lawrence Susskind, an MIT professor and founder of the
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Key steps include:
 Determining the boundaries of the study area and
potential scope of the project.

 Convening a stakeholder committee or working
group.
 Planning and scheduling – making sure not to waste
anyone’s time.
 Shared fact-finding
 Exploration of alternatives.

 Finding Consensus
Whether you hire a consultant to facilitate a formal
consensus-building process or do it in house, this strategy can be very helpful. Regardless of how the process
is described, successful planning projects often can be
seen to have followed a similar approach, usually under
the guidance of a local planner who knows the players
and works behind the scenes to ensure that everyone’s
interests are respected. The concept of shared fact finding is very important, which means allowing stakehold-

A visual preference survey doesn’t need to be anything more fancy than a
series of photos. People can vote with dots to indicate which they like or
dislike.
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ers to help determine the data sources, mapping and
analysis process they believe can be trusted to lead to
good decisions. If the “experts” merely present their conclusions – even if the data and analysis are completely
valid – participants are likely to reject those conclusions
out of hand.
Complex and controversial planning projects may
require the skills of an expert facilitator trained in the
consensus-building approach, but for many project
there are simple things that can be accomplished at
minimal expense:
Identifying and reaching out to stakeholders and
decision makers:
 Make a list of everyone responsible for making decisions about the project as well as those affected by
those decisions.
 Talk to people one-on-one about their issues and
concerns.
 Host an informational table or display at public events.
 Ask to make brief presentation at a neighborhood
cocktail party or barbeque.
 Make a brief presentation to the town council.
 Visit local political committees
Mapping out problems and opportunities and identifying potential conflicts:
 Take a map of the town or project site and circle
problem areas and opportunities for revitalization or
development.
 Note potential conflicts between uses, people, or
things.
 Identify the key naysayers and explore why they
might be against it.
Describing community values and vision:
 Ask people to identify by name or on a map places
they care about that should be protected or
enhanced.
 Ask people to identify places or things they’d like to
change or replace.
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Participants in the Exeter, RI, visioning workshops mapped out problems
and opportunities and used dots to vote on preferred village sites.

 Ask people what they’d like to see for this place in
the future.
 Use visual preference surveys to gauge opinions on
the relative importance of things to be protected, or
the character of potential new development.
 Ask people to send in photographs of features they
like or dislike.
 Develop a draft vision statement, map or diagram
quickly so people have something to react to.
 Make sure that everyone is working from a single
shared document, rather than competing proposal.
Shared fact-finding:
 Develop an on-line database of all previous reports,
maps and other documents related to the project.
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 Identify which facts are accepted and trusted, and
which need more work.
 Seek agreement on which facts are most important
for making good decisions.
 Involve the public in collecting additional information.
 Use free mapping tools from Google and Bing.
Exploring alternatives:
 Ask simple questions: What are possible solutions
to specific needs or problems? Where should future
development go? Are there many possible locations
or just a few?
 Sketch out ideas on maps with markers, or have
people use dots to identify preferred locations.
 Show photographs of similar projects.
Choosing a preferred alternative:
 Explore the feasibility, costs and benefits of different
scenarios and share with participants.
 Evaluate which alternative best supports the values
expressed by residents.
 Have people vote on their preferences with keypads
or dot-polling at a public meeting, or on-line polling
from home.
 Include key decision makers and stakeholders in the
discussion.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION TOOLS
Whatever the scope of the particular public participation/consensus building process, a variety of tools can
be tailored to each stage, from regional visioning to
design for specific sites. Workshops can be as simple as
a listening session in a local neighborhood or involve
a week-long charrette with teams of consultants. New
technologies allow for direct and anonymous feedback
from the public, including the use of keypads for public
meetings, or on-line polling that participants can access
from any web device.
Listening workshops focus on understanding existing
conditions and listing the issues and concerns that are
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Listening workshops can employ many different techniques to get people
talking about their community. Large group discussions led by a facilitator
(top) allow residents to hear from each other. Small groups or stations, with
participants circulating among them (middle) allow for more detailed gathering of information and opinions. Sticky notes and dots (bottom) allow for
commentary on photographs of the study area.
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A clear vision statement, map or diagram can
help to capture the key themes generated by
the public discussion. This plan was organized
around three key themes: physical redevelopment, improving the public realm and business
development.

important to stakeholders. They often include some
form of SWOT exercise (identifying Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats), visual preference
survey or identifying “places in the heart.” The focus is
on exercises that help participants provide information
about a place, express their values, and talk about what
they want it to be in the future. They allow people to
talk about their concerns without the immediate threat
of having to react to (and defend themselves against) an
actual proposal.
A visioning workshop is designed to help people focus
on the big picture: what do they want their town to be
like in the future? What is their vision for a particular
neighborhood, corridor or village site? Visioning workshops are designed to look beyond the details of what’s
possible today, or particular barriers that may exist, and
simply dream a little. They often begin with a presentation and discussion of existing conditions, followed by
brain-storming exercises to define a range of preferred
future alternatives. The results are captured in a vision
statement and/or a vision map that sets down the principles that will guide additional planning.
A design charrette is an intense planning and design
exercise, usually for a specific site or project area. A charrette process generally brings professional planners,
architects, landscape architects and engineers together
with town staff, business owners, residents and other
stakeholders to explore alternatives for a particular
place. They often last for multiple days, allowing for multiple feedback loops as ideas are generated, evaluated
and revised. Rooted in the experience of design education and professional practice, the charrette approach
recognizes that a focused process with a clear goal and
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deadline can be more productive than a more typical
planning process that unfolds over a period of months.
The benefits of a charrette include:
 Generates excitement that boosts participation
 Intense activity, but participation is time-limited.
 Collaborative process makes for better plans with
strong public support.
 Focuses attention of professionals, town staff,
elected officials and the public – building political
support for the plan that results.
The National Charrette Institute (NCI) provides education and training for charrette design and facilitation and
certifies trained charrette facilitators. NCI recommends a
minimum of five days for a charrette to allow for at least
three feedback loops to be incorporated into the process:
1. Open public meeting: vision and values
2. Generate alternative plans and scenarios
3. Second public meeting to evaluate alternatives.
4. Synthesis of alternatives into a preferred plan.
5. Exploration of details and economic, design and
political feasibility.
6. Presentation of results at final public meeting.
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EXETER VILLAGE VISIONING PROCESS
In 2008, Exeter received a grant from the Orton Family
Foundation to involve residents in exploring the heart
and soul of the community and developing a shared
vision for the future. The project was overseen by a
project Team made up of town staff, residents and business owners appointed by the Exeter Town Council. The
intent was to engage the people of the community to
determine what they value about Exeter and how those
values may be addressed as the town grows. All findings and recommendations were based on extensive
public feedback over 3 years, including focus groups/
web-based surveys, four public meetings, and electronic key pad polling to allow the public anonymous
input.
At the first workshop, the focus was on listening to residents’ concerns and identifying issues and opportunities that impact planning decisions. Clearly defining
problems that need to be solved helps to set the stage
for an assessment of whether village development can
benefit the community.
The project continued with a town-wide visioning process, which began by working to identify areas that
are important to the “Heart and Soul” of the community. Some of these were specific places, buildings or
landscape features, while others were more general
categories. This exercise helped to clarify the elements
of “rural character” that would be lost if suburban-style
development is allowed to run its course.
Once a list of the “places in the heart” was drawn up,
residents used keypad polling to rank the relative importance to the character of the town of farmland, historic
sites, stone walls and other features. They also used keypad polling to answer a visual preference survey, comparing photographs of different types of development
and rating them for whether they seemed a good fit for
Exeter. For both exercises, keypad polling offered real
advantages:
 It’s interactive and engaging: people enjoy it.
 It’s anonymous, so people can express their opinion without repercussions.
 It provides instant feedback.

It was clear from the first two public meetings that the
public supported village growth, but only as a trade off
to protect farms, forests, quality of life and lower property taxes. At the center of Exeter’s visioning process
was a vision statement that was drawn up by the project committee at the conclusion of the public participation process. It provided a set of goals and objectives
that guided the subsequent phases of the project:
 The rural character and quality of life will be preserved;
 Natural areas will be protected;
 Our working farms and forests will be maintained
for future generations;
 Environmentally appropriate and sustainable economic growth will be stimulated;
 The negative impacts of increased traffic will be
minimized;
 Property taxes will be as low as possible;
 Balanced housing needs will be achieved;
 Rural design and architectural guidelines will be
used for new growth;
 Individual property rights will be respected;
 There will be an efficient delivery of town services;
 Village style development patterns will be encouraged.
The extensive consensus building and public participation ultimately lead to the adoption of ordinances
to encourage village development and the Transfer
of Development Rights. Scott Millar, the Chair of the
Vision for Exeter, said that “the consensus building
process was critical to allowing Exeter residents to
understand and support village growth. The project
would not have been successful if we didn’t take the
time to involve all the key stakeholders in the community.”

 People get to see what others are saying.
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As part of the “A Vision for Exeter” project, game-playing exercises allowed
residents to experiment with reorganizing the homes and businesses allowed under current zoning – including trading in some of the low-density
development required by current zoning and creating villages at somewhat
higher density. The game is played with a board fashioned from the base
map of the town. As the game unfolds, players work in groups to define
common values and goals for future development type and location.

Game-Playing Exercises are user-friendly, and are a
great way to involve people in planning discussions who
are not familiar with traditional maps, planning documents and zoning tools. Games are less threatening.
Everyone understands that a game is a way to play with
ideas and alternatives – not a final decision that they
need to defend themselves against. And games are fun
– they help people set aside more immediate concerns
and think outside the box.
As part of the “Vision for Exeter” project, one workshop
featured the “Exeter Growth Challenge Game.” The game
allowed residents to play with the question: “how could
the growth we’re going to get anyway be reorganized to
allow for development while protecting our rural character and natural resources?” Using a game board based
on a map of the town, residents took chips representing
the homes and businesses allowed under current zoning and placed them where they thought they should
go. Starting with a pile of chips that would have covered
all remaining buildable land, participants soon realize
that by trading in some of the low-density development
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PLANNING GAMES FOR YOUR TOWN
Implementing a game for your town requires only
a little creativity and a laser printer. Office supply
stores stock a variety of blank sticker sheets and
Microsoft Word templates that can be used to create
inexpensive playing pieces. Any map can be used
as the game board, though if you have a GIS department and large-format printer, maps can be customized for a particular area. The game itself should be
designed around a few key questions and tailored
to the amount of time you have. Keep it simple – it
always takes more time than you think, and people
need a chance to talk about what they’re doing as
the game unfolds.
For more information about scenario-planning
games see the Orton Family Foundation’s website:
http://www.planningtoolexchange.org/tool/
growth-chip-game and http://www.orton.org/
resources/publications/scenarios/scenarios_e_
journal/the_chip_game
required by current zoning and creating villages at somewhat higher density, they could promote growth in areas
best suited to it while preserving valuable open space.
The results from multiple group game sessions were
digitized and combined into a single map showing the
preferred location for new homes and businesses. As the
visioning process went on, each of these sites was further
evaluated for its suitability for village-style development.

Another planning game was developed recently to
explore the role of existing and potential growth centers
in the regional economy. At a series of workshops held
in six regions around the state participants played the
“Growth Centers Game.”
The game was based on discussions with participants
that highlighted the fact that while planning decisions
in Rhode Island are made by 39 individual cities and
towns, the state’s economy, transportation networks and
natural systems are best understood in terms of larger
regions. In South County, for example, there are perhaps
two downtown areas – Westerly and Wakefield - that
offer many regional services. Much of the commercial
activity, however, is concentrated in four or five commercial districts along the major regional highways. Local
road connect these regional centers with local centers.
In fact, the entire region is an interconnected web of economic and transportation systems. Recent expansion
of commuter rail service will likely shift some of these
activities towards the rail station areas, possibly creating
new regional centers.
The game includes “playing cards” representing the
various types of centers that exist in Rhode Island, from
urban downtowns to rural hamlets. The Game board is
a map of the region, with information about land use,
conservation land, and development suitability. This
includes wetlands and water bodies that cannot be
developed, as well as areas served by public water and/
or sewer systems, which are more likely to accommodate
additional density. Stickers represent each of the growth
center types. Participants place these on the board first

Exeter’s “Growth Challenge Game” revealed strong agreement between the
different groups, with the principal difference being the extent to which
each group concentrated growth in village centers while allowing some
growth to continue in the countryside. The results helped to identify the
preferred locations for new homes and businesses. As the visioning process
went on, each of these sites was further evaluated for suitability for villagestyle development.
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to identify existing or potential centers. Additional stickers are then placed to indicate whether a particular center serves the neighborhood, town or region. A second
set of stickers identifies the level of growth players think
is appropriate for each center, from modest infill and
adaptive reuse to major redevelopment.
The results of multiple game boards from six regional
workshops around the state were compiled into a single
database that is helping to inform further research and
analysis efforts. The game proved its value as an engaging
way to educate the public about some key planning concepts, as well as a means to gain important input on the
way that existing and potential growth centers fit into the
state’s transportation networks and economic systems.
TOWN-WIDE VISIONING
Every Rhode Island community has a comprehensive
plan, and many of them support village style development, especially as applied to revitalization of existing
villages. In practice, implementation of these policies
is often hampered by resistance of local residents to
reducing density in areas that ought to be protected,
or increasing density in the best village sites. Reaching
consensus on the village approach is impossible unless
residents understand the potential impact of current
trends, agree on shared values and priorities, and see
how villages can be part of the solution.
Understanding Issues and Opportunities
Establishing a clear vision begins with a shared understanding of the issues facing the community and potential opportunities for the future. The best way to start is
by talking to residents and business owners about the
problems facing the town, things they like or don’t like,
and what they think the town needs. Meeting with community groups, having a listening workshop, or doing
one-on-one interviews can all help develop a list of the
issues and opportunities. Priorities will soon develop as
the same ideas are mentioned by different people and
groups. Simple maps and photographs can help give a
physical dimension to the discussion, with participants
identifying good and bad features with different color
markers or stickers.
Agreeing on Shared Values
In order to move forward towards a shared vision, local
residents need to find agreement on the basic principles
and values that should govern decisions about land
use generally and village planning in particular. What
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do people value about the community? What features
or aspects of the town would they miss if they changed
or disappeared? Are there fundamental principles that
everyone can agree on? A great resource for community
visioning ideas is the Orton Family Foundation (www.
orton.org). Their Heart & Soul Method “reconnects
people with what they love most about their town, and
translates those personal connections into a blueprint
that serves as the foundation for future community decisions.” The approach is rooted in an understanding that
“emotional connections are the real drivers for citizen
engagement in community planning and development.”
Working with the Knight Foundation and the Gallup Poll,
they found that people are attached to three key qualities of a place: social offerings such as meeting places
and entertainment venues; a sense of welcoming and
openness; and aesthetic quality. These factors are often
key reasons that people choose to live in a rural town,
even though they may have a long commute – and the
potential loss of these qualities often makes people
reluctant to support any growth at all. By delineating
these qualities at the start of the process they become
a touchstone for comparing alternative future growth
scenarios. If a village can be shown to be a better fit with
the shared values and “heart & soul” of the community,
people will be much more likely to support it.
Shared Fact-Finding: Understanding Existing Conditions
As the community discusses issues, opportunities and
community values, a list of questions will emerge: how
much land is available for development? What is already
protected? How many homes and businesses are there?
What is the capacity of roads, water supply, and other
public services to support additional growth? How much
growth is possible under the current zoning?
Many of these questions will have been addressed in the
Comprehensive Plan, but some may be out of date. Other
answers may be difficult to come by, or may change
depending on who you talk to.
This is a key point in the process. Unless everyone
involved understands and trusts the maps, traffic studies, water supply plans, etc. that are provided, and trusts
the source of that data, they may have a hard time agreeing with any subsequent decisions. Shared fact-finding
means involving stakeholders early in the process: asking
questions, determining what information is needed to
answer those questions, and making sure that the data
is complete. Some of this information will be available
and widely-accepted, other elements will be a matter of
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The Buildout Analysis of Exeter
predicts more than 3000 new
homes (red dots), more than
doubling existing population.

disagreement and debate. Ultimately, some people will
have to “agree to disagree,” but an open and transparent
fact-finding process will go a long way to clarifying the
nature of those disagreements.
Most of the information needed to understand existing
conditions has been collected as part of the town’s comprehensive planning process. Many towns have Geographic Information System software (GIS) and can prepare base maps and overlays showing various features
of the landscape. The Rhode Island GIS website also has
many layers available for download. Much of the discussion that happens early in the village planning process
can proceed with a fairly simple basemap, but it is particularly useful to have up-to-date information showing
the extent of existing development, as well as an accurate map of land which is already protected. The initial
goal should be to map out the status of conservation and
development across the town, and identify those areas
that are available as potential village development (or
redevelopment) sites. The first step is to assemble a base
map with:
 Roads, parking lots and other paved areas.
 Homes, businesses and other structures.
 Rivers, streams, ponds and wetlands.
 Property boundaries, if available.
 Topographic contours.
 Land cover and vegetation.
Sometimes an aerial photograph provides the most up
to date source of information for many of these features.
Orthophotos are available for the entire state from RIGIS,
and some towns have more recent photos. These are so
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complex and detailed that they are not always useful for
townwide planning, but they are very good for a particular focus area. Both Google and Bing provide access to
similar (and sometimes identical) photographs. Both
sites also offer birds-eye views of many communities,
and Google’s street view feature provides ground-level
images.
Setting Conservation Priorities
Having established a baseline understanding of existing
conditions, it is very useful to set priorities for conservation: this can include natural resources such as wildlife
habitat, farmland and water supplies, as well as cultural
and historic resources that are important to defining
community character. The town’s comprehensive plan
may already have priorities laid out, and local land trusts
may be willing to assist in identifying potential conservation land.
One way to understand what’s important locally is to
explore how local open space resources fit into the
larger region. Regional plans such as the Rhode Island
Greenspace Program may be helpful in identifying how
local priorities fit into the surrounding region. Conservation mapping analysis is often divided into identifying
For more information see the Greenspace project
reports on the web site of the Rhode Island DEM
Planning and Development Office. Prepared on the
watershed scale, the maps suggest an approach to
coordinate resource conservation efforts across a
region – individual towns can make their own plans
and priorities using the same data, all of which is
available on the Rhode Island Geographic Information System: http://www.edc.uri.edu/rigis/.
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Existing Conditions

Development under current zoning

Mixed-use village alternative
Visualizations can be a great way to talk about the impact of the buildout. These can be plans or illustrations depicting future growth senarios, or photographs showing examples of areas that have already been developed under the same kind of zoning density and dimensional requirements.

features that have to be preserved and then addressing
those that may be valuable to the town but which are
otherwise open for development. The first category
includes features that are protected by state or federal
law, such as wetlands and waterbodies, or which cannot
be developed due to physical constraints. The second
category includes features such as farmland and scenic
views and areas that are partially constrained by poor
soils or other issues. While there is little room for argument about the lands with legal constraints, choosing
between farmland or wildlife habitat or watershed land
is often difficult. A good statement of the town’s vision
and values can help inform which of these resources are
the most important to preserve.
Understanding Growth Trends and Potential Impact
of Future Development
People seldom warm quickly to the idea of village development, preferring the town to remain just as it is. Most
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people understand that change will happen, but it often
takes place so slowly and incrementally that it is hard to
see what will happen over a period of decades. A Buildout Analysis speeds the process up – on paper – by showing how each of the vacant, developable parcels could
be developed under the current zoning. Generally it
ignores the current rate of development and asks simply
how many new homes and businesses are we likely to
have if every available site is developed? This can then
be adjusted to account for the likely speed of development based on the annual rate of buildings permitted or
built over some preceding time period.
A buildout analysis starts with the base map of the town,
and proceeds by subtraction. Any permanently protected
state, local or non-profit conservation land is removed,
as well as parcels that may be protected by conservation easements. Parcels that are already fully developed
are removed, and those that are partially-developed are
often indicated separately. Public road right-of-ways,
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utility easements and the like are also taken of the table.
Finally, any land that is protected by law, such as wetlands,
or inherently unbuildable, such as lakes and ponds, is
removed from the equation.
What remains are all the parcels that could theoretically
be developed. Overlaying the zoning map and applying
the density and dimensional standards for each zone
allows for the number of new homes or businesses in
each zone to be estimated. The size of the area often
determines how detailed the result. For a large area it
is often necessary to simply measure the total area of
developable land and divide by the minimum lot size,
subtracting an appropriate amount for roads – generally
around 10%. For a smaller area of town it is possible to
“play developer,” drawing in imaginary new roads and
lot lines for each parcel, and following all of the rules for
setbacks, dimension and lot coverage that could possibly
affect the outcome.
A buildout analysis is often accompanied by maps and
visualizations that help residents imagine the likely
extent and pattern of future growth. GIS-based buildout tools like Community Viz can automatically distribute potential structures across a map of the town, after
first screening out areas that are already protected, fully
developed or undevelopable. Community Viz can also
create a simple three-dimensional view of the potential
development, and other digital modeling platforms like
Sketch-up are limited only by the amount of time it takes
to create the model. Traditional hand-drawn illustrations
are also an effective way to convey both the extent of
future growth and the visual impact it will have on the
town. Photographs showing examples of areas that have
already been developed under the same kind of zoning
density and dimensional requirements are an effective
complement to maps and illustrations.
Identifying and Evaluating Existing Villages or Potential Village Sites
The conservation analysis helps to identify the natural, cultural and recreational resources that are most important to
protect. The buildout will provide an objective look at what
is likely to happen to those resources if the development
process proceeds to its eventually conclusion under current
zoning. Overlaying the buildout map on the conservation
plan will quickly highlight potential conflicts or threats to
potential conservation areas from future development. As
described previously, the resulting maps can be incorporated into workshops and other public discussions, and are
guaranteed to inspire vigorous discussion about the town’s
future. Some people will say that the buildout is so unlikely,
or so far in the future as to not be worth worrying about.
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Remind them that even though the rate of development
may be slow, the pattern of development required by zoning is expressed by every new home and business. Does
that pattern fit into the town’s vision for itself? If not, why
not look for alternatives?
Given an adequate fact-finding and mapping process,
likely areas for village development will start to emerge.
Local residents and business owners can help to narrow
the list of possibilities with a few simple questions: which
areas have decent road access? Which are close to major
roads and regional highways? Do any have particular
resources, such as public water or sewer systems, that
would support higher density? Finally, are there areas
that simply make sense as community centers, places
where existing residents could take advantage of housing, community uses like schools or libraries, or commercial activity? What kind of uses does the town need?
The result will be a map of the town with the approximate
locations of potential village sites, including existing villages suitable for redevelopment and infill. Each location
can then be evaluated for its development suitability
and carrying capacity. This typically employs techniques
used by engineers and landscape architects to assess the
development potential of any site, starting with a more
detailed version of the conservation and buildout analysis prepared for the whole town. Unbuildable wetlands
and waterbodies, conservation land and easements and
other absolute constraints to development are mapped
out. Soil maps can be consulted to determine if the land
is suitable for construction, or if expensive measures will
be required to deal with rock outcrops, steep slopes or a
high water table.
Carrying capacity has to do with the number of new
homes and businesses a village site could support. This
is determined by evaluating:
 Availability of water, whether by individual or shared
wells or the town’s water system.
 Availability of public sewer service, or the capacity of
the site to support individual or shared wastewater
systems.
 Road access and potential configuration and grade
of internal site roads.
 Capacity of existing roads and intersections leading
to the site to accommodate additional traffic.
 Potential impact of development on the site on
sensitive resources, including impacts on existing
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homes in the neighborhood.
 Soil capacity for construction, usually focusing on
water table, drainage and bearing capacity.
Finally, each potential village site should be assessed for
its capacity to support an efficient design process and
overall feasibility. This will include:
 The acreage of available land.
 Number of different parcels and owners.
 Configuration of lot boundaries relative to road
access points.
 Potential for road connections through the site.
 Pattern and nature of existing uses in the area, and
potential positive or negative impact on the project.
 Development context relative to feasibility of the
project in the local real estate market.
Exploring Alternatives
Once the best sites are identified there are several ways
to move forward with development of alternatives. Every
town will be different, and available time and resources
will also have an influence. In Exeter, the town decided
to evaluate two of the logical sites, then went further in
exploring alternatives for one of them. In North Kingstown, a recent village project evaluated the capacity
of all of their historic village centers to accommodate
additional growth, then did more detailed planning and
analysis for four of them. A key question in how different the potential sites are from each other. If they are all
similar, one of them can be selected for more detailed
study, and used as a model for the others. If there are
two or three significant village types it makes sense to
look at each type.
Still another alternative, especially if landowners are
nervous about having the town create imaginary plans
for their properties, is to draw up an imaginary site that
can stand in for the real ones. Existing only on paper (or
in the computer) this can be a composite of the typical
site features, configuration and context of the actual village sites. The advantage is that any plans that result are
obviously imaginary, and therefore less threatening. The
discussion can then focus on planning and design ideas
instead of getting bogged down in local politics and
questions of whether someone would ever sell their land
to a developer, etc.
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In Exeter, RI, alternative village growth scenarios helped residents understand their choices and choose a density that will work best for the town.

Once the site or sites is determined, it makes sense to
start by drawing up the conventional buildout plan that
is likely under current zoning. This helps to groundtruth the more generalize townwide buildout prepared
earlier, and reinforces the choice to be made is not
between a village and leaving the town the way it is,
but rather than two alternatives for developing the site,
one of which is required by the current zoning. Alternatives to the conventional plan can start with the same
number of homes and square footage of commercial
buildings (if allowed) that are shown on the buildout.
Many residents will be familiar with the concept of Conservation Development, which means taking the same
number of homes allowed under the conventional plan
but clustering them on one part of the site. A village
may be made up of a number of parcels in different
ownership, but the concept is the same.
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The number of alternatives is limited only by time and
imagination, but usually should be no fewer than three.
Start with nearby projects that people know and like and
see how they might fit the site. Look at a range of size
and densities. Should the entire area be fully developed,
or should some land be set aside around the edges of the
village to create a permanent greenbelt. Perhaps there
should be parks or other open space reserved within
the village or along the entry road. The context of the
property will suggest ideas. Is this an agricultural village
where residents drive past a working farm? Does it relate
to an existing road, or incorporate an historic farmstead
or hamlet? Are there views of natural areas or parks that
can serve as a focus?
Determining Appropriate Density and Mix of Uses
After brainstorming alternatives and going through several iterations of the design, a range of realistic options
will begin to emerge. If possible, these should be divided
according to their various themes, and ordered as to size,
density or other aspects so that people can keep them
straight.
The next step is to compare them as objectively as possible, using measures that have meaning to the town
as defined in the visioning process. Is traffic a key issue?
There are recognized multipliers to get a rough idea of
the number of additional car trips different options will
generate. Pull out any previous studies or reports that
define the traffic capacity of roads and intersections
near the village site. Is there ample capacity, or are there
already problems with congestion or accidents that will
have to be addressed? Is there a need for a particular
kind of housing or business space? Each scenario can
be evaluated for its strengths and weaknesses relative to
the uses desired by the town. If conservation of wildlife
habitat or farmland is an important local value, which
alternative provides a significant benefit?
The question of density is often a subject of keen debate,
usually because residents of rural and suburban towns
are unfamiliar with densities higher than one or two
units per acre. If higher densities seem to fit well on the
village site it’s useful to look for nearby examples. Historic villages in the area are a place to start. Density can
be estimated using aerial photographs or calculated very
precisely using town GIS data. Density in Rhode Island’s
town centers and villages falls typically in the range of
6 -10 units per acre, depending on the building type.
18th and 19th Century builders generally put houses as
close together as was practical – typically 40 or 50 feet,
accounting for the width of the lot and need for a driveway to the rear and other modest setbacks. Duplexes
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were common in mill villages, allowing for somewhat
higher density. One of the charms of historic villages,
however, is that density varies from lot to lot, with
attached houses, cottages and large single family homes
all sharing the same block. Meanwhile, houses may be
close to the street and close together, but have deep lots
behind them that lower the overall density.
Because increasing density tends to be a hot-button
issue in many towns, it is helpful to focus on how
increasing density can help the community, not just
the developer. In its Village Overlay Ordinance adopted
in 2012, Exeter will allow density of up to eight units
per acre (essentially a 50 foot by 100 foot village house
lot). This density will only be approved subject to the
TDR provision of the plan, which links the increase in
density to the conservation of open space elsewhere in
town. Similarly, North Kingstown established a maximum density of twenty-five units per acre in the Post
Road District. Again, the increase over the current four
unit per acre zoning is only allowed through the use of a
TDR provision that helps protect important open space
areas. These initiatives received strong support from
local residents not just because they help protect land,
but also because the resulting densities help to provide
more balanced housing opportunities for all ages and
incomes.
Most towns, for example, are working to increase the
supply of affordable housing - both housing that
meets the state standard for affordability as well as less
expensive market rate units. The cost of land is one of
the largest parts of the developer’s pro forma. If you
can put more housing units on a given piece of land
the cost of land per unit is less. The construction of
roads, water and sewer lines and other infrastructure is
another more or less fixed cost per unit that can drop
dramatically with increased density. Finally, as projects
increase in density the size of the units typically shrinks.
Since the square foot cost of construction is more or
less fixed (at least for a given quality), smaller units cost
less to build, and those savings can be passed down to
the consumer.
There are several good books with photographs of various development types at a given density, including
Visualizing Density, by Julie Campoli and Alex Maclean.
Their work, including a searchable data base of aerial
photographs at different densities, is also available at
the Lincoln Institute’s website: http://www.lincolninst.
edu/subcenters/visualizing-density/.
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Understanding the Real Estate Market
The desire of the town and its residents for particular
uses must be tempered by the reality of the real estate
market. Residents often express a desire for a bank,
pharmacy or small grocery store, while all of these may
be present in the big box center a few miles away. They
may thus never be possible in the proposed village. In
general, Rhode Island’s suburban retail and office market
is over supplied with floor area, except in a few key locations. Smaller service establishments, specialty stores,
restaurants, galleries and the like may find a particular
niche in a village, which may have enough residents to
support a small business, and attract visitors looking
for the village ambiance. Keep in mind that as a rule of
thumb, it takes about 1,000 residential units to support
one block of retail.
One area of the real estate market that seems to be
healthy is smaller one and two-bedroom apartments
and attached townhouses. These appeal to smaller
households, and are inherently more affordable, even
without subsidies. Many village projects incorporate the
traditional shop front buildings with apartments on the
upper stories. Taking advantage of the same footprint,
foundation and utility services, the apartments add relatively little to the expense of construction compared to
a free-standing unit, while providing immediate rental

income. Some village developers are experimenting
with cottage-style development, where small single family homes and duplexes are clustered around a shared
open space, with everyone also sharing a single parking lot. The units are about the same size as a typical
apartment, but very appealing to people who may have
always lived in a single-family house. Overall density can
duplicate that of an apartment building, making for very
efficient use of the land.
Municipal Needs can be an important part of the proposed village, including town offices, library, police, fire,
public works, and schools. As towns consider replacing
or adding these facilities, they are an obvious choice for
the village, where they can provide services for nearby
residents. They can also play a role in jump starting a
village project, especially in that most public facilities
will involve construction of roads, parking lots, sewer
and water systems and other infrastructure that can be
shared with other village uses.
Finally, more general community needs should be considered when weighing options for a proposed village.
These can include parks, playgrounds, ball fields, swimming pools and other forms of indoor and outdoor recreation facilities. In agricultural areas, community gardens,
community-supported agriculture farms are welcome
additions, and farmer’s markets are popular just about

Many of Rhode Island’s original settlements were organized to utilize a particular resource. Above (left to right): the agricultural village of Little Compton,
the mill village of Peacedale, and the harbor village of Wickford. Designed to accommodate various social and economic functions within a particular environment, historic villages like these end up with a unique visual character and sense of place (lefthand aerial photo courtesy Bing Maps).
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anywhere. Services for families revolve around schools,
parks and playgrounds, and day care has become an
important part of the mix in most communities. Many
communities also welcome space for religious institutions, which often themselves offer community services
in recreation, education and child care.
While it may not be necessary or desirable to limit
acceptable uses too early in the process, the size, density
and location of a proposed village will in fact determine
many of the uses that are feasible. Local values and politics also play a role in determining the acceptable range
of size and density. In Exeter, a central idea was that any
increase in density on a proposed village site will only be
allowed through the preservation of farmland and other
resources surrounding the village or elsewhere in Exeter.
In the town’s village overlay ordinance, the developer
would essentially purchase increased density by paying
for the preservation of farmland through a Transfer of
Development Rights process.
Density can also be made more acceptable by building
amenities that increase quality of life within the village.
This is particularly important when a town is trying to
promote redevelopment and infill within an existing village. For existing residents, infill development is often
a threat to their peace and quiet – the answer is creating amenities that will provide tangible enhancement
to their quality of life that can offset potential impacts.
For most people there is little to be gained by having
new neighbors, but if new homes and businesses are
accompanied by parks, playgrounds, ballfields, gardens,
sidewalks, libraries, etc. there is a measurable increase
in quality of life, and property values, that makes up for
what was lost. New villages are often designed around
interior parks and views of protected open space surrounding the village. While owners won’t have a private
4-5 acre mini-estate, each of them shares in the open
space that is created as part of the project.
The quality of the design can also be a powerful way to
offset an increase in density. In the conventional subdivision, much of the investment goes into long roads, driveways, and utility lines. Landscaping is by necessity spread
thin along the roadside. In the village, by contrast, more
of that money can go into higher quality design features.
Granite curbs instead of asphalt, brick sidewalks, attractive
fences and hedges. The same number of trees and shrubs,
planted in a smaller area, will obviously have a bigger
impact. While houses may not be as big as those in a conventional subdivision, the quality of design and detailing
can maintain the value for the developer.
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Village projects are often designed with public amenities and attention to
detail that offsets increased density. A village green creates a focus at Olde
Town Commons in Medfield, MA. Garages are hidden behind the houses off
a rear alley. Careful design and traditional materials and detailing create
a sense of quality and permanence that is carried out into the landscape.
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VILLAGE ECONOMICS
Communities can plan for village redevelopment and
define the location and preferred design for a new village; they can change zoning to promote village density
and character; they can even invest in new roads, sewer
lines and other infrastructure – but that doesn’t mean a
village will actually start to grow. The reason of course
is that any village is subject to regional economic trends
and forces that determine whether development is profitable. As in any type of real estate context, if the demand
for new retail or office buildings, residential units, etc.
exceeds supply, growth may be supported. At the same
time, however, both private and public developers are
restricted by the basic economics of development. The
sale or rental value of the finished buildings must exceed
the (ever-growing) cost of planning, design, permitting
and construction. That value, in turn, is driven by the
market for various types of new homes, in the case of
residential development, or the market for various retail
or office uses.
Market Analysis comprises a series of economic tools
that can be used to understand supply and demand for
each potential village use. Commercial corporations use
market analysis on a daily basis to shape their portfolio of
products and locate new stores or other facilities. Residential developers use market analysis to decide where
to acquire and develop land and what mix of housing
types they should build. Communities can use the same
tools to support village planning, informing decisions
such as allowable mix of uses and density, and whether
to invest in roads, sewers and other shared infrastructure.
Where a market does exist for village development, planners are often concerned about what additional homes
and businesses will mean for the community’s bottom
line. While development increases the tax base it also
requires additional services that can increase the municipal budget, such as road maintenance, sewage treatment, water supply, public safety and education. Fiscal
Impact Analysis is the process of comparing the revenue produced by new development to the additional
costs to the town for these services. It can be done for
an entire town to test the implications of future buildout
under current zoning, or for a particular study area, but in
each case can help determine if future development will
in fact be good for the town.
Keep in mind that in rural or suburban towns where
village-style development is most likely, agriculture,
forestry, recreation and other open space uses are an
important part of the economic picture. As described
below, dozens of studies have found that even though
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VILLAGE ECONOMICS AT A GLANCE
Recent studies have determined that village development can be successful in the market place as well
as having a positive fiscal impact on town finances.
This section describes how market and fiscal analyses
can contribute to the village planning process. It also
contains several case studies to detail the positive fiscal impacts of village development. Some of the key
findings of these include:
 While overall population growth will be flat,
demographic changes will drive demand for
more diverse village housing types, including
apartments and townhouses, as well as smaller
single-family units.
 Compact, mixed-use villages are preferred by
the empty-nesters and young professionals that
drive the real estate market.
 Village development can meet local demand for
residential, retail and office space while helping
to preserve the environment.
 Traditional single-family homes typically cost a
town more in services than they pay in taxes.
 Village development with smaller cottage and
multifamily units typically generates surplus tax
revenue after factoring in town expenses.

these uses pay lower taxes than commercial or residential development, they require so much less in the way
of services that they can have a very favorable impact on
the town’s bottom line. From a market perspective, moreover, agriculture is becoming an increasingly important
economic driver, and the shrinking supply of farmland is
an economic asset that must be carefully managed.
What follows provides an introduction to market and fiscal impact analysis for community planners wondering
how best to take advantage of these economic analysis
tools, but it is not meant to be a step-by-step guide to
the process. Brief case studies illustrate some ways that
Rhode Island communities have used market and fiscal impact analyses to support village planning. Where
possible, links have been provided to connect readers to
more in-depth resources.
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CASE STUDY: EXETER VILLAGE CENTER ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STUDY.
As part of Exeter’s recent village planning effort,
Pamela Sherrill Planning prepared an economic study
of one of the potential village sites on Route 2 in Exeter.
Using data and reports from ESRI Business Analyst, the
study defined demographic and income profiles for
the population living 5, 10 and 15 minutes away from
the site by car.
The study also defined the marketplace conditions for
the area surrounding the potential village site. Organized according to the NAICS, the reports generated
by ESRI define various retail uses, then determine
based on the location of similar uses and demographic
conditions whether there is sufficient demand. This is
expressed as “leakage” and “surplus.” Leakage means
that residents are spending more for products than
local businesses can provide; therefore there money
is “leaking out” of the local economy and being spent
elsewhere – demand exceeds supply. A surplus means
that the local trade area is capturing the dollars available in the local market – supply exceeds demand.
Evidence of leakage is desirable if a potential village
site is to be economically successful. The study found
that some of the uses that would be appropriate for
a village center (defined as having a leakage factor in
excess of 30) include food and beverage stores, including small grocery stores, as well as florists, shoe stores
and book stores. Unfortunately, the fact that these
uses are under-supplied in the area doesn’t mean that
they would be economically successful in the proMARKET ANALYSIS
Knowing the potential market for retail, office and residential uses on a village site helps towns understand how
best to support redevelopment efforts. Market studies
are often commissioned by a local economic development or planning department for a particular corridor
or district. A consulting firm is typically hired to compile data about the study area and prepare the analysis.
Developers have their own staff and methodologies, but
often draw on the same consulting expertise to review
the viability of their projects. In all cases, the depth and
accuracy of the analysis is often directly proportionate
to the time and money available. Still, a general sense of
the market can be gleaned from relatively inexpensive
sources – especially since most studies start with public
census data and national market studies supported by
the federal government.
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A chart generated with ESRI’s Business Analyst shows the
range of household incomes within a 15-minute drive of
the site.

posed village, or that a national chain such as Whole
Foods would consider the site. The study also found
excess capacity at several nearby retail developments,
where space is already permitted and available should
these businesses materialize.
Among the conclusions of the study, finally, was the
idea that the market for new development on the
village site would primarily be driven by residential
uses, focusing on providing a more diverse set of
housing types, including multi-family apartments
and townhouses, than are currently available in Exeter.
As these residential uses develop, they will create a
modest demand for new retail, service and office uses
within the village.
The core activity of village market analysis is estimating
the current supply of commercial floor area or residential
units and determining if there is demand for additional
space. This can include an inventory of existing conditions and classifies retail, office and residential uses in all
their different iterations, with total floor area, vacancies,
etc. Local assessors’ records often include the necessary
data, and with luck it will be linked to GIS maps showing
parcels and building footprints. In conjunction with the
inventory, interviews of local realtors, business owners
and other professionals are often used to understand
the history of the local real estate market and the potential for future growth. This can be very helpful in moving beyond the raw data listing the amount of available
space to an understanding of the quality of that space
and the match (or miss-match) with the market demand.
For example, there could be an abundance of vacant
retail storefronts on Main Street, but the location may
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not meet the needs of regional retail chains, who often
want to be in a location with a high traffic count close to
the Interstate.
When large corporations plan the location for new supermarkets or fast-food outlets, they use data developed by
the US Census to estimate demand within a given area.
This includes detailed information on who lives within
each census tract, including all the usual data on household size, the age and ethnicity of its members, their
income range and level of education. Combined with
maps showing the distance to different population centers, corporations can locate their facilities in places they
know from experience
will succeed based
on access to certain
populations.
Many
will not bother opening a facility unless
they meet certain criteria. The Whole Foods
website, for example,
instructs
potential
landlords that the
company is looking for
locations with at least
200,000 people within
a 20-minute drive, in a
high-traffic area with
a large number of
college-educated residents.

Budget, NAICS classifies businesses into broad categories such as Agriculture, Mining, Finance, Health Car and
Retail Trade, and innumerable subcategories. The US
Census provides basic fact sheets for each state based on
the information they collect in a series of national economic surveys. You can quickly discover, for example,
that Rhode Island had 2007 retail sales of about $12.3 Billion - about $11,646 per capita, as compared to $12,990
per capita for the entire country.
For the specific area of a single village, the US Census collects a remarkably detailed record of the local business
economy through their Economic Census. Conducted

While demand is typi- Business data collected by the US Census is the basis for reports like this one generated by ESRI showing supply and decally a function of loca- mand for a series of potential retail uses in a future village site.
tion and demographics, understanding the current supply of retail, office
every five years – most recently at the end of 2012, the
and residential uses, rental rates and level of vacancy is
Economic Census included sending forms to nearly 4 mila key part of the market analysis. Residential uses are
lion businesses in all U.S. locations and industries. The
typically tracked carefully by the local assessor’s office.
results include a broad array of information on the type
They often have detailed information about the size and
of businesses, sales and other data for every community.
general use for retail and commercial buildings, but typiWhile this information is available for free to anyone (see
cally don’t keep track of the specific businesses within
American FactFinder at www.factfinder2.census.gov)
those buildings. Local economic development agencies,
it takes a certain level of expertise to use it effectively.
Main Street Associations and Chambers of Commerce
Larger cities and towns do some of the analysis in-house,
sometimes keep detailed inventories of businesses, and
while many will hire consultants to look at a particular
a windshield survey can be used to get a snapshot.
area or project. Likewise, corporations and marketing
firms use the data as the basis for additional analysis and
For the larger community and region there is a wealth
mapping for themselves or on behalf of public and priof information gathered by the US Census on economic
vate sector clients.
activity. These data are collected and analyzed using the
North American Industry Classification system (NAICS).
Smaller towns can take advantage of the wealth of cenDeveloped by the Federal Office of Management and
sus data by having a basic market analysis prepared by
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any of several national consulting firms. Depending on
the scope of the project these can be relatively inexpensive – on the order of $50 for a report – and are often
used by planners to inform village planning processes.
Some of the providers include:
 ESRI Business Analyst: makers of the most common GIS software, ArcMap, ESRI created “business
analyst” to combine Census-based demographic
and business data with mapping. Offered as desktop software or a web-based service, it provides data
and custom reports by location.
 Claritas (now part of Neilsen) developed SiteReports
to provide on-line access to US Census data, with
extensive analysis, maps and reports designed to
support business site selection and market analysis.
 Reis: provides quarterly trend analysis and forecasts
of rent, vacancy and inventory for apartment, office,
retail, warehouse/distribution, flex/R&D, self-storage
and senior housing properties in 274 metropolitan
areas and more than 7,000 markets. Includes property-level data collected through telephone interviews with building owners and managers.
The reports generated by these services are typically only
the starting point for a more detailed analysis of conditions surrounding an existing or potential village site.
As described in the case studies, this can be a relatively
cursory look at market conditions for one location, or a
detailed study of an entire town, with extensive public
participation.
GETTING STARTED WITH VILLAGE MARKET
ANALYSIS
Market Analysis begins with understanding the current
business environment, which can start with a straightforward look at business activity and available space:
 Prepare an inventory of land uses in the village or
potential village site, with active and vacant floor
area, lot and building ownership, name and owners
of business tenants, etc.
 Interview business owners to get their sense of the
marketplace, possibilities for expansion, needed
uses or features, etc.
 Purchase a basic market report from one of the
national vendors.
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 Establish a village planning or marketing committee
to assist with the inventory process and define the
scope of needed activities.
 Hold workshops with village stakeholders to start
developing a shared vision for the village and
gather information about desired uses and potential activities.
THE NATIONAL MAIN STREET CENTER
Moving from a simple market analysis to an integrated
marketing and economic development strategy is of
course a long-term endeavor that can demand significant time and resources. A great place to start is the
National Main Street Center, Inc., a program of the
National Trust for Historic Preservation established in
1980. Their Main Street Four Point Approach® “provides
a framework for communities to organize themselves
for success, improve the design of their neighborhoods,
promote their district, and enhance the economic base
of a community” (http://www.preservationnation.org/
main-street/about-main-street/the-center/):
1. Organization – to establish partnerships and cooperation among stakeholders. For the typical local Main
Street Program this means hiring a paid program
director to coordinate volunteer programs, establish
working committees and a board of directors.
2. Promotion – to create a positive image of the community and celebrate its architectural, social and
economic assets and cultural traditions.
3. Design – to preserve what is best about the place
and encourage revitalization of historic structures
and creation of an appealing streetscape.
4. Economic Restructuring – strengthening existing
economic assets while diversifying the economic
base, with an eye toward responding to current and
future needs of the market.
Success in implementing the four point approach is
guided by eight principles:
 Comprehensive – sustainable revitalization requires
activities across all four points.
 Incremental – revitalization starts with simple steps
that build confidence and lead to more ambitious
projects.
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 Self-Help – stakeholders must be willing to shoulder
the load, guided by local leaders.
 Partnerships – the public and private sectors must
work together effectively.
 Identifying and capitalizing on existing assets –
unique features like historic buildings and human
scale create a sense of place.
 Quality – in all elements of the process, from brochures and signage to architectural and streetscape
improvements.
 Change – in both attitude and practice is almost
always necessary.

 Implementation – no matter how small, visible
improvements and activities are essential to moving
revitalization efforts forward.
Rooted in the National Trust’s interest in historic preservation, the work of the Main Street Center is focused on
revitalization of older Main Streets – thousands of which
have declined with suburbanization and changing commercial markets. However the basic principles can apply
as well to new village main streets and are worth exploring. Membership in the National Main Street Center’s
Main Street Network (ranging from $250 to $495 per
year) provides access to a range of on-line resources,
webinars, publications, conferences, etc.

CASE STUDY: WICKFORD JUNCTION MARKET ANALYSIS
In 2013, North Kingstown commissioned 4Ward Planning, Inc. to prepare a market analysis of the Wickford
Junction area, site of a recently-opened commuter
rail station. The firm conducted interviews with local
developers, businesses, real estate brokers and town
staff to identify challenges and opportunities for
development. Using US Census data, they examined
socio-economic trends within the immediate market area as well as the surrounding county and state.
4Ward Planning then utilized Reis Reports and other
data to study trends in the real estate market, including changes in the inventory of available space due to
new construction, vacancy and absorption rates, and
trends in monthly or annual rents.
A major factor in the local market is the inventory of
projects that are already in the pipeline. The study
found that there are over 1,200 new housing units in
permitting or under construction in North Kingstown,
as well as some 280,000 square feet of retail space.
About 950 of the permitted housing units are estimated to be multi-family. 4Ward prepared a supply
and demand analysis to explore the demand for housing within a 20-minute drive, and found that more than
9,800 housing units will be needed within this area by
2017, and nearly 17,000 by 2027. While only part of this
growth will be captured by development at Wickford
Junction, the study suggested that the site is ideally
suited to attract commuters and others who want to
live in a walkable, mixed-use environment.
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A new commuter station and parking garage is expected to drive demand for Transit-Oriented Development
at Wickford Junction (photo courtesy Google Street View).

The study found that:
 Even with little population growth regionally,
there is strong growth in non-family households, which will drive a demand for rental units.
 Relatively affluent empty-nesters and young professionals will drive demand for housing in the
area - with a preference for smaller housing
units close to jobs, entertainment and other amenities.
 While demand for large-scale retail and office uses
will be flat, there is growing demand for small
independent retail and service uses and smallformat office space (2,000-3,000 square feet).
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Main Streets Programs have led the way in developing
tools for market analysis and economic development, but
the principles are applicable to any village project. University of Wisconsin Extension hosts a useful website: : fyi.
uwex.edu/downtown-market-analysis/

DOWNTOWN AND BUSINESS DISTRICT
MARKET ANALYSIS TOOLBOX

structure improvements. Others, including potential
fiscal impacts due to increased demand for police and
fire protection, educational expenses and other town
services, may not be apparent until after growth occurs.
The goal of fiscal impact analysis is to understand the
effect of potential growth on local services and budgets
early in the planning process. It can include studies of
potential growth across the entire community, or focus
on a specific district or project. It can be used to compare
the costs and benefits of a particular proposal or as a way
to test various alternative scenarios and help the community choose the one that creates the most benefit.

 Understanding the Market – presenting tools
needed to develop a basic understanding of the
competitive environment, including trade area
analysis, demographics, business surveys and case
studies.

Used in local, state and federal planning since the 1930s,
fiscal impact analysis tools were first compiled in Burchell
and Listokin’s The Fiscal Impact Handbook in 1978, and
since then have become an important part of the planning process on both the macro and micro levels (Kotval
& Mullen). On the macro level, The American Farmland
Trust developed their Cost of Community Services model
to look at the impact a typical new home has on a community. These studies demonstrate that farmland is a net revenue generator for local budgets, while the typical home
demands more in services than it generates in taxes. On
a micro level, fiscal impact analysis explores the impacts
of particular projects on the community. For example,
in areas of the country where developers are commonly
asked to pay impact fees, Fiscal Impact Analysis is used as
part of the permitting process for individual projects. Even
where impact fees are not required, analyses are often
undertaken to help inform public decision-making about
proposed planning initiatives or zoning changes.

 Analysis of Opportunities by Sector – providing
tools to analyze the business and real estate development opportunities identified in the inventory.
This includes methods for retail and service businesses, restaurants, arts and entertainment, housing, office and lodging.

The methods of Fiscal Impact Analysis vary widely with
the context of each project, reflecting the nature of the
land use and the time and money available for the effort.
Burchell and Listokin identified 6 methods, and since
that time there have been many refinements, but the
basic steps are fairly consistent (Bise):

 Putting Your Research to Work – realistic solutions
for moving forward with revitalization, including
branding and marketing, business retention and
recruitment, niche development and entrepreneurship.

1. Estimate the basis of demand: whether analyzing
the impact of a town-wide build-out or a single project,
zoning and other factors will determine the allowable
number of residential units or the square footage of commercial space. Local or national averages are typically
employed to then generate the number of new residents
or jobs that will be produced, and the related demand for
new roads and other infrastructure.

Another great resource is a collaborative effort of University of Minnesota Extension, Ohio State University Extension and University of Wisconsin Extension, the toolbox
was first developed in 2003 and updated in 2011. It is
based on the economic restructuring principles of the
National Trust Main Street Center, but provides materials without a membership fee. They have developed a
detailed description of the Market Analysis Process with
three major elements (see fyi.uwex.edu/downtown-market-analysis/ ):

FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
Many communities are interested in encouraging growth
and development as a way to increase the tax base, but
worry about the impacts of that growth. Some of these,
such as increased traffic and parking shortages, are fairly
easy to quantify and can often be mitigated with infra-
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2. Estimate Revenue: revenue includes property taxes,
excise taxes, miscellaneous fees, and indirect income
such as state aid that is based on population growth.
3. Estimate Costs: The highest cost for most towns
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CASE STUDY: EXETER VILLAGE FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS, EXETER, RI
In Exeter, which provides few municipal services, the
largest cost to the tax payer is for education, with an
average yearly cost for each student in the school system of $11,743. There is no town water or wastewater
system, nor police department. (All facts and figures
are from Exeter Village Center: Key Economic Development Findings, prepared by Pam Sherrill Planning.)
The purpose of the analysis was to evaluate the potential fiscal impacts of a range of imaginary development
scenarios for a potential village site in Exeter. The
analysis used an Average Cost Approach that assumed
that additional costs would rise incrementally with
each additional home or business. The Conventional
Development Scenario was based on a total of 89
new homes, which is what is possible under the base
zoning for the site:
 Assessed value of a four- bedroom
house on a large lot = $450,000
 Tax rate: $14.16 per 1000
 Annual Tax Revenue = 450 X $14.16 = $6372/year
 Cost of Town Services: Each student costs the town
$11,473.5; annual road maintenance totals $1.29/
foot or $6,811 per mile.

is already paying taxes as undeveloped land (requiring
no town services) and that revenue will be lost and
replaced by taxes paid by the new homes.
 Current annual revenue to be lost: $42,000 (as
reported by Town Assessor).
 Annual deficit from new development: $49,191.
 Total annual cost to taxpayers: $91,191. or
$1,025 per unit.
The village scenario proposed that density be
increased on the Exeter Village site through the use
of Transfer of Development Rights, which for the sake
of the analysis allowed for a total of 356 new homes
in the village. About two-thirds of these would be
single-family homes (generating about .58 students
each) and the remainder would be apartments or
town-houses. These generate many fewer children on
average: only about .05 students per unit. Thus 356
homes in the village would generate just 93 students
(compared to the 207 students we might expect in a
conventional plan. Thus, even if you assume each
house pays lower taxes in the village scenario than
under the conventional plan, the net revenue to
the town is higher:

 Tax Revenue for 89 houses under the Conventional Development Scenario: $6,372/year x
89 houses = $567,108/year in tax revenue.

Annual Revenue:

 Typical house has .58 students x
89 houses = 52 students

 Assessed value of a three-bedroom house on a village lot = $350,000

 Annual Education Cost: 52 students @ $11,473.58 = $596,626

 Annual Tax Revenue for single-family house = 350
X $14.16 = $4,956/year

 Annual Road Maintenance Cost: 15,250
feet of new road @ $1.29/foot = $19,673

 Assessed value of a townhouse or apartment =
$300,000

 Annual deficit: [$567,108 (tax revenue) minus $596,626 (school cost) minus
$19,673 (road cost)] = $49,191.

 Annual Tax Revenue for single-family townhouse
= 300 X $14.16 = $4,248/year

Thus each new house in the conventional plan will,
on average, cost the town $553 dollars per year more
in educational costs and road maintenance than it
pays in taxes. This is only part of the story. Consider
that each property in the potential development area
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 Tax rate: $14.16 per 1000

Cost of Town Services:
 Each student costs the town $11,473.58
 Annual Road Maintenance: $1.29/foot or $6,811
per mile.
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CASE STUDY: EXETER VILLAGE FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS, CONTINUED
Fiscal impact for 356 houses under the Village Development Scenario:
 $4,956/year x 224 single-family houses =
$1,110,144/year in tax revenue.
 4,248/year x 132 multi-family houses = $560,736/
year in tax revenue.
 Total tax revenue:

$1,670,880.

 Single-family generates .39 students x 224 houses
= 86 students (based on regional averages for
smaller single-family houses)
 Multi-family generates .05 students x 132 houses
= 7 students
 93 students @ 11,473.58 = $1,067,042 annual education cost.
 9,700 feet of new road @ $1.29/foot = $12,513.
annual road maintenance cost.

is education, followed by services such as road maintenance, public safety, sewer and water infrastructure,
waste removal and recycling, recreation, libraries and
government expenses. Because many of these costs are
shared by the whole community, the key question is how
to fairly assign a cost for these services to a particular
new home or business.
4. Compare costs to revenue to determine if impacts
are positive or negative.
The six general methods for working through the steps
defined by Burchell and Listoken have multiplied in
the last 30 years, but they still start with two general
approaches: the Average Costing Method and the Marginal Costing Method (Kotval and Mullen):
Average Cost - Per Capita Multiplier Technique: This is
a simple technique that takes the total cost of a service,
such as education, and divides by the number of users.
So if the school budget is $10 million and you have 1000
students, the per capita cost is $10,000. If the total town
budget is $50 million and you have 10,000 residents
the cost per capita is $5,000, and so on. This approach
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 Loss of existing tax revenue: 50 acres out of 500
developed = 10%; 10% of $42,000 existing revenue = $4,200 in lost revenue
 Total costs to town: $1,067,042 (schools) +
$12,513(road maintenance) + $4,200 (lost revenue) = $1,083,755.
 $1,670,880(revenue) - $1,083,755(cost) = $587,125
net annual tax revenue, or $1,649 per unit.
The analysis showed that a single-family home on
a large lot will cost Exeter approximately $1,025
every year. However, the average village residential unit generates an annual surplus of about
$1,649 for a net difference of $2,674 per unit. The big
difference is the lower number of school children predicted in the village. Coupled with the other benefits
of village development, including diversifying housing
opportunities and helping to protect open space, the
analysis helped gain wide support for a new Village
Overlay ordinance, which was adopted by the Town
Council in 2012.

assumes of course that each student or resident has the
same impact, and that every additional user will add to
the costs, rather than just taking advantage of existing
capacity.
Average Cost - Service Standard Technique: this
approach allows towns that are not sure what additional staff or services will be required in the future to
estimate them based on regional averages for similar
communities as defined by the US Census. Therefore if
the national standard for fire personnel is 2 to 2.5 per
1000 population, the town can estimate when growth
will trigger the need to expand the fire department. As
with the Per Capita Multiplier technique, this is a quick
and effective way to get a general idea of the impact of
future growth, but it assumes that similar towns will have
identical needs, and doesn’t take into account the spatial
pattern and interactions between different land uses. It
is perhaps most useful in getting a general estimate of
future staff levels needed to meet the needs of population as the town grows.
Average Cost – Proportional Valuation Technique:
most commonly used to evaluate the impact of commer-
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CASE STUDY: WICKFORD JUNCTION REDEVELOPMENT, NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI
As part of a planning and rezoning effort for Wickford
Junction, North Kingstown hired 4Ward Planning, Inc.
to prepare a fiscal impact analysis. Site of a new commuter rail station and parking garage, Wickford Junction is seen as an ideal location for Transit-Oriented
Development, essentially taking what is now a big box
retail center with Walmart, Staples and other retail outlets and adding a significant amount of housing, office,
entertainment and related uses. The fiscal impact analysis was based on a scenario developed during the planning process that assumed a full build-out of:






170 Apartment Units
58 Cottages
104,050 square feet of retail/dining/entertainment.
205,000 square feet of office
These would be added to 180,000 square feet of
existing retail, dining, and entertainment uses.

4Ward Planning developed the analysis based on local
data for demographics, per capita spending and service requirements and tax rates. They estimated the
likely number of residents and new employees based
on national models. As with all fiscal impact analyses,
each step requires assumptions to be made based on
the given scenario to be tested, using the best available
data and trend information to create multipliers:
 Residential Unit Counts: set by the client for the
purpose of the study at 85% market value, 7.5%
affordable to low-income and 7.5% affordable to
moderate-income households. Assume 60% onebedroom, 30% two-bedrooms, 10% three-bedrooms, for an average of 1.5 bedroom per unit.
 Unit Size: market norms were used to put onebedroom units at 800 square feet, two-bedrooms
at 1,100 SF and three-bedrooms at 1,400 SF, with a
monthly market-rate rent of $1.60, $1.50 and $1.40
per square foot respectively. Low-income units
reduced by a factor of 0.4 and moderate-income by
0.25.


Population Multipliers: based on multipliers developed by researchers at Rutgers University, they
found that full development would generate 414
people, of whom just 22 would be school-age children.

 Data from the Urban Land Institute was used to
estimate the number of employees per 1,000
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square feet of retail and office space, resulting in a
prediction of 1,230 office workers and 225 jobs in
retail, dining and entertainment. They estimated
that about a third of the jobs would go to nonresidents.
 Potential service and capital costs were developed
based on a per capita average of municipal expenditures of $967.
 Education expenses were set at $13,075 per student, based on the average cost, with the caveat
that actual cost per student may only be a few
hundred dollars where there is excess capacity.
 Based on the current number of public safety personnel compared to national metrics for appropriate staff levels per 1,000 population, the study
found that there would be no need for additional
public safety staff.
Summary of Net Fiscal Impact Findings
 Projected Capital Costs: $0 (Project would take
advantage of existing road, wastewater and
school capacity)
 Projected Service Costs: $283,066. ($26,902 for
school expenses, $256,165 for other town services)
 Projected New Revenues: $1,513,980. ($1,453,786
from real estate property taxes, $60,195 Motor
Vehicle Excise revenue.)
The fiscal impact analysis clearly demonstrated
that allowing increased commercial and residential development at Wickford Junction would be a
financial benefit to the town. This is largely due to
the low number of school children typically generated by the proposed housing types, and the relatively
low demands on other public services. The project
also demonstrates the benefits of infill development,
which can take advantage of existing infrastructure
and reduce capital costs. The fact that many residents
will be able to use the train station is an added bonus,
reducing potential traffic impacts. A companion market analysis documented that there was a very soft
demand for new single family homes on large lots but
a very strong demand for smaller residential units in a
village setting.
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cial and industrial development, this approach assigns
costs to new uses in proportion to the share of assessed
value that the use adds to the overall tax base. Like the
other average cost methods, this technique is a simple
way to gauge the likely long-term impact of new development on the community’s bottom line, but assumes
that costs go up in line with each new use.
Marginal Cost – Case Study Technique: this and other
marginal cost approaches differ from average cost techniques in that the analyst uses subjective judgment, local
indicators and capacity assessments to estimate future
costs and revenues. This technique uses interviews with
local staff and officials to determine capacity levels of different departments and assess whether future growth
is likely to fit within that capacity or exceed it. The next
question is whether a temporary or permanent loss of
capacity will require significant upgrades to staff or facilities, and what that will mean for the town’s budget. This
can be a time-consuming process, but allows for a more
nuanced view of how growth will affect local services. It

also calibrates the process to reflect the policies and values of a particular town – the willingness to expand class
sizes, for example, or accept longer response times from
public safety in order to keep costs down, etc.
Marginal Cost – Comparable City Technique: this technique is most useful when the project or expected level
of growth is beyond the experience of the local community – for example, a shopping mall or large multi-family
development. Data from comparable communities is
used to determine the likely ratio between revenue and
costs, and that ratio is then applied to the proposed
project. Care must be taken to ensure that the subject of
the analysis and the case study share similar contexts in
terms of capacity, land uses, etc.
Marginal Cost – Employee Anticipation Technique:
this approach focuses on the impacts of non-residential
growth on costs and revenues. These are expressed as
coefficients that reflect national averages for the typical demand on services from different commercial and

CASE STUDY: COST OF COMMUNITY SERVICES STUDIES
A common argument in favor of development is that it
will increase the town’s tax base and generate needed
revenue to support schools and other services. In the
1980s, the American Farmland Trust began a long-term
effort to challenge this assumption using Cost of Community Services (COCS) studies. The method looks at
typical development across the community, dividing
land use into three categories: residential, commercial/industrial, and agriculture/open space. Using the
same census-derived demographic and economic
data as other types of fiscal impact analysis, the COCS
studies focus on defining the tax revenue per acre generated by each of the three land use types. This is then
compared to the costs of various community services
that each land use type requires.
In their own work and in reviewing COCS by others
across the country, American Farmland Trust has found
that residential development requires an average
of $1.15 in community services for every $1.00 it
pays in taxes. Meanwhile, farmland and other open
space require only $0.35 in services for every $1.00 in
tax, while commercial and industrial uses require only
$0.27. The reason of course is that residential growth
generally increases educational costs, which are typically the largest part of the small-town budget.
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Cost of Community Services Studies are sometimes
criticized for oversimplifying the fiscal impact analysis. They usually use an average cost approach and
often do not take into account potential excess
capacity within a school system or other municipal service. They also focus on rural and suburban
towns where most of the residential development
takes the form of large, family-friendly, single-family
homes. Studies done in Exeter and North Kingstown
determined that smaller residential units in a village
setting, unlike single family homes, are tax positive
for communities. While varying with the context and
specific method of each study, however, the resulting ratios between cost and revenue universally
show that residential development demands more
in services than it pays in taxes, while farmland is a
net revenue generator (Kotval and Mullen).
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CASE STUDY: BARNSTABLE, MASSACHUSETTS
A well-known study in Barnstable, Massachusetts
focused on the impacts of non-residential uses. The
study used data from Urban Land Institute (ULI) and
the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) to compare the
impacts of eight non-residential uses: business park,
office, shopping center, big box retail, specialty retail,
hotel, restaurant and fast food restaurant. Key factors
included:










 Employees per 1000 square feet, which range
from 0.62 for a hotel to 5 for restaurants and fast
food restaurants.

Finally, they subtracted the costs for each use from
the tax revenue generated per 1000 square feet for
each use, discovering that shopping centers, big
boxes, restaurants and fast food establishments
are all net money-losers for the town, while business parks, offices, hotels and specialty retail
all generate an annual surplus. Specialty retail,
which combines relatively high assessed value
with lower costs, ended up generating the best
fiscal benefits for the town.

 Vehicle trips per 1000 square feet, ranging from
12.76 in a business park to 496 for a fast food restaurant.
 EDUs (equivalent dwelling units) per 1000 square
feet, ranging from 0.98 for a hotel to 24.3 for fast
food. (EDUs compare demand for services by
non-residential uses to the demand from a single
home, and typically include sewer and water
usage as well as public safety services.)
Based on recognized standards from national professional organizations, the Barnstable study showed
that typical strip commercial uses generate more
vehicle trips, employees, water use, sewer flows, and
demand for police per 1000 s.f. than other non-residential uses. The study then calculated the average
cost to the town for each employee, vehicle trip and
EDU to arrive at an annual cost for all public expenditures per 1000 s.f.:
industrial land uses. Warehouses, for example, have a
relatively low number of employees relative to assessed
value, and modest demand for services. Fast food restaurants, for example, have many employees and a more significant demand for services. The coefficient associated
for each use, then, is a convenient stand in for the type
of use itself, while the number of anticipated employees
corresponds to the proposed scale of the project.
IMPLICATIONS FOR VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT
While fiscal impact analysis has traditionally been used
to measure the impact of development on the municipal
budget, these studies also provide instructive ideas for
making villages more economically successful, both for
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Business Park		
$ 531
Office			
$ 729
Shopping Center		
$1,158
Big Box Retail		
$ 948
Specialty Retail		
$ 730
Hotel			
$ 259
Restaurant			$1,945
Fast Food Restaurant		
$6,829.

As in the other fiscal impact studies, the applicability of Barnstable’s results to other towns depends on
the alignment of multiple variables. Like revenue, the
predicted raw numbers of employees, trips per day,
water and sewer use and other impacts can be accurately predicted based on national or regional data.
What is less clear is whether the cost of those impacts
will be felt in the same way. If there is ample capacity on roads serving the projects, if private developers
will be making any needed capital improvements to
infrastructure, if local police have plenty of free time,
then fiscal impacts may not be as extreme as predicted in Barnstable.
the town and for the developer. Towns will naturally want
to encourage village planning and design approaches
that increase the tax base while reducing costs of education, road maintenance, public safety and other costs.
Happily, these goals align well with the developer’s
desire to reduce construction and maintenance costs
while producing a desirable place to live and work:
Mixed-use buildings. Village zoning can increase revenue by encouraging construction of buildings that incorporate many different uses within one structure, and
spread out both vertically and horizontally to provide a
range of rental opportunities. Because buildings are not
customized for a particular use, they can be designed to
accommodate a larger range of uses within a more durable structural shell, allowing for a higher level of design
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detail and more expensive (and attractive) materials. This
in turn will make it easier to lease out space over the long
term, attracting businesses that are looking for a more
“upscale” location while also providing for the needs of
smaller firms or those that are just starting out.
High-quality Public Realm. In village settings, higher
value buildings work hand in hand with an enhanced
landscape surrounding the buildings, with attractive sidewalks, parks and public gathering spaces that
enhance the value of the whole project. The usual
sprawling suburban shopping center or office park is
often reduced to a mediocre design simply because it is
so expensive to build the basic infrastructure. By bringing uses together and sharing amenities, the character

and design quality of the whole village can be upgraded
for the same initial investment.
Density and Walkability. While the efficiencies and
design quality of the village approach can enhance revenues, the town can also benefit from lower costs for
municipal services and capital improvements. This could
mean encouraging uses that generate fewer vehicular
trips, use less water and generate lower sewer flows,
have lower numbers of employees per square foot, and
require lower levels of police and fire services. Many of
these goals can be met simply by allowing a more compact, pedestrian friendly environment. Access points,
driveways and parking areas can be consolidated to
encourage walking and reduce maintenance. Public

CASE STUDY: STORRS CENTER, MANSFIELD, CT
Storrs Center is a mixed-use project abutting the campus of the University of Connecticut in Mansfield, CT.
A fiscal impact study was prepared during the planning and permitting process in 2008, and updated
in 2012 after construction was largely completed.
A public/private partnership between a municipal
development agency, the Mansfield Downtown Partnership, Inc., and private developer Leyland Alliance
LLC, the project is slated to include 690 new residential units, 158,000 square feet of retail and 22,000 s.f.
of offices.
The fiscal impact study was conducted on behalf of
the developer by HR&A advisors, a national economic
and real estate consulting firm, and peer-reviewed on
behalf of the town by Economics Research Associates
(ERA). The study found that the completed project
would have an assessed value of $158 million, generating annual revenue of $3.7 million in real estate
property taxes, with an additional $0.55 million in
business/personal property taxes, motor vehicle
taxes and conveyance taxes.
On the cost side, the project was predicted to result
in annual expenditures of $1.2 million in municipal
costs and $0.4 million in net school-related costs.
Town costs per new resident would total $359 per
year, exclusive of any educational expense. Cost per
new worker was found to be about $49 per year. The
study also predicted that the project would require
the town to hire six new police and fire personnel and
an additional 1 ½ Public Works employees, plus additional vehicles and equipment. About 10% of these
costs were attributed to workers, with 90% assigned
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to the residential side of the project. Subtracting
costs from revenue, the project was predicted to
produce an estimated annual surplus of $2.6 million to the Town of Mansfield.
In 2012, HR&A Advisors prepared an updated fiscal impact study that reflected a somewhat revised
footprint, with approximately 340,000 square feet of
residential rental units, 124,000 s.f. of retail and about
63,000 s.f. of mixed-use. They found that these elements add more than $65 million in assessed value to
the town – more than the assessed value of the next
top seven taxpayers combined— with estimated tax
revenue in FY 2015-16 of nearly $2 million.
The study calculated average and marginal costs, as
appropriate, for community services such as general
government, public safety, public works and other
town-wide expenditures, as well as a new intermodal
transportation center. The number of potential school
children was lowered to just 16 in the whole project,
with a net cost to town, after state aid, of $43,339. Total
costs are predicted to be about $655,000 in FY 20162017 and rise to $938,450 by 2022.
As predicted, Storrs Center is a net revenue generator to the town. Some of the surplus will go to repay
the town’s investment of some $2 million in a new
parking garage, road improvements and other infrastructure, but that should be recouped between 2015
and 2017, depending on whether expected state aid
materializes. Between 2014 and 2022 the project
will generate almost $6 million in net revenues.
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roads, sidewalks and infrastructure are all shorter, reducing capital expenses and ongoing maintenance. This also
helps the town to provide for more efficient police and
fire protection. Mixed use can also make more efficient
use of parking: spaces which are used by retail or office
uses during the day can service entertainment and housing in the evening and overnight hours. This allows more
land to be left in its natural state, reducing the costs for
irrigating lawns and minimizing the need to collect and
treat stormwater.
Diverse Housing Choices. A key lesson of almost
every fiscal impact study is that new school children
drive municipal expenses up. Recognizing that children
are a necessary and desirable part of our communities,
villages can help balance the equation by catering to
smaller households, typically by driving construction
of one and two-bedroom residential units. The growth
of the cottage development movement is particularly
promising: units are typically as small as an apartment or
townhouse, but designed as a single family home with
attractive detailing and amenities. The result: like apartments, they generate few school children, but with an
assessed value that will generally be much higher.

been done by similar towns in the region.
 Compile the results of any fiscal impact analyses
done for previous development projects in your
community. How do the predicted results compare
with the actual outcome ?
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Urban Policy Research, Rutgers University.
L. Carson Bise II, AICP, Fiscal Impact Analysis, in Planning
and Urban Design Standards, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
2006.
Dodson & Flinker, Inc., 2011, Exeter Phase II Report
Freedgood, Julia, with Lori Tanner, Carl Mailler, Andy
Andrews and Melissa Adams, 2002. Cost of Community
Services Studies: Making the Case for Conservation.
Northampton, MA: American Farmland Trust.

GETTING STARTED WITH FISCAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS

HR&A Advisors, Inc., 2008 and 2012, Fiscal Impact Study:
Storrs Center, Mansfield, CT

While many towns have chosen to hire a professional
firm to prepare a site-specific or generalized fiscal impact
analysis, there are several ways that any town can begin
the process:

Kotval, Zenia and John Mullin, 2006. Fiscal Impact Analysis: Methods, Cases, and Intellectual Debate.

 Interview education, public works and public safety
staff to get their sense of the potential costs of
new development. What is the capacity of various
departments to do their work effectively? At what
point will the addition of new homes and businesses
require additional staff, hours or equipment? What
is the capacity of the school system, and how will
it be affected by current trends? At what point will
that capacity be used up, requiring hiring additional
teachers or building new schools?

Tischler & Associates, Inc., 2002, Fiscal Impact Analysis of
Residential and Nonresidential Land Use Prototypes, Prepared for the Town of Barnstable, Massachusetts.

 Do a simple Cost of Community Services Study (see
methodologies published by the American Farmland Trust: www.farmland.org/services/fiscalplanning/) to get a general sense of the costs associated
with the typical home or business in the community.
Work with town assessors to determine the average
tax revenue generated by those uses.
 Compile the results of fiscal impact studies that have
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IV. Designing the Village
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS CHAPTER

 Key objectives for sustainable village development

Once the village approach has been adopted as a
part of the local comprehensive plan and zoning ordinances, attention turns to the details of design and
implementation. This chapter provides recommendations for overall village design principles, followed by
an overview of the critical design elements that should
be addressed as part of the process.

 Design of water and wastewater systems.

 General Principles for Village Design – contextual
design, the public realm, connecting to the landscape, and sustainability.
Good design is critical to the success of any village.
Unlike the traditional suburban subdivision, where the
focus is on individual houses, in the village the entire
composition of streets, sidewalks, buildings and landscaping is important to the character and quality of the
whole. Investing in good design and quality materials in
the “public realm” of streets, sidewalks and parks makes
up for the fact that residents may have a smaller individual home and lot. This is why people will often pay
more for a small house in a historic village center than for
a comparable home in a suburban subdivision.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR VILLAGE DESIGN
Individual towns should discuss which aspects of village
design are most important. Some may be most concerned about maintaining historic character and other
aesthetic values. Other communities may care more
about questions of density, affordability or sustainability.
The following themes or general principles are important considerations in designing a village that balances
these different goals:
1. The village should fit the character of the town.
The village should be designed and built in a manner
that is compact, pedestrian friendly, and consistent with
the setting of the community. It should include a mix of
uses appropriate to its location and employ architectural
techniques that reflect local traditions and materials.
The conventional subdivision is prone to a confused mix
of styles, architecture and landscaping, and one looks
the same as a thousand others. Great places, by contrast,
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 Vehicular Circulation, Parking and Complete
Streets
 Architectural Design
 Signage
 Landscaping
 Lighting
balance a diversity of forms, uses and experience within
a unified composition that reflects the character of a particular place. In historic villages this composition often
evolved organically, as the village grew over time. For
new villages, it’s important to select a consistent theme
to help unify many different elements into a pleasing
composition.
This is a common approach for masterplanned communities like Baxter, South Carolina, or Mashpee Commons
on Cape Cod, but harder to achieve with a village made
up of multiple parcels and owners. The first step is to
develop a masterplan showing not just the location of
roads and house lots, but the relationship of buildings to
the street, the location of driveways and parking areas,
trees and other landscaping, sidewalks and bike paths,
and the design of parks, squares and other public spaces.
The design can be based on historic patterns or be more
contemporary, but consistency is important.
2. The village should be organized around the
shared space of the “public realm.”
The village should be designed around the shared public
space of streets, parks, squares, greenways, pedestrian
trails and other open space areas. A key principle of urban
design practice, later codified by the Congress for the
New Urbanism and its adherents, is a focus on the design
of “the public realm.” It grew out of recognition that
the great cities and other places of the world are more
than a collection of famous buildings and monuments,
but really about the way these elements are organized
within the larger network of streets and public spaces.
Rather than dominating the composition, the buildings
serve collectively as walls defining and containing these
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SUSTAINABILITY

The Sustainability Triad

The term “sustainability” has become burdened in
recent years with a great deal of political baggage.
Still, there are few other words which capture the ultimate goal of village development. The Brundtland
Commission’s definition from 1987 remains perhaps
the simplest definition of the term:

John Elkington coined the term “triple bottom line”
in 1997 to advocate that businesses should account
for the environmental and social costs and benefits
of their activities as well as the economic outcome.
The concept of the sustainability triad has been
broadly adopted in sustainability thinking since then,
and is very useful in community planning, which is
always about finding a balance between protecting the environment, promoting economic development and seeing to the social needs of citizens.

“development which meets the needs of current generations without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”
Regardless of your political views on environmentalism, social equity or economic justice, this definition
provides a clear and objective metric for measuring
sustainability: are we making life better for our children and grandchildren, or worse?

SOCIAL
EQUITY

According to the US Environmental Protection
Agency:
“Sustainability is based on a simple principle: Everything that we need for our survival and well-being
depends, either directly or indirectly, on our natural
environment. Sustainability creates and maintains
the conditions under which humans and nature can
exist in productive harmony, that permit fulfilling the
social, economic and other requirements of present
and future generations.”

ECONOMIC
VITALITY

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION

SUSTAINABILITY

spaces. Each street, park and square is carefully designed
to fit the needs of users, balancing the needs of vehicles
with that of pedestrians and bicyclists, and providing for
many different activities within a shared space.

a place that has a functional relationship to its context,
whether that’s for provision of local food and water,
recreation, or to take advantage of economic and social
connections to the surrounding neighborhood.

3. The village should make a connection to the
landscape.

4. The village should be sustainable.

The design of the village should foster connections to the
surrounding landscape and incorporate natural systems,
agriculture, recreation and views into the fabric of the
community. In a rural context, villages should maintain
the essential rural pattern of development surrounded
and separated by significant open space.
Rhode Island’s original settlements were all created in a
specific location for a particular purpose. They grew up
around a resource - farmland, water power, crossroads,
rail line or harbor – and grew organically as social and
economic activity expanded. Most of us no longer make
our living from the land, but we can continue to live in
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The design of the village should support environmental
sustainability by:
 Reducing dependence on the automobile by providing for easy pedestrian access and circulation.
 Reducing energy use through compact design and
energy-efficient construction.
 Protecting existing ecosystems, wildlife habitat and
water quality.
 Preserving the surrounding landscape for food production and other uses.
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KEY OBJECTIVES FOR SUSTAINABLE VILLAGE
DEVELOPMENT
There are several important objectives in planning for
villages that can help achieve the goal of sustainability:
Site Suitability: avoid areas where village development
would have unacceptable impacts to sensitive natural
or cultural resources. Some of these, such as wetlands
and water bodies, are protected under state and federal laws, while features like farm and forest land, scenic
landscapes, etc. are fully developable. Suitability also
involves avoiding constraints such as poor soils or high
water table that will add to the cost of developing a village – and often burden residents and the town with
increased maintenance costs for ever after. A sustainable
site will also be free from hazards such as stream flooding
and coastal inundation, which are projected to have an
increased frequency due to global climate change.
Provide a mix of commercial, residential and civic
uses: The traditional New England village was a selfcontained system, with what planner Benton MacKaye
called the “five senses”- home, business, government,
school and church. While the mix of uses may be different today, having a diverse mix of uses can support many
of the goals of sustainability: reducing energy use by limiting vehicle trips, providing jobs and business opportunities serving local residents, and providing for the social
needs of the community.
Provide Diverse Transportation Choices: In many suburban and rural villages, the number of people is simply
too low to support public transportation systems. Even if
they were higher, residents are no longer commuting en
masse from the suburbs into the city, complicating transit planning. As long as gas prices remain relatively low,
most people will choose the convenience of the automobile. In coming decades, however, fuel prices will continue to rise, and places that are served by bus or rail will
begin to have a distinct advantage in the marketplace. A
“transit-ready” village will be designed so that, when the
time is right, residents can easily walk to a station or bus
stop. It will also have a level of density – perhaps 8 units
per acre - that can support transit service. Commuter
bike routes, park and ride lots, and shuttle van service
can also be part of the village planning process.
Provide Diverse Housing Choices: Trends in the recent
real estate market seem to be following general demographic trends, with increased demand for smaller one
and two bedroom apartments and townhouses rather
than single-family homes. This also reflects the economic
situation, with many people likely staying in smaller units
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because they can’t afford to move up. This provides an
opportunity for village planners to step in and fill a need
in many towns for housing for smaller households, which
can be a great benefit in a town where young people as
well as retirees find it hard to find an apartment or condominium unit. Increasing the mix of housing types in
the village can thus make a project more economically
successful, while at the same time providing housing
choices for people who might otherwise have to leave
the town entirely.
Use Energy Efficient Design and Materials: The compact nature of the village reduces the energy required
to build, maintain and get around the community. During the masterplanning process, attention to site planning can help to reduce energy usage further by taking
advantage of sheltering masses of vegetation to block
winter winds, orienting houses to optimize solar exposure, and planting trees for summer shade. While an
energy-efficient home or business doesn’t have to be in
a village, a village is more likely to include attached units,
apartments and smaller single-family structures that are
inherently more energy efficient. Several village projects
have also employed shared heating systems that service
multiple homes from a single geothermal system or
wood-fired boiler.
Adopt Environmental Performance Standards: There
are several systems for rating the environmental performance of buildings and sites, of which LEED is perhaps
the best known. LEED for Neighborhood Development
(LEED-ND) is a recent addition to the LEED rating system
with direct application to the village model. The LEEDND rating system is divided into three categories: Smart
Location & Linkage, Neighborhood Pattern & Design,
and Green Infrastructure & Buildings. All three have
prerequisites which are required of all projects and additional credits which reward performance. There also are
ten additional points for Innovation and Design Process
(exemplary performance and innovative performance)
and Regional Priority Credits.
Smart Location & Linkage focuses on WHERE the project is built. This section looks at the broader context of
the project, as well as how sensitive features within or
near the project are addressed. The prerequisites outline
where the project cannot be located in order to preserve
prime farmland, wildlife habitat, wetlands, and other
places we want to save. At the same time, projects are
encouraged to locate in existing areas near services or
transit.
Neighborhood Pattern & Design looks at HOW the project is laid out. This section promotes compact, intercon-
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DESIGN OF WATER AND WASTEWATER
SYSTEMS
The lack of shared water supply and wastewater treatment systems is probably the biggest barrier to village development in rural Rhode Island. In good soils
conditions, lot sizes can be reduced to perhaps half an
acre and still accommodate an individual well and an
onsite waste water treatment system (OWTS), and to as
little as a quarter of an acre if there is public water. Creative approaches to wastewater treatment have been
explored by URI Cooperative Extension, including the
use of cutting-edge OWTS technologies applied to sites
in the village of Chepachet, serving lot sizes in some
cases less than 5,000 square feet. The town of Glocester
continues to study options for Chepachet, including the
idea of small decentralized systems – essentially larger
versions of an individual home wastewater disposal system that treat sewage from a multiple homes, but not
the whole village.

The LEED rating system is divided into three categories: Smart Location &
Linkage, Neighborhood Pattern & Design, and Green Infrastructure & Buildings. All three have prerequisites which are required of all projects and
credits which reward performance. There also are ten additional points for
Innovation and Design Process (exemplary performance and innovative performance) and Regional Priority Credits.

nected developments. It includes standards designed to
promote construction of neighborhoods with a unique
character, and which include a variety of uses and building types that reflect local tastes. This section promotes
neighborhood design that includes plenty of opportunities for residents, workers, and visitors to meet and build
community, such as parks, farmers markets, and plazas.
Finally, the Green Infrastructure & Buildings section
focuses on measures that can reduce the environmental
impacts associated with the construction and operation
of buildings and infrastructure. It promotes more efficient energy and water use, building on the extensive
standards for Green Building design that are at the core
of the LEED system.
The LEED certification process and criteria are maintained
by the US Green Building Council. The LEED ND manual
is available at: http://www.usgbc.org/resources/leedneighborhood-development-v2009-current-version

Cooperative Extension at the University of Rhode
Island has extensive materials on its website on
the subject of water supply wells and wastewater
treatment Of particular relevance to village planning is their report: A Creative Combination: Merging Alternative Wastewater Treatment with Smart
Growth, available at : http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/
NEMO/Publications/PDFs/WW.Creative%20Combination.pdf
Shared wastewater treatment systems and community wells are easier to plan and install in new villages,
where a careful analysis of existing conditions can help
to identify areas with the best soil, slope and drainage
conditions, and where it’s easier to place wells in areas
protected from potential contamination. Planning level
analyses can be prepared using readily available data
from Rhode Island Geographic Information Systems
(RIGIS) to “screen out” soil types, geologic deposits, and
other natural features that would make it difficult to yield
adequate amounts of drinking water from subsurface
aquifers or to dispose of high volumes of wastewater into
subsurface deposits.
One of the most important factors in any development is
an adequate supply of safe drinking water. Rhode Island
is lucky to have plentiful water supplies, but not all are in
the places where they are most needed for new development.
Residences in most villages outside the urban core are
served by private wells, and businesses that serve the
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public, such as restaurants and motels, are served by
public supply wells that were granted licenses by grandfathering when regulation of public water was first initiated. Most of these could not be approved under today’s
standards, and some are even now experiencing water
quality issues. This makes new development difficult,
and change of use from residential to commercial virtually impossible.
The best option, if there is an opportunity to pursue it,
is to extend a line from an existing licensed public water
system that has surplus water. The existing system
would need to have adequate technical, managerial and
financial capacity to provide water to the intended population, and the quality and quantity to allow for development.
A second option is to develop a new licensed public
water system to serve existing and new development.
A new system will most likely need some public money
up front, but should be supported by rate-payers over
the long term. The process of creating a new system can
seem onerous, but can be broken down into the component steps.
1. Community support is necessary to begin the process.
Public health will be better protected, businesses will
see more opportunities, and property owners will see
their values increase, but these advantages may need
some explaining and promotion.
2. The management structure of the new system must
be determined, and grant money or other funding
must be sought to develop the system. Non-profit
groups such as the Rural Community Assistance
Partnership (http://www.rcap.org/) and Atlantic
States Rural Water and Wastewater Association
(http://www.asrwwa.org/) can help.
3. A likely spot for a source well must be identified.
The property should have a willing seller, be well
protected from development, and have water of
adequate quality and quantity.
4. The proposed source location must be approved by
the Office of Drinking Water Quality at the Department of Health (DWQ). Once the well is drilled,
pump-tested and sampled for the required contaminants, it will be approved for use as a public supply well, and construction of the water system can
begin.
The townwide screening-level analysis should not be
used to eliminate a site as a potential village location,
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
Guidelines covering the many aspects of village
design are often developed to support zoning for
a particular district or village site. Customized for
the specific location and community context, guidelines can help clarify community goals for both the
function and appearance of various village elements. They simplify the review process by letting
the developer know exactly what the town wants,
and provide objective criteria that the planning
board can use to review applications. They also play
an important role in helping residents understand
and accept the village approach. Some examples
include:
Exeter Village Design Manual: http://www.town.
exeter.ri.us/Village%20Design%20Manual%20
for%20web.pdf
Shannock Design Guidelines: http://www.richmondri.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/288
Jamestown Pattern Book and Design Guidelines:
http://www.jamestownri.net/plan/DGbook.pdf

but it can certainly identify the most likely limitations on
density. Additional site investigation will be necessary to
understand the true implications, which may have more
to do with increased costs to build the systems and a
lower limit on total number of units and/or density.
DESIGN FOR VEHICULAR CIRCULATION,
PARKING AND COMPLETE STREETS
The potential increase in traffic is a frequent issue for
residents living near any possible village site. The volume of traffic generated is one aspect of development
that can be predicted with a fair degree of certainty. The
Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Trip Generation
Manual predicts the number of vehicular trips generated
by various land uses, based on more than 5,500 studies
of sites across the country. This can quickly generate a
number of additional trips-per-day that can be used to
estimate whether there will be significant impacts on
roads or intersections leading to the project site. Many
state highways and major intersections have data available for trips per day and per hour, turning movements
and the like that have been collected over the years for
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various land uses, and these can be used as a baseline
for existing conditions. These can be used for town-wide
screening analysis to see if any roads or intersections
would need major upgrades to serve a village.
The potential design of the village should also play a role
in the analysis. While a commercial strip may have multiple driveway entrances and no connections between
lots, a village is usually designed with an interconnected
street system and a limited number of entrances onto
local roads. A village approach also offers the opportunity for use of alternative means of transport that
can reduce individual vehicle trips. Finally, the village
scenario can have a dramatic impact on reducing the
number of vehicle trips generated; mixed-use walkable
communities have been shown to reduce vehicle trip
impact over their conventional single-use development
counterparts by up to 40%. The mix of serves within the
village and any provision for public transit will obviously
greatly affect the number of vehicle trips generated.
All villages should be designed with an efficient system
of roads and parking areas that fits the proposed uses
while minimizing the amount of pavement and reducing the impact of the automobile. Wherever possible,
Cul-de-sacs and dead end streets should be avoided in
favor of streets that have multiple connection points to
other streets, creating a grid system. This allows roads
to be as narrow as possible, while still accommodating a
high volume of traffic and providing alternate routes for
public safety vehicles.
Another concept is the creation of a street hierarchy, with
each street cross-section carefully designed to serve the
uses along the street. A single village, for example may
have several different street types within a relatively
small area, for example:
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The street cross-section above accomodates multiple forms of transportation, a key element of the Complete Streets concept.

 A central commercial street with parking on both
sides to serve street-front businesses as well as providing visitor parking for apartments.
 Residential streets with parking on both sides.
 Secondary streets that are narrower, with parking on
one side.
 Alleys, perhaps just 16 feet wide, providing access to
garages at the rear of lots.
The Complete Streets concept has emerged in recent
years to describe the idea of streets that accommodate
all forms of transportation, including automobiles, buses,
bicycles and pedestrians. Communities that adopt a
Complete Streets policy expect “transportation planners
and engineers to routinely design and operate the entire
right of way to enable safe access for all users, regardless
of age, ability or mode of transportation” (Smart Growth
America). There are many types of complete streets,
and no one-size-fits-all solution, so the concept can be
applied to rural hamlets as well as busy downtowns.
Rhode Island adopted complete streets legislation in
2012, requiring that
“When the state of Rhode Island constructs or modifies roads and highways, the relevant department
must consider complete street design features that
facilitate safe travel by all users that expands upon currently accepted state and federal design requirements
to accommodate all users, including current and projected users, particularly pedestrians, bicyclists and
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Cap
Base

Body

Historic New England villages typically exhibit a pleasing variety of building types,
sizes, shapes and details as a result of centuries of growth and change. At the same time
there is a certain consistency and repetition
in shapes, colors, materials, etc. that unifies
the overall composition.

individuals of all ages and mobility capabilities. These
features of complete street design shall include, but not
be limited to, sidewalks, paved shoulders suitable for
use by bicyclists, lane striping, bicycle lanes, share the
road signage, “road diets,” roundabouts, crosswalks,
pedestrian control signalization, bus pull outs, curb
cuts, raised crosswalks and ramps and traffic calming
measures” (2012 – H 7352).
While the legislation applies only to state projects, the
goal of accommodating all users through a variety of
integrated approaches is a useful guide to creating a
pedestrian- and bike-friendly village.
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Traditional “Main Street” buildings follow
time-tested approaches to articulating the
building’s base, body and cap. Horizontal
elements typically separate each element;
the body should constitute at least 50% of
the buildings total height. While most commonly applied to flat-roofed structures with
parapets (near left), these proportions can
also apply to structures with pitched roofs
(far left).

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
The design of buildings is crucial to the character of a
village, but rarely discussed in local zoning and other
regulations. The extent to which a community specifies
particular architectural styles or treatments needs to be
determined as part of the townwide village planning
process. There is generally the greatest concern about
architecture in historic villages, where infill projects have
the potential to drastically alter existing character. Many
towns throughout New England have established local
historic districts with architectural regulations for this
purpose.
VILLAGE GUIDANCE MANUAL

In all villages there are certain key architectural concepts
that should be considered:
Location, Orientation and Entrances:
Village buildings should generally be oriented with a
clear relationship to the street, usually with the building
close to the sidewalk and parking hidden behind. They
should define and dignify public spaces, whether street,
sidewalk, square or park. Entrances should be clearly
marked, not just with signage by incorporating architectural features that draw attention to the entrance. These
features may include covered porches, planters, porticos,
recessed doorways, awnings, and/or different sidewalk
surface treatment. Commercial buildings may have
more than one principal façade and/or entry where more
than one side of the building fronts on public space.
Building Height and Scale
The height of new structures should be compatible with
the surrounding buildings, if any, and in keeping with the
context of the surrounding town. Human scale should
be the basis for determining the overall scale of new
structures, and the scale of the façade should relate to
the scale of the streetscape. Uniformity of height along
the streetscape is generally to be avoided, but each part
should relate to the whole.

building is divided up into separate elements. It is an
important architectural technique, in that it allows a
large building which otherwise would be out of scale
with its context to be broken onto smaller masses and
shapes which relate better to that context and to the
human form. This is particularly important in rural areas,
where a long history of essentially hand-made buildings,
walls, fields, fences and other elements has produced a
comfortable, “human scale” environment.
Articulation can apply to the height of a building, with
multistory buildings dividing into a base, body and cap.
It can also be reflected in the division of long facades
or rooflines into separate sections – generally not more
than 50 feet wide – by breaks in form, changes in materials or the use of porches, awnings or other elements.
Roofs
Roof design is critical to the overall character of a building.
Building facades should not just terminate, but should be
integrated into the design of the roof as part of the overall
expression and character of the structure. Depending on

Articulation
Articulation, from the latin articulare: “to divide into distinct parts,” refers to the manner in which the mass of a

Entrances should face the principal public space, and be clearly identifiable.
Celebration of the front door with extra design attention is a tradition that
goes back thousands of years.
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Vertical orientation is preferred
for all fenestration, whether or not
traditional forms and materials are
used. Where larger openings are to be
filled with glass, the area should be
subdivided to provide some articulation of the opening.

Storefront windows should offer unobstructed views of window displays and/or the interior of the building. This should be reinforced
with lighting that illuminates the interior and highlights displays
while avoiding glare in the eyes of window shoppers.

the context of the village, roofs should follow traditional
New England models, generally with a steep pitch allowing an attic space that can be made usable through the
use of dormers. Flat roofs are acceptable when integrated
into a traditional main street block, with the façade terminating in a strong cornice or parapet.
Recent growth in the use of “green roofs,” solar collectors and photovoltaic panels has created a challenge in
village design and historic preservation. Generally they
are to be avoided facing principal streets and public
spaces, and where possible hidden on rear-facing roofs
or facing parking areas. Where they are to be allowed
at all they should be carefully integrated into the overall
design of the building and not simply ”stuck on” as an
afterthought.
Fenestration
The proportions, detailing and distribution of windows
are especially prominent elements of the building’s
character and vocabulary. The composition of windows
across a building’s façade (and other elevations) shall
be deliberate and pleasing. Windows should generally
be vertically proportioned, with a minimum width-toheight ration of 1:2. Where wider openings are desired
multiple windows should be placed next to each other.
Large uninterrupted window glass panes are discouraged unless appropriately integrated into commercial
façades with other smaller windows and articulating
features.
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Windows should be designed to reduce energy costs
through good seals and insulation, low- emissivity
glass, etc. Design for solar gain in winter, opening windows in summer, and natural lighting are encouraged.
Tinting or reflective coatings should be discouraged so
that windows remain transparent, especially groundfloor windows facing public areas. For the same reason
storefront windows should not be backlit or covered
with signage.
Porches, Arcades, Canopies and Awnings
The use of porches and arcades to shelter building
entrances and connect buildings is encouraged as a
way to provide for pedestrian use and comfort and add
interest to the streetscape. Unlike permanent porches
and canopies, they can be retracted to allow more light
into front windows – which is useful in the cooler, darker
months. Like more permanent structure, however they
should be carefully integrated with the design of the
building facade, with authentic materials and study construction. Stormwater management should be carefully
planned.
Awnings and Canopies should be designed with simple
shapes, integrated with the façade of the building, and
consistent in character across multiple buildings or
storefronts. Round or bullnose shapes are to be avoided.
Both fixed and retractable awnings should be no lower
than 8 feet above the sidewalk. Backlit awnings should
be discouraged.
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SIGNAGE
Signs should make a positive contribution to the general
appearance of the district, and should be compatible
with the building and its neighbors. They should not
compete with each other for attention, but focus attention on each business or other use in turn, allowing for
visitors to easily find their desired destination. In most
cases light letters on a dark background are preferred.
Size and Location
Signs should only be big enough to serve the needed
purpose and scaled appropriate to the building façade
and/or use they describe – generally lettering from
8” – 14” is large enough to be seen from across the
street. Wall mounted or projecting signs should typically be located above the ground floor storefront and
just below the second floor windows. Signs should not
obscure architectural features or windows and should
be integrated with the design of the building.
Wall signs should be organized within a signboard or
frieze integrated into the overall façade of the building. Projecting signs are ideal in pedestrian areas, and
can have traditional been used in creative ways, using
images that visually represent the goods or services
provided on the premises. They should be centered on
a vertical pier or column, not centered on a wall opening such as a door, window or storefront. Window signs,
meant to be seen by pedestrians from a few feet away,
should complement and not obscure window displays.
Signs painted on the glass are acceptable if carefully
planned and executed. Signs that look temporary and
cover large areas of storefront windows should not be
allowed. Signage on awnings should be permitted only
on the apron portion of the awning for business identification or to advertise particular goods and/or services.
The number of signs on a façade should be kept to the
minimum necessary to effectively communicate the
messages being conveyed. “Less is more”: too many
signs not only compete with each other, they also
detract from the appearance of the district and can
cause customers to block out the messages entirely.
Where multiple signs are needed in order to list tenants or uses in a building, they should be consolidated
within a single area with a clear, understandable hierarchy. Signage above the sills of second story windows
should be confined to painted letters on window glass,
provided that these signs advertise the organizations
therein and are compatible with the architecture of the
building.
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Contrasting colors and lettering between 6” and 12” in height allow signs to be
easily read from across the street or a moving car.

Materials
All signs should be made of durable, high quality architectural materials, with forms and colors that are compatible with the associated structure. Traditional wood,
metal, or glass signs are preferred, while composites
which look like wood and can be carved are also acceptable. Color should be compatible with the color of the
building and its neighbors.
Lighting
Signs should not be internally illuminated, backlit, or
use channel lettering. Illumination shall be projected
onto signs, preferably from above, and directed away
from pedestrians or vehicles. Electronic message signs,
flashing signs, etc. should be avoided, while neon signs
should be used carefully, and only as part of a larger plan
and design scheme for a commercial area.
Incandescent spot or flood lighting attached to the
building façade should be spaced appropriately to illuminate the full area of the sign. Fixtures that contribute
the design of the façade, such as gooseneck lamps or
other decorative elements, are preferred. Fluorescent
lights should be shielded to hide the light source, and
should be color balanced to retain the color of the sign
and building façade if necessary. Use of light-emitting
diode (LED) fixtures is encouraged as long as the source
is shielded from view and the intensity, coverage and
color of the light matches traditional light sources.
Free-standing signs may be appropriate for roads or
driveways which provide access to complexes of uses
and buildings within the village. No such major entrance
sign shall be permitted for individual uses or buildings.
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Such free standing signs should generally be less than six
feet in height above the ground and should not be larger
than thirty or forty square feet in sign display area per
side. They should incorporate design details, materials,
and colors of the associated buildings. Their base or support elements should be integrated with the surrounding environment and should incorporate ornamental
landscaping where possible.
LANDSCAPING
Every potential village location in Rhode Island is embedded in a larger ecosystem, and filled and surrounded by
features that have been created over centuries of human
activity. Landscaping within the proposed village should
reflect this historic character, and respond to opportunities suggested by the surrounding landscape. The following are important overall goals:
Spatial definition: Trees and other landscape plantings
should be used to reinforce the pattern of private and
public spaces -- not just for decoration. The landscape
should enhance the sense of place, creating a humanscale and pedestrian-oriented environment.
Screening and framing: Plantings and site features
should promote and increase design compatibility
between different land uses, while ensuring attractive
views from streets and adjacent properties. These site
features should shield adjacent properties from potentially adverse impacts of development.
High quality materials are encouraged, providing an
expression of concern for the quality of the pedestrian
experience and the perception of timelessness.

Projecting signs provide an opportunity for creating a work of art that conveys both the identity and spirit of the business within. Coordinated with
other elements of the facade, they have a comfortable human scale and
enrich the character of the streetscape.

Sustainability: The reliance on one species is discouraged to reduce the risks and prevent spread of blights
and pests -- although massed plantings of the same
variety may be allowed for design purposes. For most
situations, plans should focus on the use of native and/
or drought tolerant plants, and minimize the clearing
and grading of existing vegetation. No invasive species
should be permitted.
Parking lots and driveways
Parking lots should be planted with large shade trees and
landscaped to provide visual relief, minimize the amount
of glare, noise, and heat, block wind, and support safe
patterns of circulation. This requires canopy trees growing in enough permeable soil to thrive. To that end, at
least 5% of the interior of any parking lot shall be main-
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tained with landscaping (trees and shrubs) in islands
and/or medians at least ten feet wide.
Parking lots visible from streets or public pedestrian ways
should be screened with attractive fences and plantings.
Opaque screening should be required for at least 75% of
the parking area between streets or public pedestrian
ways. Shrubs, plantings, hedges or walls should provide an opaque screen or barrier for the first three feet of
height within three years of planting.
Streetscape
The planting of trees along public streets or the retention of existing natural vegetation should enhance
the appearance of the village, enclose and define the
streetscape and reinforce the pattern of spaces. Special
plantings may highlight significant sites, gateways and
entrances. The streetscape itself should be designed to
minimize conflict between trees, roadways, sidewalks,
sight distance, and streetlights.
Street trees should be planted in sufficient numbers and
close enough together to form a continuous canopy at
maturity. They shall be large deciduous trees, unless the
use of smaller trees is required due to other considerations.
Landscape plantings can be used to bring a human-scale
to large buildings while enhancing the character of each
site. Whether placed against the building wall in a traditional manner, or between the building wall and the
vehicular use area, the plantings should be designed
to soften hard edges and create human-scaled spaces.
Perimeter plantings should visually break up the mass of
buildings and pavement, located between sidewalks and
buildings or between parking areas and sidewalks.
LIGHTING

Lighting and light fixtures should be designed as an integral part of the
pedestrian realm. Poles and fixtures for street, parking and pedestrian
lighting should be consistent within each area, but need not be identical
throughout the district. Lighting for signs, building facades, and window
displays should be considered as part of the overall plan for illuminating the
streetscape.

IV. DESIGNING THE VILLAGE

Lighting should be provided at the minimum level that
will provide for reasonable comfort and security, with
an average illumination of 1-2 foot-candles and a maximum of 5 foot-candles to reduce “hot spots.” All lighting
should employ full cut-off fixtures with color-corrected
lamps to minimize glare, reduce light trespass and avoid
polluting the night sky. The reflectivity of building surfaces and pavement should be considered when designing lighting in order to reduce reflection of light into the
night sky. All lighting should wherever possible incorporate timers or other devices to turn off lights when not
needed. Flood or area lighting is not acceptable.
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Street and Parking Lot Lighting
Except in the case of decorative fixtures designed to
complement the streetscape, all lighting should employ
cut off elements to project light downward. A larger
number of medium-wattage streetlights is preferable to
generalized illumination by bright lamps located high
above street level. Area floodlights that use high-glare
lamps should not be permitted. Metal halide or similar
color-corrected lighting shall be used whenever possible. Indirect lighting of facades, vegetation and signage
is encouraged.

Poles and fixtures should be
designed as complementary units,
with both elements consistent
with the design of the streetscape
and surrounding buildings. Short,
pedestrian-scale light poles are
preferred to tall, high-wattage
fixtures.

Height of Fixtures
Fixtures should be mounted at a height appropriate to the
scale of the buildings and to support a pedestrian-scale
streetscape. Wall Mounted fixtures should be mounted
no higher than 12-15 feet above grade, depending on
the size of the building. Pole mounted fixtures should be
no higher than 15 feet above grade.
Building Lighting
Indirect lighting of facades and decorative elements
should be encouraged. Lighting of entrances, sidewalks,
and parking areas should be accomplished with recessed
fixtures under eaves and porches to minimize glare. Window displays should be illuminated with shielded accent
lights. Interior lights should not create glare that shines
out windows and doors.
Hours of Operation
Except as needed for site safety or security, all external
lighting, including lighting accessory to authorized signs,
should be extinguished one half hour after the facility is
closed for the business day. Such lighting may be timed
to resume one half hour prior to the arrival of the first
employee on the premises.
Light Source
No outdoor light fixtures using high pressure sodium
vapor or mercury vapor lamps should be allowed. The
use of LED and fluorescent lighting is encouraged as long
as the intensity, coverage and color of the light matches
traditional light sources.
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V. Successful Village Development in Other States
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS CHAPTER
Communities around the country are using the village
model to provide for continued growth while helping
to protect their natural and cultural resources. This
chapter presents case studies that include:

PURPOSE OF THE CASE STUDIES
As described in Chapter 2, there is a growing list of village development examples within a short drive from
Providence, ranging from redevelopment of historic villages to entirely new mixed use centers. Many were first
envisioned as part of a town planning process. Some
include conservation of open space as part of the development process. Few, however, do all of these things at
once. In looking for additional examples from outside
the region, this project focused on those that succeeded
on multiple levels, and also represented a scale of development that could be duplicated in Rhode Island. While
there are many villages that are planned or partially
built, another objective was to assemble case studies
of villages that are well along, if not complete. Twelve
candidates were identified that met these criteria, six of
which are described in this chapter: three representing
revitalization of existing villages, and three describing
new villages.

 Revitalization of Existing Villages - showing how
three communities have used the village approach
to expand an existing center or revitalize declining
older villages.
 Development of New Villages – showing how the
village approach can be used to protect farmland
and other open space while creating a vibrant
new center.
have fewer residents and businesses than they did in
the 19th Century, creating an opportunity for revitalization and infill development.
Across the country, there are many examples of historic
villages that are undergoing revitalization as residents
and businesses rediscover the resources and amenities
that drew people to them originally. The three examples
described here each have been successful in bringing
vitality and beauty back to a historic center. Just as
importantly they show how village revitalization can be
coordinated with town and region-wide planning efforts
in transportation planning, economic development and
conservation. By thinking of villages in terms of these
larger systems and relationships, planners have been
able to take advantage of underlying functional connections that helped villages succeed historically, and which
give them a key advantage in the post-suburban era.

Case Studies

REVITALIZATION OF EXISTING VILLAGES

Revitalization of Existing Villages

Almost always, historic villages were located to take
advantage of particular resources, such farmland or
waterpower, or transportation connections, such as
a crossroads, harbors or railroad stations. Established
before the automobile, most were compact and walkable by definition. Over the course of the 20th Century,
however, many historic villages lost their focus as they
were inundated by the rising tide of auto-driven suburbanization, and even rural villages lost their dependence on the surrounding landscape. Commercial uses
abandoned the villages in favor of more central locations – often near the interstate highways – and schools,
post offices, libraries and other community facilities
left villages for sites with more space and better road
access. In many communities, historic villages today

 Weatherstone Village, Chester County, PA
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 Cherry Hill Village, Canton Township, MI
 White River Junction, VT
Development of New Villages
 Old York Village, Chesterfield Township, NJ
 Middle Green Valley Specific Plan
 Clarksburg, Montgomery County MD
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For the Weatherstone village in Chester County, PA,
developers were planning for the site at the same time
that the township and county were developing plans for
the adjacent historic hamlet. The project will eventually
become one neighborhood within the larger plan. The
location of roads, buildings, parks and open space work
well for Weatherstone, but also fit in seamlessly with the
concept for the whole area. Cherry Hill Village, in Canton
Township, MI, serves a similar function, but its particular
strength is showing how an historic hamlet surrounded
with scattered suburban uses can grow into a mixed-use
town center, much as the hamlet would have grown into
a village if the same development potential existed a
century ago. Finally, White River Junction, Vt. Shows how
a town can plan for village revitalization, leveraging a
state growth centers program to improve the economic
viability of private redevelopment efforts.
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW VILLAGES

clustered around a new mixed use center on a declining
suburban commercial strip.
The case studies that follow are organized around a
series of themes. First, they describe the planning context of the project; how does it fit into plans for the
surrounding town, county and region? Second, they
explore the masterplan concept; how were buildings,
roads, parking and open spaces organized and how were
these decisions made? Third, the case studies describe
the detailed design strategies for private house lots as
well as the “public realm” of streets, sidewalks, parks and
civic buildings. Next is the conservation component:
how did the project work to protect farmland, wildlife
habitat and other sensitive features? Finally, each case
study describes the zoning that guides development on
the site, as well as any special infrastructure approaches
that were needed in order to service new homes and
businesses in the village.

Some communities never had village centers. In others
the existing villages are already built-out, or have historic
or environmental resources that limit growth. As a result,
some towns have worked to identify areas suitable for an
entirely new village. The goals driving these efforts can
be diverse. Sometimes towns are looking for a way to
create a more successful concentration of commercial
activity that will be more functional than the typical lowdensity commercial strip, and attract businesses that are
looking for a more attractive pedestrian environment.
Other towns are focused on diversifying their housing
stock, recognizing that existing single-family subdivisions can’t meet the needs of small households made
up younger people just starting out or retirees looking
to down-size.
The three examples that follow meet both these objectives, while also helping to preserve open space in the
surrounding countryside. For Old York Village in Chesterfield Township, NJ, on the basis of an overall conservation/development plan, the township designated an area
of 570 acres near the NJ Turnpike as a new village with
1,250 homes on relatively small lots. In order to build at
the density envisioned by a detailed village master plan,
developers were required to purchase the development
rights on designated farmland areas elsewhere in the
township. This Transfer of Development Rights (TDR)
approach has saved more than 2,500 acres of farmland.
The Middle Green Valley Specific Plan in Solano County,
CA envisions another new village that will use TDR to
save the save the natural and cultural resources of in a
rural area Finally, the village of Clarksburg in Montgomery County, MD features a series of new neighborhoods
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WEATHERSTONE
Overview: Weatherstone is a mixed-use village of 273
homes and 240,000 square feet of commercial space,
including a branch of the county library. Like many rural
village projects, the residential element has a more certain market and has been leading the project, with much
of the commercial component on hold until demand
picks up. In addition to a high level of design quality,
the project is embedded in a larger plan for the adjacent
hamlet, which is itself part of a county-wide scheme to
direct growth away from farmland and other open space
and into a series of growth centers.
Planning Context: The 300 acre site is adjacent to Ludwigs Corner, an historic hamlet that has been identified
as a rural growth center in Chester County’s comprehensive policy plan, Landscapes 2. Adopted in 2009, the plan
provides a vision for growth and conservation in what
has become the fastest growing county in Pennsylvania.
Central to the plan is the Livable Landscapes map, which
identifies six types of landscapes: growth areas include
urban landscapes, suburban landscapes and suburban
centers; while rural resource areas include rural landscapes, agricultural landscapes and rural centers. The
various landscapes were mapped out through an overlay
process that created separate maps for natural features,
agriculture, cultural features and so on. An extensive
public participation process involved stakeholders from
across the county in evaluating these resources and helping planners decide which areas should be protected
and where growth should be encouraged. While zoning
and development review remain in the purview of the
townships, the county plan provides guidance to local
planners as well as helping to direct county and state
investment in planning, conservation and infrastructure
improvements.
A traditional crossroads of two state highways, Ludwigs
Corner also lies at the intersection of three different
townships. The 18th Century Ludwigs Inn (a popular

Location: Ludwigs Corner, West Vincent Township,
Chester County, PA.
Area of Project Site: 300 Acres, including 195 acres
in permanent conservation.
Village Type: Expansion of existing crossroads hamlet.
Residential units: 197 single family homes and 76
townhouses.
Other uses: 240,000 square feet of commercial is
permitted but not yet built. A new county branch
library has been completed at the entrance to the
project.
Project Team: The Hankin Group, Exton, PA
Timeline: 2000 - Present

Ludwig’s Corner today includes a typical exurban mix of uses, with an historic Inn, church and cemetery on one corner, a small commercial development
, and a suburban-style bank and gas station. The Weatherstone project will
eventually be tied into this area with infill development across the vacant
land in the lower right of the photo (Aerial photo courtesy Bing Maps).

While this field between the existing residential village and county library and the original hamlet will eventually be filled in with commercial structures,
under the master plan the village will retain the traditional rural pattern of a compact center surrounded by permanently-protected open space.
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Ludwigs
Corner

The historic Ludwigs Inn sits a few yards from the busy crossroads of two
state highways (above). Across the corner (below), a typical exurban gas
station takes advantage of the high traffic count.

http://www.landscapes2.org

Adopted November 2009

Chester County’s Livable Landscapes map (above)
outlines a plan for conservation and growth across
the region. Ludwigs Corner is a designated Rural
Center in the Southeast Corner of West Vincent
Township. The township prepared a masterplan
for Ludwigs Corner (right) that is designed to integrate existing and proposed development on
multiple properties into a coherent village center.
New roads through the village relieve congestion
at the existing intersection while providing access
to interior blocks (maps courtesy Chester County,
PA and West Vincent Township).
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Conservation Analysis

Masterplan Concept

An historic farmstead and barn (above and right) were incorporated into
the project as a community center complex with pool, playground, tennis
courts and gardens (Aerial Photo Courtesy Bing Maps).
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restaurant) stands at one corner, surrounded by a mix
of commercial and residential development, including
an attractive mixed use project adjacent to the Inn, a
modern bank/drive-through and a gas station/convenience store. The state highways through the site have
long attracted a mix of scattered exurban development
- service businesses, farm stands, etc. - and the townships have for many years been trying to reduce the
potential for additional strip commercial growth in favor
of more traditional village centers. A master plan for
Ludwigs corner was prepared in 2005 to address issues
of traffic, parking and the design and organization of
future growth. The community design plan incorporates
an earlier concept for a new road bypass, designed to
relieve traffic back-ups at the intersection. This ring road
has been worked into the masterplan for the future village, providing access to a grid of interior streets that will
simplify circulation within the village itself. The new road
provides one of the principal entrances to the Weatherstone project.
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Masterplan Concept: West Vincent Township’s 2003
revised Zoning Ordinance adopted the “Growing
Greener” conservation design approach. Applicants
are required to identify Primary Conservation Areas
(including unbuildable floodplains, wetlands and steep
slopes) as well as Secondary Conservation Areas (partially-constrained lands and areas with environmental,
recreational and agricultural value (left, top). After
these features are identified, new buildings and streets
are located on the plan in a way that preserves the
most important open space areas. The masterplan (left,
below) clusters houselots on the interior of the site,
with a mixed-use commercial area adjacent to the existing Ludwigs Corner crossroads. The plan thus preserves
the most visible open space on the property, tucking
the new neighborhood into the rolling landscape at the
center of the site.
Design Strategies: While many Conservation Development projects preserve a significant portion of the site,
Weatherstone goes further than most with beautiful
community design based on the principles of Traditional
Community Development (TND). Rather than focusing
on the individual homes, in the TND the streets, sidewalks,

The basic building block of the village is a relatively narrow house lot (40 or
50 feet wide), with houses close to the street and parking in the rear. Front
porches, a small landscaped front yard, sidewalks, tree belt and curb all help
soften the transition from the house to the street.
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One advantage of a compact design approach is that the same per-unit investment in trees, fences, hedges and other landscaping is also more concentrated, producing a more complete effect with less time and expense.
After just ten years, trees are tall enough to demonstrate how the project
will just get better over time.

Like many Traditional Neighborhood Development projects (TND), Weatherstone features a series of small parks that provide a focal point for each
neighborhood. The project goes further than most, however, with a unique
design for each park and an extraordinary attention to detail.
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parks and other features of the “public realm” form the
backbone of the project. Rows of buildings, interspersed
with tall shade trees, form a continuous enclosure to the
streetscape. An irregular grid of relatively narrow roads
allows reduced traffic speeds and creates a comfortable
pedestrian environment. Continuous sidewalks connect
to a series of parks, each of which is uniquely designed
and detailed to take advantage of its particular location and function. At the center of the project, a historic
house and barn have been re-purposed for a community
center, with pool, tennis courts and playground.
Conservation Component: 195 acres, 65% of the 300
acre site, was preserved through clustering of the residential units. The original farmstead and 10 acres were
sold with a deed restriction limiting future development.
Additional open space areas were identified through the
conservation design process, including two stream corridors and their associated wetlands.
Zoning: A village ordinance (under consideration before
the project started) was enacted in 2003 as the project
was getting under way. Including all of Ludwigs Corner,
zoning for the area includes a planned commercial/light

industrial district along the main road, a Village Center
Commercial district centered on the intersection and an
2-acre residential zone that includes most of the existing
Weatherstone Village. A Village Center Residential Overlay allowed for the new homes to be clustered on lots
smaller than two acres. The village overlay also provided
a density bonus, allowing for an increase in base density
from 2 acres per unit to 1 acre per unit as a bonus for
village design, with an additional .5 unit/acre for elderly/
affordable housing.
Infrastructure: While the conventional 2-acre houselots that could have been built on the property would
have had individual sewage disposal systems, the village approach required a shared wastewater system.
Taking advantage of a common approach in Pennsylvania, the chosen wastewater treatment method involves
a series of collection ponds, with spray irrigation of
the effluent on the hayfields on the southeast corner
of the site. Relatively narrow roads and the use of low
impact development techniques limit stormwater runoff. Excess is channelled through a series of landscaped
ponds, which add additional variety and beauty to the
overall project.

The agricultural landscape surrounding the project was largely preserved. Some of the hayfields are used to treat wastewater through spray irrigation.
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CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Overview: Cherry Hill Village is a planned community
that will eventually include 1900 homes and 60,000
square feet of commercial/office uses. The site includes
the historic crossroads of Cherry Hill, which was once an
isolated hamlet within the farmland of Canton Township.
Planning Context: The township, within commuting distance of Detroit, grew from just 5,000 people in
1960 to more than 90,000 today, mirroring the suburban
explosion that occurred across the country in the latter
half of the 20th Century. As subdivisions threatened to
advance across what remained of Canton’s open farmland, in 1998 the township adopted a masterplan for the
area that envisioned preservation of the historic hamlet
within a traditional village setting. The village is also
designed to increase the diversity of available housing
stock in the community, most of which is traditional
three-bedroom single-family homes, through the addition of townhouse and apartment units. The core of the
village will provide services to residents and businesses
within the new neighborhood, while also serving the rest
of the town.
Masterplan Concept: The project is laid out according
to the principles of New Urbanism, with a focus on the
public realm of streets, parks and other civic spaces, to

Location: Canton Township, Michigan
Village Type: New village surrounding a historic
crossroads hamlet.
Size and Density: 338 Acres, at 4-6 units/acre.
Residential units: 1,291 homes, including single
family, townhouses and apartments. Additional
approvals for up to a total of 1900 units.
Other uses: 216,500 square feet of commercial,
26,560 square feet of civic space, 400 seat community theater complex, firehouse and school.
Project Team: Biltmore Development, Birmingham,
MI. Looney Ricks Kiss, planning and design.
Timeline: 2000-present. First two phases completed in 2003.
which the residential and commercial building form a
backdrop. A hierarchy of streets extends out from the
village core, divided into blocks by cross streets, and terminating in a series of parks and squares, each of which
forms the center of its immediate neighborhood. Density decreases with distance from the village core, which

Cherry Hill
Village

The future land use plan for the town shows the location of Cherry Hill Village within the remaining farmland in the west end of the Township. Commercial and industrial uses (purple) are concentrated along the interstate
on the east side (maps courtesy Canton Township, MI).
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The masterplan for the village was established through a series of public
meetings, and continues to evolve as outlying neighborhoods are filled in.
It includes a clear demarcation of developed areas framed by open space.
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After a decade of growth, the streetscape within much of the project
(above) is starting to bear out the promise of the initial design renderings
(below). Traditional elements like attractive facades, porches, heavilyplanted front yards, sidewalks and tree belts help to create an interesting
and dynamic visual environment. Even though individual yard spaces are
relatively small, the shared public space along the street provides a level of
beauty and function that is missing from the typical subdivision (rendering
courtesy Biltmore Development, LLC)..

A new theater at the center of the village brings a steady flow of activity into
the village from throughout the township.

This aerial view of the village core shows the town square, which forms the hub where all activities converge. Existing historic structures are at the lower left
and bottom of the picture; residential neighborhoods to the right, and new mixed-use structures toward the top of the image. The theater is part of a large
mixed-use block in the upper left, that includes retail, office and residential uses. A marquee and public plaza at the corner provide a highly visible landmark
(aerial photo courtesy Bing Maps).
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The 1876 Cherry Hill School (above), with its lawns and huge trees, shows
how valuable preservation can be in establishing a strong sense of place for
a new community. Now given over to community uses, the shady grounds
of the school provide a counterpoint to the new mixed-use block across the
street. Several wooded areas (right) were preserved within the masterplan
as part of the system of community parks that weaves through the village.

has more apartments and townhouses, to the outlying
streets, which have larger single-family homes. Important civic and commercial buildings, such as the theater,
take pride of place at important intersections. The project is sensitive to existing historic buildings and large
trees, which have been linked to the village core with a
continuous network of sidewalks.
Design Strategies: the project is a traditional neighborhood design with a grid of streets interspersed with
small parks,focusing on a town square surrounded by
mixed-use buildings. Homes come up to the sidewalk,
with rear parking accessed from alleys, which allows the
street frontage to be given over to the pedestrian. The
public realm along the street, punctuated by neighborhood parks and the town square, acts as the skeleton
for the overall composition. Within this structure, uses
vary from apartments and townhouses to single-family
homes. The architectural design forms another unifying element, with traditional treatment of each type
based on historical precedents, from the brick or frame
Main Street blocks to farmhouse style homes on the
outlying streets.
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Conservation Component: While conservation was not
the focus of the planning and design process, a variety
of open spaces were woven into the structure of the
village. These include the central square, several landscaped parks, and a few patches of forest that were left
in a natural state. Additional agricultural parcels were set
aside around the village. Twenty-two miles of pathways,
bike trails and sidewalks are incorporated into the plan,
allowing ample access to open spaces both within and
outside the village.
Zoning: The project was planned and permitted as a
Planned Development District, which establishes a basic
range of density (4-6 units/acre in the village edge, 12
units/acre in the mixed-use village core) and otherwise
allows flexible design in conformance with detailed
design standards. This provides the developer with the
flexibility to mix and match uses, while providing for a
consistent level of design quality.

Both public and private spaces are richly planted and full of the sort of detail
that is often found only in towns that have been around for much longer.
This investment is possible in part because less money is spent on the private space around each home, and the compact nature of the project allows
fewer trees to have a greater collective impact.
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Like traditional towns and villages across the country, Cherry Hill Village offers a high quality of life, not just for what it offers residents within their
homes, but because they can leave home and walk along miles of sidewalks
and paths to find opportunities for community life, shopping, work and
play. And all of this is available to people at every stage of life and diverse
incomes, from single people and couples just starting out to growing families that need a larger home, as well as seniors looking to downsize.

Infrastructure: the project is connected to township
water and sewer services, allowing for flexibility of density and unit types. Roadways are designed according
to a hierarchy of use and traffic demand, so that those
serving fewer units and/or serving only the immediate
neighborhood have a smaller cross section. The gridded
street pattern supports narrower streets by spreading
traffic more evenly, preventing bottlenecks. Public safety
is also enhanced because vehicles have more than one
access to a given block.
Parking for homes and businesses is kept to the rear, with
garages at the back of the lots accessed from narrow
alleys. Multi-family units have parking lots in the rear of
the structures, with free-standing garages for some of
the units. On-street parking is provided along most of
the streets, providing for visitors or commercial customers while also serving to reduce vehicle speeds through
residential neighborhoods.
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Single-family dwellings have their own driveways and garage parking. For
townhouses and apartments, small parking lots and drive-under parking
garages help to screen cars from view.
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Diverse multi-family housing includes a
range of offerings, from brick townhouses to
three-story wood frame apartment blocks.
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WHITE RIVER JUNCTION

Location: Hartford, VT
Village Type: Revitalization of an existing village.
Size and Density: The 2,005-acre growth center
comprises approximately 7% of the town, including Hartford’s designated downtown in White River
Junction and two historic village, Hartford Village
and Wilder.
Uses: White River Junction is a regional center for
community services, visual and performing arts,
offices, education and dining.
Project Team: Biltmore Development, Birmingham,
MI. Looney Ricks Kiss, planning and design.
Timeline: 2000-present. First two phases completed in 2003.

Overview: White River Junction is a “designated downtown” within a larger growth center outlined by the town
of Hartford, Vermont and approved by the State. The
designation allows the area to qualify for enhanced support from the state, including creation of a Tax Increment
Financing District (TIF).
Planning Context: Vermont’s 2006 Growth Center statute allows towns to designate an area of land in or adjacent to a downtown, village center or new town center
to accommodate a majority of growth anticipated over a
20-year period. The Town of Hartford applied for growth
center designation in 2009 and was approved by the

state in 2010. The growth center is targeted to accommodate approximately 60% of the housing and more
than a majority of commercial development over the
next 20 years. The location and goals are also reflected in
the town’s 2007 municipal plan.
Tax Increment Financing: In 2011 the town established
a TIF district for White River Junction which includes
some 114 acres of the downtown, with 129 separate
parcels. The TIF designation will allow the town to make
$13 million in infrastructure improvements. Utility and
infrastructure upgrades will include improvements to
sewer, water, stormwater and communications systems.
Sidewalk and streetscape improvements will enhance
streets and sidewalks with new trees and other landscaping, and improve signage and street furnishings. Parking
and roadway improvements will include redevelopment

Like many historic villages, White River Junction declined as the center of commerce and industry moved elsewhere -- but the fundamentals of location,
transportation access, pedestrian-friendly development patterns and available space provide favorable odds for long-term success.
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walks and other streetscape element have been made
that are designed to promote walkability, calm traffic
and improve parking conditions.
Conservation Component: By designating the growth
center, the town targets state and local funding towards
infrastructure improvements that will provide an incentive for future growth to locate in the existing downtown
and villages. Restrictions in services outside the growth
area will further limit pressure to develop more rural
areas of the town.
Zoning: Amendments to the zoning bylaw were made
in 2008, including provisions designed to implement the
master plan. These included increasing densities in the
villages and downtown while scaling back commercial
and industrial zones along Route 5.
Infrastructure: the town upgraded the wastewater
treatment plant to serve the growth center. Sewer and
water extensions are planned to services most parts of
the growth center. Utility hook ups outside the growth
areas will not be allowed. Construction of a new 180
space parking deck is designed to support increased
density in the downtown.
Boundaries of the White River Junction Downtown TIF District.

of an existing public parking lot into a 180 space parking
deck.
The TIF will enable redevelopment of 8 key properties:
Prospect Place, which will redevelop a former industrial
site into four new mixed-use buildings, with ground floor
retail, offices on the second and third floor, and residential condos on the fourth floor; Northern State, a new
45,000 s.f. theater, with potential for an 79,000 additional
square feet of commercial space and 36,650 square feet
of residential; Northern Hospitality a 55,000 square feet
retail/hotel complex; Main Street Renaissance, redevelopment of a car dealership parking lot into a 15,600
square foot mixed-use building; 54,000 square feet redevelopment of multiple parcels on Gates and South Main
Streets; 140,000 square feet of mixed use on Pine Street;
65,000 square feet on Maple Street; and 58,000 square
feet on Bridge and North Main Streets. Depending on
the market, of course, it will take many years to achieve
the redevelopment of all of this space, but the TIF designation provides a source of funding that can be used
immediately to finance needed public investment in the
downtown.
Design Strategies: The Growth Centers designation
is only one part of a revitalization effort that the town
has been pursuing for many years, including previous
planning efforts that described a vision for traditional
downtown and village centers with a mix of uses and
strong sense of place. Improvements to streets, side-
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Design Guidelines adopted in 2001 encourage architecture that fits in with
the historic context, without precluding creative approaches to adaptive reuse that build on the community’s industrial history and funky atmosphere.
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OLD YORK VILLAGE
Overview: This new village grew out of a town-wide
planning process that had as its goals preservation of
farmland and other open space, revitalization of existing
historic centers, and accommodation of future growth.
The result was a decision to consolidate new growth in
a new village close to the NJ Turnpike. The township’s
historic villages would be contained within their historic
boundaries, and houses that would have popped up
in the corn fields would be shifted into the new village
through the use of Transfer of Development Rights (TDR).
Planning Context: The project is part of a long-term
planning initiative, with a 1997 master plan that identified sending and receiving areas and adoption of a TDR

Location: Chesterfield Township, New Jersey
Village Type: New Village
Size and Density: 570 acres, with a gross density
of 2.2 units/acre.
Residential units: Total of 1,250 units, including
single and multi-family.
Other uses: A modest amount of mixed use was
included in the original master plan, but will not be
built until completion of the current phase, recently
announced. A township elementary school has
been completed, with ball fields that serve the village as well as school functions.
Project Team: The original masterplan was prepared for the town by Clarke Caton Hintz. Five different developers have been responsible for detailed
design and construction.
Timeline: Construction commenced in 2003, with
115 units occupied by 2006, and more than 800
units have been completed. Development of multifamily housing and a commercial component has
recently commenced.

The nearby historic village of Crosswicks, with its irregular grid of streets, diverse uses and varied architecture, was a model for design of the new village
(aerial photo courtesy Bing Maps).

The new village was designed to relieve development pressure on farmland
as well as the three existing villages within Chesterfield Township (plans
courtesy Chester field Township, NJ and Clarke Caton Hintz).
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The masterplan creates a series of neighborhood centers, each with somewhat higher densities of housing surrounding a public park. A central open
space network links a system of streams and drainage ponds, and provides
trails leading to a new elementary school.
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ordinance in 1998. A masterplan for the receiving area
was completed in 2002, establishing an overall plan and
standards for roads and architecture.
Masterplan Concept: The project is organized around a
gridded street system, interrupted at intervals with parks
and squares. For most units, parking is hidden in the rear
of structures, accessible from rear alleys. A more significant open space network runs through the center of the
project, incorporating existing woodlands with a network of drainage swales, streams and stormwater ponds.
Streets fronting on these areas are laid out as parkways,
with buildings on only one side. Continuous sidewalks
link to a system of bike paths and foot trails through the
open space.
Design Strategies: Old York Village incorporates Traditional Neighborhood Design principles, including small
house lots, homes close to the street, and rear garages
accessed by alleys or narrow driveways. Architecture
spans a range of traditional house types, mostly of a victorian or vernacular farmhouse style. Most units have
porches, some with extending to two stories, and most
have dormers and gables to break up the roofline. The
original intent of the masterplan was to have a great variety of house types; in practice, the developers involved
in the project pursued their usual practice of simplifying
the offerings into as small and efficient a range as possible -- with the result that areas of the project retain the
monotony of the standard subdivision, albeit with a better streetscape.
Conservation Component: The township has been very
successful at preserving most of its farmland, including
4,670 acres through purchase-of-development-rights
programs. As part of this project, TDR has been used
to preserve an additional 2,142 acres, with another 600
contracted. The project is one of the few examples with
a direct link between increased density in the planned
location of the village and preservation of farmland elsewhere in town.
Zoning: Pre-existing zoning in the area averaged 3.3
acre lots. A planned village zone was established for the
receiving area.
Infrastructure: A critical element in the success of the
project was the provision of sewer service through an
agreement with the New Jersey Department of Corrections. Water supplied by the township. Stormwater
is managed through a system of drainage ways, ponds
and streams that winds through the property, creating
an amenity for residents as well as a continuous corridor
for wildlife.
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Several large open parks within the development provide a contrast to
more densely-settled areas.

Parks are laid out to create visual and functional focal points within each
neighborhood (aerial photo courtesy Bing Maps).

Most homes have a small formal front yard facing the street and/or park,
with a private terrace or deck in the rear, allowing for a choice of public or
private spaces.

Drainage ponds are landscaped and incorporated into the park system.
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MIDDLE GREEN VALLEY SPECIFIC PLAN
Overview: extraordinary land values in a prime area in
Northern California’s wine country make it difficult to buy
land outright for conservation. To harness the power of
the marketplace to protect the 1,900 acre Middle Green
Valley, planners developed a master plan for the valley
where a new village on 337 acres would absorb most of
the development potential in the whole area. A Transfer
of Development Rights (TDR) process would be required,
which would require developers essentially to purchase
development rights on designated farmland in return
for the right to build corresponding number of units in
the village. An detailed form-based code stipulates the
location and design standards for every element -- the
developer thus saves considerable time and money
with a project that is essentially pre-approved and predesigned.
Planning Context: Like rural landowners everywhere,
the farmers and vineyard owners in the Solano County’s
Middle Green Valley want to keep the land in cultivation,
but struggle to remain financially viable. Meanwhile
the ever-increasing value of their land for development
provides an attractive alternative. In order to resolve this
conflict, in 2008 the County proposed a Specific Plan process for the Middle Green Valley as part of the updated
General Plan. Under California law, a Specific Plan can
regulate the precise location and density for development, going beyond the usual zoning code by deter-

Location: Solano County, California
Village Type: New Village
Size and Density: The planning area totals 1,905
acres, including grazing land, vineyards, cultivated
fields, drainage corridors, roads and around 50 existing rural buildings. The plan allows up to 400 primary homes and additional 100 secondary homes,
on approximately 337 acres, at densities ranging
from five acres/unit for outlying areas to 4-8 units/
acre in the village core.
Other uses: Vineyards and other agricultural tourism facilities, local neighborhood retail and community facilities.
Project Team: The specific plan was developed for
the county by a consulting team led by Hart Howerton, Planners and Architects, of San Francisco.
Timeline: The specific plan was completed in 2010.
The plan has been adopted but construction is on
hold pending approval of Environmental Impact
Reviews, which had to be resubmitted due to a lawsuit related to water supplies.

Less than an hour from downtown San Francisco, Middle Green Valley has long been under extraordinary development pressure (all plans and photos in this
section courtesy of Hart Howerton, Planners and Architects and the Solano County Planning Commission).
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Under California land use law, the specific plan combines the specificity of a
village masterplan with the regulatory authority of a zoning code.

mining the precise design and location of future roads,
development areas and open space. Under the plan
that resulted, 78% of the land in the valley will remain as
open space, with 415 acres designated for four proposed
neighborhood areas in a village configuration.
Conservation Component: 1,490 acres of agricultural
land and other open space will be protected, of which
440 would be working agriculture. Transfer of Development Rights would be used to shift density from designated open space areas into the proposed village.

The illustrative master plan shows two village neighborhoods planned for
the center of the area, surrounded by vineyards and arable land to the East,
and grazing land to the West.

A map of constraints shows unbuildable floodplains, streams, wetlands, water bodies and steep slopes, as well as lands that are most visible from the primary
road through the valley. The village was located in the area where they would have the least impact on these areas.
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Masterplan Concept: The vision described in the plan
is to allow for development of a village that is carefully
integrated with the rural landscape. The driving force
behind the project is to preserve the visual quality and
character of that landscape while maximizing conservation of agricultural land and promoting a successful
agricultural economy. The village areas are thus intended
to serve the surrounding landscape rather than dominating it. Additional homes are tucked in around the edges
of meadows and wooded areas, but largely out of site.
Within the village there are traditional streets, parks and
squares, with most of the parking behind structures and
accessible from alleys.
Design Strategies: The design for both villages and
estate areas is carefully worked out and incorporated into
a form-based Neighborhood Design Code. The code provides design guidelines that are based on the settlement
patterns of small California towns. As part of a stipulated
design review process, the design guidelines provide a
framework organized around the use of seven basic rural
building types. These include agriculture/community
buildings, courtyard homes, bungalows, farmsteads,
meadow buildings, compounds, and secondary units/
ancillary structures. For each building type, the design
guidelines provide specific instructions for placement
of the building on the lot; building form, massing and
size; parking and service; allowed uses; allowed frontage
types, such as yards and porches; and landscaping and
fencing standards. The guidelines essentially provide a

A sketch of one of the village neighborhoods illustrates how the diverse building types
are united by the public space of streets and parks.

Agricultural structures are located to create focal points in the design of the
village.

Conceptual plans for each neighborhood show how the various building
types are laid out to form a series of dynamic community spaces.
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An elevation of a typical village street shows how buildings and vegetation combine to create a varied yet consistent edge to the public space..

design template for every part of the project, saving considerable time for the developer while ensuring a high
level of design quality across the board. By investing in
an extraordinary level of design development up front,
the county ensures development of a village with great
variety and richness, supported by plans and guidelines
that provide a clear (and hopefully inviting) path forward
for potential developers.
Zoning: Under California’s specific plan legislation, the
plan essentially serves as the zoning map, with strong
development standards and design guidelines. The
regulating code includes a Regulating Plan that shows
specific locations for roads and building lots, and assigns
the building codes various building types and standards
to specific location. The regulating plan describes six
transect zones: conservation, agricultural, rural, neighborhood edge, neighborhood core and neighborhood
center. Each transect zone has associated standards
for allowed building types, roadway design and treatment of open lands. There are also sections of the code
dealing with the character and quality of the landscape
within private spaces, as well as standards for signs.
Infrastructure: the plan proposes formation of a County
Services Area to maintain and operate shared water,
sewer and stormwater systems. The design of streets is
governed by the Neighborhood Design Code, with provides standards for Right-of-way width, travel-way, onstreet parking, traffic lands and maximum design speed.

Elevations of the different building types illustrate the desired materials and proportions
and organization of various facade elements.

A ground-level view of a typical streetscape.

Detail showing recommendations for ancillary structures.

Each street is customized to the location and level of use. This section also shows how pervious paving
and tree wells work to provide infiltration of stormwater runoff from streets and sidewalks.
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CLARKSBURG
Overview: Clarksburg is in Western Montgomery County
in an area that has grown haphazardly since being designated as a growth center in the 1960s. Masterplanning in
the 1990s created a more coherent planning and design
framework for Clarksburg’s future growth, and a strong
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program administered by the county links growth in several designated
village areas to conservation of open space in the surrounding countryside.
Planning Context: The 1994 master plan created a
strong framework for future growth, but unfortunately
development has been implemented as separate pods
built by many different developers. Thus the area remains
something of a chaotic tangle of streets and unfinished
projects. There are some very well-designed village-style
neighborhoods as well as some unfortunate examples
of cookie-cutter development. The gradual infilling of
parks, schools, and the eventual construction of a mixeduse town center, will eventually pull everything together.

Location: Montgomery County, MD
Village Type: New Village in a suburbanizing context.
Size and Density: In 2010 there were 4,352 households with 13,677 residents.
Other uses: There is a variety of rural/exurban commercial uses in the area. The historic center will
someday be supplemented by a commercial village
center to provide services for residents.
Project Team: County Planning Office
Timeline: Clarksburg is an unincorporated village
which grew substantially after Montgomery County
designated it as a growth center in the 1960s.
Development within designated village areas has
increased since adoption of a master plan in 1994.

Conservation Component: Montgomery County has
one of the oldest and most successful TDR programs
in the country. Designating a 90,000 acre sending

The zoning map for Clarksburg codifies a plan for a new village center
off the highway interchange, with
mixed-use and higher density residential at the core, and lower-density
residential neighborhoods in surrounding areas. Using TDR, increased
density in the village center will be
offset by conservation of natural areas along the river, shown in green
(plan courtesy Montgomery County
Planning Department).
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The project has successfully preserved farmland using TDR (above) and allowed for the creation of new residential neighborhoods following a Traditional Neighborhood Design model (right). Like other suburbanizing areas,
the market for commercial uses is already saturated by big box stores and
strip malls near the highway. Construction of a true village center awaits a
change in market demand (photos by Rick Pruetz).

area, they down-zoned to 1 unit per 25 acres, but allow
landowners to sell development rights at the original
density of 1 unit per 5 acres. Receiving areas, most of
them adjacent to existing towns or villages, are designated on the county plan. 52,052 acres have thus been
preserved without tax dollars. The master plan and zoning for Clarksburg includes sending and receiving areas.
If needed, developers can also purchase TDRs from the
Montgomery County land bank, which represent conservation of farmland elsewhere in the county.
Zoning: A detailed zoning map establishes a range of
uses and densities for Clarksburg. Densities within TDR
receiving zones can only be increased through the purchase of TDR credits.
Infrastructure: There is a community water and sewer
system to service the entire area proposed for development.

In 2006, design studies recommended that uses be focused around a plaza which will serve as the town center (Image courtesy Torti Gallas & Partners)
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VI. Regulatory Guidance for Village Development
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS CHAPTER

 Village Districts and Overlay Zones

All village projects are subject to local zoning ordinances and development regulations. This chapter
describes the common regulatory issues that hinder
village development and describes some of the indispensable tools for promoting villages:

 Regulating Design for Village Development
 Form-based Approaches
 Compact Housing Techniques
 Transfer of Development Rights

COMMON REGULATORY ISSUES THAT HINDER
VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT

ment Regulations. Some common problems associated
with these regulatory documents include:

In Rhode Island and the rest of the Northeast region,
the desire to return to or preserve village development
typically requires local governments to address a series
of regulatory issues. A variety of local regulations will
directly affect development or activities associated with
a village setting, but the most influential codes are the
Zoning Ordinance and the Subdivision/Land Develop-

1. Inability to mix uses: Zoning ordinances evolved
quickly over the early to mid 20th century with a focus
on separating different categories of use. This began, in
part, with a well-intentioned desire to protect residents
from potentially harmful uses. In other words, dirty
factories were placed at a safe distance from residential
neighborhoods. However, as the automobile and road-

Ordinances must be clear about the ability to mix residential and non-residential uses on a single lot and within a single structure (photo courtesy Horsley
Witten Group).
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way infrastructure became more advanced, this principle
of separating uses spread to many uses that were previously deemed compatible. Residents found themselves
farther and farther from the local barber shop, grocery
store, appliance shop, and accountant as zoning ordinances forced new commercial uses and residential
areas apart.
This pattern of “Euclidean” zoning remains embedded
in many ordinances today. Not only are Neighborhood Commercial districts too far to walk to from most
neighborhoods, in many cases there simply are no legal
opportunities to mix residential and commercial uses in
a single district anywhere in the ordinance.
2. Inability to achieve development density: Traditional village settings, even small rural villages, usually
contained much higher densities of residential housing
than other areas of the community. The convenience
of being able to walk to meet everyday needs was (and
still is) complementary to the need for small businesses
to have high levels of foot traffic. The higher the levels
of residential use within the village, the greater the consumer activity on a day to day basis.
As communities continue to mature outside our cities,
residents begin to identify with the “bedroom community” identity characterized by mid to low density housing development. Zoning ordinances often reflect this
preference with very limited to no opportunity for higher
densities of housing. Residents and officials that grow
accustomed to two-, three-, or five-acre lots sizes often
have difficulty imagining attractive housing opportunities that reach densities of between eight and 30 units
per acre. This can be a significant barrier to amending
regulations for village scale development.
3. Rigid dimensional requirements: Zoning ordinances regulate dimensional requirements that can
“make or break” any attempt to create high quality village development. Beginning with minimum lot size, it
is not uncommon for ordinance language to complete
ignore how lots have been carved out over the previous
100 to 200 years. Many communities, at some point in
time, set minimum lot sizes larger than a significant portion of the lots already on the ground. Not only does
this limit the potential to subdivide new lots for compact
development, but it can also make many very attractive
sites “non-conforming” in the eyes of zoning. While these
businesses or homes are allowed to continue in their current state, significant alteration or expansion becomes
legally challenging and can serve as a roadblock to village revitalization.
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Historic villages such as Wickford were laid out with a mix of uses and narrow lots that are often illegal under current regulations. Ironically, the livability and charm of these compact villages often results in high real estate
values (aerial photos courtesy Bing Maps).

Lot-by-lot on-site parking requirements have created unnecessarily large
parking areas in many areas, typified by the suburban shopping center.
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Other dimensional standards that often cause problems
for village development are those for setbacks. Typical
zoning language uses a “one size fits all” approach to any
particular zoning district, giving every lot a minimum
number of feet for the building to be set away from the
property line. Again, this approach reflects a very old set
of intentions focused on protecting residents from overcrowding and providing access to sunlight and fresh air
circulation. While these intentions are well-placed, they
have often eroded the character of existing village environments by pulling buildings away from the street and
from each other. The days of front doors opening on to
sidewalks and alleyways connecting properties gradually gave way to parked cars by the front door and oversized, paved fire lanes between buildings.
4. Lot-by-lot on-site parking requirements: Parking requirements began to take hold in local zoning by
the mid 20th century. These requirements were generally based on the idea that, because each individual use
generates parking demand, every individual use should
satisfy that parking demand on-site. While this approach
does sound logical, the effects of these parking requirements on villages or other walkable environments has
often been disastrous. The need to create large volumes
of parking for each individual use in village areas makes
parking a valuable commodity, often valuable enough
to tear down older buildings and convert those spaces
into surface parking lots. In areas of new development,
excessive on-site parking requirements create parking
areas that consume well over half of the lot. These large
expanses of asphalt, required by local law, are one of the
most significant impediments to village development.
The parking requirements that dominated zoning from
the mid 20th century to only recently overlook several
important aspects of the “parking experience”. First,
while it can be argued that each individual use generates some demand for parking, it is also important to
consider when that demand occurs and the pattern of
the demand. For example, some demand is focused on
days or evenings, some on weekdays and weekends, and
some for long periods versus short periods of time. Second, it is well documented that motorists are generally
willing and able to park within walking distance of their
destination on different sites. These basic observations
have given rise to a suite of new practices in zoning that
can be applied to both new and redevelopment opportunities in village settings.
5. Lack of design guidance: Many village settings
exist in Rhode Island today that were developed well
before zoning was adopted in the host community.
Because walking represented such a large portion of
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the transportation system when many of these “Main
Streets” were constructed, it was simply good business
practice to develop in a way that enhanced the pedestrian experience. Buildings were developed close to
the street, front windows and entrances were carefully
designed to invite pedestrians to window shop, and clear
pathways or walks connected properties to each other.
Today, because automobile-oriented design has become
accepted as common practice—and is institutionalized
through many zoning ordinances—it can be difficult for
communities to bring former village development practices back through regulation. Regulating design can
take many forms and is discussed in more detail later in
this document.
6. Allowing village development by-right: Another
critical piece that is directly tied to each of the preceding
challenges is the need to provide a by-right path to permit approval. Communities that work to develop a vision
for a particular area of the town and then implement that
vision through a detailed set of design standards should
feel comfortable allowing the resulting development to
occur by-right. If the vision is in place, and the standards
are clear, special use permits or other additional layers of
permitting should not be required.
VILLAGE DISTRICTS AND OVERLAY ZONES
To address the typical regulatory issues faced by suburban and rural communities looking to pursue villagestyle development, many communities have started to
integrate village district tools into their local codes. Early
attempts at these types of ordinances were seen in the
1980’s with tools like “Planned Development” or “Planned
Unit Development”. These large master planned communities attempted to create compact developments
that incorporated innovative pedestrian-oriented design
techniques. While some of these developments were
successful and still thrive today, they generally were built
on green-field sites and were dominated by single-family
housing. The more vibrant environment associated with
mixed-use villages simply could not be achieved through
this regulatory model.
Village ordinances have developed throughout New
England over the past several decades, often in response
to local communities trying to preserve existing treasures. Beautiful stretches of “Main Street” that were built
over 100 years ago, or mill villages that retained the core
mill structures and some of the surrounding mill housing inspired many planners and citizens to revisit their
zoning standards. Gradually, a series of best practices
emerged that includes everything from very simple ret-
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rofits of existing standards to very sophisticated “New
Urbanist” or “form-based” code applications.
Regardless of the specific design tools or incentives that
may be implemented for village development, one of
the basic questions that should be answered early in the
process is how the new standards will be “packaged”. In
other words, will the community require a brand new
zoning district? Or will an overlay district, or a series of
overlay districts be used? The answers to these questions depend on a variety of factors that are specific to
local conditions. Some of the key conditions include:
1. The “Resolve” of the Community: Prior sections of
this guidebook discuss the advantages of performing a
robust visioning/planning effort when preparing a community for village development. While these processes
can be lengthy and often require significant resources,
the end result can be a community that shares a clear and
strong vision for a particular area of town. This shared
resolve can be the primary factor for overcoming political uncertainty when it comes time to adopt new zoning.
Where a community has documented a clear vision in
which numerous stakeholders can see the benefit of village development, completely replacing the old zoning
with a new district is a viable option. In these instances,
the property owners who will be directly affected have
had ample opportunity to discuss their concerns and,
hopefully, have come to understand the positive opportunities that will result from a new zoning district.
Of course, planning for village development may not
always include a robust visioning/planning process and,
even if it does, there may not be consensus among stakeholders at the end of the process regarding the value of
a new approach to development. Where strong consensus does not exist, communities may feel that it is more
acceptable to use an overlay approach to village development. A completely new approach to development
may not be a requirement, but rather a choice that property owners might pursue if it is deemed advantageous.
In these regulatory structures, existing property owners
are at a lower risk of becoming “non-conforming” and
may also feel more comfortable with the thought that
they have a variety of options open to them for future
development.
2. The Role of Incentives: Incentives are another
important factor that play into whether a new district
is established or whether an overlay district is applied.
Many communities will approach village development
initiatives with the idea that their town has significant
market demand for development and overall high desirability for developers. In these communities, it is unlikely
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that significant incentives will be offered for village
development since the market will drive developers in
that direction on its own. Other communities may see
their situation differently. If there are gaps in infrastructure capacity and lower levels of market demand, development incentives may be required to “tip the scales”
and draw investment. Incentives may also be required
where sites have a unique challenge, such as the redevelopment of an historic mill structure.
Development incentives can come in many forms: tax
incentives, density bonuses, increased public investment, and many others. But what is common to all of
these incentives is that they imply the existence of a
simpler, by-right path for lower levels of development.
This scenario can be referred to as the “baseline development scenario”. In some cases, the village development
scenario is so much more difficult to implement than
the baseline development scenario that it is completely
dependent on using one or more aggressive incentives.
With all of the uncertainty associated with these ambitious initiatives, maintaining the baseline development
option by using an overlay district may be viewed as the
safer, more practical regulatory approach.

SHANNOCK

historic mill vill age

Photo: Aerial circa 1942 (The Hartford Courant, 1984)
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REGULATING DESIGN FOR VILLAGE
DEVELOPMENT
When considering village development in any community, there are two basic regulatory issues that need to be
addressed: density and design. Previous discussions in this
document speak to the issue of density and how even the
most rural areas need to consider housing and commercial density at levels with which many people within their
community are uncomfortable. The discussion of design is
equally important to regulating village development and
can help mitigate fears about density for many stakeholders. Higher levels of density can become acceptable to
people if they understand the individual elements of good
design and feel assured that design controls will be in place
to ensure high quality development.
Design Guidelines: Across New England and in Rhode
Island, regulating the design of village development
takes many forms. Some communities choose to use
design guidelines that have little to no regulatory “teeth”
but do provide a narrative and/or illustrated guide to the
desired outcome. An example of this type of approach
can be found in Jamestown, RI where an intensive charrette process led to the development of A Jamestown
Vision: Pattern Book & Design Guidelines for Building

A Jamestown Vision

PAT T E R N BO OK &
DE S IG N G U I DE L I N E S
F OR B U I L DI NG I N T H E V I L L A G E
j U N E
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in the Village. This resource book is heavily illustrated
with diagrams and pictures of what is desirable as well
as what is not desirable for the historic center in Jamestown. While the actual guidebook has no regulatory
power, it does provide a tremendously valuable reference for regulators and developers to use as a platform
for discussing applications. The presumption with this
approach is that developers will have a desire to build
something that is consistent with the fabric of what is on
the ground today. The guidelines simply provide a very
clear picture of what that fabric is.
The Jamestown model is an example of how a community can use existing character as context for discussing
current applications. In these instances, Jamestown (and
Shannock Village in Richmond/Charlestown) foregoes
rigid regulation in favor of a more informal approach with
developers. However, many communities in Rhode Island
may be looking to encourage village development where
there is little or no immediate context. For example, in
North Kingstown, village development on the Post Road
will occur in the context of commercial strip malls. In
Exeter, village development could occur at a rural crossroads where there is little more than a couple of small
commercial operations and a tiny Post Office. In other
cases, based on more recent development patterns, communities may not be comfortable with a “soft” approach to
regulating design. Villages like Branch Village, Hamilton,
Allenton and Knightsville have lost much of their original
character over time as typical strip mall development has
eroded the classic village streetscape. These types of redevelopment situations may require a stronger regulatory
approach to design to ensure high quality development.
Design Standards: While many communities in Rhode
Island might be comfortable with the Jamestown
approach to design guidance, others may wish to adopt
standards that provide a more legally binding framework. In these cases, many of the elements of village
development covered in “softer” guidance books will still
be addressed. The difference between the soft approach
of design guidelines and the binding approach of design
standards is primarily in small but critical changes in
word choice. For example, where a design guideline
manual may “encourage” a certain approach to a general
design approach, design standards in the zoning ordinance would “require” a specific approach to address the
same issue. The difference between language for guidance and standards is provided below using landscaping
as an example1:
1 The language provided here is for illustrative purposes only and not as
suggested language for adoption at the local level.
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 Language for a guidance document:
“Applicants are strongly encouraged to select
native species of plants that are resistant to
drought, salt and other stressors associated
with climate, pests or site maintenance.”
 Language for a zoning document:
“Applicants shall demonstrate, through the submittal of a Landscaping Plan in accordance with
Checklist G, that plants are selected specifically for
their resistance to drought, pests and site maintenance related to snow removal and other maintenance activities. Where landscaped features are
part of on-site stormwater management practices,
plant species shall be selected in accordance with
Appendix B of the Rhode Island Stormwater Design
and Installations Manual. Under no circumstances
shall any plant be selected that appears on the
most recent listing of invasive species as published
by the Rhode Island Invasive Species Council.”

 Requirements to place parking behind buildings or
to the side.
Landscaping
 Landscaped island frequency and design for parking
areas;
 Frequency and coverage of trees;
 Species selection for all plants (grasses, shrubs,
trees);
 Buffers and edge features for parking areas;
 Fence and wall design (height and materials); and
 Screening (trash areas, etc.).
Lighting

Many communities in Rhode Island regulate design
either through the Zoning Ordinance or through the
Subdivision and Land Development Regulations including, but not limited to, Burrillville, Charlestown, Exeter,
North Kingstown, and Pawtucket. Importantly, the difference in the regulatory approach and the level of detail
associated with the design standards in each of these
communities can vary significantly. Each has a range of
different site and building elements included within the
regulations and communities looking to adopt their own
village design standards will need to carefully consider
which elements are important to regulate. Common site
and building elements that can be addressed through
zoning standards include the following list. (See Chapter
4 for illustrated examples of typical standards for architecture, landscaping, signage and lighting.)

 Height of free-standing lights;

Connectivity and Circulation

 Articulation lines between stories.

 Connecting sites with off-street circulation for cars;

Signage

 Connecting sites with pedestrian features along the
frontage;

 Number of signs allowed;

 Use of alternative paving surfaces for pedestrian features like crosswalks; and

 Style of free-standing lights (“period lighting” versus
“industrial” fixtures);
 Lumen intensity (strength of light); and
 Shielding and trespass onto other properties.
Exterior Building Elements
 Transparency of ground floor retail façade;
 Location of entrance;
 Roof types; and

 Sign types (free-standing, wall-mounted, directory,
accessory, protruding, marquee, etc.);

 Limitation on the number of curb cuts.

 Sign area and height (square footage for all types,
maximum height for free-standing);

Building and Parking Area Placement

 Allowances for temporary signs; and

 Setting minimum and maximum setbacks for buildings; and

 Lighting for signs (interior, backlighting, front lighting, etc.).
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FORM-BASED APPROACHES
Form-based codes tackle the issue of design from a different perspective when compared with most conventional zoning ordinances. In the traditional model, the
focus is exclusively on the privately owned property,
usually just one property or site. A lengthy list of specific
allowable uses can be considered by an applicant for the
site, then a rigid set of dimensional controls and parking regulations are applied. In form-based codes, the
primary focus is the public realm, generally the street or
perhaps an entire block. The codes first consider what
the pedestrian experience should be from those public
spaces, and then regulate the form of buildings in accordance with that experience. For example, if a particular
street is designated to be a vibrant commercial area with
high levels of retail shopping, a form based code would
regulate the width of the sidewalks, the location of buildings, facades, signage and other features accordingly.
These different streets or blocks are often mapped as a
color-coded “regulating plan” to show the different types
of experiences that residents, workers and/or visitors will
have in those areas.
Form-based codes were viewed skeptically by New
Englanders in their early renditions because the best
examples of these codes were for new developments
or massive redevelopments where designers had the
opportunity to design entire communities. With limited
land area in New England, those opportunities are few
and far between and many doubted that form-based
codes could be applied to older city and town centers
with quirky street networks and scattered patterns of
property ownership. However, as the use of form-based

A typical form-based code provides detailed standards for the placement of
buildings, parking, landscaping and other site features, along with instructions for building massing, rooflines and other architectural elements.

Form-based codes typically describe the dimensions and layout of streets, sidewalks, tree plantings and other elements of the “public realm,” as well as
requirements for private building lots.
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codes continued, applications became more adaptable
to previously developed areas and some communities
applied individual elements of what is considered a complete form-based code. Where any Rhode Island community is looking to create village zoning on the scale of
a “Main Street” or a new zoning district, these codes can
be applied in a more targeted manner.
Form-based codes work best when the community has a
clear idea of what they want for the district covered by the
code, supported by plans showing the location of roads,
buildings, parking, sidewalks, parks, and so on. Typically
the code will include detailed drawings for a range of
acceptable building types, along with guidelines for how
to design parking lots, sidewalks, landscaped areas and
other features. What this means essentially is that a lot
of the design work that is usually left to the developer is
done by the town up-front. The benefit for everyone is
the certainty that results. The developer knows exactly
what the town wants, and the town has very clear standards against which to judge any application. The principal drawback is the cost to the town of developing the
code.
Several of the case studies in Chapter Five describe village plans that were implemented through the use of
a form-based code. The Middle Green Valley Specific
Plan, in Solano County, Colorado, has been worked out
in extraordinary depth and detail. Documentation for
the project, including the code, can be downloaded at:
http://www.solanocounty.com/depts/rm/documents/
eir/middle_green_valley_specific_plan.asp

A key element of a form-based code is a Regulating Plan that separates the
village into “street types.” Each street type has its own dimensional standards for the width of the street and adjoining sidewalks, parking spaces,
tree planting and other elements. The plan also stipulates specific building
heights, density and mix of uses for each street type.

Form-based codes are rooted in an urban design tradition that recognizes that private buildings and the public streetscape are part of a single design composition (image courtesy Horsley Witten Group).
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Form-based codes provide detailed architectural standards, customized to the specific area and design intent.

The code can include standards for signage and other design elements typically included in design guidelines (images courtesy Union Studio).
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In New England, many towns have experimented with
zoning that includes design guidelines and other elements, and there is a growing list of communities that
have adopted a form-based code. Several good examples include:
 Simsbury, CT: http://www.code-studio.com/blogs/
simsbury/SimsburyCenter-ADOPTED-April15.pdf
 Windsor, CT: http://greatpondinwindsor.com/formbased-code.pdf
 Standish, ME: http://www.standish.org/public_
documents/StandishME_WebDocs/Standish%20
Corner%20District%20Code%20FINAL%20
DRAFT%20Mar%2017%202011%20.pdf
 Newport, VT: http://www.kevaco.com/NEWPORTVERMONT/PDFzoning/up/Bylaw2010.pdf

COMPACT HOUSING TECHNIQUES FOR
VILLAGE AREAS
The regulatory techniques described in previous sections focus on, for the most part, with what is considered
the “village core”. This is the area where development is
most dense and where residential and commercial uses
are mixed. It is important to remember, however, that
the areas surrounding the village mixed use core can be
just as important to the overall village setting. In rural
areas, commercial use may be very limited due to limited
market absorption capacity, and therefore the majority of the village setting will be residential use. In more
densely developed villages, residential development can
be used for buffering outlying lower density residential

neighborhoods and transitioning into more rural landscapes. In general, these transitional areas are developed
exclusively as residential use and can utilize clustering or
similar techniques to provide slightly denser detached
buildings that also preserve some open space as part
of the development area. The most common technique
for clustering residential development in Rhode Island is
often referred to as “Conservation Design” or “Conservation Subdivision Design”. This technique is reviewed in
detail and sample regulatory language is provided in the
RIDEM publication, Rhode Island Conservation Development Guidance Manual (2003). Other techniques that
create more compact housing techniques have been
applied in New England with varying forms of success.
Cottage housing (sometimes referred to as Cottage
Community Housing or Compact Cottage Development)
has recently been applied both in Rhode Island and Massachusetts with very successful developments. As the
name suggests, cottage housing development creates a
collection of small, detached housing units usually with
a footprint of between 900 an 1,500 square feet each.
Unlike Conservation Design, where open space is established to protect natural or agricultural areas, the smaller
amounts of open space incorporated into cottage developments are designed as a central “green” or common
area. Architectural treatments are particularly important

Cottage communities typically balance small individual homes with attractive shared spaces and small private gardens (shown above, Danielson
Grove in Kirkland, WA, photos courtesy The Cottage Company). Parking is
usually off to one side, as shown by the site plan for The Cottages on Greene
in East Greenwich, RI (left, courtesy Union Studio).
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in these developments and successful models are generally characterized by well-balanced variation in rooflines,
decorative porches, and ornamental treatment along the
frames and edges of each unit.

Existing Site

Conventional Buildout (Approx. 100 Lots)

Conservation Subdivision Design: Clusters the units to protect natural features.

Transfer of Development Rights: Transfers additional units from offsite.
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Zoning for cottage developments is a unique undertaking and is generally addressed through a separate section
of an ordinance. The density of housing and the wide
array of design considerations are, in many ways, different from anything else in a Zoning Ordinance. Several
examples of cottage community zoning exist throughout
the country and can be easily gathered through Internet
research. A preliminary draft of a cottage development
ordinance was provided to the Town of North Kingstown
as part of their recent Village Identification and TDR
Study (Horsley Witten, 2011), but the Town has not yet
acted on this particular ordinance. Regulatory guidance
for cottage zoning is provided in Section X of the report.
A third model for more compact residential development design is one that functions similar to Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) in residential districts. Unlike
most TDR programs, which transfer housing units from
rural settings into dense mix used centers, this approach
simply moves housing from one residentially zoned parcel to another and then uses design controls to ensure
that the increased density is developed in an attractive manner. In this approach, the technique is similar
to Conservation Subdivision Design; however, the end
result is more densely developed housing than what
would be achieved just with Conservation Subdivision
Design along with much higher levels of open space
protection. This technique could be applied in a simple
fashion, especially when all of the parcels in question are
under common ownership. Where parcels are outside of
common ownership, mechanisms similar to those used
in TDR would apply.1 North Kingstown has developed a
draft of this approach that would be an expansion of the
Town’s existing Conservation Development ordinance.
Regulatory guidance for this technique is provided in the
Rhode Island Transfer of Development Rights Manual.

1
While this technique was not common in our literature research, the Town of Plymouth, MA does have this option as part of its Zoning Bylaw. Reportedly this option has not been widely applied; however,
it is important to note that Massachusetts requires a discretionary Special
Permit for TDR. This serves as a significant disincentive for use by developers.
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TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) is a market-based
tool to direct growth away from lands that should be preserved to locations well-suited to higher density development. There are over 200 TDR programs in place across
the country today.
The use of TDR begins with planning processes that identify specific preservation areas as “sending areas” and
specific development districts as “receiving areas”. Once
these areas are identified, Zoning Ordinance amendments can be adopted which authorize landowners in
the sending areas to sell their development rights to
landowners in the receiving areas. The amount of money
required to purchase these development rights is influenced by the ordinance provisions, but is generally negotiated between the landowners. This approach allows
market forces to enter into the transaction and requires
land owners to negotiate the final value of development
rights. In other models, as discussed below, the local
government can set a fixed value for density bonuses
and have developers contribute to an open space fund
in exchange for density bonuses.
In return for the purchase, landowners in the sending
area place a restriction on their property, which is generally recorded as a conservation easement. This easement
can be determined through explicit zoning provisions
or can be negotiated as part of the permitting process.
Restrictions can limit the level of potential development,
the type of development, or some combination of both.
USING TDR TO SUPPORT VILLAGES
Two Rhode Island Communities have adopted TDR to
stimulate village development in areas where they want
to encourage density and to permanently protect important natural areas for future generations. In Exeter, the
Village Overlay District allows for increased density in
appropriate locations, but only with the use of TDR to
preserve farmland and other open space elsewhere in
the community. With a by-right density limited in many
cases to 4-5 acres per unit, there is a strong incentive for
developers to purchase development rights, which they
can use to increase density to up to eight units per acre
- comparable to a traditional village such as Wickford.
The ordinance requires extensive planning to make sure
that the village will not harm the environment and establishes strict design controls to ensure that it is attractive,
pedestrian friendly, and economically successful. North
Kingstown has also adopted TDR to promote more
growth along the Post Road corridor and into a transit-
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Because TDR is such a large and complex topic,
a separate Rhode Island Transfer of Development Rights Manual, complete with case
studies, model ordinance language and next
steps for implementing TDR, was prepared as
part of this project. Please look for it at:
 Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management, Planning
and Development Office
 Rhode Island Division of Planning: www.planning.ri.gov/
 Narragansett Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve: www.nbnerr.org/

Transfer of Development Rights programs use market forces to balance
growth with conservation of natural resources.

oriented development at Wickford Junction. For more
information regarding these local TDR programs refer to
the Rhode Island Transfer of Development Rights Manual.
As described in several of the case studies found in Chapter 5, TDR is a component of village planning and zoning
efforts across the country. One of the best examples is
Chesterfield Township, NJ, which established a TDR program with a masterplanned village as the designated
receiving area. Designed according to traditional village
planning principles, the community caters to pedestrians
and bicyclists with a network of parks, playgrounds and
greenways that lead to a new elementary school. A mix
of housing types , dominated by single-family units, provides for a broad range of the market, allowing for people
at every stage of life to live in the same community. The
project has been successful in the marketplace, but just
as successful for the town, which has used TDR to retire
development rights on more than 75% of the agricultural
land that was previously threatened by development.
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MARKET CONDITIONS AND FISCAL ADVANTAGES SUPPORT TDR IN RHODE ISLAND
The existing soft market for new single family homes on
large lots coupled with a strong demand for apartments
and multi-family units provides favorable market conditions for TDR in Rhode Island. Moreover, recent fiscal
analyses done in Exeter and North Kingstown show that
apartments and multi-family housing can be more positive for a community’s tax base than single family homes
on large lots. Therefore there is currently a demand for
bonus density in villages where developers perceive a
positive market for higher density. Communities are also
discovering the fiscal advantages of village housing.
Exeter: existing conditions plan showing a mix of scattered development,
farmland and forest.

Exeter: conventional development plan showing how current large lot zoning will result in loss of much of the existing farm and forest land.

Exeter: recommended new village concept, with surrounding farmland preserved through TDR.
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In the past, market conditions that favored single family homes on large lots, coupled with the perception
by communities that all residential units were costly to
the local tax base, inhibited the success of TDR in New
England. However, in coming years housing demand will
be driven by young working people and empty-nesters,
driving an increasing market for apartments, townhouses, cottages and other smaller units that fit very well
into the village approach. For more information regarding market trends and fiscal impacts refer to Chapter
Three: Village Planning.
Many towns are reluctant to change zoning to allow for
increased density. Residents fear losing the rural character and small-town quality of life that attracted them to
the community in the first place, even if current residents
have to leave town to find a place that fits their lifestyle.
TDR can be part of the solution, ensuring that increasing
density to build a village is balanced with conservation
of farmland and other open space. While the location of
growth may shift, the overall amount of growth remains
about the same.

In Clarksburg, Maryland, TDR is used to increase density in a planned village area. A mix of smaller attached and detached housing units sells well
in today’s real estate market compared to traditional suburban housing
(photo by Rick Pruetz).
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KEY ELEMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL TDR
PROGRAM
1. Demand for Bonus Development: The amount of
density a developer can receive using TDR must be an
attractive alternative to the density they can achieve by
right. If the by-right density produces a product just as
profitable as one with TDR, and it fits within the existing
market demand, developers will have little incentive to
pursue any transfers. However, if the allowable density
bonus will increase developer profit, the TDR program
has a good chance of being viable.
2. Customized Receiving Areas: The area designated
as a receiving area has to offer clear advantages over
other available locations:
 A location where there is a market for the proposed
uses and increased density.
 Infrastructure that can support additional development (water supply, roads, wastewater disposal, etc.)
 Political support, as reflected in designation within
the Comprehensive Plan and zoning map.

Factors that Make TDR Successful
As part of the Village Project, Rick Pruetz, perhaps
the nation’s foremost expert in the use of TDR, evaluated the potential for TDR in Rhode Island and determined that it can work here. As is the case across the
country, however, he found that there are ten factors
that will determine whether TDR is ultimately successful here. The first two are considered as essential, the next three important, and the remaining are
considered helpful.
4. Few Alternatives to TDR: The most effective TDR
programs offer developers few alternatives to utilizing TDR to achieve a desired level of density. If the
town offers additional density in return for clustering,
streetscape improvements, on-site open space or other
features, there will be reduced incentive to use TDR. Of
particular concern in Rhode Island is the availability of
the Comprehensive Permit, which allows developers
to side-step current zoning entirely and build at higher
density in return for providing a percentage of affordable
housing.
5. Market Incentives - Transfer Ratios and Conversion Factors: Many communities may try to use a oneto-one ratio, meaning that each unit from a sending area
is equal to one bonus unit in the receiving area. However, it is likely that the profit yielded to the developer in
the receiving area for one extra unit may not equal the
profit reduction caused by preserving a large amount of
land in the sending area. As a result, it is critical for any
TDR program to identify a viable transfer ratio between
development rights in the sending area and bonuses in
the receiving area. A conversion factor sets the value at
the point where the developer can still make a profit on
the bonus units.

A successful TDR program must be based on strong public support for the
linked goals of conservation and compact village development. Exeter
spent four years on visioning and analysis before adopting a village ordinance with a TDR requirement.

3. Strict Sending Area Development Regulations:
Landowners and developers may be more apt to participate in a TDR program if the sending area is constrained
by environmental factors such as wetlands or steep
slope, or lack of infrastructure. Towns that reflect these
constraints in large-lot zoning – with densities no greater
than one unit per five acres – have been more successful
in encouraging the use of TDR.
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6. Certainty of TDR Use: Communities will improve
their chances of implementing successful TDR programs
if they can assure developers that they will be granted
bonus density. This can be achieved through zoning of
the receiving area that eliminates or minimizes discretionary approvals, which can cause developer delays,
unanticipated costs, and uncertainty if their project will
be approved.
7. Strong Public Preservation Support: TDR programs
are successful if there is strong public support for land
conservation. This is often reflected in local programs to
purchase land outright or through a purchase of development rights (PDR) program.
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8. Simplicity: TDR, when compared with other growth
management tools, is inherently more complicated than
most others. Crafting even a simple local program creates procedures and requires analyses that are new to
most communities. To the greatest extent possible,
keeping a TDR program’s objectives and regulations
clear and simple will help with its success.
9. Promotion and Facilitation: Keeping a TDR program
visible and at the forefront of local land use discussions
will help it succeed. Developers and landowners need to
know it exists, how it works, and how it can help them.
The public as well as local elected officials who make
policy decisions need to understand its objectives to preserve land and other benefits. Promoting the program
through a website or regular media coverage keeps the
program in front of the public and maintains their continued support.
10. TDR Bank: The final success factor is the establishment of a TDR bank, a mechanism used by a government
entity to buy, hold and sell TDRs. The bank acts as a middleman, purchasing development rights when a seller is

ready to make a deal and selling them to a developer at
the appropriate time. This simplifies the exchange and
establishes a market for the value of the development
rights.
While local and state government may not have the staff
or desire to establish an official TDR bank, towns can get
the benefits of a bank with the use of density transfer
credits. Developers simply purchase the credits in order
to gain density in a designated receiving area; the money
goes into a town fund that is used for the purchase of
development rights. This provides the developer more
certainty relative to the cost of the bonus density to
make a more informed business decision early in the
development process. It gives the town a source of funds
that can be leveraged with federal or state money to
purchase their priority open space. For more information
regarding density transfer credits and model ordinance
language refer to the Rhode Island Transfer of Development Rights Manual.

North Kingstown has identified several areas where increased density is desirable. Several have been designated as receiving districts, including a future
transit oriented development site at the new Wickford Junction commuter rail station (above).
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REGULATORY GUIDANCE FOR A VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
The following text is provided as an example of how village scale development could be incorporated into a local
Zoning Ordinance. It is important to note that Rhode Island law allows for zoning tools like village development to be
adopted in many different forms. The use of overlay districts, retrofits to existing districts, form-based codes, optional
styles of development, and other approaches could all be applied in local ordinances. For the purposes of this document, a simple village district is presented in order to illustrate one of the more straightforward approaches a community could apply. This approach simply uses a base zoning district as the framework for the ordinance and lists all of
the key elements that should be considered. For many communities, it may not be practical to present the ordinance
in this fashion and other sections would need to be amended such as the “Dimensional Table”, “Parking Requirements”,
etc. Many existing ordinances in Rhode Island were used to inform the development of this regulatory guidance
and, in some cases, language was adapted directly from those documents. Readers are encouraged to review the
ordinances of Burrillville, Charlestown, Exeter, Jamestown, North Kingstown, South Kingstown, and others to see the
different techniques these communities have used to integrate village development into their zoning.
The following guidance is not intended to provide legal advice and represents examples of how the research and discussion that occurred as part of this project could be organized into a community ordinance and associated regulations. As
with any sample language provided for a project of this nature, this document cannot be simply copied into an existing Zoning Ordinance in its current form. Local officials will need to tailor the language to their own definitions and
processes, and there are several “policy decisions” noted for consideration. Local officials are encouraged to review
the language within this guidance, and any adjustments that may be developed locally, with their legal counsel.
Potential Definitions
 Mixed use residential – a land use that incorporates both commercial and residential use into the same structure(s)
and where a minimum of one entire building story is dedicated to residential use.
 Potential Zoning Ordinance Language to Implement a Village District
ARTICLE 11 – VILLAGE DISTRICT

Commentary: “Article 11” is used simply to help organize the document below and represents an arbitrary number. Local communities will need to identify the best location(s) in their ordinance to implement a Village District.

Sec. 11.1

Purposes

The purposes of this Article include:
A. To incorporate residential, nonresidential and public uses in a compact, walkable environment;
B. To provide for the development of housing suitable for the Town’s workforce, senior citizens who wish to
age in place, low or moderate-income households, and first-time homebuyers;
C. To create new development and redevelopment that is designed to follow traditional New England village development in terms of its physical design, scale, mix of uses, and visual character;
D. To support the Town’s pursuit of more environmentally sustainable development practices by providing
for pedestrian access and circulation, compact design, and open space preservation through transfer of
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development rights; and
E. To promote new development and redevelopment that is consistent with the Future Land Use Map and
goals of the Comprehensive Plan.
Commentary: Communities should try to clearly articulate why village zoning is being adopted and tie these
purposes to the Comprehensive Plan.

Sec. 11.2

Establishment

A. Pursuant to the goals of the Town of [INSERT NAME] Comprehensive Plan, the Village District is herein
established and shown on the official Town of [INSERT NAME] Zoning Map dated [INSERT DATE] and
kept on file with the Town Clerk.
Commentary: This is typical language establishing a zoning district. Communities should also have language
about any disputes of the boundary, where the Building Official or other municipal authority will have the final
say on where the boundary lies. This language is usually part of an early section of the Zoning Ordinance where
all districts are established.
B. Where a lot is split by the Village District boundary, the provision of this section of the Zoning Ordinance shall
apply only to the portion of the lot that is contained within the Village District.
Sec. 11.3

Permit Procedures

Applicants for development in the Village District shall submit applications in accordance with the requirements in
[CITE PERMIT REVIEW SECTION].
Commentary: This section simply refers to the blanket provisions for sending applications through different processes. This is a very important overarching policy issue for any community considering village development. Because any Village District will be accompanied by Design Guidelines/Standards, communities should try to make
the permitting process as simple as possible. This is the tradeoff that typically includes successful village development: the municipality applies prescriptive design standards, and the developer may get a simpler review process.
Communities are therefore encouraged to apply Development Plan Review to the greatest extent possible.
Sec. 11.4 Allowable uses
Uses allowed in the Village District are listed in the Use Table in [CITE USE TABLE SECTION].
Commentary: Allowable uses will obvious be an important consideration for any community considering Village
Development. Some important questions to ask include:
1.

Does the Use Table allow for “mixed use”?

Many communities will want to allow for a mix of commercial and residential uses in the same buildings…generally in the form of “top of the shop” housing. Many communities will not have this type of mixed use defined in their
ordinance and might try to regulate it by combining two separate line items from their use table (e.g.; “multi-family
residential” and “retail”, etc.) When implementing village zoning, communities should clearly define what they want
as “mixed use” and include this as an allowable use.
2.
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Does the Use Table work well with village zoning?
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Many communities can easily agree on many of the uses that would be appropriate to a village district. One thing to
consider is that the lengthy Use Table in a typical ordinance may be too specific, and therefore might unintentionally
leave out opportunities for good uses. For example, if a Zoning Ordinance lists very specific offices like architects,
financial services, lawyers, etc., then other similar uses that are NOT listed might be seen as “prohibited” by the zoning
enforcement officer. This could have unintended negative consequences and should be carefully reviewed by local
communities.
3.

What’s in the district area today?
Many communities in Rhode Island will want to implement village zoning in areas that are already developed. These could include existing villages that are inappropriately zoned, existing shopping plazas, mill
areas, strip mall, or other similar places. In all cases, it is likely that these will be existing uses that do not fit
within “traditional” village profiles. Communities will want to carefully consider how the new zoning may
affect an existing property owner and be very intentional in their approach. For example, if there is an existing gasoline/auto service station, whether this use continues as “allowed” or “prohibited but grandfathered”
should be discussed. With design standards in place, and especially with form-based approaches, it may be
possible to allow for a broader array of uses while being confident that outcome will be visually consistent
with the goals of village development. The existing auto dealership in the heart of Wakefield is an interesting example of a use that might normally never be considered appropriate to a village setting. However, the
careful attention to scale and design associated with the dealership in Wakefield demonstrates that it may
be possible to integrate typically “incompatible uses” into village settings.

4.

Will desired uses have unique requirements elsewhere in the ordinance?

As discussed in other areas of this guidance, making changes to implement village zoning will have direct relationship with other areas of the ordinance. With regard to allowable uses, communities will want to think about the tools
necessary to accommodate larger volumes of development or unique uses.
Sec. 11.5

Dimensional Requirements

The following dimensional standards shall apply to development in the Village District:
A. The maximum height of any building shall be two stories unless transfer of development rights is used.
Where transfer of development rights is approved as part of any application, the maximum building
height shall be four stories.
Commentary: Any increases in density allowed through TDR may require an increase in building height. This
sample language allows for building height to increase from two stories to four stories. Local communities will
need to determine what level of bonus is appropriate to their individual village districts.
B. Setbacks from any side yard or rear yard abutting a residential district shall be a minimum of forty (40)
feet. Where the height of a proposed building may exceed this through the use of transfer of development rights, the minimum setback from a residential district shall be equivalent to the height of the
building. Protuberances in the form of stairways, window bays, fire escapes, utilities or signs may extend
into these setback areas up to four (4) feet.
Commentary: Strict setbacks in village districts should be avoided to allow for flexibility in site design. The language above shows how setbacks around the edge of the district can be addressed in a manner that potentially
addresses concerns from residential abutters.
C. Buildings along any public right of way shall be set back no more than twenty (20) feet. The final building set
back shall be determined through the application process and shall meet the following criteria:
1.

The front of the building should maintain a contiguous edge along the private way when compared
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with adjacent buildings that comply with this subsection.
2.

The building should be placed in a manner that allows for a contiguous sidewalk across the frontage of the property line of at least ten (10) feet in width measured from the building edge to the
edge of pavement.

D. Minimum setbacks between buildings that are interior to the lot or for buildings that abut other lots
within the Village District shall be zero (0) feet. These setbacks shall be determined as part of the application process and shall be designed to facilitate efficient and safe circulation of pedestrians, bicycle
and automobiles. Additional guidance on appropriate circulation patterns within the Village District are
included in the Planning Board’s Village District Design Standards and Guidelines as part of the Subdivision
and Land Development Regulations.
Commentary: The sample language above shows how design guidelines can be folded into the Planning Board
regulations and referenced in the Zoning Ordinance. Using design guidelines or standards in the regulations provides an easier platform for amending those regulations and for providing waivers during the permit review process where appropriate. Because design guidelines can vary significantly from one community to another, new
sample language was not provided as part of this project. Examples of different approaches to design guideline
language can be found in Jamestown, Charlestown (Shannock Village), North Kingstown (Post Road), and Exeter
(Vision for Exeter).
E. For redevelopment of existing buildings, features that must be installed in order to comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act shall be exempt from setback requirements.
Sec. 11.6

Residential Density

A. Allowable residential density in the Village District shall be ten (10) units per buildable acre.
B. Where transfer of development rights is approved by the Planning Board, allowable residential density
shall be twenty (20) units per buildable acre.
Commentary: The density of ten units per acre is typical of a village that has between two and three story buildings. Twenty units per acre is an appropriate density for a village that can have buildings up to four stories.
Commentary: At the time this report was issued, local governments could define what is meant by the term
“buildable”. Current efforts at the state level may standardize how this term is used across all municipalities and
communities are encouraged to monitor this discussion as it continues to evolve.
Sec. 11.7 Parking
A. There shall be no minimum parking requirements in the Village District except that at least one parking
space shall be provided for every residential unit. Parking in the Village District shall not be provided in
amounts that exceed the following:

Use
Retail and Office
Restaurant
Others as necessary…
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Maximum allowable Number of Parking Spaces
One space per 250 square feet of gross floor area
One space per four seats
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Commentary: Many communities across the country have recognized the problem with using typical minimum
parking requirements while trying to design walkable, village-style communities. In many cases, communities
are, instead, applying maximum parking allowances to limit the amount of area dedicated to parking. The table
above shows how this would be structured within an ordinance. The table above only addresses three of the more
common uses found in a village setting and would need to be completed to suit the needs of an individual municipality. Each community would need to carefully look at each allowable use to determine what the appropriate
maximum parking limit would be.
B. Required parking for residential use may be provided off-site under the following conditions:
1.

A covenant or easement between property owners shall be presented in advance of final approval
or may be required as part of a conditional approval before any certificate of occupancy is issued.

2.

Off-site parking shall be within 1,000 feet of the front entrance of the use it is proposed to serve as
measured along an easily accessible and well-lit pedestrian pathway.

C. Parking areas shall be designed in accordance with the Planning Board’s Village District Design Standards
and Guidelines as part of the Subdivision and Land Development Regulations.
Sec.11.8 Transfer of Development Rights in the Village District
Transfer of development rights can be used to increase building height and/or residential density in the Village District. The following standards and procedures shall apply:
A. Any development rights used in the Village District shall be transferred from the Sending Area Overlay
District and shall be certified in accordance with [CITE CERTIFICATION SECTION OF TDR].
Commentary: In the regulatory guidance for local TDR programs developed as part of this larger report, the section referenced above would be Section 8.4.
B. The number of development rights required for proposed village development shall be determined first by
subtracting the number of units allowed at the base density (eight units per acre) from the actual proposed
number.
Hypothetical Calculation:
1.

The site has three buildable acres, so the residential yield using eight units per acre is 24 units.

2.

Based on existing site conditions, an applicant proposes 42 units.

3.

The number of units proposed exceeds the base residential yield by 18 units.

4.

As part of the overall development, 10% is provided as affordable. This is four units of housing, which do
not require transfer of development rights.

5.

The applicant must therefore purchase enough development rights to cover the 14 units beyond the
existing site yield, after the affordable units are subtracted.

C. The number of development rights needed to increase the density from the base residential density to the
proposed residential density shall then be determined using the applicable transferable development rights
schedules in accordance with [CITE TDR TRANSFER DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS SCHEDULE].
Commentary: In the regulatory guidance for local TDR programs developed as part of this larger report, the section referenced above would be Section 8.7.B.
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REGULATORY GUIDANCE FOR A COTTAGE DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE

SECTION 1. ARTICLE I. PURPOSES & ADMINISTRATION, Section 21-22 of the Code of Ordinances, Town of North Kingstown, entitled, “Definitions” is hereby amended by adding or amending the following:
Compact Cottage Development (CCD) means a residential development that is authorized pursuant to Section 21-191
of this ordinance and complies with all of the design standards therein.
Habitable Floor Area means the accessible floor area measured from the interior walls of a dwelling unit excluding the following:
•

unheated storage space located under the main floor of the dwelling unit;

•

architectural projections, such as bay windows, fireplaces or utility closets no greater than eighteen (18) inches in
depth or six (6) feet in width;

•

attached porches (unenclosed);

•

detached garages or carports; and

•

spaces with ceiling height of six (6) feet or less measured to the exterior walls.

Commentary: The definition of habitable floor area above comes from review of other ordinances. This should be
checked with the local building official.
Potential Zoning Ordinance Language to Implement Cottage Development
ARTICLE 12 – COMPACT COTTAGE DEVELOPMENT (CCD)
Commentary: “Article 12” is used simply to help organize the document below and represents an arbitrary number. Local communities will need to identify the best location(s) in their ordinance to implement Cottage Development.
Sec. 12.1

Purposes

The purposes of this section include:
A. To provide housing types that are responsive to changing household demographics (e.g., retirees, small
families, single parent households, single person households, dual owner households);
B. To provide opportunities for low to moderate income housing within single-family neighborhoods;
C. To encourage creation of functional usable open space in residential communities;
D. To promote neighborhood interaction and safety through design;
E. To provide an opportunity for the implementation of transfer of development rights to direct growth to
appropriate places in the community consistent with the Comprehensive Plan; and
F. To ensure compatibility with neighboring uses.
G. To promote housing that is consistent with the goals of the Land Use, Economic Development, and
Housing elements of the Comprehensive Plan.
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Commentary: Cottage development can be used for many different purposes including transition development
between urban and rural areas, strategic infill, housing choice, aging in place, meeting emerging market demands
and others. Communities should try to clearly articulate why cottage zoning is being adopted and tie these purposes to the Comprehensive Plan.
Sec. 12.2

Eligibility

A. CCD is allowed in the following zoning districts:
1.

R-40;

2.

Neighborhood Commercial; and

3.

Village Mixed Use.

Commentary: The zoning districts provided above represent “typical” names of districts where cottage community development may be appropriate.
B.
Sec. 12.3

Where a lot is split by any of the zones or delineations described above, only the portion of the lot that is fully
eligible may be proposed as part of a CCD.
Application

Applications for CCD approval shall be made in accordance with the following:
A. CCD is allowable only through Major Land Development application to the Planning Board.
B.

Plan requirements for CCD applications are provided in Land Development [Checklist G].

Commentary: “Checklist G” is provided as a hypothetical example. The point of this provision is to stress the linkage between the zoning requirements and the procedural elements of the Subdivision and Land Development
Regulations. Because of the unique design requirements of cottage community development, it is recommended
that communities consider a separate checklist for permit review.
Sec. 12.4 Inclusionary Zoning
All housing which is included in the CCD shall have a minimum of [10 percent] of all units deemed affordable as defined in
Section [CITE INCLUSIONARY ZONING SECTION].
Commentary: For those communities that use inclusionary zoning, it will be important to cite the applicable section.
Sec. 12.5 Density Limitations
Where a CCD is proposed the following limitations shall apply:
A.

The maximum density shall be twenty (20) cottage units per acre of buildable land.

Commentary: Most cottage communities fall in the range of 12-20 units per acre. “Cottages on Green” in East
Greenwich is reported to be 18 units per acre. Communities that do not have access to centralized water supply
and/or sewerage disposal may have difficulties achieving these density levels.
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B.

An individual cottage development shall contain a minimum of six (6) dwelling units and may contain a
maximum of thirty (30) dwelling units.

Commentary: A maximum number of dwelling units can be required in order to ensure that a small, human-scale
design is maintained in the community. Municipalities may choose not to limit the maximum number of units
and, instead, regulate this issue through design standards. For example, several small cottage clusters could be
developed as part of a single application or within a neighborhood. In these instances, requiring clusters of units
to be gathered around individual shared greens with clear connections between clusters would be important.
C.

The development of a cottage development shall require the use of transfer of development rights as described in Section 12.6 and in accordance with the procedures and requirements in [CITE LOCAL TDR ORDINANCE].

Commentary: TDR would be best applied for whatever units are required beyond a “base yield”. The base yield
would differ from one district to another, directly tied back to Section 12.2.A above. For example, in a R-40 district,
yield could be determined through a simple yield formula. The regulatory guidance for TDR provided as part of
this study gives an example of this formula. In a Neighborhood Commercial or Village Mixed Use district, it would
be easiest if those districts provided a base allowable density in the existing provisions. For example, if the existing
Neighborhood Commercial allows for eight units of residential per acre, TDR would be required for units proposed
beyond that density. A cottage development that proposes 20 units per acre, would purchase development rights
for the 12 units per acre beyond the base yield. A hypothetical calculation is built into the text of the ordinance
language below.
Another important consideration is related to inclusionary zoning. Communities may wish to consider exempting any
units that are restricted as “affordable” from the TDR requirement.
Sec. 12.6 Transfer of Development Rights for Cottage Communities
Pursuant to Section 12.5.C, transfer of development rights is required to develop a cottage development where the proposed residential density exceeds the allowable residential density in the existing district. The following standards and
procedures shall apply:
A. Any development rights used to create a cottage development shall be transferred from the Sending
Area Overlay District and shall be certified in accordance with [CITE CERTIFICATION SECTION OF TDR].
Commentary: In the regulatory guidance for local TDR programs developed as part of this larger report, the section referenced above would be Section 8.4.
B. The number of development rights required for the proposed cottage development shall be determined first
by subtracting the base residential yield of the property in the zoning district by the number of proposed cottages. Base residential yield for the underlying zoning shall be determined using the following formula:
For the R-40 District:
BY = (A – C) ÷ L
For the Neighborhood Commercial or Village Mixed Use Districts:
BY = (A – C) * D
Where
“BY”
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is base yield, or the number of units allowed under the base zoning
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“A”

is the total area of the parcel(s)

“C”

is constraints to development which include wetlands and areas reserved for infrastructure
such as roadways. For the purposes of this calculation, the amount of land reserved for infrastructure shall be 10% of the upland area

“L”

is the minimum lot size allowed in the base zoning district

“D”

is the maximum allowable residential density

Commentary: There are many ways to estimate base yield for a given property. Using yield formulas like those
provided here are the most straight forward and least onerous to both the town and the applicant. If a stricter approach is preferred, requiring the development of a conceptual development plan can be used.
Hypothetical Calculation:
1.

The residential yield formula for a property in the R-40 District shows that four homes could be developed on a six acre site.

2.

Based on existing site conditions, an applicant proposes 24 cottage units.

3.

The number of units proposed exceeds the base yield by 20 units.

4.

As part of the overall development, 10% is provided as affordable. This is two units of housing which do
not require TDR.

5.

The applicant must therefore purchase enough development rights to cover the 18 units beyond the
existing site yield, after the affordable units are subtracted.

C. The number of development rights needed to increase the density from conventional to cottage development
shall then be determined using the applicable transferable development rights schedules in accordance with
[CITE TDR TRANSFER DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS SCHEDULE].
Commentary: In the regulatory guidance for local TDR programs developed as part of this larger report, the section referenced above would be Section 8.7.B.
Sec. 12.7 Dimensional Requirements
A.

A CCD may be developed with dwelling units on separate lots, a single lot, or a combination thereof. There is
no minimum overall lot size for individual house lots provided the other dimensional requirements herein are
satisfied.

B.

No detached accessory buildings shall be allowed except as development facilities such as storage sheds,
garages, utility structures, or similar common facilities.

C.

Dwelling units shall be separated by a minimum of ten (10) feet from the side edge of one building to another.
Where attached architectural features such as eaves, window bays, bulkheads, etc. project into the space
between residences, the ten (10)-foot separation shall be measured from the outside edge of these features.

D. Dwelling units not abutting or oriented towards a right-of-way shall have a front yard oriented towards the
common open space.
E.

The total habitable floor area of each cottage unit shall not exceed 1,200 square feet. No building footprint,
excluding any enclosed porch area, shall exceed 900 square feet. Habitable floor area in a two-story cottage
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for the second floor shall not exceed 350 square feet.
F.

The distance between the front building edge and the right of way or the edge of the common space shall be
at least fifteen (15) feet.

G. The building height for all structures shall not exceed eighteen (18) feet.
H. Where a cottage community is proposed adjacent to any residential district, the nearest building in the cottage community shall not be closer than 50 feet from that residential district boundary.
I.

Accessory dwelling units are not allowed within a CCD.

J.

Dwelling units shall have no more than two (2) bedrooms per unit.

Sec. 12.8

Common Open Space

A. A minimum of 250 square feet of common open space shall be provided per dwelling. However, not
less than 3,000 square feet of common area shall be provided regardless of number of dwelling units.
B.

No dimension of a common open space area used to satisfy the minimum square footage requirement
shall be less than 20 feet, unless part of a pathway or trail.

C.

Required common open space shall be divided into no more than two separate areas per cluster of
dwelling units.

D. Common open spaces shall have dwelling units that face each other across the common open space.
E.

Common open space shall be designed for passive or active recreational use. Examples may include
but are not limited to courtyards, orchards, landscaped picnic areas, or gardens. Common open space
shall include amenities such as seating, landscaping, trails, gazebos, outdoor cooking facilities, covered
shelters, or ornamental water features.

F.

Stormwater management facilities shall not be located in a common open space area.

G. All dwelling units shall have dedicated access ways to the common open spaces.
Sec. 12.9

Cottage Building Design Standards

In addition to the dimension requirements in Section 12.7, the following building design standards shall apply:
A. Variety in Building Design.
The same combination of building elements, features and treatments shall not be repeated on individual dwelling units for more than twenty (20) percent of the total dwelling units in a cottage housing development. Dwelling units with the same combination of features and treatments shall not be
located adjacent to each other. A minimum of five (5) of the following building elements, features, and
treatments shall be provided in a manner that creates visual variety between adjacent structures and
within clusters of cottage units:
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1.

Variation in general architectural elevation and size;

2.

Variation in roof or building colors and materials, such as brick, stone or other masonry as accents
(vinyl or cementitious materials are prohibited);

3.

Varying roof shapes or gables between adjacent structures;

4.

Windows with visible trim and mullions;
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5.

Roof brackets;

6.

Dormers;

7.

Fascia boards;

8.

Bay windows;

9.

Entry enhancement such as a well detailed door (multi-panel or glass insert), window adjacent to
front door, or roof extension;

10. Trellis;
11. Modulation;
12. Chimney (shown on the exterior of the house);
13. Other building elements, treatments, features, or site designs approved by the code administrator
that provide variety and visual interest; and
14. Additional porches and patios (required porch not included).
Commentary: Communities will want to consider how strict and/or detailed they will want to be with this requirement. The importance of this subsection is to ensure that identical, or near-identical, cottage models are not constructed next to each other. The unique qualities of each individual unit balance the feeling of living in a small individual cluster with shared space, parking, etc. Communities may feel comfortable not providing text beyond the
first two sentences of 12.9.A and simply discussing the need for variety through the application review process.
B. Porches
1.

Cottage housing units shall have a covered porch over the primary entrance at least sixty (60)
square feet in size with a minimum dimension of six (6) feet on any side.

2.

Cottage housing units shall have the covered porches of the main entry oriented to the common
open space or the public street right of way as applicable.

C. All fences interior to the development shall be no more than thirty-six (36) inches in height and shall be
made of natural materials.
Sec. 12.10

Parking

A. A minimum of 1.5 spaces per dwelling unit shall be provided for the entire cottage community. Parking
spaces located within garages and driveways may count towards this requirement.
B.

Parking for individual dwelling units shall be combined into an individual facility or into parking clusters
in order to facilitate housing clusters that are oriented to common open space areas.

C.

Garage doors shall not be oriented towards a public right-of-way with the exception of an alley or walkway.

D. Garages and carports shall not be located between the common open space and the dwelling units.
E.

Surface parking lots shall be broken into sub-lots of no more than fifteen (15) parking spaces.

F.

Parking in the form of garages, carports, or surface lots may occupy no more than 40 percent of site
frontage on a public right-of-way, except in the case of an alley, in which case no restriction applies.
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G. Surface parking lots shall be set back a minimum of fifty (50) feet from the outside perimeter of the cottage community.
H. Parking shall be set back a minimum of twenty (20) feet from a public street.
I.

Surface parking lots of more than four (4) spaces, which are visible from a public right-of-way (not including alleys) or adjacent single-family uses or zones shall be screened by landscaping and/or architectural features.

J.

A pitched roof design is required for any enclosed parking structures.

Sec. 12.11

Common Area Maintenance

A. Cottage developments shall be required to implement a mechanism that ensures the continued care
and maintenance of common areas. All common areas shall be protected against further development
and unauthorized alteration in perpetuity by appropriate deed restrictions. The Planning Board shall
approve the form and content of all deed restrictions at the time of final approval of the subdivision.
Every deed restriction providing a maintenance guarantee shall contain the following provision:
“If the owners, or their successors or assigns fail to maintain the common area, the [INSERT
TOWN NAME] may perform any necessary maintenance and enforce the payment for such
costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, by an action at law or in equity against the owners
or their successors or assigns.”
B.
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Ownership of the common area shall be conveyed to a corporation or trust owned or to be owned by
the owners of lots or units within the cottage development or owners of shares within a cooperative
development. If such a corporation or trust is used, ownership shall pass with conveyances of the lots or
units. A typical example would be creation of a homeowner’s association or condominium association
with authority and funding necessary to maintain the common areas.
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VII. Overcoming Barriers to Village Development in Rhode Island
HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS CHAPTER
Most towns talk about villages or other areas of
increased density, but often struggle to make them
happen. Planners interviewed during the project identified barriers that fall into four categories:
 Physical Constraints
 Policies and regulations

In addition to removing barriers, successful village
development will in the short term likely require state
and local incentives that help to change the economic
equation and make village development at least as
profitable as more traditional projects. Important
elements are tax policies that subsidize projects indirectly, as well as direct support for roads, sewers and
other infrastructure.

 Economic challenges
 Social and political issues
INTRODUCTION
For centuries, the development of villages, main streets
and downtowns in Rhode Island required no zoning,
state legislation or grants – it was simply the most logical
way to accommodate growth. At every scale, from rural
hamlets to urban mill centers, the development process
was both driven and limited by the need to harness
available resources and accommodate the movement of
people and materials in the most efficient way possible.
In the pre-oil economy this resulted in communities that
grew from the center out, with economic activity focused

on the resource at hand, whether water power, farm and
forest land, ports and railroads, and so on. During the
20th Century, especially after World War II, this traditional
growth pattern was subsumed within a national shift to
the suburbs, literally driven by the automobile. Transforming both landscapes and lifestyles, suburbanization
went hand-in-hand with the growth of national retail
chains and the corporate development industry – both
of which were able to take advantage of cheap land,
cheap energy and economies of scale to offer an unprecedented lifestyle upgrade to a growing middle class.

The first zoning was designed to deal with conflicts by separating uses. It also paved the way for suburbanization, newly possible because of the streetcar and
the automobile (image courtesy The Codes Project, Arizona State University).
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The unintended consequences of the great 20th Century
shift to the suburbs are well-documented by the Smart
Growth movement. As land, oil and capital all become
more expensive, people from all sides of the political
spectrum are beginning to understand that we need to
do things differently. At the local level the benefits of the
village development approach, which revolves around
a network of compact, mixed-use development centers
surrounded by open space, seem obvious, especially
when compared to a more conventional model of suburban-style development. Yet when towns try to establish new villages, redevelop older commercial centers,
or enhance historic areas, they run up against a host of
obstacles.
At the beginning of the Village Guidance project 25
Rhode Island Planners participated in extensive telephone interviews with the project team. They identified
road blocks to village development that run the gamut
from lack of infrastructure to neighborhood resistance.
They fall into four general categories:
 Physical Constraints, such as poor soils or lack of
access.
 Policies and Regulations, from local zoning to state
and federal tax policies.
 Economic Challenges, ranging from inflexible real
estate development practices to existing patterns of
suburban development.
 Social and Political Issues, from NYMBYism and fear
of change to class tension and environmental justice
concerns.
While these issues are often interrelated and will require
coordinated solutions, for the sake of this discussion they
are presented as separate elements. For each challenge
or barrier to village development, recommended solutions are provided. Some of these, such as solving wastewater problems or transit access, only lack for the necessary financial resources; others are more intractable – but
by teasing out each strand from the larger tangle of land
use challenges, we can more readily follow the threads to
an understanding of potential solutions.
Removing barriers will not by itself jump start a movement back to villages and other mixed-use centers.
Broad segments of the economy have grown up in service to the suburban growth model. In many cities and
towns, the shopping malls and commercial strips are the
economic engines that drive local business. To overcome
the inertia of these existing suburban models, we will
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need to provide incentives that will make it economically
and politically feasible for developers, business owners,
residents and government officials to move in a new
direction. As outlined at the end of this section, potential
incentives range from outright grants for public roads
and infrastructure to tax policies – most of which are not
new, but need to be applied in new and targeted ways
if village development is to compete on a level playing
field with the conventional suburban model.
PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS TO DEVELOPMENT
Development Suitability: Compact, mixed-use development requires sites with good road access, suitable
soils and the absence of wetlands and floodplains. In theory, cities and towns can analyze all of the undeveloped
land in the community and create a rational plan for
future development – identifying the best growth areas
and setting aside farmland, wildlife habitat and other
resources as conservation land. In practice, the development process often occurs haphazardly, driven by the
ability of developers to secure large parcels of land, on
which they then seek to draw up a profitable development scheme. The best areas for construction are often
those that are also the most productive for agriculture,
forestry, or water supply – creating an instant conflict
between the landowner and/or developer, abutting residents and the rest of the town.
Solution: The growing scope and accuracy of public
GIS data makes it possible for detailed assessments of
development suitability and conservation priorities to be
incorporated into the comprehensive planning process
to an extent that was impossible just a few years ago. Cities and towns can use this analysis to develop pro-active
plans for growth and conservation that clearly identify
local goals for the location and extent of development
areas, shaped by a network of permanent open space.
While these plans are often driven by conservation interests, successful village planning requires towns to incorporate an assessment of where the best lands are for
redeveloping and expanding existing centers as well as
creating new ones. This allows towns to work proactively
with the landowners and the development community
to plan for future growth.
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Fragmented Ownership Patterns: In many towns the
most suitable sites have already been developed, either
as low-density frontage lots or subdivisions, in a way that
limits further change. Many of the remaining large, undeveloped parcels in Rhode Island are undeveloped for a
reason: they may be too far from major roads, too wet or
rocky to build on, or simply not in the right place to serve
the market for new homes and businesses. More likely
than not, the best village locations may be cut up into
small parcels and dissected by roads, with empty lots
interspersed with structures. If it’s a logical village location, chances are it’s already developed to some extent,
and now redevelopment is complicated by a patchwork
of different uses. While developers sometimes succeed in
assembling large sites in such a context, more often they
look elsewhere.

Towns can look carefully at unrestricted municipal lands,
some of which might be combined with neighboring private parcels to create larger sites. They can acquire land
by tax title, or buy it outright as opportunities arise. This
can be coordinated with setting land aside for municipal
facilities such as libraries, schools, town halls and public safety complexes – these buildings belong in village
centers, and can serve as the core around which the rest
of the village grows. Finally, the town could establish
a Redevelopment Agency which has the power under
state statutes to assemble parcels, develop specific plans
and issue bonds for implementation.

Solution: While finding the perfect undeveloped village
site is rare, a rational planning process can reveal those
with the fewest constraints and the largest available area.

An example of this is the East Providence Waterfront
Commission, established in 2003 to manage planning
and implementation of the 500-acre East Providence
Waterfront Special Development District (see: http://
www.eastprovidencewaterfront.com/files/special_
enabling_legislation.pdf ). Comprised of nineteen volunteer commissions, the Commission is charged with
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implementing plans for a system of connected public
spaces designed to create a framework for high-quality
private development (www.eastprovidencewaterfront.
com). Key to this effort was a two-year planning and
visioning process that included participation from many
state and local stakeholders.
Another example is the Burrillville Redevelopment
Agency, which is managing redevelopment in the town’s
historic villages, as well as along Route 102. Established
in 2001, their first priority was the designation of the
Stillwater Mill in Harrisville as a Redevelopment District.
Successful implementation of plans for the district is well
under way, with construction of the Stillwater Heights
apartments, opening of the Jesse M. Smith Library, and
ongoing renovations to the Stillwater Mill itself, which
will feature 47 moderately-priced apartments.
Providing Infrastructure: Unlike conventional frontage lots and residential subdivisions, villages often
can’t be built with individual wells and septic systems.
Rather than selling the lots and letting the homeowner
or builder install this needed infrastructure, developers
must therefore invest in shared water and wastewater
systems up front, making projects that much harder to
implement. Even though these shared systems may work
better than a collection of individual systems, they also
become a lightning rod for opposition from neighbors
worried about competition for finite water supplies, or
contamination of groundwater by wastewater treatment
effluent.
Solution: In communities with town water and/or sewer
infrastructure, the ability to hook up to town systems
can offer powerful leverage to shape and encourage
development. Towns should shepherd available capacity carefully to ensure that it is used to support development in the locations and densities that help meet the
community’s larger goals. In the absence of town water
and sewer, Towns can help by partnering with the development community to develop systems that may extend
beyond the immediate project to serve existing homes
and businesses in the project area.
Shared wells and water systems are generally limited
only by the availability of groundwater sources and the
financial feasibility of establishing the system. Wastewater treatment is dependent on local soil conditions, but
can often be done more efficiently as a shared system
that with individual systems for each home. Creative
approaches to dealing with wastewater can be applied
to potential villages of all sizes. As described in a series
of publications about on-site wastewater treatment
published by URI Cooperative Extension in 2005, these
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In rural areas the lack of sewer systems can make it difficult to build a village, but advances in small shared wastewater systems provide a solution.
At the Donovan’s Farm project in Norwell, MA, a compact treatment system
housed at one end of the village treats wastewater from 40 homes and recharges the resulting effluent beneath the village green.

can range from individual drain fields laid out around
the periphery of the village to shared systems and
small treatment plants. (see: http://www.uri.edu/ce/wq/
NEMO/Publications/PDFs/WW.Creative%20Combination.pdf ).
POLICIES AND REGULATIONS THAT IMPEDE
VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT
Permitting Process for Mixed-Use Projects: In most
Rhode Island communities, getting permits within single-use zones is much easier than for mixed-use projects.
Everyone involved, from local planning departments,
boards and commissions to the development community and the general public, understands generally what
is allowed and what it will look like. While this is a natural
consequence of the simplicity of planning a subdivision of 2-acre house lots, or splitting off a frontage lot
in a commercial strip, it serves to make these traditional
suburban archetypes easier to build than the compact,
mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly centers that many towns
would prefer. Developers who might like to do something more creative can be put off by the uncertainty of
not knowing if the local boards or the public will support
a different approach.
Solution: While the complexity of compact, mixed-use
projects will always require greater attention to detail,
there are ways communities can work to put them on
an even playing field with more traditional suburbanstyle development. One way is to prepare master plans

VILLAGE GUIDANCE MANUAL

The development of masterplans like this one for Exeter, RI, (above) allows
local stakeholders to seek agreement on the size, layout, and design of projects before developers get involved, allowing for a streamlined permitting
process. Exeter’s Village Design Manual (right) provides clear standards for
the design of proposed villages that show developers what to expect during
the review process.

for important areas as part of the local planning process,
working with landowners, residents and other stakeholders to seek agreement on the size, layout and design of
projects before the developers get involved. The results
can be incorporated into zoning changes that require or
encourage village-style development. These can range
from simple overlay districts to form-based codes that
stipulate every detail of the design. Another way to
support mixed-use projects is to streamline permitting,
with a particular emphasis on creating a transparent and
predictable process with clear standards for submittals
and a rigorous timetable for review by local boards. The
City of Providence streamlined its approval process as
part of revising their downtown zoning in 2012. North
Kingstown streamlined permitting procedures by adopting an on-line permit application process with complaint
reporting and status tracking. The system allows town
staff access to approval and investigation information,
and allows them to track trends over time. The town continues to explore ways to simplify its permitting process.
Across town at the Quonset Business Park, the Quonset
Development Corporation has adopted a site-readiness
program to streamline permitting. Preliminary studies
and review have been completed on 35 sites, with permits already secured from Rhode Island DEM, the Coastal
Resources Management council, the local building
inspector and the Office of the State Fire Marshall. The
program is designed to enable developers to begin construction of a project within 90 days of submitting a plan.

In Massachusetts, the Association of Regional Planning
Agencies (MARPA) published A Best Practices Model for
Streamlined Local Permitting (2007) that is an excellent
resource for improving the process, largely through better administrative practices. Their recommendations fall
into three critical categories: improving communications
with permit applicants and between town staff; standardizing the permitting process, including fees, review
criteria and timelines for review; and providing the necessary staff, software and office procedures to help move
the process through town offices. Massachusetts has also
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supported streamlined permitting through passage of
state legislation, Chapter 43D, that allows for cities and
towns to designate “priority development sites” where
permitting decisions are guaranteed within 180 days
of an application. The state supports the program with
grants up to $100,000 for planning and zoning work on
designated sites.
Local Zoning Ordinances: Local Zoning Ordinances
play a crucial role in allowing cities and towns to shape
growth in a way that protects public health, safety and
welfare, but they are often based on suburban growth
standards that make it impossible to create compact,
mixed-use centers. While the local comprehensive plan
invariably focusses on the importance of protecting rural
character and revitalizing historic centers, zoning too
often requires a density and distribution of land uses
that does neither. Too many areas are still designated for
an automobile-dependent monoculture of residential
house lots and scattered commercial strips. The result
is that many communities are trapped in an inefficient
20th Century growth pattern that results in overpriced
homes, mediocre design quality and dilution of commercial vitality to the point of stagnation.
Solution: Zoning in many towns provides for higher
densities and a mix of commercial and residential uses
in historic villages, downtowns and other centers. However most of these areas are surrounded with residential
zones at typical suburban densities, while commercial
growth is sent to segregated strip commercial zones..
Towns can modify zoning in ways that give developers
the flexibility to build compact, mixed-use centers. Conservation Development, for example, allows developers
to cluster homes while preserving open space within
individual parcels. While this can enable the creation of
small villages or hamlets, it is not an easy way to coordinate village development across multiple parcels. This is
more easily done by changing zoning across all parcels in
a designated village district, or keeping the existing zoning but adopting a village overlay zone. Village zoning
will also typically allow different uses such as retail, office
and residential in the same building. Chapter VI provides
guidance on specific ordinances that can be used.
While the logical companion to increasing densities in
village sites is reduction of density in rural areas, landowners in the countryside will invariably object to a loss
in development potential. A Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR) ordinance allows landowners to be compensated through the purchase of development rights,
which are then used to increase allowable densities in
designated village zones.
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Traditional villages and other compact, mixed-use centers work because increased density reduces costs and
allows for people to get around without a car. But to be
successful there needs to be increased attention to the
design of buildings, yards, streets and public spaces.
This often starts with simple design guidelines that
specify the location of buildings and parking, and basic
standards for architecture and landscaping. At the other
end of the spectrum are Form-Based Codes, which can
specify in exhaustive detail the size, shape, location and
dimensions of streets, sidewalks, structures, parking and
other elements. This is incorporated in written and illustrated standards and mapped out by a regulating plan
that specifies the location of each element. While this
costs more in time and money up front, the expense can
be shared with developers, who benefit from a having
projects that are essentially pre-permitted. The community also benefits from what is typically a much higher
level of design quality, as well as by allowing residents to
see beforehand exactly what is going to be built.
Under state law zoning must be consistent with the local
comprehensive plan, which traditionally focusses on
identifying the location and density of future growth,
but often offers little in the way of detail. It cannot be
overstated, however, that changing zoning to encourage villages requires a level of preliminary planning and
design that may be new to many communities. This usually involves community visioning exercises and work
with stakeholders to hash out the details of design and
density, following by a process of public review and revision. . Communities such as Burrillville, Exeter and North
Kingstown have successfully used this process to encourage villages.

Exeter stakeholders participate in a visioning workshop, part of a long-term
process that laid the groundwork for strong support for the village concept..
This work ultimately resulted in the adoption of a Planned Village Overlay
District in September 2012.
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In Exeter, a grant from the Orton Family Foundation, followed up by a Planning Challenge Grant from the State
Division of Planning, supported a five-year, stakeholderdriven visioning, planning and implementation process
that resulted in the adoption of a Planned Village Overlay
District ordinance in September, 2012. In North Kingstown, the planning department has taken advantage
of state grants, along with a considerable investment of
town funds, to develop plans and/or zoning ordinances
for each of the town’s historic villages, as well as the Post
Road Corridor, the Rt. 2/102 area, and Wickford Junction.
The Property Tax Levy Cap that went into effect in 2008
restricts cities and towns to a 4% annual growth in the
total tax levy. Any increase in the overall tax levy that
exceeds the cap must be returned to the tax payers. This
has had the unintended consequence of removing any
incentive towns have to support new construction, especially since many communities are regularly near the levy
cap even without major development projects. When
towns factor in a potentially costly increase in demand
for local services resulting from new construction, they
worry that new construction could create a negative fiscal impact to their bottom line revenues. This creates a
powerful disincentive for towns considering new or revitalized village centers.

in considerable backlash from local governments and
a state-wide moratorium in 2004. Further changes that
went into effect in 2005 placed some additional controls
on developers but also required local governments to
plan for and accommodate affordable housing. Towns
with less than 10% of their housing meeting standards
for affordability have to work toward that goal. The statute provides relief from the provisions of local zoning
for developers who ensure that at least 25% of the units
will remain as low and moderate income housing. As a
practical matter, however, comp. permits often result in
increased density in areas that are not suited for it, rather
than in existing or proposed villages where growth is
encouraged by local plans. Another consequence is a
disincentive for developers to pursue Transfer of Development Rights: by allowing an increase in density at no
extra cost, the Comprehensive Permit provisions effectively negate any incentive to pursue TDR.
Solution: modify the low and moderate income housing
act to require that developers seeking a Comprehensive
Permit work with towns to implement approved plans
for villages and other growth centers. Communities that
plan and zone for affordable housing within growth

Solution: Amend RIGL 44-5-2, “Levy and Assessment of
Local Taxes,” to allow municipalities to exempt from the
levy cap calculation the incremental increase in property
tax revenue generated within designated villages and
other growth centers. Under a proposal developed by
Grow Smart Rhode Island, revenues would have to be
reinvested back into the growth center through a “municipal economic development trust account.” Expenditures
from the account could only be used for infrastructure
construction or repair; planning, design and engineering studies, land acquisition, development of public
amenities, and/or debt service for any of these activities.
To provide for reasonable limits on the use of the provision, the exemption from the levy cap would max out at
2% of the total municipal levy. (See Grow Smart Rhode
Island’s analysis at: http://www.growsmartri.com/pdfs/
Municipal%20inentives%20for%20economic%20development%20(S-3050%20exemption)03%2016%2011.pdf
.)
The Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Act, enacted
in 1991, gave non-profit developers of affordable for-sale
and rental projects, as well as for-profit developers of
affordable rental projects, the ability to seek a Comprehensive Permit. The statute was revised in 2002 to allow
for-profit developers to use the process for for-sale projects, which unleashed a torrent of applications, resulting

While historic brick main street buildings were built to last, they often
don’t meet today’s code requirements. Potential uses often don’t generate
enough income to justify necessary upgrades.
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centers could restrict comprehensive permits to those
locations and stipulate density limits and design requirements.
ECONOMIC CHALLENGES FOR VILLAGE
DEVELOPMENT
Expense of Redeveloping Old Buildings and Neighborhood: The complexity of mixed-use development
is often enough to discourage developers who might
otherwise support the village approach. Adapting buildings to new uses, dealing with limitations on access and
parking, and trying to find tenants interested in alternative space all complicate redevelopment efforts. While
the old brick mill buildings and historic neighborhoods
were built to last, they often don’t meet today’s code
requirements, and can require expensive remediation of
hazardous materials even before rebuilding can begin.
As a result, the square-foot cost of renovating existing
structures can outstrip the price of new construction.
Solution: Revive the State Historic Tax Credit Program
and Revise Fire and Building Codes for Historic Buildings.
From 2001 to 2008, the state Historic Preservation Investment Tax Credit program provided a tax credit amounting to 30% of the expense of rehabilitating an eligible
historic property. The program was very successful – with
252 complete projects that used $316 million in credits
and returned $1.4 billion into the state’s economy (RI
Historical Preservation & Heritage Commission). Largely
eliminated by the legislature in 2008 because of concerns about revenue at the height of the recession, the
Historic Tax Credit was reinstated with limited funding in
2014, but was not included in the 2015 budget. Bringing back the credit could reignite a proven incentive for
restoration and reuse projects that otherwise would not
be feasible. If the credits were restricted to villages and
other mixed-use centers, overall cost to the state could
be limited while spurring private investment in these key
areas.
In addition to supporting renovation through tax programs, the state can spur redevelopment of existing
buildings by revising fire and building codes. New Jersey
implemented “rehabilitation codes” in 1997 that are credited with enabling many projects that would not be economically viable under the standard codes, which were
written primarily with new construction in mind. Under
the rehabilitation code, the goal is to ensure that newly
renovated properties meet an acceptable threshold of
safety without requiring unnecessary additional measures. On average, the code reportedly saves ten percent
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of rehabilitation costs (source: Center for State Innovation). Using the New Jersey code as a model, HUD published a Guide to Building Rehabilitation Codes which is
available at: http://www.huduser.org/Publications/pdf/
smartcodes.pdf
Legislation introduced in 2013 supports revival
of the tax credit, with somewhat different
approaches featured in the Governor’s Budget Article 23 (identical to Senate Bill 733) and House Bill
6060, submitted by Representative Jay O’Grady.
Unfunded Municipal Planning and Zoning Expense:
Making plans and changing zoning in support of village
development can be expensive for towns. The Comprehensive Plan may need to be revised through an extensive public process before voters will agree on the size
and location of the village. Design and engineering studies must be drawn up to establish the form and extent
of the development and deal with questions of water
supply and wastewater treatment. There may need to be
revisions to zoning and development regulations, with
associated consulting fees, hearings and paperwork.
Even a simple thing like the expense of abutter notification can act as a strong disincentive for towns considering a zone change.
Solution: Provide grants and technical support for planning and zoning
The state’s Planning Challenge Grant Program most
recently provided $1 million to support 15 projects
(including this one), adding to more than $2.6 million
that the program has distributed since 2006. Required
local matching funds and in-kind contributions raise the
total. Unfortunately the future of the program is unlikely
to change under new direction from the federal government.
The Rhode Island Foundation also supports some planning initiatives through grants to non-profit organizations for projects in the six key sectors of arts and culture,
community development, education, environment, and
health and human services – amounting to more than
$30 million in 2012. While these and other grant programs provide irreplaceable funding for specific projects,
they aren’t as useful in helping towns with the incremental costs of planning and engineering, legal review and
abutter notification. What is needed is a modest but
dedicated pool of funds that towns can draw on as these
incidental expenses come up. One way to reduce these
expenses, especially the cost of abutter notification,
would be to amend the state statutes to allow for more
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up-to-date methods of reaching out to abutters, such as
using on-line systems, that could replace the traditional
registered mail requirements.
Another efficient way to help towns do village planning
would be to provide low or no-cost technical support
through Statewide Planning staff or one of the colleges
or universities. A related possibility would be peer-topeer consulting, where planners who have dealt with a
particular issue in one town act as consultants to other
towns. A no-cost program would have hours volunteered by an individual (or supported by that person’s
town) banked into a common pool and used to “hire” a
consulting planner from another town as needed. This
would require a central coordinator and record-keeper
such as Statewide planning or the Rhode Island chapter
of the American Planning Association. Another approach
would be to provide mini-grants to peer consultants
through a program run at the state agency level. The
Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community
Development, for example, runs a peer-to-peer technical
assistance program that provides $1,000 grants to pay
for up to 30 hours of Peer Consulting, with up to an additional $100 for expenses. Typical projects include setting
up CDBG grant-writing processes, developing guidelines
for rehabilitation programs, expanding downtown revitalization, assessing needs for GIS and other technologies, etc.
The Connecticut Commission on Culture and Tourism
runs a Peer Advisor Network that pays two-thirds of a
modest stipend to peer consultants ($100/day) who work
for up to two days with towns, non-profits or associations
involved in the arts, heritage, tourism and culture.
Understanding Mixed-use Markets: Uncertain real
estate markets can increase resistance to compact
mixed-use zoning from landowners and developers, and
leave local planners with little room for argument. Local
developers may be used to building strip malls and subdivisions and unfamiliar with projects that must be sold
or leased to different segments of the market. They have
to understand how these markets are changing, and be
able to predict the proper mix of uses to meet uncertain
demand some years down the line when the project is
finished. They also can run into problems when they go
to the bank for financing, which is often predicated on a
developer having potential tenants in place before construction begins.

vices? Will the assessed value and resulting tax revenue
cover these costs? Is the project likely to be competitive
in the local and regional marketplace? Will is help or hurt
existing town businesses?
Solution: Provide and maintain real estate market data
and guidance for planners.
Market analyses tend to be isolated exercises assessing a particular plan or project. These can be useful as
case studies, but tend to be driven by the perspective
of whoever is paying the bill. Town planners and board
members need access to the kind of market data and
tools that the development corporations use to identify
project sites. They need to be able to calculate, as part
of the comprehensive planning process, the scope and
mix of uses that could be supported at a potential village
site, including the implications of existing commercial
and mixed use-development projects in the region. They
also need to know what kind of retail, commercial, office
and other uses can be supported by the current population of the area, and how that will likely change as new
residents arrive. With this information in hand, towns are
empowered to work with the local business community
to provide opportunities for economic development that
fits into the town’s other needs. Knowing what the market will support allows towns to more effectively recruit
new businesses, perhaps focusing especially on existing
businesses in the region that are a good fit for the community.
Finally, towns need good data and reliable analysis techniques for estimating the fiscal impacts of new development (whether under current zoning or some future
alternative). This is another area where analysis techniques vary as much as data sources, and local planning
departments are typically forced to rely on either the
developer’s pro forma (if they can get it) or out-of-town
consultants. In either case no matter how accurate the
results there is likely to be continued skepticism among
key stakeholders. A shared, transparent methodology
and access to a common pool of data could create a
baseline of understanding within individual towns, and
would allow towns within each region to better understand the impact of large projects.

From a city or town’s perspective, the lack of market analysis is equally challenging. What is the likely density and
range of tenants? What are the likely impacts on roads,
water supply, public safety, schools and other town ser-
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Villages were the original mixed-use centers, and remain the most logical locations for combining commercial, residential and civic uses. In Burrillville, the
town formed a redevelopment agency to manage redevelopment of the Stillwater Mill (right) and construction of a new public library, riverwalk park and
farmers market. Obvious returns on both public and private investment have resulted in strong support for the project.

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL BARRIERS
Building Support for Change: Even a modest increase
in density seems to be a universal cause for alarm for
existing residents, whether in a suburban setting with
two-acre lots or an existing village with eight or ten
units per acre. The root of this anxiety, perhaps, is a certain level of fear and uncertainty about any change to
one’s home, and a legitimate concern about the practical impact of such change on one’s property value and
quality of life. In rural towns, there is a perception that
village-style development is somehow inconsistent with
rural character – even if current zoning requires two-acre
suburban house lots. Residents abutting a proposed village site may balk at the idea of new homes, cars, traffic
and people next door, even if there are demonstrable
benefits to the town as a whole. In historic villages, even
where a proposed infill project seeks only to match existing densities, resistance often revolves around quality of
life issues. Understandably, the life of a typical village resident is not going to be improved by having a new house
built on the empty lot next door, or losing the open
space at the end of the street for even the most nicelydesigned cottage neighborhood. In all cases, there is also
uncertainty about who will lose and who will gain.
Solution: As one planner interviewed for this project
told us, a big part of the answer is education, education, education. Fear and uncertainty will only end if
people have the information they need to understand
the impacts of future change on their lifestyles and
pocketbooks. Information by itself is not enough – it has
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to come from a trusted source, and is often best developed as part of a “shared fact-finding” process, where
the people most affected by potential change play an
active role in research and analysis. This process should
extend to community visioning and planning exercises
that empower local residents to identify how best to
improve their neighborhood. In the end, this may narrow
the pool of available village sites, but it will also identify
opportunities where development can enhance, rather
than harm, existing neighborhoods. Finally, protecting
existing residents’ quality of life may require more than
good planning: increases in density can, if unmitigated
by other improvements, degrade that quality of life. To
balance these impacts village projects should include a
provision for improvements and amenities that improve
the lives of everyone: sidewalks, parks and playgrounds,
community facilities like libraries and recreation centers, new trees and landscaping, etc. The recent work in
Harrisville is a great case in point, where the Burrillville
Redevelopment Agency has shepherded the renovation of the Stillwater Mill, but also brought in additional
housing at Stillwater Heights, a new public library, and a
landscaped river walk.
Ensuring Equitable Development: For good or bad,
zoning in most towns has been established for many
years. People may not like it for various reasons, but they
understand it. There is a feeling that changing zoning in
one area will benefit one group of people at the expense
of another. Low density sprawl seems on its face to be
a fair approach, since it distributes the benefits as well
as the impacts of development evenly across the com-
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munity. However, low density zoning leads inevitably to
higher prices for land and housing, reducing affordability and making it harder for disadvantaged populations
to stay in the community. Most cities and towns work
hard to counter this trend, working with developers to
build affordable housing, and perhaps having their own
housing authority to build and maintain affordable units.
Villages, whether existing or new, offer a natural opportunity to increase a community’s stock of affordable
housing, which is seen as a welcome prospect by some
and by others a perilous threat. They lend themselves to
smaller single-family and attached homes; they are more
readily served by public transit, and they offer a range of
housing options to people at every stage of life.
Solution: Again, education and broad-based participation in the planning process are the keys to dealing with
public anxiety and ensuring a more equitable approach
to development. Especially in rural and suburban communities, residents need to be brought up to speed
on the demographic and economic changes that have
already created fundamental changes in the market
demand for housing and other forms of development.
They need to recognize that there is a crucial need for
small single-family and multi-family housing for households that across the US average just 2.54 people per
house. The percentage of single person households rose
from 17% to 27.4 % between 1970 and 2012, while the
share of households made up of married couples with
children declined from 40% to 20% during the same time
period (US Census Bureau).
Local residents need to be involved in a shared process
of weighing various alternatives and seeing that villages
can and should accommodate disadvantaged populations, but are just as important for the way they can serve
young and old, rich and poor, from all walks of life, as
Rhode Island’s villages and urban neighborhoods have
done for centuries.

INCENTIVES FOR VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT IN
RHODE ISLAND
While long-term demographic and market forces support village development, it will be important in the
short term to provide appropriate incentives to towns,
residents, and the development community. Potential
incentives fall into three main categories: planning and
public outreach; local policies and regulations; and statewide policies and regulations.
PLANNING AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
Map Out Conservation and Growth Center Priorities
While many towns’ comprehensive plans talk about protecting some areas and encouraging development in
others, relatively few clearly identify these areas at the
level of individual neighborhood and parcels. Statewide
planning efforts incorporate a detailed mapping process that identifies both natural areas that are sensitive
to development and areas that are suitable to support
density. The state’s Growth Centers concept, described
in the 2006 State Guide Plan, provides a framework for
more detailed local planning but does not require towns
to establish growth centers. If towns want village development they need to make it clear where in the community it will be allowed and zone the area accordingly.
Grants and Technical Support for Planning and Zoning
Continue to provide funding for planning and zoning
through the Planning Challenge Grant Program and
Rhode Island Foundation Grants. Pursue mini-grant program to small towns to support expenses associated with
implementation of zoning changes such as legal review
and abutter notification. This should include investigating the need to amend the state statute requiring expensive abutter mailings.
Explore creation of state technical assistance program
through statewide planning or creation of a Peer-toPeer consulting program. This could leverage training
and support activities sponsored by Grow Smart Rhode
Island and the American Planning Association, requiring relatively modes support by administrative staff or
small technical assistance grants. Technical assistance is
particular needed for more complex redevelopment initiatives involving Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts,
brownfield remediation or other factors, especially in cities and towns with limited staff resources.
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Provide Statewide Real Estate Market Analysis and
Fiscal Impact Methodology
Create a common methodology for real estate market
analysis that can be used by local planners in development review and comprehensive planning projects. Collect and distribute appropriate regional data, and work
with cities and towns to compile and analyze local data.
Develop shared methodologies and data support that
will allow towns to work effectively with the development community to identify appropriate sites and create
zoning and regulatory standards that support compact,
mixed-use development.
Similarly, develop a shared methodology and supporting data to help towns estimate the true fiscal impacts
of future growth scenarios. By comparing the potential
impacts of growth under their current zoning to what is
likely under a village planning approach, towns can get a
clearer idea of whether the village approach is more fiscally sustainable.
Education and Training
Since one of the major stumbling blocks to village development is a lack of familiarity among both developers
and the general public, education and training can be a
powerful incentive – especially as part of a public planning and visioning process. This can include information about planning and design ideas, real estate market analysis and assessment of fiscal impacts on towns,
as well as case studies focusing on examples of village
development in the region. Another area of interest
to both developers and planners is technical and legal
guidance for zoning and development review issues.
Provide educational materials and training to increase
public awareness and support for compact, mixed-use
development. Provide training to local staff and board
members on consensus-building, visioning, design charrettes and other techniques for public engagement.
This should include training and state leadership in marketing villages both to potential developers and the general public. By working together to promote compact,
mixed-use centers and providing a clearinghouse of
information, planners at all levels can leverage the growing number of successful examples to provide guidance
and encouragement to towns that are just beginning to
consider a village approach.

LOCAL POLICIES AND REGULATIONS
Local Incentives
The Rhode Island statutes authorize cities and towns to
use development incentives for several purposes. These
can provide increases in permitted uses or density or
relief from dimensional requirements in exchange for
increased open space, increased housing choices, traffic and pedestrian improvements, public and/or private
facilities, or other amenities (R.I. Gen. Laws Sec. 45-24-33
(B) (1) 1999). This can also include a reduction in permitting fees or a property tax abatement for specified number of years.
Create a Local Redevelopment Agency
The complications of acquiring land in existing village,
assembling parcels, dealing with brownfield contamination, and working with neighbors can all be disincentives
for developers to work in historic villages and other complicated sites. By establishing a local Redevelopment
Agency, a town can assemble parcels, develop specific
plans and issue bonds for implementation. The agency
can deal with many of these headaches, start the permitting process, and issue rfps for potential development
partners. Successful examples in Burrillville, leading
to the redevelopment of Harrisville, and the East Providence Waterfront Commission’s work on their Waterfront
Special Development District demonstrate the particular value of local redevelopment agencies in managing
complex projects over an extended period. What results
are essentially pad-ready sites that the private development community can utilize when the time is right.
Update Local Zoning Ordinances
Revise local zoning ordinances to provide a range of
options that support village development, which can
include new mixed-use districts and village overlays, as
well as Conservation Development and Transfer of Development Rights ordinances that help to shift growth into
villages from the surrounding countryside. Since local
residents are often unfamiliar with the higher densities,
mixed uses and other elements that may be included in
a village zone, new ordinances must be supported with a
robust public planning process.
Provide for Streamlined Permitting
The complexity of mixed-use projects is often reflected
in a more drawn-out permitting and review process,
with local boards often getting the blame. In addition
to removing inefficiencies from the process and setting
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clear review procedures, streamlining the process begins
by doing more work before the developers get involved.
This can include creating detailed village master plans as
part of the comprehensive planning process, and incorporating specific plans and clear design criteria into zoning documents. Simplifying applications and providing
for on-line application and review can also speed the
permitting process.
Tax Increment Financing
Enabled by State legislation passed in 1984, Tax Increment Financing (TIF) allows cities and towns to designate
a specific geographic area within which public investments are funded by the increase in taxes generated by
those investments over time. Typically the community
sells bonds to finance improvements to roads, infrastructure, parks, etc., and the debt-service is paid by the incremental difference between the taxes currently paid, and
the increase in tax revenue that is realized as a result of
that public investment and the private investment that
follows. In East Providence, the city offers TIF to developers in the Waterfront District.
Reduced or Flexible Parking Requirements
Reducing minimum parking requirements makes sense
in areas with mixed uses, especially those served by
public transit. This creates an incentive to developers
by reducing the cost of construction per unit of housing
or per square foot of commercial space. This is in addition to the savings on roads and utilities that flow from
compact development. Flexible parking standards are
also used as an incentive for compact growth, including
allowing shared parking and off-site parking. Developers used to working in suburban commercial strips may
initially balk at reducing the amount of parking, which
they see as increasing value for their tenants. Along with
setting a reasonable maximum ratio of parking spaces
to building floor area, towns can work with developers
to build parking in phases, with unpaved reserve areas
providing for increased demand if and when it appears.
One unusual wrinkle in these calculations is that minimum parking requirements often serve as the limiting
factor in determining the total buildout of commercial
development on a typical site. Since lowering parking
requirements may allow for larger buildings, towns need
to look carefully at what the desired buildout for a particular area is and set limits through percent building
coverage or floor area ratios?

Community Places provides a good introduction: http://
www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/pdf/EPAParkingSpaces06.
pdf. For more detail and data, the Institute of Traffic
Engineer’s (ITE) Parking Generation Manual, 4th addition,
addresses mixed-use parking demand. A methodology
for calculating shared parking demand has also been
developed by the Urban Land Institute. See Shared Parking, by Mary Smith.
STATEWIDE POLICIES AND REGULATIONS
Pursue Targeted Infrastructure Investment
Focus state discretionary funding on designated villages
and other growth centers. This could include streetscape
improvements, sewer, water, housing, roads, bridges, railroads and transit hubs, as well as funding for economic
development, tourism, arts and culture. In addition to
funding for new infrastructure, many states take a “fix it
first” approach, where funding is prioritized for maintenance of existing sewer, water and transit infrastructure
rather than extending these systems into new areas. In
Massachusetts, the former Commonwealth Capital Program, which ran for several years, used a point system
to prioritize state investments in local projects that supported statewide goals.
“Fix it first” tends to be the default setting on the local
level, where decisions about capital spending often
focus on supporting existing homes and businesses,
while utility extensions and road improvements are
left to developers. Another way local governments can
channel public investment into villages is by prioritizing
these locations for public facilities such as schools, libraries and fire stations.
One advantage of a village-oriented approach to accommodating growth is it makes it easier to coordinate infrastructure investments across town boundaries. Villages
and other centers concentrate activity in areas that can
be more easily linked with public transit, and reduce the
regional cost of water, sewer, electricity, fiber optic and
other systems. Coordinated planning and prioritized
state investment can encourage growth in areas that
best balance local needs with creation of efficient statewide infrastructure networks.
Amend the Property Tax Levy Cap

For more information about planning for parking in
mixed use areas, EPA’s 2006 publication Parking Spaces/

Amend RIGL 44-5-2, “Levy and Assessment of Local
Taxes,” to allow municipalities to exempt from the levy
cap calculation the incremental increase in property tax
revenue generated within designated villages and other
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growth centers. Under a proposal developed by Grow
Smart Rhode Island, revenues would have to be reinvested back into the growth center through a “municipal
economic development trust account.” Expenditures
from the account could only be used for infrastructure
construction or repair; planning, design and engineering
studies, land acquisition, development of public amenities, and/or debt service for any of these activities. To
provide for reasonable limits on the use of the provision,
the exemption from the levy cap would max out at 2% of
the total municipal levy.
Modify Comprehensive Permit Statute
Modify the Low- and Moderate-Income Housing Act to
require that developers seeking a Comprehensive Permit
work with towns to implement approved plans for villages and other growth centers. Allow communities that
plan and zone for affordable housing within growth centers to restrict comprehensive permits to those locations,
if appropriate, and stipulate density limits and design
requirements. Coordinate provision of increased density
available through the Comprehensive Permit process
with approved growth centers.
Target Application of the State Historic Tax Credit
From 2001 to 2008, the state Historic Preservation Investment Tax Credit program provided a tax credit amounting to 30% of the expense of rehabilitating an eligible
historic property. The program was very successful
– with 252 complete projects that used $316 million in
credits and returned $1.4 billion into the state’s economy. The Historic Tax Credit was renewed on a limited
basis by legislation passed in 2013. As potential loss of
revenue remains a concern, consider prioritizing projects to designated villages and other growth centers.
Ensure Equitable Development
Provide methodologies and data and to help cities and
towns assess equity issues and their implications for local
land use decisions. Provide training to help local staff,
boards and elected officials understand equity issues
and incorporate best practices into planning and policymaking activities. Since villages and other mixed-use
centers tend to be inherently more equitable (incorporating a range of housing types, for example, and reducing dependence on the automobile) consider targeted
investment in housing, transit, parks, playgrounds and
other shared amenities that increase opportunities for all
residents.
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New Market Tax Credits
The New Market Tax Credit (NMTC) is a federal tax credit
program designed to encourage private investment in
economically distressed areas. They can be used for a
range of economic development activities, including
commercial real estate, community facilities, industrial
development or business financing. While rental housing is excluded, mixed-use projects are permissible if
less than 80% of the gross is from the housing side. The
Local Initiative Support Corporation (LISC} has managed several NMTC projects in Rhode Island: including
conversion of American Locomotive in Providence into
200,000 square feet of commercial space; “The Plant,” a
mill conversion also in Providence; and the renovation
of the Hope Street School in Woonsocket as a child care
center. While the state is not involved in administering
this program, they can help by including it as part of the
planning process for urban revitalization.
Location Efficient Mortgages
A Location Efficient Mortgage (LEM) rewards households
with lower transportation expenses (within walking distance of commuter rail, for example) by allowing them to
qualify for larger loan amounts. The concept was developed by the Center for Neighborhood Technology and
the Natural Resources Defense Council and is backed by
Fannie Mae. While this hasn’t been used in Rhode Island,
it could be considered as part of transit-oriented design
projects and other planning efforts. Rhode island Housing could partner with the General Treasurer’s Office to
explore the value of working with local banks to establish and test LEM products.
Revolving Loan Programs
Provide limited, typically short-term loans for renovations or business development, which are particularly
useful for start-up businesses that otherwise fail to qualify for traditional loans. A revolving loan fund is usually
designed to serve as a lender of last resort in high-risk
transactions, and is often initially capitalized out of the
municipal budget or state grant. Fund administrators
use the fund to provide financing to targeted community members at below-market interest rates and with
tailored underwriting. The returns generated by payments plus interest on the initial loans ‘revolve’ back into
the lending pool for subsequent loans.
They can be limited to businesses of a certain size or
require the creation of jobs for local people. They are
also often employed to support building code upgrades
or façade improvements in areas targeted for revitalization.
VILLAGE GUIDANCE MANUAL

Targeted Rental or Homeownership Subsidy
Provide direct subsidies for rental or homeownership
units in a village or other center. Since most tax incentives, especially the mortgage tax credit, favor homeowners rather than renters, consider subsidizing rents
in designated villages. Maryland’s “Live Near Your Work”
program, for example, provides direct financial assistance for employees who buy a home near their work.
THE RHODE ISLAND GROWTH CENTERS
PROGRAM
Rhode Island has a long-standing Growth Centers policy that supports designation of suitable existing and
potential new villages as Growth Centers. Designed “to
encourage growth and investment in economically and
environmentally sound locations,” the Growth Centers
program was described in a report of the Governor’s
Growth Planning Council in 2002. The group recognized
that successful implementation of growth centers at
the municipal level would require integrated support
across a range of program areas, including environmental, cultural, educational, recreational, economic,
transportation, infrastructure and social services. Many
state departments and program control grants, capital improvements, permitting and technical assistance
resources which can be prioritized toward growth centers. While the Growth Centers program has been largely
dormant in recent years, several communities have designated Growth Centers and the state is currently evaluating how the program will evolve over the next several
years.
From the program’s inception, it was assumed that
Growth Centers would be recognized as priorities for
coordinated investment in infrastructure and other
improvements. This could be enhanced with prioritization for the other forms of incentives described above.
At the town level, designating an existing or potential
village site as a Growth Center could also be supported
with municipal investment in infrastructure, as well as
being a priority location for libraries, schools, fire stations
and other public facilities.
Other states, including Maryland and Vermont, have
long-standing Growth Centers programs that demonstrate the effectiveness of various incentive programs. In
Vermont, designated
Growth Centers receive unique benefits, including eligibility to create tax increment financing (TIF) districts
for infrastructure improvements. Vermont Economic
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Development Authority (VEDA) incentives allow growth
centers to qualify for state facility investments, including wastewater facilities, brownfield remediation, CDBG
implementation grants and other benefits. Projects
within designated growth centers also receive priority for downtown transportation funds, transportation
enhancement improvements and grants for housing
renovation and affordable housing construction. They
are priority sites for lease or construction of state offices.
Private investment in Vermont’s Growth Centers is
encouraged with The Downtown and Village Tax Credit,
which provides state tax credits for commercial buildings
(including residential rental properties) located within
designated downtown or village centers. The credits are
designed to support general rehabilitation, code compliance and exterior improvements and may be combined
with federal credits (in those areas that are listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.)
Vermont’s historic tax credit program is one of the primary benefits of Downtown and Village Center designation. In fiscal year 2013, $1.8 million in tax credits was
awarded, which helped to fund 30 projects in 17 communities. That state investment was calculated to leverage
$26 million in building improvements. The program has
supported 99 projects over the past five years, and has
been particularly valuable in enabling state-mandated
code upgrades such as elevators and sprinkler systems
that tend to be cost prohibitive to many building owners.
Vermont’s designated downtowns qualify for a range of
incentives:
 10% Historic Tax Credits, available in addition to any
federal historic tax credits.
 25% Façade Improvement Tax Credits, for work up to
$25,000.
 50% Code Improvement Tax Credits, available for up
to $50,000 each for elevators and sprinkler systems,
and ADA modifications, electrical or plumbing up to
$25,000.
 Downtown Transportation Fund, with loans or
grants up to $100,000.
 Traffic Calming Options, granting authority to reduce
speed limits to 25 mph.
 New Signage Options, for informational and wayfinding signage.
 Priority for HUD, CDBG, and municipal planning
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grants.
 Priority sites for lease or construction of state buildings
 Special Assessment Districts, to raise funds for operating costs and capital expenses for downtown projects.
Like Rhode Island, growth and development in Vermont
has traditionally been slow and steady, with minimal
population growth. Sprawling growth in the suburbs and
rural countryside tends to draw from the same market
that would otherwise support redevelopment of traditional villages and town centers. While most town plans
favor growth in compact, mixed-use centers, even modest barriers represented by physical, social, economic
and regulatory factors can drive development to green
field sites. The Growth Centers approach is an important
tool for leveling the playing field and removing barriers
to growth in areas that otherwise make the most sense.

The Vermont Growth Center’s program provides infrastructure grants and tax credits for designated downtowns and village centers. The project has supported redevelopment of White River Junction, a historic village in the town of Hartford, VT.
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Summary
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) is a land use
technique that can help to preserve meaningful open
space as land is developed and has been successfully
used in approximately 200 programs nationwide.
This report examines the key factors that need to be in
place to have a successful TDR program in Rhode Island.
It also describes how recent changes to Rhode Island
market conditions, favorable fiscal analyses as well a simpler approach eliminate past obstacles to implementing
TDR. The report also contains regulatory guidance to
assist communities to adopt a successful TDR ordinance.

KEY FINDINGS:
1. Market conditions and fiscal advantages support TDR in Rhode Island. The soft market for new
single family homes on large lots coupled with a strong
demand for apartments and multi- family units provides
favorable market conditions for TDR. Moreover, recent
fiscal analyses show that apartments and multi-family
units can be very positive for a community’s tax base.
There is currently a demand for bonus density in receiving areas where developers perceive a market for higher
density, which are the two most important elements for
a successful TDR program.
2. The simplicity and certainty of TDR has been
improved by allowing developers to purchase density bonuses directly from the town with funds being
restricted to community land acquisition programs. In
the past developers needed to negotiate with private
land owners to purchase their development rights to
transfer them to gain bonus density in another location.
This was a very time consuming and uncertain process
that discouraged TDR use.
3. Small scale TDR is a viable option which can be similar to a mixed use conservation development that can
involve one or more parcels. This option can work well
in towns without a receiving area that can support large
scale density.
4. There are three ways to implement TDR in Rhode
Island: local, interlocal and a statewide program.
The local program is structured to transfer development
rights within an individual community. The interlocal can
involve two or more communities, while the statewide
TDR program can transfer development rights from any
communities identified as sending areas into designated growth centers. The local is the easiest to administer while the interlocal and statewide programs present
more administrative challenges but greater potential to
implement more transfers of development.
5. State enabling legislation should be revised to
make it clear all Rhode Island communities have the
authority to establish a TDR program; to enable the
developers to purchase density bonuses from the community; and to allow interlocal and statewide TDR programs
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I. Transfer of Development Rights
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) represents an
innovative way to direct growth away from lands that
should be preserved to locations well suited to higher
density development. There are over 200 TDR programs
in place across the country today. While most of these
are geared to the preservation of open space or farmland, many communities are now considering the role
of this tool in addressing impacts from climate change
and hazard mitigation. Areas that may be appropriate

Existing site before development

Site developed under conventional large-lot zoning.

Site developed using TDR to transfer density from “sending areas” to a village “receiving area.” Increasing density
in one location helps fund conservation of farmland and
other open space adjacent to the site or across town.
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for preservation through TDR are properties experiencing chronic or severe flooding, or those that could otherwise play an important role for flood mitigation on a
watershed scale.
The use of TDR begins with planning processes that identify specific preservation areas as “sending areas” and
specific development districts as “receiving areas”. Once
these areas are identified, Zoning Ordinance amendments can be adopted which authorize landowners in
the sending areas to sell their development rights to
landowners in the receiving areas. The amount of money
required to purchase these development rights is influenced by the ordinance provisions, but is generally negotiated between the landowners. This approach allows
market forces to enter into the transaction and requires
land owners to negotiate the final value of development
rights. In other models, as discussed below, the local
government can set a fixed value for density bonuses
and have developers contribute to an open space fund
in exchange for density bonuses.
In return for the purchase, landowners in the sending
area place a restriction on their property, which is generally recorded as a conservation easement. This easement
can be determined through explicit zoning provisions
or can be negotiated as part of the permitting process.
Restrictions can limit the level of potential development,
the type of development, or some combination of both.
Definitions, mechanics, procedures, and elements of TDR
have been exhaustively researched (Pruetz, 2003) and
there are many different types of programs across the
country. GrowSmart RI provided a useful research document with their 2007 white paper “Transfer of Development Rights: A Study of Its Use in Other States and the
Potential for Use in Rhode Island” (Sheehan, 2007). In this
paper, TDR is defined as follows:
“TDR is a voluntary and market-based land use tool
used by communities to direct development away
from rural, open space, and farm lands and towards
areas most appropriate for growth. The goal of the
program is to help to implement community landuse goals by having an exchange take place: the
permanent preservation of lands that a community
wants to save is exchanged for extra development in
areas a community has designated for growth.”
While the full breadth of TDR programs is more complex than the GrowSmart definition, the definition does
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accurately describe the vast majority of models in the
country today. This research paper provides an excellent
summary of the key elements of TDR programs as well as
guidance on how to navigate the complex path to implementation at the local level. Rather than restating all the
fundamental aspects of TDR which are well-organized
in the GrowSmart publication, readers not familiar with
the basic components of TDR are encouraged to read
this document before delving further into this manual:
http://www.growsmartri.com/pdfs/FINAL%20TDR%20
whitepaper.pdf.
KEY ELEMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL TDR
PROGRAM
TDR programs can have many moving parts and, for
those just beginning to consider implementation, it can
be difficult to determine what elements are necessary or
important for success. The Journal of the American Planning Association published a short research article in the
Winter 2009 issue entitled What Makes Transfer of Development Rights Work? (Pruetz and Standridge, 2009). This
research piece examined the 20 most successful TDR programs in the nation at that time to see which elements
were consistent over multiple programs. The results are
summarized below. It should be noted that the first two
elements are considered by Pruetz and other national
experts as “essential” to the success of any program. The
next three are considered “important”, and the remaining are considered “helpful.” Readers are encouraged to
access the original article to learn more about the study
methodology and findings.
1. Demand for Bonus Development: The amount of
density a developer can receive using TDR must be an
attractive alternative to the density they can achieve by
right. If the by-right density produces a product just as
profitable as one with TDR, and it fits within the existing
market demand, developers will have little incentive to
pursue any transfers. However, if the allowable density bonus will increase developer profit and is a better
fit for pent up market demand, the TDR program has a
good chance of being viable. Although bonus density
is the most common motivation for developers to buy
TDRs, many jurisdictions offer other incentives including
additional lot coverage (Warwick Township, Lancaster
County, PA), floor area ratio (San Francisco, CA), floor area
within an individual dwelling unit (Pitkin County, Colorado), and expedited issuance of building permits (Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency, CA/NV).
2. Customized Receiving Areas: The following five
receiving area attributes are important to encourage
TDR:
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Factors that Make TDR Successful
As part of the Village Project, Rick Pruetz, perhaps
the nation’s foremost expert in the use of TDR, and
Bill Fulton of Smart Growth America, headlined
a two-day conference on the potential for TDR in
Rhode Island. They presented ten factors that will
determine whether TDR is ultimately successful
here. The first two are considered as essential, the
next three important, and the remaining are considered helpful.
 Supporting infrastructure to support the additional
development (water supply, roads, wastewater disposal, etc.
 Political acceptability
 Clear designation of receiving area
 Consistency with the community comprehensive
plan
 Location where developers perceive a market
demand for higher density
There are many possible receiving area options for
jurisdictions to consider. Some communities succeed
at locating receiving areas for TDRs from rural sending
areas at infill sites within previously-developed urban
areas including downtowns (South Lake Tahoe, CA).
More commonly, receiving areas are found at the urban
fringe where adopted plans may already call for continued growth since the new development would be close
to existing jobs, schools and shopping as well as infrastructure (Montgomery County, MD). Some communities have overcome the potential for resident opposition
to development by locating receiving areas in new towns
or new villages that are not contiguous with existing
development (Collier County, FL). Other communities
have found that low density receiving areas are best for
them where developers can use TDR to achieve densities
that fit the community.
3. Strict Sending Area Development Regulations:
Landowners may be more apt to participate in a TDR program if development in the sending area is constrained
by environmental factors such as wetlands or steep slope,
or lack of infrastructure. However, Pruetz and Standridge
found that most TDR studies emphasize the importance
of sending area zoning that is strict or at least demonstrates that the community is serious about implementing its stated goals for preserving sending areas. In their
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research, “strict regulations” were those that prohibited
densities greater than one unit per five acres. However,
some TDR programs had densities that were greater than
one unit per five acres.
Some communities have permissive zoning in their
sending areas, and may find it necessary to down-zone
to implement a TDR program as well as create consistency between zoning regulations and planning goals.
This has its risks, and Pruetz and Standridge rightly caution communities to consider the implications of downzoning, particularly as it relates to accusations that the
new zoning takes private property for public use without just compensation, which is in violation of the Fifth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Whether or not
a regulation will be found to be a taking depends on
specific circumstances, but the most commonly cited
rule comes from a 1992 U.S. Supreme Court decision: a
regulation that eliminates all economic use of a property is a taking per se unless the use would have been
prohibited by the state’s underlying property and nuisance law. Jurisdictions are advised not to rely on the
availability of TDR as their only legal defense against
a regulatory taking claim because the U.S. Supreme

Court has not yet resolved the role of TDR compensation in these cases.
4. Few Alternatives to TDR: The most effective TDR
programs offered developers few alternatives to utilizing TDR. Pruetz and Standridge noted that many communities may be inclined to offer a menu of incentives
for development in desired growth areas. These could
include density incentives for clustering, on-site open
space dedication, streetscape improvements, design features, and other amenities. While these incentives may
yield increased investment or public improvements, they
will likely compete with TDR as an incentive vehicle and
provide what developers perceive to be a simpler path to
increased density.
5. Market Incentives, Transfer Ratios and Conversion
Factors: TDR program transfer ratios determine the
value of transferring one dwelling unit from a sending
area to a receiving area. Many communities may try to
use a one-to-one ratio, meaning that each unit from a
sending area is equal to one bonus unit in the receiving
area. However, it is likely that the profit yielded to the
developer in the receiving area for one extra unit may
Sending Area

Receiving Area

In Clarksburg in Montgomery County, MD, (above) the zoning map designates sensitive areas (green) as sending zones and
establishes receiving areas nearer to existing jobs, schools and shopping as well as infrastructure. The use of TDR supports
creation of a mixed use village center that will provide a focus within an area that was becoming a shapeless suburb. For
more information see the Village Guidance Manual. (Map courtesy Montgomery Co. Planning Dept., Photos by Rick Pruetz)
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not equal the profit reduction caused by preserving a
large amount of land in the sending area. As a result, it
is critical for any TDR program to identify a viable ratio
between development rights in the sending area and
bonuses in the receiving area.
In an effort to create market incentives, viable TDR programs offer an “enhanced transfer ratio,” where more
than one additional dwelling unit is allowed in the
receiving area for each unit transfer from the sending
area. Some communities also implement conversion factors, in which a TDR dwelling unit from a sending site can
be converted to an increase in some other development
potential at a receiving site, such as commercial floor
area, building height or lot coverage.
6. Certainty of TDR Use: Communities will improve
their chances of implementing successful TDR programs if they can demonstrate to developers that there
is assurance that they will receive bonus density if they
comply with all receiving area regulations including, of
course, transferring the required number of TDRs. This

can be achieved through zoning of the receiving area
that eliminates or minimizes discretionary approvals,
which can cause developer delays, unanticipated costs,
and uncertainty if their project will be approved. Providing clarity in TDR regulations about what is required
and what will be granted will also gain support of the
development community in adopting a TDR program
as demonstrated in Chesterfield Township, Burlington
County, NJ.
7. Strong Public Preservation Support: TDR programs
are successful if there is strong public support of overall
preservation efforts. This is typically demonstrated by
complementary preservation programs such as:
 Local funding of a purchase of development rights
(PDR) program;
 Other conservation funding programs; or
 A TDR bank, in which a government entity purchases
TDRs and holds them for resale to a developer: This

The village is designed according to traditional town planning principles, with walkable streets, rear garages, and a
network of parks and greenways (photo courtesy bing.com).

In 2002, Chesterfield Township, NJ adopted a master plan that established a planned village where increased density would
be implemented by transferring development rights from surrounding farmland. The successful village that resulted has
already absorbed more than 75% of the township’s total potential development, preserving thousands of acres. For more
information see the Village Guidance Manual. (Map courtesy Chesterfield Township, NJ.)
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type of support can help communities overcome
controversies that may arise over TDR components,
such as locations of sending and/or receiving areas,
which may be politically motivated. TDR programs
last for decades, and elected officials will change
over time. Ongoing public support is important to
ensure that requests for exemptions to the TDR program do not erode its effectiveness.
8. Simplicity: TDR, when compared with other growth
management tools, is inherently more complicated than
most others. Crafting even a simple local program creates procedures and requires analyses that are new to
most communities. To the greatest extent possible,
keeping a TDR program’s objectives and regulations clear
and simple will help with its success. Simplicity leads to
understanding and garners support from diverse groups,
including elected officials, preservationists, developers,
landowners, and the general public. A simpler program
will also be easier to administer at the outset of implementation for everyone involved. The success of the TDR
program in Montgomery County, MD can be partly credited to its simplicity.
9. Promotion and Facilitation: Keeping a TDR program
visible and at the forefront of local land use discussions
will help it succeed. Developers and landowners need
to know it exists, how it works, and how it can help
them. The public as well as local elected officials who
make policy decisions need to understand its objectives to preserve land and other benefits. Promoting the
program through a website or regular media coverage
keeps the program in front of the public and maintains
their continued support. Some jurisdictions, including
the New Jersey Pinelands Commission, continually maintain ongoing public support for preservation by organizing educational and recreational programs in and about
their sending areas.
10. TDR Bank: The final successful factor identified by
Pruetz and Standbridge is the establishment of a TDR
bank. A TDR bank is a mechanism used by a government entity to buy, hold and sell TDRs. While not critical
to a successful program, TDR banks are helpful and can
enhance a program by allowing the program to:

 Create an ongoing preservation revolving fund by
selling TDRs and using the proceeds to buy more
TDRs.
Although the leading success factors for TDR were discussed individually, they are interdependent components that work together. For example strong demand
for bonus development (factor 1) is most likely to result
when the receiving area is customized to fit local circumstances as described in factor 2.
MARKET AND FISCAL TRENDS THAT
SUPPORT TDR
Recent market studiess and fiscal impact analyses indicate there is a strong demand for smaller housing units
close to jobs, entertainment and other amenities associated with compact mixed use villages. Moreover the
fiscal impacts of smaller dwelling units within a village
setting provide positive fiscal impacts to a community.
A 2013 market analysis done for North Kingstown determined that within a 20 minute drive of Wickford Junction there is a demand for approximately 9800 housing
units by 2017 and nearly 17,000 units by 2027 with the
strongest demand for smaller 1-2 bedroom units. A fiscal
analysis done in Exeter in 2011 determined that a single
family home on a large lot costs the town $1025 per year.
However the average village residential unit could generate an annual surplus of $1649 or a net difference of
$2,647 per unit. For more information about these studies refer to the Rhode Island Village Guidance Manual village economics chapter.
DESCRIPTION OF TDR PROGRAMS
In the research and discussions that occurred for the
RIDEM Villages/TDR project, the TDR programs considered by the Steering Committee vary widely in terms of
scope and administration. A useful way to broadly categorize the different programs relates to the geographic
scope of where sending areas are identified and where
development rights are being received. In general, three
different categories are considered in this report:

 Facilitate transactions;

Local Programs: These TDR programs are structured to
transfer development rights within an individual city or
town. All administrative resources and permitting are
handled within a single municipality. Local program
incentives are generally limited to density bonuses in the
receiving areas.

 Market the TDR program; and

Interlocal Programs: Research across the country shows

 Acquire TDRs from sending area landowners who
cannot find private buyers;
 Establish and stabilize TDR prices;
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that the term “interlocal TDR” is understood to mean any
program where development rights are transferred from
one jurisdiction to another. For example, transfers from
county level government to individual cities are included
in this category. For the purposes of this project, based
on governmental structures in Rhode Island, interlocal will be used to describe a TDR program where one
municipality can transfer development rights to another
municipality through an inter-municipal agreement.
These programs are administered exclusively by the two
municipalities involved and a specific interlocal agreement is used to establish the parameters of the program
such as location of sending and receiving areas and TDR
transfer ratios. In addition to density bonuses, these
interlocal programs may also include mitigation funds
for the receiving community, which are calculated on a
case-by-case basis.

development rights to various cities. For example, King
County, WA and Boulder County, CO administer TDR programs where development rights from rural lands can be
transferred to their more urban core areas. In these cases,
the county acts as an intermediary and can hold development rights in a TDR Bank. Transfers often require the
development of a site-specific “interlocal agreement”
that spells out the specific terms of the transfer. In these
agreements, when considering a Rhode Island statelevel program, density bonuses could be coupled with
state-level incentives to further encourage receiving
municipalities to accept development rights from other
jurisdictions.

Statewide Program: The project Steering Committee
reviewed programs in other areas of the country where
larger government entities (i.e., counties and regional
agencies) administered programs that could disperse

The most basic form of TDR programs across the country are local programs, those where a municipality or
a county transfers development rights within its own
borders and through the same administrative bodies.
These programs are the most common for a variety of
reasons and have the following advantages compared
with interlocal or, as conceived in Rhode Island, a statewide program. However, there are some considerations
for both preservation and economic growth that may be
better addressed at a regional level and, therefore, an
interlocal or statewide program may prove to be more
effective at achieving those goals. This section looks at
some of the challenges local, regional and state level
planners should consider when weighing local, interlocal, or state level implementation of TDR.

Evaluation
Map of Boulder County, CO, sending areas. Boulder County
is an example in which development rights from rural lands
can be transferred to more urban cores by a county or regional agency. (Plan courtesy Boulder County Planning
Dept. )
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RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF DIFFERENT TDR
PROGRAMS

Planning for TDR: TDR includes both a strong preservation component as well as a growth component that
allows for the use of density bonuses. Both of these initiatives generally require considerable planning for the
purposes of resource allocation (to preserve land), infrastructure provision (to ensure development capacity)
and public acceptance (to increase density). Where TDR
programs are implemented within a single community,
these programs will have the support of existing Comprehensive Plans and other planning initiatives that may
have examined specific issues related to sending and
receiving areas. For example, neighborhood or district
plans may provide a strong foundation for considering
higher levels of density in targeted growth areas as demonstrated by the development of the plan for the new
village of Old York in Chesterfield Township, Burlington
County, NJ and its implementation through TDR.
For an interlocal program, it will be necessary to ensure
that each municipality involved shares similar preserva-
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tion goals and acknowledges the desire to participate in
a more regional approach to preservation and/or economic development. Incorporating these points into
two separate Comprehensive Plans requires increased
awareness of how regional assets can provide significant
benefits, even if these assets lie outside of a particular
municipality. For example, natural features like watersheds or aquifer formations often cross municipal boundaries and it may be in the interest of one community to
accept development rights for the purposes of preserving land that lies within a shared resource. Fostering this
type of regional awareness in the arena of local politics
can be very challenging and may require several years of
education, as demonstrated in King County, WA.
Summary: It is generally easier to plan for and demonstrate the benefits of TDR within a single community. TDR
programs that operate across political boundaries require
consistency between different local Comprehensive Plans
and, to a degree, Zoning Ordinances.
Simplicity: As a regulatory tool for growth management, TDR is more complex than other tools related individually to either growth incentives or preservation. Not
only does TDR combine both preservation and growth
incentives into a single mechanism, but the tool must
also adapt to local market conditions that change regularly based on factors outside of a municipality’s control.
Because of these inherent complexities, implementing
TDR as a local program does have advantages from an
administrative perspective. Keeping TDR within a single
jurisdiction allows a local government to control the
entirety of the process: identifying sending areas; establishing TDR ratios; tracking development rights; planning
infrastructure; and reviewing receiving area development applications.
As TDR programs evolve to become interlocal, or where
a statewide TDR program is considered, these programs
become more complex. For each party that is involved
(e.g., another municipality and/or the state), additional
administrative procedures and resources must be added
to the program. Developers, land owners, and officials in
multiple government bodies are required to develop a
shared understanding of a process that has many steps
and one that will change from one proposal to another.
For any multi-jurisdictional program, interlocal agreements are developed on a case-by-case basis, and these
can include market and real estate value analyses more
complex than those required for a local TDR Program.
While there are many successful case studies around the
country of interlocal programs, many of these programs
required several years to mature. However, this timeconsuming approach can yield success as shown by the
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progression of the original TDR program in King County,
WA from intra-jurisdictional to inter-jurisdictional and
now to regional scope in a span of 18 years.
Summary: Local TDR programs have the advantage of
being simpler than interlocal programs or a statewide
program because they deal with smaller areas of land and
fewer government agencies.
Public Perception: Local TDR programs are advantageous with regard to public perception for several
reasons. First, related to the idea of simplicity, TDR
implementation generally requires considerable public
education. Programs that remain within a single jurisdiction will be easier to explain to stakeholders and
political officials and, therefore, will be easier to adopt.
Further, where interlocal TDR is proposed, stakeholders
and political officials may question why development
rights from one town should be transferred to their own.
The perception of the receiving community is often that
added density is increasing the burden for municipal services while not providing the offset of added open space.
Land trusts and other non-governmental organizations
can work with jurisdictions to remind receiving area
residents and officials of the benefits of watershed conservation, environmental protection, outdoor recreation
and other green infrastructure that lie outside their cities
limits, as illustrated by the work of Forterra in the Puget
Sound Region.
Summary: Local TDR programs have an advantage over
interlocal and a possible statewide TDR program because it
is easier for the public to understand the benefits of saving
local land to promote local growth.
Sending Area and Receiving Area Capacity: An
important long-term consideration for any local TDR
program is the supply of development rights available in
the sending area compared with the capacity of designated receiving areas to absorb development rights. For
example, in more rural communities, it is likely that the
supply of development rights that could be preserved is
far greater than that which could be absorbed by a small
village scale growth center. While modest demand for
bonus development does not preclude a TDR program
from being viable, a strictly local program functioning
under these conditions will require a long time to produce a meaningful amount of preservation.
The issues of imbalanced “supply and demand” for
development rights is one that can be more effectively
addressed with interlocal programs, or even more so
with a statewide program. Broadly speaking, a regional
or statewide approach in Rhode Island will help to match
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the high volume of farm and forest land development
rights in the western area of the state with the capacity to
absorb development rights in the eastern urban centers.
Summary: Interlocal or statewide programs can more
effectively match the capacity of receiving areas to absorb
large volumes of development rights because of their
regional focus.
Regional Preservation and Economic Development: Another important issue to consider with TDR
is the potential for this tool to assist with preservation
of regional resources or to facilitate the development
of regional economic centers. From the perspective of
regional resources, large tracts of forest, green belts,
aquifer formations, or farms that may straddle municipal boundaries are all examples of resources common
to Rhode Island that could benefit from either interlocal
programs or a statewide approach. The ability to apply
TDR in this broader regional context would be more
effective over time in preserving those resources that do
not sit discreetly within a single municipality.
From an economic perspective, there are geographic
areas in Rhode Island that serve (or will serve in the
future) as regional economic hubs. These economic
centers may include transit hubs, industrial parks, mill
villages in outlying rural areas, or other similar assets.
Because of their ability to provide housing or business
development that would serve regionally, a TDR program that operates regionally would potentially be more
effective in responding to market absorption capacity in

Local TDR Program Component

Strong Comprehensive Plan Language
Strong Growth Management Framework
Clear Sending and Receiving Areas
Design Standards for Receiving Areas
Market-Based TDR Ratios
Density Transfer Credit Mechanism
TDR Bank

either a specific sector (e.g., manufacturing) or across a
larger market capture area.
Summary: Interlocal or statewide TDR programs can
answer to regional planning objectives in a way that is not
possible with local programs.
THE MECHANICS OF IMPLEMENTING LOCAL
TDR PROGRAMS IN RHODE ISLAND
The key elements (“top 10 elements”) of a successful TDR
program provided on pages 2-5 of this report discuss the
programmatic, market, and political conditions that are
either necessary or helpful to success. Some of those
elements are discussed here again in the context of local
implementation. Once a community (or more than one
community) decides to actually implement TDR—to put
it “on the books”—the mechanics of the program must
be addressed at a more detailed level. The points listed
below provide the framework for a technical work plan
at the local level.
1. Strong Comprehensive Plan Language
Every community in Rhode Island is required by law to
adopt and maintain a Comprehensive Plan, which will
serve as a guide to all policies related to land use over
a specific time period. Once the plan is adopted, local
ordinances and regulations must be consistent with the
plan. This framework is the platform for implementing
any innovative regulatory tool such as TDR. Therefore, it

Exeter

North Kingstown

















Table 1. Summary of TDR program mechanics and the degree to which these are addressed in Rhode Island programs.
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is critical for any community considering the use of TDR
to first examine the tool through the local comprehensive planning process. Beginning with a policy-based
discussion, as opposed to tackling the ordinance first,
will help to develop consensus on key questions related
to TDR such as:
 What parts of the community will serve as sending
and receiving areas?
 Are certain types of sending areas more important
to the community (e.g., forest lands, aquifer protection districts, agricultural lands, etc.)?
 How much density is a community willing to accept
in the receiving area?
 Should strict design standards be developed for the
receiving area?
 What types of restrictions should be placed on sending area lands once the development rights are purchased?
2. Clear Sending and Receiving Areas
TDR programs across the country vary as to how clearly
sending and receiving areas are defined. In some cases,
such as Chesterfield Township, New Jersey, jurisdictions
are able to make the transfer process administrative by
not only designating specific sending and receiving sites
but also adopting non-discretionary receiving site zoning that incorporates all the development regulations
including the TDR requirements. Developers are logically
inclined to use programs of this nature because they do
not have to endure the time, cost and uncertainty of a
rezoning or other discretionary approval processes.
However, in many other jurisdictions, including San Luis
Obispo County, CA, sending and receiving sites can be
proposed by applicants and approved according to how
well the proposed sites meet predetermined criteria. San
Luis Obispo County preferred this approach at least in
part because of the size and diversity of the county. Each
jurisdiction has to choose a path that fits local circumstances. These strategic decisions are less complicated
within a jurisdiction than they are when two or more
jurisdictions must coordinate and sign interlocal agreements. With local programs, because a single municipal
entity can plan the full scope of TDR transactions, there
is an opportunity to be very clear from the outset where
development rights can come from, and where they can
be used to yield density bonuses. In Rhode Island, the
identification of these areas can occur in the Comprehensive Plan, in the body of the Zoning Ordinance, and
on the Zoning Map.
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3. Design Standards for Receiving Areas
One of the primary functions of TDR is to increase density
in a designated receiving area. Presumably, this density
will take place in the form of larger buildings that can
often incorporate mixed use, multi-family housing in
communities that have not previously allowed high density development. Many communities looking to grant
these higher levels of density may want some assurance
that the development will incorporate a high quality of
design. Many TDR programs apply design guidelines
or design standards to their receiving areas as part of
the program’s regulatory component to provide these
assurances. This approach is not only truly protective of
community character, but can also be very effective in
overcoming public fear of higher levels of development
density.
When considering the use of design guidelines or standards (especially if they are discretionary), it is important
to remember that TDR programs create a development
process that is inherently more complex than a standard
by-right approach. The imposition of design standards
can add another layer of complexity to the development
process and, if too onerous or complicated, can create
a significant disincentive for developers to pursue TDR.
Communities must carefully consider how strict and/
or detailed design standards can be in order to balance
the need for high quality design with the need to remain
attractive to the development community. However,
specific development regulations and design requirements can be imposed using by-right zoning. While this
non-discretionary approach may not fully dispel all concerns, it can strike a balance between motivating developers to use TDR and creating reasonable assurance that
the receiving area developments will be a credit to the
TDR program.

Workshop from the four year Vision for Exeter Project,
which laid the foundation for the Town’s TDR program.
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4. Market-Based TDR Ratios
In order for TDR to succeed, developers must want the
bonus development that they can only get via TDR. If
market demands are strong, developers are more likely
to consider a more complex path to permit approval.
Further, TDR is not a “break even” proposition for developers. The act of purchasing development rights will
need to increase a developer’s profits beyond what
would be realized without the use of TDR. To build this
into the regulatory structure, TDR programs must identify a viable “TDR ratio.” A TDR ratio identifies the number of receiving area bonuses a developer receives for
every development right (s)he purchases. For example,
a TDR program might assign a single development right
for every single family home that could be built in the
sending area. For every one of these development rights
that is extinguished through a developer’s purchase, the
developer will then be able to build four additional multifamily units. In this simple example, the TDR ratio is “one
to four”. Other programs across the country develop
more innovative ratios to provide bonuses for building
height, commercial floor area, floor-to-area ratio (FAR),
and other similar items.

Exeter: existing conditions plan.

In order for a TDR program to be successful, the TDR ratio
must be attractive enough to a developer from the perspective of his or her bottom line. Communities looking
to TDR should consider specific market and/or real estate
analyses that will identify a viable TDR ratio. The analysis that is most commonly used to identify this ratio is
called a “residual land value” analysis. This analysis actually develops a basic development pro forma to identify
how much developers should reasonably be able and
willing to pay for a TDR. These analyses can also be used
to identify the appropriate value of development rights
for a particular receiving area. (For more information see
the 2014 North Kingstown Community Market Study:
http://www.northkingstown.org/sites/northkingstown.
org/files/pdf-attachments/North%20Kingstown%20
Market%20Study_Full%20Report.pdf.)

Exeter: conventional development plan.

5. Density Transfer Credit Mechanism
Developers can be reluctant to participate in TDR programs because of the perceived difficulty of negotiating
the purchase of development rights from landowners in
“sending areas.” While governments are familiar with the
process of purchase of development rights, it is not normally part of what developers do, and can add time and
uncertainty to the process.
Exeter: recommended village with surrounding farmland
preserved through TDR.
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More recently, some TDR programs have used Density
Transfer Credits as a way to simplify the mechanics of
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transferring development rights. Instead of actually extinguishing development rights in the sending
area as part of the permitting process, developers can
simply purchase an appropriate number of Density
Transfer Credits. The payment is held in an account
dedicated to the preservation of open space. This
account can be administered by the city or town, or by
a newly appointed entity that is dedicated to purchasing development rights.
The use of Density Transfer Credits (sometimes also
known as a fee-in-lieu option) makes the TDR process
more predictable for the developer and gives the community the flexibility to purchase their top priority
open space. The developer knows early in the process
what they will have to pay for bonus development,
allowing for a more informed business decision. The
price of the credits can be modified by the town to
adjust to changing markets and encourage the use
of TDR. Finally, the community can pool payments
from multiple projects and use the money as it sees fit,
including as a way to leverage other sources of funding, such as state dollars, to purchase open space.
6. TDR within Conservation Development
Many Rhode Island towns already have Conservation
Development ordinances which allow for the transfer of development from one part of a property to
another. A simple way to adopt TDR is to allow for
an increase in the Basic Maximum Number of dwelling

units in a proposed Conservation Subdivision in return
for preservation of land on a separate parcel. See Section II, page 32 for example language.
THE MECHANICS OF EXISTING LOCAL TDR
PROGRAMS IN RHODE ISLAND
As discussed earlier in this report, there are currently two
local TDR programs in Rhode Island: Exeter and North
Kingstown. Brief summaries of the mechanics of these
programs are provided below.
Exeter Program: In Exeter, the TDR program was
adopted as one of the final stages of the four-year Vision
for Exeter project. The program includes significant
revisions to the Comprehensive Plan that strengthen
what was already a strong culture of growth control and
preservation in the community. Consistent with this
Comprehensive Plan language, a comprehensive zoning
package was adopted with Planning Board regulations.
The regulatory package includes clear incentives for TDR
in the form of residential density bonuses that can result
in density bonuses far greater than any Exeter has ever
entertained. The “planned village development” that
would result requires adherence to clear design guidelines, which are accompanied by a wealth of illustrated
material.
The Exeter program identifies two potential receiving
areas in the community and very broadly defines send-

Work that began in 2010 on
village-scale planning in North
Kingstown identified several
areas for concentrated growth
to serve as receiving districts.
These include a future transit oriented development site
at the new Wickford Junction
commuter rail station.
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ing areas as four of the residential districts. Importantly,
the receiving areas are not delineated as clear districts
on a Zoning Map, but rather as general locations on the
Future Land Use Map in the Comprehensive Plan. While
the community was able to agree on general receiving
area locations, the exact location and physical extent of
receiving areas is to be defined through a negotiated process with a developer, and finalized as a zoning change.
With regard to the sending area, while this area is clearly
defined on the map, it is quite large and the potential
supply of development rights is significantly larger than
the capacity of receiving areas to absorb those development rights.
Another challenge with the Exeter program is the fact that
detailed real estate analyses, such as residual land value
analyses, have not yet been performed. So while the program does include a fee-in-lieu option for developers, a
clear value for that fee was not set as part of the first regulatory package. Instead, the regulations provide a methodology for determining the fee value that is less precise
than a residual land value analysis.
With regard to a TDR bank, Exeter did not choose to
establish one. However, the certification process for
sending area development rights does allow for rights to
be certified and available in advance of a potential buyer
coming to the table. The lack of a TDR bank is not seen to
be a barrier to success in Exeter.
North Kingstown: In North Kingstown, the TDR program was originally established as one component of
the broader Post Road revitalization effort. Like Exeter,
the planning and zoning effort targeted at the Post Road
corridor began approximately ten years ago, including
an independent element in the Comprehensive Plan and
a stand-alone Post Road Corridor Plan. Implementation
of this plan began in earnest in 2006 and has included:
 A sweeping zoning reform package that addressed
basic barriers to redevelopment including allowable
uses, dimensional standards, and parking reform;

The sending areas identified by North Kingstown are
clearly marked as an overlay district on the local Zoning Map, and their first receiving area was also clearly
marked as the recently establish Post Road District. Work
that began in 2010 on village-scale planning in North
Kingstown also identified areas for concentrated growth
in the community. These include a series of smaller “village scale” areas as well as a future transit oriented development site at the new Wickford Junction commuter rail
station. North Kingstown has included these new village
areas as receiving districts with varying capacities to
absorb density.
North Kingstown’s program contains many of the
important components discussed in this section; however, there are several that were not yet addressed at
the time this report was written. While North Kingstown continues to work toward establishing a more
sustainable growth pattern in the community, there
are still many developable areas that offer alternatives
to TDR-based development and the Town continues to
consider up-zoning and growth opportunities without
the use of TDR. Given the economic conditions that
prevailed at the time this report was written, it is not
difficult to see why a community like North Kingstown
would be welcoming of any economic activity. However, if it is easy for developers to find pathways to
increased density without TDR, the program will likely
not be used.
Other components to the local program that were not
addressed through the original regulatory package
included a fee-in-lieu mechanism, residual land value
analysis, and the establishment of a TDR bank. With
regard to the TDR Bank, like Exeter, North Kingstown uses
a certification process to ensure that development rights
can be available for purchase long before a buyer might
be identified. To address the density transfer credit and
residual land value analysis, North Kingstown recently
received funding to have those components integrated
into the program.

 The approval of local bond funding to install a sewer
collection system along the Post Road corridor;

NEXT STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING LOCAL TDR
PROGRAMS IN RHODE ISLAND

 Illustrated design standards for redevelopment;

The two communities that have tackled TDR on the local
level in Rhode Island implemented many of the “best
practices” observed by experts on a national level. The
2014 North Kingstown Community Market Study, for
example, successfully addressed the key question of how
to use residual land value analysis to designate appropriate values for Density Transfer Credits. In some of the
areas where these programs might be improved, efforts

 A TDR program that can increase residential density
to 30 units per acre; and
 Analyses performed as part of the implementation
process included an assessment of real estate values
between sending and receiving areas.
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are underway to do so. Based on the experience of these
communities to date, there are a few important recommendations specific to implementing local programs.
1. Revise State Enabling Legislation
Local TDR programs are enabled through Rhode Island
General Laws in §45-24-46.2 and §45-24-46.3 for the
Towns of North Kingstown and Exeter, respectively.
Based on the findings in this report, specifically for local
TDR programs, the statutes should be revised with the
following objectives:
 As a matter of general housekeeping, the statute(s)
should be revised to make it clear that all municipalities have the power to establish a TDR program.
 The legislation should provide for a broad interpretation of what could be preserved in a sending area.
TDR programs across the country certainly preserve
farm and forest land; however, some programs also
preserve historic structures, air rights, and other
important resources.
 The use of Density Transfer Credits should be specifically enabled.
2. Develop Educational Training for Local Commissions
As part of the recent Washington County TDR project
(Horsley Witten Group, 2012), several introductory presentations were performed across Washington County
as an educational component of the project. While
these presentations were useful for introducing TDR
to new audiences, including Town Council members
across the county, more work is required to create a
shared understanding of TDR’s potential in communities across the state.
The trainings previously offered as part of the Washington County project were very introductory in nature, and
the recent training provided as part of the TDR Summit
was very intensive and advanced. Because TDR will be
planned and debated first by local Planning Boards, a
training session and/or materials should be developed
specifically for these officials. This level of TDR training
would need to be more detailed than those provided in
the Washington County project in the sense that a clear
“step by step” work plan should be provided showing all
the essential policy questions and planning exercises
required for a successful program. It is also important,
however, that the training be packaged in a way that it
can be performed during regularly scheduled Planning
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A National Perspective on TDR
As part of the Village Project, Rick Pruetz, perhaps
the nation’s foremost expert in the use of TDR, and
Bill Fulton of Smart Growth America, headlined
a two-day conference on the potential for TDR in
Rhode Island. This training was extremely useful
for exploring a wide variety of case studies across
the country, the essential aspects of successful
programs, and eventually drilling down into some
detailed discussions of implementing a statewide
TDR program in Rhode Island.
Board sessions. A TDR training suitable for local officials
was developed as part of this project. Contact Jen West
from the Narragansett Bay Research Reserve for further
information about this training program.
3. Develop Analyses for TDR Ratios and Density
Transfer Credit Mechanisms
The descriptions of local TDR programs provided earlier
in this report point out that Exeter had not developed
any detailed real estate analyses as part of setting TDR
ratios. Further, Exeter did not set a dollar value for their
density transfer credits, but rather prescribed a methodology for the developer to follow for the purposes
of determining that value. In North Kingstown, limited
real estate analysis was performed as part of setting
ratios for their initial TDR project for the Post Road Corridor. However, these ratios were not set using residual
land value analysis and, further, the analyses that were
performed occurred during the peak of the housing
bubble.
Recognizing the value of these analyses, and equipped
with state funding, North Kingstown recently completed
a residual land value analyses for the potential expansion
of their TDR program into Wickford Junction. The results
of these analyses can serve as a starting point for other
communities.
4. Consider Incentives to support TDR
Successful implementation of TDR requires that developers be willing to invest in a designated receiving
area in return for higher density. Any incentives the
town, state or other entity can provide to reduce the
risk of such investment will encourage participation by
the private sector in the program. As described in the
chapter on “overcoming barriers” in the Village Guidance Manual, there are many possible incentives, but
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the most effective are those that reduce development
costs and/or increase the value of the designated development area:
 Grants for planning and pre-development work.
 Streamlined permitting process.
 Supportive zoning ordinances.
 Capital improvements to roads, sewers and other
infrastructure.
 Tax incentives.
THE MECHANICS OF IMPLEMENTING
INTERLOCAL AND STATEWIDE TDR IN RHODE
ISLAND
TDR programs that move beyond a single jurisdiction
can evolve into interlocal programs (transferring rights
from one municipality to another) or might even operate
as a statewide program. These programs carry many of
the same features found in a local program: sending and
receiving areas must be identified, TDR ratios must be
set, and language within enabling legislation, Comprehensive Plans and local Zoning Ordinances must allow
for the transactions to occur. Using such an approach,
the towns of Exeter and North Kingstown established an
intermunicipal TDR program that provides for transfer of
development rights from a key property on the Exeter
side of the towns’ shared border to North Kingstown’s
Post Road Corridor. A model for an Intermuniciapal TDR
agreement may be found in Chapter 2 of this report.
Interlocal Agreements
TDR occurring across municipal boundaries creates the
challenge of transferring development rights between
two different regulatory, financial, and administrative
structures. The communities involved must grapple
with the fiscal implications of these transfers and ensure
that there are reasonable incentives for one community
to receive development rights from another. In a local
program, it is fairly easy to demonstrate the benefits of
preserving open space while revitalizing another area of
the community. Balancing growth at the local level in
this manner provides clear fiscal, economic, and environmental benefits that are easily documented and communicated to officials, stakeholders, and the general public. With an interlocal program, as discussed above, the
benefits of TDR need to be seen on a regional level and
the significance of this approach may be hard to commu-
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nicate to officials who must view every local regulatory
change through the lens of balancing the local budget.
For those with preservation interests in the receiving
community, an interlocal approach will not target preservation of local lands and may raise objections regarding the benefits to local resources.
If a more regional mindset is successfully established,
and interlocal TDR is viewed as a viable tool, communities
will be required to go beyond basic regulatory changes
and must craft legally binding interlocal agreements to
ensure a successful transaction. While the local Comprehensive Plans and Zoning Ordinances will enable interlocal TDR and provide for some of the basic procedures, an
interlocal agreement is needed to spell out the details of
how many development rights will be transferred, what
the TDR ratios will be, and any other specific terms. The
following checklist for interlocal agreements is adapted
directly from a document published by the Washington
State Department of Commerce and the TDR Regional
Alliance (“Sample TDR Interlocal Agreement Checklist”).
Alterations to the checklist were made to create consistency with Rhode Island’s governmental structure (i.e.,
no county government, removing reference to Washington statues, etc.)
Recitals or Findings
1. TDR is a tool to encourage preservation of farm and
forest land while promoting higher density development
in cities consistent with Rhode Island General Laws (RIGL)
2. TDR is a land use and growth management tool that is
consistent with the state’s Land Use 2025 plan
3. TDR is a tool consistent with the [INSERT CITY/TOWN
NAME] Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Ordinance
[INSERT SECTION CITATIONS]
4. Communities are entitled to develop interlocal agreements pursuant to RIGL 45-40.1-4
Agreement Provisions
 City/Town Council supports TDR in accordance with
[INSERT STATE AND LOCAL CITATIONS]
 Identify TDR sending site areas specific to the agreement
 Identify TDR transfer ratios in receiving areas that are
specific to the agreement
 Notification process regarding the use of TDR credits
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During a recent planning workshop, participants used stickers
to map existing and potential
downtowns, main streets and
village centers that serve as
the focus for economic activity across South County. TDR is
one of the tools towns can use
to save open space and implement an economic development strategy. Regional TDR
agreements could help to revitalize regional centers while
helping to preserve regional assets such as farmland and water
supplies.

in permit applications for both municipalities
 Terms of conservation easements in TDR sending
site areas
 Agreement for ongoing cooperative work between
the municipalities to improve the program as appropriate
 Duration of the agreement
 Terms for termination of the agreement
 Terms for extension of the agreement
 Provisions to evaluate and monitor the TDR program
 Indemnification of the parties
 Administration of the agreement and the program
 Severability clause
 No waiver clause
 No third party beneficiary clause
 State Support for Receiving Areas
Perhaps the most common question asked by potential
receiving area communities in interlocal programs is “If
we’re going to accept greater density, what else do we get
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out of the deal?” While the economic benefits to increased
density may be clear, receiving area communities are
justifiably concerned about increased needs for public
improvements and services associated with higher levels
of density. Do the roadways in the receiving area require
improvements to accommodate larger scales of development? Is the school system at capacity or can we absorb
an increase in school aged children based on projections
associated with the development? Is sewer and water
service adequate? Do we have the technical expertise to
draft and administer the TDR program?
All of these questions and many others are typical concerns of receiving area communities in interlocal programs and point to the fact that the community may
require incentives or access to tools that will answer to
these concerns. In other programs across the country,
incentives may come in the form of giving receiving
areas priority in existing programs like funding for public
improvements. Other programs establish new funding
or technical assistance mechanisms associated with the
TDR program that may be used both to facilitate the
transactions and provide monetary assistance for things
like public improvements.
In Rhode Island, the most likely source of assistance
for any receiving area community would be state-level
programs. Within state-level policy, the most logical
platform to think about increased incentives for receiving area communities would be the “growth centers” program. Growth centers are identified in the state guide
plan Land Use 2025 as a preferred approach to growth
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control, concentrating growth in areas with increased
levels of infrastructure, higher market opportunities, and
in settings where residents would enjoy a high quality
of life.
At the time this report was written, this program did
not provide much detail regarding how growth centers would be identified, what they might look like, and
whether they would receive any incentives with regard
to state-level funding. Recently, however, there has
been renewed interest in further developing the state’s
Growth Centers program. One of the key elements of
the project is identifying incentives that can be attached
to designated growth centers and, potentially, to those
that specifically accept development rights on a regional
scale.
In a previous TDR study performed by the Washington
County Regional Planning Council (WCRPC), several
municipal planners were interviewed from ten communities that could be candidates for receiving communities in an interlocal or statewide TDR program. As part
of those interviews, attendees were asked what types of
incentives from the state would help to create a successful growth centers program. The following answers are
taken directly from that report:
 Monetary assistance or seed money to invest in
revolving loan programs that can be put toward
commercial building façade improvements or other
building maintenance issues;
 Technical and monetary assistance to municipalities
for infrastructure improvements, including upgrades
and extensions of water, sewer, and fiber optic systems;
 Streamlined state-level permitting;
 The revitalization of programs like the Enterprise
Zone, the Historic Tax Credit, and any other vehicles
that allow for the award of tax credits;
 Design and construction assistance to municipalities
for streetscape improvements;
 State-led promotion of growth centers as areas for
economic development through effective “clearinghouse” style information sharing and other marketing techniques;
 Strong regional transportation planning and implementation to link growth centers with ongoing
efforts associated with the MBTA, T.F. Green Airport,
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and Rhode Island Public Transit Authority (RIPTA);
 Technical assistance to municipalities for more complex redevelopment initiatives such as those associated with creating TIF Districts or coordinating and
financing environmental clean-up (brownfields);
and
 Overall technical assistance to municipalities on
development/redevelopment projects in the anticipation that staffing will be cut due to local budget
constraints.
NEXT STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING INTERLOCAL
TDR PROGRAMS IN RHODE ISLAND
Revise State Enabling Legislation: Similar to the
discussion of local TDR programs, developing a viable
framework for interlocal agreements would include revisions to state enabling legislation. It is important to note
that, on a limited level, interlocal programs are legal in
Rhode Island with Exeter and North Kingstown having
already established such programs. However, similar
to concerns related to local TDR programs, the legislation in effect at the time this report was written can be
interpreted narrowly and should be revised to clarify that
interlocal agreements are available to all communities.
If the state were to pursue a state-level TDR program,
significant revision to the enabling statues would be
required. Revisions would include enabling the state
to establish a TDR program and identifying a governing
agency or group to administer the program.
Enhance Growth Center Focus in Land Use 2025
As discussed earlier in the report, the existing growth
center policies with the state are not fully developed
within the current guide plan Land Use 2025. A renewed
Growth Centers program would address the following:
1. How to identify the potential location of future growth
centers looking at environmental constraints, economic
opportunity, and existing infrastructure;
2. How to achieve local and state-level designation as a
growth center;
3. What the significance is of designating a growth center as related to state policy;
4. Different illustrated typologies for urban, suburban
and rural growth centers with discussion of planning,
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zoning and design techniques that are applicable to
each; and
5. The way in which incentives could be applied at both
the local and state level to encourage public and private
investment in growth centers.
Assess Existing Funding/Assistance Mechanisms: An
important and technically challenging exercise required
to assess the potential applicability of various incentives
will include an inventory and audit of any state-level
incentive that could be applied to growth centers. Tax
credits for housing, transportation improvements, state
revolving funds, historic tax credits (pending), and other
programs that could be applied will need to be reviewed
to answer the following questions:
 Does the granting agency have any discretion
regarding where these funds can be applied or
the order in which it can award project requests?
For some projects, the answer to this question may
be “no” based on selection criteria embedded in the
program or other restrictions imposed by the federal
government, etc. Where the answer is “yes” there may
be opportunity to use the designation of “growth center” as part of the prioritization for funding.
 How difficult would it be from a political or
administrative perspective to use growth centers
as a prioritization factor? Funding mechanisms that
have been in place for many years may have certain
expectations regarding how the money is allocated.
Introducing new preferences or selection criteria may
receive political resistance. Assessing the political or
administrative difficulties with introducing a growth
center funding priority could be started through
interviews with program administrators.
 How much strength would growth center designation have in the selection process? Careful consideration of a particular agency’s goals will need to be
examined to determine how much weight would be
placed on growth center designation as a selection
criterion. Some agencies may find that growth center
designation is complementary to their goals, but less
important than other factors. Other agencies may
find that growth centers capture many of their goals
and package them in a way that allows for considerable weight to be placed on this designation.
 How would TDR fit into the incentive scheme for
existing programs? If an agency finds that prioritization of growth centers for its assistance programs
is appropriate, the agency may also wish to consider
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whether to prioritize those growth centers that are
built through TDR. This adds another layer to this
assessment of existing programs and would likely
require considerable education of existing program
administration to gage how important the use of
TDR is to them.
Assess the Potential for New Incentives and Finalize a
State-Level Incentive Package: With the audit of existing funding programs complete, it may be necessary to
identify potential new funding/incentive mechanisms
that could be applied to growth centers that participate
in a state-level TDR program. For example, a new Growth
Center tax credit program could be created or some
similar mechanism that has yet to be considered. Once
the final list of existing and new program incentives are
in place, amendments to state legislation and program
guidelines will need to be drafted, presented as a package, and adopted.
OTHER POTENTIAL APPROACHES TO TDR AT
THE STATE LEVEL
As discussed earlier, a fully functioning state level TDR
program in Rhode Island would look, in many ways, like
the county level program now working in King County,
WA. The program would be complex, with case-by-case
interlocal agreements being facilitated through a state
level TDR bank. While this model has been successful
in King County, it is important to note that the program
evolved over time and had more local TDR implementation in place before it moved to the interlocal and county
level. When compared to the timeline of many longstanding programs across the country, Rhode Island is
just beginning to step seriously into implementation.
North Kingstown and Exeter represent the first Rhode
Island communities to adopt TDR as part of a broader,
community-wide growth control effort. As the national
economy continues to emerge from recession, continued monitoring of development activity and discussions
with developers will reveal whether these programs
require adjustments in order to be successful in Rhode
Island. Once these programs, or other local programs,
demonstrate success, the state may be ready to tackle
the challenge of establishing a statewide TDR program
as described above.
As an interim step to a more fully developed state-level
program, one approach to involving the state would
be to enhance the existing state Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs and allow them to accept
payments for density transfer credits in specific growth
centers. These payments would be added to the existing
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funds dedicated to open space and/or farmland preservation at the state level. The state could then use these
funds under the same guidelines it has today. In order to
have this state level mechanism work, two of the same
basic technical questions that were examined earlier in
the report would need to be answered:
1. How would preservation and growth areas qualify
for the program?
With regard to identifying viable preservation areas,
the advantage of using the established state level
programs is that they already have criteria and procedures for selecting sites. The question of growth area
selection would be potentially more challenging. One
aspect of this selection process that is clear from the
outset is that the growth area community would need
to agree to allow for a portion of the payment from the
developer to go into the state-level PDR fund. Inclusion
of a growth center in the program would therefore be
through an application by the host community to the
state, and would require some additional analyses and
planning beyond a typical growth center designation.
As an example, the value of density bonuses would
need to be calculated, which is discussed under the
second question below.
In order for a local government to see the value in letting funds go to the state for preservation in another
community, officials would have to understand this
money as an investment that will yield greater returns
than just keeping the funds in a local TDR model. This
“return on investment” would likely come in the form
of state-level incentives, which would be identified
through the same state-level incentive assessment
described earlier in the report. State agencies would
need to agree to a specified level of investment over a
pre-determined period of time to make this type of deal
worthwhile to a community.
As a hypothetical example, a municipality allows for
limited residential development in a downtown district
today. As part of a growth center designation process,
the community agrees to potentially increase development significantly as part of a voluntary, fee-based
program. Under the terms of the program, a developer
decides to pay $200,000 for the ability to build 40 units
of housing beyond what is already allowed. Of that density bonus fee, based on previous agreements with the
state, $100,000 goes into the state-level PDR fund and
$100,000 stays in local funds. This allocation of funds
between state and local control can vary and would be
determined through the program design process.
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With regard to the funds that go to the state, a coordinated state agency effort would be required to ensure an
attractive return on investment. For example, based on
the terms of a formal agreement, the state might make
provisions to invest $300,000 into that growth center
over a five-year period.1 Of the $100,000 that remains
local, careful consideration when crafting the program
would be needed to determine how this money might
be spent. If the Density Transfer Credit model is followed,
then it would be incumbent on the community to spend
the money on open space preservation. However, if
the opportunities could be expanded, following more
of an “impact fee” model, this money could be used to
re-invest in the growth center either in direct costs or as
matching funds for larger infrastructure investment. The
legal nuances of these options have yet to be explored in
Rhode Island.
2. How would the value of density bonuses be
determined?
In order to send money into a state-level PDR fund, the
fair value of density bonuses needs to be determined.
In the hypothetical example above, the developer paid
$5,000 for each additional unit of housing beyond the
base zoning allowance. This number is usually determined through market/real estate analyses and, where
TDR operates across large regions, these values are often
set on a case-by-case basis. Ideally, for the purposes of
this proposal, the State of Rhode Island would be able to
set a single equitable price to create an easily administered and predictable program. Unfortunately, because
receiving area economies will be different from one city
to another, and because the purchase of development
rights could include a wide array of land at different values—a standardized approach would be very challenging to develop.
One way to determine this value would be as part of the
application process for growth center designation. During this process, the state would work with the proposed
receiving area community to perform the residual land
value analyses needed to set a fair price. On the receiving area side, the location of the growth center would be
used to determine the appropriate market conditions,
costs associated with construction, cost of land, and other
factors that drive a developer’s pro forma. Once the initial
fee value is established, it can be pegged to an annually
reported value so that it automatically adjusts (perhaps
once a year) to fluctuations in the local real estate market.
1 The monetary values and investment time horizon provided here are done purely for illustrative purposes.
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II. Regulatory Guidance for Transfer of Development Rights
DRAFT ENABLING LEGISLATION FOR TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS (TDR).
The following text is provided as a working draft for new state enabling legislation in Rhode Island specifically for
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR). In researching other state legislation, Horsley Witten Group (HW) found that
most states applied a “minimalist” approach to their TDR legislation. State law routinely provided a framework in which
local governments could implement the tool, but left the details associated with different aspects of the program to the local
governing bodies to craft. This approach is particularly important for TDR as the manner in which the program could be applied to Rhode Island communities is quite diverse. While some communities would choose to protect farms and open space,
other communities may choose to trade individual building stories in an urban environment, and still others may choose to
protect historic structures. In summary, it is not possible to anticipate all of the combinations of resource protection priorities and growth incentive bonuses that could be paired in local TDR program. State legislation that is more “enabling” than
“prescriptive” is therefore the preferred approach.
The language provided below would replace the existing §45-24-46.2 and §45-24-46.3 and includes provisions for:
 Basic TDR transactions;
 Definitions for important terms;
 Certifying development rights;
 The potential use of Density Transfer Credits; and
 The potential for inter-municipal TDR.
§ 45-24-46.2 Special provisions – Transfer of development rights (TDR)
(a) In addition to other powers granted to towns and cities by this chapter to establish and administer transfer of development rights programs, a town or city council may provide by ordinance for the
TDR, as a program available to developers and property owners, in the manner set forth in this section.
( By putting voluntary in the legislation it could be misinterpreted by the courts that TDR is not mandatory to gain
density in a receiving area. I don’t think it’s needed.)
(b) Terms defined for this chapter.
(1) “Certification of development rights” means the process by which the number of development rights associated with a particular tract of land is approved by a municipal government and thereby made available
for transfer.
(2) “Density Transfer Credit” means the payment of money to a dedicated land preservation account in exchange for the ability to develop more intensely in a receiving area pursuant to a transfer of development
rights ordinance and any associated regulations.
Commentary: The framework for the Density Transfer Credit option is provided below in subsection e.
(3) “Receiving area” means an area of a municipality that is established as part of a transfer of development
rights ordinance for the purposes of increasing the density of development on the parcel(s) of land to
specified levels that would otherwise not be allowed. A receiving area may be established as an added
component to an existing district or as an overlay district that is superimposed upon one or more existing
zoning districts.
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(4) “Sending area” means an area of a municipality that is established as part of a transfer of development
rights ordinance for the purposes of preserving valued resources on a parcel(s) of land by transferring development rights associated with those resources to a receiving area. A sending area may be established
as an added component to an existing district or as an overlay district that is superimposed upon one or
more existing zoning districts.
(5) “TDR resource” means any land or structure that is targeted for preservation in the Comprehensive Plan
through inclusion in a sending area as part of a transfer of development rights ordinance. These resources
may include, but shall not be limited to, scenic landscapes, open space, forest, wildlife habitat, farmland,
drinking water protection areas, historic land or structures, or areas with lower levels of infrastructure.
Commentary: This definition was provided as an important way to encapsulate the wide variety of landscapes,
activities or structures that could be preserved through TDR into a single term that will make the legislation easier
to read. In rural areas, valued resources might likely be open space and farmland. In urban areas, valued resources
may be more focused on parks or historic building sites.
(c) The establishment of a system for TDR within or between municipalities shall be for the purpose of:
(1) Providing developers and property owners the ability to establish, certify, purchase, sell, convey, extinguish and/or hold land development rights;
(2) Limiting or extinguishing development rights on parcels where preservation of land or of existing activities are valued by the municipality as identified in the Comprehensive Plan;
(3) Directing development away from valued resources to places better suited to increased levels of development such as established or proposed mixed use, commercial, industrial, village, or residential centers;
(4) Directing development to areas served by existing infrastructure such as established roadways, public water supply systems, centralized sewer collection systems, public transit and other utilities; or
(5) Shaping and balancing urban and rural development.
(d) As part of an ordinance for TDR, a city or town may allow property owners to have the number of development
rights certified by the city or town prior to any TDR transaction. Said certification may occur through an application
to the Administrative Officer or the Planning Board as deemed appropriate by the city or town and as identified in
the Zoning Ordinance. Certification shall only provide a means to quantify transferable development rights and,
unless specifically stated by the municipality, shall not be interpreted to be the actual amount of development that
could be achieved in accordance with other permitting mechanisms.
(e) As part of an ordinance for TDR, a city or town may allow for intensification of development in a receiving area to
occur through the purchase of Density Transfer Credits. Any municipality that provides for a Density Transfer Credit
option shall have identified the targeted TDR resource(s) within its Comprehensive Plan as eligible for a Density
Transfer Credit transaction and shall provide:
Commentary: The use of Density Transfer Credits (sometimes known as a fee-in-lieu approach is gaining interest
across the country and has been implemented in Rhode Island by Exeter and North Kingstown. See Washington
County Transfer of Development Rights Study: Final Report (October, 2012) for a discussion of this approach.
(1) A formula and/or procedure by which a credit amount for development rights is determined using acceptable real estate valuation processes and which demonstrates that the credit amount is reasonably related
to the monetary value of the TDR resource;
(2) A schedule by which the municipality shall revisit any data collection, analyses or other components of the
formula and/or procedure used to determine the credit amount;
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(3) Identification of the approval mechanism required to use the Density Transfer Credit option;
(4) Identification of an account that shall be used to hold the funds and the party that shall administer the
account;
(5) Requirements that the purpose of the funds in the account shall be for preserving or facilitating the preservation of TDR resources within in the sending area;
(6) Identification of the authority that shall approve use of the funds for purchasing development rights and
the process by which those approvals are made.
Commentary: The six elements above provide the framework within which a Density Transfer Credit program would
operate. Importantly, the framework DOES NOT prescribe a specific approach to identifying the monetary value of valued resources. Because of the diverse types of landscapes or structures that could be identified, it is essential that state
legislation allows calculations to be tailored to specific local programs.
Also note that funds in the account may be used for “facilitating the preservation of TDR Resources within the sending
area.” Research of best practices across the country show that these funds are sometimes used to pay for services associated with a lawyer, real estate professional or other professional that can help finalize a deal related to TDR.
(f) As part of an ordinance for TDR, a municipality may enter into an agreement with another municipality to transfer
development rights from one municipality to another. Any transfer of development rights from one municipality to
another shall require the following at a minimum:
(1) Approved language within each municipality’s Comprehensive Plan calling for the potential use of intermunicipal transfer of development rights;
(2) A zoning ordinance in each municipality allowing for said transfer;
(3) The establishment of sending areas and receiving areas in a zoning ordinance as applicable and reflected
in the applicable municipal Comprehensive Plans;
(4) In the municipality that will receive development rights, a development review process that requires at
least one public hearing in advance of final approval.
Commentary: Any community choosing to accept development rights from another community will clearly need an
incentive to do so. However, this draft legislation does not presume to know what that incentive will be and how it may
be calculated. The recommendation is to have local Planning Board and Council develop a process that meets their
needs. This may include fiscal or other impact analyses that demonstrate a net benefit to the receiving community. But,
again, this should be decided at the local level.
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LOCAL TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS (TDR) REGULATORY GUIDANCE
The following guidance is not intended to provide legal advice and represents examples of how the research and
discussion that occurred as part of this project could be organized into a community ordinance and associated regulations. As with any sample language provided for a project of this nature, this document cannot be simply copied into
an existing Zoning Ordinance in its current form. Local officials will need to tailor the language to their own definitions
and processes, and there are several “policy decisions” noted for consideration. Local officials are encouraged to review
the language within this guidance, and any adjustments that may be developed locally, with their legal counsel.

Potential New Definitions
 Agricultural Lands, TDR: Those lands preserved for agricultural use as part of a TDR transaction. The development rights associated with those lands shall be recorded in TDR Certificates and are potentially transferable to
Receiving Areas.
 TDR Certificate: Document issued and maintained by the [Administrative Officer] that serves as the official record
for quantification, ownership, sale or extinguishing of transferable development rights associated with land in
designated Sending Areas.
 Conservation Lands, TDR: Those lands preserved in a natural state and/or for those uses allowable by the Planning Board as part of a TDR transaction. The development rights associated with those lands shall be recorded in
TDR Certificates and are potentially transferable to Receiving Areas.
 Development Rights, TDR: The number of detached single family dwelling units that can reasonably be permitted on a designated Sending Area parcel using the calculations specific to developing a TDR Certificate.
 Receiving Area: Any area identified by the [INSERT CITY/TOWN NAME] in the Zoning Ordinance as land eligible to
receive development rights through a Major Land Development project review. These areas may also be identified
on a Zoning Map on file with the Town Clerk.
 Sending Area: Any area identified by the [INSERT CITY/TOWN NAME] in the Zoning Ordinance as land eligible for
establishing development rights that may eventually be transferred to a Receiving Area. These areas may also be
identified on a Zoning Map on file with the Town Clerk.
 Transfer of Development Rights: The process by which a developer or property owner may apply development rights previously established in designated Sending Areas to parcel(s) in designated Receiving Areas for the
purposes of increasing density as may be allowed in the Zoning Ordinance or Land Development and Subdivision
Rules and Regulations. This process involves an application for a Major Subdivision or Land Development project
as applicable to the Planning Board.
 Transferable Development Rights: Development rights for a parcel(s) of land in designated Sending Areas that
have been recorded on a TDR Certificate and may only be developed, per Planning Board approval, once they are
successfully landed in a Receiving Area.
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Potential Zoning Ordinance Language to Implement TDR
ARTICLE 8 – TRANSFER OF DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS (TDR)

Commentary: “Article 8” is used simply to help organize the document below and represents an arbitrary number.
Local communities will need to identify the best location(s) in their ordinance to implement TDR.
Sec. 8.1. Purposes
The purposes of this Article are as follows:
A. To provide TDR as an optional incentive for more sustainable land development practices in the [Town/City]
of [INSERT NAME];
B. To preserve and protect agricultural lands and open space;
C. To direct development away from sensitive resource areas to places better suited to higher densities of development;
D. To preserve sensitive resource areas in the community such as groundwater reserves, wildlife habitat, and
public access to surface waters;
E. To provide developers and property owners the ability to establish, certify, purchase, sell and land development rights;
F. To help implement the Future Land Use Map and Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan
Commentary: A well-crafted “Purposes” section will be necessary if a local community chooses to approach this
as a stand-alone section of the Zoning Ordinance. These purposes establish that TDR is optional and that it is used
both for intensifying development and protecting open space. It also establishes a direct tie to the Comprehensive Plan. The language above cites the Future Land Use Map and the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive
Plan. TDR may be included in other areas of the Comprehensive Plan as well.
Sec. 8.2. Applicability
A. Areas of [INSERT NAME OF CITY/TOWN] that qualify as potential Sending Areas include developable areas
within the Sending Area Overlay District as depicted on the Town’s official Zoning Map on file with the [Office
of the Clerk].
Commentary: Sending areas can be identified in a variety of ways. The approach provided above uses an overlay
district approach, which may be more fitting for municipalities that want to target specific parcels or tracts of land.
Other municipalities may wish to identify entire districts as receiving areas such as a “rural residential” district. In
this case, an overlay would not be necessary and the ordinance would simply identify the entire district as a sending area.
B.

Areas of [INSERT NAME OF CITY/TOWN] that qualify as potential Receiving Areas include those depicted on
the Town’s official Zoning Map on file with the [Office of the Clerk].

Commentary: Similar to the sending areas, receiving areas can be identified in a variety of ways. The approach
provided above uses an overlay district approach, which may be more fitting for municipalities that may have
multiple receiving areas. Other municipalities may wish to identify entire districts as receiving areas such as a “Village Mixed Use” or “Transit Oriented Development” district. In this case, an overlay would not be necessary and the
ordinance would simply identify the entire district as a receiving area.
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C.

Where a lot is partially contained within either a Sending Area or a Receiving Area, only the portion of
the lot contained in such area may be used for the purposes of establishing or landing development
rights respectively.

Sec. 8.3. Authority
The certification of development rights may only be approved through application to the [Administrative Officer] according to the procedures and standards provided in this Article. The actual transfer and landing of development
rights may only occur through application to the Planning Board for a Major Land Development Project in accordance
with the provisions in the Zoning Ordinance and the Land Development and Subdivision Regulations.
Sec. 8.4. Determining and Certifying Development Rights
A. Property owners seeking to certify development rights for the purposes of TDR shall apply to the [Administrative Officer] for a TDR Certificate in accordance with the procedures and plan requirements listed in the Land
Development and Subdivision Regulations.
B.

The number of development rights that may be certified for a particular piece of land within the Sending Area
shall be determined using the following formula:
DR = (A – C) ÷ L
Where
“DR”
“A”
“C”
“L”

C.

is Development Rights
is the total area of the parcel(s)
is constraints to development which include wetlands and areas reserved for infrastructure such as
roadways. For the purposes of this calculation, the amount of land reserved for infrastructure shall
be 10% of the upland area.
is the minimum lot size allowed in the base zoning district.

As part of an application for a TDR Certificate, the submission shall establish whether property would be preserved as conservation land or as agricultural land within the terms of any future easement.

D. Applicants for a TDR Certificate shall perform the required calculation for the entirety of all parcels associated
with the application. Determining development rights for a portion of any associated parcel is not allowed.
E.

Upon the approval of the TDR Certificate Application, the [Administrative Officer] shall authorize the issuance
of a TDR Certificate unless the application is challenged and placed before the Planning Board.

F.

Any party that has received Master, Preliminary or Final Plan approval for a parcel in a designated Sending
Area and has not commenced construction may still apply to the Planning Board for a TDR Certificate provided the property is eligible as a Sending Area in accordance with Sec. 8.2 of the Zoning Ordinance.

Sec. 8.5. Partial Transfer of Development Rights
A. Establishment. Property owners with a TDR Certificate may choose to transfer all or a portion of their development rights as part of any TDR transaction. Where only a portion of the rights are transferred, these rights
shall be extinguished as part of a deed restriction and the transaction shall be recorded in accordance with
the procedures in the Land Development and Subdivision Regulations.
B.
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Partial Property Development. Where a property owner has transferred/extinguished a portion of the certi-
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fied development rights, said property owner may apply to develop the remaining rights on the sending area
parcel(s). To do so, the property must set aside a portion of the property for agriculture or open space in accordance with the following provisions:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The minimum percentage of restricted conservation land or agricultural land required for the developed
area shall be equal to the percentage of development rights that are extinguished. For example, if 25% of
the development rights have been extinguished, 25% of the land area must be preserved as part of any
development proposal.
Where the preserved area will be held under an agricultural easement, the preserved area may only contain wetlands if all of the land designated for agricultural activity is preserved.
Where the preserved area will be held as conservation land, the preserved area may contain the same
percentage of wetland as the entire parcel area. For example, if 30% of the entire parcel(s) is covered by
wetlands, up to 30% of the conservation land may be covered by wetlands.
Subdivision applications for the remaining development rights shall follow the Conservation Subdivision
design process described in [INSERT SECTION] of the Zoning Ordinance.

Commentary: Provisions 1-3 above provide one way to answer the policy question “Should wetlands be allowed in preserved areas and, if so, how much?” Communities have typically grappled with this question
when adopting Conservation Subdivision Design or a similar tool that integrates the protection of open space
with the design/development process. One of the objectives is to gain as much open space as possible that
can actually add value to the residents living in close proximity. If the open space was all wetland, this defeats
the purpose. On the other hand, requiring all of the open space to be upland area can make it mathematically impossible for a developer to use these tools on sites with a significant portion of wetlands to begin with.
In the above approach, agricultural easements assume that the priority is preserving land that can be
placed in active agricultural use. Therefore, no wetlands are allowed in the preserved area. For conservation areas—areas in a natural state—a more flexible approach is provided that allows the property owner to realize the full potential of the developable land, while providing some valuable upland open space.
Provision 4 above provides a process by which any retained development rights can be developed. Using the Conservation Design approach, communities have a strong “fall back” to ensure that the development respects the
resource opportunities that have not been preserved as part of TDR. Where communities do not have this design
tool available, a more prescriptive process will be required. North Kingstown’s TDR ordinance contains a process
that can be considered.
C.

Deed Restrictions. Certification of any development rights shall be conditioned on the placements of a deed
restriction on the associated parcels. The failure of an applicant to record this deed restriction shall render the
certificate null and void if any transfer of development rights is subsequently attempted. This restriction shall
include the following provisions at a minimum:
1.
2.

The number of transferable development rights associated with the parcel shall be clearly stated.
As development rights may be purchased and subsequently extinguished, this reduction in the number
of development rights shall be amended on the deed.

D. Conservation Easements. Conservation easements shall be applied to the sending area parcels in accordance
with Section 8.6 once all development rights have been extinguished or once some development rights have
been purchased and the remaining land area is approved for development.
Sec. 8.6. Conservation Easements on Sending Area Lands.
A. Existing Agricultural Lands. Lands identified for preservation in the Sending Area that are in agricultural production or are otherwise identified for agricultural activities by the applicant when development
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rights are purchased should be preserved for agricultural activities.
B.

Existing Natural Lands. Lands identified for preservation in the Sending Area that are not in agricultural
production or otherwise identified for agricultural activities by the applicant when development rights
are purchased shall be preserved as conservation areas.

C.

Restrictions on Sending Area Parcels. Restrictions on Sending Area parcels shall be recorded as conservation easement restrictions on the title of the parcel to be preserved upon approval of a TDR Sending Area
Land Development application. These restrictions shall include a management plan, to be approved by
the Planning Board, which will specify how the open space will be used in the future. The guidance provided in the Rhode Island Conservation Easement Guidance Manual (RIDEM 2009, or as amended) shall
be used to prepare a conservation easement and management plan. Conservation or agricultural lands
preserved through TDR shall either:

1.

Be conveyed to and accepted by the Town for park, open space, agricultural or other permitted use or
uses;
Be conveyed to a nonprofit organization, the principal purpose of which is the conservation of open
space or resource protection; or
Be conveyed to a corporation or trust whose principal purpose is the stewardship of said land for uses
approved by the Planning Board.
Remain in private (non-common) ownership if the use is limited to those approved by the Planning Board
through a binding conservation easement restriction that runs with the land. With agreement of the
property owner through the land development or subdivision process, the Planning Board may limit the
amount of space that remains in private ownership to ensure the protection of natural resources or the
maintenance of an established greenway.

2.
3.
4.

D. Easements for Conservation Lands. All non-agricultural land preserved through the TDR permit process
shall be protected in perpetuity against further development and unauthorized alteration by appropriate
conservation easement restrictions, and by the grant of a conservation or preservation restriction to the
Town, pursuant to R.I.G.L. 34-39, as amended. In addition, the perpetual maintenance of open space and
any authorized uses shall be guaranteed by appropriate conservation easement restrictions and by grant
of a conservation or preservation restriction to the Town, pursuant to R.I.G.L. 34-39, as amended. Every
conservation easement restriction shall require approval by the Planning Board before any development
rights are sold, landed or otherwise extinguished. Every conservation easement restriction shall contain
the following provision:
“If the owners, or their successors or assigns fail to maintain conservation lands in accordance with those
restrictions placed upon the property, the Town may perform any necessary maintenance and enforce the
payment for such costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, by an action at law or in equity against the owners or their successors or assigns.”
E.
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Easements for Agricultural Lands. All land designated for conservation as agricultural land shall be protected
in perpetuity against non-agricultural development and shall allow agricultural use in accordance with this
ordinance by appropriate conservation easements and management plans. Said restrictions shall be imposed
via restrictions for farming and agricultural uses (pursuant to Title 34, Chapter 39 of the Rhode Island General
Laws as amended). The [CITY/TOWN] shall serve as the principal steward and enforcer of these restrictions
for any period of time. The Rhode Island Agricultural Land Preservation Commission with the Division of Agriculture Chief acting as advisor (pursuant to the Farmland Preservation Act, Title 42, chapter 82 of the Rhode
Island General Laws as amended) shall serve as the secondary steward and enforcer. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, if the [CITY/TOWN] and/or the Agricultural Land Preservation Commission do not agree or fail to
serve as steward and enforcer, the Planning Board may allow, for such period of time, other non-profit entities
to hold various stewardship and enforcement rights to supplement those rights held by the those parties.
These non-profit entities shall have missions dedicated to agricultural preservation and a commitment to
continuing allowable agriculture use. Any rules or enforcement enacted by said entity shall be consistent
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with any applicable rules of the Department of Environmental Management, Division of Agriculture. No restrictions shall be placed upon the property that would preclude agricultural lands that have been left fallow
to be cleared, re-cultivated and returned to an active agricultural operation subject to applicable state laws.
F.

Allowable Uses on Conservation Lands. Uses allowable in conservation lands shall be devoted to conservation purposes or for park, recreation, or forest management purposes. Vegetated stormwater drainage areas
may also be allowed if permitted by the Planning Board in accordance with [REFERENCE STORMWATER SECTION OF REGULATIONS].

G. Allowable Uses on Agricultural Lands. Consistent with any applicable local, state or federal regulations, the
Planning Board shall allow agricultural lands preserved through TDR to be used as prescribed during the development right certification process and as recorded by the Administrative Officer.
Sec 8.7. TDR Density Bonuses and Transfer Ratios
A. Description of Bonuses. The transfer of development rights into the Receiving Area Overlay District will be
used to create multi-family housing or town-house style development, and will allow developers to increase
residential density beyond what is allowed in the base zoning. In the [General Commercial District], allowable
residential density may increase to a maximum of [20 units per buildable acre]. In the [Neighborhood Commercial District], allowable residential density may increase to [10 units per buildable acre].
Commentary: This section presents a very simple way of presenting what can quickly become a complicated discussion at the local level: the discussion of density limits. Assuming the use of an overlay district, this language demonstrates how the underlying zoning can be used to tailor density allowances.
The language here limits the TDR transactions as “residential to residential.” In other words, development
rights from residential areas are not being transformed into commercial space or some other use. While those
more complicated transfers do occur elsewhere in the country and are certainly feasible, the types of real estate analyses required to make them work are more challenging. When rolling out a TDR program for the first
time, communities will want to keep the program as simple as possible while still meeting their goals for growth.
Another important point is that the language above stipulates that the product of the transfer is limited to two
types of housing. Communities will want to decide which types of housing represent a desirable outcome as part
of density increases.
B.

TDR Transfer Ratio. For every development right certified in a Sending Area, the Planning Board may allow
housing units to be developed in the Receiving Area at the following ratios. Fractions of units shall be rounded down to the nearest whole number when calculating potential density bonuses.

Town-house
[2.5 units] for every development right

Multi-Family
[4.0 units] for every development right

Commentary: This section assumes, again, that development rights will be used solely to produce either town-house
and/or multi-family units. The numbers within the table are known as the “TDR Transfer Ratio” and demonstrate that
multiple units of housing will likely be required for each preserved development right in order for the venture to make
financial sense to a developer. The numbers provided in the table are somewhat arbitrary and are meant to illustrate
the scale of bonuses that may be required for a TDR program to work depending on local real estate conditions.
It is recommended that a local community solicit the services of a real estate professional who can de-
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termine the TDR transfer ratio required to entice this level of investment. An analysis known as a “residual land value” calculation is recognized as one of the more effective tools to determine this ratio. This analysis can also be used to identify a reasonable density transfer credit value (see section 8.9).
It should also be noted that the language provided here assumes that all development rights are valued equally
within the community. So the ratios shown above will be the same for land on a farm that may be small, with limited production as compared with a large farm that has high production level and more perceived value to a community. Local TDR programs can set up a ranking system that provides a higher ratio when more valuable lands
are targeted. North Kingstown and Exeter both employ this approach and readers are encouraged to review those
ordinances to learn more about how this is implemented. Using a ranking system will require more analyses and
permitting during the development right certification process and can serve as a disincentive for land owners to
go through the process. Communities will need to weigh the importance of ranking different sending area lands
against the added complexity of using this approach.
Sec 8.8 Procedures for Transferring Development Rights to the Receiving Area Overlay District.

A. General. All applications for transferring development rights to a Receiving Area shall come before the Planning Board as a Major Land Development or Major Subdivision as applicable. At the outset of the permit
review process, applicants must demonstrate to the Planning Board that the bearer of the TDR Certificate
is in agreement with the terms of the proposed application and understands the number of development
rights that will be extinguished after the landing process is complete. Documentation of this assurance shall
be provided in a letter signed by the bearer of the TDR Certificate or his/her representative at the time of the
application to land the development rights.
2. The applicant shall then determine the number of proposed residential units, subtracting the number of units that will be deed restricted as affordable in accordance with [REFERENCE SECTION ON INCLUSIONARY ZONING]
3. The difference between the proposed number of units and the base number of units shall then be
divided by the transfer ratio listed in Section 8.7.B.
Hypothetical calculation:
Step 1.

Number of units allowed in underlying district: 14

Step 2.
Number of proposed units: 60 [30 town-house; 30 multi-family]
		
Number of affordable units: 10 [5 town-house; 5 multi-family]
Number of units requiring TDR: 60 – 10 – 14 = 36 [half for town-house; half for multi-family]
Step 3.
Town-house requirement: 18 ÷ 2.5 = 7.2 development rights
Multi-family requirement: 18 ÷ 4 = 4.5 development rights
Total requirement: 7.2 + 4.5 = 11.7 or 12 development rights
Commentary: Note that all units restricted as affordable, even those as part of the base allowable number, are
removed from the TDR calculation. This provides increased incentive to participate.

B. Materials. In addition to the materials customarily required as part of an application for a Major Land Develop-

ment or Major Subdivision, an applicant proposing to land development rights shall submit the appropriate
number of copies of his/her TDR Certificate to the Planning Board. The validity of these development rights
shall be verified by the [Administrative Officer] or his/her designee during the Pre-Application Review.

C. Transferral. A person or party purchasing certified development rights without landing said rights in the Receiving Area shall record the purchase with the [Administrative Officer] and receive an updated TDR Certifi-
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cate reflecting the change in ownership. Parties may purchase all or a portion of the development rights
vested in a TDR Certificate.

D. Final Approval. The Planning Board shall not issue final approval of any transfer of development rights until
all necessary conservation easement restrictions are recorded in the Land Evidence Records and said development rights are formally extinguished by the Town Planner through the issuance of a revised TDR Certificate.

Sec 8.9. Density Transfer Credit Option for Density Transfer.
A. Establishment. As an alternative to transferring development rights in order to achieve higher densities than
what would be allowed by the underlying zoning within the Receiving Area Overlay District, applicants for
eligible development proposals may petition the Planning Board for a Density Transfer Credit option.
B.

Density Transfer Credit Program Requirements. The [INSERT CITY/TOWN NAME] Density Transfer Credit TDR
option is allowed in accordance with the following provisions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Any funds collected as part of this transaction shall be deposited into an account dedicated to the preservation of open space.
The account for these funds shall be administered by an entity designated by Town Council, identified as
part of a public hearing, and approved through a majority vote.
Funds within the account shall be used to facilitate the preservation of lands in the Sending Area Overlay
District.
Funds may be used to:
a.
b.
c.

d.

Purchase land as a fee simple acquisition. The fund may be used in a transaction where the Town is
the sole purchaser, is in a partnership, or has a contributing interest.
Purchase development rights or apply easements. The fund may be used in a transaction where the
Town is the sole purchaser, is in a partnership, or has a contributing interest.
Provide legal or other technical assistance for the development of site plans, the performance of field
investigations, the recording of deeds, or other tasks required as part of the TDR Certificate process.
Such assistance shall only be provided where the [City or Town] finds that preservation would not
likely occur without said assistance.
Solicit the services of a qualified real estate professional to revisit the value associated with a Density
Transfer Credit transaction.

Commentary: Note that TDR funds provided through purchase of Density Transfer Credits can be used not only
to purchase land, but also to facilitate the purchase of land by providing supportive services. These supportive
services are not necessary, but are considered best practices based on research into TDR banks across the country.
Expanding the capacity of the Town to pay for these services gives the Town more of a partnership role.
5.

The value for a single development right shall be determined, at a minimum, on an annual basis by a
qualified real estate professional using acceptable industry practice.

Potential Regulations Language to Implement TDR
SECTION 12 – APPLICATION FOR TDR CERTIFICATE
Commentary: “Section 12” is used simply to help organize the document below and represents an arbitrary number. Local communities will need to identify the best location(s) in their regulations to implement TDR.
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A. Property owners seeking to certify development rights for the purposes of TDR shall apply to the [Administrative Officer] for a TDR Certificate as enabled by the Zoning Ordinance and in accordance with the procedures
and plan requirements listed herein.
B.

Submittal Requirements.
An applicant for approval of a TDR Certificate shall submit a plan labeled “TDR Certificate Application”, drawn
to a scale of not less than 1 inch to 100 feet showing all of the items listed in the TDR Certificate Application
Checklist.

C.

Review Procedure.

Commentary: The application procedure provided below is modeled after the process for an administrative subdivision. Because of the simplicity of the TDR Certificate plan materials, it is appropriate to keep the review process
at an administrative level. Communities may impose a more rigorous review procedure with the Planning Board
if that is deemed appropriate.
1.

Certificate of Completeness.
Within fifteen (15) days of receipt of an application for a TDR Certificate, the [Administrative Officer] shall
either issue or deny a certificate of completeness for the application materials submitted. Such certificate
shall only be issued if all requirements of the administrative checklist are complete and submitted with
the application. The [Administrative Officer] shall notify the applicant of the issuance or denial of the
certificate in writing by regular mail.

2.

Decision Required.
Within fifteen (15) days after the issuance of a certificate of completeness, the [Administrative Officer]
shall review the application and approve, approve with conditions, deny or refer it to the Planning Board
with recommendations. The [Administrative Officer] shall report all actions on administrative subdivisions to the Planning Board at its regularly scheduled monthly meetings. If the Administrative Officer
fails to take any action after the fifteen days following the issuance of a certificate of completeness, the
application shall be placed on the next available agenda of a regularly scheduled meeting of the Planning
Board.

3.

Approval and Recording.
If the [Administrative Officer] approves the application, the TDR Certificate shall be issued within ten (10)
days of approval. The certificate shall be signed by the owner of the development rights and the [Administrative Officer] and stamped by the [Town/City] Clerk. Copies of the original certificate shall be kept on
file with the [Administrative Officer] and the [Town/City] Clerk.

4.

Denial.
Denial of the application by the [Administrative Officer] shall require the application to be referred to the
Planning Commission for further review.

5.

Planning Board Referral.
When a TDR Certificate application is referred to the Planning Board, the Planning Board shall consider
the application and the recommendations of the Administrative Officer. The Planning Board shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application within sixty-five (65) days of the issuance of the
Certificate of Completeness. Failure of the Commission to act within the required time shall constitute
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approval of the TDR Certificate. The Administrative Officer shall verify as to the failure of the Planning
Board to act within the required time and the resulting approval upon written request from the applicant.
6.

Changes to the TDR Certificate.
The sale, transfer, conveyance or extinguishing of development rights shall be recorded with the [Administrative Officer]. Revised certificates shall be issued upon change of ownership or upon the reduction of
development rights vested in a certificate.

Potential Checklist for TDR Certificate
Administrative Subdivision Checklist
A. Required Information. The following information, where applicable, shall be submitted as part of an application for a TDR Certificate.
_____ 1.

Property owner name and address.

_____ 2.

Date of plan/materials preparation and any revision dates.

_____ 3.

Assessor’s Plat and Lot Number(s).

_____ 4.

Graphic scale.

_____ 5.

True north arrow.

_____ 6.

Zoning Districts and/or overlay designation(s). (e.g. Official Zoning Map).

_____ 7.

Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the person or firm preparing application materials.

_____ 8.

Professional stamps, with signatures, for surveyors, or other design professionals that prepared the plan.

_____ 9.

Class IV survey of property boundary.

_____ 10.

Approximate location, description and dimensions of existing structures and uses on the property.

_____ 11.

Approximate location of any gravesites, cemeteries, or stone walls.

_____ 12.

Floodways, V and A zones from current FEMA maps.

_____ 13.

Location of wetlands, calculation of wetland area and percentage of site covered with wetlands.

_____ 14.

Calculations for proposed number of development rights.

Commentary: Locating wetlands is an integral part of the TDR Certificate process. However, communities will
want to carefully consider the information required to develop these plans. Survey of wetland boundaries can be
costly and might serve as a disincentive for property owners to certify rights. On the other hand, using a readily
available source of information like GIS data layers may not provide the level of detail local governments need to
be comfortable with the submission.
It should be noted that a TDR Certificate DOES NOT vest rights as developable units of housing or commercial space.
Therefore, issuing a certificate that may have slightly higher levels of development than what could really be achieved
through a development application does not represent a risk to the community.
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REGULATORY GUIDANCE FOR TDR IN A CONSERVATION DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE
The following is provided for communities that may wish to add language to an existing Conservation Development
Ordinance that allows for the use of TDR. This guidance assumes that a municipality already has a Conservation Development ordinance in the Zoning Ordinance and that supplemental language could be added to further increase
both density and the overall open space preserved as part of a new subdivision.
The following guidance represents examples of how the research and discussion that occurred as part of this project
could be organized into a community ordinance and associated regulations. As with any sample language provided
for a project of this nature, this document cannot be simply copied into an existing Zoning Ordinance in its current
form. Local officials will need to tailor the language to their own definitions and processes, and there are several
“policy decisions” noted for consideration. Local officials are encouraged to review the language within this guidance, and any adjustments that may be developed locally, with their legal counsel.
Potential Zoning Ordinance Language to Implement TDR in a Conservation Development Ordinance
A. The Planning Board may allow an increase to the number of dwelling units in a conservation development
beyond the basic maximum number through the use of transfer of development rights in accordance with
the following conditions and requirements.
1.
2.
3.

The preservation of land in the sending parcel is consistent with the purposes of this ordinance.
The increase in development shall not go beyond double the basic yield as approved by the Planning
Board.
Where transfer of development rights is used to increase the basic yield beyond 25%, there shall be no
minimum lot size. All front yard, side yard and rear yard setback requirements shall be maintained.

Commentary: Communities must carefully consider how dimensional requirements will be addressed when an
applicant might double the density of residential development through the use of TDR. For example, if the existing ordinance has very little “wiggle room” to increase density, then the use of TDR may not work. If a community
allows for a minimum lot size of 5,000 square feet and requires 75% open space, it may be very challenging to
increase the development density.
The language provided above might work for a community where the minimum lot size in a Conservation Development is 12,000 square feet and the minimum open space requirement is 50%. In this example, there is the
possibility of reducing lot sizes and increasing density.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The development rights used to increase density shall be transferred from a residential district with the
same or a larger minimum lot size.
The number of development rights on the sending parcel shall be approved by the Planning Board.
The development rights being transferred are extinguished prior to final approval of the conservation
development through an easement as described in [CITE SECTION FOR CONSERVATION EASEMENTS];
Where only a portion of the development rights are extinguished from the sending parcel, the owner
of said parcel agrees that any future development of retained development rights will use the conservation development process as applicable in that zoning district. This condition shall be recorded as a
deed restriction on the sending parcel.

Commentary: Densities that would result from this type of development would likely require either centralized
water supply or wastewater disposal. Municipalities that want to pursue this land use tool will need to remove any
barriers to developing this infrastructure. For example, when considering allowable uses of open space, including
the possibility of establishing drinking water wells and/or wastewater disposal fields would be important.
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REGULATORY GUIDANCE FOR INTER-MUNICIPAL TDR PROGRAM AGREEMENT
The following text is provided for communities that may wish to enter into an inter-municipal TDR program. Where
possible, this language is adapted from the existing agreement developed by the Towns of Exeter (the “sending
town”) and North Kingstown (the “receiving town”) because that language was reviewed by Rhode Island municipal
solicitors prior to adoption. Other primary sources include interlocal agreements from King County, WA.
It is essential that any communities considering such an agreement will vet this sample regulatory language with a
qualified attorney.
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
THIS AGREEMENT is between [INSERT SENDING CITY/TOWN] a municipal corporation of the State of Rhode Island,
and [INSERT RECEIVING CITY/TOWN], also a municipal corporation of the State of Rhode Island (together to be referred to as “the Towns”). The agreement is made by and through the “Towns” respective Town Councils.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS the State of Rhode Island, through State Guide Plan Element 121 Land Use 2025, encourages the
use of innovative land use tools for the purposes directing growth toward areas where infrastructure can support such
growth; and
WHEREAS the two participating Towns have adopted language within their Comprehensive Plans that call for the
use of inter-municipal TDR; and
WHEREAS it is the goal of [SENDING TOWN] to preserve its rural character and preserve much of its developable
agricultural and forest land; and
WHEREAS [SENDING TOWN] has identified lands eligible for participation in a TDR program through its Comprehensive Plan; and
WHEREAS it is the goal of [RECEIVING TOWN] to allow for increases in development density in designated Receiving Areas as identified in its Comprehensive Plan; and
WHEREAS the Towns recognize the economic, social and environmental benefits that will result from this agreement on a regional scale.
Commentary: Note that the language above assumes that some revision to the Comprehensive Plans has occurred prior to crafting this agreement.
AGREEMENTS
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved that the Towns will work together in accordance with the following:
A.

Purpose
The two Towns agree to implement a program (hereafter the “Program”) to allow development rights
to be transferred from [SENDING TOWN] to [RECEIVING TOWN] in accordance with this agreement and
applicable standards and procedures in local laws and regulations.

B.

Responsibilities of the Towns
1.
2.

The [SENDING TOWN] shall adopt an overlay to the zoning map that shows the land available a
sending area for TDR through an overlay district.
The [SENDING TOWN] shall adopt an ordinance that will enable and facilitate the transfer of development rights of the sending area parcels.
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3.
4.
5.

6.

C.

The [RECEIVING TOWN] shall identify areas on its zoning map that may serve as receiving areas for
the sending area lands identified by [SENDING TOWN].
The [RECEIVING TOWN] shall adopt an ordinance will enable and facilitate the transfer of development rights to the receiving area parcels.
The ordinances developed by these Towns shall be developed in a manner that allows for each
party to have access to draft materials and provide comment. At a minimum, said ordinances shall
address the following and shall be addressed separately or by each town as appropriate:
a. Calculating the number of development rights associated with land in the sending area.
b. Certifying or approving the number development rights.
c. Calculation of transfer ratios.
d. Permit application procedures.
e. Terms for conservation restrictions.
f. Allowable development levels in the receiving area.
g. Development standards associated with the receiving area.
The Towns shall establish a process for reviewing the effectiveness of the program and reporting
any findings to each other on an annual basis.

Duration
This Agreement shall become effective on the date it has been approved by the legislative authorities of
both Towns and shall continue until terminated as provided in Section D.

Commentary: This language very simply states that both Towns shall continue as long as the Program is working
and each Town is satisfied. Other ways to set a duration period can include setting a cap on the number of development rights transferred, the number of bonus units developed, etc.

D.

Termination
The Town’s may terminate the agreement through mutual consent as documented in a hearing with
both Town Councils. Either party may individually terminate this Agreement upon 180 days’ written
notice to the other if:
1.
2.

E.

Either Town’s zoning ordinance or land development regulations pertaining to the Program are
held invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction in a final judgment that is no longer subject to
appeal; or
One of the Town’s materially defaults in performing of its obligations under this Agreement and
does not commence to cure the default within thirty (30) days after receiving written notice of the
default and does not proceed to fully cure the default.

Indemnification
Each Town shall indemnify and hold harmless the other Town and its officers, agents and employees or
any of them from any and all claims, actions, suits, liability, loss, costs, expenses, and damages of any nature whatsoever, by reason or arising out of any negligent action or omission of either Town, its officers,
agents, and employees, or any of them, in performing obligations pursuant to this Agreement.

F.

Concurrent Negligence
Each Town acknowledges and agrees that if any claims, actions, suits, liability, loss, costs, expenses and
damages are caused by or result from the concurrent negligence of their agents, employees, and/or
officers, this section shall be valid and enforceable only to the extent of the negligence of each party, its
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agents, employees and/or officers.
G.

General Terms
1.

Administration. This Agreement shall be administered jointly by the [Planning Directors] for each
Town.

Commentary: Each community will need to decide on the appropriate administrative staff for these programs.

2.
3.

4.

Severability. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held invalid, the remainder of the Agreement shall not be affected.
No Waiver. Waiver of any breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not be deemed to be a
waiver of any prior or subsequent breach, and shall not be construed to be a modification of this
Agreement.
No Third Party Beneficiary. This Agreement is made and entered into for the sole protection and
benefit of the parties hereto. No other person or entity shall have any right of action or interest in
this Agreement based upon any provision set forth herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the towns have caused this Agreement to be executed on the ___ day of
_____________________.
In the Presence of:					[RECEIVING TOWN]
____________________________

_____________________________
Authorized Signature

		

[SENDING TOWN]

____________________________			______________________________
						
Authorized Signature			
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III. Appendix: Notes from RI TDR Conference
Discussion Notes: RI Transfer of Development Rights
Conference, March, 27-28, 2013
The following are key questions from the conference
participants with answers from Bill Fulton and Rick Pruetz, national TDR experts who spoke at this conference.

1. Has TDR worked for small rural towns? If yes, were
there any modifications needed to encourage TDRs?
(Examples of towns like those in Rhode Island -- where
each town is independent and there is no county government or regional taxation other than state sales taxes
-- would be particularly helpful.)
Rick: Yes. 31 TDR programs at the township level in PA
alone. There are pros and cons of working at this scale;
you can get more buy-in from the community when
they’re familiar with the sending area; some are slowgrowing- helps to have strong zoning to protect assets
while TDR programs grow; need to find the demand
Bill: Yes. People often buy into high density in villages
when: 1) they believe there’s good design and 2) they’re
preserving something that’s important to them (they
have an attachment to the sending area).; need to build
support at the state level to protect areas in the western
part of RI while increasing density in the eastern part
2. Is there a rule of thumb for the size of the area (land
or population) that is needed to encourage TDR?
Bill: It’s not so much about the number of people or acres
but about the sending and receiving areas and people
agreeing to participate (which will depend on the market); fewer restrictions on moving things back and forth
results in more market activity; receiving area has to be
big enough to generate market activity
3. What are the key elements or common attributes
of communities/areas where TDR has been effective?
Rick: Absolutely critical to success are 1) demand for
bonus development and 2) customized receiving areas
(from “Top 10 Success Factors”; factors 3-5 are important,
5-10 helpful); the fewer the alternatives the better it’s
going to work; some towns with TDR continue to grant
up-zoning on request (if they give bonus development
for free, no one is going to end up using TDR.
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4. Has inter-municipal TDR worked in towns without
a county government? If yes what were the incentives that encouraged towns to receive TDRs?
Bill: yes
Rick: yes; e.g., TDR in Warwick, NY occurs without county
government
5. Should RI consider a statewide TDR program? If
yes what would be the key issues to consider?
Bill: Yes. Because it’s small and there’s no county government; the state can set up the basic rules (enabling legislation; fund the TDR bank if possible and turn it into a
revolving fund; align other state incentives to back it up;
think about how aggressively the state can do this)
Rick: if there’s time and money, treat it like you would
treat any TDR program- look at the supply/demand of
various sending and receiving areas; concerns from local
governments will arise; think about how well the sending and receiving areas line up (state market vs. sub-state
market)
Bill: good TDR programs have good markets; the state
could probably do some prototypical market analysis to
collect baseline info to help in generating options for a
state framework
6. How have transfer ratios been determined to go
from residential in a sending area to commercial in
a receiving area? How have they been determined
from low density housing to multi-family housing?
Do you have documentation of the real estate/market analyses that have been performed to determine
these ratios?
Bill: Yes- moving development value around; some questions/concerns: are you shrinking the statewide housing
supply?; residential to commercial is very common (good
exs: Chesterfield, NJ and King County, WA towns)
Rick: economic analysis can point you toward the correct
ratio (or if you want to amend a current ratio)
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7. Following on #6 above, are there real estate/market analyses that have addressed how a “fee-in-lieu”
(density transfer credit) value for TDR would be calculated?
Bill: Yes. Not useful to pull a fee out of thin air; analogy:
affordable housing vs. fee, parking vs. fee; can make the
fee the same or less
Rick: some communities don’t want to get in the way of
the private market; some set the fee low because they
would rather have the cash (could be the match dollars
for grants, etc)

10. Are there different ways to set up TDR banks?
Where has this been successful and what are the best
mechanisms for replenishing the funds?
Bill: Not a good idea for a regulatory agency to be the
TDR bank; if a municipality is approving projects, they’re
manipulating the currency (e.g., a bank run out of a Natural Resources Department); however the state is likely to
run a bank in RI b/c it’s such a small state

8. Are there examples of a PDR and TDR combination
that might be appropriate for RI?
Bill: conceptually there’s no reason you can’t combine
them; it doesn’t matter where the money comes from;
in a practical sense, TDR programs are approached differently by different players (e.g., state government vs.
land trust)- may have more flexibility in their easements
(and vice versa); public money and TDRs work together
to protect land
Rick: ex: King County, WA has dedicated taxes to create
a revolving fund (vs. a single expenditure); Palm County,
FL- open space bonds resulted in voter fatigue- they severed TDR from properties and bought and resold them
(recoups the cost and puts it back into the reserve system); NJ Pinelands- not looking to sell; not involved with
the private market
Bill: TDR banks can often 1) provide comps and 2) sell or
hold rights to manage the market
9. What are some incentives that could make TDR
work in RI? Does TDR often require tax incentives or
other layers of incentives to be successful?
Bill: There are a variety of players and they all have to have
motivation to be active in the market; if ratios are set up
correctly a market should be able to be created (might
take a while to get going, but TDR banks will speed it up);
something to consider—the increased infrastructure
burden in receiving area vs. the loss of value in the sending area (King County ex.); less significant if they occur in
the same jurisdiction
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